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THE KINDERGARTEN DEPARTMENT MEETING
AT DENVER, JULY, 1895.

THE local committee composed of Mrs. I. T. Hanna,
Miss VVilhelmina T. Caldwell, Mrs. N. P. Hill, and
Hon. H. M. Hale, made itself directly responsi-
ble for the comfort and pleasure of all attending
the Kindergarten department. A kindergartner's

rendezvous was provided in the Central High School build-
ing, made beautiful with a wealth of Colorado flowers and
abundant cordiality, which soon made it one of the points
of great interest. Books of registration, a kindergartner's
library, current kindergarten literature and magazines were
made available. The Woman's Club of Denver as a body
acted as a Committee on Entertainment for the National P^du-

cational Association, assembled ten thousand strong in the
city. This organization, formed two years ago for purposes
of intellectual and social advancement, is composed of about
three hundred and fifty of the women of Denver. In addi-
tion to other good works, the club has been exceedingly
helpful in forwarding the educational interests of the city.

The direct interest manifested by the citizens of Den\er in

the pleasure of their guests was highly gratif}-ing. The
Committee on Arrangements provided escorts who awaited
trains arriving constantly, and who proved the hearty wel-

come in practical and substantial services.

The kindergarten headquarters were Wolfe Hall, a beau-

tiful stone structure on Capitol Hill, fronting the distant

mountain range, and presenting a view of the charming city.

The party of kindergartners who found themselves in the

high altitude of Wolfe Hall spent a memorable week to-

gether.

Among other hospitable attractions, provided through
the courtesy of Denver friends, was the altogether enjoyable
evening reception given by Senator and Mrs. Hill to the
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president of the department, Miss Lucy Wheelock, of Bos-

ton. A kindergartner's reception is in itself bound to be a

social occasion. When are added to this the enthusiasm

and good will of such hosts and friends, it becomes a bril-

liant event.

Trinity church was provided for the Kindergarten de-

partment meetings, and was rendered attractive by all that

plants, flowers, lights, and music can do on such occasions.

The first session was called to order at three o'clock on
Wednesday afternoon, by the president. Miss Wheelock.
In the absence of the regularly elected secretary. Miss Mac-

WULFE HALL.

Kenzie, of London, Ontario, Mr. Henry W. Blake served
in this onerous capacity. The guests of the platform in-

cluded the entire local committee, Mrs. A.J. Peavey, county
superintendent of schools, and the speakers of the afternoon.

In making the address of welcome on behalf of the city of

Denver, Mrs. N. P. Hill took occasion to present to the de-
partment a souvenir gavel, made of Mt. Vernon cedar, with
handsome Colorado silver mountings. The president re-

ceived the gavel, saying she appreciated the honor which
was hers in wielding a gavel made of materials which were
the product of two such far separated states as Virginia and
Colorado. She thought it typified the widespread influence

of kindergarten schools and the national character of the
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movement. In place of a formal address Miss Wheelock, as

president, made the following remarks:

I simply wish to refer to some phases of kindergarten work which
seem to be of prominence and which must occupy the thoughts of all

kindergartners and all interested in the progress of the kindergarten
movement. Our period of admiration is past. We are now to consider
the details and methods of our work with reference to the end of the
great educational aim. The kindergarten movement is only a part of
the greater educational movement, and we must fall mto harmony with
all other departments of education in order to best accomplish our own
broader line of work. There is no current educational thought which is

not important for a kindergartner to consider. There are two or three
educational movements which are at present of special interest to kin-
dergartners. First, that of child study. I have a strong feeling that the
kindergarten worker should be first and foremost in the support of the
child-study movement. We have studied our materials a great deal at

our previous meetings; we have talked more or less about the gifts and
occupations of the kindergarten, but I believe we will come to see that
the chief and foremost work of the kindergarten must be the study of
the children themselves. All the work being done by those who are for-

warding the work in child study is most helpful to our own particular
held of work. At first in Boston the kindergartners were afraid that some
were going to find out that possibly we had been doing too fine weav-
ing, etc., and that we were doing what was not for the best development
of the child; but I know that we have the close sympathy of all those
who are interested in the study of the child. I believe we can safely
say the kindergarten does not depend upon any line or particular length
of line. If we find it is better for the child to omit some of the work
that causes nervous pressure, we now feel that there is no principle vio-

lated thereby. We thank those who called our attention to the fact that
there are some things to guard against in the future in the matter of
hand work.
We have heard about the symbolism of the gifts, and the exagger-

ated use of them. No kindergartner would claim that a child may be
brought from a state of fretfulness into harmony and peace from the
fact that the sphere is a symbol of unity. And I believe that just as we
hold, the Book of Revelations may fill us full of lofty thoughts when we
read of the great white throne, and we do not mmd that some have per-
verted the symbolism, so we may come to where we knowFroebel more
perfectly, by studying his own use of the symbolism, and we need not
fear that we shall not make the right use of them. What I wish to claim
and to insist upon here is that as kindergartners we shall study Froebel
himself more, his letters and his "Mother Plays " and "Education of
Man," in order to discover the educational principles that are involved.
Another subject which interests us all as kindergartners is the making
of programs. If we refer our thoughts back to the child again, we shall
see the child is to be the center of the program; that the materials are
used only with reference to the child with whom we are dealing. No
ready-made program is of any use at all. The interests of the child
with whom we are dealing is the only thing to consider. The disciples
of Froebel are the first to maintain the idea of unity in the work. But
the kindergarten movement means more than the work that we do in
the three hours with the children. If the kindergarten movement is to
maintain its full significance, it must come into touch with the life of the
people, with the life of the fathers and mothers and children in their
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homes. You will remember the kindergarten means the education of

the people. The people are to be educated through the children. We
find as one of the benefits of the kindergarten today that it is to come
very nearlv in touch with all the social work, and one of the interesting

phases of the kindergarten work at present, is the recognition of the

common thought, that we come in touch with the people through the

children.

The first paper of the regular program as announced was
presented by Miss Amalie Hofer. Her subject was "The
Social Settlement and the Kindergarten," and the paper is

printed in full elsewhere in this number.
"The Work of the Pestalozzi-Froebel Haus" was ably

described in detail by Mrs. S. M. Harriman, of Providence.

Mrs. Harriman reviewed her own personal visit to this inter-

esting institution of Berlin, and described the program of

daily work and play as actually carried forward during her

stay. She said further:

In all the work it is a noticeable fact that the children are given the

real experience, not the result of the teacher's experience, and the

members of the training class cannot be given too great credit for the

spirit which characterizes their work. Nothing is too difficult for them to

master if a truth which the child needs is involved. There is an intimate

relation existing between the training class and the kindergarten. The
fifth floor of the building is for the use of the training class and is called

the Victoria Home. This home suggests the utmost simplicity of life,

and Froebel's spirit is manifested by the profusion of flowers every-

where. ]V[embers of the class may live outside the home, but the larger

number live here, and subject themselves to a rigid course in domestic
science. Almost all the work of the home is done by the class, and
whenever it is possible the children are with the young women doing
the work adapted to their strength and understanding. The value of

this training is evident when we consider that many of the girls are
from homes devoid of luxuries. They are not unfitted to return to these
homes. On the other hand, they are ready to return to these homes, to

make the most of their surroundings, to work hard, and yet find the

beautiful in life.

At the close of her paper the reader urged that Amer-
ican kindergartners strive to gain the spirit of simplicity

and sincerity which reigns in this German normal training

school and home.
"The Kindergarten and the Home" may suggest an oft-

repeated tale to those most familiar with this work. As
handled by Mrs. Ada Mareau Hughes it assumed fresh dig-

nity and profound suggestiveness. The eloquence and
fervor lent to her subject by Mrs. Hughes showed that no
mistake had been made in calling her to open the discus-
sion. In addition to her more formal remarks, Mrs. Hughes
added much to the force of her arguments by illustrations

taken from her own home life with her own children. She
spoke in substance as follows:
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The educational reforms of the next g-eneration must be worked out
in the home. The kindergarten and the school cannot secure the best
results, however sound their theories, however good their methods, with-
out the cooperative work of the home in securing from the first of life

a harmonious connectedness in the unfolding process. The essential
principle of the kindergarten demands that this first period shall be in-
telligently and sacredly fostered in the home. Froebel set the child in
the midst and turned thought toward the divinely created and organ-
ized soul waiting to unfold, and seems to say to us, " Wait and watch
and you shall see the glory of the divine purpose unfold itself and come
forth from within. Shelter it and shine on it without anxiety or haste,
and do not meddle; childhood is holy ground."
We hear many speak of the kindergarten as the embodiment of

Froebel's educational principles, but the student of the kindergarten
period soon finds herself a student of life-principles, and the kindergar-
ten only a part of the organic whole, interrelated and interdependent
with all that goes before and all that follows after. Froebel shows to
both teacher and parent the sacred nature of the infant; helpless now,
but holding within itself the potential strength of a creative and self-

creating being, made to develop through self-action, set going by a di-

vine power for a divine purpose.
Teachers are slowly learnmg the weakness of methods which were

planned to mold and shape character from external materials accord-
ing to a human pattern— methods which emphasize the value of knowl-
edge rather than the value of the unfolding soul of the child. Old
traditions cling to us and set methods are hard to soften and change.
We sin often against the insight we have already gained, through the
force of habit and the pressure of undeveloped public opinion, and most
of all through the pressure of the "teaching" spirit. The change must
be gradual if it is safe. True reform is growth, not revolution.

Froebel's view of child nature has revealed more than the needs of
the school or the value of the kindergarten in child-growth. The influ-

ence of the mother and the home are seen to be divine factors in the
sum of life. They have already given bias to the character and will

continue to modify the work of the kindergarten and the school, and de-
termine the spirit of contact with social life. There comes with ever-
growing strength the conviction that educational reform must not only
include, but be based upon, clearer insight into home life. We look for
a more conscious motherhood— for a universal mother-spirit among all

women; for deeper and more loving insight into child nature among
both men and women.

The traditional theory that an instinctive wisdom accompanies ma-
ternity, which is all-sufficient to guide the young mother into ways of
pleasantness and paths of peace, has been fairly proved false by its re-

sults. In our complex state of society, instinct alone is utterly inadequate
to meet the necessities of both mother and child.

Emotional love, which fills the mother's soul when she looks into
the face of her firstborn, like the emotional joy of all other physical re-

lations, must be spiritualized by reason, by insight into the veritable
truth, which the physical emotion only shadows, or it cannot enter into
the eternity of our lives. Consecrated, enlightened motherhood says
with that first wave of joy in possession, "My child," "Our child,"

"God's child," and like the mother of old, she hides the growing mani-
festation of life in action and word in her heart and ponders over the
strangeness of it, but does not try to mold and fashion this responsive
soul according to her own pattern, but with hands off, watches to see
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what shall be revealed. Mother's love stands for God's love to the babe.
This is the root from which the religious influence springs.

The mother-love must have in it the elements of divine love, or it

cannot support true life and growth. It is a wise unselfishness which
can endure the pain of watching the struggles of the growing life, re-

fraining from seizing its burdens and so weaken its effort and lessen the

strength it should gain in carrying them. It takes a brave heart and
unclouded faith to consecrate a child to great purposes; to know that

the struggle will be long and often the life bitter, and yet smile and
encourage the effort. The poet, the saint, and all strong souls are born
through the struggle which comes. There is a loneliness in all great

lives, a holy of holies where none can enter, not even the mother.
In the home the child meets freedom and material to work out

vague ideas. The mother needs patience and insight, or she will cramp
the freedom or starve the life. In the kindergarten the child's experi-

ences are organized for him, and the many impressions which crowd
upon his consciousness are made to move in order and singleness before
him; in the home he is his own organizer and there should be no cramp-
ing through interference and lack of sympathy.

To secure such motherhood, we must turn again to the school and
university and train the coming men and women with this in view. Not
to love childhood is to be an incomplete being, whether man or woman.
An all-around growth demands the cultivation of the parental spirit in

every individual. It may never be realized as physical parentage, but
the spirit is necessary to complete education and growth. Think, if

you can, what change it would work in social life if that were the accepted,
universal attitude toward childhood; we should not have any reason to

fear the decay of the home spirit, but should welcome it in its new form,

—

a home suited to the broader and higher life of developed humanity
and more complete spiritual ideals. Motherhood would no longer be
looked upon as a slavery, but the crown of womanhood.

Mr. Henry W. Blake followed Mrs. Hughes, discussing

the same subject from the father's standpoint, reviewing
with clearness the characteristic points in Froebel's educa-
tional scheme, and showing how the home in turn may
learn from the kindergarten.

"Mothers' Meetings; How to Conduct Them," was dis-

cussed in ten-minute papers by Miss McCulloch of St. Louis,

Miss Caldwell of Denver, Miss 'Tefft of Greeley. The
chief element in this important discussion was the recogni-

tion given to social gatherings. The detail of successfully

conducted meetings was indicated and some of the results

named. Kindergartners may learn from, as well as teach,

mothers. It was with great interest that the audience
listened to the younger workers, who spoke freely and ex-

temporaneously, but at the same time with great force, on
this subject of how to reach the parents through the chil-

dren.

Although the session was long, the interest of both audi-

cnce and speakers was maintained to the last. There was
every evidence that the department was in earnest, and that
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substantial, inspirational discussions had been presented, for

the great gathering broke up in heartiest expressions of

having had a profitable afternoon. Kindergartners have no
valuable time to spend on idle discussion of experimental
theories. Their cause has reached a stage of dignity and
demonstration which demands most earnest consideration.
At the close of the first session of the kindergarten depart-
ment of the National Educational Association, congratula-
tions were deservedly offered Miss Wheelock, who as presi-

dent had provided such an acceptably profitable program.
The second and closing session of the department was

held Thursday, July ii, 3 p. m. Among the guests and
speakers on the platform were Mr. and Mrs. W. N. Hail-
man, Dr. Z. X. Snyder of Greeley, Miss Sarah Arnold, and
Mrs. J. N. Hill of Denver.

Owing to the tardiness of several speakers in reporting
at the meeting, the order of the program was materially
changed. Miss Sarah Arnold, now of Boston, was intro-

duced and received with cordiality, the department presi-

dent qualifying her introduction with the statement that, as

a primary teacher and primary school supervisor Miss Ar-
nold has done as much as any other woman in the country
to strengthen the bond between primary schools and the
kindergartens. "A Knowledge of the Kindergarten Indis-

pensable to Primary Instruction," was the subject, and the
substance of Miss Arnold's informal remarks was as follows:

Fellow teachers: As I have sat looking upon your faces, I have been
reminded of a poem read over and over again in childhood; I give you
simply the thought: A weary man going on his way to work passed a
group of merry children, who were trying to climb up the steps of a
schoolhouse. The steps were covered with ice, and they fell back again
and again. One little girl said to the others, " It is easier taking hold of
hands." So all our work is easier when we take hold of hands.

The happy thing about this gathering is that primary teachers and
kindergartners are meeting together. They are realizing they have a
common work together. I am happy to take hold of hands with you
this afternoon, and to feel for myself new courage and new interest, be-
cause I know of the good work you are doing in your place. One of the
most beautiful signs of the times is that we are forgetting to cut the
education of the child into slices, as though we were concerned with
only one year of the child life, and then passed him over to some one to

take charge of another period of his existence. The university looks down
upon the secondary schools and finds help, and the high schools look
down upon the primary, and now the National Council has adopted a
committee to decide how the child in the ungraded schools can be better
taken care of. We are learning that we are teachers of the whole child,

and not teachers of a section of him. Our work is a common one, and if

we understand the work our sisters and brothers are doing in their line,

we can better do our own work. We must learn from it how to do our
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work in our paih well, and we can never do our work thoroughly unless
we know how it is being done by others who look at it from a different
standpoint.

The subject allotted to me, " Is a Knowledge of Kindergarten Indis-
pensable to Primary Instruction," I shall not attempt to adhere very
closely to; but I want to say first to you that there are two distinct lines in

which kindergarten has been of inestimable service to the primary work.
It has been so in some cases without the knowledge of the primary
teachers. We have found that the truth that has been dearest to us all

our lives is the truth you have been trying to express, this, that the
child must grow through his own activity and not through the teacher's
will as impressed upon him. I think you would be glad to see how that
ideal is being followed in these schools. The impressing of a teacher's
will upon a child's will in the primary school is a thing of the past as I

have seen it. The teachers are working in harmony with the children,
and are striving to lead the child to express the truth that is in him, in-

stead of endeavoring to impress upon him their own personality. Again
the primary schools have been largely permeated in some places, much
more than in others, by the beautiful spirit of the kindergarten. I can-
not tell you how deeply I feel in regard to this. We must ask much of
ourselves as teachers. We must demand the highest of all who would
be teachers of little children. When we look into the face of a little

child and realize what a difference there must be in his life because of
our ideals, our strength, our courage, we know again that we can never
be too pure, or too strong, or too noble to teach these children as they
should be taught. As I look in the faces of children and think of this, I

realize more and more surely every year that the great thing for us is

the spirit of our work. We are disturbed if other people differ from us
in methods, and yet, after all, it is true that" if we are wise enough to

recognize the right end in our work, if we are in sympathy with our
children, if we love our work, and have the right spirit, all the other
things shall be added unto us. If the teacher recognizes the great end
she must reach, she will overcome all difficulties that lie in the way of
technique or method. You will learn the right method of teaching the
child, if you are right heartily consecrated to ihe task. The power to

recognize in the immediate act of the child something that will make or
mar his entire future is something that you have given to us, and some-
thing for which you should have our unending debt of gratitude.

It seems to me that the great mistake of the primary and grammar
schools and some kindergartens of the past, has been that we have
looked upon every act as if it were a thing of itself. We have taught
the arithmetic lesson and called it done, and have put it away. We
have insisted upon obedience and not thought upon what the result of
that obedience or disobedience is to be. We have now come to learn
that every act of a child is for the making of a habit which will prove
wings or fetters to him. Another of the beautiful things is that we have
come to recdgnize the ultimate end of our work, and to see farther than
the single act of today. Those three things; the spirit of the kinder-
garten, the power to help the child work with his own activity, the power
to recognize the great end of our work, the deep meaning that underlies
it, these have come to us from the kindergarten.
We are constantly c|uestioning how the kindergarten may be brought

closer to the public schools. We think we must get the child through
the primary schools, through the grammar grades, in an even shorter
time. If we can plunge him out of kindergarten into the primary, and
out of the [trimary into the grammar grades, and so on, at a little earlier
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age, we think we are doing him great good. It seems to me that this is

a mistake. The work of the kindergartner should be the pure work
of the kindergarten until the child is ready to go into the primary
school. The work of the primary school should be in entire harmony
with the work of the kindergarten. Let me illustrate in the subject of

reading, for example. As we study the process of learning to read, we
find that we may recognize the words and never get the thought that
was intended to be expressed. Not long since I saw a class reading
about the village blacksmith. These children lived in a tenement in a
city. I found not one of them had an idea of what a village was. Fi-

nally I got a little boy, who had a grandfather who lived in the country,
to describe a village, the blacksmith, etc. Until then the children could
have had no conception of what they were reading. Imagine the Esqui-
maux reading the "Song of the Brook." But suppose we told the boy
who lived in the tenement district something about the life which is

about the brook, or took him to see one. The first thing we must do for
the child is to widen his experience. The city boy must know some-
thing of nature if he is to read the poems of nature. The child who has
lived away from labor of all kind must visit the blacksmith, etc. So
we are doing most for the child, we are best helping him to learn to

read, when we are widening his experience; when we teach him to de-
velop the power of imagination. When your children in the kinder-
garten play the little games where they impersonate, they are learning
to make real the things which by and by they will read about ; and that
is the best possible preparation for a primary school ; it is the best possi-
ble way for shortening the course. We shall never learn to do our work
well until we learn that these realities must precede the work which
comes later.

I want to congratulate you upon meeting together in this broader
way, upon your taking hold of hands with those who are enjoying this

common work and common privilege with you.

Dr. Z. X. Snyder, principal of the Colorado State Normal
School of Greeley, continued the discussion of the primary
school and the kindergarten. It was a privilege to all

attending kindergartners to hear and learn from such prac-
tical demonstrators as are both Miss Arnold and Mr. Snyder.
It can no longer be said that kindergartners are exclusive,
since the larger part of their department program time was
given to hearing from such sincere workers from other
departments. Dr. Snyder's remarks were hearty and sug-
gestive to all who are interested in seeing the ideal school
system round out, from the kindergarten upwards. He
spoke as follows:

"President, and Friends of the Kindergarten, and all others: I

suppose there are no others. I intend to say but a word with regard to
this subject, to open the way for those who have had time to prepare,
and one of the first things I want to say is, that the child is a thought of
God. It is a poem expressed in flesh and blood. It is a song of immor-
tality. The teacher's business is to be able to interpret this thought, to

read this poem, and to sing this song. The child comes to school to

live ; the teacher's business is to live with it. In the kindergarten the
business is to prepare the kindergartner to live with the little child,

—
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this thought of God, this poem, this song. Now, in regard to the relation

of this kindergarten work to the public schools, where can you draw the
line? There is no line of demarcation. At the end of three years can
I say this is kindergarten on this side and on this side primary instruc-
tion? There is no time when you can draw a line and say that there is

no longer anything to come out of the kindergarten to help what is on
the other side. The unfolding of a child is a harmonious evolution, and
you will find the kindergarten helpful and good anywhere. In the study
of the history of education, I iind nowhere the authority for saying that
movements are from above downward ; but that movements are from
below upward, and the kindergarten movement has done more for educa-
tion from the primary school to the university than any other movement
I know.

I venture to say that a great deal of the work done in the kinder-
garten with the children before they are six should be left to the
primary school. Anything that is to be learned by an individual will

be learned much more readily if an application of the kindergarten
principle be made. In regard to another matter— does it pay a little

child to go to kindergarten in order that it may better go on into its later
work ? I want to say that it is our own experience in the Greeley Normal
school that the children that have been to kindergarten do better work
than those who have not been to kindergarten. The experience of
hundreds of others who are in educational work, who have been study-
ing primary education, is the same with regard to the child that has
been properly taught in the kindergarten. He is better suited to do
better work in the proper primary school. The primary schools all over
this country need to be limbered up. The formality of the primary
school must be broken down and the child must have a chance to live a
natural life there with a teacher prepared to live with it.

When it was first reported that Inspector Hughes had
been called back to Toronto, a stanch admirer of his peda-
gogical purpose expressed the opinion that the program
without him would be a failure. Notwithstanding so great
a disappointment, the president succeeded in filling the
vacancy, although sincere regret was expressed on all sides

that the paper prepared and forwarded by Mr. Hughes on
the "Comparison of the Educational Theories of Froebel and
Herbart" could not be presented to the department. The
rule was however strictly enforced that papers could only be
read by the author in any department. The paper is pub-
lished in full in the September number of the Educational
Review, and it will not be out of place for us here to repeat
the summary made by Mr. Hughes in his comparison of the
views of the two men who are being so largely investigated
today.

The characteristics of the systems of Herbart and Froebel may be
summarized as follows:

Both made high moral character the great purpose of education.
Herbart limited the original capacity of the human soul to one power :

"that of entering into relations with the external world," or, as De Garmo
defines Herbart's idea, "he assigned to the soul merely the capacity of
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self-preservation." Froebel regarded the soul as a germ of divinity that

must inevitably develop in power, and that should develop by its own
creative self-activity.

Herbart studied the child to mold it; Froebel studied it to guide it in

its growth.
Herbart studied the child as a philosopher; Froebel studied it as a

sympathetic friend.

Herbart's recognition of individuality was limited by his conception
of the inherent powers of the soul ; Froebel's idea of the child soul

necessarily led him to reverence individuality as the central element in

human development, and as the thing that made the increase of human
power desirable.

Herbart saw the need of control much more clearly than the need of

freedom ; Froebel saw the harmony between freedom and control.

Herbart made instruction the basis of virtue ; Froebel made moral-
ity depend on true living in the home and in the school, on the awaken-
ing of the ideal as a counterpoise to the sensual, and on the recognition
of and rev.erence for the life principle in and behind nature.

Herbart made will result from action ; Froebel made action result

from will. Self-activity developed the will, according to Froebel, but
he taught that the will increased in power as the result of its exercise in

causing creative self-activity.

Herbart's contributions to pedagogy are a matchless discussion of

interest, a thorough exposition of apperception, and a philosophic foun-
dation for coordination of studies so that they may produce the most
definite and most beneficial results on character. Froebel revealed the
law of creative self-activity as the source of growth, including in it the
most intense and most certain interest and the most perfect appercep-
tion ; and the law of universal unity in which unity of studies (co-rela-

tion or concentration) was definitely recognized, although it is not the
most important part of Froebel's comprehensive idea of unity.

Froebel's chief influence on educational force rests on his recognition
of woman as an educational factor, outside of the home as well as in it,

and his extension of the period of training by providing his comprehen-
sive kindergarten system for little children.

Mrs. Eudora L. Hailman opened the Herbart discussion
in the absence of Mr. Hughes in substance as follows:

In reading an account of Herbart's educational activity, we are sur-

prised to see no mention of Froebel, although their life work ran along
the same paths, and although Herbart was familiar with Pestalozzi, and
had opportunity to familiarize himself with Froebel. No explanation is

given for his failure to recognize the value of early child development
nor for his blindness to woman's great share in it. All recognized
education of his time was mere instruction, and even that in the hands
of men only, who naturally could not define the soul of the infant being.
Infant psychology is concurrent with the advent of the woman teacher,
and with the recognition of women as the most important agency in the
education of mankind. From the cradle to the grave it is woman who
inspires, sustains, restrains, encourages, and guides. It is woman who
has brought to the schools and colleges the human leaven of discipline.

If education meant merely a logical storing up in the mind of more or
less valuable information, we might do well to follow implicitly the
Herbartian method ; but the world is on a higher plane today than it

was fifty years ago. The two men who did most to leave us upon this

higher plane are Pestalozzi and Froebel. The principal reason for this
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lies in their recognition of early childhood as the beginning point in

education and the acknowledgment of the value of woman's methods
of soul development.

Herbart directed his attention to the school life of the child, or,

rather, of the boy child, with reference to the advancement of learning
and the establishment of ethical character in citizenship. Froebel
directed his attention to the growing development of childhood toward
all-sided humanity, to which learning and citizenship are incidents. He
saw and idealized the value of the first thoughts of child life as essential
to the development of soul. Herbart emphasizes the importance of
stmiulating interest in the child's mind, but does not recognize in his
work the child's spontaneity upon which Froebel based a doctrine of
Interest broader and deeper and more vital than that of Herbart.
Herbart paid too much attention to correlation, coordination, concen-
tration and other externalities in school studies, but failed to grasp the
nature of the child ; hence followed much artificial formalism and little

natural development, much accumulation of traditional knowledge, but
atrophy of the creative impulses, upon which human progress, or, as
Froebel would say, the revelation of God in man depends.

Herbart strikes the keynote in what he calls the interests arising
from associations, but fails to provide means for unfoldmg these inter-
ests in a truly helpful life of coordination. Herbart fails to regard the
child's individuality in which Froebel sees the renewed promise of the
revelation of God in man. Both Herbart and Froebel emphasize the
importance of experience in mental life ; but Herbart limits it to its

application to learning, while Froebel extends it to all the varied modes
of self-expression in an active life. Herbart's child learns to see and
how to do. Froebel's child sees and does all along the line. I confess
I realize plainly the difficulty of comparison between Herbart and
Froebel ; to compare the two is like comparing Pike's Peak with the
Rocky Mountains, or a commentary on the Bible with the Bible itself.

Mrs. Hailman was followed by Dr. Hailman, whose work
as National Commissioner of Indian Education has by no
means divorced his interests from the kindergarten. He
spoke at length, and in substance as follows:

One of the chief hindrances to the development of Herbartism is its

name. We have, in the kindergarten, gotten entirely rid of Froebel.
We don't call ourselves Froebellian any more. We are now followers
of the kindergarten idea. Men die and women die, but the principles
live forever and we follow the principles. Froebel himself was bitterly
opposed to the term Froebellian. "Personal following," he said, "sepa-
rates, and principles alone unite. Follow the principles I have indicated,
but not me. I am but a weak exponent of the dawn of insight into that
principle, and you who do this work must see it more clearly than I

have done." To place the name of any man at the head of a system
will necessarily narrow and weaken its development. The comparison
between Froebel and Herbart seems almost impossible, for the reasons
already given, that Herbartism deals with the course of study in school

;

it does not deal with education ; it looks primarily upon instruction.
P>oebel looks primarily upon the child, and uses instruction as a method
of development. This is a very important difference between the two.
Herbart transmits the tradition of the race to the child ; the kindergarten
and its educational principles seek to unfold the divinity that lives in
the child. The kindergarten deals always with the child, helps the
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process of evolution. Herbart goes upon the idea of culture epochs,
declares that every human being in its development must pass through
all the various periods of development through which the human race
has gone. Yet, granting that this is true, it does not follow that it is a
correct educational principle to fix the child successfully in all these
periods, to make him for a little while a savage, and for another little

while a half savage, and then a civilized being. This arrests develop-
ment. We want to give to the child the best ideals of the present.
Upon these ideals children may safely stand. When these are firmly
impressed on their souls, when they have the attitude toward the ideals
of the present and future, then they can look with profit upon the ideals
of the past.

I was brought up in Switzerland. My teachers had heard of Herbart
and we were taught some by means of Herbartian methods. We were
taught more particularly with Bible history. I remember the influence
which Bible history had upon my mind. I see it with a sort of dread
even now. I had been taught in my daily life to look with reverence
upon social institutions. I saw my father and mother a unit in a family
of which I was a part. Then I learned about the patriarchs, whom we
were almost taught to worship, having several wives ; and it impressed
itself upon me that possibly my father might indulge in several wives,
and that possibly when I grew up I might be as fortunate as the
patriarchs. This had to be undone in my mind. My moral status was
demoralized. So in regard to other things about the patriarchs which
even at that day I could not appreciate. I went to school in a little

town two or three miles away from the village. Every morning I

walked the three miles and in the evening I walked the three miles back
to my home. I remember one day after we had been taught that history
in which Jacob deceived Esau out of his birthright with the approval of
God, I walked home the whole way protesting against the injustice on
the part of God. I called him in a childish way all sorts of ugly names
all to myself. There is some of the effect of the culture epoch. How
does the kindergarten handle this? It says we must give only the best.
How does nature handle it in the physical development? Does she give
to the little child food which it cannot digest? No, she makes him strong
first before she subjects him to the task of taking less digestible food.
Now the kindergarten does the same. The kindergarten would make
the child a social being, and therefore places him not into a savage state,
but into an ideal little society, in which everything is kindliness and
helpfulness, in which there is not competition but coordination, in

which one helps and appreciates the help of another. Then, when this
attitude is established, it shows him that in life there are not ideal soci-
eties, but that he must labor forward and strive toward this, which has
been made his attitude. Education and instruction are two different
things. Herbart would teach, the kindergarten would develop— would
develop soul. Erudition and life are the outcomes of the two ; erudition
of Herbart and life of kindergarten ; but life includes erudition, there-
fore it is all that Herbartism would be. The kindergarten, then, as I

take it, has no quarrel with Herbart. The kindergarten would acknowl-
edge everything that Herbart would give us. The kindergarten would
acknowledge, and the followers of those principles would acknowledge
gratefully this one great achievement of Herbart, that instruction must,
at every step, develop character. That is good. Let us hold that fast.

But the kindergarten has the same, and all good teaching for some time
has had the same idea and ideal. Herbart has taught it well. The
kindergarten would acknowledge gratefully the contribution, if you
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choose to call it so, of Herbart to educational science that everything
that is done in instruction must be based upon the child's previous
experience. All these things and several others I think the kindergar-
ten would gratefully acknowledge, but not substitute these things for
the wider, higher, broader, deeper aim of education as presented to us
in the "Education of Man." In the "Education of Man" we are told
that the destiny of mankind is to unfold the divinity that lies within,
and the divinity is never unfolded within us by going back to previous
periods and resting upon those.

Colonel Francis Parker was welcomed to the platform
and added a few words to the discussion of the relative aims
of Herbart and Froebel, as follows:

The initial movement in education in this century was made by the
kindergarten. History will confirm this statement. The next great
organized movement now coming in with zeal and earnestness and
scholarship is the Herbartian method. 1 am neither a Frobellian nor a
Herbartian. I don't like the word "follower" in this country. From
both we get methods and principles of priceless value. Froebel recog-
nized the divinity of the child. Herbart did not find that inherent, and
therefore Herbart will have to be modified, for I believe Froebel was
right. The child is possessed of marvelous powers of body and mind,
and all the progress of education in the past and the future will grow-
out of it. Here is the difference between these men: Froebel discovered
the great dignity of the child. The great failure of Herbart is, he
believes in class education. There is no class education in Froebel.
That is the reason he was driven out of Prussia in 184.8. Froebel meant
the entire freedom of man. It is not his gifts and methods we quarrel
over. He believed in the principle of freedom for every child, a demo-
cratic freedom. The aristocratic instinct knew what that meant, and so
it drove him out. Herbart and his followers did not arrive at that.
The greatest thing in the kindergarten which is above all, superior to
all else, is the community life, which the child cannot have at home
because he has nothing to do for others. The only way to educate a
human being is to set him to work for others. You can make a pedant
of him, but you cannot develop him in the highest way without giving
him something to do for others. Morality is thinking and seeking what
you can do for others, and ethics is putting it into execution. Froebel
recognized that thought, and put the children into the community
life, to give them something to do for others before selfishness seized
upon them. Froebel and Herbart are working in the same direction. I

believe in the work of Herbart, only I want to say, don't be followers of
Herbart. Be followers of his spirit. Don't be disciples of Froebel, but
interpret his spirit and apply it. The ideal school is the ideal commu-
nity. The child is not in school to gain knowledge. He is there to live
and to put his life into the community in which he lives. This is the
future of education. We must abandon thequantity view, the knowledge
view, and remember that the society of tomorrow is the school of today.
We can only make the society good, the state good, as we make these
little communities of children love each other and put their work into
each others lives, and so the world will move forward.

Mr. Frank M. McMurray, Dean of the School of Peda-
gogy of Buffalo, one of the leading spirits of the Herbart
Club, closed the discussion with a paper which set forth the
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leading claims of this pedagogical hero. Notwithstanding
the intimations in Mr. McMurray's paper that there is con-
flict between the Herbartians and the kindergartners, he was
given a considerate hearing.

We give Mr. McMurray's paper in full, as follows:

My special topic is the relationship of Herbart and Froebel. Not
long ago President Eliot remarked that the problem of education was
the same, whether we spoke of the kindergarten or the school or the
university. He declared that the laws of teaching, if true, are universal
in their application. We have in this country today an enthusiastic
body of kindergartners ; likewise we have those interested in Herbart's
teachings. If the laws of instruction are universal, there is no reason
why these two bodies should stand aloof from one another. They ought
to recognize the unity of their efforts. During the past year my expe-
rience has led me to feel we are losing much because we stand away
from one another thinking about topics which really are closely related.
I have not a very long-time acquaintance with the ideas of Froebel, but
my work has all led me to think of the relationship between these two
men. Knowledge and discipline are not the primary objects of either
of these schools by any means. I am going to touch upon the points of

similarity. Knowledge does not stand first in the minds of the Herbar-
tians in Germany today. Neither of these schools is Utilitarian. Knowl-
edge is an instrument and not a thing in itself. Both of these men keep
in mind the condition under which knowledge can be effected. The
attitude of the child toward the studies—that is what we are thinking
about. Both schools are aiming primarily, not at character, not at
knowledge, not at discipline, but at the right attitude of the child toward
the thoughts given him. The development of taste is a strong test

among Herbartians, also the development of a religious, social, sympa-
thetic speculative interest and scientific interest. Herbart divided the
work of instruction into these six fields. In each line the purpose is

to develop a love for one or the other, or all of these lines. Then we
agree in attempting to develop primarily the tastes, the loves, in the
leading fields of knowledge. I hope that if I misinterpret the kinder-
garten standpoint, the mistake can be pointed out here this afternoon.
I am preaching my standpoint from Herbart, but it seems to me it is the
standpoint of Froebel also.

To both of these schools, what is taught in the school is an exceed-
ingly important matter ; we don't agree on the whole with the common
statement that it makes little difference what children study. We agree
that through clear and accurate ideas a strong character is to be devel-
oped, provided a lively interest in those thoughts is aroused. Here is

possibly a difference : I am not certain whether the followers of Froebel
believe that ideas themselves are the chief means through which a live

interest can be aroused.
I saw during the past year a morning circle in a kindergarten in

which corals were the topic, and the teacher presented a quantity of
thought, which was so difficult that I would not have attempted to give
it in three or four recitations with ten-year-old children. The Herbart
standpoint is that a lively interest is based upon clear, accurate thoughts.
Whether that is the kindergartner's standpoint or not, I am not quite
sure. We see, then, that both of these schools do not aim at discipline
primarily. We are interested in choosing ideas which fit the child.

Apperception is one of the most common words among Herbartians.
Child study is one of the most common phases. We are interested in
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just the same kind of work. We both realize that the school is for the

child. The standpoint in this country today is not that. As I understand
common schools, the teacher feels the curriculum is superior to the

child. As 1 understand it, the kindergartners and Herbartians are

opposed to that; the curriculum must be sacrificed for the children.

I think the principle of going from the whole to parts is emphasized
vastly more bv the kindergartners than by the followers of Herbart. A
part may be a whole, a whole may be a part; it depends upon how we
look at it. On that account the Herbartians emphasize the law of ap-
perception. Begm with the thought which is nearest the child. We
might begin with a tree or a part of a tree, for instance the roots, if

the roots of a tree are nearest the child's interest. So the law of apper-
ception guides us in making our choice.

Coining down to the arrangement of subject-matter, I think the

kindergartners are accomplishing concentration more nicely than the

followers of Herbart. I have never seen such beautiful connected
work m the common schools as in the kindergarten. The morning
circle in which the ideas are presented which guide the work in occupa-
tions and gifts, it seems to me, is the center of interest there, the center

of concentration, and the day's work in the kindergarten, is better asso-

ciated than in the common school ; and the many weeks' work is better

associated in the mind of the child than the different weeks' work in the

common school. I think teachers have a great deal to learn from the
kindergartner. I don't believe we can ever apply the kindergarten idea

fully, and I don't think it desirable quite, but 1 rind the ideal relationship

of the day's work there.

Further, both the kindergartners and Herbartians have brought into

the world a new conception of what a recitation is. I heard two univer-

sity presidents a short time ago state that in the universities, text-books

and lectures were being given up largely, especially lectures. I believe

it is, to a considerable extent, owing to these two schools. The kinder-

garten shows us that a recitation should be, primarily, a conversation.

W'e see it above all in the circle work. It is certainly weak when we
find people reciting what is in a book or listening to a lecture. The
kindergarten gives us the ideal method of instruction. We meet face

to face in the morning circle. The old plan of Socrates is coming into

vogue today. The relationship of the occupations, the games, and the

gifts is that largely of the application of the thoughts gotten in the

morning circle. In no instruction anywhere is the application of the

ideas, the doing of what is talked about, so emphasized as in the kinder-
garten work, and there is no point which is so vital to proper instruction.

The common schools and colleges do not today recognize that the

moral thoughts gotten in history and literature should be applied in

character. The kindergarten is leading us in that thought. The Her-
bartians are urging that point continually, when they say that the fifth

formal step, viz.: the application of thoughts in all studies, is one of the
points of universal importance. The Herbartian primary school, then,

if we agree as to these fundamental points, is practically a continuation
of the kindergarten. If we had today our primary schools arranged as
the Herbartian school insists, viz.: with a rich course of study in litera-

ture and in nature, .a rich thought contained, it seems to me that it would
be a proper continuation of the kindergarten. We feel the kindergarten
gives to children first of all attractive ideas. We feel in kindergarten a
love for literature is gained, thoroughly imaginative literature. Here
we provide for imaginative literature like the myths and fairytales. We
feel that they are true. Myths and fairy tales are true just as poetry is
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true. I don't believe that any civilized human being is opposed to the

influence of poetry or novels. The underlying thought in literature,

that is, what we call classic literature, is true. I remember hearing last

year one of the leading educators in this country state that the novel,

^'
John Halifax, Gentleman," had exercised a greater influence upon his

life than any man he had ever known. Novels, whose underlying
thought is true, contain the highest thought there is for us. In brief,

then, I would say simply that we are working along the same lines.

The points we msist upon are universal ; we have the same aims, the

course of study is the same.

The closing address of the session was given by Mr.
Wm. L. Tomlins, of Chicago, who discussed "The Faculty
and Ministry of Song" in the most impressive and suggest-

ive manner. While it is impossible to give an account of

the graphic and original illustrations used by Mr. Tomlins
to enforce his arguments, we present the substance of the

address in the following notes, which will at least serve as

memoranda to those who listened to Mr. Tomlins:

To speak of music or to write of music is not to express it. Music
speaks for itself. Music tells for itself what words can never tell for it.

Yet there are so many misconceptions abroad in regard to the faculty

of song, and so much of that misconception m schools, that a great deal of

harm is being done. I am very glad this afternoon to simply talk to

you, talk to you as a workman coming from a workshop (for I am us ed to

the workshop rather than the platform), and if possible suggest along
certain lines what I think may help those of you who are workers.

First, we may speak of the universality of music. Music is appreci-
ated by all peoples, and under almost all possible conditions from the
cradle to the grave, as the lullaby in the cradle, the lover's song, the
anthem, the battle hymn, the funeral march and dirge. Ruskin says
that music will not lend itself to anything that is ignoble, and uses the
illustration that a girl may mourn in song the loss of her lover; a miser,
cannot voice in song his loss of gold. There are people who say that

there is something unwholesome in music— in certain kinds of dance
music. If you will bring me music which you claim to be unwholesome,
1 will put my finger on the spots which prove it not to be truly music.

It is not necessary to understand music to appreciate it. It rather
seems to understand us. When we come together music is appropriate.
It sympathizes in our joys, consoles us in our sorrows. The power of

music is almost magic. A year or two ago I remember standing on the
corner of Statvi and Madison streets, in Chicago, on a very busy day
when everybody was hurrying along surrounded with the rush and tur-

moil of Chicago life. Suddenly a military band was heard, and at once
it was a holiday. There was joyousness in every step, such was the
power of even the more material music. In song, a higher form of
music, the effect is very much greater. Some of you may remember
how John B. Gough, the great temperance orator, used to begin his lec-

tures and continue them for some time by telling a number of stories.

Some thought he merely wished to get his audience interested, but he
had a much more profound motive. His stories had a method in them.
He would tell a story exciting laughter; another, pity; another, indigna-
tion; another, courage, sympathy, reverence; in short, he would go the
round, the gamut of the emotions, and when he had touched the entire

Vol. 8-2.
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audience in every point of their emotional nature, then he struck. What
Mr. Gough accomplished with these stories, systematically taking thirty

or forty "moments to get his audience stirred, Patti would do in forty

seconds, and do it very much better. One line of " Home, Sweet Home,"
and the entire audience was at her feet her slaves. Not only Patti, but

Xilsson,with the " Suwanee River," would affect people to a greater,

degree than John B. Gough. For instance, a man in that audience who
was wrought up to intensity of mind, would be let down at once, and
the poor woman at his side, who with weary watching was worn out,

would be lifted up. Each one in the audience would be brought to

his equilibrium. They were more themselves than before the song be-

gan. With their sympathetic response to the singer, they became equal

to each other and equal to her. People who would sit, as people are too

apt to sit, afraid to approach a neighbor on either side, would turn with

a smile, and maybe a handshake,— so much did the song bring about

the feeling of equality and brotherhood.
What "is this spirit of song? Do we get it in books? I think not.

You get in the books a great deal about flats and sharps and scales and
naturals and keys, but that does not make you a musician. I know
people who know ever so much about those things; they are not mu-
sicians. I know others who learn to sing up and down, loud and soft,

fast and slow, but they are not singers. They can know all those things

and not be musicians. Not only are you alive, if you are a musician,

but you are capable of giving life to others. If my voice is fervent, vital

with the song thought, if I sorrow you will sorrow; if I get glad, yoifr

eyes will dry in response. The song voice, the voice of the inner self,

the real self, the individual, is unique.

In my hand here I hold a piece of paper. It is limited in its length,

possibly'six or eight inches. If it were a scale of miles on a map of the

state, it might represent live hundred miles. On a map of the continent

it might represent iive thousand, but whether inches or miles, it is finite

in its capacity, and if I move across it I have to come back again. If

I bend it and curve it in form, it is still finite, until I make a complete
circle; then it is infinite. Anything can pass around it millions of times.

It is the symbol of infinity.

Here I will hold in my hand in imagination a bell. I strike it and
the vibration will go freely around the bell. All of it will speak and its

individuality will be announced. It will say to you, " I am a bell.' Lis-

ten to it (strikes it) — bell-1-1-1-1-1. It voices itself. Its individuality

comes from its completeness. I will take something else, which I will

call a gong. In its completeness it voices itself, and says, " I am a
gong." 'Let us see (strikes it)— gong-ng-ng-ng-ng. Take the gong
in my hand now and muffle it, so that only half of it can speak. Strike

it and listen to it. Let me take the bell and muffle half of that and
strike it. Is there any difference? It says "chink, chink." When we
are fractional, and only part of ourselves, we say "chink." When we
are complete, as the bell, we say, I am a bell, a man, a singer, a child.

The singers are altogether too full of chinks. We have not enough of

individuality. The people who came in prosaic with everyday work
were only a fraction of themselves when they came to hear Patti sing.

Among others was the man striving for No. I, trying to get ahead of

everybody else. That is the last possible way of being yourself. Take
care of No. i, and you will never be anything. It is only in going out

to others you can be something. These people came in and what did
they hear? Patti's voice complete. As that piano responds to my
voice, the people responded to Patti's voice, and for a moment they
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were really themselves, instead of the abnormal half self which they
were when they came into the room. Such was the influence of Patti's

voice, in which her completeness so influenced them that for the first

time in years they were their complete selves.

Are we all Pattis'? I don't think so. It is not necessary that we
should be. It is not necessary that my voice should be as beautiful as

Patti's, or that people should flock to hear me. But because my voice
is not equal to Patti's, am I denied the right to be myself? Not at all.

If my voice is not as beautiful, shall 1 not then be able to look out with
love from my eyes, smile with tenderness, accomplish with enthusiasm;
am I to be denied all that because my face is not beautiful and white
and regular? Not at all. A year or two ago I saw in a Century Maga-
zine a picture of Abraham Lincoln. His face is not beautiful, but in that
picture I saw a type of fine Americanism, and there can be no more
beautiful thing than looked out from his eyes. We have this power to

express ourselves, whether or not our voices are as beautiful as Patti's.

Another point comes here. Why is the effect so transient? If I had
met those listeners as they came out of the concert rushing for a horse-
car, and not feeling very well because they had to stand up, could I still

see that which came in response to Patti? If it only lasted a few min-
utes, what is the good of it? Why is it transient? Fifty years ago the
lightning illuminated everything for a moment. Is the lightning any
good? Why doesn't it contmue? Look at the electric lights in this

church. Electricity is no greater power than music. God flashes music
into our lives, and says. That is what you ought to be all the time— nor-
mal, complete, manly. Individuality, nobility, spirituality,—higher and
higher,— these are your real qualities. God did not intend we could
get this illumination in one minute by hearing a line ot Patti's song. He
has arranged that we should be seventy years in this world, and there
is no patent arrangement for music or anything else that could do God's
work in one minute. God said. So order your life that you may realize
permanently what I give you temporarily.

If music is so great a power, are people who deal in music more than
any others, professional musicians,— are these looked up to as the great-
est people in the world? A few years ago, in Chicago, there was a
boy singer who sang in one of the Episcopal churches, and sang very
well. He made a great deal of money which the trustees of the church
put by for him. When his voice broke he was taken for a journey
around the world. After twelve or eighteen months, when the boy was
expected back, the people were talking about this boy, wondering how
the money could be invested. One said to me: "We have done all this,

and now do you know we have just received word from him, and he
says he is going to be a musician. It is altogether too bad; it is extra
bad because the boy has brains, Mr. Tomlins."
We are apt to have the drudgery of prosaic work in everyday life.

Cares drag us down, and music comes with balloon-like elasticity to lift

us up, that we may better carry our load. It invigorates us, inspires us.
I should say that a ballast of prosaics needs this balloon elasticity, but
it is just as apt to be all balloon and no ballast, and some of our friends
are just that. They indulge in music for some selfish motive. The
higher purpose of music does not come to them. It is not connected
with their work in life and does not lift it up as it should. The buoy-
ancy of the balloon without the ballast is the result. But Wagner him-
self, in 1844, made a statement of which I can give you the substance
only. He said: " Not to you, supersensitives in music; not to you, great
artists, is the future of music entrusted. You go on and up and up, with
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your higher culture and your supersensitiveness; but the future of music
is that it shall come down in harmony and love and helpfulness to those

who toil in the fields, to the worker, that there shall be fragrance in the life

of him who only digs. And to you, who lift up music in its supere.xcel-

lence as some people take fragrance from the flowers— the attar of roses

for instance, and leave the dead leaves repulsive— it was not intended

in nature that the leaves should be without fragrance; and it was not in-

tended that lives should be without fragrance; and do you know, super-

sensitives, that in God's nostrils you are as offensive as the leaves are to

us? " The going down to the root soil of everyday life, this is to be the

future ministry of music.
Let us go back to the illustration of the bell. Let us go up in the

belfry and strike the large church bell, so that it proclaims the hour to

the whole town. Boom-m-m-m, and as that deep tone dies away and
grows softer, you will hear the higher harmonics of that bell,— you will

hear thousands of them like little bells. This is the inner thought, the

inner life of the bell, made up of those little sound circles at the top of

the bell. It is they that give quality to the tone of the bell. The qual-

ity of the bell is, therefore, according to the harmonics of the bell, their

number, and relationship. The bell is always the same. It is somber
or clear toned according as the harmonics are so. The tone of our
voice goes out to the world. But we are different to the bell in this re-

spect.that we may change the harmonics. We may be somber or be
joyful, or entreat or command, or make sorrow or joy, or have faith or

hope or love.

The inner quality oi the voice in its harmonics may be divided into

three parts, which may stand for the thought, the feeling, and the will.

The artistic voice must possess these three elements. You cannot have
a good song without all three. Some people think love songs, which in

singing is not enough. The young man will not succeed with a lady if

he goes to her saying: "My dear lady, I think I love you." It is not

sufficient in a song. Some people feel a great deal; their voices are quite

sympathetic and they are so sorry for everybody, and wish they could

help them. This again is not song for there must be an element of will

as well as feeling. The voice with only domination is masculine to

brutality; with only sympathy, it is feminine to effeminacy; both the

masculine and feminine must be in the voice.

There are three departments in music, as there are the three elements
in the voice. Corresponding to the thought in singing is melody; corre-

sponding to feeling is harmony; and corresponding to will is rhythm.
These come together in what in music is called a beat. A beat in music
is like a step in walking. The singer sings by beats in music, the soldier

steps to the beat of the drum. When a recruit is put into the hands of

the drill sergeant his chief idea in marching is self-consciousness. He
lives on each step. He has no thought of going anywhere. He simply

says, " I live on my left foot, I live on my right foot." He simply exists

on his feet, he does not live at all. The lowest musicianship is that of

the banjo player. He never plays his banjo except he uses his heel. So
a soldier marches on his heel. After awhile he has a purpose and the

instep comes in play, and then he walks to his sentry duty and back to

the barracks. He goes somewhere and comes from somewhere. In the

case of the singer, the single pulse becomes a series of impulses ; it is

an impulse not only like the step of the soldier, which comes from some-
where and goes somewhere, but the impulse remembers the past and
expects and hopes a future. This impulse is a little piece of eternity.

It has a history in the past which you recognize; it has the destiny of its

future, which you feel.
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All thought is for what purpose? To go out to you, my brother, and
in going out with all my strength to you I enlarge my own capacity. In
giving I get. This is what music is good for,— to express brotherhood.
The highest form of music is yet to come in the world. F"ifty years from
now if you look back to 1895 you will think it the dark ages of musical
execution, when men sang with contentment for themselves; sang with
self-consciousness. There was a rosebud one day in a garden. You
know what is the proper experience for rosebuds. As long as they are
incomplete and immature, the leaves simply bind over each other and
the rose hides itself from the world. When maturity comes, each leaf

laps outward and gives what is beauty of form and color to the rose for

the world in its garden. But this little rosebud which was so very beau-
tiful, said to itself: " I will have my beauty, fragrance, and color for my
own satisfaction." The days went on, and it did not open, but faded
away and fell at last to the ground. As it fell apart worms came out of

it. It had rotted in its selfishness. Even so there is much danger in

dealing with music. If you neglect the use of music, the ministration
of music; if you do not go out to your fellows in encouragement, helpful-
ness, good will, in sympathy, and most of all in love, music may become
a very dangerous thing.

The informal round-table which had been arranged for

the further discussion of the "Faculty of Music" by Mr.
Tomlins on the day following grew in proportions, until it

was a more formal gathering of several hundred representa-
tive kindergartners. Mr. Tomlins gave an hour's discourse,

practically illustrating the influence of music—that com-
posite language w-hich utters many qualities of feeling and
meaning in a single tone-word. He gave illustrations from
the great oratorios, showing how one strain from Handel
may express the mingled sentiment of reverence, grief,

tenderness, profound conviction or emphatic declaration.

He added many practical illustrations of how a teacher
may work with children and secure the pure tone, which
shall reveal the individual in his truest nature. The quality

of tone to be secured through the chorus voice was care-

fully discussed, Mr. Tomlins indicating how the better part

of each individual voice contributes to the beautiful effect

of the whole.
The report of the Committee on Resolutions was pre-

sented by the chairman, Mrs. Ada Hughes. Full recogni-
tion and gratitude were expressed for all the favors and
privileges extended to the department, and the report closed
with the following significant resolution:

Resolved, that this department recognizes the importance of the
cooperation of mothers, the influences of the home, the social spirit, and
good fellowship as direct factors in education.

The Committee on Nominations presented the following
slate of officers, which was unanimouslyaccepted according
to the custom common in all departments of the National
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Educational Association. For president, Miss Amalie Hofer,

of Chicago; for vice-president, Mrs. S. B. Harriman, of Prov-
idence; for secretary. Miss Wilhelmina Caldwell, of Denver.
The session adjourned, and the memorable convention of

1895 ^^'^s ended, having fulfilled the chief purpose of the

Association in annually considering those current, vital

phases of the work which come under the jurisprudence of

the several departments.

T

THE COFFEE TREE.

LYDIA A. COONLEY.

HE shining leaves of coffee trees

Hang down in glossy sprays.

And coffee berries love the sun
Of Mexico's warm days.

The mother berries all are dressed
In gowns of deep, bright red,

While dainty robe of shining green
Folds down each baby head.

And so the berries love to hang.
As close as close can be;

The mothers red, the babies green,
Upon the coffee tree.



THE INTERNATIONAL KINDERGARTEN UNION.

The regular annual meeting of the International Kinder-
garten Union was called for July 12, 1895, ^^ the High
School building of Denver, and brought together a repre-
sentative group of sixty kindergartners for a free discussion
of the intent and purposes of such a union.

Miss Lucy Wheelock was selected to fill the vacancy of
president, made by the resignation of Mrs. Sarah Cooper, at

the spring meeting held in Washington in connection with
the National Woman's Council, and presided at the annual
meeting held at Denver. After calling the meeting to order.
Miss Wheelock reviewed the purposes and necessities of
such union in a most comprehensive manner. Miss Mc-
CuUoch, of St. Louis, was called to act as secretary.

Miss Wheelock spoke of the great movement of the time
being that of federation; the watchword of the hour being
cooperation. As in other departments of the world's work,
so in education; much has been accomplished by the united
action of the workers in different fields. The many kinder-
garten clubs and unions could accomplish far more if their
efforts were combined, while the chief gain to the several
clubs would be an increased interest, enthusiasm, and fel-

lowship. Of all classes of educators, the kindergartners
would profit most by a unification of interests.

One of the purposes of the Kindergarten Union should
be that of sustaining a standard for training-class work. It

should be in a position to define the conditions of work,
where inadequate efforts are attempted, and should also en-
courage prolonging the time of professional training. Miss
Wheelock recommends that a committee of ten or fifteen

be named from among the active workers, which should
consider this question of a' recognized standard for normal
work. She also urged increased social intercourse between
the workers, and the securing of competent assistance to
the secretary that the various branches and members might
be kept thoroughly enlightened concerning the work.

Miss Wheelock said concerning a plan or outline of work
such as might be presented by a competent committee: "I
should be very glad in my own training work to have the
suggestions and advice of others as to, what is the best plan
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for the first and second year's work, or for a one or two
years' course. In this way, without destroying the individ-

uality of work, we can climb by joining hands and working
together." She spoke of the enthusiasm which goes through
the world yearly because of the Superintendents' Conven-
tion. There is no reason why the kindergartners should not

constitute such an organized board and act with authority,

having \'early meetings, sending out reports, and .securirig

the cooperation of outlying, as well as central, workers.
The following statement of the aims of the International

Kindergarten Union was then read in full, from the printed

report prepared for the National Council meetings, by the

retiring secretary. Miss Caroline T. Haven, of New York:
The International Kindergarten Union promises to be one of the

most important movements ever undertaken for the education of little

children. No department of education is receiving more intelligent at-

tention, from the best thinkers m educational circles than the kinder-

garten. Its influence permeates every department of school instruction,

and promises to be a still more important factor in the future.

The principles underlying the kindergarten system are the ground-
work of modern primary education. An intelligent interpretation of the

philosophy and m^ethod is being presented by many independent work-
ers in various parts of the world; something like a complete system of

primary education is being slowly evolved from the repeated experi-

ments of these investigators. Much of value to the world is being lost

from the lack of coordinated effort and some common channel of com-
munication.

The International Kindergarten Union was formed to meet this need.
It seeks to unite in one stream the various kindergarten activities al-

ready existing. Its function is to supplement, not to compete with; to

coordinate, not to supplement, the agencies which are already at work.
It will combine the advantages of central council and suggestion with
local independence and control. Its mission is to collect, collate, and
disseminate the valuable knowledge already attained and to inspire to

greater and more intelligent efforts in the future. It falls naturally into

the spirit and method of the times, which are no longer that of isolated

effort, but of concentrated, harmonious action.

In most of the states the kindergartens are outside of the public
school system in the hands of private societies. It is obvious that an
International Kindergarten Union can deal only with large units. It is

hoped that all of the kindergarten societies in each state, whether pub-
lic or private, will unite to form one state organization for representa-
tion in the International Kindergarten Union. This plan, however, will

not preclude individual and society memberships in those states, when
no such organization exists. The great advance which has been made
in the growth of kindergartens in the recent past makes it hopeful that

the time is near when there will be no state without such an organiza-
tion.

The International Kindergarten Union is pledged to promote such
organizations, and to the establishment of kindergartens. It invites

cooperation from public and private schools, churches, and benevolent
societies of every kind and grade, which have for their object the edu-
cational interests of little children.
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The establishment of a high standard of training for the office of kin-

dergartner has long been felt to be a necessity by those most intimately

connected with the work. It is of the first importance that some stand-

ard be reached that shall direct the future action of training schools in

the preparation of teachers. The time is past when " anybody can teach

little children." We are no longer in the experimental stage. No posi-

tion calls for more native ability and thorough training. The kinder-

gartner must take her place with other trained professional teachers, if

she can hope to hold her place in the great army of educational prog-

ress; she must be able to see that principles are more than method,
spirit more than form, and organic relations to other departments of

education of vital importance to success in her own.
It will be the work of the International Kindergarten Union to pre-

pare an outline of study, to advise its adoption, and to give aid and
counsel whenever they are sought. The Executive Committee includes

the leading kindergartners of this country and of Europe. Their expe-

rience and knowledge give ample security that wise counsel will be
given in all questions of importance to the cause. The International

Kindergarten Union will be in close touch with the National Educational

Association. It will receive inspiration and support from that large

body of eminent educators. The kindergarten department of that body
has already done much valuable work for the cause in this country. It

contains some of the most experienced and intelligent workers; and to

their influence is largely due the rapid progress of the kindergarten
cause in America. The International Kindergarten Union seeks to add
but another round of growth by bringing into cooperation with it many
persons and societies who can greatly extend the range of its influence.

The immediate aim of the International Kindergarten Union for the

coming year will be to prepare a fitting representation of kindergarten
progress at the Columbian Exposition at Chicago in 1893. This time
will furnish an occasion for an interchange of views and an organiza-

tion of forces for future growth unequaled in the history of the world.

An international congress is planned for this time, in which will be dis-

cussed c^uestions of vital importance to the cause by the most eminent
kindergartners of the world. Foreign correspondence is now being held

to bring together products of the system in countries much older than

our own. It is hoped that not only finished products may be displayed,

in well graded sequence, but that practical illustrations of method may
be given with the little children present.

The International Kindergarten Union will cooperate with the vari-

ous states in their plans of exhibit, and with those in charge of the

"Children's Palace," in carrying on the educational department of that

admirable scheme. This will give an excellent opportunity to present

a graphic view of a kindergarten in actual operation. This plan will be
more potent in claiming attention and in giving a knowledge of the sys-

tem than reams of written work and finished products. It is true that

much of the spiritual side of the system cannot be shown in so short a

time by this or, indeed, by any other method, but the same objection

can be urged with equal truth in regard to every department of the ex-

position. It is understood that it is only the material and methodical
side of every department which is being shown, and each will see in the

whole, only " that which he has eyes to see." " The time for such prop-
aganda" is not past; the larger number of people who will visit the Ex-
position will know as much of the essential principles and method of the

kindergarten as they know of the laws which govern the solar system,
and while they may not be much more intelligent when they leave, they
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will know more by this than by any other method. This can be done
without "making martyrs of children." Experience has proven this

many times. They will take it as a part of their gala day, and rejoice

in it, with no thought of anyone but themselves and their work.
Many practical difficulties will arise, and much trouble and expense

will be incurred, but the combined kindergarten wisdom of the world
will, no doubt, be able to meet them all, and to present an exhibition of

progress worthy of the cause and the occasion.
The union invites correspondence upon any and all departments of

its work. It strongly urges active and immediate efforts in forming
unions of smaller societies in different sections, to cooperate as early as
possible with the International Kindergarten Union. Certificates of
membership will be forwarded upon receipt of names, and a full circu-

lar of information will be sent upon application.

Miss Sarah Stewart, of Philadelphia, who has been one of
the first promoters of the International Kindergarten Union,
and who has given more generously of her time and thought
than any other member of the board of directors, was pres-

ent, and was requested by the presiding officer to give a

sketch of the work of the union. In closing the short his-

tory of the union Miss Stewart indicated the difiiculties

which still stood between the union and its fulfillment as

two; one was the lack of cooperation in the local centers,

and lack of unity in the city organizations; the other was
the lack of sufficient means of communication, such as a paid
secretary and an organized bureau of information. Miss
Stewart recommended that Miss Wheelock be made the per-

manent president. It was also recommended that provision
be made for clerical assistance to the secretary.

The president then called for an expression of the views
of the workers present at the meeting, inquiring for all such
as belonged to a local organization and in how far they could
speak for the home clubs.

Miss Hattie Twitchell, of Milwaukee, told of the work of
the Froebel Union of that city, made up of the representa-
tive workers who would heartily indorse the movement
toward national organization.

Mrs. J. X. Grouse, of Chicago, expressed herself as in

full sympathy with all the statements of the president. She
said: "I believe in close cooperation, in side-by-side, shoul-
der-to-shoulder work, and would urge simplicity of organ-
ization."

Miss Stewart commended a constitution with broad lati-

tude, and said that when sufficient sentiment was aroused,
strong organization would be secured.

Miss McCuUoch brought a greeting from the St. Louis
Froebel Union: "Our union has not done its part as well
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as it should, because we have not always known what was
expected of us. But we are always ready to join hands."

Mrs. S. B. Harriman, of Providence, R. I., announced that

they were about to organize a strong union, and that their

workers would thus join the greater union through the

home club.

Mrs. E. H. Parsons spoke for Salt Lake City, saying that

their club had responded to the first call of the International

Kindergarten Union, and pledged themselves to do all in

their power to support the federated work by organizing in

Utah.
Miss Mary S. Clark responded for Duluth, Minn., report-

ing great progress in the growth of the movement in that

sterling city. "When there is something to join Duluth is

ready."
Mrs. True, of El Paso, Tex., spoke in behalf of the

country town and more remote workers. "The city people

who are at the strong centers must help the weaker commu-
nities. A national board, such as suggested by the presi-

dent, would gratify us. We want help."

Mrs. Van Wagenen, of Pittsburg, heartily indorsed the

purpose of the International Kindergarten Union.
Others, including Mrs. Hughes of Toronto, Mrs. Mary

Page of Chicago, and Miss Stewart of Philadelphia, added
their sincere words ,of indorsement.

On the motion of Miss Twitchell, of Milwaukee, a rising

vote was taken, to signify the personal pledge of each
present to support the officers of the International Kinder-
garten Union during the coming year by active work in local

and branch centers. A unanimous and enthusiastic vote was
given.

A motion was made and carried that the sum of two
hundred dollars be provided the secretary annually for the

purpose of clerical assistance. The following committee
was appointed on nomination of the officers of the Inter-

national Kindergarten Union for the coming year, resigna-

tions having been accepted from Mrs. Cooper, former
president, and Miss Haven, secretary: Amalie Hofer,
Sarah E. Stewart, Ada M, Hughes, Mrs. J. N. Crouse, and
Hattie Twitchell. Upon a motion the same committee was
asked to present a list of the names of kindergarten normal
workers, from which the floor might select eleven who
should act, together with the five officers, as an authorized
board, to consider the subject of a standard of training.

The committee returned the following list of officers, who
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were unanimously elected for the coming year, or to serve

until their successors shall be named: President, Miss
Lucy Wheelock, Boston; first vice-president, Mrs. Ada M.
Hughes, Toronto; second vice-president, Miss Caroline T.

Haven, New York; treasurer. Miss Hattie Twitchell, Mil-

waukee; recording secretary. Miss Annie Laws, Cincinnati;

corresponding secretary, Miss Constance Mackenzie, Phila-

delphia.

The following names were selected by the floor from the

list submitted by the committee, to act as a board to con-

sider the subject of a high standard: Miss Susan Blow, Miss
Sarah Stewart, Mrs. L. W. Treat, Miss Nora Smith, Miss M.

J. Garland, Miss Elizabeth Harrison, Miss Angeline Brooks,
Miss Mary McCuUoch, Mrs. Mary B. Page, Miss Alice H.
Putnam, Miss A. E. Fitts.

The secretary was instructed to notify the members of

the committee and officers. The president expressed the

desire to call this committee together early in the school

year, in order that any training schools or individuals who
might wish the benefit of the recommendation of the board
might have the same for the current year.

It is certain that many fresh phases are constantly arising

in connection with the kindergarten movement, which de-

mand the consideration of some authorized concensus, and
if the International Union serves the cause in this respect

during the coming year, great profit will accrue to all con-

cerned.

The annual meeting of 1895 adjourned with many frank

expressions of good fellowship and renewed enthusiasm.
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THE kindergartners who crossed the plains together
in July reached Denver on Sunday morning, hav-
ing held their song service en route as the snow-
capped mountains gradually came in sight. Owing
to several delays the trains stood still mid-prairie,

giving the tourist ample time to gather the marvelous wild
flowers peculiar to Colorado. The acres carpeted with sun-
flowers and snowy thistle bloom called forth many exclama-
tions of delight. The alfafa grass, which covered stretches

like Scotch heather, added its violet color to the landscape.
Many a specimen of Columbine and the Maraposa lily has
found its way east as a souvenir of the Rockies. .

Denver is a cosmopolitan city, whose population is gath-
ered together from all quarters of the world. Everyone
comes from some other city and has relatives and friends

all over the Union, The unexpected meeting on the street

of half-forgotten friends who knew each other elsewhere is

the expected occurrence to all Denver dwellers.

One of the interesting characters in the educational work
of Denver is Mr. Fred. Dick, who has organized the Denver
Normal and Preparatory school, which aims to provide pro-
fessional training for teachers of all classes. It carries four
distinct departments, as follows: A Normal department, for

the training of public school teachers ; a Kindergarten de-
partment, for the training of teachers in kindergarten
methods. The diplomas of this department; under a recent
decision of State Superintendent A. J. Peavey, are recognized
as life diplomas, valid throughout the state of Colorado,
and entitle the holder to teach in any school district without
further examination. A College Preparatory department, for

fitting pupils for the State University, Harvard, Yale, Cor-
nell, Vassar, and any of the other leading universities and
colleges; a Grade department, in which instruction is given
in any of the eight grades of the grammar schools. The
individual attention given the pupils of this department
renders it doubly valuable to the pupils. Mr. Dick is ex-
state superintendent of schools of Colorado, and at present
editor of the Rocky Moii/ttaiti Educator, a monthly, the first

number of which appeared during the past summer.
Denver boasts of ten public school kindergartens under
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a special supervisor, Miss W. Caldwell. Ten more, accom-
modating twelve hundred children in all, are to be opened
during the coming fall in other public school buildings.
The kindergartners are secured from the State Normal
school and also from the Denver Normal and Preparatory
school. This adoption of the kindergartens into the city

school system was brought about through the efforts of a
free kindergarten association, as is so frequently the case.

We hope later to bring a description of some of the unique
and interesting school buildings and kindergarten rooms of
Denver.

The National Educational Association meeting of Denver
is conceded to have been the most successful in the long
history of this association. There was an aggressive spirit

shown by the speakers which brought out honest, sincere,

and frank discussion on all sides. Those attending this

meeting were prepared for new issues and freshened view
points, through the preliminary discussions of the report of
the Committee of Fifteen. The most conspicuous educa-
tors attending the Denver meeting have recorded their

opinions that this was a red letter epoch in the history of
the association.

A Denver morning paper published the following Edi-
torial statement during the convention of the National Edu-
cational Association:

"After all is said about improved methods of education in our public
schools, it must be admitted by impartial observers that the greatest
advance recorded during the present generation is the addition of the
kindergarten to our system of instruction. The kindergarten begins at

the beginning, taking the child at the most impressionable period and
fiiting it without apparent effort for all its future school development.
Its methods are natural and its results magnificent. The kindergarten
contingent in attendance upon the annual convention of the National
Educational Association in Denver is both large and influential. Many
of the leaders in this most important department of educational effort

are here, and they are most heartily welcome to a city which has been
among the first to make the kindergarten a permanent part of its

public school system."

The Delgany kindergarten is located in a district of the
city which Denver people consider worthy of such a direct,

reconstructive influence. The building occupied by this

kindergarten is in many respects a model one, in that it was
designed especially for such work. It is an unpretentious
building as viewed from the outside. A hallway divides the
room space the entire length of the first floor. On one side of

the hall are commodious cloak rooms, bath and toilet rooms,
as well as dwelling apartments for the family of the attend-
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ant. On the other side are the large kindergarten rooms,
one opening from the other, the play circle of the front
room accommodating over a hundred children. These
rooms are well lighted from the front and sides, while the
windows at the rear are covered with fresh green vines,

making a pleasing effect in the workroom. The back door
of this kindergarten home does not lead to the alley sights
familiar to most back yards, but opens into a neat garden,
where beds are provided for the children who are privileged
to garden here under the care of the kindergartners. In
addition to the usual decorations of a kindergarten, we find

the following significant mottoes on the wall spaces, written
in scarlet and gold over the picture moldings: "Love is

our motto." " Come let us live with our children." " The
child is father to the man." "A happy childhood is a tender,
beautiful, fragrant memory." " A little child shall lead
them." " Orderly doing leads to orderly thinking." " In the
children lies the seed-corn of the future." " The human
plant can only flower in the sunshine." These mottoes are
hints to the visitors to the kindergarten of the true estimate
placed upon child nature by the new educationist, and
preach many a sermon to the casual observer, who might
not read the deeper meaning in the actual work with the
children. This model kindergarten was built by Senator
N. P. Hill for the Free Kindergarten Association, of which
Mrs. Hill is president. Through the practical efforts of this

association a local option kindergarten bill passed the Colo-
rado State Legislature two years ago.

Miss Mary Whiting Jones, who will long be remembered
as one of the directresses of the World's Fair Kindergarten,
is now active in the work at Denver, having charge of the
large private kindergarten at Wolfe Hall.

Miss Mary McCuUoch, of St. Louis, presided over an
enthusiastic kindergarten of one hundred grown-up teachers
at the Colorado Springs Summer school. It was a refreshing
sight to see this huge circle of playmates follow their leader
in dance and play. Miss McCulloch enters her work heartily,

and every teacher who comes into contact with such enthu-
siasm must be directly benefited. The summer course, as
outlined for this department, covered four weeks' time with
three daily sessions. The informal talks covered the fol-

lowing topics: Aim and Method of the Mother-Play, The
Kindergarten an Organic Whole, Objects of Gifts, Typical
Forms, Building Gifts, Connections of Gifts and Occupa-
tions, Stories, Morning Talks, How to Make Programs,
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Moral Control of Children, Application of Kindergarten
Principles to Primary Work. In addition to this work there
were illustrative exercises with the gifts, modeling, songs,

stories, and games. In addition to the kindergartners who
made up this class, there were many primary teachers who
took an active interest in every detail of the course. This
intermingling of kindergartners and primary teachers is

wholesome, and the time is rapidly going by when kinder-
garten work is found irrelevant to the interests of grade
teachers.

Miss Lucy Silke, of Chicago, conducted the public school
art course at the Colorado Springs Summer school. The
following outline of the work will interest many of our
readers, since it indicates the kindergarten influence which
has made itself felt in Miss Silke's delightful presentation

of the subject. Under the head of " Imagination and Sym-
bolism," she treated: Nature forms, laws of growth and
government; block-building, connected with architecture

and history; free cutting and folding in paper of familiar

forms, connected with the history of civilization and the

industrial arts; story-telling with the pencil, in connection
with myths, poems, pictures, stories, models, and natural

forms; geography in relief maps, for the study of surface.

Under colors: Their relation to the child in choice, quality,

use, and name, and the expression of color in song and
literature; their relation to each other in the sunbeam and
spectrum; the tones from light to dark— self-tones, scales,

accentuation, order, melody, rhythm; repeats, borders,

rosettes, original arrangements, and the color expression in

nature. History and literature as suggested by the pyra-

mids of Egypt; the Greek and Roman crosses, the column
and dome, the trefoils and other Gothic forms, the towers

and church steeples, and Moorish ornament. Under peda-

gogy: Related subjects, as the model drawing and making,
painting and story-telling; nature study expressive of energy
and function; form study as determined by nature, art, and
geometry; art forms as an index to literature, history and
mathematics and a key to the child's own powers; synthesis

before analysis; imagination before memory; mass before

detail; surface before outline; thought before expression.

Under drill with paper and blackboard: The drawing of

objects, round and rectangular, as they appear in groups

and other combinations, above and below the eye, facing

and turned, upright and horizontal, in surface and in out-

line, and the drawing of objects as to the facts of their con-
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struction; the reading of form, reading of dimensions, posi-

tions, geometric views; the reading of surfaces, shapes,
relations, developments and patterns; making in paper,

and practice in historic ornament.
The following new departments were added to the already

large organization: A department of Physical Education;
School Board department, and Science Teachers depart-
ment.

The year 1895 records the first session of the Child Study
department of the National Educational Association. The
program was largely given up to reports of the growth of

the work in various sections, and the accomplished study of

eminent specialists. Among those who contributed to the
value of the meetings were: Wm. L. Bryan, of Blooming-
ton, Ind.; Professor E. R. Shaw, School of Pedagogy, New
York; Professor G. T. VV. Patrick, of Iowa State University;

Professor M. V. O'Shea, of the State Normal School of

Mankato; Professor Earl Barnes, Professor Wm. O. Krohn,
Francis W. Parker, Charles De Garmo, and Professor Van
Liew. The following items of general interest to kinder-
gartners are culled from the full and suggestive discussions

of the department: Earl Barnes spoke on " Punishment as

Seen by Children." He thinks the punishment of children

in anger, or from a spirit of revenge, or in the hope of inspir-

ing fear entirely wrong, and justifiable only in rare instances.

He read many amusing statements of children who had been
punished. An examination of the statements of four thou-
sand children showed that 42 per cent, consider their pun-
ishment just, though they cannot tell why; 12 per cent,

think the punishment does them good in some unknown
way; 7 per cent, accept what comes from the authorities

without question; 4 per cent, claim to be innocent, and
19 per cent, object to their trial, and only ii per cent, are
willing to say that they are right and those who punish them
wrong. Professor Barnes does not consider these deduc-
tions final, but interesting experiments in what is as yet a

new field. W. L. Bryan, of Indiana, suggested that a good
thing for all teachers, especially child-students, would be to

keep an "ignorance book," in which should be jotted down
the things they do not know. The officers in charge of the
Department of Child Study for the coming year are as fol-

lows: President, Mr. Earl Barnes, of California; vice presi-

dent, Mr. Ot T. Bright, of Chicago; secretary, Mr. E. Shaw,
of New York City.

Wilbur S. Jackman, of the Cook County Normal School,
Vol. 8-3.
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discussing "What Has Been Accomplished in Coordination

in the Field of Natural Science," made the following state-

ment:

The present educational movement is characterized by an earnest

search for fundamental principles. A firm belief in the supremacy of

natural law will be the ultimate creed of all peoples: this will be the

great rallying center and harmonizing influence in every field of human
thought.

Chancellor W. H. Payne, of the Nashville University,

made many frank comments in his paper on " Education
According to Nature." Among others he presented the

following:

Education has had and still has its fads, among which may be
named "Follow Nature,""Manual Training," "Lancastrianism," and "Ap-
perception." On account of its longevity and anticiuity "Nature" is the

most respectable of educational fads, and through the influence of

Rousseau and Spencer this fiction has become prevalent in modern
educational literature. These writers do not define what they mean by
" Nature," but from their use of the term we may infer that their meaning
is this: The material world of matter and force inhabited by uncivilized

men (Rousseau), or in simple form, experience (Spencer). Education
according to nature is education through contact with environment, or

through experience with matter and force, as distinguished from educa-
tion through books, or through human art. Again, we follow nature
when we devise an education that is wholesome, tonic, rather than frag-

mentary or partial. The trained horse is an abnormal horse; the expert
or the specialist is but the faction or fragment of a man; a trained

teacher has come to mean a young woman capable of doing but one
thing well. The tendency of the age is towards specialization, but the

need of the age is an education that is catholic and humane; and we
need to return to nature in the sense of seeking simplicity and whole-
someness in human education.

Principal Albert R. Robinson, of the English High and
Manual Training School, Chicago, 111., read a brief paper
before the Manual Training department on " Industrial Edu-
cation a Necessity of the Times." He said:

The problem of living and working has never been brought face to

face with so many difficulties as to-day. Not long since every house-
hold was a factory, and boys and girls were taught the elements of

various trades. The apprentice system then in force made it possible
for anyone so desiring to learn a trade in a regular way. Now the
home duties are reduced to almost nothing, and the apprentice system
is a thing of the past.

The boy designed for a profession must have a professional training,

but for the ordinary boy there is little or no opportunity to gain any
knowledge of his life's work. In the case of the girl, who by nature
must be a home maker, there is no opportunity to fit herself for her
work.

The remedy for this state of things is to establish schools in every
community where hand training for boys, and education in the economy
of the household, shall be the main features of the course of study.
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Superintendent Marble, formerly of Omaha, outlined the

evolution of patriotism as follows:

1. The word patriotism is derived from the root of the

word that signifies to protect; in its secondary sense, to

feed. To protect and to provide are the fundamental ideas

of patriotism. This protection was at first exercised by the

patriarch or father of the family.

2. With the growth of families this fundamental idea ex-

tends to the tribe or gens.

3. After further extension the idea embraced several

peoples of the same region and language.

4. The idea has come to embrace great nations with a

common interest.

5. With the spread of civilization this idea of patriotism

has taken on a broader meaning. All families of individuals

or races we now consider families of nations; and what at

first embraced people of only one family, now embraces
humanity. The original idea was essentially selfish in a nar-

row sense. Accordingly the idea has broadeaed, but it has
been, and still is, essentially selfish. The extended nation
of patriotism has accordingly become more altruistic, and
its further development will still further develop the altru-

istic idea. Already there is a community of educated, en-

lightened, broad-minded men whose patriotism embraces
the whole world, while holding a warmer place in their

hearts for the country where they live. It is the duty of

schools to cultivate this broad, all-comprehending patriot-

ism.

One of the most profitable subjects considered by the
National Educational Association in July was the follovving:

"The Instruction and Improvement of Teachers Now at

Work." The fact was brought out for commendation that

Superintendent W. H. Maxwell, of Brooklyn, succeeded in

passing his Professional Training bill through the New York
State Legislature and securing the governor's signature to

the same. This bill provides that after 1897 every teacher
in the public schools of the Empire state must have had at

least one year of professional training in order t© hold her
position. The enactment also endows the state superin-

tendent with power to designate the high schools from which
teachers shall be drawn. It was predicted that the other
states of the Union must each in turn follow this precedent.

Professor Earl Barnes, of Stanford University, suggested
"Teachers' Classes" as a temporary means of gaining pro-

fessional help. He suggested the following books for dis-
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cussion at such classes: Rousseau's "Eniile," and Pestalozzi's

"How Gertrude Teaches Her Children." The subject-

matter for these classes should be kept close to daily school-

room experiences. The whole range of real study is com-
passed by the child himself. Listen to a group of teachers

talking, and you soon learn that it is the detail of everyday
school life which fills their conversation rather than Herbart
or psychology. Every schoolroom should be a laboratory.

Begin with the simple study of the children themselves,
their pleasures, inclination, and activities. Psychology and
pedagogy should be introduced long after.

In the Elementary department, Miss Sarah Arnold dis-

cussed " Nature Work and Literature," arousing great' inter-

est among her hearers. We make a few extracts:

The subject of my paper grew out of a conversation with a superin-

tendent of schools, who remarlced: "You believe in nature study, but I

would teach literature instead." "But can the one be substituted for

the other?" questioned his listener. "Are not both necessary to the

child, and is not each necessary to the other?" My purpose is to at-

tempt to answer these questions, and in so doing I ask your attention to

three lines of thought:
1. Nature study, as it should be presented in our primary schools,

demands the aid of literature.

2. Interpretation of literature involves knowledge of nature, full and
sympathetic.

3. The greatest good is derived from both nature study and literature

when they are begun in childhood.
Our own experience is daily revealing to us the truth that childhood

associations are dearer and more enduring than all others. Besides the

fact that knowledge of nature is fundamental, and therefore should be
early imparted, we must place the equally imperative one, that habit,

sympathy, interest, association, grow with the child's growth and
strengthen his strength. The impulses and yearnings of the child heart
will be wrought into the ideals of the man. The great truths written in

the pages of nature, and in the books which chronicle the life and aspira-

tions of men may be the companions of the boy and girl. If the boy is

taught to rejoice in the beauties of nature, how is the happiness of the

man assured. If the girl learns to "look through nature up to nature's

God," she cannot fail of reverent and serene womanhood.

Who will undertake to procure a suitable hymn for kin-

dergartners, and arouse enough interest in the same, that at

our annual meeting we may join in a chorus adequate to the

fullness of our hearts?
Consternation reigned among a certain assembly of

young women teachers en route a Rocky Mountain trip dur-

ing July last. They were exclaiming:
"But it certainly cannot affect strong-minded people in

that way."
"Nevertheless it does. It is nothing else but the magic
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of this rarified air that makes gold and silver, buried under-
ground and out of sight, dazzle the steadiest and keenest
sort of practical men. What else but this intoxicating air

could have occasioned the thrilling history made here in the
days of the forty-niners! That is how to account for the
fact that men were able to live without food, clothing, or
shelter in those pioneer days. It was the great spirit of the
mountains that made their eyes shine in the dark canons,
when no one was near to see, and when there was nothing
cheerful to behold. That's why invalids come crawling
from all parts of the country to the foot of the great moun-
tains now— the spell of the altitude is upon th^m."

The young women argued: "But that was all so long
ago, and the spirit of the mountain rarity has surely lost its

power."
The old man who acted as a guide for this party did not

conceal his own opinion in the matter. He believed the
myth of the mountains, and his party, now face to face with
the Rockies, felt their emphatic, scientific rationalism di-

minish.

As they drove on over a cactus driveway the guide con-
tinued his rambling information: "This is the Mesa Road,
so named by the Mexicans, and for many years the meet-
ing place for certain Colorado Indians. Yonder is the
burial place of some of their chiefs. To the left beyond
that group of peaks is Cheyenne Mountain, where Helen
Hunt Jackson was buried. She lived here many years and
loved Cheyenne the best of all the mountains. Mr. Jackson,
who still lives in Colorado Springs, has been obliged to

change the resting place of his wife because of the discour-

tesies of sightseers. You can ride over any day and see
her old cottage in the caiion."

After the party entered the estate of Glen Eyrie, with
the beautiful private grounds of General Palmer, a halt was
made, that the strangers might view the old eagle's nest.

One of the party whose youth was sufficient apology for her
socialistic question, burst forth with the following: "How
does any one person dare to own and claim such grandeur
as this? It is all a mistake!"

Another of the party was forced to yield her idyllic im-
age of a flourishing green paradise, when the guide pointed
out the colossal sandstone sentinels of the gateway as the

entrance to the Garden of the Gods. She looked up at the^

impervious blue sky, and then straight before her at the

glistening snow of Pike's Peak, and gradually substituted
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the "great playground of Titanic forces" for her anticipated
garden, agreeing with us all that here was grandeur without
compare, a sight more worthy a journey of many hundred
miles than would have been the most princely garden of

fairyland.

"But why is it called the Garden of the Gods?" The
guide offered the following explanation for which he could
not vouch, but which many people hold for true:

On a certain visit to this strange place the poetess H. H.
was entering the garden—in fact she is said to have stood
where we were standing, in the gateway, when she was met
by an ancierjt negro couple.

"Good morning to you, and what's your name?" she
said to the old man.

He looked up with a greeting in his eye and piped in

aged voice, "I am Jupiter, and this, my wife, is Juno."
Thereupon H. H. is said to have made a dramatic gesture

and said, "Then this must be the Garden of the Gods!
"

It is a peculiarity common to great mountains and great

men, that they appear nearer to you than they in reality are.

It may be that you think you are nearer to them than is

justifiable. However that may be, in the presence of Pike's

Peak a mile seemed but a trifle of distance, and one could
seem to join hands with his friend across a canon which
accommodates railroad trains, deadly gulches, vast chasms,
and monster pines. There must be something in the strange
stories about the atmospheric influences of the mountains
after all!



A TOUR IN THE THURINGIAN FOREST.

IN
early May, when all was fresh and new, we left the
imperial city of Berlin to visit in the romantic TJmer-
ingcn, where Froebel thought and wrought his kinder-
garten into reality. As our train left mountain, valley,

hills, and dales rapidly behind it, we caught a foretaste

of the varied landscape beauties in store for us. We passed
the cities of Gotha, Erfurt, and Weimar, each calling up the
associations of such Germanic greatnesses as Goethe, Schiller,

and Luther, Eisenach was our destination, and anticipations

of the historic Wartburg drew us on. On arrival we found
the quaint streets and quainter buildings of Eisenach decked
in flags and wreaths. Every house-top flaunted a banner,
and from every window streamed gay decorations. The
narrow streets were arched again and again with bowers, in-

terwoven with the national colors and fresh flowers. The
sign placed over the nearer arch read Wilkommen. What was
the occasion of all this festivity? We soon learned that

none less than His Majesty, the EmperorWilliam, had arrived

that morning from Berlin, and was spending the day at the
old castle Wartburg. The flags waving from the towers of
the old castle told the story that it too was again inhabited
by royal guests, and warned the strangers within the city

gates that no ordinary visitors would be admitted that festive

day.

We therefore wandered about the city in the early even-
ing, visiting the old convent garden which lies in the valley

at the foot of the castle. This garden tells of past glories,

in the days when all was a private inclosure, enjoyed only
by the cloistered monks. We come and go freely under the
matchless trees, and listen to the nightingales singing as

they flit about among the shrubs. Schoolboys are gathering
spring flowers here and there for the next day's botany les-

son. We look up to the Wartburg, whose deep-set windows
have changed their sullen prison look for one of radiance
and jubilee. The entire castle is illuminated with hundreds
of lights, shining out through every window and doorway.
A friendly citizen points out to us the location of the great
banquet hall, famous for the scenes familiar to the Minne-
singer of earlier centuries. Tonieht this hall is filled with
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the emperor and his party, and we imagine the knights of

old all replaced with the more modern court attendants. As
we move on we pass the home of Sebastian Bach, and from
the old church near by hear the organ accompanying a

chorus of many voices rehearsing the oratorio music, which
is to help in the ceremonies of the following week, when
the Luther monument will be unveiled.

Early the next morning we are tramping through the

beautiful valleys about Eisenach, following the footpaths

and guideposts which are so considerately provided to help

the tourist on his way. The emperor is off on the hunt in

the forests, and we are admitted to the Wartburg for an in-

terior view. At last we stand in the banquet hall, which
but last night accommodated the royal guests, and from
the painted walls we read the story of the holy St. Elisa-

beth and the roses, we see the pictures of the Sdngerkrieg

made immortal by Wagner's opera, Tajtnliduscr, and we look
out over the peaceful valley to the distant V^enusbcrg. As
we pass down the hall of the cavaliers, and pay our respects

to the knights in full armor, the guide tells us the old leg-

ends and stories, bringing us at last to the tower known
as the Luther room. Here the grim Wartburg sheltered

Luther while he pressed forward his translation of the Bible.

Only as the sunset glow fades behind the old gray walls are

we willing to descend to our village inn in the valley for the

night.

At Eisenach we meet one of the faithful Froebel work-
ers in Frl. Heerwart, who hospitably helps us plan our next

day's journey, which includes a visit to Liebenstein, Marien-

thal, Schweina, and Altenstein, all names familiar to the

readers of Froebel's biography. At Liebenstein we find the

old house occupied by Froebel, and which is pointed out to

us by an old, old man, who recounts to us many stories

of the boys' school at Marienthal, which he attended so

long ago. His face grows radiant at the memory of those

days, and as he commends the interest of the foreigners in

Froebel's work. A short drive brings us to Schloss Marien-
thal, which was presented to Froebel by the Dukes of Mein-
ingen for educational purposes. As we approach we see

the old Schloss in the distance, with a park in front, sur-

rounded by barns, the farmyard, and other buildings, while

the green hills beyond rise on all sides as if to shelter and
protect it. A factory stands near the Schloss, the owner of

which is the present resident of the old school building.

In spite of the reports that strangers are unwelcome at
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the old school, we approach and are cordially received. We
enter the great stone hall which resembles an inclosed

court, and are told that this served as playground on rainy

days. The stones of the floor show that the tramp of many
feet have worn them away. We are then shown Froebel's

workroom, and the room where, in 1851, his marriage with

Louise Levin took place. It was here the news reached
him of the interdict of the Prussian government, which is

said to have hastened his death. In the park is a beautiful

clump of trees which was his favorite reading and resting

place. This lover of nature had the art of finding and
possessing her choicest places.

We leave our friends of Marienthal with sincere grati-

dk.

tude for their consideration, and drive on through the beau-
tiful valley of Schweina where Froebel lies buried. The
highway is a veritable avenue of shade trees, and as the vil-

lage folk pass us coming and going, we think how often

Froebel himself and his boys took this same walk. The vil-

lage parson holds the keys of the Schweina churchyard,
and readily joins our party, leading us to the place of the
Froebel monument. It was at the suggestion of Midden-
dorf, that rare friend and loyal disciple, that the ball, cube,
and cylinder were selected for the monument. Midden-
dorf knew as few others how much these forms symbol-
ized to Froebel the perfect unity of life,— that unity which
is wrought by man out of the strange fragments of struggle
and aspiration. He argued that it was therefore the most
fittincr memorial to him who laid down his life in the effort
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to help humanity realize this unity. The pastor of Schweina
tells us, as we stand about the monument, how these strange
forms have led him to investigate the work of Froebel, and
how he thereby learned to understand his village people
and how to teach them. He kindly invites us to the par-

sonage to see the printed account of the unveiling of the
monument, a paper which he found among others left by
his deceased predecessor who officiated at the dedication
exercises. We tell him how thousands of children are now
familiar with this memorial and its meaning, and we leave
the churchyard without a thought of death, for is not Froe-
bel and his work more vital and more truly living today than
ever before?

At the parsonage we learn more of the story of the unveil-

ing. Over six hundred children came in their pure white
clothes, adorned with ribbons and flowers, bearing wreaths of

great beauty to place about the monument. One school of

children came in a body bringing the flowers they had
grown in the schoolyard, from the seed, for this special occa-
sion. Together with the fresh looking children, there came
to do honor to Froebel many old men and women long since
out of active work, and friends from all parts of the country.

To make these reminiscences more real the pastor let the
bunch of withered violets, taken from the memorial, pass
from hand to hand of our deeply moved company. After
the formal ceremony was over, old and young marched to-

gether to the open meadow, where thirty-two years before
Froebel and Middendorf had conducted the great children's

festival, in which three hundred children took part. On
this day of the dedication over six hundred friends and chil-

dren joined the march, telling many stories of that other
memorable occasion. The children were formed in seven
concentric circles, in the meadow out under the open sky,

while parents and grandparents stood outside the great

company smiling and weeping over their happy games and
plays. The scene must have been impressive, as Frau Froe-
bel and other white-haired, stooped, and aged ones, unable
to confine the child nature within their hearts, entered the
middle of the ring to join with the children in their glad
songs. Among the familiar games played on that day
were "See Us Here United," "The Pigeons," and "Bird's

Nest." Later all were seated on the green grass enjoying
the fruit and Kiiclieii, and having a social time. When the

toast was spoken, "Long live the children," the little ones
cheered at the to[)s of their voices, making the valley ring
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and the villages below resound. The festival ended with a
chorus in which all joined. Surely this was not a day of
mourning, but rather of rejoicing.

We sit down at the German restaurant before going to

the meadow, to tread the same ground made memorable by
this first Kindcrfest, which Madam Marenholz von Bulow
has described with such fervor in her "Reminiscences of
Froebel," and of which Froebel himself has said, "It was a
celebration of the union of nature, man, and God." His
great love of nature was again manifested in this selection
of a meadow playground for the children. Our day was well
spent, and we returned to Eisenach for the evening, plan-
ning our further trip to Keilhau, Blankenburg, and Ober-
weissbach.

We take the train to Jena, changing there for Rudol-
stadt, from which point we walk to Keilhau. At Jena we
visit the battlefield where Napoleon outwitted the Prussians
in 1806. Here Goethe wrote his "Herman and Dorethea,"
and the poem of the "Erlking," and here Schiller wrote his
" Wallenstein." We visit the old university in which some
of Germany's greatest men have been students or masters,
and where Froebel spent the five years of his student life

—

from seventeen to twenty-two years of age. The trip from
Jena to Rudolstadt, the capital of Schwartzburg, is all the
more beautiful because of the spring rain which fell during
the night. From here we take our way by foot to Keilhau.
We pass the villagers on the way, all bearing the signs of

work and struggle. Women are carrying great burdens on
their backs, and their babies at the same time, which are
wrapped in that peasants' mantle which is peculiar to the
Thiiringen. This mantle is really a double cape, the longer,
under cape being used to wrap the child, thus relieving the
arm of the weight, while the upper part covers the face and
head of the sleeping infant. After a brisk walk of three
hours we reach Keilhau, the now famous seat of the boys'
school. The building stands isolated and our questions
why this is so are answered by the statement that student
life should be free from all distractions. Throughout Ger-
manyone finds manyschools similarly located. Passing the
church and a group of white houses, we find ourselves in the
grounds of the school. On inquiring for Dr. Barop we
are answered by the wife, and soon greeted by Dr. Barop
himself. We are at once offered refreshment, and we par-
take of the sincere hospitality which has welcomed to

Keilhau the many guests who have come before us.
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Dr. Barop entertains us with stories of his school days
under the professorship of Froebel, Middendorf, Langethal,

and his father, the elder Barop. We listen and try to appre-
ciate what it must have been to be a pupil under such a

faculty. We look over the old program of daily work which
clearly shows how these men needed each other in the work,
each throwing the talent of the other into relief. Dr.

Barop shows a copy of the first edition of the "Education
of Man," and the first copy from the press of the "Mother-
Play Book." In a small room we find the work materials

as left by Froebel himself. Here we find many traces of

the hardships and difficulties encountered by these pioneers.

There were sheets of paper-folding designs, each design of

a different quality and color of paper; weaving mats which
had been laboriously cut by hand; perforating paper, care-

fully ruled by lead pencil. We discovered some interesting

water-color brush work, in beautiful designs and self-tones

of yellow or blue. All this work was done by the older boys
of the Keilhau school. In an adjoining room we found
many natural history specimens, which had been gathered
by Froebel and his boys. In the large dining-room, which
was built in Froebel's time, is now a marble bust of himself
and also pictures of himself and his associates on all sides.

We find the garden beds which were cared for by the boys,

each having his own spot to care for and cultivate according
to the plan considered best by Froebel.

At the bottom of the KirscJibcrg yonder is the resting

place of Middendorf, and partly up the hill, under that

clump of trees, is where these profoundly sincere men gath-

ered each morning early with their boys for 7natin exercises.

Those who listened tell of the lofty life lessons which were
at these times imparted by the inspired teachers. Dr.

Barop climbed to the top of the hill with us, in order to show
us the way further to Blankenburg, where the first kinder-

garten was organized by Froebel.
"It is over this hill and down to Blankenburg Froebel so

often went when we disagreed upon any point in discussion.

He was gone to get a book to prove his position and was
returned before we could miss him, such was the energy and
tenacity of purpose of the man! "

From this elevation may be seen the Barop tower, and
in the distance on a clear day the Froebel-TImrm near Ober-
weissbach. The Barop tower was erected in memory of the

elder Barop by the pupils of Keilhau, by whom he was beloved
and respected. Here we stand on the identical plot where
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Froebel stood, when, looking down into the Ri/uiefJufl and
Blankenburg he called out, as one receiving a revelation:

"Eureka! I have found a name for my new child,— the

Kindergarten."
It was in Blankenburg, in the year 1837, after many }'ears

of experience with pupils of all ages, and fifteen years before
the close of his activity, that Froebel opened the first kin-

dergarten. He felt the necessity of beginning with the
younger children, since all came so illy prepared to the
regular school, and as

there were no little

children at Keilhau he
searched further and
found them at Blank-
enburg. Froebel's will-

ingness to leave the old

for the new was clearly

shown in his determin-
ation to turn his back
on Keilhau against the
wishes of his best
friends and against his

own self-interest. He
was not thinking of him-
self. A divine inspira-

tion and zeal drove him
forward toward his ide-

al. The little building
in which he started the

first kindergarten still

stands, of which we give
an illustration. Nearby
is the house in which he
lived with Wilhelmina
Hoffmeister, the loving-

wife who was ready to '*'"'
ri-,.-..^''^^.,li^ ^-.i.,^, _

make any and every
sacrifice to help further his idea. It was here that he held
the first training school for young women and men, not be-

ing able to get the mothers to come to him in those days.

At the Blankenburg inn the keeper's mother tells us with
enthusiasm that she was one of the children in this first kin-

dergarten. She tells how the children followed after Froe-
bel, hanging to his long black coat-tails. As with tremulous
voice she sang the old songs and described the games they
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had played in those days, we were touched with the pathos
of the situation. We question the villagers and gather what
we can of the primitive conditions of Froebel's work, and his

endless discouragements; but his only motive being service

to others, he could not fail. Evening is now coming on, and
we drive to the old cloister ruin, Paulinselle, the crumbling
walls of which are held together by the roots of great trees;

the branches of these trees meet above the walls and form a

roof over part of the ruin. Here the traveler may enjoy a

supper of fresh trout, caught from the stream near by. A
last ramble through the cloister colonnade in the moonlight
and we drive back to Blankenburg.

At nine o'clock the next morning we set out for Ober-
weissbach, the birthplace of Froebel. We drive through
the picturesque Schivartzthal, the mountains rising on both
sides of the driveway, and a swift, rushing stream accom-
panying us with its noisy song. This is well called "Black
Valley," for the sunshine never reaches the ground.

We reach Oberweissbach on the top of the hill, and find

the village to consist of one long street, at the end of which
is the church built by Froebel's father when Friedrich was
a young boy. The parsonage is opposite to the church and
here we knock with the great iron knocker. As the Herr
Pastor is absent a servant opens the house to us, and con-

ducts us upstairs to the little room in the rear which is left

unaltered as it was occupied by Froebel. We try to read

the two lines which he wrote on the window pane, but the

years have dimmed the letters. From the window we see

the green slope of the hillside, which we soon climb, follow-

ing the winding path, frequently looking back upon the

picturesque villages below. We reach the summit crowned
with the Froebel-Thiirm, which stands erect and stately as if

looking out over the world, waiting for that day to dawn in

which men will do justice to the idea as well as the man
which it commemorates. Our party soon breaks up and we
leave the romantic Thuringian Forest behind us, anticipating

some future meeting in America when we can live over again

the profitable days of our Froebel pilgrimage. B. H.

Blankenburg, May 4, i8gj.



THE SOCIAL SETTLEMENT AND THE KINDER-
GARTEN.

AMALIE HOFER.

^ w A HE social settlement and the kindergarten are

sister movements. To the latter has long been
yielded the place of mediator between the home
and the school, a stepping-stone between the fam-
ily and institutional life. It is now seen to be

reaching in another direction in its work of bringing to-

gether human interests, and is not infrequently the channel
through which philanthropies widen into more conventional
and permanent social institutions.

The consideration of the subject before us plainly indi-

cates that the kindergarten movement is strongly and closely

allied to that form of social evolution recognized as the col-

lege settlement. In recognising the validity of social in-

stincts, social interests, social opportunities in every human
life, the kindergarten has taken the first steps toward social-

izing education, and toward proving that the school, as the
church, is not the preparation for a future life, but is the act-

ual process of living.

As the ancient astrologer studied the nightly movements
of the planets, in their relationships, in order that he might
deduce the principle which governs the solar system, so the
modern sociologist is studying the movements of the daily

life of human beings, in order that he may learn the laws by
which humanity is held in its course. The kindergarten
work is one of these movements, and can be justly weighed
only when considered parallel to the other social and altru-

istic movements in simultaneous operation. Among the
latter is the social or university settlement, which is one of

the more recent endeavors on the part of humanity to make
its whole self righteous.

This special movement started as early as 1867, when it

became the custom of a few of the undergraduates of Ox-
ford, England, to spend a part of their vacation time in the

neighborhood of St. Jude's church, in that dark spot of the
world known as the VVhitechapel district of London. The
incentive to so doing was the same as that which inspires

every generation of young people to dedicate their entire

beings to the making right of some colossal wrong; to the
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making pure and clean of some Whitechapel. Among the
students was one Arnold Toynbee, a young man of such
sincere convictions that he called forth, at the same time, the
ridicule and admiration of his fellow-students. The former
was entirely outweighed by the latter when he left college
in 1875, ^^^ took up his lodgings and made his home in

Whitechapel. At this time he wrote back to his friends, who
were still pursuing their college careers, as follows: "Our
delicate, impalpable sorrows, our keen, aching, darling emo-
tions, how strange, almost unreal, they seem by the side of

the great mass of filthy misery that clogs the life of great
cities!" He continued his residence for eight years, living

together with his less fortunate neighbors, at the same time
calling forth the noblest sympathy from the Oxford fellows,

who, like many of us, had been indifferent only because
ignorant of the actual necessities of their struggling fellow-

men.
The manner of life led by Arnold Toynbee, together

with the motive and efforts, has since come to be defined by
the term College or Univer^ty settlement. In memory of

his impressive example, and as a direct result of his influ-

ence, Toynbee Hall was opened in 1885, and has now been
in operation for ten years as a culture center and democratic
meeting place for all classes of men, mingling the lowliest,

most ignorant and impoverished, together with the univer-

sity and professional men who followed in To}'nbee's foot-

steps.

It is interesting to know that John Ruskin was one of

the originators of this movement among the Oxford stu-

dents. The story is told, how, on a certain visit to one of

the colleges, he induced a company of undergraduates to

go out and break stone on the roadway, in order that they
might realize the sober facts and more truly estimate the

conditions of labor. Among this company was Arnold
Toynbee, who was always described as the one man who
never failed to spiritualize the commonest things of dailv

life.

Among others who were influenced strongly at this time
was Mr. Percy Alden, who is well known today on both
continents as one of the ablest factors in social reconstruc-

tion. Dr. Barnett, who is at present in charge of the work
at Toynbee Hall, has devised a full and practicable plan for

social settlement work, a plan by which the university stu-

dent, with his many privileges, may legitimately approach
those of lesser opportunities, and through personal contact
share his benefits.
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The first settlement to be opened in our country two
years after Toynbee Hall, by Dr. Stantoit Coit, is known as

Delancey Street University Settlement of New York City.

Dr. Coit has since been called to London, where he has
opened a similar work in the Neighborhood Guild at Leigh-
ton Crescent. The distinctive characteristic of the work at

Delancey street, which may be visited by anyone, is that

of the self-government of the neighborhood people through
well-organized clubs, and the generation of a local patriot-

ism, which is making itself felt in everything which touches
the interest of the neighborhood. The import of such social

organization among individuals, too ignorant to know their

own rights, cannot be underestimated by, the most casual

observer. The president of Columbia College, Dr. Seth
Lowe, is also president of the university settlement, which
fact in itself is one of great significance. There are now
seven well-organized social settlements in the city of New
York, and while we cannot discuss as we would like the de-

tailed work of each of these, the fact itself is well worth
registering; for it means that there are seven social centers
in our great seaport city, where men and women of extreme
classes may come together on the simple Christian platform
of being neighbors and friends, with a common opportunity
to serve each other and be served in turn, and with no other
motive than that of democratic fellowship. In addition to

its many clubs for educational, municipal, and culture pur-

poses, each of these settlements has a thrifty kindergarten,
which in each case is recognized as one of the most far-

reaching influences of the settlement. One who has given
himself to make further practical this reconstructive work,
describes the relationship between the social worker and
the people as follows: "The true attitude of every social

worker is that of a member of a noble family, in which there
is the widest inequality, but in which equality and inequal-

ity are never thought of, and to whom the possession of
greater knowledge and greater strength means only a greater
capacity to love and be of service to his fellow-men."

The second social settlement in America was estab-

lished in Chicago, and is perhaps more widely known than
any other in our country. When asked how did Hull House
begin, the resident in charge. Miss Jane Addams, makes the
simple reply: "Two young women were interested in this

work through a knowledge of Toynbee Hall, and opened a
home in the belief that the mere foothold of a house, easily

accessible, ample in space, hospitable and tolerant in spirit.
Vol. 8-4.
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situated in the midst of the large foreign colonies which so

easily isolate themselves in American cities, would in itself

be a' serviceable thing for the community. And because

people are hungry to be befriended, we soon had a large

circle of acquaintances and co-workers. Hull House was
opened on the theory that the dependence of classes on
each other is reciprocal, and it is a positive effort to add
the social function to democracy." Hull House has today
extensive buildings and a still more extensive influence in

the daily history of the district in which it is located, a dis-

trict presenting the most variegated national and political

conditions. For the detailed work of this consciously or-

ganized social center, I would refer you to the printed his-

tory of the work known as " Hull House Maps," and the

other book known as "Philanthropy and Social Progress."

The reading of either of these books you will find more
thrilling and interesting than that of the most acceptable

historical novel.

From the first month of its existence, Hull House has

had a free kindergarten, and according to the general set-

tlement rule that only the highest and best shall be pro-

vided in every department, this kindergarten has been at

varying times in the hands of the most talented and choice

kindergartners of Chicago. Through the broad friendship

of one of these kindergartners, the Hull House Woman's
Club was organized some three years ago, which today has

a membership of two hundred earnest workers, who are as

proud to wear the blue federation pin as the ablest literary

woman or public worker in the land. This woman's club

was a direct outgrowth of the kindergarten, or, we might
better say, the influence of the kindergartner. The presi-

dent frankly says: "This club interest w^as confined at first

to the subject of our children; it soon widened into an in-

terest in our mutual homes, and this brought us to feel a

responsibility for our neighborhood, and our duty to the
community. The club is now become one of the strongest
and most powerful organizations of the settlement, taking a

substantial interest in all educational, municipal, and phil-

anthropic movements in the city, while it still continues its

first affection for the children, and still rallies about the
kindergarten as its center post. It does not hesitate to disr

cuss all matters pertaining to family life, whether that of an
individual family or that of the greater family which consti-

tutes a city."

The day nursery of Hull House is in charge of an expe-
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rienced kindergartner, who also superintends the games
and plays, the playground, the children's clubs, and all mat-
ters pertaining to child life in the neighborhood. No city

government would expect its police force to operate with-

out a superintendent; every machine shop has long since

had its special supervisor, and every steamship its captain.

Child life in any given district is as much more successfully

operated under the charge of a scientific authority as are

any of these other important departments, and so the social

settlement does not hesitate to provide for the children, as

it does for the adults, the best guide and the best standard
that can be secured.

Since Hull House, there have been six more settlements
opened in the city of Chicago, and parallel with the opening
of Hull House came an innovation which is worthy of re-

cording, viz., that of establishing the first sociological de-

partment in a theological seminary with a special professor

in charge. In urging upon divinity students the importance
of a greater knowledge of social conditions, and the human-
ities which lend themselves to these conditions, Edward
Everett Hale has said: "For working purposes the theolog-
ical student can spare several things from his course better

than his sociology, for this is the 'Kingdom of Heaven'
part of his training." Through the efforts of Professor
Graham Taylor, who is in charge of the above-named de-

partment, the Chicago Commons has been opened during
the past year, with the family of the professor in residence.

A kindergarten is now being organized and soon a kinder-
gartner will be added to the circle of working residents.

The Northwestern University has opened a settlement
with a trained kindergartner as head resident, who in addi-

tion to the manifold duties attending this high office, such
as interviewing every class of needy, setting a good exam-
ple as homekeeper, as a respecter of all alley and garbage
rules, as an attendant upon neighborhood funerals, christen-

ings, and divorces; securing a place for John of the street

in the Boys' Industrial Home, or attending criminal court
as a witness, in addition to superintending the sewing school,

the gymnasium, the Mothers' Clubs, the Young Folks' Cir-

cle, etc., etc., conducts the daily kindergarten of from forty

to fifty children with no other assistance than that of the
children themselves. Consequent upon the broader knowl-
edge of her neighborhood and its family conditions, this

kindergarten has been kept closely in touch with actual
daily needs, and it possesses such qualities of rarest free-
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dom and soundest social cooperation as to surpass that usu-

ally implied in the phrase "the kindergarten spirit." Again
the Mothers' Club is the corollary to the kindergarten.

The resident of the settlement said a few days since:

"Our mothers are the strength of the settlement. They be-

lieve in us without a single grain of reserve. They under-
stand the meaning of the settlement better than we do, for

they see open doors where before were closed walls, and
they understand our ethical efforts in behalf of their chil-

dren as direct means of grace and opportunity. We can
command the affection of our Mothers' Club for any work,
at any moment, and to any extent."

I could tell you of the work of this settlement, presided

over by a kindergartner, and make it read like a fairy story.

The opportunity, however, is open in every large city for

you to visit such a place, and read with your own eyes such
stories as that of a curbstone garden which grows cottage
flowers at the command of what were once the bad boys of

the street; or the social club for men and women v/here

long-forgotten recitations and fatherland songs are ex-

changed; and then you will understand the meaning be-

tween the lines better than I could picture it. During the

entire year one or two kindergarten cadets have lived in the

settlement family, and have added their social endeavors to

that of the family circle.

The head resident of the Social Settlement of the Uni-
versity of Chicago, in charge during the past year, was orig-

inally the kindergartner at Hull House, and the organizer

of the Woman's Club in that settlement. After the past

year's demonstration in what is known as the Stock Yards'
Settlement, it may well be argued that the right kind of a

kindergartner is the right kind of a social settler. A kin-

dergarten of seventy children has been in daily session, con-

ducted by one of our ablest professional workers. Over
two hundred children have been turned away from the

crowded quarters, whose parents are still waiting for an
opportunity to gain them admittance. During the daily

sessions the doorways and windows of the settlement hall

are crowded with parents and friends; and many a day-

laborer, with his tin dinner pail, has stopped to take a peep
at the children and listen to their songs. This kindergarten

has followed closely the general work of the settlement in

every line. The chief purpose of a settlement being that of

cooperation, and its most potent influence being in the di-

rection of self-help, these have furnished most fitting and

1
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practicable subject-matter for the kindergarten program.
The children have been led to consider the family and home
life as the great, central human interest, and have diligently

assisted in the scrubbing, scouring, and cleaning of their own
settlement kindergarten.

A class of forty kindergarten normal students have found
their way into this district two or three times each week
for regular class work, nor has the advantage been entirely

to them, as they came to seek professional enlightenment.
Two score of bright, energetic, purposeful young women,
who show in their exteriors all the results of substantial
family training, cannot pour through such a channel of
humanity without adding distinctly to the clarifying and
purifying process. Their neat gowns and active, cheerful
carriage has, without doubt, opened new vistas to the young
women and parents of the district, as well as to the hun-
dreds of little children lining the curbstones to see the pro-
cession go by. In the course of the year, group after group
of these students has served as volunteers in the settlement
kindergarten, and many have been the friendships formed
between them and the children, and great have been their

opportunities to fulfill the expectations, the affections, and
aspirations of these children of their fellow-men.

Not long since one of the volunteers brought her family
of ten for a visit to the Home where many of these }^oung
women live, some distance from the settlement. The great
awe with which the little ones looked about the house where
Miss Flora and Miss Evelyn and Miss Marion dined and
slept and kept their things was very impressive. However
skeptical as to the advantage of these personal ties, you
would have been melted had you witnessed the intense in-

terest of these children in discovering how the other half

live.

We thus find the social settlement making a wider appli-

cation of the principle of interdependence, which has come
to be so current a word in the kindergartner's vocabulary.
The social settlement makes possible a larger interchange
of human interests and a nearer opportunity for crystallizing

personal relationships into sincere, potent friendships. At
the close of the training school identified with this settle-

ment, the head resident put the following question to the
forty young women students who have witnessed the vary-
ing daily life of the settlement: "Do you feel that any per-

sonal advantage or benefit has come to you through the
experiences here in the settlement, and have you missed
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any opportunities through coming to this less attractive

neighborhood, which you might have gained in a more-
select or down-town district?" The answers which it was
her privilege to receive were conclusive evidence that the
modern young woman (the cynic notwithstanding) still pos-
sesses a "passion for perfection," and still craves heroic
opportunities, and gladly spends herself in devotion to altru-

istic ideals. The expenditure of money and energy which
the year's work at this settlement has caused was more than
well spent if it brought forty active, thinking women to real-

ize the difference between a more conservative, selfish stu-

dent life and the powerful development which comes through
contact with social, human conditions.

One of the eldest kindergarten normal schools in the
West, which has been conducted for thirty years by that
pioneer optimist, Mrs. Alice H. Putnam, will gather its stu-

dents during the coming year under a social settlement
roof, in evidence of the profound conviction that contact
with the social conditions arising in a settlement will add
to the practical value of professional kindergarten work.
The judgment of such an experienced leader cannot be
questioned, and we believe this step to be of great impor-
tance to our movement.

No less momentous are the well-defined plans for a kin-

dergarten settlement in Boston, to be dedicated as a living

memorial to Elizabeth Peabody. Peabody House will have
more than a local meaning, since the projectors of this plan,

led by Miss Wheelock, hope to gather up the expressions
of appreciation for this woman's work from all parts of the
country.

The settlement, like the kindergarten, is not a philan-

thropy in the usual sense of that word. Like the kindergar-
ten it is rather a common meeting place, where the children
of men may come together freely and frankly, and exercise
that indispensable element in human nature, sociability. It

is in no sense of cant or sentiment we say that the social

settlement is the adults' kindergarten; that the head resi-

dent, like the kindergartner, lives with her associates, ever
ready to honor and appreciate the slightest indication of
socialization, with sufficient insight to understand those
strange processes by which warped human nature regains
its equilibrium. The gymnasium, the choral society, the
sewing club, the girls' culture circle— all these are the gifts

and occupations used by the wise head worker. The cul-

ture of his or her personality becomes a background against
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which the emerging aspirations, talents, and belated powers
of friend or neighbor are thrown into relief.

Every kindergartner will be interested in the metamor-
phosis of one of our stock stories as filtered through the
comprehension of a settlement /w/t'^c', viz., the Welsh milk-
man of the neighborhood. He joined us on the early morning
street-car, and after the heartiest greeting, said : "Too bad you
could not stay to the surprise party last night. We had a

fine time, and she told us a story that beats all the preach-
ings" (referring to the recipient of the surprise party).
"How did the story go?" "Well, you see, it was a sort of
parable, about how once upon a time five brothers and sis-

ters lived in a fine garden and always stayed together, till

one day one of them got too good for the rest of the crowd,
and went off by himself. The story told how, after a while,

he wanted to do things, and he was like the ring finger, he
could not pick berries or roses or anything without the
thumb to help him. By and by he got sick of it and went
back to the others, a smarter fellow. Then he gave them
this advice: 'I tell you we better just stick together, because
we can't do anything if we don't. I've tried it, and you fel-

lows better take my word for it, that everybody is likely to

need everybody else at sometime or other,' and they always
stuck together after that." It is unnecessary to comment
on the socialistic application of this nursery tale.

A kindergarten so conducted that it uses to the full its

many opportunities, will naturally expand and become a
sound nucleus for a social settlement, which will have a vital,

organic, permanent quality not otherwise gained. When
asked, "What is the sovereign influence in the home?" we
answer without hesitation, the mother. When asked, "What
is the chief factor in the kindergarten?" we as confidently
make reply, the kindergartner. Each is, by force of her
position, the central figure in a social organism, and if she
sincerely follow the daily expanding conditions of this or-

ganism, carrying to each part its peculiar food-stuff, her
obligations, as well as relationships, will widen till she is the
core of a social settlement. It is the need of the individual,
the need of the neighborhood, the need of the community
which controls and governs the method in all social work.
There is no better creed for a kindergartner whose aspiration
calls her to the broader view of her work than that state-

ment made by Dr. Barnett, of Toynbee Hall: "Vain will be
music or higher education, or even the Gospel, unless they
come clothed in the life of brother men."
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Lilian Whiting has given us the following clear state-

ment of this work, which is perhaps more easily to be exe-

cuted than it is to be defined:

There has been of late a new form of philanthropic work, which is

known by the general name of " college settlements." It is simply for one
individual or several to go into the poorer quarters of a city and live as

a neighbor to the ignorant, the defective, the very poor, or the degraded.
It is less a mission than it is a ministry— the natural and informal min-
istrv of right doing. It is to found a home which shall be a standing
object-lesson in the better ways of living; which shall illustrate the
beauty of order, of cleanliness, of gentle ways, of generous thoughtful-

ness or of friendly sympathy. The men and women who are doing this

do not keep a house of correction, or a house of refuge, or an asylum of

any kind. They keep a hojne. They do not go out into the highways
and byways to preach or to teach, ostensibly, but they endeavor to so
order their lives as to give constantly the indirect teaching or example.
Perhaps it is no exaggeration to say that to a greater or less degree
thev show forth the beauty of holiness. There is a twofold blessing in

such living as this— it blesses him who gives and him who takes— and
perhaps of all forms of humanitarian work, it is the one best calculated
to effect good results. But if the larger number of people wait to make
some specific change in life before endeavoring to realize their higher
ideals in conduct, if a change of location and general rearrangement
and readjustment of method and detail must precede the better living,

then it will be more than likely to be indefinitely postponed. Why,
indeed, should not the principle of the college settlement be carried

into living under the usual surroundings? Why not fill one's usual
place in life, do one's usual work; meet the customary duties, pleasures,

courtesies, only meeting them from new motives, and inspiring the du-
ties with higher purposes? It is not only the poor, the ignorant, or

even the degraded, who need to have good done them; who need the
sunniness of hope, the sweetness of content, the renewal of courage, the
unfaltering devotion to heroism. People are not necessarily rich in

happiness or in hope because they live in more or less luxury of the
material comforts and privileges of life. There is just as much need of

the ministry of higher ideals to the comfortable as to the uncomfortable;
to the intelligent as to the ignorant; to those who are reaching forward
after truth and progress as to those who are receding from them. There
is a vast amount of enthusiasm in the world over helping the unfortu-

nate and defective and degraded classes, and so far as this zeal is genu-
ine and discreet, it is to be commended ; but the righteous as well as the

sinner, the moral as well as the immoral, the refined as well as the rude,

are not altogether unworthy, in some degree, of both private and public

consideration.

As the kindergarten aims to provide suitable opportu-
nity for the activities of the child, so the settlement would
provide occasions, would make the opportunity for the adult

to exercise his better nature through the various avenues of

social contact, literary, musical, even political experiences.

One of the great unnoticed events in American history was
the recent gathering, in a New York social settlement,

called the " Conference of Reformers," bringing together the
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men and women of varied, and often opposing but always
profoundly sincere, schemes for human regeneration. It is

no new thing for people to combine for industrial or polit-

ical reasons; nor is it an uncommon relationship for people

to be neighbors because they occupy the same apartjnents,

or because their dooryards touch, or because of business

profit, or because the same blood flows in their veins; it is

not so common for people to come together for advantages
which exist only because they are mutual, and yet the latter

is the only basis for true fellowship. If it is ever your privi-

lege to be invited to a social occasion at a settlement do not

overlook it. You will find a new class of society at such a

reception; you will find fresh topics for conversation and
an exhilaration such as comes when traveling abroad among
new surroundings. As the kindergarten movement, so that

of the social settlement is creating a new strata in society;

and it is far more than merely interesting to meet on a com-
mon social plane a boodle alderman, or your own laundress,

or the barkeeper's daughter with her bridegroom.
As the chief reason for the existence of a social settle-

ment is that of meeting the various needs of a community,
its policy must necessarily be flexible and adjustable, ready
for experiment, and keen to recognize every avenue of as-

sistance which is offered. The kindergarten movement, as

many others, might gain great benefit by leaving to a re-

moter time the crystallization of its theories into a system,

and by a more vigorous study of the immediate actual needs
of child nature. This social settlement is daily proving that

men want more Christianity in their daily lives. The kin-

dergartner, as well as the social worker, needs more, not
less, Christianity, and should systematically reject the temp-
tation which argues that an indirect method will answer the
same purpose of revealing the Christ. As the Abolitionist

surrendered himself to the great movement which appealed
to his natural love for humanity, so the kindergartner must
learn to look upon her work not merely as a scientific pro-

fession, but as a Christian movement, carrying with it all

the requirements of self-renunciation, attendant upon such.

It will then become an easy task to cherish the weaker
members of the profession, and every effort will be made
to guard this family of workers against disintegration or de-

terioration, and then will come that potent recognition of all

those unprecedented excellencies which rise to the surface

of every expanding movement.
The political economist proves conclusively that hard
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times are the result of some congestion in the economic
system of the country. A perfect circulation and inter-

change of values is as essential to the vitality and usefulness
of an educational body as of the body politic. If our kin-

dergarten body is to fulfill its possibilities and normal activ-

ities, complete circulation must be maintained.
Pestalozzi wrote in i8oo the following fable:

A king, who was standing alone under a lime tree was struck by the
beauty of its foliage, and exclaimed: "Oh, noble tree, would that my
subjects held to me as do your leaves to your branchesi" The tree an-
swered him: "I am forever carrying the sap of my roots to each of my
leaves."

Like the social settler, the kindergartner must possess
unlitnited social resources, and in proportion to her sincere

affection for the people of .a given community will she be
faithful to continue her work in the same locality for more
than one or two years.

We do not hesitate to demand today of our legislatures

state support for our kindergartens, and we heartily recom-
mend to those in authority over state institutions, that the
workers, including matrons, teachers, and superintendents,
shall be more or less familiar with the kindergarten method
of handling their peculiar problems. But greater than these
signs of the expansion of our work is the growing appreci-
ation among our number for the social profit accruing to

lesser communities and smaller towns from a vital, earnest
kindergartner, who makes herself a center for the children
of the locality. Her influence does not stop at the school-
room door, nor at the neighborhood dooryards, but it pene-
trates every relationship in a community, touching parents,
teachers, church workers, and lay workers of all classes.

She becomes a Christian socialist, and may well say with
the good, gray poet. Whitman—

" Behold, I do not give lectures or a little charity—
When I give, I give myself."

In these brave days, when our National Committee of
Fifteen have substituted in place of the despised phrase,
"the three R's," that other phrase which appeals more read-
ily to the heart, viz., "humanity studies"; in this day of
schoolroom art leagues, village improvement societies, the
People's Church, good government clubs, neighborhood
guilds and civic federations, the social settlement, the kin-

dergarten workers need no longer feel that they stand alone.
The fraternal spirit ripens on all sides into labor unions and
lodges, clubs and parties. The bricklayer and joiner have
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each their brotherhood, their fraternity. The next logical

step in the progress of our kindergarten work is that of fed-
eration, nor must this be accomplished merely for the pur-
pose of professional protection or the concentration of
power. It must stand on that broader platform of mutual
social interest which alone will generate the neighborliness
and friendships as essential to the life and growth of an or-

ganization as they are to the individual.

The Village Improvement Society says: "The village
must be something more than moral or beautiful. It should
be beautiful that it may be worthy of the love that every
home should inspire." The People's Church declares that,

"There are many in the church, as well as out of it, who
need to learn that Christianity is neither a creed nor a cere-
monial, but a life, vital, connected with the living Christ."
The social settlement, as voiced by one of its eminent
workers, makes the statement to the world: "If we tell a
man that he is a son of God, we must go further and say,

You are a brother man." The kindergarten says, in the
words of the originator, "It takes the whole world of men
and women loving each other to make up the perfect image
and likeness of God."



THE ELIZABETH PEABODY HOUSE.

THE Elizabeth Peabody House is to be a kindergar-

ten settlement, similar in plan to the college set-

tlements. It is to be opened in Boston during
the coming autumn.

The plan is to take a suitable house in some
poor and crowded quarter, and to have a group of eight or'

ten kindergartners, normal students, and teachers, in resi-

dence. The residents will conduct a kindergarten, and
through acquaintance with the children enter into friendly

and helpful relations in a variety of ways with the people of

their neighborhood.
The undertaking is to be a memorial to Elizabeth Palmer

Peabody, to whose early efforts for the kindergarten its

growth is largely due.

A number of those actively interested in the kindergar-
ten settlement were Miss Peabody's friends, and they feel

sure that all who hold her memory in grateful regard will

appreciate the peculiar fitness of such a living monument.
There are still tenement-house regions in Boston un-

touched by the kindergarten influence,— places where it

would be well-nigh impossible to imagine a child growing
up into a healthy, moral life. Entering such a place, it will

be the plan of the Elizabeth Peabody House to have its

residents literally obey Froebel's injunction, "Come, let us

live with our children."

Through this daily life with the children they will make
friends with the mothers, and gradually introduce purifying

and uplifting influences into the family life of the neighbor-

hood. Clubs and classes for the older brothers and sisters

will naturally and by degrees grow from this beginning.

The kindergarten boys and girls will be kept perma-
nently interested in the House as they grow up, so that the

influence of the kindergarten may still be with them in their

later years at school.

Interesting plans are under consideration for a cooking
school, a training class for nursery maids, and for mothers'
clubs and classes, where helpful hints may be given as to

the care of children and of the home.
The settlement will be supported by the Elizabeth Pea-
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body House Association. Each member of the association
will be asked to contribute three dollars or more per year.
The success of the House will necessarily depend upon hav-
ing a large number of members in the association.

The Provisional Committee earnestly ask all to whom
such a plan would naturally appeal, to become members of
the original association, and to enlist their friends. Mem-
bership fees will be payable October i, 1895, ^^ which time
the association will be formally organized.

Names of members and fees may be sent to the follow-
ing members of the committee: Miss M. J. Garland, 29
West Cedar street, Boston; Miss Lucy H. Symonds, 29
Hanson street, Boston; Miss Lucy Wheelock, Hotel Ox-
ford, Boston.

Hon. Frank A. Hill, S. T. Button, Professor Paul Hanus,
Robert A. Woods, Anne L. Page, Laliah B. Pingree, Mary
J. Garland, Lucy H. Symonds, Rebecca J. Weston, Sara E.
Wiltse, Lucy Wheelock, Committee.



MOTHER-PLAY BOOK STUDY QUESTIONS.
I.

SUSAN E. BLOW.

WITH this number begins the series of the
Mother-Play Book Study Questions already
announced, and which have been looked for-

ward to by many students, who are desirous
of pursuing a more systematic study of this

book. The general purpose of these outline questions is

indicated in the letter of Miss Blow printed below. The
study of the songs will be taken in the order of the new
translation. Students, mothers, or kindergartners who wish
to take part in this study plan will gain profit to themselves,
and add to the benefit of all, by noting the following sugges-
tions :

1

.

Read over the particular song, motto, and commentary
of Froebel considered under each given series.

2. Carefully discuss and consider each question before
writing out the conclusions or answers. These written

answers should be forwarded direct to the Editor of the
Kindergarten Magazine for consideration and publication.

3. Write out in full the specific question considered, to-

gether with its number as published in the previous magazine.
The answers and illustrations should be written out in care-

ful English, on one side of the paper only, and each sheet
plainly numbered.

4. The name and address of the writer should be signed
in full. In case the writer is acting for a club or association

of members, she should write her own name and address,

indicating her ofifice as secretary or press correspondent
for such and such an organization. The manuscript should
be forwarded before the tenth of each month.

5. The several prominent training classes and mothers'
clubs which have already indicated their desire to join in

this work, should lay the entire plan before the students at

the first regular meeting, that all may fully understand its

object.

6. It will be far more profitable if each worker, or group
of workers, confines herself to a discussion of those questions

in each series of immediate moment to her. It is the indi-

vidual, actual experiences of those meeting varying con-
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ditions which will be of the most practical value to all

concerned. As the questions will be found suggestive of a

wide range for discussion, it is recommended that the written

answers be crystallized, concerning themselves with the
essential elements of the more extended verbal discussion.

All further information will be gladly supplied on appli-

cation, and concerning such questions as are not clear to

students further inquiry will be given immediate attention.

The following letter from Miss Blow indicates her sincere

interest in the success of this study plan:

Dear Miss Hofer :

Believ-ing as I do, that it is impossible to understand and apply the
educational ideas of Froebel without a thorough study of his Mother-
Play, I am always glad to avail myself of any opportunity to aid in

making this remarkable book better known. I count it, therefore, a
privilege to send you a series of questions on the first eleven songs. If

they are in any degree helpful to mothers and kindergartners, their

purpose will be fulfilled.

The Mother-Play deals not with rare and obscure phenomena, but
with the most general, most familiar, and most characteristic manifesta-
tions of child-life. It attempts to organize and interpret these phe-
nomena, and to deduce from them lessons of child nurture. Its aim,
therefore, is an eminently practical one, and its general study cannot
fail to bless mothers, kindergartners and children.

If I could venture to hope that students would conspire with this

attempt to widen the influence of the Mother-Play, I should feel that

by thus working together, much was being done to insure the future of

the kindergarten cause. If every mother interested in Froebel's ideas,

every training teacher, every kindergarten director, every new student
would simply discuss and illustrate the one question in each of the ten
series which most appeals to her, the good done would be incalculable.

Very cordially,

Cazenovia, N. V., July, '95. Susan E. Blow.

PLAY WITH THE LIMBS.

Questions for Mothers and Kindergartners.

1. What manifestation of the child supplies the point
of departure for this play?

2. What is the mother's instinctive response to this

manifestation?

3. What general principle is involved in this manifes-
tation of child and response of mother?

4. Can you give illustrations of this method of influenc-

ing the development of older children?

5. Please state in detail any successful experience of

your own in occupying children one year old; two years
old; three years old; four years old. Why do you think
these experiences were successful?
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6. Describe any satisfactory exercise you have given
with bells; with Second Gift; with Third Gift. Analyze
your method.

7. When children come to the kindergarten what are

the results at which you should first aim?

8. In endeavoring to excite the child's activity, of what
must you be careful?

9. What is the effect of undue stimulus?

10. What is the effect of insufficient stimulus?
i

11. By what signs from the child can you determine
whether he has been over-stimulated? Under-stimulated?

12. What would be the effect upon the child of ignoring
the principle involved in this play?

13. Does sloth generate other faults? Name some of its

progeny?

14. What does the mother do as she plays with her baby?

15. Has early listening to song any effect upon the musi-

cal development of the child?

16. Has it any moral effect, and can you trace it?

17. Does song strengthen the sympathy between mother
and child?

18. In all your efforts to incite, guide, and restrain the

child's activity, why mast you be careful to make him feel

the love which inspires your effort?

ig. What would be the effect of developing activity with-

out at the same time fostering sympathy?

20. Have you ever shown the picture illustrating this

song to children and had a talk with them about it? If so,

give an account of the conversation.

21. What symbols does Froebel use in the picture?

22. What is the symbolic suggestion of the milldam?

23. Are opposition or restraint necessary in order to give

force definite direction?

24. What is the symbolic suggestion of the lamp?

25. How is love fed?

26. Can you think of any spiritual analogy to the fact

that light is a mode of motion?

27. What is the relationship between doing and know-
ing?

28. Can you quote from any world poem a symbolic pres-

entation of the relationship between doing and knowing?
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29. What is the highest form of self-activity?

30. Describe the upper half of the picture?

31. Are the several children all attracted to the water?

32. Do they express their attraction in the same way?

33. What may we learn from these different responses to

a single incitement?

34. Are children early attracted by the forces of nature?

35. Do you find any connection between this fact and
the fact that what a child first notices are movements?

Qtiestioiis for Traming Teachers.

36. Can you recall any experience of your own life which
illustrates the principle involved in this play?

37. Can you recall any successful application of it in the
nursery or kindergarten?

38. Can you quote from Froebel a good statement of it?

39. Does natural science offer any general illustration of

it?

40. Can you illustrate it from mythology, from sculpture,

from painting?

41. Can you give one or more poetic statements of it?

42. Can you illustrate it from the life of Christ?

43. Toward what final goal does this point?

44. Would it be kind of the mother to ignore the hint

thrown out by the chjld?

45. Does God show his love for us by educating us in

accord with this principle?
Vol. 8-5,



KINDERGARTEN INTEREST AMONG PARENTS.

SYSTEMATIC STUDY FOR MOTHERS.

A Western kindergartner writes: "We are anxious to

follow some thoroughly organized plan of study in our

Mothers' Club this year. Our club meets the first A^onday
in October, and we wish to begin work at once in an orderly

and practical way. Will the Study Questions by Miss Blow,
announced to begin with the September number, help us to

this end? We have already ordered the new translation of

the 'Mother-Play Book,' and will go on with that study if

you think it practicable."

The plan to be followed by several prominent workers
during the coming year will be as follows: Each member
of the Mothers' Study Class will have her own copy of the

"Mother-Play Book," and also of the Kindergarten Maga-
zine (a special rate will be made on the two together to all

members of clubs). The first hour will be spent in learning

to sing the songs and play the games as thoroughly as

would the kindergartners themselves. The second hour will,

be spent in a careful reading of Froebel's own commentary
and a discussion of all points indicated in the same, which
would be of the most direct benefit to the mothers of young
children. This discussion will aim to give room for ques-

tions on personal difficulties and illustrations from indi-

vidual experience. At the close of the two hours of study
those questions from the special list prepared by Miss
Blow, which have been touched upon in the class discussions,

will be assigned each to an individual member of the class,

who will be expected to write out the answer, carefully and
intelligently, from the general view point accepted by the

class as a whole. These written answers will be forwarded to

the Kindergarten Magazine as the club's contribution to

the great work of child study and child nurture as repre-

sented by Froebel students. This is no complex plan of work,
and therefore cannot fail to be of direct profit to all who
make the effort to study systematically and sincerely. The
demand on the part of parents for kindergarten help, is born
of a need to know better ways and to understand their chil-

dren, hence it may never be put aside lightly, or allowed to

assume the superficial tone of a fad study. It is the privi-
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lege of every earnest kindergartner to help mother, and of
every mother to help kindergartner in this mutual reaching
out for insight and understanding. A thorough study of
Froebel's Mother Book is to be recommended as the pro-
gram for a satisfactory season of work to mothers' circles,

parents' study clubs, teachers' associations, and above all to

kindergarten unions.

The above plan may be adjusted to the weekly, fort-

nightly, or monthly meetings, by the leader who will indi-

cate what study must be done between the regular sessions.

The learning of the words of the songs, or the music, as well
as a preliminary consideration of the Study Questions, would
help in conserving the regular class time for more important
work. The learning of the songs and games should be held
as the first essential element in the study, as the philosophic
deductions can only be made from the individual experi-
ences of the students who use them with the children.

IS THE DEVELOPMENT OF WILL POWER THE OBJECT OF
EDUCATION?

The father of two sterling boys forwards us the follow-
ing statement from a Seattle newspaper, adding his own
comments:

Since the celebration of the anniversary of the birth of Frederick
Froebel, the founder of the kindergarten system, there has been an in-

teresting discussion in Boston concerning the moral influence of a
system which seeks to present tasks as pleasures rather than as duties.
The objection was raised that the method of mstruction, desirable as it

seemed to be, really tends to weaken the child's will and to enervate the
moral fibre. On the other hand, the fact that children under the old
system are made to feel that they are obliged to do what is considered
an essential part of education has a certain fortifying and strengthening
effect in their character. The great evil at the root of all society and
institutions is that men and women think so much about what they like
or dislike, and so little about what they ought to like or dislike. There
is much truth in this view of the kindergarten. A weak will is the
secret of most of the moral and intellectual, as well as the business,
failures everywhere in the world. In almost every case it will be found
that the man who succeeds in any enterprise is the man of strong will,

and if the child is naturally deficient in will power that faculty should
be judiciously trained and strengthened. Where there is a will there is

a way. If the will is weak and continues weak no amount of education
can make the man successful in any profession or enterprise. If the
will is strong the necessary education will be acquired by the light of
the blacksmith's forge, as in the case of Elihu Burritt, if no other oppor-
tunity is given. It is the youth who, "when duty whispers low, I must,"
replies,"! can and will," that proves how "near is grandeur to our
dust." Aspiration and determination are the two words which should
be in the bright lexicon of every youth.
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The father adds the following discriminating words: "It

seems to me that it brings out the very distinctive claim of

superiority to which the kindergarten is entitled

—

i. ^.,that

under the old system only those naturally gifted with a re-

markable will power could press ahead and amount to any-

thing, perhaps one out of a million. The more normal
development reached by the Froebel school gives every

child an equal chance to develop his or her special powers
and gifts. Where the old system was the survival of the

strongest, the new education, like the Christ thought, sets

aside the operation of that material law and sets free the

God-given spirit that is in each one from the beginning.

The law of evolution, or the survival of the fittest, ends in

fatalism and a base materialism. It is only by Christ's

civilizing power that the weak are protected and the rights

of the poorest to the heritage of the best can be asserted.

The old idea of a few strong individuals ruling the many is

set aside, and the principle of human brotherhood asserts

that all are created free and equal. It seems to me the last

sentence of the first paragraph describes anything but an

ideal system as the result of our present education."

CHILDREN S OCCUPATIONS.

Ada Mareau Hughes, in the Jcfmess Miller Mo?ithly, says,

in discussing the principles that should govern children's

occupations: "Much loss of power results from allowing

children to use indefinite materials in unlimited quantities

when working out their ideals. There are certain principles

that Froebel insisted upon with great earnestness, as essen-

tial foundations for the play-work of children: First, no
material should be left unused. Second, the child should

never be allowed to destroy what it has produced. It may
transform what it has made into something else and should

be trained to. This trains the child to be constructive instead

of destructive, and to make progress in the work it has to

do in the world by evolution, not by revolution—by improv-

ing existing conditions instead of overthrowing what has

already been developed. It reveals the unity that underlies

variety, and leads the child to recognize this law in all

things. Third, the child should be encouraged to plan new
things for itself. It should not rest satisfied with imitation.

The natural order of development is imitation, representa-

tion, creation— imitation in its work of what it sees done by
others, afterward representation of things it has seen in the
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world around it, inside and outside of its home, and, finally,

the combination of forms in new arran<2^ements, the product
of its own imagination. Fourth, in making things the child

should not be hampered by interfering seniors. It should
be limited only while at work by such wise laws as will

reveal to its forming mind the great laws of the universe,

the clear understanding of which will, in later years, form
its truest education. In some cases even the mother cannot
understand what the child aims to accomplish until the
child, the originator of the idea, informs her what it is try-

ing to make. Fifth, children should be aided by mothers
in accomplishing their purposes when the children's plans
are too difficult for them to execute alone. The power to

make plans develops in childhood more rapidly than the
power to execute them. This is one of the greatest dangers
of childhood. There is no more dangerous source of irrita-

tion to childreh than their failure in attempting to realize

the plans they have conceived. It is a very great weakness
in humanity that so many are constantly forming good pur-

poses which they never carry out. Executive power is the

most needful power in humanity. The power to realize

ideals develops through the realization of ideals from the
earliest period, when a child can consciously form plans.

It is not at all necessary that the realization shall be per-

fect by the adult standard. The child's power of execution
should be the standard. To criticise or point out imperfec-
tions inevitably does harm. It weakens the faith of the

child in its own power, and nothing can enfeeble character
more than this. The adult may with perfect propriety occa-
sionally make a more perfect model in the presence of the

child, asking its cooperation. The child needs no words to

direct his attention to the improvements made. His imita-

tive faculty enables him to grasp and assimilate the in-

tended suggestion. But it is often perfectly appropriate
for the mother or father to aid the child in carrying out
plans too ambitious for a child's own power."

A MOTHER S BOOK.

The following letter comes from a woman of broad expe-
rience and influence:

''Editors of the 'Kuidergarten Magazine'

:

—You must help
us to secure a book for mothers who are interested in kin-

dergarten ideals. I have been at the Chautauqua Summer
Assembly for several years, and while I answer a thousand
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questions a day, I feel the need of putting such printed

matter into the hands of earnest women as shall help them
know the doctrine and do the works also. We need a book
that is not too technical and yet gives practical insight to

the uninitiated. Will you not help us?"
If every kindergartner will follow up the inquiries made

along this line, securing if possible the definite need or re-

quirement of the inquirer, we may be able in time to pro-

duce the adequate helps.

WHAT NURSERY SONGS ARE PROFITABLE, ^

A mother's study circle would find great profit in dis-

cussing the following question: "Do song and rhyme fill an
essential place in a young child's life, and why?"

It has also been found very profitable in a certain club

to bring in songs and games, to be discussed by the mem-
bers. What particular value do the following two rhymes
have, and would it be to any mother's purpose to learn and
repeat them to the children?

baby's kicking play.

Churn, churn, churn away,
Dasher you must never stay
'Till the golden butter's come

—

Churning it is jolly fun.

Up and down you gayly go,
Making baby coo and crow.
Stronger soon his limbs will be
For this play so glad and free. E. G. S.

BATHING SONG FOR BABY.

Come baby, make haste for the bathtub sea.

And plunge 'neath its billows as quick as can be.

We'll sponge you and rub you from head to the toe,

'Till your plump little body is in a pink glow;
We'll put on your socks and your dainty white clothes,
And then you may take a sweet little doze.



NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS ALL ALONG THE
WORK LINE.

In the report of the Manchester (Eng.) Art Museum, the committee
calls attention to the ignorance of nature among the city children, and
the great need of the artificial cultivation of a love of nature and art

through museums and art collections. "We have now in all our big
towns, in those districts which are inhabited principally by workpeople,
a state of things, the result of railways and of the factory system, which
has never existed among any other people in the world till this century.
Till this century the majority of the people of all classes have neces-
sarily been familiar with country things. But now, owing to the crowd-
ing together of houses, and in many towns to the pullution of the air by
smoke. Nature is banished from our towns, so that hundreds of thou-
sands of children, and very many older persons know no flowers, trees,

birds, butterflies, or other beautiful objects of nature by sight." The
efforts to give the tenement-bred children a little country outing every
summer are grand undertakings, but entirely inadequate to reach the
hundreds of thousands of children who are shut out from nature and
shut in with smoke and brick walls. The public schools, however, reach
this class, and through the public schools the artificial familiarization of

nature forms must be accomplished. "There ought, therefore, to be
within reach of every school a collection of pictures of all the common
things of these kinds to which a teacher can take his pupils when he
finds the need of illustrations not contained in the school collection of

pictures, and at other times for the purpose of giving them as much
knowledge as possible of the beauty and interest of Nature and Art. It

is evident to anyone who thinks about education that any child, who
learns to recognize the ^objects represented in the pictures and to feel*

the beauty of the objects, not only has the language which he speaks
and hears newly-created for him by having a large number of its words
transformed from empty sounds into frames for interesting pictures,

but, too, is made aware that the world is full of beauty and interest,

and IS supplied with motives for many new kinds of wholesome and at-

tractive occupation." There is now a more liberal feeling abroad as to

what should be included in school life. And when the committee from
the Manchester Museum recommended to the vice-president of the Com-
mittee of Council on Education that time be allowed for visits to mu-
seums and art galleries, and be reckoned as school time, he expressed
approval of the object of the request, and promised that, if he have any-
thing to do with the preparation of the Code for i8qS, he will insert

words in it which will give teachers power, under conditions to be laid
down by the department for the purpose of enabling due control to be
exercised by H. M. Inspectors, to take during school hours a small num-
ber of pupils at a time to such art galleries and other institutions as, in

the opinion of the department, are of a nature to exercise a valuable
educational influence on children. He entirely concurred in the words
of William Morris when he said that he did not want art for the few
any more than he wanted education for the few or freedom for the few.

Walter L. Hervey, president of Teachers' College, New York'
gave a lecture at Chautauqua August i, in which he discussed "Some
Popular Fallacies Concerning Education." He said among other prac-
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tical things, the following: "It is a prevalent notion, especially among
those who are rich in this world's goods, that because they have no chil-

dren of their own, or because their children are in private schools, they
cannot be expected to pay a school tax heartily, or to consent and even
petition that the rate be increased. Who has not had the fortune to try

to be fellow-citizen to such private-spirited people? The reasoning
which would correspond to such feeling and actions may not be unfairly

formulated in this way: No public activity, not directly and immediately
profitable to me, deserves my support. The educating of other people's,

and especially poor people's, children at public expense, is such an
activity; therefore, it does not deserve my support. A man using such
an argument hardly deserves to be dealt with according to the rules of

logic. Such a person may be an American in form. He is not one in

fact. He should be relegated to one of those primal communities where
they have not learned to improve the highroad, because, forsooth, all do
not use it alike, nor do any use it all the time Another baleful

fallacy is that the major part of the first three years or first six years of

childhood can be safely delegated to hirelings, who have no training for

their work and no conception of their responsibility. And that other

idea, too, that a child's spiritual nature is subsequent in its origin and
development to his physical nature." "About the age of five or six, when
the child begins to have a soul" was the matter-of-course remark of a
man of some standing and power. Is it not true— I ask in diffidence for

my experience is limited—but have you not found that whatever the
child has at the beginning of life he has a spiritual nature, faith, hope,
love, the power to feel the unseen? It certainly goes without saying that

the kindergarten is the theater of spiritual forces to an extent not
equaled at any later period of school life. No fact is more patent or
more universally admitted than that "everything connected with the
teaching of the younger children, with what are called primary schools,

is as a rule inferior. The teachers are younger, less experienced, more
poorly paid, have less consideration, and look forward to employment
in the higher schools as their natural reward. The schoolrooms are
ftiore crowded, the classes are larger, less time is given to each pupil,

less attention to individual needs and capabilities." The average child
—whoever saw an average child !—is the fetish of the schools, as the
economic man was the unit of the old political economy.

Concentration and Co-relation of Studies in the Kinder-
garten:— To the Editor of the ''Kindergarten Magazine'': I notice in

the Kindergarten Magazine for June, 189?, an "able article on "Con-
centration and Co-relation in Plans of Study," written by JMrs. Alice H.
Putnam, of your city. I have nothing to criticise in the article except-
ing that it implies that the report of the Committee of Fifteen is in some
way opposed to the concentration and co-relation of plans of study. This
impression it is possible that Mrs. Putnam may have received from the
discussions which have arisen in the educational papers. But I am sure
that a careful reading of the report itself will show that it, from begin-
ning to end, looks toward the unity underlying all human learning, and
seeks to establish the idea that a course of study should be so arranged
as to build up in the mind of the teacher and her pupils a symmetrical
view of the world. Hut the report does condemn a certain kind of
superficial unity of studies wherein it is sought to connect one study with
another by means of surface analogy or mere incidental relations. The
connecting of things by accidental relations or associations, in my
opinion, should not be insisted on in any school whether it be the ele-
mentary school or high school. But in all cases the pupil should be
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taught to trace out the relations of each thing through causes and
effects, and through purposes and functions. All this kind of research
strengthens the mind. The other kind of study which hunts up acci-
dental relations weakens the mind by getting it into the habit of seekmg
associations of ideas that are unessential. Knowing that Mrs. Putnam
does not believe in artificial co-relation of studies I am surprised that
she should overlook the prevailing drift of the whole report which every-
where recommends investigation into the deeper unity underlying the
separate studies.

—

11 \ T. Harris, Washmgtoti, June, 'qj.

At the closing exercises of the San Jose Kindergarten Training
School in June, Miss Mary F. Ledyard, the principal, addressed her
twelve graduates as follows: " In reflecting upon the significance of this

afternoon's exercises and what they meant to the young ladies present,
I. could not help thinking of these beautiful lines from Lowell:

—

" Not what we give but what we share ;

The gift without the giver is bare.
Who gives of himself, with his alms feeds three.
Himself, his hungering neighbor, and nie."

"You ask what has been the preparation of these young ladies for
their great task. The lines I have quoted give us the keynote. They
have learned to give themselves up to their Creator first and then to the
children with a loyalty which has led them to labor for the last twenty
months unceasingly. They have striven hard to uplift the standard of

professional kindergarten work, and with their motto in mind they will

succeed. They have been led into the kindergarten and worked with
the little ones, healing their baby woes and gladdening their little hearts,

and at the same time practically as well as theoretically studying the
psychology of childhood. They have received and written abstracts
upon thirty-six lectures, taken a special course in Uelsarte and physical
culture, clay modeling, and a brief art course. They have prepared
original papers upon each of the Gifts, and executed books of occupa-
tional work. Right here I wish to say that these books are not pieces
of fancy work, but each occupation has an underlying educational prin-

ciple. We make small claim upon the new woman, but I can say that
each has struggled manfully."

On the topic of "Child Life and the Kindergarten," in the Arena,
Mr. Frank Buffington Vrooman thus sums up the argument for the foun-
dation of kindergartens as a part of the public school system :

" The
usefulness of the kindergarten having been demonstrated wherever it

has been introduced, the primary importance of its thorough and imme-
diate extension in connection with the common schools is the phase of

the cjuestion which concerns us as citizens. The right and duty of state

interference in the direction of public instruction has never been ques-
tioned since once it was fairly tried. There is no enlargement of state

activity which will excite less criticism and cause less friction than that

one proposed in offering a free kindergarten system. It is by no means
an innovation to suggest that a state which was the first in history to

place within the reach of every child free instruction meeting the re-

quirements for admission to college should also give free instruction to

every child at as early an age as that child may be taken from his

mother. In other words, free intermediate schools should be sup-
plemented by free kindergartens. Surely it is stupid to elaborately and
carefully devote the whole attention to the superstructure without giving
a thought to the foundation I If indeed, as all the great educators from
Plato to Froebel teach us, the child's first instruction is the most vitally
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important, and the formation of his whole character is dependent upon
it, so that no subsequent care can make amends for wrong beginnings,
how can the state afford to discount its own work by failure to prepare
the way for it? It leaves it to a chance hand, or to no hand at all, or to

one that will play havoc, to form the mold into which it will pour its

fine gold."

Miss Caroline C. Hart addressed the Philadelphia Kindergarten
Union in June on the subject of the " Mutter und Kose-Lieder" of Froebel.
The secretary of the union has furnished us the following summary of

theaddress: " The kindergarten marks an important epoch. The'Mut-
ter und Kose-Lieder' points outward and upward. Through its influ-

ence the child is ever led to larger and truer views of life. Intellectual

peace, moral peace, only comes when we are able to harmonize appar-
ent discords." In this connection Miss Hart spoke of the game of
"The Bridge," in the "Mutter und Kose-Lieder." She said: "We build
the bridges for the child, otherwise he would have to repeat at fuller

length the history of the race. This aiding of childhood has a stimulat-
ing effect upon the kindergartner. Nothing is more effectual in calling
forth all our powers than to know that others are leaning on us. The
position of the kindergartner calls forth a full expansion of all her facul-
ties." At the close of her address Miss Hart asked that "The Bridge"
be sung, and the members forming the chorus of the afternoon readily
assented. At the reception which followed all had the pleasure of

greeting our lecturer personally, as well as meeting each other socially.

The recent report of the Board of Education of Stockton, Cal., shows
a very progressive spirit. In the report of the Committee on Teachers
the following good points were embodied:

" Your committee earnestly believes that the school is for the pupil.
They have faith that the taxpayers favor the employment of skilled
teachers in the schools of Stockton. They believe that only such teach-
ers and principals should be employed as are qualified to give the best
and most practical education to the Stockton children. Imbued with
this thought, your committee have deemed it their duty to make a thor-
ough and systematic investigation of the qualifications of the various
applicants. In justice to parents and taxpayers, they have con-
sidered it their bounden duty to recommend those best qualified to do
the work rather than to give positions to aspirants whose sole argument
lies in their social or political influence."

Two-and-a-half years ago the first free kindergarten at Galveston,
Tex., was opened with some eight or ten little waifs, whose attendance
was secured by urgent appeals and diligent seeking. Last June, when
its doors closed for the summer, it shut out for three months seventy-
five smiling, happy children, who had scored during the year an average
attendance of sixty-five, except when an epidemic of measles and mumps
kept ttiem at home, but will open again on October i to receive children
from four to seven years of age. For the past two years, under Miss
Wakelee's management, the work has steadily grown. Like all good
kindergartners working among the poorer classes, her duties extended
largely beyond the room, becoming essentially missionary and reaching
to many homes.

The Manual Training Teachers' Association of America held its

second annual meeting at Armour Institute on July i6, 17, and 18.

In Dr. Gunsaulus' absence Dr. Milner welcomed the association to
Chicago and Armour Institute. Papers were given by a number of
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prominent manual training educators. Professor Francis W. Parker
presented the " Relations of the Modes of Expression," and Charles H.
Ham discussed " Manual Training the Most Important of Educational
Methods." The officers for the ensuing year are: Thomas W. Mather,
New Haven, Conn., president; George Robbins, Frankfort, Ky., vice-

president; Charles E. Howe, Port Deposit, Md., secretary; J. E. Wig-
man, Omaha, Neb., treasurer. The next meeting will be held in New
York.

The Pan-American Congress of Religion and Education was held
at Toronto, Canada, July i8 to 25. Toronto gave a cordial welcome to

a gathering which was to signify so cosmic a civilization and so liberal

a faith. The British and American flags intertwined in the decorations,
and men of all creeds sat side by side upon the platform. Dr. Samuel G.
Smith, of St. Paul, presided as president of the congress. Considerable
disappointment was felt in the absence of Archbishop Ireland. The
vacancies were well filled. Miss Jane Addams, of Hull House, Chicago,
presented the settlement idea and its efforts to make the neglected peo-
ple feel that they are a part of the human. Christian brotherhood. Dr.
Gray, of Chicago, also discussed settlement missions.

In the extended review of Miss Blow's translation of the Froebel
Mother-Play Book, we took occasion to speak of the mottoes as tran-

scribed by Mrs. Eliot, of Portland, Ore., who will be remembered as
Henrietta R. Eliot, who has contributed from time to time to the ITt'cfe

Awake, Si. Nicholas, Little Mejtand lVojnefi,z.nd other juvenile period-
icals, as well as for the older monthlies of Scribner and Lippincott.
Mrs. Eliot undertook the difficult work of transcribing the Froebel mot-
toes into rhyme, because of her personal friendship to Miss Blow, who
feels that the value of these transcriptions is enhanced because of Mrs.
Eliot's broad experience as a mother and home-maker.

Mrs. Eliza A. Blaker, of Indianapolis, conducted normal kinder-
garten classes at the Winona Assembly at Eagle Lake., Ind., during July
and August, on the following plan:

1. A regularly organized kindergarten school for regular work and
for practice and observation.

2. Course of instruction in kindergarten ends, means, and methods.
3. Study of the " Mutter und Kose-Lieder" games, and appropriate

circle of manual training and nature study.
4. Review of " Symbolic Education."
5. History of Froebel, Pestalozzi, and kindergarten education.

The chief cities of Belgium are peculiarly solicitous as to the phys-
ical well-being of the children of the poorer classes. By a recent order
of the City Council of Brussels the infant schools are to remain open the
entire year save only the ten days at Easter, when they will be repaired
and cleaned. The teaching body is to be divided into two classes, the
first taking an annual vacation from July 15, the second the month
following. Thus the young children of the common people will always
have a place where they can play and sing and sport, out of the streets
and under watchful care.

A COMMITTEE of the American Humane Association has issued a
report regarding the investigation of dissection and vivisection in the
public schools, which contains expressions of condemnation for such
methods of study from many eminent men— opinions expressed in re-

sponse to a circular of inquiry issued by the association.
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President Stanley Hall, of Clarke University, has made the
proposition that a committee of ten be brought together for the purpose
of plummeting the claims made by kindergartners and Froebellian teach-
ers. He recommends that this committee should consist of several uni-
versity or college men, a self-made man, specialists in both physiology
and psychology, a grade teacher, a mother, and a kindergartner, thus
securing representative rather than biased discussion. We heartily in-

dorse this plan, and trust Dr. Hall will bring it about at an early date.

Is anybody tired of hearing this ? Are we not wearing out this Mr.
and Mrs. as applied to Nature ? To personify North Wind, South
Wind, etc., as going about the earth on their special mission, may some-
times give vitality to story-telling for children; but to invariably talk of
Mr. Wind is tiresome and actually nerve-wearing. Shall rtot the wind
and the sun sometimes be spoken of to the children as forces in nature
that can stand alone in their simple dignity ? A little of personification
does very well, but too much is belittling.

—

Primary Education.

Among the kindergartners who attended the Clarke University Sum-
mer school, conducted by G. Stanley Hall, were the following: Miss
Nora Smith, Miss Annie Bryan, Miss Patty Hill, Miss Sarah E. Wiltsie,
Mrs. Auretta Aldrich, Miss Bardwell, Miss Martha L. Sanford. This
school brought together many prominent specialists from various de-
partments of educational work. Mr. Gustaf Larsson, of Boston, said: " I

have learned much of sloyd work here," referring to the general peda-
gogics discussed, which could not fail to help every specialist.

An earnest grade teacher in a village public school writes a^ follows:
"In studying what kindergarten has done for the children, I have
been greatly helped in many ways. I have a truer insight into child-
nature, and have learned how to watch children more carefully,
doing everything in my power to develop the inner nature. It has
given me a clearer idea of the motive of the kindergarten, and a firm
belief that if this motive could be carried out in public schools it would
be of untold benefit to the children.—/^«;n> Knowlton.

The Springfield Industrial Institute, of Springfield, Mass., is to have
a fine new building to accommodate all the departments. It will con-
tain a carpenter shop, 54x45 feet; a machine shop, 100x50 feet; a
plumbing shop, 55x30 feet; a bricklaying room, 55x20 feet; a sign and
carriage painting room, 50x30 feet; a stone-cutting room, 50x20 feet;
physical and chemical laboratories, recitation and drawing rooms, also
a kindergarten normal department.

The Cook County Normal Summer School was in session the three
weeks from July 15 to August 3, with an attendance of about three
hundred students. The departments were up to their usual mark of
excellent work, and many teachers went out to the work of the coming
year with an inspiration from Colonel Parker's practical advice and the
spirit of his normal school that will help to raise the standard of work
in many schools.

The first annual meeting and banquet of the Van Wagenen Alumnae
'94, was held in New York City, June i, 1895. The following officers
were elected: President, Reta E. Crane, Freeport, N. Y.; vice-president.
Miss W. Hart, Englewood, N. J.; secretary, Edith M. White, Mama-
roneck, N. Y.; treasurer, Laura B. Morris, Newark, N. J. Honorary
members: Mary Louise Van Wagenen and Adelaide Rapelye, New
York City.
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The Kindergarten Association of EI Paso, Tex., closed its sixth

year of work with a successful public kindergarten and strong public
sentiment. The president of this Lone Star Association writes as fol-

lows: " We reap great good from reading at our mothers' meetings the
articles from the Parents' Department of the Kindergarten Magazine.
We enjoy the magazine more and more with each number."

The latest issue of Kindergarten Magazine contains nearly one
hundred pages of story, song, and practical suggestions for parents,
children, teachers, and kindergartners. The high standard of literature

presented in every department speaks of the unceasing efforts of the
editors to make the Kindergarten Magazine the best of its kind in

America.

—

Buffalo News.

The kindergarten at Orange, Cal., has received three hundred and
twenty-eight visitors during the past year. With so much interest mani-
fested in a single kindergarten, what an impulse to the cause must the
interest of visiting friends in the kindergartens of the country prove.

Kindergartners should keep a scrap-book for the preservation of

the many valuable discussions on the subject of co-relation and kindred
questions. It will help test and sift and strengthen the application of

Froebel methods along these lines.

The Kindergarten Magazine is doing invaluable service to the
cause of the new education as a medium for discussions, and I am glad
to forward its progress in every way.

—

Miss O. Grady, Montreal.

Mrs. Mary Chisholm Foster conducts a class in the study of

church pedagogy at 68th street and Boulevard, New York City. Mrs.
Foster is the author of the " Kindergarten of the Church."

A free kindergarten has been opened in Atlanta, Ga. At the open-
ing ex-Governor Northen, Mr. John F. Barclay, Judge Hammond, and
Mrs. Gordon were present.

The Chicago Kindergarten College will open a new branch of work
in the training school the coming year—that of primary kindergarten
work.

If we are to make education a profession or science, we must do it

by coming in contact with those we mean to educate.

—

Earl Barnes.

The Buffalo Kindergarten Union holds its next regular meeting the
second Saturday in November.

The' educational exhibit at the Atlanta Exposition opens Septem-
ber i8.
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The August Forum contains an article by J. M. Rice on the " Substi-

tution of Teacher for Text- Book," which presents much food for thought
to the teacher about to take up another year of the training of young
minds. Mr. Rice states as his opinion at the outset that the "greatest
fault m the schools of our country lies in the professional weakness of

our teachers." And he defines professional weakness as an inabil ty to

apply expert knowledge in practice, or to properly apply recognized
educational principles in teaching. The fundamental purposes in ele-

mentary teaching he classifies as two: "First, to develop power—the
power to observe, to reason, to do; second, to aid the child in stonng m
his mind a fund of useful knowledge. Other facts, however important
they may be, are, nevertheless, merely incidental." In placing the
power to observe and reason, as the primary aim of education, Mr. Rice
would invert the old orthodox methods of teaching which were essen-

tially memory trainers, and while he decries this latter as an ultimate

purpose of teaching, he argues the value of such memory method in

adjunct to real thought training and the interdependence of both. For
these reasons he considers the dependence placed upon text-books by
the ordinary teacher as pernicious. Text-books should be aids and
references, but not used as bridges to span the stream of knowledge.
The teacher should present the subject for investigation and study, and
give the first hints and impulses to original and individual reasoning and
discovery on the part of her pupils. " To compel the child to study the

lesson from the text-book in advance of the recitation is to violate this

principle in toto, because by this means he is directly told by the text-

book every point that he might be able to reason out for himself. In

order properly to apply the principle, it is necessary to bring the new
matter before the pupil for the first time during the recitation period.

It is then, and then only, that the teacher is enabled by means of skill-

ful questioning to lead the child to find out for himself whatever it is

possible for him to discover. Facts that the child is unable to discover
must be told to him by the teacher. Simply to hear children recite

lessons that they have committed to memory is a very easy matter and
requires no expert knowledge or skill; but, by means of questions, to

lead the child to think, involves both science and art." Real education
progresses " from the known to the unknown, and from the concrete to

the abstract." And in this presentation of the theory appears the help-
lessness of the ordinary American teacher, license to teach is granted
for so low, or even entire lack of, training. The teacher is, in the major-
ity of cases, unless naturally a genius, entirely incapable of undertak-
ing anything more difficult than lesson-hearing and lesson-correcting.

Aside from the training offered by a comparatively few well-equipped
and modernized normal schools, the great majority of young teachers
must learn only by some years of often bitter experience— and many
are too dense to ever learn— that lesson-hearing is not the all of educa-
tion. And it is sad to think of the many, many bright little minds that
are yearly sacrificed to this experience and experiment training of those
who should be their strongest guides and greatest assistants on their

path of education.
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The first number of The InlandEducator, published at Terre Haute,
Ind.,was issued in August. It is denominated a "journal for the progres-
sive teacher," and as the following table of contents indicates, contains
many articles of interest and profit for teachers: "The Real Province
of Method," by Howard Sandison; "Differences in Children" (from the
teacher's point of view), J. Mark Baldwin; " The University of the Busy,"
Francis \V. Shepardson; "Essentials of Pedagogy," A. R. Charman;
"Suggestions on the Study of Children," Wm. L. Bryan; "Should we
have -a Uniform Day and Program for Patriotic Exercises?" E. L.

Hendicks; " Political Economy m the Public Schools," I. M. Bridgman;
"Conditioned English in Indiana University," Charles Swain Thomas; a
department of Science conducted by Charles R. Dryer; "Physiology in

the Common Schools," L. J. Rettger; "Science in the Teaching of

English," J. B. Wisely; "Physical Culture," Alice Beckman; "Music,
— I," Mrs. Allyn Adams; "Writing— I," W. T. Turman; "Method in

Arithmetic— I," Samuel E. Harwood; "Mensuration," O. L. Kelso;
Book Reviews; Editorial Department, and Educational Information. An
extract or two from the articles of the magazine will present an idea of

the mtent of the publication. Professor J. Mark Baldwin, of Princeton,
says in regard to the differences of children in habit forming: "The firsc

care of the teacher in order to the control of the formation of habits is

in some way to bring about a little inertia of habit, so to speak— a
short period of organic hesitation, during which the reasons pro and con
for each habit maybe brought into the consciousness of the child.

The means by which this tendency to crude, inconsiderate action on the
part of the child is to be controlled and regulated, is one of the most
typical questions for the intelligent teacher." Mr. Charman in his
article on "The Essentials of Pedagogy," brings out a good point when
he says: " The subject of the process of education is the individual. Our
theory of the life and function or purpose of the individual is the basis
of our theory of education. To study the nature of the life to be de-
veloped and trained is to bring oneself into the deepest interest and
tenderest sympathy with the whole question. In it lies deeply imbed-
ded the roots of all pedagogical inquiries. The questions of concentra-
tion, correlation of studies, conduct, political training, religious training,

etc., are all to be determined by digging around their roots and seeing
their relation to the whole plant. It is the problem on which the re-

cently revived movement of child study must focus its energies. The
idea that the child is a germ of the perfect life, and that he is to become
a beautiful, perfect, God-like being shows that the process of education
consists of the mental steps or changes by which this potential being is

changed into a real, free person." And Mrs. Allyn Adams generalizes
a truth for all teachers, as well as those of music: " Originality is a
great thing. That teacher who is bound hand and foot with the fetters

of precedent, or follows blindly in the path marked out by any teacher,
be he ever so brilliant, is going to find himself dreadfully hampered
when it comes to teaching music. Adapt your work to the ability of
your pupils, without regard to what some other teacher is doing, or has
done."

The American Journal of Sociology is a new publication, issuing from
the Chicago University Press. Although everything purporting to be
" sociology " is eagerly read by increasing numbers of people in all

ranks, there has been no American magazine devoted exclusively to
scientific treatment of the subjects properly belonging to sociology, or
"the science of human society as a whole." Sociology is the most
recent, the most difficult, the most complex, and the most misunder-
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stood of all the sciences pertaining to society. Every silly and mischie-

vcius doctrine which at^itators advertise claims sociology as its sponsor.

A scientitic journal of sociology should be of practical social service in

everv issue, m discrediting pseudo-sociology and in forcing social doctri-

naires back to accredited facts and principles. The increasing popular
interest in plans for social improvement makes a peculiar demand for a
journal of sociology to be under the control of investigators who believe

that science not only tolerates but demands intelligent action, aimed at

the progressive improvement of the conditions of human life, rrofes-

sor Albion W. Small, head of the Department of Sociology in the Uni-
versity of Chicago, is editor-in-chief of this new magazine, and the other

members of the sociological staff are associate editors, anc^ some of the

most eminent sociologists in the United States and Europe are advising

editors and contributors. The magazine will not be the organ "of any
school of sociological opinion. While the editorial responsibility rests

with the Department of Sociology in the University of Chicago, The
American Journal of Sociolog-y w'xW s&rve rs a clearing house for the

best sociological thought of all schools. The editors hold certain very
positive opinions about sociological methods and principles, and will

try to express these opinions from time to time with all possible clear-

ness and force, but the pages of the magazine will be ec^ually free to

the exposition of contradictory views, whenever the latter have suffi-

cient justification to deserve the attention of competent thinkers. A
leading feature of the magazine during the first year will be a series of

papers on the Philosophy of Sociology by the pioneer of systematic

sociology in America, Dr. Lester F. Ward. These papers, of which the

first, "The Position of Sociology among the Sciences," appeared in the

first number, constitute an introduction to social philosophy.

The magazine will be issued bi-monthly. The first number appeared

July 15, i8g5, and subsequent numbers will be issued on the first day of

September, November, January, March, May, and July. The subscrip-

tion price is $2.00 a year.

In the preface to Tolstoi's remarkable book, " Master and Man," Wm.
Deal Howells writes as follows:

"Whenever I open a page of Tolstoi's I am aware of the thrill and
glow of wonder that filled me when I first began to read him. It is like

the clasp of a great, warm hand, with the beat of a friendly heart in it,

the heart of a man who neither looks down upon his fellow-man, nor up
to him, but meets him on the common level of their humanity, and begins

at once to live with him in the real things of his soul. No one else that

I know of does this, or does it in the same measure. This frank and
simple kindliness is in him what style is in the merely literary author;

you know him by his truth as you know the other by his manner, and if

you are worthy of it, this truth has a strange power over you. It con-

fesses you; though it seems to be his truth, you find it your truth; you
have to own it, and that makes it yours I am always half

ashamed to praise one side of what Tolstoi does, I know that he is not

doing his work for my praise or for any man's, but because he has found

the secret of happiness, and longs to share it with us all. It is so old.

though, and it has been so open from the beginning of the world, that I

feel as if it would humiliate him if anyone were to show astonishment

at it. He teaches here, as everywhere, that no one can be happy to or

for himself, but only in serving another at his need; not in heaping him
with foolish benefits and mischievous pleasures, but in befriending him
in his trouble, as the poor befriend one another, in a charity whose
heavenly quality riches can never know. In order to enforce this teach-
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ing he does not imagine an impossible case; he does not decorafe his

people with pretty devices of his fancy, or endow them with motives
unnatural to them. The man who has easily justiiies himself in aban-
doning the man who has not to his death, and it is only by a series of acci-

dents that he returns to him, and then half-involuntarily lays down his

life for him. It is when the self-sacrifice completes itself, becomes his

•will, his love, that he tastes happiness, that he knows the rapture of

heaven, as you perceive none shall otherwise know it. . . . It appears
to me that the lesson of the fable after all is human brotherhood, the
thing which when once we know it, however little, seems the divinest

thing withm the reach of our human experience, but which only some
rare chance can accord as long as the relation of 'hireling and him that

hires' is the order of the world."

"The Handbook of Birds of Eastern North America," by Frank M.
Chapman (published by D. Appleton & Co., New York), is an avifauna
which furnishes ready reference to bird characteristics. Our feathered
population are too little known. Bird-egg collections have been an im-
perfect means of bird study to the boys, but the practice of making
such collections came in time to be an abused privilege. The rights of

the birds were entirely lost sight of, and also the birds themselves.
Their characteristics and songs were of so far secondary consideration
as to be but incidentally observed to further the facilities of egg collect-

ing. The study of birds for the love of the little feathered songsters has
been encouraged in late years by a few bird lovers, until the public has
become educated somewhat as the country child is, by companionship.
The outgrowth of this has been an awakened interest in bird life, the
formation of classes for bird study, and the production of a literature to

facilitate such study. This literature has been produced in a somewhat
sporadic manner, and several works seem to have quite spontaneously
appeared, whereas in reality they are the result of this movement. Mr.
Chapman's book is the climix, the most complete and scientific of the
number. It is compiled according to bird characteristics, and any spe-
cies or individual may be classified with the same readiness and in the
same manner that a botanical specimen may be identified in a flora.

It is beautifully illustrated, and aside from its accurate classifications

contains many fine descriptions quoted from the best authorities on orni-

thology. The future usefulness of such a book in schools is evident.
Every school library should contain one, and every boy and girl who
has opportunity to study bird life should, with the assistance of such a
work, become familiar with the most wonderful form of physical life.

The Stmday-School Times will publish in an early issue an article

on the Value of an Educated Motherhood, by Elizabeth Harrison, prin-
cipal of the Chicago Kindergarten College. Miss Harrison has had large
experience among children and mothers of all classes. She makes a
strong appeal for the cultivation of the spiritual aspect of motherhood,
strikingly illustrating her theme by incidents taken from her work
among the children of the kindergarten and among the mothers of the
Mothers' Meeting. This article will be suggestive and inspiring, not
only to the mother, but to any woman who would wish to be a wise helper
of the little ones.

"Little Knights and Ladies" by Margaret Sangster, published by
Harper Bros., N. Y., is a collection of verse for young people. Many
of the poems in it are sweet, and the whole volume indicates strongly
Mrs. Sangster's sympathy with childhood and its moods; but the collec-
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tion contains excellent and indifferent verse printed together. The
volume is most beautifully and artistically gotten up as Harper's publi-

cations usually are. A portrait of the author is the frontispiece.

The question whether a child is naturally moral or immoral is dis-

cussed by Professor James Sully in the Popular Science Monthly for

September. The article is devoted to primitive egoism and altruism,

and shows that many of a child's acts that seem perverse or cruel are

explained when we try to look at things from the child's personal stand-

point.

Miss Nora A. Smith is now preparing for publication an educa-

tional book which is to be published in three volumes by Houghton &
Mifflin, and to be called "Talks on the Kindergarten." The first vol-

ume deals with the Gifts, and the various pages in the series have been
written by the editor and her sister, Kate Douglas Wiggin.
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"How can I help the cause?"
Which of the following suggestions appeals to you when

asking yourself the above question?
You can help most at present by renewing your Kin-

dergarten Magazine subscription (noting the increase of
the price to $2).

Last year the September number was exhausted because
delinquent subscribers called for the back numbers late in

the year.

In order to avoid this shortage send a postal card, stating
that you wish your subscription continued, if you cannot pay
the price at once. The publishers must know in advance
how large a family to provide for, and should also under-
stand how much support they may expect from the rank
and file of workers.

Another plan is to work for the Child-Garde7i. If you
cannot secure subscriptions for the same, or make it known
among parents, send to us the name and address of an avail-

able person in your neighborhood.
Gather all the facts of interest to kindergartners which

come to your knowledge, and forward the same to the Kin-
dergarten Magazine, that each may profit by the work of

all. This also helps preserve the historic record of our
movement.

Note also this practical way of helping on the work:
Order all your books through us, for the profit on feuch book
sales accrues to the cause.

Even though you are no stockholder, you are a member
of this company by your hearty cooperation, by which you
and all concerned are the gainers.

The price of the Kindergarten Magazine is raised to

$2 for the following reasons: Because a volume of over nine
hundred pages of professional matter is worth it. Because
it deserves to be self-supporting. Because at this rate it is

able to stretch its influence further and fulfill its great re-

sponsibilities. Because this increase gives you and every
other kindergartner an opportunity to help sustain it.

Students following the Mother-Play Study Questions
published in this volume of the Kindergarten Magazine,
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may secure one year's subscription, together with the Blow
translation of the Mother-Play Book, Vol. I, for ^3.

When renewing your subscription take advantage of this

combination offer. The same offer holds good with any of

the following books: "Symbolic Education," " Froebel's
Education of Man," "Pedagogics of the Kindergarten."

CJiild-Gardcn, one year, in combination with any one of

the above books, $2.25. Address Kindergarten Literature
Company, 166 S. Clinton street, Chicago. (Note change of

address.)
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GIRLHOOD DAYS AT KEILHAU.
I.

HENRIETTA SCHRADER, BERLIN.

(Translated by permission from the German MSS.)

WORD about my personal connections with Fried-
rich Froebel and his family will not be out of

place in these reminiscences. My maternal grand-
father, Superintendent and Consistorial Assessor
Hoffmann of Nette, near Hildesheim in the for-

mer Kingdom of Hanover, was born in Thuringia, where his

father was pastor. One of the sisters of my grandfather
married the Pastor Froebel in Oberweissbach in 1782, the
youngest child of this marriage being Friedrich Froebel. Jthe

mother dying shortly after his birth. Christian, the older
brother of Froebel, was born in 1770, also left Thuringia for

the Province of Hanover, settling in the little town of Oster-

ode, in the Hartz, where he established a linen industry, and
married a wife from this place. Osterode and Nette being so

near together the families had constant intercourse with each
other. My grandfather had three daughters, Johanna, Luise,

and Christiane, the second of which was my mother. The
Froebels in Osterode had besides several sons the three
daughters Albertine, Emilie, and P^lise, who were about the
age of the daughters of the Hoffmann family, with whom
they were most cordial friends. Among other relatives com-
ing to Nette was Friedrich Froebel, who frequently visited

his uncle. Our mother often told us afterwards that these
visits of Friedrich were among her choicest recollections.

In 1817 Froebel established his boys' school in Keilhau, near
Rudolstadt, in Thuringia. In 1818 he married Henrietta Wil-
helmine Hoffmeister, of Berlin. In 1820 Christian Froebel
moved to Keilhau to take charge of the domestic manage-
ment of the Institute. The two friends of Froebel, Midden-
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dorf and Langethal, joined him at Keilhau iii 1817. In 1826

Langetlial married the adopted daughter of Froebel, and in

the same }-ear Albertine F'roebel become the wife of Mid-
dendorf. In 1828 Barop joined the Keilhau Institute and
married Emilie FroebeL In 1830 the fiance of Elise Froe-

bel, Carl, who was a teacher in the Keilhau school, died, and
also my grandparents in Nette. My mother married the

Pastor Breymann in Mahlum, Province Braunschweig, which
was about an hour and a half journey from Nette. During
the summer of 1826 my parents went in company with our

Aunt Christiane to Thuringia, visiting the several families of

our relations, and spending considerable time at Keilhau.

From this time onward a cordial and constant correspond-
ence was kept up between my mother and Albertine Mid-
dendorf, and in this way our parents took the deepest inter-

est in the vicissitudes of the Institute, and the difificulties

which swept over Keilhau so soon after their visit.

Frequent guests came from Keilhau to our home who
brought accounts of the work there, and kept us informed
of the varied changes experienced by our beloved friends.

Thus the year 1848 arrived. In 1839 the wife of P^riedrich

Froebel had passed away, and Barop had become the prin-

cipal of the Keilhau school. Eight children had been born

to him, and four to the Middendorf family, three sons and
an ^only daughter, Alwina. Christian Froebel and his wife

were still active in conducting the economics of the school,

although the former had grown entirely blind. Langethal
had left Keilhau to take a parsonage in Schlesien. Friedrich

Froebel had spent the larger part of 1836 in Switzerland, and
after his return had opened a new institution at Blankenburg
near by, which was devoted to the especial training of women
and children. Unfortunately he was obliged to abandon this

work on account of financial difficulty, and he returned to

Keilhau in 1840, where he took residence in a peasant's house
near the Institute, and during the winter conducted the train-

ing of several kindergartners who lived in Keilhau, boarding
at the Institute. Froebel made frequent journeys during
this summer to other cities in the interest of his educational

idea, having at this time no immediate part in the manage-
ment of the Keilhau school. Several young girls had been
admitted to the Institute in company with the daughters of
the principal, Barop, and it was finally decided by my par-

ents to send our eleven-year-old sister to join them. Our
many relatives there urged me to accompany my sister, and
in response to the hearty invitations, Marie and I started in
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May, 1848, for Thuringia, the land which had cradled our
Grandfather Hoffmann.

I take the following notes from my journals and letters,

written during the summerof 1848 in Rudolstadtand Keilhau:
Rudohtadt, May, 184S.— You have been thinking, dearest

mother, that Marie and I are already in Keilhau, but we
are still here; but all obstacles are at last removed, and we
will soon reach our place of destination. The trunk has
arrived, and I am recovered from my cold, but how are you,
dear mother? Are you quite well? Today is Sunday, and
you are going to our dear little church at this very moment,
thinking of your absent children and remembering them in

your prayers. Dear mother, it is most beautiful here, and in

these lovely surroundings I miss one thing only, and that is

your and father's true heartedness. If we could enjoy all

this goodness and beauty together with you, how happy I

would be. I am sad when I think that I can be of no help
to you now with the children and in the house, and that father

has so many added expenses on account of our travel. But
the thought that I will be a better help to you after I have
had this lovely visit comforts me.

Monday.— At last we are arrived in Keilhau, where all

gave us a friendly reception. The first to welcome us was
Frau von Born, the sister of Barop, who is living here in

order that she may not be separated from her sons, who are

being educated in the school. Next came the five daughters
of the Barop family, all sturdy, strong girls, with dark hair

and brown eyes, dressed in rustic symplicity, which seems
to be necessary here. Their father is an earnest, stately

man, wearing his hair very long, with a straight part in the
middle. He inspired us with the greatest respect, but gave
us a most cordial welcome. When Elise Froebel appeared
my heart grew warm, for she gave us such a bright, loving
look. What an active life she leads here, and her helper in

the home, Malchen, led us at once to the dining-room, where
we were to take supper with the family. A loud cheering
greeted us in this room, which was filled with boys and
bearded men, who were all engaged in a lively conversation.
We had potato salad and cold meat, which tasted unusually
good. As soon as any one of the boys had finished his sup-
per, he was allowed to leave the table, and each invariably
rushed boisterously out into the court, where all were soon tak-

ing part in happy games. Frau Barop is ill, and we have not
yet seen her. After supper we visited the grandparents, that

is. Christian Froebel and his wife, who live in the " lower
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house." The grandfather is quite blind, although otherwise

a hale and hearty man, helping everywhere, even folding up
the clothes, and helping with the laundry. The grandmother
is a tiny, trim little woman, very quiet but keen and thought-

ful. We had to tell them many things, and the grandfather

told us much about the dear grandparents at Nette, and what
a cultured, wise man the grandfather was, and bow many
times he had enjoyed eating carp and drinking a glass of

wine with him. Then Frau Middendorf pame. I had imag-
ined her very different. She is very bright and happy.
Everything here seems so bright, and happy, and strong.

Marie and I have a beautiful little attic room. A soft rain

fell quietly as we went to bed, and the sound on the roof

was like music, which sound put us to sleep.

Today we have taken some beautiful walks, climbing to

the top of the Colm, which slopes back from the school and
belongs to the grounds. The boys and teachers were all busy
laying out the comfortable footpaths and building hermi-

tages, and resting places in different parts of the grounds.

During the Whitsuntide holidays the pupils live on the hill-

side all day long, working, planting flowers, repairing the

walks and buildings, and cooking on their rudely constructed

stoves. We saw some boiling potatoes, and others making
pancakes. We climbed up to the tower, from the top of

which we could look down into the beautiful valley. Did
you climb here, too, dear parents, when you were here on
your visit? I am sure you did, for it is the most beautiful

spot about Keilhau. I look out over the broad, rich valley,

encircled by blue hills, with the pines rustling back of me.

When I close my eyes it seems as if I were being carried by
wings on this refreshing air, which is all around us. There
is something strangely indescribable about these surround-

ings. I think it must be the spirit in Keilhau which perme-
ates everything. I have the feeling that this same spirit

must also quicken me, and that it will penetrate through the

chaos of thoughts and feelings which ever struggle and toss

about within me. I feel that it will lead me to a clearness

of my inner being.

Tuesday.— Last night we sat in the moonlight under a

beautiful birch-tree on the Colm. My dear mother, if I only

could tell you all I feel and wish to do. But there is so much
that is unutterable in this unique place. I seem to grow freer

every moment, and am gaining new insight into a life which

I cannot yet put into words. 1 feel as if I had been here a

long, long time; as if this v/ere my real home; and yet at the
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same time every fiber of my heart is attached to my old home.
Everyone is kind and good to us here, and we move freely in

this new circle. I am all over the house, now upstairs, now
down, then visiting the grandparents. I always find some-
thing to do and some one to help. They are always ready
to give me such work to do as I can. The Institute is fairly

blooming at this time. At Easter twenty boarding-school
pupils were refused because there was no room. I can easily

understand why parents wish their children to live here. You
should see how good everything tastes. The large crocks
of milk and baskets of bread that are brought for breakfast
disappear rapidly. It is the same way at dinner and supper,
and there is plenty of everything substantial. There are no
sweets or luxuries, and the very things which I did not relish

at home taste excellent here. The spicy mountain air must
have something to do with it, and the exercise out of doors,

and because very little attention is paid to non-essentials.

Everyone is interested in the higher things. Just at present
political matters are being discussed, but the real storms of

politics do not touch Keilhau, which lies so peacefully and
quietly surrounded by these hills, there is no room for quar-
reling. The rustling of the trees brings peace to my heart,

the blue skies fill me with hope, and the beautiful sun over
the shady trees warms my soul. The moon and stars shine
mildly upon us at night, bringing peace. This summer visit

to Keilhau is surely the brightest spot in all my life.

Later.—With all my careful listening I have not been
able to learn what stand is taken here with regard to politics,

or to what party Keilhau belongs. This much I understand,
that we should have a free and united Germany. But what
do they call free here? Marie with her brightness and fresh-

ness is liked by everybody and is happy. As soon as she is

entirely at home I will go to Rudolstadt, and come back later

for a permanent stay. Middendorf and Froebel have not yet
returned from their travels. How are the children, the stout

Erich and sweet Hedchen? Were you not pleased with the

pretty cuttings made by Adolph, which you sent me? They
are very much admired here, and the teachers think he must
have a great talent for drawing for it was all free hand cut-

ing."

Diary. Rudolstadt, middle of May.—Today we went to

church. The building is large and beautifully arched, but
the furnishing was gaudy, and made one feel restless. These
words were in gold letters on black marble over the altar,

and impressed me deeply: "Master, remain with us, for the
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evening is coming." Yes, we may well pray the Master to be

with us just now. We need to hold fast to heaven at this

time, when the earth is at variance with itself. I do not wish

to leave it now, but am eager to see how these current expe-

riences will unwind themselves. I am only grateful that I

am not one of the causes of all this tangle in which so many
lose themselves, dragging so many others with them through

the defeat of the uprising party. But are not all these peo-

ple tools in God's hands? If I could only see how all things

fit together, and how it will all end! The pastor also spoke
of the present upheavals, taking his text from David's psalm,

"The Lord will destroy the godless." There was little food

for the soul in this sermon, and I went home unsatisfied and
empty. I am always searching for something in church that

I cannot find. I look for a clearer understanding of the Bible

and its application to life, but so much remains dark to me.

I can do nothing with many of the texts, and the pressing

exhortations of the minister that we should turn from the

godless, has no effect upon me. Who is godless, and who.

has a right to call another godless? It may be hard to

explain the Bible and inspire men to do the good, but I

always think, who serves God with fervent love and holy

zeal is not only a minister in the pulpit, but a pastor of souls

in the world. If I were a minister sitting before the Book of

Books on a Saturday evening here in the silence, with eyes

lifted to heaven asking for light, would it be denied me?
No, never. Whitsuntide comes once each year as the festi-

val of the Holy Ghost, but everyone can celebrate his own
Whitsuntide if he entreats the Holy Ghost to illuminate him.'

A believer celebrates the festivals of the Church many, many
times in his own heart. If I were only a man and had been-

educated like a man, and could talk about these things which
stir the heart, like a man! But it must be better for me to

be a woman. The limitations that are put about our sex

soften the emotions, keep my heart warm, and curb my pride.

Is it less worthy to hold still, to work quietly, to be patient,

than it is to struggle, and quarrel, and advocate? To be a

woman of quiet dignity, is not this something high? Was
not Jesus born of a woman? Was it not the women who
were true to him until his death, and who first proclaimed

his resurrection with the cry, "The Lord is arisen" ? This

is my comfort, that women are not excluded from all that is

highest and best in the world."

( To be continued.

)



EXTRACTS FROM A GRADUATION ADDRESS
TO THE CLASS OF 1895.

NORA ARCHIBALD SMITH.

.... Every year, as the kindergarten grows in public
favor, greater things are demanded of its votaries. Courses
of training are lengthened, increased age and attainments
required for entrance, greater number of studies taken up,

more stringent examinations held, and post-graduate courses
more and more insisted upon.

Long ago, when I was just beginning the study of kinder-
garten, and when all its possibilities were rising before me,
mountain peak piled on mountain peak, I was asked to give

what I considered the qualifications of an ideal kindergart-
ner. I answered gravely, after some time spent in reflection,

that they might be summed up somewhat as follows: The
music of St. Cecilia, the art of Raphael, the dramatic gen-
ius of Rachel, the administrative ability of Cromwell, the
strength of Samson, the wisdom of Solomon, the meekness
of Moses, and the pa,tience of Job.

This was only a list of girlish nonsense, but it held more
of the truth than I then suspected. Increased age and expe-
rience have only served to deepen my convaction that the

ideal kindergartner needs greater intelligence, truer refine-

ment, wider knowledge, more varied accomplishments, bet-

ter judgment, and deeper, finer qualities of heart and soul

than any other teacher.

How, then, say the trembling students who listen to my
words, may we expect to succeed in so difficult a vocation?
In truth you cannot all hope for brilliant success in every de-

partment of the kindergarten, but you must remember that

your very presence here presupposes in you a small portion

at least of each one of the qualifications for the work which
I have mentioned. You would never have been received

into the Training School had you not been possessed of

good intelligence, satisfactory education, some musical abil-

ity, thorough refinement, and the outward appearance at least

of a loving teachable spirit inclined toward good things.

That you heartily love little children, that you believe in the

kindergarten and in its founder, and that you want to be of

use in the world, are abundantly proven by the fact that you
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are here today, for had you been only half in earnest, idle,

heartless, dull, or unsympathetic, a few weeks of the consci-

entious, diligent work required in kindergarten and training

school would have exhausted your interest, and you would
long since have deserted this fair company. But you are

here, and I thank God for it, for I know what this course has
done for the minds and souls of every one of you. Should
you never enter a kindergarten again, and never teach a day,

yet you will have abundant cause through all your future

life to bless this year of training and to bless the name of

our great leader, Friedrich Froebel.

My dear girls, let my last v.'ords to you, on the comple-
tion of your course, be such as Froebel himself would have
approved. Remember that this year is only the beginning
of your studies; that your teachers have set you on the road
which leads to knowledge and wisdom, but that you must
run the race yourself. Adhere closely to the basic princi-

ples of the kindergarten, as Froebel enunciated them, lay-

ing less stress, as you grow in strength and self-reliance,

upon details and upon prescribed formulae. Remember that

she who does not progress retrogresses, and that your work
with the children will not only be useless, but will be abso-
lutely harmful, if you are not ever learning, ever aspiring,

ever growing. Remember that the whole weight of a kinder-

gartner's influence hinges upon her personality, and strive for

loftiness of view, for purity of soul, and for a generous, open
nature, ever quick to respond to the lightest breath of the

spirit.

I want onlya word more and it has been better said than
I could say it by one of the sponsors and earliest friends of

the training school,—one to whom I owe a greater debt of

love and gratitude than I can ever pay. Hear what he says

and believe it!

"The great teacher is the consummate personality—the

most human of all human beings. He is rare, more rare than
great men in other spheres of action, and his influence, like

a climate, is strong and silent—
"As sunbeams stream through liberal space,

And nothing jostle or displace."

His work is silent, his studies are secluded, but his influ-

ence is along the way where men have become immortal.

He is teacher and taught in one, for he must be a student of

human nature, and the student of human nature is the pupil

of God."*
*Rev. Horatio Stebbins, D. D.. San Francisco.



APPLICATION OF THE KINDERGARTEN THEORY
TO LATER SCHOOL LIFE.

LOUISA PARSONS HOPKINS.

THE kindergarten theory is based upon inherent and
permanent principles of education. It is not the

fancy of an enthusiast, nor the speculation of a

dreamer. It stands upon solid ground, upon the

axioms of a science, upon the philosophy of the

wisest teachers of every age. The education of childhood
is the most vital interest of life. It may be said to be the

purpose of life, just as the perfection of the fruit is the

purpose of the plant. All the organs and functions of the

plant seem to have been established to this end, that the

plant may be perpetuated, and that it may be improved
from generation to generation, that each new growth and
harvest may be finer than the last. Is not this the essential

purpose of the life of man and the history of mankind,
that its course shall be progressive, that no deterioration of

power or culture shall be suffered from age to age, but that

evolution may proceed unchecked by neglect or error? We
must see to it that the children shall receive all that the
past can give them of knowledge and virtue, with such
accessions as their own times can furnish to enable them to

carry on the race to higher and fuller development.
It is reasonable to expect that all men and women shall

be profoundly interested in the education of the young. We
cannot imagine indifference to this subject on the part of

parents. They must be devoid of the common instincts of

parentage who do not care supremely for the training of

their children. Mothers and fathers must naturally be on
the alert for all that belongs to this subject. They will con-
sider carefully the object of education, as well as its princi-

ples and methods, t^ven the outward conditions of educa-
tion,— the schools and school equipments, buildings, books,
utensils, and, most of all, the teachers, their personal fitness,

preparation, and methods of instruction,— will be the sub-

jects of their study, for all these concern the happiness and
good of their children. But aside from the class of parents,

why should not everyone feel a share of responsibility about
the children of the community? They are certainly closely
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connected with all public interests; they will take the places
of active citizenship; all our interests will soon be in their

hands, and they will control the destiny of the race. They
are the great factors in the growth of human power; in the
actual progress of humanity. We all feel a sympathy with
children. We have all passed through its mysterious gate-

way into a consciousness of the burdens and opportunities
of life. We remember our own experiences, our privileges

or our deprivations, and would gladly convey the one to,

and remove the other from, the pathway of childhood in

general. We may all adopt the words of Froebel, "Come,
let us live with our children." We may all take childhood to

our hearts and inquire earnestly how it can be most wisely
and naturally developed, how it can be made happier, better,

and more in accordance with the diviner impulses of hu-
manity.

There is scarcely a so-called new theory or doctrine that

on close inquiry into its history may not be proved ancient;

that is, it has been entertained or advocated by individuals

distinguished in their generation during the whole history of

human thought and philosophy. In the field of ed.ucation

this may be easily verified, for we have -the history of educa-
tion thoroughly recorded, and the science of education well

formulated in the writings of some of the greatest thinkers
and philosophers from the earliest civilization down to the

present day. Educational leaders in all ages have agreed
upon fundamental principles and methods. If anyone sup-
poses that the methods and doctrines of the kindergarten
are wholly modern let him study the maxims and practices

in the school of Pythagoras six hundred years B. C, in which
purification of soul, harmony with the universe and with God,
a perception of the order and beauty of the material universe,

and a search after the cause and nature of all things were
inculcated as the preparation and essential aim of all edu-
cation. In the school of Pythagoras the pupils assembled
each morning in white robes, and sang a hymn or prayer,

and then had exercises for physical and mental develop-
ment and to foster the desire for knowledge. All this is in

essential accordance with the theory and practice of Froebel.

Socrates also, 469 B. C, taught by dialogue, questions, and
free discussion, exercising the pupil by original expression
and experiment instead of cramming the mind with facts

and maxims. His plan would now be called "the laboratory
method," and is in vogue in the best schools of today. It

is of a kind with the application of kindergarten methods
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to later study, and is finding its way into our schools, col-

leges, and text-books as if it were just invented; but read
the accounts of Socrates as an instructor and you will won-
der why it is not all referred to him.

Plato also, 429 B. C, the greatest philosopher of man-
kind, connects education with the whole period of life, as

does Froebel in his great work entitled "The Education of

Man." He says the first three years of life are the most im-
portant in education; first impressions must be watched; the
children's amusements and games should be directed, for

these are the natural means of education. Children should
early be carried into the fields and temples, thus beginning
the unconscious influences of nature and religion. Study
should be made pleasant, as though they were playing; they
should be acted upon by the beautiful and the good; taught
what is right by example more than by precept. (All this

is coincident with the maxims laid down by Froebel.)
Aristotle, a great master of educational science in the

Classic days of Greece, writes: " In the first five years of life

children should play and exercise themselves under carefully

selected governors, in ways which shall illustrate their fu-

ture occupations." If you could have visited his school you
w^ould have found the boys in arithmetic distributing apples
to count; in reading, using games with letters; in geography,
tablets with countries marked on them, or dissected maps,
with balls and cubes and other type-forms of geometrical
study. All the methods were concrete and involved the
child's activity. (How closely the kindergarten follows
these methods!)

The most distinguished Roman teacher, Quintilian, sa}'s:

"Even for elementary instruction the most skillful teachers
should be selected." He proposes the method now counted
among our most extreme advances, of teaching reading by
the forms and names of things together, instead of by letters

and syllables; sentences instead of words. He directs the
teacher to give the child things that please him to play with,

that he can examine, handle, and name, and requires that
each child be taught according to its natural disposition
and capacity. (How modern all this sounds as we quote it

for the support of the kindergarten theory!)
We omit many names from the annals of education to

go forward to that of Comenius of Moravia, who is the most
direct instigator of what is now regarded as most sound in

the philosophy of the schools. About the beginning of the
seventeenth century, he set down as axioms of educational
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science that we must follow the methods of nature in the de-
velopment of the race, give the concrete before the abstract,

details before principles, examples before rules, combine
learning with play, let the child study from things rather
than from books, never force him to study, but arouse his

enthusiasm for learning. Others there were who gave utter-

ance to these and similar truths, and many who put them in

practice. If you read Rousseau and Rabelais, Madame de
ISIaintenon and Madame de Genlis, Roger Ascham, Hannah
Moore, and Maria Edgeworth, you will recognize many of
the practices of the kindergarten in their systems of edu-
cation. But Pestalozzi stands out as the most distinct edu-
cational leader of the present epoch. . His method was that
of object-teaching for the mental development, with free-

dom, love, and sympathy as the moral atmosphere of the
child's growth.

Froebel adopted Pestalozzi's theories to a great extent.

He was born more than a centur\' ago, and was a man of gen-
ius, a profound scholar and philosopher. He studied the
science of education with intense devotion. He attended
Pestalozzi's school for a time in order to understand his

methods, and saw in his system of object-teaching the germ,
of development for the child's mental activities, and in his

faith in the child's moral nature the true field for growth for

character. He added to these the exercise of the child's

powers in both realms, and established the method of teach-

ing by doing. He made a patient and sympathetic study of
the child's nature, and of the instructive methods of mothers
in their companionship with the children. He regarded the
child as connected with outward nature; with the earth as

its home, with plant and animal life about him, with man in

its human relation, and finally with God in its relation to the
Creator and sustainer of life. "The child," he says, " is the

child of nature, the child of man, and the child of God."
"The nursery," he says, "was my university, children my
professors," and he formulated the unconscious philosophy
of the mother for the course of training of the kindergar-
tens, and was the first who elaborated a system by which the
natural activities are adjusted.

One of Froebel's characteristic doctrines is the recon-

ciliation of opposites, as shown in the harmony and symme-
try of organic nature. The plant and the crystal illustrated

this for him as the pattern of the highest development. "I
first learned from star-shaped blossoms the law of all forma-
tion," he says, "they taught me this mysterious law of all
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development, unity as the sum of infinite variety." He per-

ceived this law carried out in the spiritual as well as in the
material world, and demanding everywhere harmony as well

as activity, a harmony and symmetry which is the result of

regulated activity. He sought, therefore, to translate the
child's unconscious and intuitive movements into conscious
and systematic actions. He designed all the technique of

the kindergarten to this end, that the child's natural activi-

ties should be regulated by well-prepared exercises to help
him to observe, to learn, to create, and in all the diversities

of natural forms recognize the type or pattern of which all

are but variations.

He thus leads the child from an unconscious to a con-
scious knowledge of all things about him, until he feels him-
self as one with nature and obedient to the same laws; he
learns to make correct observations, correct imitations, and
accurate combinations, thus training his senses and bodily
organs as well as his mind and soul, his head, his heart, and
his hands; he leads him on to know, to think, to feel, and to

do. The material and technical training which he gives in

the kindergarten is a separate subject and by no means
superficial. It develops the child by carefully arranged
sequences to a more complete control of himself and his

powers, as well as the material of his work. Froebel com-
pels the child to take the initiative, not by arbitrary direc-
tions, but by the free and spontaneous expression of his

ideas, calling into activity his creative as well as imitative
powers, giving him flexible and inviting material to handle,
and teaching him the use of all his faculties in accomplish-
ing his ends. The games, the songs, the gifts, type-forms,
natural objects of beauty, and all which is invested with
interest for him, are placed before him as a means of edu-
cation. An interpretation of these means may be presented
by one who has studied carefully and practiced all their de-
tails; it is fraught with subtle insight and philosophy and
would well repay the study; indeed one cannot fully appre-
ciate the science of the kindergarten without such an inter-

pretation.

Froebel also availed himself of the light which history
throws upon the development of humanity. "Each child,"
he says, "is a mirror of humanity, an epitome of the race."
^'The^different stages in the life of childhood correspond to
the different epochs in the progressive development of man-
kind." The child as a child of man must be made helpful
and sympathetic, useful and ready. The occupations teach
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him all the common industries of life, enable him to con-
tribute to the common good, and combine his individual
effort with that of others. Playing games, dramatic repre-
sentations, work in groups, call out his relations with others
and harmonize him with the world in which he acts, one
among, many. His destructive tendencies are replaced by
constructive ones, his mischievous impulses by useful coop-
eration, his selfish proclivities by mutual interests, and art,

as the highest expression of man's creative power, connects
him with all that is most divine in humanity. It is plain

that what Froebel meant by education is something quite

diffei'^nt from merely giving information; it had no likeness

to the Gradgrind system; it is of infinitely greater scope and
significance than sending the child to learn its a, b, c. His
book, entitled "Mother-Play and Nursery Songs," he called

the keynote of his system of education. It shows how the
child may be led to unfold all its powers by the right men-
tal and moral nourishment, properly adapted to his powers
of assimilation and the right exercise of body, mind, and
soul. It begins the education of the whole child. "Send
the whole boy to school," says Woodward in urging manual
training. This is good kindergarten doctrine. We must
train all the activities of the child in harmony and unity,

and then lead on the child as God made him, a unity of
body, m'ind, and soul. In a well-appointed nurser}' most of

the kindergarten methods and means are employed, but
with less order and sequence than in the kindergarten. The
blocks, the tablets, the ball, songs, and games; cutting and
folding of paper in forms of use or beauty; the brush with
color and the pencil are always at hand in the furniture of
the model nursery. The child and the mother together build,

mold, and draw; make toys and ornaments; go through the
household occupations in miniature, and do helpful things.

Many parents have a sand-garden or carpenter tools, and a
workshop, gardening tools, and a plot of land to cultivate,

and with their children plant and tend the growth and
gather the fruitage; or watch the potted plants in the house,
observe the leaf and flower, and perceive the wonderful con-
trivances of nature for growth and reproduction The dolls

of the little girls are personal realities, the dolls' house and
clothes are made with maternal interest, and the drama of
life is enacted with eagerness and sympathy by the. little

Marionettes. The birthdays are celebrated, stories are told,

and the home is made a true kindergarten for the little circle

within it. But to widen the sympathy, to strengthen the
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human ties, to enlarge the whole domain of these childish

pleasures, take the little ones to the kindergarten. Let the

lunch be spread for many, and for some who are really in

need, that a large-hearted generosity may be fostered and
the child begin his life as a member of society, to find the

common wants, the common good, and the common sorrows
of humanity. The kindergarten is the transition stage, and
is to take the oversight of children before they are ready
for school.

The child of three years may safely go from the mother
to the kindergarten, where he may stay until he is six years
old. In the public schools the child of five or six years is

admitted to the primary grades. Froebel says the name kin-

dergarten expresses the culture of childhood as plants are

cultivated in a garden. The child-garden is a place where
the little human plant grows in a good soil, healthful atmos-
phere, and under the care of a wise gardener. Its influence

over the whole being is in correspondence with nature to

strengthen the bodily power, to exercise the senses, to

employ the awakening mind, to make them thoughtfully
acquainted with the world of nature and of man, to guide the
heart and soul in a right direction, and lead them to the Ori-

gin of all life and to union with Him. The child may here
pursue his education as nature pursues it, by exercising all his

activities; but especially by means of a series of objects and
material, expressly designed by Froebel to teach the art of
observing, and thereby laying the foundation of all science
and art as well as industry. These objects are called The
Gifts, and initiate the child into the forms of nature which
he is to study. They teach the child to think by training

him to do, hence Froebel's final word that "there is nothing
but thoughts." This reminds us of Madame de Genlis saying,

"There is nothing so important in life as to think rightly."

The kindergarten, then, teaches the child to think, and by
every means and method to think rightly, because he learns

to see clearly and to do accurately and promptly. Expres-
sion is the test of knowledge. Construction is the most com-
plete expression. These are the features of the kindergarten.

The philosophy of the kindergarten then is the method
of life and growth in all realms, the law of development in

nature and man. It is coincident with the teachings of the
wisest educators, and true to the nature of growing human-
ity. We cannot turn aside from it with ridicule, contempt,
or indifference. The kind of training it provides need never
be cast aside as outgrown, it is therefore the best possible
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preparation for subsequent school work. The child being
rightly started can go on with no backward steps, no fet-

tered movements, no uncertain progress. The precise steps

at the beginning may become unnecessary, things which are

completed need not be forever repeated; but the funda-
mental principles and methods will never become obsolete.

Its application to school life as well as home life will go on,

and parents will learn of their children to cherish its lessons.

Mothers and fathers will deal more sympathetically with
their children, and consider it a great privilege to have their

companionship, and to study with them as well as to work
and play with them. The nursery will become as dear and
valued to them as it was to Froebel, and the mother who
leaves her child to an ignorant and untrustworthy servant
will seem like the Siberian woman of Browning's thrilling

poem, who threw her babes to the wolves to secure her own
safety.

The kindergarten stands at the opening of school life,

and many of its methods and means of development may
be applied with advantage in the primary and grammar
schools. This is already being done. In London and Paris

you can hardly tell where the kindergarten ends and the pri-

mary class begins; in Boston many primary teachers study
in the Normal Kindergarten class in order to adapt its

methods to their own classes. The drawing and color, as

well as the use of the type-forms, is already carried up from
the kindergarten, progressing through ever}^ primary grade
and even into the grammar school. The sphere, the cube,

and the cylinder, as well as other geometrical types sug-

gested by Froebel, are a part of the Prang Form study, and
used in every grammar grade in many towns and cities not
only in this country but abroad. Paper cutting and folding,

designing and clay modeling, form part of the upper courses
in many places. In Boston the manual training of the kin-

dergarten was adapted to the primary and lower grammar
schools soon after the kindergarten became a part of the

public school system, and introduced into the course of

study which has been copied widely within a few years, and
is now generally accepted as regular work in such classes.

A child with no kindergarten training is ve;ymuch at a

loss now in the primary school. It has not learned the use
of its hands or the tools which it must use in these new lines

of work. Then the observation of natural forms and of the

life of nature, begun in the kindergarten, is now continued
by the observation lessons and elementary science in the

primary and grammar schools. A child without such careful
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training in observation finds itself at a great disadvantage in

starting the work in the primary school. The little kinder-

garten child has learned how to look, and has imitated the

movements which he sees; he can tell more about the plants

and animals, about the crystal and the rock, the shell and
the saad, than the child dreams of who has never attended
to the kindergarten morning talks or copied these objects in

clay. In fact, there would soon become necessary a division

of the primary school into those who have been trained in

the kindergarten and those who have not been so fortunate,

were the kindergarten methods to be kept distinct and con-

fined to a part of the children in any place. There is no
study which has not felt their influence. The work of the

schoolroom has been transformed^ it has become helpful

and mutual, related to all the child's interests and activities.

Reading is made a pastime by kindergarten methods instead

of the tedious reiteration of letters and syllables; the little

child now begins with a toy which he has selected, and tells

a story. Spelling is learned by writing the word when it is

interesting in a sentence, or by the quick sight of a word by
visual memory. Number is taught on the kindergarten plan,

counting things by units and by groups, always using actual

things or representative things. Geography is a series of

pleasant stories— "Seven Little Sisters,", or molded maps,
or locating plants and animals, or tracing towns, or by use

of pictures and collections of products. History is followed
by maps and pictures, illustrated by charts and modeling as

well as by collections. Discipline is replaced by interest,

good will and kindly helpfulness, or good fellowship. Man-
ual training and mutual work teach all to do something for

the general good. The school exhibits are no longer mere
recitations, the stating of facts, or memorized exercises, but
things that are done, illustrated learning, collections and
work of hand-sewing, cooking, carpentry, sloyd, paper cut-

ting and folding, drawing, designs, color work, natural science

collections, written and illustrated abstracts. Has not the
kindergarten already modified the upper schools most radi-

cally?

Many people who do not suppose themselves to believe

in the kindergarten are unconscious disciples to its doc-
trines, because the trend of educational thought is in this

direction, and when the world moves all have to move with
it. All must share in any popular revolution of thought and
purpose. If we were to speak to you of the ideas which
were common about the training of children half a century
ago you would refuse any affiliation with them. Whipping

Vol. 8-7
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and arbitrary rules, learning by rote, parrot work in recita-

tion, and rigid postures are all among the outgrown methods.
Sympathy and love, interest and encouragement, now greet

the child as he enters the schoolroom. Everything which
can make study pleasurable is now offered; he has gymnas-
tics, frequent change of attitude, fresh air, attractive subjects,

and pleasant occupation all the time. What he was once pun-

ished for doing he is now not only permitted but encouraged
to do. He can use his hands and his eyes as much as what
was once regarded as his mind, /. e., his mere memory; he
finds his own imagination acceptable to the teacher, and his'

own expression in every way, by speech, by writing, by draw-
ing, by dramatic action, by molding and painting, as much
in the line of his appointed work as the repetition of the

rules of grammar or parts of speech or the multiplication

table used to be.

How do you parents like this change from the three R's?

How do the aunts and uncles, or other relatives or friends,

like the quiet, helpful, attentive little child as compared with

renfant terrible of their early recollections; the child who can
do things for himself and others, instead of the one for

whom everybody had to work, and with whom all had to be
patient or cross? Your child is not less inclined to study,

not less disposed^ to good order, not less obedient for his

stay in the kindergarten. He is going to find study easier,

good behavior more natural, right motives more spontane-
ous, and unselfish action more habitual than if he had not been
in a good kindergarten. Then the holidays, the birthdays,

the patriotic days, the Christmas tree,— all these seem like

heaven itself to many a poor little waif from the city streets.

How happy they are in all these festivities! And in the

morning hour, as they fold their little hands and sing the

prayer and happy song with such a reverent and believing

spirit, the scene is holy and blessed. The picture of the

Madonna, which hangs upon the wall, seems almost lit up
with glory at such a bringing in of the glad tidings of joy to

childhood. Multiply the kindergartens and train up the

motherly teachers to carry out the spirit and doctrines of

Froebel if you care to make childhood happy, and to have
each generation better prepared for life than the last.

Dedicate a kindergarten to the memory of some dear
child, and thus sanctify it as a fountain of beneficence, for-

ever commemorating a brief life! For
"She is not dead, the child of our affection,

But fjone into that school
Where she no longer needs our poor protection."



CHILDREN'S EXPRESSION THROUGH DRAWING *

PROFESSOR M. V. O'SHEA, MANKATO, MINN.

FOR some two years several lines of experiment
upon the relation of expression, through drawing,
to a child's mental activities have been carried on
in the Mankato Normal school, and in some of

the public schools of Minnesota, and it will be
the purpose of this paper to state briefly what these have
been, and to indicate certain results that seem to be in view,

but which will be given here tentatively, awaiting further

data from the working over of material that it has been
impossible as yet to examine. Two chief lines of study
have been followed, each supplementing the other, the object
throughout being to discover the relation of representation
to the contents and operations of the child's mind in certain

directions. In the first place, a study was made upon the
general form and characteristics of representations of objects

that were drawn to express a bit of narration or description,

usually cast into the story form; and also, drawings made
from objects seen and from memory were studied in the
same way. Second, the relations in time and place and the
proportions shown in the objects drawn were studied; and
an attempt was made to discover if they represented rela-

tions and proportions actually conceived by the child. A
large number of drawings for these studies have been ob-
tained from school children in the practice department of

the Mankato Normal school, in the training and city schools
of St. Paul, and the city schools of Rochester; and there
were, in addition, some younger children between three and
four years of age experimented upon in their own homes.
All those in the Mankato Normal who made drawings, and
quite a number from other schools, were subjected to tests

of vision and motor-ability, and the results kept in record
with other data concerning the drawing, and careful state-

ments based upon close study of the physical and intellec-

tual characteristics of each child were obtained from many
teachers under whom the drawings were made, and these
have also been of account in certain studies.

* W^estein Drawing Teachers' Report, 1895.
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It was found after considerable trial, that the attempt t6

interpret these drawings as expressions of the mental char-

acteristics and activities of their authors, or to account for

them if they were not such, necessitated much familiarity

with the habits and capabilities of mind and body of a num-
ber of children, in order to search out and study everything
that could in any way contribute to an understanding of

the peculiarities shown in the drawings. For this purpose
about fifty children in the Normal school at Mankato were
studied in a thorough manner; and it is the desire here
to indicate some of the conclusions which it seems possible

to draw from these special studies, and upon which, as a

basis, it is the purpose to work over more carefully the

material gathered from outside sources, making, if possible,

some statistical tables which have not been worked out ex-

tensively yet. About ten thousand story drawings have
been obtained from children between the ages of four and
eleven, at least six being made by every child; while from
the fifty children upon whom special studies were made, an
average of thirty-five drawings were obtained, these being
made at intervals extending over a period of nine months.
Such stories as "The Three Bears," " Johnny-Look- in-the-

Air" (used by Professor Barnes in his extensive and admir-

able study), "The Lion and the Mouse," "Jack Frost," and
quite a number of original stories, for the purpose of bring-

ing in certain objects in particular relations and events,

were used. These were read or told twice to the children,

who were asked to tell them back on paper without help

from anyone.
I. In the study of these drawings the first question asked,

was: "Do children refrain from drawing certain objects in a

story because of the difficulty of representation?" As an
aid toward answering this, the children were given perfect

freedom to express any difficulties that they met with in

illustrating a number of stories, and to consult the experi-

menter upon any point that troubled them. They were
closely observed while the story was being read to them
and during the making of the drawings; and when they had
finished, the story was told orally without consulting the

drawings, to see if objects and events were remembered that

were not pictured. From the records of five hundred cases

studied in this way, about one per cent indicated that they
could not represent certain objects; among these being a

bridge, a horse and carriage, and a fairy that had a part in

one of the stories. However, only four children out of
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thirty specially tested failed to draw the fairy; and we saw
no hesitancy either, with our children, in representing the

wind, Jack Frost, and other invisible things. It seems that

with children of this age there are few objects ever seen
or heard of that are too difficult for speedy and confident

representation.

But, while it is probable that they are readily and easily

drawn as a whole, still young children often say that they
cannot represent the activities or some of the special attri-

butes of an object. In the story of "Silver-hair," when she
is running away from the bears, the children often say, "She
is running, but I cannot make her so"; or they cannot make
both feet turned in the right way when a boy or girl is walk-

ing in any direction, but instead the feet are turned in oppo-
site ways. And so there are many conditions of objects

similar to these which individual children find difficulty

with; but this does not seem to hinder them from represent-

ing the object so that the story may be told.

It would seem, then, that children from four to nine, or

thereabouts, represent the objects involved in drawing a

story as readily and with as much pleasure as they would in

repeating the story orally, or even in listening to it. After

the age of eight or nine, it seems that the difificulties of

representing begin to be really appreciated, and there is

less confidence and satisfaction in the work. To test this

further, I had quite a number of children of different ages
draw first from some object or person present, and then
from memory, some object or person well known to them;
and while not one in ten children up to nine years of age
made any objection whatever, I had to encourage those be-

yond that age to do the best they could; and many of them
seemed quite overpowered at first, especially in represent-

ing a boy or girl whom they could see. I noticed, also, that

younger children rarely hesitate in drawing from memory,
but go straight to work with their lines and dots to make
man, woman, child, or other object, while older children

seem to be absorbed in meditation and do not draw so read-

ily. It is true, that, in older children's drawings, more char-

acteristics and qualities of things are shown; and it seems
probable, also, that qualities are perceived or remembered
that require deliberation to picture, and sometimes the task

is too difficult. It should be said in this connection that

young children do not always represent in their drawings
all they remember of an ordinary story; but this must be
accounted for, probably, by their physical inability to con-
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tinue a great time at any one task, and must not be laid to

their lack of understanding how to represent objects. Once
in a while older and stronger children repeat orally more
than they tell upon paper; and they say, in apology, that

they were in a hurry, or had no room, but hardly ever that

the}' did not know how.
2. The purpose of the second study was to find o'ut if

childrer represent those objects and events that appeal
most to their interest, and thereby claim their attention. If

there is no difficulty in drawing objects to tell a story, then
it might be supposed that those parts of the story which
aroused the interest of the child to the greatest degree
would be the ones that would be continually in conscious-

ness and that would get themselves worked out in the illus-

tration. It appears, though, that there are important dis-

turbing elements in the ordinary classroom that prevent the

representation of those objects and events which the indi-

vidual child would be most interested in; for one cannot
observe a class of children, while some bright story is read
or told to them, without seeing that certain points are un-

duly impressed upon the class because of the expression of

one or two demonstrative members. For example, in the

"Bear Story" when "Silver-hair" sits in one of the thairs

and breaks it, the humorous faculty of one or two boys in

the class is aroused, and giving way to their feelings they
get the whole class to laughing; a suspension of the reading
for a moment is made necessary, and these unusual condi-

tions tend to impress this one particular event upon each
pupil in the class. And further, it is difficult to find a

teacher who does not by her voice or manner, unconsciously
though it may be, impress upon pupils her own feelings and
interpretations of the story which she reads; and while this

is a most commendable trait in the teacher, it seriously in-

terferes with the results of any experiments to determine
the interests of individual children.

3. One of the most interesting studies made was upon the

diagrams and symbols which the children used to represent

objects, the aim being to trace out the origin of the peculiar-

ities characteristic of each child's drawings. The question

was asked: What has led the child to make this distinctive

kind of a diagram to represent a given object? With young
children the human face is always round, with two dots

upon it for eyes, somewhat of a scrawl for a nose, and one
for a mouth. But ears and hair are not so often found,

while the body is either a single line, or an irregular oval.
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with lines branching off from it for the limbs. Quite often

the arms are omitted, but never the lower limbs, showing
that the youngest child appreciates the necessity for some-
thing to support the body. In some cases there are evi-

dences of raiment; and in every case, with children of all

ages, girls are always clothed, even in drawings where the

boy figures never show any case of clothing. These are sub-

stantially the characteristics that always appear in a repre-

sentation of the human form, the only exception being that

with some of the older and more thoughtful children the
faces are made m profile and the relations and proportions
between the different parts of the body are more reasonable.

Sometimes a few other features are added, such as buttons
on the coat, feathers in the girls' hats, and buttons on the
shoes; but these are comparatively rare. A tree is at first a

vertical line with half a dozen branches shooting out on
either side, and these do not bear twigs and leaves until the
child is eight or nine, when a substantial trunk also begins
to appear; and quite often a volume of roots are as visible

as any other part, and apparently of more importance. A
house usually has a roof and two sides shown, although in a

number of cases the end of the house only is seen. There
is always a chimney with smoke twirling up to the clouds,

and hardly ever more than one door, but all the way from
one to ten windows. Animals have long, oval bodies with
four legs, tail, and head in profile; and even in drawings
where the human face is always a front view, animals' faces

will be in profile. A table is a horizontal line supported by
four vertical lines. Beds and chairs show some diversity,

and yet everyone shows the essential characteristics. Win-
dows show four bordering lines with two bisecting lines,

vertical and horizontal. There is much diversity in the
drawing of a river, probably explained by the fact that

many children have never seen a river, and the only charac-
teristic they know about, or at least think about, is water;
and this they put into square or circular patches, narrow or

broad areas, and various other forms.
Enough has been said to indicate that one basis for the

diagrams made by the child to represent any object is his

comprehension of the distinguishing characteristics of that

class of objects. A child's diagrams are, in a way, pictures

of the concepts he has of the various classes of things that

he tries to represent. The young child is not bothered with
anything but fundamental attributes, and his diagrams are

built on these alone, while witjh older children it seems that
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additional characteristics are added as they are perceived
and their relations comprehended; and it is probably the
consciousness of the great number of characteristics which
inhere in every object that overpowers the child of twelve
or thirteen in his effort to represent them all in their right
relations. A significant fact about them is, that they are

always the same for any one child, and while all display the
fundamental characteristics, there are still some features in

each individual case which make each child's peculiar to

himself. An attempt was made to account for this individ-

uality in the representations of things by inquiring if the
child takes some object in his environment as a model for

his representations of that object in a story. About four
hundred drawings were studied with their authors to find

out if the objects they had represented had characteristics

like those which were best known to them. A good oppor-
tunity to test this was afforded by the "Bear Story," where
the exterior as well as the interior furnishings of a house
were represented a number of times by each child. In no
case did there seem to be an attempt to reproduce the form
of their own house, although three school buildings had
steeples something like the normal building where the chil-

dren attended school. The other school buildings were all

conventional, with no indications of the influence of any
particular building in the making. The interior of the
homes were very much alike, showing an upstairs and down-
stairs with appropriate furniture, and every one having stairs

to reach the upper story; but in several instances stoves
and the entire course of stovepipe to the chimney were
shown, and these were copied from their own or grand-
mother's house.

The evidence seems to indicate that the child is pos-

sessed of a system of symbols which he uses to represent

objects at all times and places without any care to make his

representations reproduce the special characteristics of any
distinct object of a class. Several series of experiments
gave additional data in favor of this view. In the first

place, the diagrams used in the representation of any of a
number of objects were traced throughout the whole of the

children's drawings, which extended over a year with the

pupils in our Normal school; and with many of the most
familiar objects, as boy, girl, tree, house, sun, sky, stars,

ground, four-footed animals, and so on, there was an aver-

age of one hundred and fifty representations made by each
child. The result of this tracing has shown that the pecul-
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iar diagrammatical representation of any object is strik-

ingly characteristic of any child in all of his drawmgs, and
any one characteristic that appears in an object in any pic-

ture will be shown in all the pictures of that object drawn.
Some children always show roots to the trees; always have
the feet in human beings turned in opposite directions;

always have the arms straight out; some always have cloth-

ing showing the buttons; some show the interior of the
house in every picture of that object that they make; some
always make the sun and sky, trees, grass, and flowers, when
these are not mentioned in the story. One cannot observe
many of the drawings of any child without seeing that his

characteristic symbols are used to represent classes of ob-

jects without any attempt being made to indicate special

characteristics of particular members of these classes.

To test this somewhat further, a number of children in

our school, from whom we had gotten many representations

of men and boys in their story drawings, were requested to

draw some boy or man whom they could look at. In quite

a number of cases the writer posed as a model, while the
children with great earnestness and readiness represented
him upon paper. It was very interesting to see, no matter
in what position he stood, the same picture grow under the
artist's hand as he had made hundreds of times before with
no one to look at. Children who made full-front views in

the story would also make a front view when they saw a

model in profile. It seems otherwise with older children,

though, for I have been unable to get those above ten to

represent readily a person whom they could look at, and
who stood in a different position from what they had been
accustomed to represent in their drawings. In addition to

representing an object that was before the child, a number
of drawings were obtained in which some playmate was rep-

resented from memory by the side of representations of
myself in various positions; and with the exception of some
one or two trifling differences, the drawings were all just

the same.
Another experiment along this line was tried with all of

our children between the ages of five and seventeen. This
was drawing a chair or table, or other familiar object, of

which some parts were more or less ornamented. The child

was intimately acquainted with the use of every object, and
care was taken to place it in such position that it would
be easy to represent in form and outline. Directions were
given to reproduce the object, and it was not indicated in
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any way that the ornamentation was or was not to be in-

cluded. The results showed that with children of five the
ornamentation was never represented; with children of eight
exacth' fifty per cent of the drawings showed evidence that

their authors tried to reproduce the ornamentation; while
with persons of sixteen, some of whom had had but little

instruction in drawing, eighty-seven per cent represented
the objects ornamented. It seems that young children do
not regard details in things, but look upon them as wholes,
capable of being put to some practical use; and they make
the simplest sort of lines to represent parts of that whole.
It has, I believe, been shown by Professor Barnes, from a

somewhat different method of experimentation, that chil-

dren are concerned at first mainly with the uses of things,

and only after a time come to observe and appreciate de-

tailed characteristics; and it is the same in narration and
description as with single objects. Their. interest seems to

be in the thing as a whole described or narrated, and they
go to work to picture this thought whole, paying almost as

little attention to the making of individual things required
to portray the various events as they would pay to their

spoken language if they were going to tell it. After chil-

dren have been under the drawing teacher for a while,

though, and have reproduced somewhat from nature, it ap-

pears that they begin to appreciate details in things and to

show them in their drawings.

4. The purpose of the last study made thus far was to

discover if the logical relations and proportions shown in

the drawings corresponded with the child's actual thinking
of these. In some drawings there is nothing but confusion
and disorder displayed throughout, while in other repro-

ductions it is easy to discover the logical relations of events,

and the proportions do not impress one as being ver}^ un-

real or unnatural. With some children it seems that as

many objects as are remembered are put upon the paper
wherever it happens, and only very few of the actual rela-

tions existing in nature are indicated. It is always true,

however, that the sky is the topmost thing in a picture, and
the sun, moon, stars, and clouds above everything earthly.

The ground is always under the house. Smoke always rises

from the chimneys; and a few other similar relations always
seem to be understood correctly, even by the youngest chil-

dren. But if a boy is walking along the road and falls into

a river, the river may be away off some place and only a

mere circular or square patch of water. How the boy gets
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into it is apparently never thought out by the artist. Peo-
ple go into houses that have no doors or windows; steps

run up to the rear of a house where there is no door; fishes

are shown living out of water; the sun appears lower than
the clouds, and hundreds of other impossible things are fre-

quently seen. Something of the same kind can be seen in

the proportions preserved between the objects in the pic-

tures. Bears will be made as large as the house they live

in and a dozen times larger than the doors they go through.
Some of the children tell a whole story in one picture, while
others make a number to tell the same thing. It has been
found, however, that children below eight or nine years of
age find no difificulty in putting everything they want into

one picture. Some get a portion of the story logically and
then fill in the rest of it as best they can, all in one picture.

In the "Bear Story" there is a possibility of twenty differ-

ent views, showing the progression of events; and this was
first read to all of the children as a whole, and reproduced
from this reading. One exceptionally bright girl, thirteen
years of age, made thirteen views in a half-hour's drawing,
missing no one in regular order as far as she went. No
other drawing had more than eight. This same girl made
seven views for " Johnny-look-in-the-Air"; and it may be
mentioned that she was known to all of her teachers as the
brightest student in the class. In our own school very few
made more than one drawing to represent the " Bear Story,"
while a number made two to tell the story of "Johnny-look-
in-the-Air," and two or three to tell other stories that had
six or seven distinct scenes in them. It can be said in gen-
eral that with children to eight or nine years of age a

whole story is crowded into one or two pictures, which
makes it in some measure illogical and confused. It would
perhaps be too presumptive to attempt to say whether the
general logical relations and proportions expressed in a

drawing are an exact index to a child's mental operations
and conceptions, but it is worthy of note that a teacher who
has had charge of a child for some time will, on seeing his

drawings, say, in almost every instance, that she would ex-
pect such results as were secured. Such a child will be
either physically weak or very restless, or constantly ab-
sorbed in what is going on about him. On the other hand,
the children who impress their teachers as being bright, and
who always show interest in what they are doing, usually
make drawings that preserve the logical arrangement of
events and objects, and in which the proportions are fairly

srood.
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It may be said that a lack of right proportions in objects
is not necessarily indicative of a child's inability to conceive
the true proportions of these things, but that objects are
drawn out of proportion to indicate the relative importance
which they have in the mind of the child. There can be no
doubt that this is true in some cases, but in others it is

hardly true, as when a table is made twice as tall as the girl

who is to eat from it. With some children only one thing
is held in the mind at a time, and when this is made to pass
out, the next object takes entire possession of conscious-
ness, so that when a picture is completed things are out of
proportion and out of sequence. It appears, though, that
this lack of ability to visualize more than one thing at a
time depends largely upon the child. The physical element
of temperament, whether nervous or calm, easily discour-
aged or persevering, has an important influence upon a
child's logical thinking. It determines whether ideas or
pictures come and go without much power of restraint and
control, or whether they linger in the mind and are not dis-

pelled every instant by an overflow of nervous energy, or
by some other distracting influence. In all the drawings a
record was kept of the order in which each object was made,
and in some it was noticed just how and in what sequence
the parts of each object were represented; and it is the pur-

pose to work this over later, to see if there is any corre-

spondence between illogical drawings and an illogical order
in the making. In some cases studied, children would build

a house and then put ground under it; or they would make
the furniture of a house and put the sides and roof around
them afterwards. Quite a number of the children observed
made the sky first, and then seemed to fill in everything
else as they happened to think of it. One restless girl with-

out much power of application, but possessing some native

brightness, proceeded this way in making a human being:

she first made a round head, and then a loop for a body;
then one limb, and dressed it with pantaloons; then she
made the ground for him to stand on, and then made the
other limb and dressed it appropriately.



THE GEORGE INDUSTRIAL CAMP.

HELEN KEELING MILLS.

THIS miniature republic was founded near the little

village of Freeville in New York, six years ago, by
William George, of New York City. Mr. George
has for years devoted his time to the children in the

slums of New York, and his knowledge of their needs led

to the establishment of the camp. For two months he has
in his charge one hundred and fifty girls and boys from ten
to sixteen years old. This year he has kept the same chil-

dren the entire season, for he became convinced by a long
experience that two weeks were quite inadequate for the aid

he wished to give them.
The object of the Industrial Camp is to help develop

little street waifs into good citizens, and honorable men and
women. One of the first steps is to show the beauty and
value of labor, and the corresponding indignity of laziness.

From the day a child enters the camp he earns his own way
or is looked upon with scorn. Work is provided for all and
is well paid, fifty cents for raw hands, seventy for advanced
workers, and ninety for skilled laborers. Three hours con-
stitute a working day, though many children choose to work
two and even three hours more for the extra pay. The reg-
ular work is done in classes of which there are six, and
every child must belong to one. For the boys there are
farming, landscape gardening, and carpentry; for the girls,

cooking, dressmaking, and millinery. Each class is under a

competent teacher who keeps a workingman's time-table,
that pay may be exact, and a daily record kept of each child.

This record is most interesting, as it gives the child's dis-

position and temperament as it is observed when he first

enters ; his daily behavior ; misdemeanors
;
punishments,

and their effect on him, truthfully showing what progress
he makes under this new influence. The man in charge of

the landscape gardening said :
" I take the attitude of need-

ing their help, and give a word only when necessary. I say,
' Now boys I want a flower bed of such a shape, in such a
place, how will you make it for me?' If anything is wrong,
I say 4;here is a fault and leave the boys to discover and cor-

rect it." The stone-bordered paths about the place are the
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work of these youngsters, as are the designs for flower beds,

and the camp monogram of red, white, and blue stones, no
easy piece of work, but one which is mathematically cor-

rect. Any child wanting extra work may help wash dishes,

sweep, and be generally useful. This is paid by the day or

job.

The camp money is made of small squares of colored
cardboard. This currency is valuable as meals and lodg-

ing are bought, and any child who has not worked enough
to pay for them is a pauper, entitled only to pauper fare,

(bread and water), and a harder bed than that of a working
man or woman. An atmosphere of disgrace surrounds a

child so lazy that he cannot pay fifteen cents for a bed and
ten cents a meal. However, the work is made attractive,

and it is only an incorrigible who does not soon have a bank
account and his own bank book. Any deposit exceeding
one dollar draws three per cent, interest. One boy, who
during his first weeks of camp residence was a thorough
little tough, refused to work, stole, and generally misbe-
haved, was at last brought to see that enjoyment lay in an-

other direction. Manfully he went to work to pay off his

debts, and return the value of stolen goods, living the while

on pauper fare. One of the men found him crying behind
the barn, and the little chap confessed that he did want a

good dinner, but because he still owed money was resisting

the temptation.
The chief value of the camp is its self-go\'ernment. Each

class is also a state in the republic, and sends to the capital

a senator and two representatives, who are elected to serve

one week. There are also a Speaker of the House and
Secretary of State. Mr. George acts as President by sign-

ing or vetoing the bill passed by the Houses, otherwise the

children are entirely free in their own law-making. Parlia-

mentary law is observed, and it is delightful to hear a bare-

footed urchin addressed as "Mr. Speaker."
The vexed questions of the day are discussed, fought

over, the bills passed, and not a child knows that his dis-

pute is in reality a great national question. Woman's suf-

frage caused a tumult. The girls claimed their right, the

boys denied it. Reasons were brought forth on both sides.

One boy said if the girls counted dishwashing and other
small duties as classes or states they would be more largely

represented and the camp would be " henpecked." An in-

terested spectator demanded, " How do you know that?"

and the response was short and quick, " We see something
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of henpecking at home." However the girls triumphed,
and now hold important official positions. One interesting

discussion was brought about by the privileges of the

wealthy class. Children who have proved themselves trust-

worthy, and who have saved five dollars, may buy a pass al-

lowing them to leave the grounds without an attendant or
special permission. It took two administrations and much
excitement before the majority were convinced that hard
work merited jnore than laziness. Apples were the cause
of another lively time among the lawmakers. Occasionally
a farmer brings a bag of apples to the camp which a young
capitalist will buy and then retail to the less wealthy. It

was not long before the boys with passes got apples for

nothing and undersold the " home producers." Terrible was
the wrath of the apple dealer, long and hot the political

meetings before the matter was settled.

That the governmental side of camp life is having its

effect is shown by the remark of one of. the oldest boys, who
suddenly burst forth: " Yer bet when I go back ter New
York I ain't goin' to let Barney McQuade lead me round by
de nose, de way he does me farderand de rest of derward!"

Order is enforced by a police corps under a corporal,

there being both patrolmen and roundsmen. The dignity
of these functionaries is most impressive as they gravely
arrest some offender and lead him to the station house.
There his crime is registered, (it may be "steeling" or
"courcing!") and he is asked if he can give bail. If he can-
not he is put into jail, in a cell with wooden bars, and kept
to await his trial, which is by jury. Since a boy was im-
prisoned five days and nights for stealing, there has been a
decided decrease- in the offense. The list of punishable
offenses is in the courthouse, and reads as follows :

Swearing, Nastiness,
Smoking, Borrowing,
Disrespect, Vagrancy,
Interruption, Tearing down tents,

Going off grounds, Fighting or quarreling,
Asking unnecessary questions, Lying,
Stealing, Not washing,
Talking to prisoners, Talking against government,
Misuse of utensils, Gambling,
Lying on cots during day. Omitting to salute officers.

Convict labor is demanded by the republic, striped suits

and locked step included. The guard wears a leather belt

and carries a musket as he solemnly walks behind his

charges.
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All official positions are paid $i. lo a day, and can be held
only after passing a civil service examination. A certain

standard in the " Three R's " is also required, and this is an
incentive to attend school during the winter.

The children are taken down to a neighboring lake to

bathe every day, and many have learned to swim. There is

a chorus, and a regiment to which all belong. The military

discipline is remarkable, the children keeping straight lines

on ground over which soldiers would groan. •

A few days before the children were taken home Mr.
George asked them all to write him letters, telling how they
liked the summer and what they thought of 'camp. The re-

sult was enough to make his heart leap with joy:

"I like the camp. I think it's a good thing. I think the

jail is a good thing, too. It teaches you to keep out of real

jail when you are big."
" I like the camp. I don't want to go home. You always

get enough to eat."
" I have learned about God."
" I have learned to be polite."
" I have learned to wash every day."
" I have learned to love my flag. If there was a war this

minute I would fight for my flag till I died. I am going to

be a soldier for my flag."
" I have learned to say my prayers when I get up, and

before every meal, and before I go to bed."
As Mr. George says, it would be an excellent opportunity

for the faculty to impress their own thoughts and beliefs

upon the children, but that is not their aim. What they
want is to help the children to think their own thoughts,
form their own opinions, and then live up to them. The
Sunday school and Bible classes are conducted on the same
basis. I cannot refrain here from giving the delicious an-

swer of one small boy when asked if he could think why
walls were built around Jerusalem. Quick as a flash came
the reply, "To keep in the milk and honey!"

A few days before the return to New York the products
of the millinery and dressmaking classes are auctioned, as

are also all donations of clothing. This helps to provide
the children with decent clothes, and gives a legitimate use
for the money they have saved.- It is a funny sight when a

favorite hat or particularly good pair of shoes is under the
hammer, for these little people know what they want and
intend to have it.

The fifty acres of field and woodland about the camp are
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rented from year to year and paid for entirely by gifts. The
food is provided by neighboring churches, the farmers in

the congregations sending certain supplies during the whole
season. All the men and women who work for and with the
children come because of their love for the little ones, and
give their services freely; yet expenses are heavy and ac-

commodations very inadequate. There is one small house
with a kitchen and a few rooms; the dining-rooms are tents;

the boys sleep in tents, the girls are in a building over the
classrooms, and the young women sleep over a barn. There
is a strong feeling in the camp that the girls need more
special attention than it has been possible to give them, and
the effort is being made to raise enough money to build a

fevv small houses, in each of which a }'oung woman may live

with a little family of girls of various ages and "mother"
them. This is surely the kindergarten spirit, and will sup-
ply the greatest want in the lives of these little women,
namely, a true home.

The atmosphere of good fellowship and love is conta-
gious. The workers have perfect faith in what they are doing
and radiate enthusiasm, while the children respect and love
them. It is a pretty sight when a ragged little girl comes
up to one of the men, and taking his hand puts his arm
about her neck, her face full of childish love.

The children are watched over during the winter and in-

duced to join clubs and reading rooms. About a third will

probably return next summer. William George is doing a

glorious work, for which the gratitude of hundreds of chil-

dren is the most beautiful recoenition.

MOWING GRASS.

HENRIETTA R. ELIOT.

Take from out the sweetest song
Just one note— the sweetest one;

You may sound it full and strong.

But its music is all gone!

And the children learn to see.

In a little game like this.

That in true activity

Nothing unrelated is.

From Froebcl's Mother-Play Book.
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A
A FLOCK OF BIRDS.

AUGUSTA LARNED.

BOVE the city, far and high,

I saw them wing their gladsome way,
A long dark skein against the sky.

Just at the solemn close of day.

From out the sunset gate they flew,

And black were painted on the red;

And more and more in numbers grew.
As toward some airy bourne they sped.

My spirit soared from grounds of care.

Beneath the rapture of their flight.

And like the sudden breath of prayer
Winged upward to the fading light.

sense of freedom unconfined,
That with a rush of pinions came,

Borne on a vision of the mind,
As on the leaping tongues of flame!

And all the glad life of the bird

Thrilled through me like melodic sound,
A wondrous joy my being stirred,

And changed the common world around.

1 seem to spurn the city's wall,

To leave this creeping life below.
And through the twilight's purple hall

Forward with those plumed pilgrims go.

Out of the dreary day they came.
To flood the blank of all before.

To smite the groveling hours with shame.
And give the spirit leave to soar.

Such miracles as dim the eye
With deep emotion's nameless power.

Spring from a bird's flight through the sky,

Or the still smiling of a flower.

From " I?i Woods and Fields."



NATURAL SCIENCE IN THE PRIMARY SCHOOLS.

EMMA MARIE FIRTH.

IS
it not an encouraging outlook, this ever-increasing
effort to broaden and strengthen the work of the pri-

mary school?
Natural science in the primary grades! Infantile

prattlings of cause and effect, and childish observa-
tions of those things about which the wiser ones have long
concerned themselves! ' All this would have been ridiculed

and deemed entirely impracticable a few years ago.
But we of a later age have begun to study the child.

With heart and soul in the work, and an intense desire to

make our relations to him true, we have discovered that he
needs just such an opportunity for growth as may be given
by thus, putting him into closer relations with nature and
the world about him.
A knowledge of truth, natural as well as ethical, which

he gains through his attention to and interest in the simple
facts of nature, will stimulate his imagination and strengthen
his power of seeing and judging accurately and readily.

An intense interest in everything about him is the natural

possession of every little child; but often the interest is

dulled by lack of anything upon which to bestow it. This
is especially true in the cramped and unwholesome environ-
ments of city life. The child in the country becomes rich

in genuine knowledge gained through his own observation.
It is different with the city child, whose imagination, for

lack of wholesome material, often becomes filled with
tainted images. In school,. at least, each child should be
placed in that happy phase of the work for which his truth-

seeking nature has fitted him.
Shall we not seek to give him that environment in which

he can grow by a constant and active development?
One of the greatest difficulties to overcome in the work

is the teacher's hesitancy in advancing into untried fields.

But her motive, if it be a true one, will enable her to over-
come all self-consciousness in that direction. Is the end
not worthy of a great deal of effort?

The whole world is rich in material. Each field has its

store of plants, stones, pebbles, fragments of rock, insect.
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and animal life, and is as delightful to the seeker of truth
as a symphony of sweet strains.

There is a satisfaction in the fact that one cannot be in-

ert. One can do but little, perhaps, but even a few pebbles
from the limitless shore of the ocean of knowledge are val-

uable if one make sure of them.
If it be taken for granted that science in the primary

schools is not only necessary, but delightful, a considera-
tion of ways and means may not be amiss.

Each lesson may be so planned as to fulfill certain con-
ditions. It may be remembered that the child must be led
to make discoveries for himself, aided only by the suggest-
ive questions of the teacher, whose interest will be a never-
failing means of inspiration.

The teacher will wisely hold the child to the discovery
of a few salient facts and relationships, rather than allow
him to wander over too much ground with no definite re-

sults. In presenting subjects for study, she may safely rely

upon the child's interest in the world about him, for he will

discuss facts and relations very readily when that which he
loves forms the subject for discussion.

The success of a lesson depends almost entirely upon
the manner of its presentation, and the manner is the teach-

er's own. It is safe to say that she will put her own individ-
' uality into it. But since some definite plan is advisable, the

following is submitted, and may be helpful. The lesson

may or may not be followed according to the order of the

outline, but it should be planned with a view to each step:

1. The collecting of individual experience—The teacher

discovers by questions what the child already knows about
the subject; she arouses his interest and encourages him to

talk, thus gaining oral expression.

2. The object is carefully observed and, if possible, han-

dled. Little children are eager to touch things in which
they are interested. Use of the sense of touch as a stimulus

to observation and attention?

3. Discussion— Questions asked; opinions given by the

child; statements written upon the blackboard.

4. Expression—The attempt on the part of the child to

express what he sees by drawing, painting, and modeling;
descriptive statement written by him upon the blackboard.

Expression by means of clay, brush, or pencil is always

a delightful and sure means of fixing the child's attention.

He loves to express. His interest demands it. The result

may be crude, but it is to the child a means of growth in
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that direction, and to the teacher a mirror in which she can
see the child's true self.

5. Recapitulation—A general resume of the subject,

orally with younger children, and in a written form with

children who can thus express their thought. By this

means the value of the lesson may be proven. It is to the

teacher a sure test as to whether a negative or affirmative

answer may be given to the following:

Have I presented the lesson in an intelligent manner?
Have I brought out certain salient points clearly and con-

cisely? Has the lesson been valuable to this particular

child as a means of thought growth? Has it aroused his

interest in this subject?

- SUGGESTIVE OUTLINE OF WORK FOR OCTOBER.

First Tzvo Weeks.— Tlie Study of bisect Life.— Insects:

Crickets, grasshoppers, bees, ants, wasps, and spiders. En-
vironment: Where seen—on the ground or on a tree or

plant. House: Where seen — of what made; how made.
Food: How obtained; stored for winter? Movements:
Slow or rapid; flying; crawling; use of legs and wings;
comparison with other insects. Bodies: Parts and their

functions; head; thorax; abdomen; legs; wings. Habits:

How protected from animals and other insects. Expres-
sion: Drawing or painting an insect; drawing place where
seen.

Second and TJiird Weeks.— Botany.— TJie Study of Fruits.—
Suggestive Fruits: Apples, pears, peaches, grapes, melons,
etc. Where Grown: Surroundings; conditions necessary to

growth. Shape of Fruit: Compare with type-forms. Color:

Use of color as a means of attractiveness. Parts of fruit

and their functions. Use: As seed vessels; as food. How
seeds of fruit are scattered. Expression: Stories written

upon blackboard; pictures of trees and orchards made by
children upon blackboard; painting, drawing, and modeling
the fruit studies.

Fourth Week— Seeds.— Monday: A general talk about
seed found in fruits. A walk; materials gathered for the

week's work. Beauty and use of wayside weeds. Tuesday:
Discoveries; seeds with wings, seeds with hooks, seeds in

pods; how different varieties are scattered {a) by man; {b)

by wind; (r) by animals and man. Wednesday: Seed cov-

erings. Color and its significance. Thursday: Food seeds;

how grown; how gathered. Stories of farm life; har\'est

thoughts. Friday: Making a seed chart on which the
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varieties are grouped and artistically arranged according to

manner of scattering, viz.: winged seeds, seeds with hooks,
seeds scattered by winds, by animals.

The making of a seed chart is a delightful occupation.
Hung in the room it makes a pleasing ornament, and a ref-

erence book for future use. In addition to the seed chart

the children may make small manilla-paper envelopes,
Each child places one variety of garden seed in his envel-

ope and puts it aside for spring work in germination. The
teacher may use her own judgment as to the size of the en-

velope, but neatness, accuracy, and exact measurements in

the many will enhance the value of the work.
A Lesson in Natural Science.— Spiders.— Motive: To culti-

vate a love for the study of insect life.

Preparation— Previous to the lesson the children are

asked to find spiders and notice their homes, the construc-

tion of the web, the movements of the spider, and all inter-

esting facts concerning these little members of the arach-

nida. They will then have a preparation for class work.
In class a microscope and several interesting specimens

will be necessary. Each child will be asked to provide
himself with a specimen. The following questions will sug-

gest the topics for discussion, and direct the observation of

the pupils: Where have you found spiders? What places

seem to be favorite spots for the placing of webs? Why?
How does the spider begin to spin her web? Where does

she begin to spin the circular thread? Are the threads of

equal thickness? How many radiating threads?

In like manner the children's attention will be directed

to the use of the feet in spinning, the shape and parts of

the body, the number of legs, the tiny hooks at the end of

each, the joints, the eyes, the mandibles with their little

bags of poison, the spinnerets, the thickness of the silken

thread, the manner of fastening it, the manner of lying in

wait for prey, of binding it. and of obtaining the juice and
casting aside the body. Why the spider does not leave them
in her nest; her intelligence compared with that of a fly or

bee.

In connection with the science lesson, the children will

read with pleasure the story of Arachne; the chapter on
spiders in Miss Wright's "Seaside and Wayside"; the old

poem of " Bruce and the Spider," or Mrs. Clara Doty Bates'

charming little poem, "The Grass Gypsies":

Why, here is a camp on the wayside grass!

Let's look at the tents before we pass.
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Beaded with dew is every one—
Ah, 'tis only webs the spiders have spun.

They are gypsies. Think, when night fell down,
How they set to work, so tiny and brown.
To pitch these tents; each gathering boughs
To kindle a fire before his house.

How a grandmother sat under the flap
Of a tent, and rocked a babe in her lap;
And how on a stick a kettle was hung,
That to cook their supper bubbled and sung.

How swarthy youths took their guitars
And played serenades to the far stars;
And shadows danced wildly all about,
Till the low red fire had faded out.



MOTHER-PLAY BOOK STUDY QUESTIONS.
II.

SUSAN E. BLOW.

THIS number brings the second series of the Mother-
Play Book Study Questions which were begun in

the September number, and which have been
looked forward to by many students who are de-

sirous of pursuing a more systematic study of

this book. The general purpose of these outline questions
is indicated in the letter of Miss Blow printed below. The
study of the songs will be taken in the order of the new
translation. The questions will be numbered progressively
from the beginning. We reprint below the general instruc-

tions for those wishing to take practical part in the discus-

sion of these questions.

Students, mothers, or kindergartners who wish to take
part in this study plan will gain profit to themselves, and
add to the benefit of all, by noting the following sugges-
tions:

1. Read over the particular song, motto, and commentary
of Froebel considered under each given series.

2. Carefully discuss and consider each question before
writing out the conclusions or answers. These written

answers should be forwarded direct to the Editor of the

Kindergarten Magazine for consideration and publication.

3. Write out in full the specific question considered, to-

gether with its number as published in the previous magazine.
The answers and illustrations should be written out in care-

ful English, on one side of the paper only, and each sheet

plainly numbered.
4. The name and address of the writer should be signed

in full. In case the writer is acting for a club or association

of members, she should write her own name and address,

indicating her office as secretary or press correspondent
for such and such an organization. The manuscript should
be forwarded before the tenth of each month.'

5. The several prominent training classes and mothers'
clubs which have already indicated their desire to join in

this work, should lay the entire plan before the students at

the first regular meeting, that all may fully understand its

object.
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6. It will be far more profitable if each worker, or group
of workers, confines herself to a discussion of those questions

in each series of immediate moment to her. It is the indi-

vidual, actual experiences of those meeting varying con-

ditions which will be of the most practical value to all

concerned. As the questions will be found suggestive of a

wide range for discussion, it is recommended that the written

answers 'be crystallized, concerning themselves with the

essential elements of the more extended verbal discussion.

All further information will be gladly supplied on appli-

cation, and concerning such questions as are not clear to

students further inquiry will be given immediate attention.

The following letter from Miss Blow indicates her sincere

interest in the success of this study plan:

Dear Miss Hofer:
Believing as I do, that it is impossible to understand and apply the

educational ideas of Froebel without a thorough study of his Mother-
Play, I am always glad to avail myself of any opportunity to aid in

making this remarkable book better known. I count it, therefore, a
privilege to send you a series of questions on the first eleven songs. If

they are in any degree helpful to mothers and kindergartners, their

purpose will be fulfilled.

The Mother-Play deals not with rare and obscure phenomena, but
with the most general, most familiar, and most characteristic manifesta-
tions of child-life. It attempts to organize and interpret these phe-
nomena, and to deduce from them lessons of child nurture. Its aim,
therefore, is an eminently practical one, and its general study cannot
fail to bless mothers, kindergartners, and children.

If I could venture to hope that students would conspire with this

attempt to widen the influence of the Mother-Play, 1 should feel that
by thus working together, much was being done to insure the future of

the kindergarten cause. If every mother interested in Froebel's ideas,

every training teacher, ev5ry kindergarten director, every new student
would simply discuss and illustrate the one c|uestion in each of the ten
series which most appeals to her, the good done would be incalculable.

Very cordially,
Cazenovia, N. V., July, 'pj. Susan E. Blow.

FALLING— FALLING.

Questions for Mothers a/id Kindergartners.

46. Have you ever played this game with a baby?

47. Can you mention any other baby plays which are of

similar type? Mention as many as you can.

48. What is the point of similarity between these several

plays?

49. Do you recall any plays for older children which
have the same motive?

50. Are there any other plays in the Mother-Play Book
which seem to you to belong to this class?
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51. What is the psychologic truth implied in all of them?
52. Have you ever consciously applied this truth in your

relations with your children?

53. Please write out in detail any experiences you have
given your children based upon this insight, and state what
results you have thereby secured.

54. Has this insight had any influence in determining the
plan of work in your kindergarten?

55. Will you describe any exercises with gifts wherein
you have consciously applied this truth?

56. What relationship between this game and that of the
"Play with the Limbs?"

57. Judging from these two plays, what should you think
Froebel believed to be the first duties of mother and kin-
dergartner?

58. Make out a plan of work for the first month in the
kindergarten in which you specify how these aims may be
accomplished?

59. State what games, songs, gifts, exercises, talks, and
stories you have found most helpful.

60. What will be the effect of trying to develop sym-
pathy without calling for its expression in action.

61. Trace the evolution of activity and sympathy into

more specific virtues?

62. Trace the evolution of sloth and selfishness into

more specific vices.

63. If activity and sympathy are the roots of character,

should you not make it your conscious aim to develop them?

64. Can you develop them by precept?

65. What must you do?

66. To what experience does Froebel call attention in

his commentary to this game?

67. What is the lesson of each one?

Questions for Traijiing Teachers.

68. Can you illustrate the psychologic truth implied in

this play by any experience of your own life?

69. Can you mention any phenomena of childhood or

youth which it interprets or explains?

70. Do you recall any stories of which it is the creative

idea.
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71. Do you know any world poem of which it is the in-

spiring ideal?

72. Can you mention any great picture or series of pic-

tures illustrating it?

73. Has it played any great part in historic evolution?

74. Can you give any account of the genesis of particular

virtues as set forth in Dante's "Divine Comedy?"

75. Why is the baby's fall safe?

76. Does this little play throw any light upon the dis-

cipline of human life?

']']. Does it suggest any possible explanation of the
struggles in nature and human history?

78. Is man ideally a free being?

79. What does the ideal of freedom imply?

FLOWER SONG.

HENRIETTA R. ELIOT.

The Life Supreme that lives in all,

Gives everything its own;
A soul remains itself despite

Life's ceaseless shift— Death's sure, cold might
Itself— though changed or grown.

And something to a soul akin
Looks out from every flower;

A lily is a lily still,

On mountain bleak, by meadow rill.

In sunshine or in shower.

Ten thousand roses June may boast.

All differing each from each,

And still the rose-soul in each one
Glows fervent, as if there alone

Its silence had found speech.

From Froebers Motlicr-Play Book.



KINDERGARTEN INTEREST AMONG PARENTS.

A PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHER's VIEW OF THE KINDERGARTEN.

Children come to us from their homes where they have
been accustomed to run, skip, jump, play, and laugh when-
ever they wished to do so. In school everything is differ-

ent; in the place of activity there must be quiet. We have
our conversation lessons, but they are not long enough. We
have our exercises, our physical culture, and we introduce
some of the kindergarten games, but we do not have suffi-

cient time to devote to them. We have our observation
lessons, our natural history and science lessons, but the time
is too short to accomplish much in this direction.

-A child enters school at six years of age, and is expected
to begin his school work at once. He must learn how to

enter and leave the room; how to stand up and ^it down;
how to hold his pencil, write, read, spell, and do number
work, and also learn the rudiments of music and drawing.
We have some of the kindergarten occupations in our
schools such as clay modeling, paper cutting, pasting and
stick laying, which are steps in the right direction, although
we can do comparatively little with the facilities we have,

because of the large number of pupils to each teacher, yet
it is surprising what has already been accomplished in this

direction.

It is true that we try to carry the kindergarten princi-

ples through our school work, in the manner of presenting
the different subjects, in guiding and governing the children,

also by teaching them to govern themselves; we believe the
highest form of government is to create in children a desire

to control themselves, but we have long been dissatisfied

with our school work because so much more time must
necessarily be given to the mental development of the child

than to the spiritual and physical culture. The heart and
the hand should be trained as well as the mind.

There are children in our schools from homes where the
parents are unable to control themselves, much less their

little ones; from homes where children are taught to lie,

steal, and swear from the cradle up. Many come to us

from homes where the father is dissipated, and the mother,
perhaps, in poor health, and the multiplicity of household
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cares and duties devolving upon her effectually preclude
the proper care and training of the children, even though
she were capable of doing this work. In a great many in-

stances the mother must go out to earn money to help sup-
port her family. What can be expected of children reared
in this way?

If they could enter a kindergarten at four years of age,
a large portion of this home life could be counteracted.
We can point to families in every community for whom the
schools have done much, even influencing parents changing
to a great extent their home life. If these children could
have come under kindergarten training two years younger,
how much more could have been accomplished.

Placed in the kindergarten at an early age, under the care
of a wise and efficient teacher, whose large mother heart
shields the children as far as possible from inherited sins, and
at the same time leads them to self-control, a love of nature,
forgetfulness of self, and regard for others. She teaches
them of nature by conversation helped by the study and
planting of seeds, growing flowers, trees, mother earth,
fruits, nuts, animals, sunshine, the habits and motions of
birds and animals. Taste and observation are cultivated by
keeping close to nature. They find out things for them-
selves; they experiment; they invent. They are taught to

do all things in an orderly, systematic way. They have rep-
resentative games in which they personate as well as they
can the farmer, carpenter, shoemaker, and all kinds of
workers. The different senses are improved, while the
moral or spiritual part is also developed. They take pleas-
ure in letting others take the part they at first wished to
take, in asking others to help, in making others happy in

every way they can. They learn to be self-reliant, and need
the aid of crutches less and less. All this "takes an infinite

amount of patience and painstaking" and wisdom, but it

pays.

We must receive children at the age of six, and as they
enter at all times of the year, we have them in all stages of
advancement. How often we have wished that we could
take the children that are not in the advanced division apart,
and give them practical play work, and take time to see
that they do it well. It should be genuine busy work, in-

deed, with a definite purpose in view.
But let us have a free kindergarten, and as mother

earth feeds the plants and trees, so let mother nature feed
the children. The pure fresh air and sunshine will give
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them strength; the beautiful fruits, flowers, and landscapes
will make artists of them, and will give them a taste for the

beautiful. As the gardener with faithful love and care

watches over, and works, and prunes, and digs, and selects

the soil best suited to each different plant and tree, so does
the loving mother, the wise kindergartner, and teacher seek
the best for each individual child; guiding, bending, lead-

ing, directing toward perfect manhood and womanhood;
leading them through nature to love the great Father of

all who gives every perfect gift to us, making the child

happy, leading it to forget all ill and angry feeling; keep-

ing him from wrongdoing by giving good, wholesome play

work. A child entering a kindergarten inclined to be cross,

morose, and sullen, will soon turn to the warmth and love of

the happy children, and will not want to stay out in the cold.

A most wonderful gift God gave when he smiled,
And sent to the home nest a beautiful child.

— Malana A. Harris.

KING ARTHUR S KNIGHTS.

Once upon a time there lived in a country far away a

band of knights. They belonged to the great King Arthur's

court, and were members of his far-famed Round Table.

Now to be a knight meant that one was strong and brave

and true; and to be a Knight of the Round Table meant
that one was the very strongest and bravest and truest of

knights.

So the knights of King Arthur's court were the noblest

knights in all the land. Always they were seeking some
good work to do. If anyone was in danger the knights

were ready, even at the risk of their own lives, to go to the

rescue. There was nothing too hard for them either.

From morning until night they could be seen on their

beautiful chargers, hurrying over fields and meadows,
through forests and rocky passes, working for others; seek-

ing out the poor and needy, the sick and sad, that they

might serve them. Always the knights thought of others

first and of themselves last, and that is why the people

loved them and ran to the windows and doors when one
chanced to pass

To the little children in that land the knights were won-
derful beings. The stories that they liked best to hear were
about them and their brave deeds, and so it was not strange

that there grew in each child's heart the wish to be a knight.
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The long, full blasts from the bugles of the knights fell

like sweetest music on their ears. Whenever it was heard
they would cry out, "The knights are passing! The knights
are passing!" and such a scampering to windows and door-
ways as would follow, for to them the most beautiful sight

in all the world was a band of knights in plumed hats and
bright armor, speeding away on some errand of mercy and
love.

The knights loved the children with their bright smiles
and happy faces, and would be sure to wave them a kindly
greeting; and sometimes they would stop for a few words,
and then how the little hearts would beat with joy and
pleasure at such an honor.

The children soon learned to know all the knights of

King Arthur's court, who lived in the great castle with its

turrets and towers, and often they could be heard to ex-
claim, " Oh, there comes Sir Galahad!" or, "There comes
Sir Lancelot!" as the case might be.

Sir Galahad was the youngest and best-loved knight in

all the court. He was beautiful and strong and brave and
true, and to see him pass was great happiness indeed.

Sir Lancelot was called the " Flower of Bravery," be-
cause of his many brave and daring deeds.

Sir Perceval was known to all as "The Pure One," so
true was he; and Sir Garvain, with his courteous words and
manners, was called the "Golden Tongued."

Now the strange, beautiful thing in that land was, that

always after the knights had passed the children would
grow more gentle and loving and brave; they would think
more of others and less of themselves, and then there would
come stealing over their faces the most glorious shining
light, telling to others that the great wish in each heart was
being fulfilled— that they were growing to be real little

knights.—Emma G. Sanlsbnry.

WHENCE THIS SPIRIT AND POWER?

Dear Editor:— I have been a reader of the Kindergar-
ten Magazine for five years, and have surely been one of
your most hungry spiritual searchers for more light, I have
so many little ones who are dependent upon me to be fed
aright. Through your pages there has come to my inner
eye a flash of light so clear and distinct that it illuminates
every line to my dull sight, so that frequently when I fail to

understand the meaning fully, I am still inspired to work on.
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I wish now to know whether this power which I so dis-

tinctly feel is embodied in the peculiar psychology of

Froebel, or is it because of the personal convictions of those

who write for your pages? I have been wondering for a

long time why I find myself so fed and strengthened, in

spite of the fact that I am no kindergartner. Is there any
text-book which will teach Froebel's secret? Will the

Mother-Play Book, if I closely follow Miss Blow's leading,

give me what I want so much to secure? It is certainly

more than a new method which occasions the light which I

discern. I have thought much on this subject and cannot
believe but what it is a universal privilege for every human
heart to understand these things, and that it is something
broader than a so-called kindergarten philosophy. I have
heard this quality called the spiritual psychology of the

kindergarten, as distinguished from the material psychology
which I have studied, but which did not inspire me. Can
you help me get down to a sincere study of that something
which I am sure inspires the inner and outer life of this

great movement? There seems to be the greatest promise of

the millennium in it,— greater than anything else I know of.

Whenever I have met kindergartners and mothers who
know about the work, I find them fairly aglow with interest.

Some of them speak as if they had passed through a con-

version or change of heart. I have watched several young
women change from day to day while in the study which
prepares them for kindergarten work, and have witnessed
the mellowing of their characters. With the young man in

the Bible I cry: "What can I do to be saved?" I have
faithfully followed the Commandments so far, but still hear

a voice calling from the pages of the magazine promising
me that there is ever more to receive. I owe you so much
that I would owe you more. Have I asked you enigmas,

or is there a reason for my questionings?

—

Mary S. Cliarlos.

' WHAT ARE KINDERGARTEN GIFTS?

To tJie Editor of the Kindergarten Magazine : In^the various excel-

lent articles which appear from month to month in your journal, refer-

ence is made to the kindergarten gifts. Some of us are recent converts

to the work, and do not always understand these references. Would
you not kindly furnish us a short description of these gifts?

The following account of the Froebel gifts was recently

read by a member of a free kindergarten association to the

public gathering of citizens, who were making the same
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inquiry by way of becoming intelligent on the general sub-

ject of the kindergarten:
The original Froebel gifts are as follows: The first is a

set of worsted balls, such as fit the hand of a baby easily,

and as any mother can make. There are six of these balls

in each set, of the six standard colors, making an attractive

group, by which many plays are taught the children, which
reveal the marvels of color, motion, and variety of number.
This simple plaything is used as a bell, or a pendulum, as a

bird or flower, with appropriate song and gesture.

The second gift is a box containing a fine maple sphere,

cube, and cylinder, with sticks for auxiliary material for use
in play. The wooden forms are quite perfect, and the baby
hands have a new experience in pounding, rolling, arranging,
and comparing these more permanent materials. The third,

fourth, fifth, and sixth gifts are boxes of building blocks,

beginning with very simple forms and a limited quantity and
progressing to a larger box of more complicated architec-

tural forms, requiring skill and constructive ability. These
are followed by a series of wooden geometric tablets of vari-

ous forms, steel rinors of differing sizes, sticks and seeds.

All of these are used under the direction of the kindergart-
ner with the children in a playful but organized manner.

The gift is always returned by the child to the kinder-
gartner, and is a permanent possession of the school. These
materials are honored by the children as well as the kinder-
gartner, for they are proven of endless interest and sugges-
tion. The kindergartner is naturally a companion to the
children in this work, and each is an incentive to the other.

BENEFITS OF MOTHER CLASSES.

We believe the benefits of mothers' classes in the kinder-
garten are threefold. To a mother they give a knowledge
of methods and means that assist the heart's truest instinct

to become a clearer insight. To the kindergartner they
bring not only a closer sympathy with both mother and child,

but also a more acute knowledge of the home environments
and individualities of each little one, most valuable to her in

her effort toward its true development. While through the
mother they also indirectly mean much to the child, bridg-
ing the transition from the home to the kindergarten in a
most natural and helpful manner, for nothing so delights a

child upon returning to its home with the task for the morn-
ing— perhaps a paper chain or a dainty sewing card— com-
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pleted, as to be met with an appreciative smile; or when
singing the songs or repeating the story of the season, to find

that "Mama knows all about it, too." The heart of which
child, think you, will remain in closest sympathy with its

family and home surroundings, the one who sees its mother
put the baby's sweetest picture in the pretty frame made by
brother's busy fingers, and find a place for it in the very best

room of the house, or the one who, having been encouraged
to finish some piece of work for the pleasure it would bring
mama, returns to the kindergarten with the shadow of an
unresponsive look in his eyes, and the words that fall with

almost a quiver from his lips, "Say, my mama didn't want
that, that card I took home." O mothers, kindergartners,

all who wish to meet in the slightest degree the needs of the

little ones, should we not see to it that we first cultivate

within ourselves something of the appreciation of childhood
expressed in the words, " except ye become as one of these."
— Clara Wheeler in Annual Report of Grand Rapids Kindergar-
ten Association.

TO MEET A NEED WINS A FRIEND.

Berlin, Ont.— This is to thank the editors of the Child-Gar-

den, in behalf of two little children who love their beautiful

magazine second to none other. The stories are read and
re-read with ever fresh delight; a never-ending joy is in col-

oring, with crayons or water colors, the many illustrations

that seem to be so well adapted to this purpose. Many of

the covers have been illuminated by these little folks of seven
and eight years, and while in camp this past summer, the

rainy-day occupation was to get out the pile of Child-Gar-

dens and find pictures to color. Teachers, parents, and chil-

dren love the Child- Gardeft, and from their hearts send loving
greetings and sincerest gratitude to the editors who so faith-

fully and lovingly prepare this beautiful monthly. ^ May
they be abundantly blessed.— E. F. E.



NATURE STUDY INEVITABLE.

AMALIE HOFER.

I.

EVERY mother in the home is, and should be, a pro-

fessor of natural sciences. The kindergartner has
long since learned that she, too, must be such an
one, if she truly answers the many questions put
to her each day by the little naturalists around her.

She may not call this scientific instruction, as she makes ran-

dom answers here and there to this and that one, on topics
ranging the whole scope of the universe. Nevertheless the
children in her charge are being prepared, in a general way,
for the more technical and labeled information, which is cus-
tomarily called scientific instruction.

Wise parents have ever provided their little ones with
animal pets, a cote of doves, a pair of white rats, or a grace-
ful antelope, that they might be amused and occupied and
edified. No record has been kept of these daily lessons in

zoology, and yet every child so favored has been introduced
to the great truth that there is one universal life principle
behind all existence.

If your children have a little garden spot of their own,
or if they have but a sand-box in which they play at garden-
ing, or if they have a few plants in the nursery window,
they are learning the great wonders of seeding and harvest-
ing, and, at the same time, nature's method of nurture,
which transforms a brown seed into a radiantly glowing
blossom.

The father who takes his troop of little ones out upon a
spring budding hillside, for no loftier purpose than to make
them each a willow whistle, is still revealing to them the
rudiments of a study, which, when they shall have come to
college, will bear a long name, adapted from some foreign
language.

The children of the country are not as talkative, as ver-
satile, nor as quick-witted as their city-born cousins, because
they have learned of those wonderfully silent, but none the
less eloquent, teachers of nature, the nut-trees in the pas-
ture, the trim evergreen that has stood through many
Christmas seasons in the dooryard, or the brook that has.
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sought its way through rock and shrub, through ferns and
grasses, all the years of their little lives.

As one might read the chapters of a wonderful book, so

they read, in succession, "how each stage of the advancing
season gives prominence to certain species as to certain

flowers. The dandelion tells them when to look for the

swallow; the dog-toothed violet, when to expect the wood-
thrush, and when they have found the wake-robin in bloom
they know the season is fairly inaugurated."

To be a worthy guide to the little children, or, better,

to be a worthy companion to them in these early experi-

ences with nature, it is necessary to possess that sympa-
thetic feeling for all things round about which marks the

true scientist. No belated knowledge of the facts and de-

tails of a world of things will ever take the place of this

feeling. Having once experienced this " natural piety,"

the facts of all things down to the last atom can be gained

by the same process by which it has been learned by the

great writers of scientific literature. It was this essential

insight into the higher laws of the universe, repeated in the

most infinitesimal objects of the same, which led an Agas-
siz to trace out the wondrous laws of life, and record its an-

nals so voluminously.
The story is told' of the great naturalist, Humboldt, that

when a lad of a few years he conceived the idea of making
a wonderful collection of all the different fishes in the

brook near his village home, as well as in all the streams of

his own country, from river to ocean. He confided this

magnificent project to his mother, who, with great enthusi-

asm, asked, "Where will my little boy put so many fishes?"

The answer came, "Why, in our well-trough, to be sure."

The farsighted, and therefore great, mother, did not pooh-

pooh the brilliant scheme, but said, "Let us begin tomor-

row."
She did what every mother may do (and has occasion to

do each time her little child comes to her with some such

thrilling project), she left the boy unhampered to try to

gather all the fishes in the seas, knowing that, if in the enthu-

siasm of his inspiration he classified a single family of the

finny tribe, he would have gained knowledge immortal.

It is not the accumulating or the knowing of a million

things, but of a few things, as they are related to and inter-

connected with some actual living experience, that makes

men and little children wise. It is by the mastery of a few

principles that men are able to trace back through the infin-
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ite manifestations of life and of nature, and regain a sancti-
fied simplicity.

Children climb an appie-tree, select their favorite bough
for autumn play places, become familiar with the transfor-
mations of spring bud, fresh leaf, radiant blossom and whole-
some fruit. Again they see another tree. Is it an apple-
tree? How is the bough? Are its blossoms pink and
white, and does it bear the red-cheeked beauties that make
the orchard tempting? It is, they argue, a tree, but of
another kind. Such simple experiences because they have
become a part of the child's actual living, lead him to a clas-

sification of the entire forest of trees. Each one, however
different from the last, is like or unlike that one familiar

standard over in the orchard. Such power of discrimin-
ation is not to be gained through the study, even though
through the microscope, of a chip of the bark, or a single

spray of blossoms, or even of a single season's observation.
How much of the facts of science to present to little

children is a question to be left to the judgment of each
parent or teacher, and guided by the questioning of the
child. The word science means knowing or understanding.
The rule might be to give the child as much information as

is necessary for him to understand his own little world of
self and surroundings. Every teacher should be a natural-

ist. She should know the facts and contingencies of nature,

and also be quick and ready to catch every thought back of
everything. Disjointed facts are not science, even as Web-
ster's Unabridged Dictionary is not literature. Information
must be fused into the lives of little children, else it will not
stand as the truth of nature. Facts, must be administered
with feeling and animation, and placed in their relative con-
nection, before they will appeal to a natural child and abide
in his heart.

Every little outdoor experience which has brought to

the child some new knowledge, whether it be of pebble,
bird, or hedge, becomes to him a wonder treasure. He sees
with eyes whose power of perception reaches into the heart
of things. He looks behind, underneath, and round about;
questions what makes this so and so; what holds these won-
ders intact; argues there must be a hidden spirit here, a
force (a dynamic he will call it when older grown), and
when all this childish knowledge and speculation have
brought him to the philosophic mind, he will call this mo-
tive power omnipotence, omnipresence.

The proper use of the microscope is a minor matter in
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scientific education, as compared with the importance of es-

tablishing in the child that deeper sight which gathers in

the whole flower, beauty, color, form, and perfume into a
unit of perfection. The microscope has been called the
sixth sense by specialists who probe every atom to its core,

and who, when this is done, must turn away and say: "Aye,
there is a something, a force, back of all this." Perfection
is the great purpose of all life. The blossom is the crown-
ing growth of the plant. Perpetuity of species is the fol-

lowing after and not the raison d'etre, for if the law of per-
fection did not hold every primrose to its highest growth,
even as it holds every man, the perpetuity of its kind would
be lost.

So the brave apple-tree has a beauty of branch and
blossom, a capacity to cast shade and to shelter the home,
the young of the bluebird, as well as to bear apples. It

were as mischievous to lead children to smile upon nature
because she serves their uses, as to join the church of God
to secure social and moral standing.

Ruskin says: "All true science begins in the /ovc, not
the dissection of your fellow-creatures, and it ends in the
love, not the analysis of God."

Object after object in nature comes to the child's con-
ception as a wonder truth, and he as often loses himself in

the depth of contemplation of it, until he is at one with it,

understands it, and it becomes one with him. Thus, little

by little, he approximates the sweet, impersonal life of na-

ture, and sees reflected in himself the same mysterious
unfoldment which opens the petals of the rose, and wings
the nestling on his flight. As often as this science lesson

is mastered, we find the faithful student again become the
real poet, the one who reads the secrets of nature as does
the naturalist, and sings them at the same time.

The brothers Grimm and the benign Hans Christian An-
dersen have long since taught us the method of this true

science teaching. Froebel taught the secret of nature's

own method. Such story-tellers are the children's poets
who bring to them wonder volumes in which the plants,

flowers, birds, princely swans and charming snow queens
are the great dramatis pcrso)ia.

A primary teacher recently brought a w^iite rabbit into

her schoolroom workshop, that the children might see for

themselves his inimitable ways and beautiful parts. For
several days he was the admired pet of the primary. The
children fondled, fed, and nurtured him. His basket home
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was carefully transported by loving arms from sunny window
to shady corner. After several days had passed, and the
children had been called upon in class to name and describe
all the parts of the rabbit; had told the teacher his methods
of eating, hopping, and pricking up the intelligent pink ears;

the conscientious teacher said: "Now we must learn about
the inside machinery of our friend Bunny." On the mor-
row Bunny was brought to the science lesson laid open like

a pod of pease, that the blessed children might learn of his in-

side machinery. They shrank back, some wept, others gazed
with dilated eyes, first at the teacher then upon their lacer-

ated friend. The lesson was not a great success, although
some of the boys laughed off the first effects of their amaze-
ment. When the kindergartner or the poet or the philoso-
pher says to you: "Only that knowledge availeth which
takes into account the whole relationship of things," do
not turn away as if told an unmeaning phrase. The child

recognizes neither beauty nor truth in the lacerated organ
sundered from the life flow which creates it, and the pur-
poses and laws to which it is consecrated. As inseparable
as are color and perfume to the rose, so life and activity

are inherent in and constitute the child-man.
" My boy, what are you doing with that nest of birds?

"

said an aggrieved kindergartner to a ten-year-old boy. He
blushed with intuitive shame and stammered: "I took them
for my collection; papa says it's all right for science' sake."

In the same community with the boy and the kindergart-
ner lives a learned professor of natural sciences. He was
asked: "Do you think it well for little children to sacrifice

their instinctive admiration and appreciation for birds and
butterflies and grasshoppers, in order that they may inves-

tigate the joints and circulations of the helpless creatures,"

His answer came: "There is more scientific knowledge and
wisdom possessed by those silent witnesses, who gaze after

a swallow in its strong flight, or tenderly shelter the uncurl-
ing fern, than can be generated in all the anatomical dis-

secting rooms in the country."
It is argued with great effect, that the advent of realistic

investigation of nature has put to flight suspicions, super-
stitions, and ignorances. Ignorance of the seas have peopled
the deep with hideous monsters, and to the same timid folk

a deep majestic forest has been inhabited with unutterable
horrors. Likewise city children have been known to shud-
der in the solemn quietude of evening in the country, and
one golden-haired three-year-old, who has traveled with
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mamma across two continents, wept and shrieked out in fear

when recently a brav^e moth extricated himself from the

dark chrysalis in the presence of a kindergarten full of chil-

dren.
Ignorance of vvildwoods may bring fears and hesitations

to little children. These are dispelled when contact with

living things proves that the same law holds sway over the

field and stream and his home dooryard. Why do children

who have never experienced any harm from dogs, or cows,

or sheep, shrink and fear and draw back? Perhaps their

mothers have been heard to say in word or deed: "The
great, horrid, ugly things;" or, "Run, run, Bossy will catch

you;" or, " Bow-bow will bite."

The wise mother calmly leads her child up to these

creatures of God's making, and with gentle words and fear-

less hand says to them in a well-known language, " Let us

be friends."

The average adult in his relationship with children is

constantly creating wrong impressions about animal and
plant life. It is the ignorance and misjudgments of parents

themselves which generates such an interminable labyrinth

of fears that children, were they other than the philosophers

they are, would soon think life not worth living, and nature

their arch enemy.
Rippling, running brooks at best soil clothes. That

charming companion, the snow man, occasioned strained

arm muscles. The giant oak in the field becomes a tempter
incarnate to aspiring boys. Ice may break, and fogs and
damps arise from the low meadow-lands. Glades and glens

and fascinating ravines urge children on, not to mysterious

and wonderful adventures, but to pitfalls and poison ivys

and dangerous crags. I am sure that the " Jack-the-Giant

Killers" and "Little Riding Hoods" of the olden time grew
out of man's innate struggle to overcome these fears and
speculations and dangers with which ignorance strews un-

trodden ground. Forests, like cathedrals, should tell chil-

dren of awesomeness and solemnity and inspiring grandeur,

instead of grewsomeness and cringing fear.

Thus teaches Froebel: " Parents, take your little children

by the hand; go with them into nature as into the house of

God. Allow the wee one to stroke the good cow's forehead

and run about among the fowl and play at the edge of the

wood. Make companions for your boys and girls of the

trees and the banks and the pasture land. Help them to a

knowledge of all that is sound and strong and beautiful."
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An anxious mother asked recently with a questioning
voice: "But there may be poisoft plants in the woods, the
boys do fall and become injured."

This question was returned to her: "Which will save
your boys from the danger of such plants, a fear of them or
a true knowledge of them.

Children are rational creatures. They can be taught the
finest discriminations of reason and judgment, but they are
not infrequently urged beyond all respect for parental ad-
vice and command by the illogic and nonsense of these
orders. The boy who works in the garden with father or
the man soon learns to discriminate between weeds and
springing seeds. He removes the former not because of
his fear of them, but because of his love of the latter.

FAIRY HAMMOCKS.
GUSSIE PACKARD DUBOIS.

Do the little baby fairies, when the sun goes down.
Go to sleep in tiny hammocks off in fairytown?
I have never seen them swinging, but the ropes, you know.
Shine like silver every morning when the dewdrops glow.

Maybe spiders weave their hammocks, and the birds, per-
haps.

When they sing so very early, wake them from their naps,
So their hammocks can be quickly rolled and hid away
Underneath some leaf or blossom, all the summer day.

If sometime a baby fairy chanced to sleep too late.

And the others, dancing off to woodland, couldn't wait,

They would have to leave one swinging right there in the
dew;

If I found a fairy hammock then I'd know for true.



NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS ALL ALONG THE
WORK LINE.

Vacation Schools in New York.—The following account is taken from
an interesting article on this subject, written by Barnet Phillips, and
printed in Harper s IW'ekly, September 7:

"At the very beginning of a description of what is the object, the
practical work carried out in these vacation schools, something so im-
pressed Itself on my mind that I must needs dwell on it. I ask, then,
this question: ' Who are being taught at these vacation schools?' The
children or the instructors? I am strongly under the impression that it

is very much a case of give and take. 1 read a great deal about the
shortcomings of public school teachers, of their ignorance, and what is

called ' the imperative want of a higher standard.' I should not con-
sider a first-class young person of Vassar or Girton as a competent
teacher, even on the exhibition of her diploma. To talk grammatically
is certainly desirable. To be armed at all points, as is the German state

teacher, is admirable, but that does not always carry with it the faculty
of imparting knowledge, and this can only be fully developed through
long contact with pupils, I am then struck with this salient fact, that

in these vacation schools, for the very first time, the principals and
teachers, all of whom form part of New York's Educational depart-
ment, are thrown in with an entirely new element. The best, the most
convincing, proof of the popularity of these schools was derived from
the children themselves. It was not necessary to ask that of either the
boys or girls or their parents. One child had told another of 'the fine

time at school,' and as good news travels fast, all the children wanted
to come. Last year there were three vacation schools in New York,
with an attendance of twenty-one hundred children. You may call that

a tentative business. This year there were six schools—the No. i, at

the Primary School, Delancey and Ludlow streets; the No. 16, in East
Thirty-second street; the No. 51, West Forty-fourth street; the No. 7g,
First street; the No. 92, Broome and Ridge streets; and the No. g6,

Eighty-first street and Avenue A. Commodious quarters have thus
been given these vacation schools by the Board of Education. The
attendance was seven thousand children, all enrolled, of which not
quite one-half were boys. The excess of girls is worthy of the most
careful consideration. Children by the hundreds were anxious to enter
the schools, but unfortunately there was no more room. Occasionally a
child left, from removal of the parents from the quarter. Then, at

once, when the vacancy was known, there were innumerable applicants
for the place. It is safe to say that providing there are more vacation
schools next year, the attendance will be fully fifteen thousand. The
New York association furnishes all the materials used by the pupils.

The branches taught are sewing, drawing, kindergarten work, model-
ing, music, woodwork, gymnastics, hygiene, science, composition, lan-

guage, business forms, and penmanship. There is a varied curriculum
foryoul Think of this, too, as something startling, abnormall These
vacation schools are absolutely bookless. There .was no rustle of turn-

ing leaves. No little fingers ran along the crowded parallels of the lines

of print and got wretchedly mixed up—errors to be credited, of course,
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to pudgy finger-tips. If there were any books, the teachers held them
as refreshers for their memories. It was all oral instruction, impro-
vised, as it were, on the spur of the moment, and was never dogmatic.
It was the most insinuating, wheedling, of all methods of instruction.

I entered the school, the No. 92, Broome and Ridge streets, as a vacation
pupil. If there is a congested district it is here—a population of ig6,-

000 to the square mile. I was with six hundred children. All the rooms
were occupied. It was a most cheerful sight. It was a holiday school.
At least I judged so by the neat appearance of the girls and boys. The
poor mothers of these little people apparently had taken a pride in

having their children come to school in clean clothes, and that is a great
thing of itself alone. It was a jolly classroom. There was not any
disorder—not the sign of it. When the teacher was talking, there was
no disturbing sound. There was a little tot sound asleep. The princi-
pal picked her gently up from her low stool and perched her in a high
chair, where her slumbers were continued, and not a child in the class
even smiled. It was so natural to sleep. ^ The class was dismissed.
The shuffle of steps waked the child; she opened her eyes, crawled
down from her chair, and mounted another by the principal's side, and
once more went to sleep. I went from class to class for instruction.
All the new, bright inventions intended to stimulate a child's powers of

observation, and to teach him the use of his fingers, were here. The
kindergarten class was a beautiful little picture. It was one big smile,
with gurgling and chuckling thrown in. The babies ought to have
looked grave when they went through their facings, but they were all

the more gleesome. How could an old dame, her iron-gray hair cov-
ered by a corrugated cap, teach kindergarten? The requisite is a pleas-
ing, quick-witted young woman—otherwise it would have been like hav-
ing a cat in a cage with canary-bird fledglings. It was fairyland for
these little beings—for imagination was humored here to its fullest bent.
The children lived in palaces, and the fountains that played there still

flash and splash in their dingy homes."

The Silver Street Kindergarten Society of San Francisco conducts
three free kindergartens, with an enrollment of two hundred children ; also
a housekeepers' class for thirty-six girls from nine to fifteen years old, and
a boys' free library and reading room. The social scope of the kinder-
garten is widening each year, and the associate philanthropies easily
grow out from this as a center. The following appeal to the friend of
the society is made in the last report: The kindergarten is not a move-
ment which affects a special class in the community. It addresses itself

to children of every rank and of every nation. Its benefits are all-em-
bracing, its joys as keenly felt by the tattered, dirty little brother of
the alleys as by the dainty, well-dressed darling of the Brahmin caste.
It has nothing to do with country, climate, race, or religion, and, I had
almost said, nothing to do with age or youth, for it is founded upon truth
and it is in the nature of truth that it is universal. If the kindergarten
makes children good and happy, useful and helpful;' if it trains the hand
and eye; if it keeps the body pliable and obedient; if it cultivates the
aesthetic sense, develops the mind, feeds the spiritual fires and incident-
ally attends to a few such essentials as economy, love of country, power
to work in unison, etc.; if it does all these things, or even begins to do a
few of them, then its desirability is proven without further argument.
And whether or not it does do them, with some stumbling now and then,
be it understood, with some failures, for it is only the Omniscient who
makes no mistakes; whether or not it does do them, can easily be veri-
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fied. The kindergartners have not taken the black veil; they are not
sisters of an order sworn to seclusion; they are working among the chil-

dren of the poor in unsavory quarters and back alleys, it is true; or in

quiet, refined streets where the children of the rich are gathered together;
but the one locality is not so unpleasant nor the other so aristocratic that
you need fear to visit it unattended. The kindergarten has never shut
itself away from people; its sacred rites can be performed in the pres-
ence of visitors, and its priestesses will explain them when kindly en-
treated. So if you doubt the benefits of this wonderful system of edu-
cation wrought out by the inspired German philosopher, you have but
to settle the matter by making a few visits of inspection. The doors of
the kindergartens will be opened wide to you, and the devotees of the
system will tranquilly see you set out and return, for theirs is no doubt-
ing, half-hearted adherence to principle, and they are sure of the result
of your visit. They are rooted and grounded in the faith, and they know
absolutely that though you may scoff at home and doubt in your office,

.

yet in the sweet, irresistible atmosphere of the child-garden you must, of
necessity, be converted. I am supposing, of course, that you are a nor-
mal person, and as much in your right mind as it is common to be;
though indeed were the opposite true there would even then be hope that
the joy, the serenity, the peace of the kindergarten would calm your trou-

bled spiric and make you a reasonable believer. Go then and spend an
occasional morning with the children; efface yourself as much as pos-
sible: be silent and passive and drink in the spirit of the place. Nor
must you be content with one kindergarten; you may have chanced
upon an unusually good or an unusually poor specimen, and it is not
fair to generalize on one particular. Do not say you have no time for

such visits— it is the busy people who always have time for extra work.
Trust your conscience with the obligation and you will probably be
reminded too often for your comfort. But whether it be conscience, or
curiosity, or skepticism that takes you — go! and be converted!

Rebecca J. Westo.v passed away on August 7, 1895, at Concord,
Mass., where she was spending the vication time with her friend and
fellow-worker. Miss Mary Garland. Rev. Dr. E. E. Hale conducted the
services, which were held at the South Congregational Church, Boston.
The names of Miss Weston and Miss Garland have been closely associ-

ated in the kindergarten work since 1873. -^liss Weston, who had be-
come convinced of the efficacy of the kindergarten through the children
who came from this training to her public school, entered the training
under Miss Garland. She spent the year of 1872-1873 in co scientious

study, and was then received to assist Miss Garland in her kindergarten,
and also in the normal training. In the Kinderf[arten Messenger iox Oc-
tober, 1872, appeared a careful paper written by Miss Weston on " Froe-
bel, the I3uilder." In connection with Miss Garland she helped inaugu-
rate the first transition school for children who had been in the kinder-
garten. She was thus identified with the pioneer days of this move-
ment, which has within the stirring cycle of the last quarter century be-
come the most promising evolution in educational history. Miss Weston
was the honored vice-president of the Eastern Kindergarten Associa-
tion, and added the choicest qualities, both social and intellectual, to

the various gatherings of the association. The remarkable fellowship

which has existed for twenty and more years between Miss Garland and
her pupil, and later coworker, is in itself a commentary upon the daily

life of Rebecca Weston. Such friendships are milestones in social his-

tory. The influence radiated by this true " partnership" has been, and
will continue to be, felt throughout the entire kindergarten world. The
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integrity sustained to the cause in the early days by these two friends,

is only equaled by their cordial recognition of all that has added to the
right development of the movement in the latter days.

Mrs. Alice H. Putnam writes the following sincere tribute to Miss
Weston: .... The news of Miss Weston's death came to me as a
great shock, for I had been in the country most of the summer and only
heard of it quite accidentally. Although my acquaintance with her was
not intimate, still, in my trips to Boston, I always looked forward to

meeting her with the greatest delight. She was a woman of rare cul-

ture and exquisite refinement; her judgment m educational matters
was so just and true. She stood for such thorough work, while at the
same time she was so truly sympathetic! I never met her without being
deeply impressed with the genuineness of her Christian character. It

was always a pleasure to talk of the progress of the work which she so
dearly loved; and it always seemed to me that her insight into the na-
ture of the children in her classes, as well the understanding of the
needs of her normal students, was very clear and loving. It is a never-
failing source of comfort to me to think of the kindergarten work which
is to be done on the " other side of the River." When one thinks of the
little children who are constantly "passing on," I often wonder if the
angels have not a special welcome for those who have done so much for

childhood here, and if there is not a great truth in the saying of the Swed-
ish seer, that those who have loved little children with a love truly ma-
ternal, are employed in Heaven in the care of children, and really be-
come a part of that choir invisible, who "do always behold the face of
the Father." I love in times like this, when the heart aches with a feel-

ing of personal love, to think of the spiritual counterpart of which Mrs.
Browning speaks, which

Completes this life, consummating its meaning, rounding all

To justice and perfection, line by line, form by form, nothing single nor alone;
The great below clenched by the great above."'

The kindergartners, especially we elder ones, and those who have
been most intimately associated with her, will miss our friend's sound,
conservative yet broad work, but

" What is excellent
As God lives, is permanent:
Hearts are but dust, hearts' loves remain
Hearts' love—ye will meet again."

The Woman's Culture Club, of Cassel, Germany, established a chil-

dren's home in 1886, which has since provided shelter and education for

hundreds of less fortunate children. The Woman's Club owns an ex-
tensive building, in which the many classes of manual and domestic
training meet daily. The children's department consists of a large
play room, which also serves as dining-room, a kitchen, pantry, and
three work or class rooms. From the play-room windows a full view of

the playgrounds and garden can be had. An average of ninety girls

are in regular attendance at the Home, with a very few boys. The girls

are kept several years, if possible, and are given every opportunity to

learn everything pertaining to domestic work, many of them going out
into service from the Home. The older girls are under supervision from
eight o'clock in the morning until evening. The younger children come
from school at ten o'clock and are cared for until seven in the evening.
Tnere are classes for them from two to four, and after lesson time sim-
ple handwork is provided them. The simple lunch is served to all at

noon, and I'esperbrod at half-past five o'clock. Each child pays the
sum of five cents a week for this board. A general Hansmutter super-
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intends the entire home, and divides the household work among the
children, who take part according to their capacities. The younger
children have been given a general subject for their work as is the kin-
dergarten custom. Such subjects as the pine-tree, the carpenter, and
spring flowers are of great interest to them. During the month of June
the special study of water and its practical uses occupied the children,
and the kindergarten materials were used with greatest profit. The
garden work and excursions, under the guidance of a kindergartner, are
lound to be educational beyond all expectation. This institution is of
interest to educators, in that it so well illustrates the inevitable evolu-
tion of all relief and philanthropic organizations into constructive educa-
tional institutions. It is only during the past year that kindergarten
ways and means have been directly applied in this Cassel Kinder/tort.

What does a kindergarten normal course embrace? Miss Wheat-
ley of Memphis, Tenn., answers this question in her printed training-
school announcement as follows: The kindergarten course embraces
Child Study, Froebel's Philosophy and Methods, Elementary and Ap-
plied Psychology, Natural Science, Physiology, Physical Culture, His-
tory of Pedagogy, Theory of and Practical Work with Froebel's Gifts
and Occupations, Original and Suggested Programs, Stories, etc., Kin-
dergarten Songs and Games, and Observations in the Kindergartens.
The better the kindergarten is understood, the more universally will it

be appreciated, for its philosophy appeals to all thoughtful minds, and
its practical results to every beholder. It is rapidly being recognized
as a great educational factor in all parts of the world, and the time is

not far distant when we not only expect to see it a permanent feature in

every school, but also a part of the education of every woman, for as
every woman must, at some time, stand in close relation to little chil-

dren, either as mother, sister, or teacher, and the old idea that instinct

alone is a sufficient guide for her in her duties has been abandoned by-

all who have given this important subject any thought, it naturally fol-

lows that women will be trained for their future high office. The uni-
versal verdict of the students of the kindergarten system is that their

deepest gratitude is due to this training, not alone for the fact that
they are now strong, independent women, nor for the positions that their
diplomas have secured for them, but for the sublime beauty of the phil-

osophy of life which Froebel has given as no other teacher has done
since He who said, " Suffer the little children to come unto me and for-

bid them not, for of such is the kingdom of heaven."

Regarding child-study, the Superintendent of Public Instruction
of Illinois sends out the following noteworthy statement: I most heart-
ily indorse the circular below, and 1 am glad of this opportunity to con-
tribute to the spread of the good work of this Society for Child-Study.
It was organized in order to assist in knowing better the children of the
state ; to study their needs ; to learn their possibilities in the educa-
tional rise and progress of our great commonwealth. We have neglected
too long the demands of the child. We have taught the Three R's, re-

gardless of the physical and mental condition of the child, or of its im-
mediate environments, that always contribute so largely to child growth.
In short, the teaching of the past has not only deprived the child of its

just dues, but has, in addition, robbed the state of much of its rightful

power, by dwarfing the capacity of her citizens. Through ignorance
we did it, you say? If we have stolen anything, let us steal no more;
but the rather let us restore to the state fourfold what we have taken
from her. I therefore urge teachers and parents of Illinois, as well as
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county superintendents, principals, and superintendents of city schools,

to unite in doing all in their power to further the interests and endeavors
of the "Society for Child-Study." This office is glad to recognize such
an advance along educational lines, and cheerfully indorses and sends
out to the educators and workers of the state this circular letter, hop-
ing that it may have the desired effect of strengthening the work of this

society, and of doing much in the general cause of education. The
president of the Illinois Society for Child-Study is Colonel Francis Par-
ker; secretary, C. C. \^an Liew.

Theodore F. Seward spoke plainly in his nature sermon, published
in the Outlook some time since, when he made the statement that "The
capacity for seeing the spiritual side of nature is almost atrophied in

the American character." He added by way of encouragement: "One
agency of inestimable value to this end is already provided— the
kindergarten. In this heavenly institution (for so, in its best estate, it

may be truly characterized) the child is taught to observe the processes
of nature, and to learn some of the many lessons she is ever ready to
impart. A foundation is there laid for a normal and healthy growth of

«//the powers and faculties. A supplement to the kindergarten is now
being provided in the 'School Garden' of Germany, Belgium, and
Austria. It is another evidence of the blindness of our progressive (?)

educators in America that this great system has been growing jn those
countries for more than a quarter of a century, and has become firmly
established there without receiving the slightest attention here. The
plan is to have about an acre of ground around each schoolhouse, and
to devote a portion of the school hours in summer to the study of trees,

shrubs, flowers, and small plants. In winter the work is continued by
teaching various necessary manipulations in propagating plants and
grafting trees. The result is that children become deeply interested in

the pursuits of rural life, and many more are led to be farmers than in

the years before school gardens were established. It is needless to en-
large upon the immense value of this system in bringing a people into
more wholesome relations with nature."

The demand for a kindergarten primer is at last supplied. "The
Werner Primer," published by The Werner Co., Chicago, is fresh from
the press, and comes with over one hundred pages of enticing and sug-
gestive matter, with abundant illustrations, colored plates, and compre-
hensive instruction for the teacher. Primary teachers who are urged
to introduce kindergarten methods will find ihis primer of great value,
since its helps are practical without being technically difficult. The
author, Miss F. Lilian Taylor, has been the principal of the Galesburg
(111.) Normal Training school for some years, and has evidently prepared
her little book from the vantage-ground of one who knows the difficul-

ties and limitations of the average primary school as well as the aver-
age primary teacher. She also shows a thorough knowledge of child
nature from the kindergarten standpoint, supplying a happy variety of
work with each lesson. "The Werner Primer" will be found a distinct
help to parents who wish to "start "the children at home in reading
and number work, and who constantly inquire for helps in keeping the
little folks busy. Miss Taylor has followed a constructive plan in this
book, which includes elementary work in the following departments:
Oral language, lessons in form and color, stories and songs, reading,
writing, phonics and spelling, number work, drawing, kindergarten oc-
cupations, and seat work. The practical suggestions to teachers fulfill

the promise of such a chapter heading, and are characterized by a con-
scientious purpose. Little beginners are to be congratulated.
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The world is fallen into the habit of exchanging its men of note from
Europe to America and vice versa, but oftenest from East to West and
West to East. Through the medium of the summer school the system
of thought exchange in our country has come to be one of greatest value
to educators. Among the quota furnished by the University of Chicago
during the Summer Session, one of the most conspicuous was Principal

A. M. Fairbairn, of Mansfield College, Oxford, Eng., who delivered a
course of six lectures on the " Philosophy of Religion." This course in-

cluded such subjects as "The Philosophy of Religion: Its Ideas, Meth-
ods, and Scopes," "The Philosophical Basis," "Theism Applied to

Nature," "Anthropology and the Origin of Religion," "The Idea and
History of Religion in Modern Philosophy," "The Factors of Evolution
in Religion." The causes of variation in religious views show the tre-

mendous historic and ethical value of this veteran's work. His lecture

on Oxford was a most thrilling tribute to both Old and New world edu-
cation. He traced out the history of Oxford to show how its past made
possible the present University of Chicago on the spreading prairies of

the West.

The first chapter of "Girlhood Days at Keilhau " appears in this

October number of the Kindergarten Magazine, translated by per-

mission from the German MSS. reminiscences of Frau Henrietta Schra-
der, grandniece of Friedrich Froebel. These letters and portions of her
girlhood journal were selected for the students' monthly of the Pesta-

lozzi-Froebel Haus by Frau Schrader. It cannot fail to be of interest

to kindergartners everywhere to read these descriptions of how the work
of Froebel and the Keilhau Institute impressed a serious-minded young
woman, as the author of these letters must have been at this time. The
rare spontaneity of Frau Schrader's style in her native German speech
can scarcely be preserved m the translation. Her reflective and log-

ical questionings are, however, none the less suggestive because of this

transplanting into our less romantic English. Many young women in

the work will find their own struggles and questionings voiced in these
reminiscences. They will also gain a perspective of the work which is

now fifty years of history, through the reading of these experiences of

Henrietta Breymann Schrader.

Professor Curry, of Boston, delivered six lectures on "Expres-
sion " before the Summer Session of the Chicago University, conducting
attendant classes in vocal training and elocution. He argued that the

study of Vocal Expression through the art of literature as a method of

vitalizing the individual is a leading thought in education. Real men-
tal health and power are made concrete through knowing and doing,

which should keep pace with intellectual acquiring and discriminating.

Professor Curry impressed one as a sincere and earnest worker, not

too polished to be genuine. He endeavors to impress with the princi-

ples of his art rather than with personal effects. The public is getting

to look for the man behind his work, and is gratified when it finds him.
A pamphlet magazine, " Expression," sets forth the aims and ideals of

the school which he represents. Professor Curry's work cannot but rec-

ommend itself to teachers as sound and wholesome.

"Only the quiet, secluded sanctuary of the family can give back to

us the welfare of mankind. In the foundation of every new family, the

heavenly Father, eternally working the welfare of the human race,

speaks to man through the heaven he has opened in the heart of its

founders. With the foundation of every new family there is issued to
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mankind and to each individual human being the call to represent
humanity in pure development; to represent man in his ideal purity."

This choice sentiment is taken from the " Froebel Year Book," which
we would commend to every active kindergartner whose time for re-

search IS limited. She can find the direct statement of Froebel on any
essential phase of the work by turning the pages of the "Year Book."
A similar collection has just appeared in Germany, edited by Professor
Pappenheim, of Berlin.

"Smiple Lessons in the Study of Nature" is one more book added
to the daily increasing nature-study library. This contribution is made
by Isabella G. Oakley, with the inscription, "Come forth into the light
of things, let nature be your teacher." The volume is illustrated and
published by William Beverley Harison. The author states as the chief
purpose of her book the following: " Too much has been asked of busy
instructors in the demand for oral teaching of natural sciences, and the
most conscientious know best how great a failure it becomes. I now
offer these lessons, which are real, all having been worked out induct-
ively by little children under my instruction; and by the novel mode of
presenting them as questions to be studied with the object in hand, I

have sought to relieve the teacher's work and to refrain from doing the
pupil's thinking."

Dr. Wm. T. Harris says of Miss Blow's introduction to the new
translation of Froebel's Mother-Play: "Miss Blow's introduction ex-
plains the relation of Froebel to the great philosophic movement to
which he belonged, and especially to the system of Schelling. This
view assists one in interpreting the obscure points in Froebel's doctrine.
All deep writers need, for their full understanding, to have each state-
ment interpreted in the full light of all that they have written. In fact,
it often needs a knowledge of all that they have done as well as ivhat
they have written, and Miss Blow has well said that the practical exer-
cises of Froebel often throw light on his obscure theoretic statements."
This is a significant statement. How many kindergartners who aim to
apply Froebel's doctrine, have this larger knowledge of the man and
his works?

The great thing needed is a teacher. Not a recitation post, not a
wind-vane, nor a water-gauge, nor a martinet, not a pedant, not a peda-
gogue, a mere slave to the child, but a teacher, one who is a combina-
tion of heart and head and artistic training and favoring circumstance.
One who has that enthusiasm which never calculates its sacrifice; one
who loves his work; one who has an infinite capacity for work, growing
out of an infinite power of love; one who can open the mind of a child
without committing burglary; one who understands that a herd of
children is not a school; above all, one who believes that as a teacher
he is properly a leader of people, and who does not propose to be de-
graded from his high estate.

—

Chancellor Canfield.

"The Arts" for August comes out in tasteful russet dress, good
illustrations and lecture announcements for the coming season. It

opens with a short sketch of the life and work of the late Thomas
Hovendon, also a frontispiece reproduction of his famous "Breaking
Home Ties." A Paris letter with two MacMonnies pieces— "The Bac-
chante" and "Boy with Heron," an article on the "Exhibition of Wo-
man's Work at Copenhagen" adds to the interesting matter. The
magazine aims to keep abreast of art needs and notes of our western
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country and the interests of our 'local artists. Kindergartners and
teachers can secure "The Arts," together with the Kindergarten
^Magazine, for one year for $3.75.

The Lucy Sumner Rogers Free Kindergarten Class of London is

one of the few free mission or industrial schools in England conducted
on the kindergarten plan. The school is now on a substantial basis,

and is gradually enlarging its scope along industrial lines. The teacher

in charge writes as follows: "Thank you for Child-Garden. We take

great care of all our numbers. Sometimes I tell the children about what
I have read in them, and at other times I read a story, about which we
chat and talk. There is always an exclamation of delight when the

Child-Garden appears." The supporter of this school is a Boston resi-

dent. The points of contact between the two continents increase sub-

stantially from year to year.

At a recent meeting of the Executive Board of the Scranton

(Penn.) Kindergarten association, the following ladies were appointed
kindergartners for the ensuing year: Miss Cowan, Miss Elizabeth Rice,

Miss Elizabeth Hitchcock, Miss Northrup, Mrs. Fowler, and Miss Rose.

The Executive Board experienced great difficulty in making any selec-

tion, as they found that all the graduates from the Kindergarten Tra.in-

ing school were of such an equal standing, and so nearly alike in being

blessed with the kmdergarten spirit, that a solution was rendered impos-

sible. The difficulty was eventually solved by lots being drawn, result-

ing in the appointments named. This is a unique experience which is

not frequently repeated.

In kindergartening, a little knowledge is a dangerous thing. "A
woman wrote to me," said Miss Angeline Brook, not long ago, "asking
if she might visit my school. I replied that we were always glad to have
visitors. She came the next day, and while I was showing her around
said:

—
'I am much interested, because I intend to start a kindergarten

myself next month.' I asked, ' Where have you been trained for the

work? '
' I expect to get my training here today.' I suggested that my

teachers had studied two years. ' Well,' she said, 'the lady who had the

school I mean to take told me she never had but one lesson, and that

she never used that.'"

—

New York School Building.

The most crowded, because the oldest and most easily entered, occu-

pations for women are crowded only at the bottom. There is plenty of

room in them at the top. First-class cooks, first-class milliners, first-

class dressmakers, first-class saleswomen, first-class bookkeepers, first-

class teachers, are just as much in demand as they ever were. But of

second-rate and fifth and tenth rate people following these vocations,

there is a depressingly large nvi-m^a&x.—Jenness Miller Monthly.

The more I work with children, the more I am convinced that we
run great danger of dwarfing their powers of expression through in-

sisting on correctness in the details of spelling and grammar and writ-

ing. 1 have known several cases where children have been encouraged

to express themselves regardless of the petty details of vvriting and
spelhng, and the results have been surprisingly good. Children live to

tell things.

—

Earl Barnes.

The Chicago Kindergarten College announces the date of the Con-

vocation of Mothers postponed one month, from September to October

23, 24, 25.
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Child-Garden can be safely recommended to parents who want
kindergarten home helps. It places before them the seasonable and
current work being carried on in the actual kindergartens. $i.oo a year
brings the choicest, freshest, of child-story, song, and play into the

home. Single number lo cents. If you wish to work up a warm inter-

est in your neighborhood in kindergarten send for our clubbing rates

on Child-Garden, and put it in the homes.

Is THERE so great a variety of kindergarten systems that the follow-

ing item recently published in a school journal has valid meaning?
"The kindergarten department will shortly undergo a complete over-

hauling and renovation, and it is the desire of the superintendent to

introduce an entirely new system in the verv near future."

Marion Foster Washburn has been appointed as salaried secre-

tary of the educational department of the Chicago Civic Federation for

the current year. Mrs. Washburn's high and practical ideals in educa-
tional reform will be made felt all along the line, and should be watched
with interest by every aggressive school woman.

World-famed Concord, Mass., is to have a village kindergarten
for the tirst time in 1895. Certain summer tourists who visited the his-

toric highways and byways during the past summer were heard to ex-
claim: " What, no kindergarten in Concord!"

All manuscript intended for publication in the Kindergarten
Magazine should reach the editor's desk before the sixth of the
previous month. Manuscript for the Child-Garden should be sent in

no later than the first of the previous month.

English price lists, giving values of our best books and magazines
in English currency, can be secured for Canadian and English teach-
ers. Send for same to forward to foreign friends in time for their

orders.

An excellent chart in black and white, of the miner and his life, can
be secured, price $1.00, bv addressing E. T. Bethmann, Dorchester,
Mass.

Pestalozzi was born thirty years before Herbart, and thirty-six
years before Froebel.

The good teacher is one who can think in an orderly manner.

—

De
Garmo.

The city of Dresden has six free kindergartens.



fln Open Utter to Oor Readers.

We wonder how many of our readers realize that we are working as an

organized professional body for the permanent establishment of the Kin-

dergarten, and toward making it a part of our free commpn schools?

What are you doing in your "small corner" to help this important work

along? Are you telling teachers, parents, citizens of the meaning of the

kindergarten work, and their duty to cooperate in establishing the same in

the name of the little children?

By keeping close to the work of the Kindergarten Literature Com-

pany, you will have help and inspiration for every day's opportunity.

Every number of the Kindergarten Magazine is brimming with prac-

tical help and suggestions. You can only keep up with this speeding

movement by carefully reading and studying the contents of this national

organ of the Kindergarten.

The Study Course running in the new volume, beginning with Septem-

ber, 1895, 's carried on to bring professional workers into a unified line of

study. Are }^ou receiving it and following it? Will you write answers to

these questions?

If you are out of the regular work, or do not care to keep up with this

progression, kindly discontinue your magazine, paying for the extra copies

you have had (25 cents each), or return them to us.

If you wish to continue with us and cannot pay at once, write us and

make a definite promise.

We will send you the new translation of the Mother-Play, which should

accompany the Study Course, in combination with the Kindergarten

Magazine, for S3.00, and if necessary, give you credit for the same for two

months. Immediate payment for all books and subscriptions makes our

work easier and our resources better.

The kindergarten movement cannot afford to lose one of its friends or

lovers, mother or teacher. In order to bring about such a great result as

public Kindergartens in every village and hamlet of our proud land, the

cooperation of all is imperative.

The label on your magazine will tell when your subscription expires.

Look it up and respond at once.

In fidelity and cooperation,

KINDERGARTEN LITERATURE CO.

CHICAGO.
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KINDERGARTEN MAGAZINE
Vol. VIII.—NOVEMBER, 1895.-—No. 3.

CONFERENCE REPORT OF THE FROEBEL SOCI-

ETY OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

A
CHRISTABEL MASSEY, SECRETARY FROEBEL SOCIETY.

CONFERENCE was held by the Frobel Society of
Great Britain and Ireland at the College of Pre-
ceptors, Bloomsbury Square, London, England,
on Thursday, September 12. The subject of the
conference was: "The Kindergarten Gifts and

Occupations Considered in Themselves, and in Their Rela-
tion to Manual Training and the Arts." This was arranged
to be dealt with in four papers, as follows: I. "The Educa-
tional and Ethical Value of the Kindergarten Occupations,"
by Miss Clarke, of the Maria Grey Training College, and an
experienced lecturer on psychology. II. "The Kindergar-
ten Occupations as a Means of Instruction, with Special Ref-
erence to the Teaching of Number," by Miss Nuth, of the
Camden House Training College. III. "The Kindergarten
Occupations in Regard to Their Artistic Value, with Special
Reference to Clay Modeling," by Miss Kate Phillips, mem-
ber of the Froebel Society Council and Examiner to the Joint
Board of the National Froebel Union. Unfortunately Miss
Phillips was unable to write the paper, but a valuable one on
art was contributed by her sister instead. As this will form
part of a book shortly to be published no report of it is given
here. IV. "The Kindergarten Occupations in Their Rela-
tion to Manual Work," by Madame Michaelis, the principal
of the new Froebel Educational Institute at West Kensing-
ton, London, and the well known co-translator with Mr.
Keatley Moore of " Froebel's Letters and Autobiography."

Exhibits of various kindergarten occupations, such as
mat plaiting, bead threading, cardboard modeling, basket
w^ork, tablet laying, brush work, and cla}^ modeling, were
worked out by Miss Nuth, Miss Phillips, Miss Walenn, Mrs.
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Rowland Hill, Mrs. Findlay, and Mrs. Edith de Grave, in il-

lustration of papers 2, 3, and 4, and formed an interesting

feature of the conference.

Mr. Claude G, Montefiore, Chairman of the Council of the
Froebel Society, presided. In opening the conference, Mr.
Montefiore said he had great pleasure in welcoming those
present. He hoped they would feel as much interested in

what they heard as did those who attended last year. They
regretted that Miss Shirreff, the president of the society, was
unable to be present, but she sent to all visitors and mem-
bers her heartiest good wishes. It was intended to treat the

kindergarten occupations in a very wide manner—first, in

relation to their ethical and educational value; second, with
special reference to number; third, in relation to their artis-

tic value, and, fourth, in relation to manual work. If they
could show that they not only possessed value from the point

of view of instruction and art, but also that they made for

character, then they would have proved them to be of great
value in the whole range of education.

Miss Clarke commienced her paper on the " Ethical and
Educational Value of the Kindergarten Gifts and Occupa-
tions" by saying, that for her Froebel was primarily the au-

thor of "The Education of Man." She saw the kindergar-

ten system as an outcome of the thought there presented;
the gifts and occupations as means by which progress might
be made in educating man. " Let it be my aim," Froebel
said, "to give man to himself." By this Miss Clarke said

she understood the cultivation of those characteristics which
are most distinctively human. Among these she considered
the most prominent were— aspirations to know what can
be learned of the great world of nature about us, appreci-

ation of beauty, and individuality growing into moral per-

sonality. How might the kindergarten gifts and occupa-
tions be used to stimulate and satisfy aspiration to know
nature? Froebel himself offered the following guidance:
" I desire," he said, "to educate men whose feet shall stand
rooted fast in nature, while their heads tower into heaven
and read its secrets with steady gaze." By standing with
one's feet rooted fast in nature she understood Froebel to

mean possession of the knowledge which comes from direct

observation of nature, knowledge of facts obtained by the

exercise of our senses. By the head towering into heaven
and reading the secrets of heaven with steady gaze, she un-

derstood ascent by thought to general knowledge, general
laws— laws regarded as proceeding from the divine Law-
giver.
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In the kindergarten the children were exercised in obser-

vation. With all their natural readiness to look about them
they required to be trained to observe. "The cardinal fault

ot sense-perception," Herbart writes, "is concentration on
color; training in observation should correct this by exhib-
iting and fixing attention on form." The untrained child

exercises his senses, but capriciously, with little conscious
contrast and comparison. "Everything and every being,"
Froebel said, "comes to be known only as it is connected
with the opposite of its kind and as its unity, its agreement,
with this opposite is discovered." The kindergarten gifts

and occupations direct special attention to number and
form. Paper folding and mat plaiting proceed in an orderly
way. The combination of doing and seeing give definite-

ness to the child's perceptions and observation is thus made
more accurate. Attention to what can be observed is the
begimiing oi knowledge, but by observation alone there could
be no towering to the heavens. Imagination takes the mind
beyond the range of the senses, suggests explanations, re-

calls evidence for or against theories. This is necessary to

the ascent to highest knowledge. Did the kindergarten
gifts and occupations tend to the development of that imag-
inative power which Professor Tyndall has called "the prime
mover of the physical discoverer?" This depends on how
they are used. In the game and story they do help the
child to rise from the perception of the visible to the idea
and representation of the invisible. In the realm of nature
the child may ascend but a little way beyond the concrete
and particular, but with regard to form and number it is dif-

ferent. The child could distinguish the essential character-
istics of squares and triangles. With the gifts and occupa-
tions, which deal with number and geometrical form, provi-
sion is made for a really scientific kind of generalization.
They give the elements of that mathematical knowledge
which Froebel considered indispensable to a true knowledge
of nature.

Miss Clarke said she regarded "individuality growing
into moral responsibility" as the most distinctive of human
characteristics. By individuality she meant distinction; by
personality, self-made distinction; by moral responsibility,

self-made distinction of the concrete individual in accord-
ance with abstract right. Every thing, every being, is

known, according to Froebel, through reconciliation of op-
posites. What are the opposites reconciled in moral per-
sonality? The self and not-self reconciled in the conscious-
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ness of self as agent producing something; subjective desire

and objective hindrances reconciled in effective will; con-
scious personal power and responsibility to higher power
reconciled in conscientious use of property and opportunity;
self as individual and self as member of a community recon-
ciled by doing one's own work, according to one's talents in

cooperation with others; freedom and obligation reconciled

in voluntary subordination to moral law. What did the

kindergarten gifts and occupations do in this way? Carlyle
says: "A certain inarticulate self-consciousness dwells
dimly in us which only our works can render articulate and
distinctly discernible." Our works are the mirror wherein
the soul first sees its natural lineaments. Hence the folly

of that impossible precept, "Know thyself!" until it be
translated into that partially possible one, " Know what thou
canst work at. Produce, produce were it but the pitifullest

infinitesimal fraction of a product produce it in God's
name! " Experience of achieving, in spite of difficulties,

something worth achieving, gives courage for further effort.

"The will grows through courage of the deed " In conclu-

sion INIiss. Clarke quoted the following lines from Sordello:

God has conceded two sights to a man,

—

One of man's whole work, Time's completed plan;
The other, of the minute's work, man's first

Step to the plan's completion.

Froebel, she said, had these two sights. The one, to see

man " educated in his true humanity," man given to him-
self; the other, to see the little things which might be done
day by day toward its realization.

Miss Alice Woods, principal of the Maria Grey Training

College, opened the discussion on Miss Clarke's paper by
saying it seemed to her there were various dangers con-

nected with kindergarten teaching. She would like to see

these brought forward and discussed amicably. Was there

not a danger of kindergarten occupations dwarfing a child's

imaginative power rather than cultivating it, as Miss Clarke
considered they should. Some of her friends had found it

so. Again, Miss Clarke said a great advantage of the occu-

pations was that the child was led through a consciousness

of self to produce something, and by this came the joy in

work on which Froebel laid such stress. But was not this

constantly spoilt by the introduction of marks and prizes—
the delight in the work becoming injured by the self-seeking

introduced with the rewards offered for it? Miss Clarke
considered that through contrast of subjective desire with
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objective hindrances the child learned to develop his per-

sonality. "But," asked Miss Woods, "how far ought j'oiifjor

children to struggle with difficulties. It was, of course,

allowable sometimes. There were children who required to

realize their limitations. She also thought that the desire

to develop the child's individuality was sometimes allowed

to interfere with the work of others. She spoke strongly of

teachers not doing too much for the children, but letting

them do all they could for themselves; also, of allowing

each child to do its share of a piece of common work — thus

using its talent for the common good in opposition to the

horrible spirit of competition. But with all the mistakes

which might be made in kindergarten work, she could not

help feeling what an enormous advantage the children of

the present generation had, and what a great hope the kin-

dergarten system held out for the future.

Miss de Grave did not think there was any falling off of

imaginative powers in the kindergarten children. She felt

a great many teachers would agree with her in thinking that

it was only driven into other channels for the time being—
the kindergarten occupations being so all-absorbing— but

that it returned later on.

Miss Manly, principal of the Stockwell Training College,

said a very great deal of what Miss Clarke had said applied

to all true teaching. All real teacliers must recognize how
true the kindergarten principles are, and if they have begun
to apply them in teaching little children, they will continue

their application when they deal with older ones.

Mr. Nesbitt said with regard to the danger of the kinder-

garten system, he thought teachers often paid too much at-

tention to the perfection of the work done by the children,

and lost a great deal of the educational value of what they

were doing. It was not needful that they should do perfect

work. The object was to develop them.
Miss Gaskell thought Mr. Nesbitt had mentioned a de-

fect which checked the development of children's imagin-

ation. In striving after one point they lost the idea of the

whole. It tied the imagination to the one point.

Miss Walmsley, however, thought that kindergarten
teachers were not sufficiently alive to the danger of the want
of concentration. Teachers did not require perfect work —
that was beyond both children and teachers. They only
sought to get the best the children could accomplish.

" 77ie Kindergarten Occupations as a Means of Instructioti

zvith Special Reference to the Teaching of Number.''—Miss Nuth
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said that Pestalozzi, in speaking about his three elements
of education— language, form, and number— regarded num-
ber as the most direct means to the end of all instruction,

namely, clear ideas. Sound and form might often mislead,
number could not. It gave a training in " intellectual hon-
esty." By it we could state what actually was, not only
what might be. There was no loophole for exaggeration.
Two and two could only make four. The habit of truthful

thought and expression once formed would not be limited
to arithmetic. Arithmetic afforded graduated exercises in

the use of the reasoning faculties. Pestalozzi considered
that clear ideas could only be gained through sense impres-
sions, and therefore arithmetic must be presented to the
senses. That we must not talk of seven times eight without
first seeing seven groups of eight units. Consequently,
number and form must be connected. There is no such
thing as isolation of subject in a child's mind. To him the
color, shape, name, number of parts of a thing are insepar-
able. It is only by degrees he learns to differentiate. If

number teaching is to be of any value educationally, it must
be connected with visible objects. To quote Froebel: " Math-
ematics is neither foreign to life, nor deduced from life; it is

the expression of life. Therefore its nature may be studied
in life, and life may be studied with its help." The kinder-
garten gifts were essentially fitted for giving systematic
ideas of number and form. The occupations afforded scope
for using these ideas in various ways.

In Gifts One and Two number is not prominent, but
while the child is learning to know the ball, cube, and cylin-

der, and becoming acquainted with their shapes, he is also

learning to count them. He finds six objects in the First

Gift, the same shape, but of different colors, the three in the

Second Gift of different shapes, but same color. He also

learns to count the different parts of objects, such as the six

faces, eight corners, twelve edges, of the cube. Of the oc-

cupations, bead threading seemed to deal most with count-
ing. Mere counting might weary a small mind, but if the

child were making a ring for mother or necklace for baby,
he would not tire of saying, "one blue, one white;" "two
red, two yellow." He is absorbed in making his ring or

necklace, yet at the same time the foundations of his later

arithmetic are being laid. The operation is simple, but it is

suitable to the child, who, in performing it, is getting dis-

tinct ideas about numbers, and clearing the ground of vague-
ness which would hinder later. A natural conception of
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numbers was length; bead threading helped to create and
deepen such a conception. In Froebel's drawing scheme
the same idea was shown, though in a different way. In

tablet laying, also, the operation of counting came in. Miss
Nuth showed designs on the square and on the equilateral

triangle to demonstrate the number four belonging to the

square, the number three to the triangle. She also showed
how flowers served to carry out the same idea by means of

the number of their petals and sepals. She said the element
of number in design was like that of rhythm in music— the

framework on which beautiful results were built; that chil-

dren came to feel this; and that in recognizing many differ-

ent patterns united by the common bond of number they

caught a glimpse of the unity lying beneath so many differ-

ent things. Every time, she said, that a child saw hidden
forces had been working to achieve something which he had
hitherto thought was a matter of course, he was on the way
to become a more thoughtful, intelligent, spiritual being.

She also demonstrated how mat plaiting served the same
purpose. In reference to this occupation Koehler says:
" Mat plaiting gives an orderly series of object lessons on
the first few numbers. The child sees actual pictures of one,

two, and three in the little design he is making, so that again

number is made the basis of form." "Few parents," says

Koehler, "understand the value of educating all the child's

faculties. Hence many children come to school with a very
one-sided development, and they are, in consequence, very
difficult to fit into a class. It is true that children will al-

ways vary in innate capacity, but can we not do more than

we do to equalize their powers? Surely we can. If children

are quick at one thing and slow at another, it is certainly

the latter for which we should care most. Mat plaiting is

peculiarly good for children who are slow at counting . . .

and, if for no other reason, is therefore highly to be valued."

Miss Nuth said she considered the best means of teach-

ing comparison of numbers was to stand two bricks side by
side, where nine could be seen as one cube shorter than ten.

Children whose arithmetical training was begun in this way
were quicker and more alert than others. Analysis of num-
ber and elementary fractions could be well taught by means
of Gift Five— the cube and its subdivisions. But it had
the disadvantages of being fixed and limited. Paper cutting

gave much valuable help and did not suffer from this draw-
back. With paper the total size could be varied and the

terms one-half and three-fourths shown to be relative, while
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Gift Five, by itself, might give the idea that one-ninth al-

ways consisted of three cubes. Also more examples could
be made with it. It formed a good transition between con-
crete and abstract work. The kindergarten gifts and occu-
pations were also well calculated to teach measurement and
proportion. By means of these, number was connected with
form. Froebel has said that number, form, and magnitude
were an indivisible trio. Now magnitude could only be deter-

mined by its measurement and its proportions. The art of

measurement had been much neglected, yet it is necessary
to right observation. Drawing ought to be based on it until

the eye was sufficiently trained to judge proportions accu-
rately. A good deal of drawing was done at present as

much with the India-rubber as with the pencil. This rub-
bing out showed want of plan and foresight, was a waste of
time, and led to a careless habit of work which extended to
other things. The child really delights in measuring. His
most frequent question about a thing was "How big is it?"

Stick laying, with its sticks of varying lengths, was well
adapted for this purpose. Miss Nuth said, and she went over
some of the many uses to which it might be put. She next
introduced cardboard work and showed its many educa-
tional uses. Proceeding to the tablets, she said, give the
child, say, the corner of a book to measure. Remind him
of how he had tested an unbroken line by a one-inch stick,

and let him discover that he must apply the known area to

the unknown one. After a few experiments in covering the
area with tablets he will see the quickest way is to find out
how many rows are required, and how many bricks there
must be in each row. This would lead to multiplying length
by breadth. Square numbers and square roots can be illus-

trated with the cubes of Gift Five. Proportion was more
difficult of comprehension than was measurement. Measure-
ment told of actual size. Proportion in relation to something
else. But proportion could be well shown with the bricks of

the Fourth and Sixth Gifts and by comparing them with the
cubes of the Third and P'ifth Gifts. In summing up. Miss
Nuth said the kindergarten gifts and occupations provided
a basis for number teaching in three directions:

I. For counting, by means of mat plaiting, bead thread-
ing, Froebel's drawing and designing, and indirectly in many
other ways.

II. For analysis and synthesis of numbers and fractions

by means of Gifts Three. Four, and Five, and paper cutting.

III. For measurement and proportion, by means of the
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Sticks and tablets; also Gifts Four, Five, and Six, drawing,
and cardboard work. Besides these, other occupations in-

cidentally dealt with numbers, such as paper folding, in

which the child counted sides and corners, and found the

proportion one bore to the other; paper twisting, with its

angles and degrees. All these easy exercises developed
in the child that power, so indispensable to clearness of

thought, which Mr. Thring has called "thinking in shape."
Miss Gill said when she was asked to take part in the

discussion on Miss Nuth's paper, her first thought was that

it was almost audacity for her to attempt to speak on the

subject of Froebel's gifts and occupations before a society

specially devoted to the study of his principles and methods;
but she felt that many years' experience with the difficulties

teachers had to contend with in consequence of wrong teach-

ing in the early stages, might assist her to say something to

the point. One great difficulty in teaching children of eleven
years and upwards was the want of power to attach any real

meaning to the numbers they employed. One thousand
would be used for ten thousand, a hundred in place of fifty,

twelve instead of two, or they would tell you of a hall that

was seven feet high. This came from a habit of using num-
bers without attaching a meaning to them. The serious

thing in it was that it encouraged a habit of using terms and
making statements without any sense of responsibility. Miss
Nuth had shown that by kindergarten children numbers were
grasped by being seen in relation to the things to which they
referred. The number three could not be the same to a

kindergarten child as the number five after a course of mat
plaiting or bead threading. Number was often considered
uninteresting to children. She had not thought so; but she
did see now how it might be made as fascinating to children

as were color and form. She doubted whether they had
always kept in mind the fact that they must give power if

they would call forth lasting interest. Interest came of con-
scious power. Without that the efforts were too feeble for

good results. They wanted children to reason, they wanted
to cultivate a power of concentration, but these could only
come from the interest that sprang from conscious power
which was the result of past success, and this success could
only have been achieved through the child having had a full

grasp of the materials with which it had to deal.

Mr. Nesbitt said it had always seemed to him that the
Frobellian gifts were a little wanting in their application to

the comprehension, of any number higher than twelve. Pro-
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fessor de Morgan once asked a class to give a definition of
number seven. No one could do it. The definition required
was that it was one more than six. But a definition of twenty-
three would not be that it was one more than twenty-two.
Twenty-three was two tens and three units; but he did not
think that the Frobellian gifts brought out the connection
between units, tens, and hundreds. He thought the best
means of teaching children to appreciate numbers was to

have certain definite numbers constantly before them as

standards. If they remembered that three hundred and
sixty-five go to the year, and that St. Paul's Cathedral is

three hundred and sixty-five feet high, that would remain in

their memory. They should be taught to know the length
and heighth of the room, the length of the garden, these to

serve as standards. What was needed was to make numbers,
as far as they could, convey a real idea to the child.

Miss Cooper, late head mistress of the Edgbarton High
School, said nothing was so difficult to deal with as early

impressions of arithmetic. Everyone who taught a little child

arithmetic properly was doing more for that child's future

than he could imagine. The child who was neglected or

badly taught was permanently harmed. Bad teaching of

history did not matter. You could put facts right more eas-

ily than you could cure habits of thought. Miss Nuth spoke
of accurate measuring. They were beginning to recognize
the need of this. Even kindergarten teachers were seeing
that one of the subjects still wanted was simple experimen-
tal physics, which demanded accurate observation, accu-
rate manipulation of apparatus, and accurate record of facts

in ordinary language. No part of a teacher's work was more
important than supplying ideas and work for the child.

When they had a new idea they should give it the right sym-
bol, the right word. The child must be saved from going
through life an inarticulate human being, continually fret-

ting under its inability to make use of what he knew. She
thought teachers did not sufficiently cultivate the power of

ready and accurate expression of thought. She had been
much impressed with the way good French teachers not only
talked to children, but also got them to talk to her. Two
points she would wish to emphasize— the enormous impor-
tance, in all mathematical work, especially in arithmetic, of

the way in which the early stages had been taught; and the

great need of continually supervising the child's stock of

words. It did not matter if a word were a difficult one; it

should be used in connection with the idea to which it
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belonged. She had found a word of many syllables often

pleased a child— gave it a sense of power. Teaching should
give children a good vocabulary and a wide one. They
should have plenty of words and be quite clear as to their

meaning.
Mrs. Sharland, a Board school head teacher, testified to

the importance of the occupations in conveying a knowledge
of number and form, and considered that number and form
should be taught together.

Miss Close, of the Sulton Kindergarten, said she wished
to show that as good an idea of the value of tens could be
given with beads as with cubes, which Mr. Nesbitt had not
appeared to believe. In illustration of this she showed an
apparatus composed' of upright wires and beads designed
and used by herself.

Miss Nuth considered cubes better calculated than beads
for giving clear ideas of number.

" The Kindergarten Gifts and Occupations in their Relation to

Majiual Work."—Madame Michaelis said she regretted that

the task of showing the connection between the gifts and
occupations and technical work had been entrusted to her,

because she had not made a special study of that aspect of

the subject, though she hoped to do so at the Froebel Edu-
cational Institute. At present the only institute in London
where hand work had been made an important part of school
education was the Norland Place School, founded by Mrs.
Walter Ward, and now carried on by several of her former
teachers. Mrs. Walter Ward had made hand work, as suc-

ceeding the gifts and occupations, the subject of direct and
indirect study. For the exhibit which illustrated this paper
Madame Michaelis said they had chosen only mat plaiting

and tablet laying. These had been worked out by Mrs.
Findlay, Miss Edith de Grave, and some of her own stu-

dents. But before demonstrating on these and showing the
connection between the gifts and occupations and manual
work, she wished to speak of the value of the gifts and occu-
pations with regard to education. It was not so important
to connect a special occupation with a special industry as it

was to recognize how a child's spontaneous life and activity

were stimulated by them; how the eye was cultivated to

detect beauty in color and form and the hand to manipulate
with skill; and how through the medium of the occupations
the creative instinct might find nourishment, and the work-
manship show the individuality of the worker. That the
first thing necessary was, as Madame Marenholtz says, " to
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afford children at an early age the satisfaction of the har-
monious activity of all their powers, and that in the only way
suited to them, viz., play. The second, the sufficiently y^^-

que7it repetition of particular play exercises, in order that
habits of activity may be formed. And the third, that all

activity should, as early in life as possible, be made to pro-
duce a tangible and lasting result. If strength and skill and
fixed habits, and at the same time pleasure, have been at-

tained for and through activity— and later on, actual work

—

work will then be loved for its own sake, and will produce
enjoyment; and even when it amounts to labor in the sweat
of the brow, when it calls for great exertion, youthful strength
will seldom shrink from it if only it leads to some wished-
for goal."

Madame Michaelis said she considered the true signifi-

cance of the unity for which not only Froebel pleaded lay
in the intimate relationship between the human mind and the
way in which it manifests itself through work; and that to

effect such an expression of the individual mind in individ-
ual work the child must have an early opportunity of exercis-
ing hand and eye, and the power of discriminating the mate-
rial upon which he has to work, and how to make the best
use of it. Another important point in regard to the educa-
tional value of the occupations is, that if honest work is done
through them, the child will learn early that respect for work
so necessary in life. The occupations were only satisfactory

when done well. Good, honest work required time, perse-
verance, care, and steady application. Children gained in

character by exercising these qualities. Yet we ought not
to expect only the fulfillment of duty, without an accompany-
ing satisfaction in the result. In the occupations the child

obtains that result— the joy of having made what to him is

"a thing of beauty."
The gifts and occupations afforded good moral training.

"All men," as Madame Marenholtz says, "need discipline;

but more especially those in whom great and various, often-

times conflicting, forces strive, as is generally the case in

natures which have the stamp of genius. To supply such
natures in earliest childhood with materials which are neces-
sary to draw forth their still dormant faculties; to hold out
to them the means of conquering technical difficulties, and
thereby guide the blind, childish efforts to push their way to

the destined end,— this is what is needed in order to produce
a better and a timelier cultivation of every talent than can be
done when early education is left to chance circumstances."
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Speaking of the value of linear and geometrical drawing as a

preparation for designing and architectural work, Madame
Michaelis said she considered the Froebel drawing, although
its excessive use might be injurious to the eyesight, was very
valuable as cultivating that accuracy in measuring and facil-

ity in designing necessary for these purposes.
Madame Michaelis then referred to the plan of work

drawn up by Froebel for the Institution of Helba in 1829, in

which the children's ages ranged from three to six. Froe-
bel's idea of work, she said, was to let children help in the
work connected with their surroundings. At Keilhau the
boys helped in the building of the schoolhouses, and made
their own tools for play and work. In the Pestalozzi-Froe-

bel Haus in Berlin, in Naples, and in Rome, the endeavor is

being made today to continue and work upon the basis laid,

down in the kindergarten gifts and occupations.

PRACTICAL OCCUPATIONS.
(As proposed by Froebel for the Institution at Helba, i82g.)

A.— Household Purposes.

I. Work done by turns— Fuel, cutting and sawing firewood and ar-

ranging it; cleaning and washing vegetables; manufacturing kitchen
utensils; weaving straw mats for the table; making rubbers for scouring.

II. Duties undertaken permanently— Supervising household matters;
clothes of pupils; shoes; personal cleanliness; games and play; looking
after their tools and toys.

B.— School atid Instruction.

I. Single occupations— Sewing of exercise books and drawing books

;

drawing lines in exercise, drawing, and painting books; drawing of
checkers on slates; sharpening pencils; trimming quill pens; drawing
objects for copying; collecting natural objects for lessons; making card-
board boxes for the collections.

II. Duties—Supervision of schoolroom and school material; care and
distribution of school material; collecting the money for it.

C.— Field and Gardett, Especially in Connection with the Farm.
I. Single occupations— Care of the garden; care of the trees; work

in field and meadow; cultivation of garden flowers and plants; weaving
straw mats for covering greenhouses; making garden baskets; making
baskets of cane; making nests for pigeons and hens; making forms for
loaves; making handles for garden tools, c. g., for rakes, etc.

II. Continuous occupations— Care of pigeons and fowls; care of all

the tools necessary in gardening and field work; supervision of certain
parts of the farm and garden work, such as the care of trees, flowering
plants, and the gardens of the pupils.

FOR THE MAINTENANCE OF THE INSTITUTION BY CULTIVATING THE
LAND AND SELLING THE PRODUCE.

A

.

—Natural Products.

Through the school of forestry; through care and cultivation of win-
dow and garden flowers; through collecting and selling seeds; through
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collecting natural objects for school and home instruction (with or with-

out explanation).

B.— Objects Manufacturedfor Selling to Schools andfor Ho7ne Use.

(N. B. Division of labor according to the age and ability of the pupils.)

Paper— Folding of forms; cutting out forms; pricking and tracing

pictures, includmg cutting paper, folding paper, sewing together; draw-
ing checkers in books for pricking; drawing objects; mat plaiting (paper

mats); geometrical forms.

Cardboard — Cardboard boxes for various purposes; cardboard stars

for winding cotton and silk on; cardboard boxes for minerals; boxes
with or without lids; pen boxes, oblong or round; napkin rings; boxes
with or without compartments for sewing materials and for collections,

such as butterflies, etc.

Wood— Cutting of wood for instruction (stick laying) and play; split-

ting of tablets and laths; forms made with pease and sticks for play and
instruction; cutting geometrical solids out of cubes; cutting out all sorts

of toys for instruction and amusement— making little boats, windmills,

and other mills.

Wire — Chains; baskets.

Clay— Cutting of solids; modeling for geographical purposes; mod-
eling things in general.

Collections of Objects— In connection with lessons; natural objects,

such as stones, insects, butterflies, plants, mosses, wild flowers, eggs,

stuffed birds.

Copying— Manuscripts, music, etc.

Colored work and needlework of any kind.

Mr. Findlay said the exhibits at the conference had im-

pressed him with the idea that the kindergarten occupations

would have a new importance in the future. The general

impression was that the kindergarten occupations were sim-

ply a means of training the faculties. He felt the exhibits

threw another light on the subject. They showed that the lit-

tle child's work had a direct bearing on the interests and occu-

pations of masses of our fellow human beings. A great deal

had been done in England in the last ten years for technical

education. But the ideal of the technical educator v^'as too

often that of making money. He considered that possibly

the most valuable idea of this century would be found to be

this— that the child from its earliest years was to be occupied

as well as engaged in study, and he was glad to hear Madame
Michaelis insist that the little child was being prepared by
these occupations to become not only a successful work-

man, but a good and honest one, whose work would tend to

fulfill the final purpose of all education — the making of char-

acter.
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HENRIETTA SCHKADER, BERLIN.

(Translated by permission from the German MSS.)

From my letters, 1848.—The peasants around Keilhau
are celebrating their May festival, much as they do with us

at home. However, they keep their holiday in a much sim-
pler way here. They dance down the green in front of the
Institute, the musician sitting near by; occasionally one of

them steps into the midst of the circle with his bass viol,

which is the signal for all of us to join in the dance. Yester-
day being Sunday, all were happy and gay, and today the

jollity of the peasants continues. The children are all anx-
ious to drop their studies in order to participate, but the mild,

gentle Middendorf stood his ground and said: "Only when
the work is all done is it good to dance." The kind expres-
sion on his face sent the children all back again to their work
in a happy mood. This Middendorf is so refreshing. He
reminds me much of Pastor W., although Middendorf's pres-

ence and appearance are far more ideal. I love Elise Froe-
bel more and more every day. I think she loves me also.

She impresses me as one of those strong ones upon whom
others can lean. It seems as if I always had been here.

Usually I am most fond of such great and aristocratic people
as one finds at the von C's; you were so often angry with me
because nothing seemed good enough or great enough for

me. Here at Keilhau there is nothing of the aristocratic, in

fact, everything aesthetic is lacking, and as I look. upon the
arrangements and manner of life here, much seems country-
fied and crude according to our ideas. I cannot understand
why it never seems unpleasant or jarring. If I had chil-

dren whom I wished to send away from home, I should
bring them to this place. You can hardly imagine how
attached the old students who have left Keilhau are to the
Institute. They speak of their stay here as the happiest time
of their lives. Every day brings many guests, among them
many of the old pupils who come back to stay for a longer
or shorter time. How happy I will be to have brother Karl
make me a visit here. This life will be very new to him.
Last week we all went together to Justinshoehe to see the
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fireworks in. honor of the opening of Parliament. If only the

men had not strewn ashes on their heads at the close of the

ceremony! People at Rudelstadt vie with each other to see

which shall have more worldly goods than the other. This
seems to be their one aim in life. What would become of

the world if each one had everything he wished? I am sure

that egotism is the cause of all their trouble. If they would
only cease their "freedom cry," and work to do away with
egotism, which is at the root of all rivalry, then the tree of

freedom would have a chance to grow green and flourish! 1

have ceased being interested in parties, although I "still like

to hear the men talk about them. It amuses me when they
begin to quarrel in their arguments, jumping to the tables

and shouting to be understood. One of the teachers by the

name of Schweizer is a Republican; he, together with Herr
L., speaks zealously against the king and the kingdom. Uncle
Froebel has not yet returned, and I am growing very anxious
to see him. I do not exactly understand his relationship to

everyone here in the Institute, and yet it seems to be all his

work. With the exception of Middendorf, no one speaks
cordial of him. In Rudelstadt he is not given recognition

in the same way as are Barop, Middendorf, uncle and aunt.

These call Froebel unpractical and an idealist, and consider

it good fortune that he has retired from the Institute, which
they think was only saved by Middendorf and Barop. The
other uncle at Koenigsee is also unfriendly toward Froebel.

They say that he constantly borrowed money for his work,

and when the uncle would no longer help him in this way,

Froebel grew angry with him, although he still owed him for

what he had already used. My dear parents, you do not

know how all this grieves me, although I try to think that

things are different from what they seem. I am sure that

when a man desires with his whole heart to work for human-
ity as uncle does, that he must first work with himself, and
above everything else stand as a righteous, good citizen.

Goodby, my dear ones.

The first day of Whitsiintidc in KcilJiau {from my diary).—V<1&

went to church this morning, but I was not uplifted. In the

afternoon Middendorf read aloud to us from the life and
work of two men of whom I cannot think highly. I won-
der that Middendorf can honor and befriend such men! I

have the privilege of attending his class in religious instruc-

tion, and have there learned to know what is his most pro-

found religious sentiment. I am sure that he is a Christian;

he meets my whole ideal of a true Christian, and yet can he
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be mistaken in his belief? Later in the day Middendorf,
together with several of the teachers, some of the students,-

and the ladies, took a long walk into some beautiful neigh-
boring grounds. Here we sat down while Middendorf read
us a flower fairy story, and it seemed to me that we were in

an enchanted garden. In the evening the music teacher,

together with his pupils, gave us a home concert. I have
been very happy today, neither my head nor my heart have
tormented me. I have felt myself free, sailing on through
life.

Tuesday.—Yesterday was a very happy day. In the even-
ing there was a hunt ball. After dinner the sharpshooters
formed in line, and the older pupils with their teachers all

went to the trial grounds. The little ones were taken by
Middendorf up the hill. At 4:00 o'clock Elise Froebel and
I carried baskets of cakes to them, and after the lunch time
we made four wreaths to crown the kings and queens of the
festival. While we were busy with the wreaths a drum-beat
announced the successful sharpshooter among the older
pupils who had struck the heart of the target, which was a

red and gold eagle. He invited Luise Lewin to share the
honor of the day with him by being the queen of the festi-

val. Luise had previously cared for the house, but is now
one of the devoted teachers in the Institute, and hopes soon
to take a position as a kindergartner. She is always caring
for me. Elise Froebel crowned the king and queen with the
wreaths we had made, and the sharpshooters and teachers
presented the gun with great ceremony to their successful
companion, the entire company joining in the cheers, and we
all marched toward the house singing gayly. When we
reached home, one of the leaders among the Republicans
attempted to raise a cry against the government, but he
was unsuccessful. The gifts were presented to the different

students, when one of the teachers announced: "The king
and queen must now make all the people happy." The two
wearing the wreaths, whether they wished to or not, were
obliged to dance through the great hall in the presence of
the laughing, gay company, to music which was without time
or rhyme. The little children came into the hall, and sister

Marie was their queen. We took our supper on the lawn soon
after, but the older pupils were full of excitement, and soon
hurried away to make their toilet for the ball. One by one
reappeared, in festive attire, the studeints, with white trousers
and gloves, leaving a trail of eau de Cologne behind them.
The ball opened brilliantly, and not until the gray morning
dawned did we finish the last cotillon.

Vol. 8-it
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Snnday, June ly, KeilJiaii.—Dearest parents, at last uncle
is here! Immediately after the festiv^al I returned to Rudel-
stadt, and on Friday ev^ening the following note was handed
to me: "Uncle has returned to Keilhau, and longs to see
Fraulein Henrietta Breymann; perhaps tomorrow. Please
pardon the liberty." Signed R. How this good news stirred

and excited me! I decided to go back to Keilhau the next
morning. On second thought the words "perhaps tomor-
row " seemed to infer that there was no great hurry. Never-
theless I started, accompanied by Marie and her brother, as

early as five o'clock in the morning. The way to Keilhau
never seemed so long or laborious. I was met on my early

arrival by the astonishment of all, and R. smiled when he
saw me. He said uncle had merely asked him, in case he
should see me on Friday at Rudelstadt, to let me know that

he had returned. He was, therefore, amused at my eager-

ness. But uncle came at last, and fairly folded his arms
about me, his ever thoughtful look smiling upon me. "I

have longed to see you, my dear child, and thank you for

coming." Soon after breakfast he took me by the hand and
led me out of doors. "I know you well, my child, from your
letters and talks with Luise. Have confidence also in me.
I think I find in you a searching soul, and perhaps I can help
you find that for which you search, of which you are perhaps,
yourself unconscious. Tell me frankly what you wish your
life to be?" I can hardly describe the feeling which swept
over me as uncle thus spoke to me. I at once told him every-
thing, everything that I had felt in body and mind, how I

had longed with my whole heart to do good, but had done
so little as yet. Yes, dear parents, I confessed to him how
I did not enjoy doing daily duties at home, and how it was
hard for me to do over and over again household work, and
how at the same time I longed to make your home burden
lighter, and help share the care of the children. I told him
how often I felt useless and weak enough to die, and how it

seemed that death would be my only salvation. He was so
still, letting me pour out all I had to say, and when I was
quiet again, he put his arms about me: "My dear child, it

is not given me to be a father in the literal sense, but for

this very reason I can devote my life to others, and so to you
I can also be a father. It is not without a purpose that God
has given you a mind of greater strength than your body; do
not rebel against nature. Your mind is seeking clearness,

is looking for work. Many people grow sick in bodybecause
the mind cannot free itself. Make yourself free and you will
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see that the soul is greater than the body, and must triumph.

Never seek to flee from the body, for before you can be an
angel in heaven you must be one on earth. I want to help

you be one here, and I am sure you will find the happiness
and peace for which you are seeking." He continued to

speak so confidentially and appealingly and so beautifully.

Could I but give to you every word as it reechoes! He
opened a new world for me, and led me to look into the inner

life, and I seem to understand that no one lives here on earth

in vain, and the meaning came clear to me how God is mighty
in the weak. Yes, I am sure that humanity is a unit, and to

each is given a place in the whole if he but recognize it.

Now I have come to a turning-point in my life, and I see its

high purposes, and my path is suddenly clear before me,

—

I am to give myself to childhood and its nurture. Dear par-

ents, I can now help you better, too. I can keep dear sister

Hedchen from experiencing the lonesomeness which tor-

mented me when a little child, and through me you can teach

Adolph, Wilhelm, and Erich, and so I can help you all. If

it is yours or God's will, I can find work away from home,
too, for my plan now is to devote myself to the teachings of

uncle, and to study French and English at the same time.

What joy it brings to me to feel that I have a definite life-

work. I have told Luise all about my plan, and she agrees

with me that it is right, and will soon talk it over with uncle:

Kcilhau, Jime, 1848 {copy from my jfoiirnal). I have fin-

ished a long letter to my parents, and have told them my
life-work plans. Will these, indeed, come to fulfillment?

God grant it. At last, at last I am to find a rest within my-
self; I am to have a definite aim in life, one which will give

me the right to think, one which will enlarge my heart, and
the pursuit of which will not necessarily separate me from
the loved ones at home, but rather make me capable of being

a better daughter and a better sister. I have given my con-

fidence to Luise, and I feel that we are coming nearer and
closer together each day. We speak to each other as "thou."

She wishes to do everything possible to further my plans,

and I will ask Middendorf to give me permission to follow

some science lessons at the Institute. She tells me that I

have made a deep impression upon uncle. He said to her:

"Henrietta is one of us, that I have already discovered. Have
you noticed how her character shows itself in her appearance
and dress?" When uncle first saw me I wore a blue and
white striped dress, blue being his favorite color. The waist

was finished at the neck and belt with blue satin ribbons;
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each bow was fastened with a silver pin, the head of which
was a cube. It seemed that these pins especially pleased
Froebel. Luise tells me that the cube is a symbol of the
fundamental idea of Froebel's educational scheme. She
says that Froebel illustrates the law of mediation in the sec-

ond play gift for the children by means of the sphere, cube,

and cylinder. Luise has told me many interesting things

about his work, much of which is not yet clear to me, and it

even seems mysterious. I have never heard or read of such
ideas as they have here, but I will certainly understand it all

if I am only permitted to stay with uncle. If only his course
of lessons can be given here next winter, and if I only can
stay at Keilhau!

Froebel lives in a country house across the way from the

Institute. His living room is very comfortable, and Luise
has told me that his first wife was a most cultured woman,
one who craved beautiful and attractive surroundings. Many
of the lovely things in his sitting-room came from her, and
he prizes them highly. Fresh flowers are a necessity to him,

and Luise keeps them always in his room. So long as the

lilies last his table is never without them. He calls the lily

and the calla his "life-flowers," and he always has calla grow-
ing in pots wherever he settles down to live. He has ex-

plained many things to Luise about the calla, with reference

to the laws of life. If I could only understand these deep
things! Hitherto I have loved nature above all else, but I

have never studied her, for no one has ever before called my
attention to the necessity for such study. Froebel thinks,

too, that I should spend much time with the plants, and he
has said to me: "Plants, in their fettered silence, reveal far

more of the law which governs life than do animals or man
with all their freedom of motion, their passions, and free

will. Through the latter men too often fall into mistaken
ways, and bring discord into life." Also from the stones

and the crystals uncle reads much by which to interpret the

human soul. Inthe formation of these he finds a correspond-
ence to the law of human evolution. Luise showed me a

box containing various forms of wood, which is called the

chest of "solids," which uncle explains in his study course.

Will I ever fathom it all?

At one time uncle conducted an institute for kindergart-

ners in the next village, Blankenburg, but it was given up
on account of insufficient money. It is said that he de-

manded great moneys for this institution of both Barop and
Middendorf, and was often unpractical and dictatorial. Lu-
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ise is very sad that uncle is not better understood. She
clings to him with daughterly affection. She cares for him,

and believes in the greatness of his idea. The other women
of Keilhau do not seem to feel the same. One sees a bitter-

ness among them whenever the conversation turns on the

subject of uncle. I see very little of the women as I stay

on. They are entirely occupied with their households and
families. They do their own cooking, and take turns in do-

ing the household work. My noble Elise has so much to do,

now in the cellar, now in the kitchen, at the wash-house, or

in the garden. What a pity that she cannot spend more
time with the boys and the teachers, for she has a sureness

and tact in association with them which is very helpful, and
all rejoice when she comes among them for a free hour with

her hand work. One feels in her presence a goodness which
has a lovely influence upon all.

The Institute buildings are divided into what is called

the "upper and the lower house," between which a new addi-

tion is being built, which is intended later to receive the

youngest boys. In the upper house is the family room, in

which there is an old but comfortable sofa, in fact, the only

one which I have ever seen in the Institute; otherwise the

entire room is extremely plain, without adornment, or even
a shimmer of beauty,— but I love this room. One or an-

other who has a free hour, or wishes to chat or read a little

if he finds company, comes here. Recently, when it was
too cold and damp in the garden, we all sat there, and in as-

signed parts read "Don Carlos," but I must writeyou all about
this at another time. On the floor above the Barops have
their home, but I have not yet visited them. Frau Barop is a

delicate, gentle lady, much loved by the boys. In the lower
house live the grandparents, Middendorf, sister Marie, and
the five Barop daughters, who meet together with the stu-

dents only in class hours and on special occasions. I am all

day long in the dining-room, or in the family room of the

upper house, or in the garden. I take a fine walk nearly

every day, usually after the afternoon coffee, otherwise after

supper between seven and eight o'clock, when I always look
for one of the women to accompany me, Elise, Luise, and
Frau von Born, or Malchen, and when they say they have
no time to go with me, I help them with the work so that

they may be free and have an hour to wander in the beauti-

ful outdoor world. Occasionally some of the gentlemen
join us. Yesterday evening uncle took me up the Colm,
several others following us. It was a genuine summer even-
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ing; the trees rustled softly, and fireworms flitted in the warm
evening light. Someone had presented me with a beautiful

bouquet of roses, and I put several glowworms in among
the petals. The effect was fairy-like. Uncle took one of

the dark red roses and put it in my hair, and was much pleased

over the magic illumination on my head made by the glow-
worms in the rose.

(
To be continued.)

SUNSHINE SONG.

LYDIA AVERY COONLEY.

Down through the waves of soft spring air

The sunshine came one morn,
Night hid away her moon and stars—
A bright new day was born.

His warm rays touched the tiny buds,

And turned them into flowers;

He dried the dew upon the grass.

And sent away the showers.

The dashing spray of waterfalls

He hung a bow across;

He crept into the woods to warm
Damp leaves and ferny moss.

He said to all the little birds:

"Sing, sing, you pretty things!"

So they began a chorus sweet
And spread their happy wings.

He peeped through windows, and the sick

Forgot their hours of pain.

Because he smiled into their hearts

And bade them hope again.

The little children heard his voice:
" Come, let us all be gay!

"

And dancing in upon the floor.

He joined their merry play.



SHALL TEACHERS ASK FOR KINDERGARTEN
EXTENSION?*
SARAH E. WALKER.

THE subject for this afternoon's discussion is: Shall

we as teachers ask for an extension of the kinder-

garten to all our schools?
I am very glad the club has decided to take

up this question. It shows a growing desire on
the part of teachers to find out if possible the cause of fail-

ure and the methods of cure. Perhaps this discussion will

bring the matter to the attention of a larger number, and
with increased knowledge there may be a more favorable
decision. Some understanding of the effects of kindergar-

ten teaching is necessary before an intelligent judgment can
be formed. Let me quote from an address delivered before
a kindergarten association by Professor Buechner, of Yale:

" It was a day of no small moment when Froebel decided
to devote his whole power to the education of little chil-

dren. Psychology is forcing upon us the weighty truth

that it is the first years of life which determine, by almost
inexorable psychic laws, just what the order and content of

that mental life will be when fully developed. If education
means something ideal, and if all things develop, then the
kindergarten is the mode of pedagogical treatment which
will secure educational fruits from the mechanism of men-
tal evolution. The later teachableness of kindergarten chil-

dren is undoubtedly due to this fact: that the cognitive
mind, from the beginning of sensation to the conclusions of

real perceptions, has been awakened in this manner."
With all that has been written and spoken on this sub-

ject, it would seem that no new idea could be given; and
yet, from the standpoint of a long experience, perhaps some
new phase may be found. We are, in this discussion, I pre-

sume, considering the child and what is for its best good.
Then in view of this I ask, Does the kindergarten do more
for the child, and in a better way, than we with our present
methods can do? We have love and sympathy, but lacking
the right kind of knowledge we fail of perfect success.

* Paper read before the Chicago Teachers' Club, by a grade teacher in the city pub-
lic schools.
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The advocates of the new education lay great stress upon
sense development and the necessity of spontaneity in the

development of the child's individuality, and the protection

of this individuality. Does not this very statement, as con-

trasted with our methods, convict us?

Our present school methods, with various modifications,

have been in use for many years. They have served as

stepping-stones for many, and many have passed safely

over. But with our increasing knowledge of the laws of

mind, are we not finding the causes that led to the stum-
bling and falling of many who undertook the crossing?

Can we, as teachers, say we have never failed in the presen-

tation of truth to any child? Is there not in the memory
of everyone a bitter regret over failures? This has been a

serious question with me for years. Why are there stupid

children in our schools? And are there not at this moment
whole classes suffering under this stigma? Please give this

a moment's thought, if you have not considered it before.

Pardon me if I seem too radical. I have thought deeply
of this. My dear fellow teachers, such stupidity is made,
not born with the child. "In His image" does not mean
an imperfect soul. And we, in the first year of school life,

have contributed our quota of such misapplied knowledge.
It is a misapprehension of the laws of mind, a misappli-

cation, a stultification. Let me illustrate—your own expe-
riences will parallel this: A recent grammar examination in

an Eastern city had these among its questions, and these

are the resulting answers:
I. "Who were the pilgrims?" "A dirty, filthy set who

lived underground."
2. "Name a domestic animal useful for clothing and de-

scribe its habits." "The ox. He don't have any habits be-

cause he lives in a stable."

3. "Name a fruit that has its seeds on the outside." "A
seed cake."

4. "What is yeast?" "Yeast is a vegetable, flying about
in the air and hitching itself on to anything."

Now, does anyone believe there was a single boy in all

that class who could not have given a lucid and even graphic

description of the last football game, or the yacht races?

What is the cause of this pathetic failure? For it is pa-

thetic—though it may cause a smile—to anyone who con-

siders how hopeless it is to try to build any kind of mental
superstructure on such unstable foundations.

If you tear a rosebud apart do you get the full beauty
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of the rose? You have all the parts, but not the soul. It

needed to open according to nature. We are learning that

natural laws are safer to follow.

Mr. Speer, in his talks on mathematics, said: "The
child should not be taken away from nature. Analysis and
synthesis are no more forcing to a child than digestion and
assimilation. Never give an expression, as an answer, to a

child, but wait for his mind to act; then you can determine
if he knows what he is talking of."

Do I believe the kindergarten can do this for the child?

Most certainly. It demonstrates this constantly. The
theory of the kindergarten teaching is built upon a knowl-
edge of the threefold nature of the child: mental, moral,

and spiritual. These three qualities are considered in all

that is presented to the child, and so harmony is established

and maintained.
Miss Blow says: "A true kindergartner is the perfect

development of womanliness. She is working with God at

the very fountain of artistic and intellectual power and
moral character." Burroughs says: "In teaching children

to observe nature, it is the heart that sees more than the

mind." And here is the vital point,— it is the heart work
that emphasizes the kindergarten over the regular school

work.
Consider a moment our manner of dealing with the child

when he first enters school. (I am glad to say we are im-

proving.) We isolate him from all that has contributed to

his pleasure and growth heretofore. We set him face to

face with meaningless words and isolated facts, and then

leave him to cloth these words with ideas and correlate the

facts as he best may. Then with this nutritive diet we look

for healthy growth. The only reason we have no more
failures is because of the inherited power of the soul to resist

distortion.

Professor Buechner says: "Isolated facts and unrelated

perceptions never lead up to the totality we call knowl-
edge."

Mrs. Cooper, a noted kindergartner of San Francisco,

writes thus: "The work of the teacher is to stimulate, not

supersede The finding out is the educating power.

.... Only paralytics need to be carried." You may ask.

Are there no stupid children in the kindergarten? Not to

the extent we find them in our schools? Why? Because
if the kindergartner finds a child slow of apprehension, she

varies her methods of presenting truth until the right one
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is found and the mind responds. Her motto is "High
ideals and long forbearance." Yes, I know what you are

saying at this moment— Are not our hands tied? Have we
any time for such experiments? Do you not see the forty,

fifty, and even sixty, each one waiting for its portion?
Yes, I see it, I know it; for I have taught just such chil-

dren in just such numbers, and every year have had a sor-

rowing consciousness that there were imperative needs that

could not be met for want of time. But after rny experi-

ence in the kindergarten I knew that right here was the

long-desired relief.

And could you as teachers, and the fathers and mothers
appreciate how surely the methods meet the requirements,

you would unite in an urgent request to the School Board for

this extension, even now, with all the crowded conditions.

The school years are very few for vast numbers of these

children. We all know the pleasure these little ones of the

kindergarten have in their work; how eagerly they come
to it, and how happy they are through it all. This is a truth

of Froebel's: "Education and pleasure should be wedded."
Do w^e always attain this? Again I quote from Mrs.

Cooper: "Is it not more or less the fault of methods when
school and misery are closely allied in the child's mind?"

Perhaps the experience of others may have some weight
with us. In Boston, Mrs. Shaw supported for several years

a s}'-stem of more than twenty kindergartens in different

parts of the city. After ten years' experience she wished
the School Board to incorporate these kindergartens into

the schools. In order that there might be an intelligent

decision a circular was addressed to seventy-five teachers

who had received these children into their classes, asking
two questions:

1. Is the kindergarten training an advantage or a disad-

vantage to the primary work that follows?

2. Would your present school work be ad\anced or

made easier in any way if all pupils took a year in kinder-

garten training before coming to you?
Of the seventy-five teachers sixty-six responded favor-

ably and nine unfavorabl}'. These letters were from teach-

ers whose time of service varied from two years to thirty-

six. They were interesting reading. I wish there was time

to present them. I will read one, for it covers so many
points and especially this one of slow development:

" I have taught beginners fifteen years and have received

y class a yearly average of six children from the kin-
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dergarten. I have for a long time been impressed with the

desirability and perhaps the necessity of a kindergarten, or

some preparatory course for the children before entering

upon the real work of the primary school course. Many of

the children are far from ready at five years of age for the

work. Their minds are not capable of taking in' easily or

readily what is expected of them during the first five months
of school work. Hence it often happens that children are

not fully prepared, or are hastily prepared, or are left be-

hind to go over the course again. These difficulties could

be met by the kindergarten. I do not think the kindergar-

ten makes brilliant scholars of dull ones, but it gives them
a slow, happy, healthful awakening into school life. It

gives a mental poise and self-reliance even at that early age.

This I have repeatedly observed."
Mrs. Flower, in a very interesting article in the May

number of the New Cycle, in writing of the kindergarten,

gives this strong indorsement: "If during the early years

of life the child can have the right mental and moral influ-

ences; if he can be taught to consider the rights of others,

to control himself, to appreciate the good instead of evil,

there will be little trouble in guiding his future life."

I do not advocate engrafting the kindergarten methods
on to the work of the first grade; for unless there is an
intimate knowledge of the principles of the work it is worse
than useless. But the spirit of the kindergarten, with its

deep love and sympathy for the child and a thorough re-

spect for its individuality, should be sought for and culti-

vated.

I hope the time is not far distant when every first-grade

teacher shall be a trained kindergartner.

BIRD-SONG.
When the first dawn-streak up the east doth steal.

The birds outburst with all their rapturous art.

Happy art thou if, wakening, thou canst feel

The same melodious impulse at thine heart.



THE LAKE AND THE OCEAN.
CHARLOTTE OTIS SHERWOOD.

(Adapted from H. H. Boyesen's "Gunnar.")

IN
a far away country called Norway, a great mountain

lifts his head far above the clouds. His white locks

of snow are shaken by the wind, whose icy breath
blows in upon his frosty bosom until the snow turns

into ice.

On one side of the mountain the rocks open wide enough
for a little brook to run down his side into the valley. Once
every year, when spring comes with merry birds and sun-
shine, the little brook is happy and grows larger and stronger.

Then it runs chattering between the ferns, and bounds laugh-

ing over the crooked tree trunks, and throws a good-by kiss

to the old mountain. The brook is glad because it is going
to leave the mountain and meet its friend the river, when they
will join hands and go together to the great ocean.

Once the people in the valley saw the brook rushing
along, and they said, "The flood is coming; let us build a

dam and stop it." So they built a wall of stone and stopped
the brook, and they said, "Let us make the brook help us."

So farther down they built a mill with a great water wheel,

and the water rushed down upon the mill; the water wheel
turned round and round and the millstones ground the grain

into flour.

Spring came m the valley and started slowly to climb
the icy mountain. But the snow still was deep, and the bear
slept quietly in his winter cave.

The pines and the fir trees were loaded with snow, and
the dear little lake was still numb and stiff with the cold.

But one day a soft breeze stole through the forest, and a few
warm sunbeams peeped through the branches of the old

trees. " Spring is coming," said the pine tree, and she shook
her tough old branches and straightened herself up. "Spring
is coming," she whispered to the tall birch tree, and the

birch tree bent over very low and called to the bulrushes by
the lake, "Spring is coming," and the bulrushes trembled
with joy and shook their heads and sang in chorus, "Spring
is coming." Then the lake said, "Oh! I wonder whether
spring will bring the swallows, who tell us of the great
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ocean where there is no cold mountain and no high rocks
to keep one a prisoner;" and the lake looked up at the pine
tree and said, "Don't you long for the ocean?" But the
pine said, "No; I only long for the mill." So the lake knew
the pine could not know how she felt, and she never spoke
again.

Soon spring came, and brought the swallows and the sea-

wind, and every evening when the sun looked red and dreamy
the lake heard the sea-wind sing about the ocean and the
swallows tell of the great waves the ocean kept in her arms
and carried the ships upon.

The lake longed more and more for the ocean as the sun-
beams grew warmer; and the old mountain felt very merry
when the sunbeams came and tried to melt him. He laughed
very hard and said, "It's no use trying to change me, little

sunbeams, I have stood here too long, and am too old and
hard to change now." But the sunbeams were strong as

well as gentle and bright, and they did change the mountain
and softened his hard heart till he sent great swelling rivers

down his sides, down into the valley, and into the lake.

And the lake kept growing larger and larger, until it

covered the pine tree's feet, and still it grew higher until the
pine tree stood in water above her knees. Then she lost

patience, and said to the lake, "What in the world are you
thinking about?" "About the ocean," said the lake. "Oh,
I long to go to the ocean."

"Come,"said the sea-wind, "come totheocean." "Come,"
sang, the swallows, "come to the ocean." "I am coming,"
said the lake, and it rushed with all its might down upon
the dam, which gave way with a crash, and the lake leaped
on past the mill, onward through fields and meadows, for-

ests and plains; onward until it fell into the arms of the
ocean, happy and free at last.

AT SUNSET.
From out the gardens of the sun the west wind blows,
The wanton west wind, wild and free;

And lo! thepetals of a rose
Are strewn upon the sapphire sea.

— Lippincotfs Magazine.



ART PRIVILEGES FOR SCHOOL CHILDREN.

D
AMALIE HOFER.

URING three memorable weeks of October, eight-

een hundred and ninety-five, the children of the

Chicago common schools have exchanged places

with the dilettante and the patron of art. They have
mounted the broad steps of that architectural clas-

sic, the Art Institute, with elasticity and anticipation; with a

keen sense of ownership and assurance; with a firm convic-

tion that they could not only understand, but enjoy a certain

art exhibition which occupied the royal walls of the upper

gallery. Troops of school children found their way from the

various sections of the city near and remote, bringing in the

wake of their enthusiasm hearty parents and appreciative

teachers. The guard estimated a daily visitation of three

to four thousand children. As they wandered up the gran-

ite steps between the two guardian lions; as they entered

the impressive rotunda of the Art Hall, and trailed up the

marble stairs to the floor above, their faces shone with that

marvelous ingenuousness peculiar to the western child, who
adds to childhood's own w^iz'^/f' a certain fervor of posses-

sorship. It was the momentous exhibition of drawings by
children of the city free schools, which performed the func-

tion of the "Pied Piper" in this case. Some four thousand

drawings, representing the work of children in eight grades,

filled the dull red walls which have never before been occu-

pied by so democratic an art product. Where in previous

exhibits have hung the portraits of the great, painted by
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masters of world renown, or the landscapes and water colors

of the lauded professional artist, now hang the elementary
products of children, many of whom were opening their

eyes for the first time to the world beautiful.

It is believed that this is the first time in the history of

public art galleries that an exhibition of common-school
work has been admitted. The unpretentious charcoal stud-

ies and pencil sketches of children were on this occasion pro-

vided the same enhancing environment of carefully graded
light, warm wall values, and guarded quiet, which are con-

sidered essential to the proper exhibition of the worthiest

works of art. As the children went from room to room,
searching for the drawings representing their respective

schools, they must have experienced a gratifying disappoint-

ment, in that every study appeared to such good advantage

in this repository of all that is choice, rare, and beautiful.

A city public schoolroom does not furnish the incitement of

good studio conditions. The old pine bough which reflected

the barrenness of school walls and the depressing gloom of

blackboard boundaries, and which glared from the carbon
paper in the diffused light which asserts full sway where
schoolroom windows are high and numerous, this same old
pine bough, when hung in the Art palace by the lake, revealed
a quality of tenderness and grace which none could pass by.

In making the following statements Mr. Halsey Ives has
expressed the sincere sentiment of foremost educators: "Mu-
seums of all places in the world should be democratic. Art
is democratic; it is not for the few, it is for the many; it

must be democratic if we are to grow in art feeling." The
fact that the Art Institute of Chicago, which belongs to the
citizens of that city, has been opened to receive the work of

the children of those citizens, irrespective of class, is an im-
pressive proof of the growth of the above sentiment.
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The exhibition of children's drawings was made up from
the regular work done in the grades during the school year
which ended June, 1895. The most representative work of

each school was selected and placed in the exhibit in the

name and to the credit of the entire school. To those famil-

iar with the localities of the various schools, and the class

of children who produced the work, great interest was
aroused by the quality, taste, and artistic execution shown
by children of questionable and unlikely opportunities. On
the other hand, those familiar with the personality of the

teachers in the various buildings were able to trace the di-

rect results of their culture, influence, and inspirational pow-
ers. Wherever a teacher believes in the divine rights of

childhood, good results are effected. Pestalozzi affirmed a

century ago "that all the true and beneficent powers of hu-

manity are neither the products of art nor the results of

chance. They are really a natural possession of every man
and their development is a universal, human need." The re-

sponse on the part of intelligent citizens to "human need,"

is what created our proud, common-school system. The
response on the part of a teacher to the individual need of

her school will result as directly and as profitably to supply
opportunity and culture to the individual.

Men and women, artists, journalists, school-board mem-
bers, teachers, and art patrons have all in turn viewed this

democratic exhibit, and have expressed hearty surprise,

approval, and pleasure that such sound results have, first,

been aimed at, and second, actually realized. Miss Harriet

Monroe exclaimed, "What an honest exhibition!" President

French expressed curiosity in that he "wished he might
see the children while they were actually doing such work."

The exhibit was classified according to the plan of form
study and drawing in the regular school curriculum into the

following six departments, proportioned to the ability of

each grade:
1. Story-telling with the scissors, showing not merely

stationary things, but action and movement. This is free-

hand cutting from a single sheet of paper. The entire story

is retold, according to the individual conception of each
child.

2. Story-telling with pencil or charcoal. These are re-

productions of stories taken from the readers or primers, or

nature-study lessons.

3. Drawings from geometric solids and objects. This

work includes preparatory study of form, experience in con-
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struction, arrangement, and composition; also imaginative

compositions.

4. Nature study—drawing of foliage, branches, and grow-

ing plants; single leaves or isolated flowers are not accepted.

5. Cutting of color paper designs and ornament and
drawing same, not merely in outline, but in flat effects of

light and shade, to distinguish contrasts in the color arrange-

ment.
6. Figure drawing from the child as model, showing ac-

tion or mood as well as occupation of the model.

The selection of studies as exhibited on the walls illus-

trated each of these various steps in the scheme by work
from each of the eight grades. The first grade contributed

free-cutting scissor stories,

which fairly follow the

kindergarten hand work.
The sturdy figures of men
and animals showed clear-

ly enough that the children

were telling about real

things, and were guiding
the scissors to tell their

story in the most impress-

ive manner. We repro-

duce one of these, a most
delicate tracery of a cob-

web hung between the gate

posts. The strange profile figures in many instances revealed

an Egyptian conception of the human figure. The strength

of this paper work varied with the degree of interest aroused

in the children by the story they were illustrating. The
angularity of a bluntly told story reappeared in the graphic

action of horse and rider; or the cow who was caught in the

act of jumping over the moon. The illustrations of the un-

garnished primer stories were very suggestive. Think of

children transforming their dull readers into picture books
with all the fascinating value of "real hand paintings" !

In the case of a story with various sections, the children

have followed the old Greek method of arranging them in

tiers, one story over the other. A clever boy discovered

this interesting fact to his mother and said: "Don't you see

that one is four stories high." The isolated butterfly is in no
case drawn as for zoological study, but is presented as rising

above the cocoon, with an appropriate nature setting.

Many of the drawings show careful, well-considered work,
Vol. 8-12
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although the time

schedule of the

schools does not al-

low more than twen-

ty or thirty minutes

at the most for the

drawing period.

The children are

not conscious of

time when they are

sincerely interested

in their work, nor

do they count the

strokes of their

effort. They have
all eternity in which
to work. On the

other hand this par-

ticular exhibition
shows great free-

dom in the matter

of broad, unham-
pered consideration

of the subject; the

drawing sheets are

generously covered,

are filled to the brim
and running over.

In several cases the

subject has fairly

slipped off over the

edge of the paper.

A sail ship at sea

in paper cutting has

the tilted position

as if riding before

the wind, and sail-

ing out of sight. A
very effective sil-

houette of George
and Martha Wash-
ington interested
the children who
inspected the ex-

hibit.
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What would some of the German educators who still pur-

sue stencil cards and outline drawings say to such an exhi-

bition? The most noticeable fact of this exhibit was the

absence of outline, line drawings, isolated subjects, and an-

alytical or formal methods of handling. The fact that chil-

dren when left to themselves indulge in all of these is no ar-

gument that these methods are therefore natural or logical.

Continuous effort and progressive zeal go together with all

that is fundamental in art. Delight follows the effort which
summons the entire creature into activity, testing his utmost
capacity; it is this which makes an artist. Teachers who
meander along with the random efforts of more or less ab-

normal children, and dream that they are being led by the
little child, forget that genius is a capacity for hard and
prolonged work. An artist accomplishes great things, not
because he is so gifted that he needs make no effort at all,

but because he has the gift to make as much consecrated
effort as is required to bring his ideal into form.

The illustrations in the Hiawatha, Lochinvar, and the
Brownies were executed in colored crayons, with good effect

and to the evident satisfaction of the illustrators. The
sketches showing what the children saw from their windows
on a rainy day were full of movement and far above the
commonplace. Decided efforts were made in these to un-
derstand the vanishings and perspective which are only too
evident to children who are making their own selection of

subjects. The sketches of children made on the manilla
paper with dull red crayons were suggestive of the poses,

moods, and attitudes represented by some of our best illus-

trators. We reproduce a few of these, and remind the
reader that the children acted as models for each other.

You doubting adult who sit at your desk or stand at your
counter, adding skepticism to indifference, ask your next-
door neighbor to pose for you and produce as successful a

sketch as have any of these little ones.
Look at the stanch fir bough pictured by children who

live where only an evergreen bough could survive the with-
ering pollutions of city atmosphere, and figure out, if you
can, the compound interest which will accumulate in twenty
years to the boy or girl who has made such a picture. Did
you enjoy the World's Fair, and if so, can you count what a

long vista of pleasure is opened into the future of our school
children's lives by handling the wonderful staff ornaments
which came from this or that cornice of the marvelous build-

ings, by making pictures of these decorations, or by sketch-
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ing from the actual remains on the World's Fairgrounds?
We present our readers, as a frontispiece, one of these

outdoor sketches made by a child in the eighth grade of our
city schools. It has been the considerate custom of some
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ot the teachers to take the children for an hour's sketching
outside of regular school time. The dainty studies they
have brought home, glorifying park, river, and roadside, are

sufficient proof of the validity of such "foolish efforts."

Teachers who thus give their own valuable time, believe

with John Ruskin that " beauty is God's own handwriting,"

and has therefore its legitimate place along with the three

R's. The outdoor sketches of the children were possessed

of that remarkable atmospheric gray which many an aca-

demic student might envy.

I remember watching a group of German students mak-
ing the Rhine trip, with their sketch-books ever ready to

note, not in words but in pictures, the famous towers, cas-

tles, and crags. As an American girl would keep a journal

of her travels, the German girl keeps her sketch-book, and
is more sure of recording worthy sentiments than is the

other whose pen glides so easily over the paper to write

down "her personal impressions."

Who that has looked long upon the marvelous foliaged

arches of the Gothic cathedral, and instinctively lifted his

hand to feel along the broad masses of bay or oak leaf; who
that has felt a thrill of satisfaction when his eye has traced the

Corinthian column to plumed acanthus crest, who will un-

derestimate the influence of these foliage studies of the chil-

dren!

A practical teacher, who is connected with the school

system of another city, said, on viewing the exhibit of chil-

dren's drawings: "I would like to know what method your
teachers use to get such results; what books or manuals do
they follow? " A set of the drawing leaflets sent out by the

department was secured for her, which she found to be full

of choice, sunny, crisp rhymes and songs, and broad state-

ments bearing upon the purpose of the work. These are

supplied to the teachers, together with the outline of pro-

gressive form-study, and exercises for drawing. These leaf-

lets are full of kindergarten sentiment. Teachers who are

encouraged to inoculate their work with the song, story,

and sentiment of the kindergarten, are certain of winning
from the children the best that is within them. When these

are coupled with the sincere interest of the teacher, success

is inevitable. Even with the most excellent subject-matter

put ready made into their hands teachers could not gain

such varied and inimitable results, unless they are certain

that original work will be appreciated by those supervising

the department. Every teacher must be given scope and
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encouragement before she feels incited to give the same to

the children. No two schools exhibiting their work at the

Institute repeated each other's work. The only text-book
from which may be learned this fine art of uncovering artis-

tic expression to little children is that of the inspirational

and enthusiastic interpreter, one who is a devotee to the

cause of all that is true, constructive, and of good repute.

The art feeling comes not through evolutionary or heredi-

tary processes, but through revelation. The teacher who
has the exquisite wisdom to detect the budding genius, and
the faith to await its blossoming with gentle appreciation,

she is a revelator. There is no patent method for such
teaching, and the teacher, as the children's friend, is the

only practice-manual.

The cadets who attend the five months' course provided

by the city Teacher's Training School, are given the course

of work which covers in large outline this scheme for the

children. They draw from geometric solids, growing plants,

and branches. The latter studies are always encouraged in

contradistinction to the botanical dissection of leaf and
flower with the pencil. The growing plant may be inaccu-

rate in detail, indefinite in the form of its parts, but taken

as a whole it always makes a picture, always tells a story of

life and beauty. Those who fear the decline of formalism

and analytics, are confessing their own limited view of life

and law. Life is at every point suggestive, rhythmical, spon-

taneous. He who renders anything after this vital manner
of treatment, places the world under obligations to him.

Mazzini in writing against traditionalism in politics has

made a statement which applies accurately to our present

subject. "Whenever spontaneity is substituted for imita-

tion, a new epoch is inaugurated." Humanity craves spon-

taneity, demands it, and the common schools must respond
to this demand, must rise to the level of their high and
democratic purpose. The majority of citizens feel the im-

portance of collegiate and academic education. The High
school is universally approved and accepted as a national

bank. Not so the primary and subprimary school, whose
invisible, immeasurable results are not readily computed by
intellectual standards. Free manual and art training have
chiefly to do with the humanity of students, and make a

lesser intellectual show, and hence not fully appreciated.

The vital social movements, which are evident throughout

our land, are beginning to throw their light upon our schools,

and the importance of humanity studies, including the arts,
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will be in time revealed to all. A school system that does
not respond and adjust itself to the expanding, shifting,

metamorphosic life of the people, is a millstone about the

neck of civilization.

There are two hundred thousand and more children in

the Chicago public schools. As you look at the masc of

work done by four thousand of them, as hung in the Art
Institute, and multiply this fifty times, you begin to realize

what a current of art endeavor has necessarily been set in

motion among the younger generation of this one city.

Skepticisms must fall back before such a force, and we dis-

cern that in behind and underneath an enormous machinery
— perennial righteousness— still prevails.

The influence of the World's Fair is distinctly felt in this

exhibit. Like the tide of the ocean its flotsam and jetsam

continues to touch every school system in the country.
The imaginative drawings of the Chicago children tell in

unmistakable language how its great architecture has left a

permanent inheritance with each one. The sketches from
geometric solids, half turned in the light, are strong and
substantial. When these same type-forms are drawn in

interesting groups, composition has been consciously con-
sidered. But when they are constructed into architectural

forms, and the child images his ideal of the cathedral or
tower or arching bridge, setting the whole structure into a
landscape, we have a creative product. Surely the " stones
of Venice" are prophecies which are beginning to be ful-

filled.

The fifth to the eighth grade work included studies in
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historic ornament, Greek and Gothic architecture, and de-
sign. In one instance a historic sketch of the column in

architecture was carefully written out, and illustrated with
pen-and-ink studies of capitals and sections. Who can esti-

mate the slumbering aspirations of these boys and girls,

thousands of whom become conscious of such for the first

time in their schoolroom art studies? Herder, in profound
optimism, declares each creature to be a numerator of the
grand denominator,— nature. As such each of these school
children responds to the opportunity of contact with nature,

of study into her laws, and the records man has made of her
teachings in temple, painting, sculp-
ture, or music.
We have reproduced a few of the

children's studies of vegetable and
fruit forms. In one room an entire

wall was hung with tender carrots,

turnips, squash, and cabbage. These ^ |

/
/

/

*^***Slh«s»-'i#

were handled in soft shadings, fairly suggesting by the
texture rendering of leaf and mass, the color which at-

tends them in nature. One school which has stood for

years like a breaker midst the seething squalor of city de-
pravity, accommodating a large Polish attendance of the
first four grades only, in thirty-one rooms, sent up as its

offering to the exhibit a series of nature studies which
caused one enthusiastic visitor to exclaim: "What a Corot
quality!" Another said: "Is it possible that they have
drawn these from nature?" A third said: "This exhibi-
tion proclaims the supremacy of the child. When the
child's mind is filled with the action of story, fingers cease
to halt and expression follows spontaneously." The boys
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of a downtown school district were recently overheard dis-

cussing what they would do when they were become voters

in four, five, or six years. One said he would make his vote
go toward securing " pretty things for schoolhouses." The
"younger generation" is not so far from the brink of citi-

zenship after all, and it may be left in the program of the

ages for the Mississippi Valley youth to actualize the dreams
of Ruskin, Morris, or Crane.



A PUBLIC SCHOOL ART EXHIBIT.

GEORGE LAURENCE SCHREIBER.

^ W "^ HE management of the Art Institute of Chicago is

to be congratulated on the spirit it has shown in

opening up its halls to the public exhibition of

drawings from the ranks of the commons,— the

public school. The visitor accustomed to walk
through "the corridors of time," feeding on memory's leg-

acy, and breathing the air of remoter times, may find new
cheer in the promise of these young art expressions. He
may even find the intimate relation which this crude (?) pub-
lic school art bears to the finished (?) product of masters
past and present. Here is a salient energy, and the wonder
about it is, that it has waited so patiently to utter itself. This
exhibit proves that our best hopes, though hidden, lie waiting

in both the mass and the individual, awaiting the enthusiast

or prophet to call it forth. Nothing can stem this power of

art expression where it is once generated; its progress is

sure and as unobstructible as the rays of day at dawn.
This exhibition is the hope of the future, a prophecy to

be fulfilled in the ultimate work of the many children when
grown into factors of a community. This work is inquisi-

torial, and each child has rendered a verdict of what he has
discovered in the great multiplicity of nature. The basis of

art is here a life principle, its very practice bringing all the

vast phenomena of nature into the consciousness of these

children. The law of continuity will direct the inquiry of

every one of these children's into the proper channels, and
when the appointed hour comes for them to leave school to

enter some line of work, they will find that they have already
made their choice as to what that work shall be. The child

who has discovered the basic form-types, in a seedpod, or in

a rolling pin, has also learned to sum up a column of figures,

and has in addition the great advantage of an impulse within

him. We find motive power in this work, an eagerness to

express; it is riding imperiously free, and is not saddled to

erudition, which until recently has been believed security.

We do not want to be anchored but are eager to sail our

ships, say these children,— and they come streaming to
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the exhibit. Who has ever seen such an attendance at

an art exhibit? Such scanning; of walls and living inter-

est may be an object lesson to the artist. But what have we
to do with artists as a class, where every one of this crowd
of whirling, pushing, bustling children is concerned. They
run from leaflet to leaflet of this great exhibit arranged
high and wide on gallery and corridor walls.

Let us look deeper and find the relation of this work to

the industries and handicrafts. The illustrations of stories

remind one of the early art we have seen in the lower rooms
of the Institute; as these latter are evidences of race devel-

opment so we have here the corresponding development of

a single generation. Such a simple nature theme as the

spider's web woven across a gateway, associated with the

idea of the story, leads us from "faddism" to the iron in-

dustry, where we may construct a grille or gateway as prac-

tical to keep out intruders as did this fibered network of the
myth. Such exquisite work of the hand (see illustration)

as this paper cutting presents requires the power of "think-
ing all over." From the understanding of the principle of

type solids to their arrangement and order we are led to

composition, and again from here to the recognition of type*-

forms in architecture (see illustration). I think the repro-

ductions in your magazine will sufficiently argue the merit
of this work. This exhibit is a glad augury for the future of

American industry. We need have no fear of being over-
run with European products when our own innate ability to

produce is demonstrated. "Protection" is only an expe-
diency and " Free Trade " but a state of evolution. When we
become designers and appreciators in addition to being till-

ers of the soil, then true democracy will be ushered in.

It is a hopeful sign for the barren walls of destitute

homes, of cheerless and neglected schoolhouses, that this

exhibition has found its way into the Chicago Art Institute

Halls. The "artisticness" developed in the children is noth-
ing but relation, and soon it will dawn on all that it is as de-
sirable and imperative to have interesting home and school
walls as it is to have beautiful garments.

The grasp and understanding of any of these children
must be, because of their experience through rendering, by
far quicker than the dull assimijation of dry facts without
radiation. Power stored and packed will either go up in

combustion or will dissipate itself; but energy under control
and directed will move the world into harmonious action.

Is not the time at hand when this spreading art intelli-
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gence, with its accompanying power of expression, shall be
gathered into decorative form, and our vast city of Chicago,
now devoid of home art or artistic application, become the
radiant expression of the unity of social, industrial, and
artistic life?

SECONDARY COLORS.
LOUISE PARSONS HOPKINS.

(Sung with color badges.)

Red, blue, dcnd j'el/ow, colors three,

All joined in radiant harmony.
The fair white light of day and truth,

The blended colors of happy youth;
The rainbow's arch, and the prism's face,

Reflecting each with a crystal grace.

See red and d/ue in love combine
To make the violet rare and fine;

Color of that sweet, modest flower,

Of the juicy grape with its purple dower,
Of the gentle dove, and the sky of morn,

—

A beautiful child from color born.

Now blue dind yelloiv are mingled, seen
In the spreading verdure of meadows ^r^<?«.

Of summer's foliage rich and deep,

—

Awake in the sunshine, in shade asleep;

And the emerald green of the waves' low curl

As it breaks o'er coral and shell of pearl.

Then red and yellow to orange shade,

—

A gorgeous tinge on the autumn laid,

The ripened corn and the golden wheat.
The harvest field and the orchard sweet.

The wealth of the year in the russet sod.

And the glory of day on the hills of God.



THE CHILDREN OF ST. MICHAEL'S.

GRACE HALLAM.

5/. Michael's, Avern-by-the-Sea, July 8, i8go.— . . . After
the past year of intense living in the current, where every-
thing was phase, and process, and evolution for me, this aw-
ful fixed and absolute nature stuns me. Nature is herself

all phase and process, but with her the end is known from
the beginning. She is always full and complete.

Strange world of nature! Repose, serenity— the very
trees seem religious. There is the most blessed mood in

everything. The first stillness dazed me. These last few
days I have scarcely been a conscious creature— no more
than trees and plants are conscious. It really seems I have
forgotten what has been, and have no will for what is to

come. I can see how the Pagan soul face to face with na-
ture would conceive a Nirvana, wherein the single conscious-
ness would be absorbed in the over-sense. It is really

strange. I cannot think. Things that were momentous a
week ago in X are nothing. I go down the road and
stand still so long I begin to feel as trees feel; the great
mystery of everything seems sometimes almost palpable.

The evenings are so long and luminous. Sometimes
when I stand looking off, the whole circuit looks visionary
and translucent. What is it? What if it exists to interpret
to me the law of my being— that of every creature— of
every little child? . . . All nature to state man; all human-
ity to state God?

I cannot tell which I love the most, the sea or the land.

1 vibrate between them; I walk miles and miles, back and
forth on the little road. The homely country with the poor
cottages speak so intimately, it appeals so humanly.

The twilights are not gray; they are full of color. This
evening I passed a little old house with hollyhocks in the
yard, and there was a half-distinguishable figure of a man
and a little toddling child.

July gth.— To go into a new community is a sort of
new birth. It is possible to be everything with no old scores
against one. The conditions are all full and prophetic.
The little houses, with their gardens and children— as I

pass them I possess them. They belong to me and I to
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them. They accept me, too. Two little girls ran to the
fence today: " Here is a flower for you," and they held up
the top of a green weed.

These are the poor children of the village, yet they have
everything. I told one woman: "You do not know what
you have— your home and garden, and this simple, free life

for your children. They have only to open their eyes and
hearts to know everything."

I saw her look away with an effort to discern the exalted

and impersonal in that little neighborhood.
Dear heart! I know
July iDtli.— The opening of the kindergarten has been put

off. The chairs are delayed. I have spent the whole morn-
ing arranging the cupboard, putting paper on the shelves

and labels on the boxes. Here there seems time enough to

do little things. I have never been so patient in my whole
life. Nature is so patient. She knows she has eternity to

finish her work in; I also have eternity to live and work in.

Our kindergarten is a queer little house; it is so old.

They had meant to tear it down, but they made a kinder-

garten, with all the partitions taken out, and sunny paper
on the walls and plenty of windows. My circle is blue,— I

painted it myself. It is the most beautiful circle. There is

really a sort of halo about this place.

July nth.— The people here do not know what a kinder-

garten is. When I go down the road I can feel that I am
quite a mysterious personage.

Tonight a big boy said to a little one— "You ain't er

goin' to that kiddergarten, are you, Dickey?"
This seems to be a new world to conquer and relate. But

that is not so; we own the same. This boy is a lover of the

sane and sweet, and he is afraid of innovations,— of Dick-
ey's being lost to the old creed of simple freedom.

Blessed children! Dickey is a child who has no mother,
and he belongs to the big boys. A mother told me they
were the worst and most ignorant in the whole village. She
bemoaned his guardians.

We do not dare to fret over conditions like this. Who
can tell — who knows what is at work there? I must think

that the whole power of good is at work with each and all

and everyone together.

July 12th.— Tonight I saw Dickey with the big boys that

Omar's mother spoke of yesterday. They were walking
along the beach abreast, striding along together, big and
little,— they must keep up to hear. One was telling of an
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air-tight boat heard or read of somewhere. They were eager,

intent, and absorbed,— they did not see me at all. Dear vil-

lagers, do you know that in your supremest statement of

ignorance there is a peripatetic school! Wisdom and Truth
is for them; they cannot escape it; everything brings it to

them, air-tight boats and all.

July ijt/i.— Today we began. Yet when we were to-

gether we had the feeling that we had always been together.

This morning I was awake so early; such morning fresh-

ness. I gathered whole handfuls of nasturtiums,— red and
gold and flaming. A bee was there gathering honey. It

was like meeting your favorite hero off the stage and out of

his book. What a fictitious sense I had had of him! How
individual and discriminating and really conscious he
seemed! I felt this personal contact vitalize a whole ring

of stories and songs and plays. We -kindergartners are

always talking of giving children experience. We ourselves

need experience. It is possible to feel things and see them
keenly.

After I opened the doors and windows and dusted and
put the flowers about, my spirit began to fail. I was afraid

no one would come, and just then the gate clicked, and a

little Swedish girl with her hair in tight braids came up the

walk. She had her name written on her slate, and a biscuit

wrapped in a piece of newspaper. I welcomed her in the

name of everything good and beautiful.

A mother brought in two little girls, and after that more
came in and we sat down together at one table and strung

beads. Little Ludovico laughed when he put on a sphere,

then all of us laughed, and we were friends forever more.
We learned a little good-morning song; they sang it over

and over as they worked, and to the new children coming
in; when one stopped another took it up.

When we went to the circle they all sat together in the

most serene way; we sang many songs, and they told me
things and I told them things; and while we were sitting

there Sister Ignatius came to the door and stopped still. I

shall never forget the look of her face and how the light

fell through the leaves on her The children began singing.

They were so beautiful,— like a little detachment of the

heavenly host. "Good-morning, good-morning, dear Sis-

ter."

I could see how she was touched and strove not to show
it. It was a great moment. . . . I could paint a new annun-
ciation.
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I remember the first kindergarten circle I ever saw. It

was in a little kindergarten down in the brewing districts.

That was my annunciation. I remember when I went out
how I looked about, and everything was in a new light. I

remember a butcher's boy was driving his cart; I had to

stand back to let him pass, and I looked at him. That was
the Book of Revelations opening. Before I had no more
discerned man than I had discerned God. . . .

Sister Ignatius believes in original sin, she told me.
This is the happiest day I have ever had in a kindergar-

ten. It is good to be equal to the whole unknown quantity
of a day's demands. You begin to know your own strength,
and your own weakness too, but today I was so alive with
the sense of the blessed and impersonal child, nothing could
fall amiss. This is the great thing to hold. It is when I get
away from it that things clatter down around me,—when I

begin to analyze and diagnose and antidote,—I never have
success with this side of things. Today whenever I found
myself being impressed from the negative side, I simply
opened my eyes and looked right through my child to find

his true self.

They like the skipping and the little simple ball games.
Such gentleness, no scrambling,— when it came to the wrong
one he passed it to his friend. His own joy was everyone's
joy.

V has offered to come and play for the songs and
the marches. Think of having a poet like V attend us!

How we marched,— such vital characterful tones!

Father La Crosse did not want to give us a good piano.

He took us in and showed us an impossible, whining .thing.

V has the courage of her convictions. She said, "Father
La Crosse, I feel it immoral to giv^e little children such im-
pure tone. We are careful to give them pure color and true

form, why not tone? To my mind it is a more vital factor

than either." Poor Father La Crosse, I am afraid we dis-

turbed him.
During one of the periods today we had a tremendous

onslaught from the outside. A crowd of boys gathered, and
threw stones and hooted. It suddenly awakened a response
within; some of them got up and ran to the windows; one
struck at the fingers of a boy thrust through the shutters.

In the midst of the upheaval, I struck a single absolute note.

It was annihilation to everything unlike itself. The whole
thing was dissipated. They came back and found their

places and went on with the work.
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When I went out the other boys ran. They thought I

wanted revenge. I called them up and told them at twelve
o'clock to come back, and I would show them the whole
thing,—everything. At first they did not know what to make
of an attitude that did not resist or condenm. One boy was
disposed to think it fictitious, and set up his hooting, but

the general public was with me and shut him up. This is

the beginning.
When the little children went today it was funny; they

had been such dears,—so ready to appreciate anything and
to fulfill the whole law that they were filled to the brim, and
when they got outside the gate they broke into a prolonged
yell, and ran pell-mell home, waving their hats and chains.

In five minutes every child had returned reinforced by an
elaborate piece of bread-and-butter, and there they stood
staring in at the doors and windows. They were outside

and the big boys in; each had the other's point of view, and
each was becoming every moment more allied to the inter-

est of the place.

These big boys,— they were like frightened wild things.

They were ready to be on the defensive, or to fly at the
slightest suggestion of insincerity on my part. How clear

and true I kept my thoughts; I would not have dared say
more than I truly felt, or felt anything but what I would
have said as I stood before them.

July 14.— Such mornings! I saw the sun come up out
of the sea. I have not seen this since I was a little child.

It is regeneration to see spiritual law living itself out.

Birds,— birds,— birds! The early morning is fairly vi-

brant. Wonderful things! What do they know? This is

one of the quests of my childhood. What do these creatures
know?

I find I do not feel tired in the least after my mornings. I

only feel happy and hungry, and I wish to write and to paint

and to sing, and to be everything in the world. But I just

sew and do homely little things,— things that I have always
despised before this.

Vol. 8-13



SEASONABLE STORY, SONG, AND STUDY.
NATURE TALKS ON THE MORNING CIRCLE.

September i. The change in temperature, and length of

day; why it is growing cooler; Jack Frost's return and why
he comes.

2. The falling leaves; why they fall; their use after they
are on the ground.

3. Autumn fruits,— kinds, color, form, use. The Fruit

Festival.

October i. Some lessons from cloudland; clouds feath-

ery, fleecy, or curling; clouds heaped high in the sky; clouds
stretched out this way and that; how clouds are made.
Read Shelley's poem, "The Cloud."

2. Preparations of plants and animals for winter; migra-
tion of birds; hibernation of animals; buds donning their

winter overcoats; man's provision for shelter, food, and
clothing.

November i. Gathering of all kinds of nuts and seeds,

and sorting them in boxes.

2. Collection of cocoons and chrysalides.

3. The snow crystals, their relation to dew, frost, and
rain.

4. Origin and purpose of Thanksgiving day.

With the coming of the autumn days an entirely new
set of impressions is felt in the heart of a child. Since early

springtime he has danced in and out the sunshine, conscious
only of the activity of development and growth as shown in

the life and beauty surrounding him. The advent of Sep-
tember, however, brings to him a different phase of life.

He now becomes aware of a diminution of Nature's forces;

of a slow arresting of the life and growth which has so

charmed him. As time progresses he learns that all this is

for a purpose; that it is in preparation for the winter's rest

and sleep, which is as essential to plants and animals as it

is to mankind.
This phase of nature affects the child far more deeply

than does the beauty of the summer. As he rambles here
and there, watching the belated bees as they flit about, or

chasing the yellow and white butterflies that hover over the

frost-nipped grasses, or gazing at the clouds as they come
and go, there is awakened within him a dim sense of the
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spiritual meaning of it all. This he can only put into words
when led to mature thought and reflection, and, indeed, it

may be wiser to leave it for a time to sink unspoken into the
mind and heart.

The morning talks on the kindergarten circle afford a
most excellent opportunity to weave in with the other ex-
periences of life systematic direction of the child's thought
with regard to the world of nature. In this each child has
his part to perform, so that each feels a personal interest in

the subject. The children gather the seeds and nuts, and
sort them for the boxes; they press the leaves, gay-colored,
green or brown; they help the kindergartner to fill the win-
dow-box with earth, in which seeds are to be planted to

bloom when everything out of doors is ice-bound and dreary;
they place the winter sheaf of grain, or scatter the crumbs
for the brave birds that give to the winter landscape its one
touch of active life; and in all things they are led to realize

the wisdom and goodness of the Father, who provides for

the comfort of even the least of His children.

—

M. Helen
yennins!;s.

THE LEAVES FAREWELL PARTY.

L

All summer the leaves had been dressed in green;
Dresses as pretty as ever were seen;

But Dame Nature came one day in the fall

And said: "Leaf children, hearken all!

n.

"For many days you have done your best

To shelter the birdies in the nest;

Have given shade to the cows and sheep,

—

Now soon comes the winter, for rest and sleep.

in.

"All the earth 's been more happy and fair

Because God sent His little leaf-children there;

But before you bid the earth good-night
We'll make it e'en gayer with colors bright.

IV.

"To a great happy party I bid you all —
Your gayest dresses you shall wear to the ball;

Dresses of yellow, red, and green,

Prettier dresses were never seen."
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V.

Gay was the earth when the leaves were all dressed,

Each one nodding and looking its best;

Then down they all came,— they danced and they flew

While the wind played the music— the birdies helped too.

VI.

Many little children passing by
Cried,— "Dear little leaves, good-by! good-by!
Thank you for making our earth so bright;

A sweet winter's rest to you; good-night! good-night!"

— Elizabetli J. Grey.

LEAVES AND SEEDS.

(Tune " The Mowers," K. D. W.'s book.)

Jack Frost is riding through the air,

And leaves are fluttering down;
He paints them red, and yellow, too.

And sometimes paints them brown.

Chorus: Tra la, la, la, la, la, la, la,

Tra la, la, la, la, la, la, la,

Tra la la la! Tra la la la!

Tra la la-/^-la, la!

He helps to pick the many seeds.

And tells them now 'tis fall;

Says Jack, " Run home and go to sleep,

AH seeds, both great and small,"

For winter soon will be here.

So sleep in seed-cradles, dear,

Till spring shall call,

Then ready all

To take off nightgowns queer.

* —Jennie Fairman Smith.

A THANKSGIVING INTERPRETATION,

It was the beginning of October, and all September the

little children of the kindergarten had been playing and
singing about families. The "Mutter und Kose-Lieder"
was used as a basis, the songs best adapted to the needs of

this particular kindergarten being taught. The children
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were given full scope, and followed, rather than led; and it

was surprising, even to the kindergartner herself, how this

thought grew— not monotonous, but of more and more
interest to each little child as he or she connected every in-

cident with the home. Never was the atmosphere of this

kindergarten happier.

Now it is time to begin thinking about Thanksgiving day.
Begin, did I say? No, it was begun on the opening day—
but time to make it more prominent, not by talking about
it so much as by living it. And can little children help
living it, as they talk of the leaves wanting to do their part

by keeping the roots and seeds warm in the earth; and the
apples, peaches, potatoes, and cabbages, which have all been
trying their best to grow, that they might come and live

with us and feed us? The raindrop families, too, do their

share; also the wind. And because some of the days are

wet and the mornings cold, the shoemaker says he must
work on the little children's boots; the baker must bake the
shoemaker's bread; and the blacksmith must shoe the
baker's horse, etc. So the children see how one family can-
not live without the others.

The kindergartner wanted to show on whom the children

were dependent for their warm woolen clothing; but these
little children lived in homes where the luxury of visits to

the country were unknown, and had no other idea of sheep
than that they were driven through the city streets from
time to time, from the railway sheds to a certain slaughter
house. So they were told of some sheep that loved the man
who took care of them so much they wanted to follow him
wherever he went. He took them where the ground was
soft because their feet were tender, and where the grass was
green and plentiful. At night he saw that they were safe

in the fold, or, if too far away, he stayed out with them all

night on the hills. These lambs lived in a warmer country
than ours; one to which Jack Frost does not go. "Who
would like to hear about some little lambs which I saw with
their mothers when I was in the country?" said the kinder-
gartner. The children had heard about their teacher's visit

to the country before, and had pictures of many of the things
she saw, so were all attention. At night these lambs and
sheep lived in a big barn. The farmer always saw that the

double doors were closed that they might be safe and quiet.

Every morning they went and frolicked in the meadow. If

it was very sunny they played under the trees. Often they
watched the gate for the good farmer, who used to bring
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two measures full of nice things for the lambs to eat. " What
do you think they liked?" Scraps from the table, corn-
meal, salt, etc. They were fond of salt. They would eat

it out of the farmer's hand without anything with it. When
they had eaten enough they would scamper to the trough
for a drink. The ten baby lambs had a nice large trough
to themselves. After drinking of the clean, fresh water, off

they would run for another play. One day the farmer's man
came and took all the mother sheep away. This picture
will show you what he did with them. (Here the children
examined a picture of sheep-washing, and described it in

their own way.) TJiis picture shows what was done next.

(Sheep shearing) Then the whole scene was shown on the
sand-table by the children. The older ones cutting out of

mounting cards the fronts of the barn and outbuildings,

and making hurdles and fences with slats and a little glue.

The children were so interested in their works that for a

day or two they forgot about the pile of wool which had
been cut off the sheep's back. So the kindergartner left it

for the time being, and went on to tell of the sheep's return to

the lambkins, who did not know their own mothers, for they
looked so different. The children soon thought of a way by
which the lambs could find out, for could not they them-
selves tell the name of a playmate when their eyes were
covered, by listening to the voice? Then a picture of the
rack from which the lambs feed in the winter was made,
and the story, as found in the " Poulsson Finger Plays," com-
pleted and sung.

Soon a suggestion from the kindergartner aroused the

children's curiosity, and led them to ask "What became of

. the wool which was cut off ?
"

Then followed the beginning of a series of talks, based
on the matter found in "In The Child's World."

Then, as the days come nearer and nearer to "Thanks-
giving," we talk of the good Father of all these, who is so

glad when His children thus help each other. He saw what
they were all trying to do, and sent the sun and rain and
wind to help. What shall we say to Him for His loving

care? The little children of this kindergarten have not

much to give, but such as they have (and it will of neces-

sity have to be their very own) will be given out of a full

heart, because they feel that in the great whole, where all

are workers and givers, they have a place. E. A.



ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CHICAGO PUBLIC
SCHOOLS.

hidications ofProgress in Eleme7itary Education.— Albert G.
Lane, superintendent of the Chicago city schools, tells how
kindergartens were introduced into the city schools pre-

vious to the passage of the Local Option Kindergarten bill

by the Illinois State Legislature in 1895. The local senti-

ment has long been in favor of public kindergartens, and the
practical pressure brought to bear by the women of our city

through the woman member of the school board, and the
organized kindergarten associations of the city, has been
successful. A movement is under way at present, among the
members of the Chicago Teachers' Club, to petition the board
for an extension of kindergartens into every available school
in the city. Mr. Lane's statement, as given below, is taken
from his annual report to the city Board of Education:

"The last legislature enacted a law under which kindergar-
tens could be established in any school district. They have
heretofore been maintained in Chicago under an interpreta-

tion of that part of the constitution of the state which says,

'The General Assemhly shallprovide a thorough and efficient

system of free schools, wherohy all clnldnvi of this state may
receive a good common school education.' Kindergartens
were first organized and supported in public school build-

ings by the Chicago PVoebel Kindergarten Association and
by the Chicago Kindergarten College. The Board of Educa-
tion received numerous requests to establish other kindergar-
tens in various parts of the city. The question whether the
board was legally authorized to make kindergartens a part of

the school system was referred to the attorney of the board,
Mr. D. L. Morrill, who reported that under the provision of
the constitution of the state, as quoted, the board could pro-
vide for the education of all cliildren, and that they had the
right to provide means for the education of children between
four and six years of age in kindergartens. Judge Henry
M. Shepard appeared before the School Management com-
mittee and confirmed this opinion.

"Three years ago the board assumed the control and sup-
port of all kindergartens which had been organized in pub-
lic school buildings. The teachers who had conducted them
were retained in the employ of the board. During the year
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the board adopted a rule that all persons who desired ap-

pointments as kindergartners must pass an examination.
Three examinations were held, with results as follows:

December 21, 1894 20 applicants 5 successful.

January 26, 1895 50 applicants 18 successful.

June 1 , 1 895 ,. . . . 86 applicants 24 successful.

Many requests have been made for the organization of

kindergartens in different parts of the city. Wherever there

have been vacant rooms in school buildings, these requests

have been granted. While there are over 11,000 children in

rented buildings, and thousands attend school only during
one session, the board does not deem it wise to organize
kindergartens in all the schools. The value of kindergarten
training has been so fully demonstrated in Chicago, that no
argument is needed to show its place and value in an edu-

cational system. As soon as the children between four and
six years of age, who spend their time upon the streets un-

disciplined, can be brought under the molding influence of

good kindergartners, Chicago will do what St. Louis, Toronto,
Boston, and other cities have been doing for many years."

Number of kindergartens 23
Total enrollment in kindergartens 2, 165
Average daily membership 1,070

Average daily attendance 912
Paid for salaries of teachers $17,516.40
Paid for material 1,530.41

Paid for pianos 707.50

Total cost $19,754.31

Miss Ellen C. Alexander, supervisor of the free school
kindergartens, makes a report of her work, in this modern
office, which is full of suggestion. She writes to the super-

intendent as follows:

''Dear Sir:— It would be impossible to think of the prog-
ress of the kindergarten movement in the city of Chicago
the past twenty years without looking backward, and in look-

ing backward one would be reminded that the growth had
its beginning in pioneer labor, self-sacrifice, and struggle; but
the pioneer was rich in faith, and pressed forward with a

perseverance born of philanthropic inspiration. In 1867
Chicago numbered but one kindergarten. There are now
over one hundred under the control of various societies,

churches, and individuals, with an enrollment exceeding
twenty-five hundred children. There are also three strong
kindergarten associations in the city, each of which main-
tains a training school for kindergarten teachers. To these
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figures must be added the significant fact that the interest in

kindergarten ideas and extension is steadily deepening.
"Under the direction of the Board of Education there are

twenty-four kindergartens where little children enjoy the

blessing of all-sided growth in true kindergarten atmosphere.
The rooms devoted to this department of education are gen-
erally large, light, well ventilated, and equipped with con-
venient appliances and all necessary materials for the work
of the children.

"The teachers are devoted, earnest, conscientious, and are

in continual search of better ways to put Froebel's educa-
tional theories into practice. Although it is imperative the
child should be independently active, free to be happy in his

own discoveries, and unconstrained in his self-expression;

nothing is left to chance or caprice. We aim to assist every
child by supplying as far as possible the best conditions of

growth, and respecting his individuality in the use of these
conditions, we may help him to reach the end for which he
was created, the development of his individual organization.
To this end the outline of each day's work is carefully pre-

pared, and each day's lesson has a logical plan of develop-
ment to be pursued, so skillfully arranged that it may be
modified to accord with any day, or made to meet the unex-
pected phases of unfolding minds. It is possible, to one ac-

customed to arbitrary rules or rigid discipline, the freedom
of speech and movement allowed in the kindergarten would
seem dangerous disorder. To the wise kindergartner it is

only the necessary activity of developing human beings, and
"silent time" will be observed reverently when their self-

control has grown strong through exercise.

"The testimony of primary teachers is favorable. One
says the work in the first grade would be lessened one-third if

all the childrenhad previous kindergarten training. Another
says the class from the kindergarten take up reading, writ-

ing, and slate work more readily than children who come
direct from home."

Miss Josephene C. Locke, supervisor of drawing in the
grammar and primary grades, makes an excellent report of
the changes which have come into this department in legit-

imate wake of the modern researches of psychology. Her
report is tinctured throughout with the educational senti-
ment of Froebel and the kindergarten. We quote a few
characteristic paragraphs, to show how the "bow of prom-
ise" is shining into the great school system of this western
city:

"The subject of illustrative drawing is very recent; it has,
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however, proved itself to be merely introductory to another
and a larger subject, viz.: that of imaginative drawing. All
observation of children teaches that in nine cases out of ten
imagination has more to do with their early drawings than
actual seeing. In disregarding the imagination, instruction

in drawing has deprived itself of a valuable assistant indig-

enous in the nature of the child. Memory and dictation
drawing on the contrary are very old, and formerly consumed
much time and attention. In Chicago we have practically

outgrown them. In the light of modern psychology we see

that both memory and illustrative drawing are dependent for

real value on the imagination, and that right training of

the imagination includes the others.

"We are only waking to the fact that the line of the least

resistance in all evolution is the utilization of the principle

of the beautiful, whether it be in the realm of conduct, of

knowledge, or of feeling. It is here that melody, poetry,

song, myth, rhythm of language, of color, and of form appeal
irresistibly to commonplace and apparently stupid children.

More and more are the best teachers learning to trust the
child's natural instinct to absorb that which is presented to

him, and to believe in his power to express the same spon-
taneously at sight; this is making the tccJmique of drawing
secondary to the thought to be expressed. But transitions

have not confined themselves to the world of education;
preceding them and equally radical are the changes in the

world of art. The grand furore oi nature, the intense love
of her in her varying moods and tenses, as she is in sunshine
and storm both by land and sea— this it is that characterizes

modern art, and its representation has necessitated a great

departure from the methods of the classic. In fact, land-

scape painting may be said to have only been born with the

nineteenth centur\'

"The public school must incorporate the art quality into

its work if it is to minister to the soul development of the

child. It must practice such broad, simple, quick methods
as will train children to see light and shade and color in a

diffused light, as light is in nature out of doors; it must
lead them to see at a glance the main characteristics of

things, and it must teach them how to eliminate the trivial

and unimportant; it must accustom the child to outdoor
sketching from nature, and it must encourage the free ex-

pression of each one's individuality. That this is possible

our 'experience during the past year has demonstrated.
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The impartial student detects a convergence of thought
lines in the later utterances of the scientist, the psycholo-
gist, and the artist. The artist has preeminently stood for

the cultivation of feeling and the awakening of noble emo-
tions. 'Judge the picture by the effect it has upon you,' is

one of the latest sayings attributed to Sir Frederic Leigh-
ton. 'Judge the value of the study by the effect upon the

mind of the child,' says the psychologist. Is there any
difference? In both instances it is the effect upon the in-

dividual, what they do for him, that is the measure of the

value of the study."

THE VESPER-SPARROW.
EDITH M. THOMAS,

It comes from childhood's land.

Where summer days are long
And summer eves are bland,

—

A lulling good-night song.

Upon a pasture stone.

Against the fading west,

A small bird sings alone,

Then dives and finds its nest.

The evening star has heard.

And flutters into sight;

O childhood's vesper-bird,

My heart calls back, Good night.

From '^ In Sinishinc Land.
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SUSAN E. BLOW.

T
A HE interest in this series of study questions in-

creases each day. Letters of inquiry and expres-
sions of gratitude reach the editor in every mail,

while many of our most earnest workers write of

their intention to follow out this study systemat-
ically. For detailed instruction of how to participate in

this study course, see announcements in the September and
October numbers of the Kindergarten Magazine, or send
a two-cent stamp to the editor for circulars. If you wish
to enlist the interest of friends in this work, but do not wish
to loan your copy of the magazine, send their names with
the stamp, and the announcement circulars will be forwarded
to them.

The questions will not be reprinted after this issue; the
number of the question only will be given and reference to

the Froebel song under consideration by the writer of the an-

swers. It is preferable that the name of the writer be pub-
lished with the answers, but anyone wishing only the initials

to be used must indicate the same to the editor. Only the
most suggestive and clear answers will be selected for pub-
lication. No written papers will be returned unless it is

requested by the writer, and stamps inclosed to cover the
postage of same.

lesson of the weathervane.

Questions for Mothers and KindergartJiers.

80. What is the motto to this play? Students using the
new version of the Mother-Play Book should consider care-

fully both the poetic and the prose renderings.

81. To what general manifestation of childhood does
this motto refer?

82. How is the manifestation explained?

83. In how many of Froebel's commentaries does he
touch upon the subject of imitation.

84. In what pictures of the Mother-Play Book does it

find special illustration?
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85. Do you remember anything on this subject in the
*' Education of Man?"

86. Do you remember what persons, objects, and acts

you, as a child, most loved to imitate?

87. Did you ever imitate any dominant personality

among your companions or friends?

88. Did you ever imitate the heroine of a novel or play?

89. Can you trace any connection between such imita-

tion and your present character and tastes?

90. Should you think it well if a child imitated exten-

sively any very small number of persons, objects and acts?

91. Have you ever known a child whose mind you had
felt warped because of the too exclusive imitation of some
one person or thing?

92. Should you, therefore, think it important to give the

child a sufficiently varied experience of people and things?

(See on this point Mark Baldwin's "Mental Development,"

pp. 358-360 inclusive.)

93. Does each individual child reveal himself in his fav-

orite imitations?

94. Are there typical deeds whose imitation may be edu-
cative for all children?

95. In the picture illustrating the weathervane how many
objects are moved by the wind?

96. What is the first explanation which a child gives of the

phenomena of wind?

97. Have you made any observations on a large number
of children to test this point? If not, will you do so?

98. Can you recollect when you so explained the wind?

99. Can you remember when and wherefore j^ou surren-

dered this explanation?

100. Can you illustrate from language and mythology
the belief of primitive men with regard to this phenomena?

10 1. What relation do language and myth show between
wind, breath, spirit, etc.

102. Do you know any fairy stories of which the wind is

the physical substrate?

103. What change in mental attitude takes place when
the mind surrenders its first explanation of the phenomena
of wind?

104. Can the child see wind; hear it; feel it?
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105. What other things may be heard but not seen; felt

but not seen? What things may be felt and neither heard
nor seen?

106. By its suggestion of an invisible power as the pro-

ducer of visible effects, what is likely to be the spiritual in-

fluence of this play?

107. By its suggestion of one power as the producer of

many effects, what is likely to be its intellectual influence?

108. What parallel between the many objects moved by
the wind and the many acts done by the wind?

109. Can you recall what Goethe says in the Pedagogic
Province in " Willhelm Meister" about reverence?

1 10. Do you find any hints in this play as to the methods
of inspiring reverence?

111. Can you recall any good poems on the wind?

112. Write out a conversation with children on this pic-

ture.

113. Give an original story embodying its essential idea?

114. In playing wind-games, should the children repre-

sent the wind or only the objects moved by the wind?

115. Should you attempt to explain the phenomena of

wind?

116. Could the child understand your explanation?

117. Should you aim rather to deepen his reverence for

the uncomprehended power?

118. Is it dangerous to tamper with the soul's solemn
sense of mystery?

Questions for Training Teachers.

119. Are sense objects, or casual processes, more attract-

ive to the mind?

120. How does the mind achieve emancipation from

sense?

121. What are the several stages of this emancipation?

122. What do you think of this statement of Amiel?
"... If you are conscious of something new,— thought or

feeling,— awakening in the depths of your being, do not be

in a hurry to let in light upon it, to look at it; let the spring-

ing germ have the protection of being forgotten, hedge it

round with quiet, and do not break in upon its darkness,

let it take shape and grow, and not a word of your happi-

ness to anvone. Sacred work of nature as it is, all concep-
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tion should be enwrapped by the triple veil of modesty,
silence, and night."

123. Should you ever profane the power of mysteries by
making mysteries of things not really mysterious?

124. In what is its consummation?

125. Can the intellect be satisfied until it has unified its

knowledge?

126. What is the relationship between such unification of
knowledge and the fact of imitation?

127. Do you believe that Froebel had this relationship

in mind when he made the weathervane the first of his

series of imitative play?

128. What significance has imitation as a step in freeing
the child from the power of his immediate environment?

129. Is it, therefore, an important step in the ascent
toward spiritual freedom?

.ANSWERS TO STUDY QUESTIONS.
(The following' answers are sent in by Mrs. Florence Chace, Kansas

City):

Q. 7. When children come to the kindergarten what are the results
at which you should first aim?

A. The kindergartner should aim to secure continued, though varied,
activity, and the feeling of fellowship. The child should take an active
interest in the doings of the little company, and at the same time feel at
home and at ease.

Q. 10. What is the effect of insufficient stimulus?
A. Laziness.

(2- 12. What would be the effect upon the child of ignoring the prin-
ciple involved in this play?

A. The principle would still exist. It is too strong to be eradicated
by any amount of ignoring. The child will grow and take pleasure in
his growth. He loses much in losing his mother's love and aid. The
mother loses her greatest privilege and happiness. If this principle is

not only not fostered, but is systematically hindered in its operating
through the ignorance of parents and teachers, the child may in time be
changed from a naturally active to an idle one.

Q. ij. Does sloth generate other faults? Name some of its prog-
eny.

A. As sloth is an absence of the good habit of industry, so follow
all the various undesirable traits in the different individuals which are
the opposites of the good traits growing out of industry. Industry gen-
erates happiness, ability, self-reliance, helpfulness. Sloth generates
discontent, incompetency, dependence, uselessness.

Q. 14. What does the mother do as she plays with her baby?
A. Her love flows out in song.

Q. IS- Has early listening to song any effect upon the musical de-
velopment of the child?
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A. It certainly has, as all early influences have their effect upon
the child.

Q. i6. Has it any moral effect, and can you trace it?

A. I do not doubt that it has a great moral effect. I have often
observed the quieting, uplifting effect of even the simple home songs
on the little ones.

O. ly. Does song strengthen the sympathy between mother and
child?

A. Beyond a doubt it does. The mother feels what -he sings. The
child, in listening, comes to feel, also, what the mother feels.

Q. j8. In all your efforts to incite, guide, and restrain the child's

activity, why must you be careful to make him feel the love which in-

spires your effort?

A. Love is the great foundation truth of all our work with the
children. It is in love, for love, with love, for the children and for all,

that we take up this work. The child's activity, guided by love, brings
into his soul a light, a strength, a trust, that without this greatest power
he cannot find. His small tasks, too, become pleasant privileges if he
feels the love that asks him.

Q. ig. What would be the effect of developing activity without at

the same time fostering sympathy?
A. The child would be alienated. All children love to be active,

and will be so to a greater or less degree. Without sympathy, this

activity cannot be directed into the proper channels.

Q. 32. What is the symbolic suggestion of the milldam?
A. I question if Froebel intended it as a symbol. We may say it

is the restraining efforts of the mother over her child.

Q. 2j. Are opposition or restraint necessary in order to give force
definite direction?

A. Yes; a child has little continuance. If he is not restrained, in

the sense of being directed, at least, his activity spreads itself over great
space without accomplishing anything definite.

(This question is discussed by Mrs. M. S. Charlos):

Q. JQ. What does the ideal of freedom imply?
A. As one who is taught daily by her two youngest children, may I

speak and tell what freedom means to one mother? I have learned one
thing above all else, that I must make my ideals practical, constantly
and unremittingly practical in everyday life, if my children are in any
way to be influenced by them. If I practice it spasmodically the chil-

dren either miss the point or gradually come to doubt the ideal as well

as the idealist. To realize freedom has been one of my deepest long-
ings. I have long worn dress reform, and have interested myself in

education and even politics in a quiet way. There have been many
things in my home which have held me in bondage. My children were
restless, hard to manage, the youngest child being even peevish. I dis-

covered that while I was seeking and working for personal freedom, my
nursery was enjoying anything but sweet liberty. Each child was under
bondage of some sort, either of temperament or ill health. It came upon
me with great force that my ideals must be made practical and that the
work must begin at home, in the very cradle. On making an investiga-

tion of myself, I found that I was in the habit of treating my baby as a
helpless tot. I so often said, "Poor little dear, you can't do that, you
are so little." "Come, mamma will help you." In this way I was giv-
ing orders as if my baby were a prisoner in chains before she was a full

year old, in a tone of voice which was the contrary to developing and
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constructing; at the same time I overpowered her with attention and
watched every movement she made with precaution. My other children
had all been peevish and I had taken for granted that it was natural or
inherited; but, thanks to the kindergarten study, I began to think and
observe child-nature. The first thing I learned was to set my baby free;

perfectly free. I learned to do for her and speak to her as to an equal;
I cannot help telling you here of the wonderful response I had. I began
to correct my own bad habit by saying aloud to myself: "I can teach you
nothing,— I can only let you grow." "We are equals, baby and I." "I

am not serving you, dressing, washing, and feeding you,— it is the hand
of love alone that can do that." "We love each other perfectly, don't
we, baby dear? " "You and I are equal, and both of us free." "Vou have
all the wisdom there is in your dear heart, and we are perfectly respon-
sible to each other in everything." Such were my thoughts, my feelings,
and my prayers. Every day they grew sweeter, more real, and more
completely earnest, and every day not only my wee babe, but the other
children grew freer and more self controlled, more loving and respon-
sive, and less and less peevish, restless, and wearing. I was no loiu^^er

dictating, no longer controlling, no longer watching and limiting, but
we were working together on mutual suggestion; we were truly cooper-
ating and a harmonious family. I wish Froebel might be translated:
"Come, let us be children together in the pure freedom of idealizing
one another." Tome the ideal of freedom implies the setting of every-
body free, and then we find freedom ourselves and become truly of
one mind and of one body, and there is no place where this can be so
beautifully illustrated and so completely practiced as between father,

mother, and children. During the last year my nursery has indeed been
a university to me, in teaching me to give universally pure freedom to

each, even my tiniest babe, and thereby finding it for myself, not only in

my mind, but think what a rest and liberation to a tired mother there
is in a family of self-ordered and freely-determining little ones.

(This complete set of answers is sent in by Miss. Newman, Vancouver.)
(2- I. What manifestation of the child supplies the point of depart-

ure for this play?
A. The child feeling life strong within him instinctively throws out

his legs and arms unconsciously aiming thereby to measure his strength.

Q. 2. What is the mother's instinctive response to this manifestation ?

A. The mother instinctively feels this a call for help and places her
breast or hand against the little one's feet, thus encouraging him to kick
the harder and so develop his strength.

Q.3. What general principle is involved in this manifestation of

child and response of mother?
A. The principle that opposition overcome increases strength.

Q. 4. Can you give illustrations of this method of influencing the
development of older children?

A. When in the kindergarten we give the child a piece of work a
little more difficult than that which he has done before, and by our sym-
pathy encourage him to persevere until he has succeeded. Or when a
child plans for himself a difficult piece of work, and discovering its diffi-

culty wants to give up, we by a little timely assistance help him to carry
out his plan.

Q. 7. When children come to the kindergarten what are the results
at which you should first aim?

A. I think our first aim should be to make the children feel per-
fectly at home; to make the change from home life to kindergarten life

Vol. 8-14
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as easy and pleasant as possible; to win their full confidence by making
them feel our love and sympathy.

Q. 8. In endeavoring to excite the child's activity of what must you
be careful?

A. That we do not overtax the child's nervous system.

Q. g. What is the effect of undue stimulus?
A. The child will become netvous and excitable, or he will learn to

depend too much on outward stimulus and will not be able to amuse
himself.

Q. 10. What is the effect of insufficient stimulus?
A. The child becomes listless and loses interest. Losing interest in

the subject in hand he turns to other and perhaps undesirable objects
of interest.

O. II. By what signs from the child can you determine whether he
has been over-stimulated? Under-stimulated?

A. Some children will show that they liave been over-stimulated by
restlessness and a constant desire for change, others by a lack of power
to find amusement for themselves. A sign of under-stimulation is a
listless, inattentive, uninterested manner.

Q. 13. W^hat would be the effect upon the child of ignoring the
principle involved in this play?

A. If the mother made no response to such manifestations on the
part of her child, he would become inactive and slothful, and would lack
the strength which is gained by overcoming difficulties. He would not
became self-reliant, but would be a slave instead of a master. Then,
too, his inner nature would remain dormant and his actions be without
aim or object.

Q. Ij. Does sloth generate other faults? Name some of its progeny?
A. It does. The slothful person lays himself open to temptations

of which his active brother knows nothing. Selfishness, love of ease,
sensuality, are some of sloth's progeny.

Q. 14. What does the mother do as she plays with her baby?
A. She sings a song in which the movement of his legs represents

the pounding of flaxseed to make oil. By this means his inner life is

wakened and his purposeless activity is changed to activity for a special
purpose.

Q. ij. Has early listening to song any effect upon the musical de-
velopment of the child?

A. It awakens and exercises the dormant musical faculties.

Q. 16. Has it any moral effect, and can you trace it?

A. It has. Music awakens the higher nature; lifts us above the
physical into the spiritual. It has a wonderful effect in quieting and
soothing children, especially those of an excitable or irritable nature.

Q. ij. Does song strengthen the sympathv between mother and
child?

A. I think it does. Children are naturally attracted by music, and
their hearts will go out to those who can supply this want. The child
will also grow more conscious of the mothers love as it listens to her
voice in singing.

Q. 18. In all your efforts to incite, guide, and restrain the child's

activity, why must you be careful to make him feel the love which in-

spires your effort?

A. That his feelings and sympathies may be developed with his

mind and body.
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Q. ig. What would be the effect of developing activity without at

the same time fostering sympathy?
A. A clever, skillful, but hard, heartless, selfish man,

Q. 21. What symbols does Froebel use in the picture?

A. The lamp, mill-wheel, poppy, old woman climbing the hill, mill-

dam, the rough rocky road to the mill, the stream cutting its way
through the rock.

Q. 22. What is the symbolic suggestion of the milldam?
A. Natural force overcome by intellect and its activity used for

man's comfort. Activity used for a definite purpose.

Q. 24. What is the symbolic suggestion of the lamp.
A. It symbolizes the mother's love which burns bright and clear

and would lead the child into truth.

Q. 2§. How is love fed?

A. By sympathy which acts as a magnet to draw souls ever closer

and closer together.

(2- 26. Can you think of any spiritual analogy to the fact that light

is a mode of motion?
A. Light symbolizes truth which carries it ever higher and higher.

Q. 2"^. What is the relationship between doing and knowing?
A. Doing and knowing are interdependent. We must have a cer-

tain amount of knowledge before we can do, by doing we gain more
knowledge, which in its turn develops a greater power to do.

Q. 2g. What is the highest form of self-activity?

A. Activity for the good of others.

Q.JO. Describe the upper half of the picture.

A. The principal figures are a mother and four children. The
mother sits by the side of a stream watching her children at play and
pondering on their different characters as manifested by their actions.

They have built a dam and placed a wheel where the water will turn it.

One child sits, shading his eyes from the sun, deep in thought. Another
is wading in the water and splashing it about with her feet. A third is

all intent on his waterwheel. In the background is a house surrounded
by trees, and near by is a mill with a large waterwheel turned by the
same stream in which the children are playing farther down. The road
to the mill is steep and rocky, and up laboriously climbs a woman with
a large basket on her back. It is a country scene in which both rest

and activity are represented.

Q.J/. Are the several children all attracted to the water?
A. They are.

. Q-3^- Do they express their attraction in the same way?
A. They do not. One uses the water to turn. his wheel, another

sits quietly watching it, while a third, with bare feet, wades and splashes
in It.

Q-JJ- What may we learn from these different responses to a sin-

gle incitement?
A. To respect the individuality of the children and not to expect

all to express any thought exactly in the same way.

Q.J4. Are children early attracted by the forces of nature?
A. Thefy are.

Q.JS- Do you find any connection between this fact and the fact
that what a child first notices are movements?

A. The forces of nature are usually rdvealed to us by activity.
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(Mary H. Waterman, St. Louis.)

Q. 4j. Toward what final goal does this point?

A. As man is a " self-making being," and only what is in man can be
evolved from him, the child must be educated by what he is led to do
for himself, or "he educates himself through his self-activity." In the
unity of his unconscious life lie sleeping the potential powers whose
only expression is indefinite energy. But as activity is mstinctive in

the child, and its exercise gives him pleasure, the mother aims to develop
his innate energies by exercise, and aid his soul in the struggle of self-

realization. Thus the simplest nursery games gain their significance,

responding to manifested need and reacting on thought. As the child
measures his force against the opposing obstacle his strength increases.

So the human being in every stage of development must measure his

powers against those of others to know his own degree of strength. The
power dies that is not used, and idleness can boast of no victories.

Life's struggle is toward a complete self-consciousness, " power existing,

exerted, and comprehended." The awakened mind must advance in

attaining knowledge and power, the will delighting in ceaseless striving.

That only is the condition of victory. "Each attained degree of chai--

acter is only kept by daily conquering anew." Man becomes strong by
conquering weakness, free by conquering slavery. He becomes strong
morally by resisting temptations, and intellectually by thinking particu-

lar thoughts. His will is developed by exercise in free choosing. , He
learns to love by loving, and grows religious by living religion. The
profound truth to Froebel was that self-recognition is effected through
self-activity controlled by knowledge and insight. As man is self-de-

termining "he has the power to transform any fact, event, or idea of his

own mind, hence is responsible for all," a free, immortal soul. He there-
fore can overcome defects, dominate his environment, and create a new
heredity. Man becomes rational when he can exercise self-control and
replace impulse with moral purpose. By overcoming his smaller self

he attains his larger self. " His real nature must be annulled and his

ideal nature be made real in its place." In civilization we can see
the ascent of man through this developing process. Froebel says that

the destiny of man as a rational being is to become conscious of the
divine essence and to reveal it with self-determination and freedom.
This must be the goal of education. Man's development will be an as-

cent toward the divine, and in knowing himself he will in some degree
know the divine. Because in God knowing and willing are one, the
educator should strive to develop power in the child to realize his knowl-
edge in deeds. Activity exercised grows from a productive to a repro-

ductive energy and leads to creation. Whatever a child does he begins
to know and understand; he sees himself revtaled in his acts. By a
method which exercises both receptive and productive energies in de-
velopment, the child may grow in "self-control, self-reverence and self-

knowledge, which leads to sovereign power." Happy the child who
from the play at the cradle begins the upward struggle that shall have
this culmination, and who shall lovingly exercise his powers to help
others. The child is led to practice every virtue and enter into every
essential relationship that he may finally, by representation and partici-

pation, enter into the universal life. By the gradation of more subtle

difficulties mother and teacher find the art of education, and lead the
child to delight in conquest. He feels that all is done with love; this

feeling should later develop into the realization that " God grants us
occasions of contest in order to bless us with victory;" and that obsta-

cles are really necessary to develop and strengthen life. The kinder-
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gartner who does not develop a desire to attempt hard things, be it with
material things or to gain spiritual victories over self, is failing to de-

velop heart and will and character. Let us remember that: "He who
overcometh shall inherit all things."

(Mary D. Runyan, St. Louis.)

Q. 4.1. Can you give one or more poetic statements of this principle?

A. We rise by things that are 'neath our feet;

By what we have mastered of good and gain;

By the pride deposed and the passion slain,

And the vanquished ills that we hourly meet.—Holland.

We are what we are made; each following day
Is the creator of our human mold.
Not less than was the first. —Emerson.

Man is his own star; and the soul that can
Render an honest and a perfect man
Commands all light, all influence, all fate;

Nothing to him falls early or too late.

Our acts our angels are, or good or ill

Our fatal shadows that walk by us still.—John Fletcher.

Then welcome each rebuff
That turns earth's smoothness rough;
Each sting that bids nor sit nor stand, but go.

Be our joys three parts pain;
Strive, and hold cheap the strain;

Learn, nor account the pang;
Dare, never grudge the throe. —Selected.

It is better youth should strive,

Thro' acts uncouth, toward making,
Than repose on aught found made. —Brownitig.

The importance of first and feeblest efforts, which are the expressions
of individual power, is a fact of which we often lose sight, and judge by
the external standard of results:

—

Not on the vulgar mass called "work" must sentence pass,

Things done, that took the eye and had the price.

But all the world's coarse thumb
And finger failed to plumb.
So passed in making up the main account;
All instincts immature.
All purposes unsure.
That weighed not as his work, yet swelled the man's amount.

This I was worth to God, whose wheel the pitcher shaped.—Browning;.

(The following answers came from students of the Jamestown, N. Y.,

training school.)

Q. 4. Can you give illustrations of this method of influencing the

development of older children?
A. A child pounding aimlessly with his hands on a table may be led

to play he is a carpenter doing some definite work, and thus give mean-
ing and definition to his activity. Movement of the feet may be given
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purpose in playing running a sewing machine. Arms may be clock pen-
dulums. Children measure their strength one by the other as in lifting,

wrestling, racing; by the forces in nature, as in flying kites or pushing
sticks up stream.

Q.J. Please state in detail any successful experience you have had
in occupying children two years?

A. Taken to a carpenter's shop a boy was busy for some time trans-
ferring by handfuls the sawdust from a large pile into a basket, finding
pleasure seemingly in the simple act of grasping and letting go. A
three-vear-old girl taken to the lake amused herself for fully an hour by
carrying sand from one pile to another. A certain child seems never to

tire of bringing sticks, stones, etc., for me to throw away. I think the
moving object and the cause attracted the child. With children four
years old I have found "Finger-plays" very successful. I once amused
a child on the train that had been crying, by repeating again and again
the game:

"Five little squirrels sat on a tree,

This one says, 'What do you see?
'

This one says, T see a gun.'
This one says, 'Oh let's run!

'

This one says, 'Let's hide in the shade.'

This one says, '/';;/ not afraid.'

Bang! goes the gun.
Away they a// run."

Q. 6. Describe any satisfactory exercise with the balls.

A. Simply rolling the ball on the floor, the children seated in a cir-

cle, each child trying to catch the ball as it came to him and to so direct

it that it would go to the one he wished. Yellow balls used in helping
the children to represent golden-rod and dandelions; those who are the
former stand and hold the balls high, while the latter sit holding their

balls nearer the floor. A child chosen picks a bouquet of one kind, then
another child of the other, and so on, distinguishing flowers by position.

The bouquets are presented to some one or sent by messenger to the hos-
pital or some sick playmate.

Second Gift.— Children having visited a blacksmith shop are given
on their return the Second Gift. After some consultation it is decided
that the cube is the best form for the anvil, the cylinder with a rattan

through it for the hammer, the other cube for the forge, the sphere for

the horse; the closed box may or may not serve as chimney to the
forge. In unison the children sing the "Blacksmith's Song," Elinor
Smith, Part 1, keeping time with their hammers on the anvil through
the chorus. One of the most successful games given with this gift has
been that of the Mayflower coming across the ocean to America, laden
with chests and barrels, sometimes using Mrs. Mailman's uncolored
beads to represent the cargo, and pieces of paper for sails fastened to

elongated cylinders placed in ends of box, and rattan in cube placed on
the plain cube, so leaving room in box for the beads. My children are
delighted with the logging game. The spheres are horses drawing the

logs (cylinders) to the river, formed by empty boxes placed end to end
some two feet apart. The logs are guided by poles down the river to

the sawmill made of all the cubes. Some of the children act one part

of the play, some another; but each dependent upon all the others.

Q. iQ. What would be the effect of developing activity without at

the same time fostering sympathy?
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A. Intellectual without spiritual development would be the result;

also a selfish disregard of other's feelings and rights.

Q.20. Have you ever shown the pictures illustrating this song to

children and had a talk with them about it? If so, give an account of

the conversation.
A. The first thing noticed at my table was the cradle. Another set

of children seemed especially delighted with the baby, and on being
told that he had just been given a bath had numerous tales to tell of "our
baby," and how he kicks his feet and tosses his arms about after his

bath. The children playing about the stream occasioned many expla-
nations and incidents of similar wheels placed by them or older playmates
in the gutters. My little group seemed especially interested in the
curious little lamp and the oil mill, asking all sorts of questions about it.

Q. 21. What symbols does Froebel use in the picture?
A. The burning lamp fed by the oil, the milldam, the trees, the

flowers.

Q. 22. What is the symbolic suggestion of the milldam?
A. The necessity of restraining and directing force in life. The

power of concentrated force.

Q. 2j. Are opposition or restraint necessary in order to give force
definite direction?

A. They are; otherwise force would be scattered and wasted.

Q. 26. Can you think of any spiritual analogy to the fact that light

is a mode of motion?
A. Love, like light, is always active. Love generated is like light

generated.

Q.36. Can you recall any experience of your own life which illus-

trates the principle involved in this play?
A. My sister and I jumping a rope were sent by our father into the

barn to tread down hay. It is in actual living with the children in the
kindergarten that I come to understand its principles. My life is full

of experiences in which I have learned only by actual experience.

Q.38. Can you quote from Froebel a good statement of it?

A. "The inner being, the spirit, the divine essence of things and of

man, is known by its outward manifestations. In accordance with this,

all education, all instruction and training, all life as a free growth, start

from the outer manifestations of man and things, and proceeding from
the outer act upon the inner, and form its judgments concerning the
inner." "The human being strives by his own self-active power to repre-
sent his inner being outwardly."

Q. 41. Can you give one or more poetic statements of it?

A. Oh fear not in a world like this

And thou shalt know ere long,
Know how sublime a thing it is

To suffer and be strong. —Longfellow.

Sweet are the uses of adversity
Which, like the toad, ugly and venomous,
Wears yet a precious jewel in his head.—Shakespeare s "As You Like It."

(The following answers are sent in by M. Burdick.)

Q. y. When children come to the kindergarten what are the results

at which you should first aim?
A. When children enter the kindergarten I should first aim for sym-
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pathy—with it comes spontaneous activity. Next must come attention

and obedience to law.

Q. g. What is the effect of undue stimulus?
A. Some of the effects of undue stimulus are, making children de-

pendent upon the outside stimulus, and not stimulating themselves as
they otherwise would. Undue stimulus is apt to excite a child more than
is good for him; and tire the kindergartner, so that she may less wisely
direct in other ways.

A Wellesley graduate writes as follows:

Miss Blow's questions have reminded me so forcibly of Kant's relig-

ion, as interpreted by Joseph Royce in "The Spirit of Modern Philos-
ophy," that I wish to share it with you. I wish I could share the whole
book. A book is only half a friend until it has been shared. Royce
writes of Kant: "The God whom he worships is indeed stern and ma-
jestic, cares not even to have you demonstrate his existence, and eludes
the cleverness of your theoretic reason as loftily as he rejects the lover-

like importunities of your weak and sentimental moments. He reveals
himself indeed, but to your conscience." "Conscience shows you the
absolute law, and says, sternly, unwaveringly, uncompromisingly, 'Do
thy duty.' It orders you then to live as if God were present here all

about you. He is not to be seen here with the eyes of sense. In vain
does theoretic reason try to prove that he is here. But none the less

must you act as if God were your constant companion." "The notion
of God's existence, a mere hypothesis to your speculation, is for your ac-

tive consciousness, just in such sense a certainty as you propose to

behave as if it were one." "Your world is tolerable, yes, even glorious,

if, and only if you actively make it so. Its spirituality is your own crea-
tion, or else is nothing. Awake, arise, be willing, endure, struggle, defy
evil, cleave to good, strive, be strenuous, be devoted, and then this dark
universe of destiny will glow with a divine light. Then you will com-
mune with the eternal." " God is with us only because we choose to

serve our ideal of him as if he were present to our senses. His kingdom
exis s, because we are resolved that, so far as in us lies, it shall come.
This is the victory that overcometh the world, not our intuition, not our
sentimental faith, but our live, our moral, our creative faith." "The
absolute self is simply the absolutely strong spirit who bears the contra-
dictions of life and wins the eternal victory." " Each of us is what some
other moment of his life reflectively finds him to be." "Space and time
are mental." "All judgment is essentially only an appeal to my
deeper self, and all knowledge depends on my unity with my deeper self.

This deeper self is the self that knows in unity, all truth." We could
not even mean to communicate with each other did we not presuppose
as an objective fact such organic spiritual relations as can be expressed
only in terms of the assertion that all the spirits are truly together in one
spirit." "The true devil isn't crime but brute chance." The conclusion
is: "We have found in a world of doubt but one assurance—but one,
and yet how rich! All else is hypothesis. The Logos alone is sure.

This world is the world of the Logos. All else is silence,— and here on
earth endless labor in the might of the spirit, for whom and in whom is

all sorrow and bitterness, and all light and life,— and peace.



NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS ALL ALONG THE
WORK LINE.

Fro7n Philadelphia:—lYiQ fall meeting of the Philadelphia Branch
of the International Kindergarten Union was held at the Girls' Normal
School. The full audience showed that interest had not abated during
the summer separation. One of our members, Miss Mary S. Marot, pre-

sented some very interesting facts concerning the Child Study depart-

ment of Clarke University. She warned us that she would be forced to

condense to the utmost, while endeavoring to give some idea of the

helpful words of Dr. Hall. One plea was for the full development of

every impulse of the child. Great stress was also laid upon the necessity

for developing the fundamental muscles first. In this connection it was
said that requiring a child to sit still is one of the vices of civilization.

"We do not think with the brain alone, we think with the whole body.

How much more, then, do little children, many of whose finer muscles
and nerves are not in use?" After a rapid review of the mental as well

as the physical needs of children. Miss Marot said: " The glory of child-

hood is its possibility of sharing life with everything. We should give

children wholes, well chosen, great wholes." After this paper we had the

great pleasure of hearing Miss Anna Williams, upon "Children's Liter-

ature." In introducing her subject she said we should approach the

matter impersonally, not allowing individual preference to warp our

judgment in estimating the relative value of many kinds of stories.

That which is vital in literature, which has survived the obscurity of the

past, whether legend, ballad, or mere nursery rhyme, has survived it in

right of some intrinsic merit. Before analyzing the rhymes of "Mother
Goose," we were urged to bear in mind the vast influence of literary cre-

ations. "The characters of Dickens, Hugo, and Shakespeare are real

to us who are grown. How infinitely more real to a child are "Jack Hor-
ner," "Jack and Jill," and the little and big people who live in our nursery
rhymes. Does any book read in riper years bring to your mind such
vivid memories, such a happy laughter, so ready a tear, as those devoured
in the attic, when naught of duty's call to ' common work and humdrum
ways' molested you?" Once again came the note of warning that we
remember how vivid to the child are these creations; the people are alive,

the scenes are real. Many rhymes were reviewed with the intent to

show their general influence. The speaker questioned the moral at-

mosphere of such rhymes as:

" Tom, Tom the piper's son
Stole a pig and away he run."

" Taffy was a Welchman,
Taffy was a thief,

Taffy came to my house.
And stole a leg of beef."

" Nanty, panty, Jack-a-Dandy,
Stole a piece of sugar candy
From the grocer's shoppy-shop.
And away did hoppy-hop."

Here are depicted a number of little thieves without thought of con-
demnation. If we desire a higher standard than this for our children,

why permit such a mental association? " It is mental, not physical, as-
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sociations which influence us to our hurt." Other melodies were quoted
showing that those in high positions, even rulers of the land, commit
larceny with impunity in this literature for babies. The inference was
that we should cull our melodies from "Mother Goose" with care; the
thought conveyed being corisidered with full reference to its possible
influence. " It is true that a child may see, hear, and read a wrong
thing, and because of his lack of life-experience, the worst side of it

does not touch him apparently, yet who shall say where the formative
influence begins." Reverence for life cannot be fostered early. " Life
is sacred and the appreciation of it must be taught in childhood, as all

else must begin there. The lesson of mercy, of sacrednessof life, taught
by Edwin Arnold's exquisite story of the shooting of the swan in the
"Light of Asia," was shown to be in sharp contrast to the teaching of

many nursery rhymes. "Jack and Jill " ends in disaster. "The Crow
and the Tailor" shows utter disregard for life, so also does

"The white dove sat on the castle wall,
I bend my bow and shoot her I shall."

If we are intolerant of the vulgarity of stories, why admit greediness,
cruelty, murder, and stealing, in all classes of imaginary society? The
arrangement of stories, as found in "Children's Rights," was quoted as

being most admirable. Many examples of appropriate stories were
given under each division. Miss Williams then said, after nature sto-

ries, in which a child is introduced to his literary career, naturally follow
the myths and legends which personify nature. " These stories, which
belong to the childhood of the race, are the lawful heritage of every
child, and may frequently lead a child to a noble deed, or give him
courage for truth and justice." Again in the myths we must select for

the child, and take only that which embodies purity. The myths in

connection with natural science lessons were spoken of as being espe-
cially valuable. This suggestion was emphasized and made most help-
ful by a rapid sketching of suitable myths connected with natural
phenomena. This practical kind of assistance was very marked all

through the lecture, and was again rendered later, when various books
were mentioned as being helpful in selecting and arranging courses of

literature. The lecture had been so full of suggestive thought that an
interesting discussion followed. The Entertainment Committee again
invited all members to attend the "Mutter und Kose-Lieder" class, so
ably conducted by our president. Miss Constance Mackenzie.

—

Mary
L. Lodor, Corresponding Secretary.

Docs Your Town W^ant Kindergartens?— A bill passed by the last

Legislature of Illinois, providing for the establishing of kindergartens
as a part of the public school system of every district, became a law
which went into effect in July, 1895. This law carries with it a direct

obligation. The law places the kindergarten upon the same basis in

the public school system as the high school. It is a vote of the people
that determines whether a school district shall support a kindergarten
or kindergartens, just as it is a vote that determines whether a high
school shall be maintained. No question is ever considered in any com-
munity concerning the desirability of a high school. Nowhere is the
matter delayed of establishing such an institution. And yet, in the con-
sideration of the two, the obligation is greater to use the law in estab-
lishing kindergartens, for the individual can, by his own exertions,

obtain a higher education if it is denied him by the state. But never
can he nor anyone else make up for that training denied him before reg-

ular school age—that training that the laws of Illinois now makes his
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right. This matter must be brought before the people, and no one is

more responsible than the school teachers and county superintendents
of the state. Look up the law. Find that an election can and must be
called whenever the people demand it. Let the people have a chance
to decide for themselves whether they will spend cents now for kinder-
gartens to save dollars in the future in carmg for criminals. Let the
people decide whether the children of their particular community will

have this true harmonious development of mind and body; will be
started in life with senses sharpened, channels opened, powers of obser-
vation and concentration acquired, a knowledge of nature's elements
and a truly noble spirit of poetry and high morality inculcated. The
law has given this chance to the children; let the school teachers see to

it that it does not become a dead letter or that it is not put off indefi-

nitely. Every principal or superintendent of schools, and every county
superintendent, has an obligation resting upon him that should not be
shirked. The problem of adjusting the kindergarten to the schools as
they are now taught will come later, and must be trusted to the school
men of the state to solve. It is the obligation of the present that we
must meet first.— Interstate School Review.

One day a young man found a kindergarten in his line of travel, and
being unfamiliar with the genus of new education, he went in, asking if

he might stay and watch the exercises for awhile. He stayed the whole
morning. After the children were dismissed he lingered and asked the
kindergartner, as her work was so easy and pleasant if she would not
like to use her spare time, afternoons he understood she had nothing to

do, in taking the agency to sell some flavoring powders which he handled.
Quite a superior article, he assured her; the W. C. T. U. recommended
it highly. But the kindergartner, though never doubting the virtues and
selling powers of his flavoring powders, was forced to decline his offer, as

her spare time was a very minimum quantity. Those who do not under-
stand the kindergarten and its purport know nothing about it. They
imagine that it is a playtime for children, and a few hours of imitation
work for a teacher with a comfortable salary. Some mothers even go
to the other extreme of considering it a forcing process, and their chil-

dren too precocious to be urged. The mother who looks upon the kin
dergarten as a foolish combination of classified play and instruction, and
turns over her too bright child to the ordinary nursery governess to be
entertained with country-side superstitions, and instructed in servant-girl
practices, is making a bad bargain for the future education of the child.

A proper foundation is as important a consideration in education as in

architecture; and the person who has an idea that a kindergartner
plays a few hours with her children and then goes off to her own pur-
suits is deplorably ignorant of any of the principles of teaching or edu-
cation. The true kindergartner's work is never done, and the true kin-

dergarten lays the broad foundation stones of the children's education,
brings them into touch with the great world and its wealth of knowledge,
and above all places them in a community life, and plants the germs
of a right and true philosophy.

Childish Untruths.— It may readily be thought that no child who
has the intelligence to make statements at all could make false ones
without some little consciousness of the falsity. But here I suspect we
judge harshly, applying adult tests to cases where they are inappropri-
ate. Anybody who has observed children's play and dramatic talk, and
knows how readily and completely they can imagine the non-existent
so as to lose sight of the existent, will be chary of using the word lie.
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There may be solemn sticklers for truth who would be shocked to hear
the child in play saying, "I am a coachman," "Dolly is crying," and so
forth. But the discerning see nothing to be alarmed at here. Similarly,
when a little girl of two years and six months, after running over a
pretty long series of sounds devoid of all meaning, said, " It's because
you don't understand me, papa." Here the love of mystery and se-
crecy, aided by the dramatic impulse, made the nonsense real talk. The
wee thing doubtless had a feeling of superiority in talking in a language
which was unintelligible to her all-wise papa. On much the same level
of moral obliquity are those cases where a child will say the opposite of
what it is told, turning authoritative utterances upside down. A quaint
instance is quoted by Compayre from Guyau. Guyau's little boy (age
not given) was overheard saying to \\\mit\i, " Papa parle mal, tl a dii
sevette ; bcbc parle bien, il dit servietteT Such reversals are a kind of
play, too; the child is weary of being told he is wrong, and for the mo-
ment imagines himself right and his elders wrong, immensely enjoying
the idea.— From Studies of Childhood, by Professor James Sully, in the
Popular Science Mojtthlyfor October.

Thomas Wentworth Higginson writes in 'Oat Ladies' Home four-
nal, as follows, of the woman who has most influenced him: " I trace to

my mother's direct influence three leading motives of her youngest son's
life — the love of personal liberty, of religious freedom, and of the equal-
ity of the sexes. As to the more subtle and intimate influences, they
ordinarily came by contact, not by preaching. She always maintained
that the younger children of a large family had a much better chance
for development than the elder, because they had more freedom to de-
velop themselves. With her elder children, she always said, over-con-
scientiousness almost bore her to the earth; she felt personally respon-
sible for every childish fault. She had been reared in the school of
Locke, which regarded the human soul as blank paper, on which parents
and teachers did all the writing. But her children were of strong and
varied individuality, and she learned in time to study the temperament
of each and be patient with its unfolding. Her whole formula of train-

ing consisted in these three things: to retain the entire confidence of
the child, to do whatever seemed wisest, and to be patient. Her trust

in Providence was absolute and controlling, as was her sense of the per-
sonality of the Deity. . . . Most valuable of all her traits to her children,
next to her quality of sunshine, was probably her absolute rectitude,
the elevation of her whole tone, the complete unworldliness, so that
no child of hers ever heard her refer to any standard but the highest.
With all this was combined the conscientious accuracy in affairs, the
exquisite nicety in all household details, which belong to the best of

the traditions of New England."

Mrs. Alice Whiting Putnam is to have the direction of the new
study class formed under the Educational Department of the Chicago
Woman's Club. The Chicago Woman's Club is one of the largest and
str ngest women's clubs in the country, and this organization for study
indicates the basic cjuality of the Club itself. The general subject of

study for the coming year is "The Fundamental Principles of Education,"
and 'he program is outlined as follows: October 20, " First Three Years
of Childhood," Marion Foster Washburn; November 27, "The Child's

Sympathetic Nervous System," Leila G. Bedell, M. D.; December, no
meeting; January, "The Relation of the Kindergarten and the School,"
Alice Whiting Putnam; February 26, " The Moral Element in Nature
Study," Prof. Wilbur S. Jackman; March 25, "The Co-relation of Stud-
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ies," Frank Stuart Parker; April 22, " Sex in Education," from the phys-
ician's standpoint, the teacher's standpoint, and the mother's standpoint;
May 27, " Higher Education," (the essayist to be named later). Such a
program carried out under Mrs. Putnam's able supervision will do a
great deal to increase the usefulness of the Educational Department
and of the entire Chicago Woman's Club.

The Chicago Teacher's Club, an organization formed two years ago
last spring, meets the second Saturday of each school month at the
Great Northern Hotel. Although this club admits as members only
those who are teachers in the public schools, yet it gladly welcomes to

its meetings all who are interested in educational matters. The club
sprang from a desire felt by a few teachers for an alliance of some sort

among teachers themselves. Many interesting discussions have taken
place and a deeper interest in educational matters has been aroused
among its members; but probably the greatest good that has resulted
through the workings of the club has been the bringing together, and in

touch with each other, teachers located in the different sections of this

vast city. It has created a bond of sympathy among those, who, by their

love for their work, and their desire to improve and broaden, are kin-
dred spirits, and should know each other, but who might never have met
had it not been for the Teachers' Club. A cycling section has recently
been organized in the club, and many pleasant trips into the country on
wheel are anticipated.

The California Froebel Society held its regular monthly meeting at

San Francisco, Friday, October 4. The attendance was very good, and
several visitors were present. After the usual business of the society the
following program was offered for discussion: "Is the present system
a wise or unwise one, by which assistants in the San Francisco Free Kin-
dergartens begin service on their day of entrance into training school?
(a) Is it wise or unwise in its effect upon the children? {d) If unwise, what
may be substituted; if wise, how may it be improved? (c) The duties of

principal to assistants, [d) Duty of assistants to principal and chil-

dren. Owing to the fact that it was "Play Day," the subject was not
fully discussed, but laid over until next meeting. Four autumn songs
and two games were presented, all kindergartners present joining in the
games, and so for the time being "became as little children." These
" Play Days" are very helpful and draw the teachers nearer, one to the
other. The kindergartners on the Pacific Coast are anxious to see the
work advance, and in its advancement have the standard raised higher
and higher.

Intcrnaiional Kindei-garfcn Union.— The special committee ap-
pointed at the last annual meeting of the International Kindergarten
Union will meet in Boston, November i and 2, to discuss the standards
of normal training methods. This will not be a meeting of the Union,
as some understand it. It will be a meeting of the special committee,
which includes the full corps of officers, which will spend sincere effort

on the subject assigned to them. Among the members who have indi-

cated their intention to attend are Mrs. Alice Whiting Putnam, Miss
Lucy Wheelock, Miss Nora Smith, Mrs. Lucretia W. Treat, Mrs. Mary
B. Page, Miss Mary J. Garland, Miss Mary McCulloch. These women
are not only representative kindergarten workers, but are experienced
"committee " women, who will lose no time in non-essential discussions.
Great practical benefit may be expected from this gathering in the form
of a strong and helpful circular announcing the results of discussion.
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The twelfth season of the Chicago Kindergarten Club was opened
October 26, with a discussion on myths and stories, at which meeting
Mrs. Alice Whiting Putnam presided. The president of the club is

Miss Bertha Payne. The regular meetings will be held on the third

Saturday afternoon of every month. A definite topic of essential im-
portance will be considered at each of the eight monthly sessions. The
work of each session will be in charge of a committee selected from
among the active members of the club, thus securing representative dis-

cussion on all questions of importance. The program as arranged for

November and December is, " Child Study, Its Bearing on the Kinder-
garten," chairman, Miss Anna E. Bryan; " Miss Blow's Outline Study of

the Mother-Play Book," chairman, Miss Amalie Hofer. The following
topics have been named fur future programs: The Pedagogy of Her-
bart. Recent Biological Investigations, Extent of Nature Study in the
Kindergarten, What Constitutes a Practicable Working Basis for the
Kindergarten Program.

Value of the Mother-Play Study.—" Inclosed you will find my an-
swers to the questions published in the September magazine. This
course of study wdl be a special boon to those who, like myself, are shut

out from so many of the advantages enjoyed by those more favorably
situated. You will be pleased to hear that our kindergarten is steadily

growing in numbers and influence. We are especially interested just

now in the religious development of children in connection with the Pri-

mary Sunday School Union which meets in the kindergarten every
alternate Friday evening. The Kindergarten Magazine is as ever
my great inspiration and help; without its monthly words of inspiration

and encouragement I feel I should long ago have given up the fight

here, for a fight it has been and to a certain extent is still, but believing

that all development comes through struggle, we persevere. My an-

swers I fear are very crude, but such as they are I send them, with

hearty thanks to those who thus hold out a helping hand to their weaker
brethren."— C. S. N.

From a private letter written by Mrs.Katherine Whitehead, of Roch-
ester, we are permitted to quote the following description of Euro-
pean experiences: "We were charmed with Berlin. At the Pestalozzi-

Froebel Haus everyone wa's'so sweet, kind, and simple. Friu Richter
and Frl. Schepel were charming. I enjoyed every moment whilst there.

We enjoyed the September Kindergarten Magazine double, as we
had visited the Froebel haunts, and were pleased to see so excellent a
picture of his home. I was unable to secure a good photograph, and
made a crude drawing. It was so strange, and yet such a privilege to

wander around the quaint old village of Blankenburg. We peeped
into the school and found only mice playing hide-and-seek in the hall.

We drove for four hours through the beautiful forest. We visited two
schools in P"ranee and saw much of the work in London, Bath, and Plym-
outh, as well as some in Edinburgh, and while we found so much of in-

terest we returned to our work at home with more zeal than ever before."

The annual meeting of the St. Louis Froebel Society was "held Octo-
ber 5. Officers for the ensuing year were elected, and the work of the

society outlined. It was unanimously decided to study the "Mutter und
Kose-Lieder," using the questions given by Miss Blow .in the Kinder-
garten Magazine as a basis for work. A letter from Dr. Trelease,

director of the Missouri Botanical Gardens, was read, in which he stated

his desire to give one thousand potted plants to the kindergartens of the
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city. The offer was joyously received, and a vote of thanks tendered
Dr. Trelease. The meeting adjourned to meet October 26; the sub-
ject to be considered being the song: " Play of the Limbs."— Margaret
A. Jackson, Corresponding Secretary.

A PROGRESSIVE Step is the yearly tuition charges being inaugurated
by the private kindergartners. A prominent private kindergartner in

Rochester, N. Y., sent out a circular this year announcing the yearly fee,

payable half yearly, in advance, and " half rates during absence for

protracted, serious illness," with the explanation that parents are ear-

nestly requested to encourage prompt and regular attendance, as the
forming of good habits is one of the foundation piinciples of the kin-
dergarten. The old practice of charging a weekly tuition fosters irreg-

ularity of attendance rather than otherwise, for parents take the chil-

dren out for a week or part of a week upon slight excuse, with the feeling
that nothing is lost by it. A kindergarten cannot be satisfactorily sup-
ported in this way, and only too frequently ceases to be, from sheer finan-
cial embarrassment caused by the carelessness of patrons.

Miss Mary McDowell, of the Chicago University Settlement, de-
fines a social settlement as follows: "A settlement is based upon the
belief that mankind is one,— that humanity is a whole,— that God is our
Father, and that His children' are all brothers and sisters. As in

every family there are brothers and sisters who are weaker than others,
so in the large human family there is need for the stronger to bear with
the weaker. The settlement says we are all neighbors; it is the com-
mon meeting ground for rich and poor, for the educated and the igno-
rant. It is the Jesus Christ spirit carried into daily loving of the neighbor,
and a settlement can be made wherever this spirit is let to shine out."

Every "active" kindergartner in the United States should send for

ten copies of the Christmas Child-Garden, which will be ready Novem-
ber 10. It will be the most illuminated number ever issued, and each
one of the ten copies would secure a new subscriber at this time when
every parent is securing Christmas gifts. Think what it would mean!
at least 25,000 more children would we added to the already enormous
list.

It is a mark of professional growth that Alumni associations are be-
ing organized in the kindergarten training schools. Miss Pollock writes
from Washington: "Our graduates have arranged to have regular
monthly meetings during the coming winter." At La Porte, Ind., there
are regular weekly meetings of the kindergartners and primary teachers
in the interest of their work. At present they are studying Miss Blow's
commentaries on the Mother Play. They have also organized mothers'
meetings and expect to hold union mothers' meetings occasionally.

Miss Katherine Banning, of San Francisco, has made an extended
five-months' visit among the kindergartens of our country. Miss Ban-
ning is an aggressive young woman who has given herself to the work
of the Silver Street Kindergarten Association, and who adds profound
sociological convictions, as carried out in the Social Settlement, to her
clear understanding of Froebel's scheme of education. The Atlantic
Coast and Mississippi Valley kindergartners feel nearer to the Golden
Gate because of Miss Banning's warm-hearted visit among them.
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"I AM much interested in the work which you have begun in the

September magazine. I have studied the questions and answered them
just as they appealed to me personally. It has been a privilege and
pleasure for me to study in this way, and I am very glad to have the op-
portunity. I send on. the answers to the questions, not for their interest

or value, but only because I am sure you will be glad to know of all

who are studying in this way, thus showing an interest in the work which
you are presenting in your magazine."

—

M. S. K., Hartford.

The Washington Kindergarten Club will be represented in exhibit

of the District Federation of Women's Clubs at the Atlanta Exposition
by a display of unique and original kindergarten work, prepared by
Miss Ellen F. Burden, who is a graduate of the National and Froebel
Normal Kindergarten Institutes of Mrs. and Miss Pollock, of this city.

This work is beautifully arranged in five folding albums.— Washington
Star.

From Mi'no/nonit', il^is.— A private citizen opened three kindergar-
tens here a year ago, bearing the entire expense of the same. The
rooms are ideal in their appointments and well equipped. His motive
is one which looks to the best interests of the community. He believes
that if children are well trained the community reaps a rich harvest in

the way of trusty, indepen>!ent citizens.*

The Kindergarten Magazine goes regularly to seventy mission-
aries in foreign fields. There is always a tone of courage, hope, and
renewed conviction accompanying the kindergarten work which is ap-
preciated by the sincere, often discouraged, foreign worker.

Miss Alice C. Fletcher was elected vice president of the anthro-
pological section of the American Association for the Advancement of

Science, and was one of its delegates to the International Congress
of American Scientists at Mexico, October 15-20.

O.ve copy each of the Kindergarten Magazine and Child-Garden,
addressed to a Massachusetts town, are read by twenty-four families,

being passed in opposite directions of the town until the reading-club
members have all had a turn.

A pretty and instructive game for the kindergarten and the home
is Miss Helen Van Kuran's " Kindergarten Spectrum." The game, as its

name indicates, teaches the primary colors and tints, and is valuable for

color instruction.

Miss Frances Newton, of Chautauqua fame, is directress of what
is known as the practice kindergarten of the pedagogical department of

the University of Chicago. John L. Dewey is at the head of this depart-
ment.

There has been organized a Kindergarten Society of Christian En-
deavor. We can think of no more appropriate work for young Chris-

tian Endeavorers than this work for the baby brothers and sisters.

Mary S. Clarke writes from Duluth, Minn.: " The magazine grows

in strength. Miss Blow's questions are very helpful."

A series of parents' meetings have recently been conducted in Cork,

Ireland, by Miss Wragge, of London.
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THE ROGK-A-BY LADY.

HE Rock-a-by Lady from Hushaby street

Comes stealing; comes creeping;
The poppies they hang from her head to

her feet,

And each hath a dream that is tiny and
fleet-

She bringeth her poppies to you, my
sweet,

When she findeth you sleeping!

There is one little dream of a beautiful drum

—

" Rub-a-dub!" it goeth;
There is one little dream of a big sugar plum,
And, lo! thick and fast the other dreams come
Of popguns that bang, and tin tops that hum.

And a trumpet that bloweth!

And dollies peep out of those wee little dreams
With laughter and singing;

And boats go a-floating on silvery streams.
And the stars peek-a-boo with their own misty gleams,
And up, up, and up, where the Mother Moon beams.

The fairies go winging!

Would you dream all these dreams that are tiny and fleet?

They'll come to you sleeping;
So shut the two eyes that are weary, my sweet,
For the Rock-a-by Lady from Hushaby street.

With poppies that hang from her head to her feet,

Comes stealing; comes creeping.

—Eugene Field in "Love Songs of Childhood."
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WHILE the.passing of Eugene Field, poet, psalm-
ist, journalist, filled the thought of his home
city, Chicago, which is full to the brim and
running over with the warm, personal friend-

ships for this genial citizen, the memorial sen-

timent has by no means been confined to that of a local

character. We reprint below the statements that have been
made from out the sincerity of that feeling which has lost

its personal pain in becoming a national grief.

Mr. Frank Bristol, as the friend and comrade of Eugene
Field, made among others the following sincere remarks at

the funeral service:

"With all his graces of mind, it was his heart that made
Eugene Field a poet. It was that love of womanhood and
childhood, that love of fellow-man, which made his songs so

cheerful to our ears. He was the soul of sympathy, gener-
ous to a fault, bountiful and kind. He had the spirit which
was also in him who loved the flowers of the field and the
birds of the air, and who took little children up in his arms
and put his hands upon them and blessed them; and he who
went about doing good, blessing the children in his sweet
ministry, has said to him who here among us took the chil-

dren in his arms and blessed them with his song: ' Inasmuch
as ye have done it to one of the least of these ye have done it

unto me.'
"Again the spirit of the Christ is in the tender, loving

heart of the poet, as seating a little child in our midst to

teach us in the midst of all our bustling of city building and
fortune building the greatness of faith, hope, and love; the
greatness of the child spirit.

"Some day, out in God's acre, where the angels sing, a

monument shall mark the resting place of our gentle poet.

And let it be built, as was Daniel Defoe's in the city of Lon-
don, by the loving, grateful contributions of the children of

the many. But he was the poet of motherhood and father-

hood, who sang so tenderly of childhood's w^ays and sweet
felicity. And every home and every child has lost a friend;

yes, and the birds which he would not have caged, and the

dumb beasts which he would not have abused, have lost a

friend and a defender."
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In response to these words, the friends of the children's
poet laureate have undertaken to help the children place a
memorial to him whom their own sweet natures inspired to

write the "Love Songs of Childhood." The monument is to

be placed in the children's favorite and famous playground,
Lincoln Park, Chicago.

The Chicago Board of Education put upon its records the
following memorial to the honor of Eugene Field:

"Recognizing in his life and 'mperishable work an edu-

EuGENE Field Reading to the Children.

cational influence, real and of mighty and continuous power,
though unproclaimed, it is deemed not inappropriate that
the Board of Education of the city of Chicago make public
avowal and official record of its high estimate of his life and
work and of its sorrow in his death.

"Mindful of the endearing traits which made him so be-
loved, it would express its respectful sympathy with those
closest ones who mourn him most.
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"The luster of his wide renown abides upon the city

whose best life he so strengthened and adorned.
"His gentle genius has blessed the little children in our

homes and in our schools. At his touch of wondrous tender-

ness the heart of parent and teacher, the heart of humanity,

has wakened to a love and comprehension new and warmer,
more patient, more constant, more intelligent, of the little

ones given them to nurture.

"The 'children's laureate and psalmist,' he has revealed

and interpreted their joys and sorrows, their visions and loves

as scarce another has done since Him who said: 'For of such
is the kingdom of heaven.' He has not only idealized child-

hood; he has consecrated it. Doing this, he has wrought
even better than he knew in the beneficent work which this

board represents— for in this work it is eternally true that

without love ye can do nothing.
"Recognizing this indebtedness of education to the life

and work of Eugene Field; recognizing the place of love and
honor he will hold in the homes and the schools of Chicago,
and in the hearts of her citizens, young and old; mindful of

the high place justly accorded him in the great republic of

letters, and the honor thereby done our city, we now record

our hope and expectation that, in the not distant future,

one of our schools, perhaps one that shall have a model kin-

dergarten, shall be honored by bearing the name of Eugene
Field.

" By thus commemorating the name of this 'minstrel of

childhood,' may we not preserve also to teacher and to pupil

somewhat of the spirit of his verse and of his life?"

We give below the warm words of the friends of Eugene
Field, than which no better character sketch could be writ-

ten:

Frank W. Gunsaulus, president of Armour Institute, says:
" He was the kindliest of mortals, and in his heart there

were singing birds which, flying out into the world, dwell
and sing in all the dewy places, among the ferns and along
the meadow streams. He struck deep into the heart of hu-
manity and the living waters gushed up as from imprisoned
places of the world's bosom. He was childhood's interpreter

and psalmist, and he was the gracious remembrancer of men
and women, whose hearts are likely to grow old, of those
playful and immortal days when childhood's joys and griefs

were ours. He had in him a strain of Tom Hood, and knew
the chords of feeling which were swept by Tennyson in his

'Northern Farmer.' But he was the original minstrel of
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phases of life which are peculiarly American and simple and
yet sublime. I can think of nothing but Shelley's ' Skylark,'

which
" ' Singing still doth soar

And soaring ever singeth.'

"

Edward Everett Hale:
"He has written so much which consecrates the life of

children that in thousands of households where no one knew
his face he is regarded as a family friend. We have no doubt
that many of his poems will be remembered after all of this

generation have gone, and I am sure that they deserve such
memory. Mr. Field's sympathy with all which was humane
and generous made him, as a critic and author, give a warm
welcome to young writers. He was incapable of jealousy or
malice. Personally I had a great regard for him. I value
very highly every message and letter I ever received from
him, and, as an old man, I am eager to express the sorrow
which will be felt by so many boys and girls, young men and
maidens, and by all who love pure and genuine work in let-

ters."

Henry Irving:
" He was distinctly a man of genius, and he was dowered

with a nature whose sweetness endeared him to all who knew
him. To me he was a loved and honored friend and the
world seems vastly the poorer without him."

Charles A, Dana:
"Much careful study of classic models, and especially of

the Roman poet Horace, had refined his taste and sharpened
his ear, so that a coarse thought or a ruffianly sentiment was
impossible to him; and in all his writings we do not believe

that a line can be found which he would have wished to

blot had his last hour been lengthened out so that he might
have tried first to set his house in order, instead of passing
away peacefully and unconsciously, as he seems to have done.
We join with the uncounted throng of his friends in bidding
him a last and a sorrowful farewell, and in grieving that we
can never press his honest and manly hand again."

James Whitcomb Riley writes as follows:

"I think Field's real character was an isolated one. He
was eternally, as it seemed to me, running counter to any
preconceived opinion that might have been formed of him.
He would write an exquisite fairy tale, and in the same copy
of the paper in which it appeared he would produce a matter-

of-fact paragraph about some local celebrity or politician

which would strike one with its whimsical satire and sar-
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casm. At another time he would produce a dialect poem
of the wildest and woolliest West, and in another part of the

same publication would appear the gentlest and most de-

vout of hymnal utterances.
" From his ability to write such poems one can but gather

that he must have been a classical scholar and student, but

I confess that his varied output was always a bewilderment
to me, and not alone to me, but to everyone. Being of a

jocular turn, he found delight within himself, doubtless, in

the exercise of this wonderful versatility of talent."

William Dean Howells writes as follows:

"I join in lamenting the death of Eugene Field. We are

incalculably poorer for the loss of what he might have lived

to do, but he has left us rich in what he did; he was a genu-
ine poet and a true man. I met him only twice, but when I

had once known him it seemed as if he had always been my
friend."

Thomas Nelson Page:
" He is like Hood, in that he is best known to the public

at large as a humorist, but his best fame will spring from
the deeper and sweeter fountains which his genius struck.

His genius was sui getieris. He would have been distin-

guished in any one of the several fields he has chosen to

cultivate. No one has ever lived in this country, or perhaps
in any other, who could wTite poems of childhood like him.

They appear to possess the fairy gift of being able to trans-

port us back to childhood, and yet leave, when we get there,

the appreciation of mature years. He was the Hans Ander-
sen of verse, and when he came to children he had a touch

as soft as a child's. Whatever may happen to others, he is

secure. Some of his child poems will last as long as our

language, and he will have the love of children and of all

who love children for generations to come."
Joseph Medill, editor Chicago Tribwie

:

" Field possessed that very rare quality of putting him-
self in another's place, and substituting the other's personal-

ity for his own, and saying things in the other's style of

utterance and ideas. He could do this feat through a wide
range of characters so that his readers seem to hear, in read-

ing his verses, scores of different people talking in their

own modes of speech. The immortal Shakespeare pos-

sessed the genius of personating all varieties of adult thought
'from grave to gay, and from lively to severe,' both in

poetry and prose. He could talk in the language of the

rich and the poor, of the sage, the sophist, the philosopher,
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and the demagogue, the clown, the fool. He could speak
in all the moods and passions of men and women from the

calm to the tempest, and imitate all kinds of thought from
the sublime to the ridiculous. But Shakespeare was peer-

less. As we know men he was more than man. Eugene
Field never aspired to reach Shakespearean heights or

depths. But he possessed the genius to think, feel, and
talk like children, in limpid, silvery verse, which captivates

and charms hearts of youth and of parents. He makes all

retrace the stream. He impels us to retrace the stream of

time to the period of daydreams and exuberant fancies,

and before carking cares and disappointments began to em-
bitter life. His beautiful verses recall the images and the

sentiments we then saw and felt and believed to be true. I

can think of no other poet writing in English literature who
equals him as a children's poet. No other could put him-
self in children's places so completely; could be a child

again in feeling, ideas, and sentiment, and talk in their

language in faultless rhythm and cadence sweet so perfectly

as Eugene Field. I claim for him some of the poetical

traits of genius which immortalized Shakespeare. The
departed poet was also a captivating prose writer. He
was terse, epigrammatic, and pungent. A fine humor ran

through all his prose, which rarely failed to bring a smile

to the face of the reader. He could be bright and breezy,

but never dull or sleepy; sarcastic without malice, and seri-

ous without sadness. He was endowed with a lively wit,

and had no need to resort to caricature or exaggeration in

his descriptions or delineations of human acts; and that is

another mark of real genius, rare as it is pleasant. But his

contemporaries of the Chicago press have already so beauti-

fully and tenderly described the characteristics of their de-

parted friend and fellow journalist, that there remains but

little room left for me to say anything without repeating

them in less appropriate words."
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GRACE HALLAM.

St. Mic/iael's, Avern-by-the-Sea, July j6, iSgo.—In my work
with these little children I based my program on the princi-

ple of relationship. It is the thought that stands out clear-

est as I study my community, andyet, no matter what I study
or how I work, I am always finding it. It is this truth that
has interpreted the world for me. It is gathering, giving,
receiving at every step. I can see how we have come to feel

that life depends upon bread and warmth and shelter.

Love and labor and intelligence of the many is in bread, as
it is in warmth and shelter, and we do live by it.

No matter how self-centered the worker may seem, or
how unconscious he is of the reach of his labor, the indi-

vidual cannot fail of his gifts to the whole. But the great
thing is to be conscious of it. I have seen men laboring with
bitterness and weariness because they did not know what
their work really was! I have come to see that to build a
road or lay a cable line is really a high and significant thing
to do, and yet these workers are shamefaced about it when
you catch them full in the eye.

Father La Crosse said to me, "You kindergartners bring
all this statement of the ideal and of art to these little raga-
muffins, but you cannot get around it that they will be dray-
men and hod-carriers in the end. Your work is poetic but
it is futile." Dear Father La Crosse, think of a drayman or
hod-carrier who went about his work with the conscious joy
of a poet, lover, and servant in his heart!

"That is very transcendental," he said, as if I had been
guilty of something.

I am going to begin with the family. I told one of the
mothers how we were going to work:—"You know the family
is the most beautiful thing in the world." She looked at me
with a strange, dawning sense in her eyes. It is a great mo-
ment when you begin to see that heaven has been at hand all

along. I can see that she has been a woman that has strug-

gled, and felt that she was "put upon." She began by com-
plaining; she said that the Sisters had warned her not to

marry.
yuly ig.—More and more children come in. We shall
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soon reach our limit. Some moments today were eternal.

Out of the fullness of one, little Joseph rose up and pro-

claimed " Gott ist ein Geist !
" There is something of the

apostolic about him. Today we were talking about homes.
He said to a child near him—"If I could stand on the top
of my house, my head would be in heaven." Today I had
a kindergarten with ten big boys sitting along the wall. We
had our balls hanging up, and over each a beautiful flower

like the color. I happened to suggest a leaf for the green
one, and the whole ten arose en masse, rushed out, stripped a

little apple tree, and brought in ten double handfuls. What
are apples and apple trees compared with such a unanimous
impulse to live! Will Father La Crosse see it?

yuly 20.—The children are full of the family thought;
they see it everywhere. Someone sent us down a number
of old magazines, and they looked through them for " fam-
ilies." How quaint to see them translating the satirical

sketch of popular illustrations into the simple and homely,
"Look, teacher, here is a family! Here is a loving mother!

"

Little Ludovica, our baby, found the most beautiful of all, a

real mother with a baby on her lap, and everyone was so

happy that we cut it out and put it on the wall right beside
our Madonna picture.

jfuly 22.—Today ends the week. When one looks back
things are always complete, but there were many times in

the real living wherein I was not adequate, and yet let me
out of it an hour and the whole ideal of everything surges
back. Robert and George and everyone seemed to attend
in such serenity.

jfuly 24.—This evening when I went down the road I met
Emily and Hedwig, and another child that I did not know,
and they came with me. Emily goes on a crutch, and hops
along like a little broken-winged bird; the other two were
without shoes, and there was no trace of the pretentious clean-

liness of the kindergarten toilet. They danced on before like

little elfs. When we came to the big pasture, I opened the
gate, and we all went in. It is the most wonderful place;
there is only one tree in the middle, such a wide, wide stretch
of grass which is turned all colors in this hot July. The sun
had gone down, and we had the afterglow. They all seemed
to expand in the new sense of the open. When they spoke
their voices had a sound of freshness, as if they had had a

draught of something. One said, "Do you remember when
we gathered violets in this pasture?"

"Yes, and we went to put them on Elsie's grave; but.
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teacher, do you know, we could not find it anywhere, so we
just put them on an old grave that didn't have any flowers."

The little burying-ground lies just across the road. We
could see the stones through the trees.

" What are graves for ? " little Hedwig broke in.

"For the dead people," said the other. "Little Elsie is

in one."
"She's not; she's with God."
I will never forget that little vital figure in its momentary

poise, staring up to the luminous sky, her lank yellow hair
falling about her face.

After a moment Emily said: "Teacher, if you cut a tree

down, is it dead? " I did not know what I was going to say,

but I began in faith.

"You know, Emily, if you cut a tree down, you do it for

some reason. You want to build a house, or a fence, or make
a table, or some of the many things we need. Well, you see
it is not any longer a tree, but it is a part of something else;

it is doing its work, and whatever can serve and work is not
dead, is it?"

"No, that is so," and there was such a little ring of con-
viction in her voice. It seemed to clear the atmosphere of
the little problematic mood that had crept in. The two little

ones danced off, calling, "Co Boss!" to the cow in the far

end.
When we came back, the two little ones rushed ahead

and opened the gate, and I began to understand that they
had been playing all the way back that Emily and I were
their "bossy cows." I wish I could keep half of the deli-

cious bits they brought me.
July 26.—Today the big boys came again, but I could not

have them. I gave them our magazines, and they sat out in

front looking at the pictures. I have told them to come on
Saturday, and we would model something in clay.

There is a little house near the corner. It has only one
tree near the fence, and some children have a swing in it. As
I passed today a boy was coming across the sunny expanse
with a little slip of a baby in his arms. It happened that a
crowd of youngsters were passing at the same time: "Ah,
ha! Tony, the nurse-boy," they called mockingly.

"It's nothin' to you if he is," he replied, so hurt, and yet
with such dogged allegiance.

Today, when I was talking with them, I remembered this.

"Which boy is Tony," I asked. They pointed him out, and
I could see that he cowed a little. He was sure I must know
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something ill of him. Dear heart, I know you in your devo-
tions and fidelities!

jfuly 27.—Several of the children were absent on a picnic.

When the two or three boys came by, as they do every day,
I invited them in and gave them a place at the tables. Such
joy over the painting! Tony announced to the room, "I am
going to be a painter. I could draw anything, teacher!" His
work was more impossible than anyone else's.

I told Father La Crosse how they came and worked, and
were so filled with the spirit.

" I hope you read them a little homily on kindness to

their mothers, and politeness," he said in his dry way. I

felt abashed. "No, we only modeled and painted something,
but they were so stirred and delighted with the new sense
and the new power that there was nothing to ask, they were
so gracious and courteous."

July 2g.—Today we took our luncheon and went down to

the seashore,— a long procession over the dusty road, under
the shady convent wall, with the great trees reaching over.

All the people in the little houses came to the doors and win-
dows. Each of the older ones had a little one by the hand.

At every step grasshoppers rose before us with their

clicking, whirring wings. "Hear them knitting," said one.
"Teacher," said a boy, "this morning I saw a devil's darning
needle, and it had a thread. Do you know what it sews? It

sews up your eyes and your ears and your mouth."
When they reached the beach they were transformed;

they fled to the water; they laughed and screamed and
danced in the surf with pagan disregard for shoes and stock-
ings. I was in despair, but I could do nothing.

August 2.—-This evening three men were walking in front

of me with their empty dinner-pails. They had a grievance
which they talked about among themselves. Life did seem
a little fatal as stated in these lurching, shambling embodi-
ments, and then I looked, and coming down the path I be-

held a majestic cortege,— a big girl wheeling a baby in a ram-
shackle cab. A boy and a little fair girl in red walked on
either side.

When they came up the men hushed their woes; one took
up the baby and set him on his shoulder, another took the
little boy, and the little girl took the pails and they went on
together.

I do not know why this little scene made me feel that

things would somehow be harmonized. It was a homely
little tableau.
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Au^istj.—Every morning at seven o'clock the children

congregated outside the gate, so clean, with fairly shining

faces. They all brought bunches of garden flowers, mari-
golds and dahlias. They wait there the two hours, and when
they hear me coming they begin singing " Good Morning,
Good Morning." My children are such poets.

August ^.— I have a morbid delight in walking alone at

evening, but I am not permitted to indulge it. When I go
down the road everyone comes with me. I do not court in the
least, butthey are no more an intrusion than birds and crick-

ets. When I walk by the sea they throng, racing and leap-

ing and turning cartwheels. If I sit down on the sand they
come also. They tell me everything. Omar's brother has
not been at home for three days; he is afraid his father

will beat him. Omar and Benella take him a loaf of bread.

He comes home every night and sleeps in their barn. I

could see that Omar had a loaf of bread under his arm at

that moment, and was evidently on the lookout for the
prodigal.

August 10.—Tonight we were together a long time on the
beach, in the long, dusky twilight. The presence of the night,

the coolness, the mysterious wind, the sound of the water,

the stars,—what a mood it made for us. They talked to me
in hushed voices, "Teacher, who makes the outdoors?"
"Teacher, do you see those stars up there?" "Do you know
what they are?"

"No."
"They are lights, and every night God comes out and

lights them; the little ones are matches." "Do you know,
teacher, they don't look like it, but those stars are as big
as that barn."

And then, after a moment, I venture with the greatest

caution, "Gallileo, do you know I have heard,— I do not
know about it really myself,—that those stars are worlds,

and the people live on them just as we do here."

"Well, that is not so," he says.

And then, while we sit there looking up at the deep mys-
tery, I tell them the story of "The Star and the Child," how
the one star beheld the perfect, loving child, and sang of it,

so that all the other stars began singing and looking, too, but
they could not see so far. They are still watching and wait-
ing, and every night they peer down into each little face,

into each little heart, asking, "Is this the child that is truly

loving?" This was one of the rarest moments of my whole
life.
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August II.—The older boys came today for the clay mod-
eling. I gave them a march to start with. We modeled
some fruit. One or two seemed to have a keen sense of form.
When we were done we put everything in order. Such grate-

ful, gracious souls! How we really crucify the growing boy;
we have such a partial sense-impression of him. His un-
couth gawkiness seems the whole statement. It is a wonder
to me that they ever live down the popular condemnation.

A lady of the town came to me; she was glad to hear
that I had gotten a hold upon the boys. When they came
again she wished to send over some cakes and lemonade.
"You know the way to the heart is through the stomach."
But I refused it. "They are perfectly happy to meet us on
a purer and higher plane; we would not want to insult them,
would we? "

August 14.— I have had two wretched days. The kin-
dergarten was completely disorganized by the presence of
hose-carts in the street—the new fire department. And then
I, myself, have not the perfect poise. When one begins to
see how we are responsible— I permit myself to indulge in

a little undercurrent mood of offense for the refusal of a
slight thing I had asked for the children. My scorn rose
with the day; the children grew boisterous and unmanage-
able. They scrambled for the material. I sent one boy away
from us, he was so naughty, and as he passed the great fellow
stepped on the little hurt foot of Emily. Then I gathered
her up, and began to know what I had been doing, destroy-
ing all the sweetness and beauty, and making innocent chil-

dren suffer and bear the blame. We are vitally responsible
for the innermost thought to everyone we touch. But one
cannot sit down in self-condemnation.

August 20.—I have not written for some days. Everything
has been serene. The children are so eager and awake. We
have been finding the family in its more remote statement
—in the life of birds and insects; also cooperation in the
home, and cooperation of the bees and ants. There has been
no time for much more than to open doors.

The work ends Friday.
August 24.—Tomorrow finishes my work with these chil-

dren. I go away rich in all they have brought me. My sum-
mer is priceless.

August 25.—A birthday— the birthday of little Sigrid!
The children were at the gate hours before the time, with
clean aprons, and tight little nosegays in their hands. When
I open the doors one brings some fresh water for the flowers,
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another sweeps the floor, and three or four run for the pic-

ture books. Sigrid comes in a white gown and blue ribbons,

her pale yellow hair all crinkled from the tight braids. On
our circle we tell our favorite stories, and sing all the songs.
When we work we make a chain for Sigrid— all colors to-

gether.

I had promised them soap bubbles, and I found that the
soapsuds had been left in the convent kitchen. I explained
how it was. "Would they all sit there together and wait till

I returned?" In a case like this one can only leave them
and believe. When I started back again, I could hear them
singing, " Good Morning, Good Morning," and there they
were, each in his place, working and singing. It is revela-

tion to stand outside your own work for a moment, and get

it in perspective.

Sister Ignatius sent us a great salva of cakes and raisins,

and we set our table and put on the five candles with a great

deal of noise and good feeling. Then we all came together
and sat on our circle, and sent out for the big boys who came
in to be with us. We dressed up Sigrid in the rainbow chain,

and lit the candles, and sang the birthday song. There was
beauty and color and sweetness in it all. In their simple
lives I can see how it will remain a picture forever.

And then they stood in a great circle, and one by one I

bade them good-by. I am not sad to part with them. When
I touched the hand and looked into the face of each little

child, I knew that above and beyond all he was free, and
that he had his own place, and his own deed, and that life is

good. We can trust it.

(the END.)



INTERNATIONAL KINDERGARTEN UNION IN
COUNCIL.

A
MARY BOOMER PAGE.

S was reported in the September number of the Kin-
dergarten Magazine, a meeting of the Inter-

national Kindergarten Union was held in Denver
during the July session of the National Educa-
tional Association, at which time important action

was taken with reference to the future work of the Union.

New officers were elected, and an advisory board, composed
of representative kindergartners from different sections of

the country, was appointed. A meeting of this board, to-

gether with the officers of the Union, was arranged to be
called early in the school year, to discuss in further detail

the immediate work of the Union. According to this ar-

rangement a meeting was held in Boston during the first

week in November, with a representative attendance. A
plan of work was carefully discussed, and a circular announc-
ing the ideals of the Union was composed, which is published

in full below, and which will be sent, on application, to all

persons and organizations in any part of the country who
are interested in the advancement of the kindergarten cause.

At this meeting it was decided that definite steps be taken

to raise the standard of the professional kindergartner, and
that every effort be made to centralize and unify the work of

kindergarten organizations.

The Hotel Oxford, where Miss Wheelock, the president

of the International Kindergarten Union, resides, was the

center of interest during the meetings, several visiting mem-
bers of the advisory board being registered there. On Friday
morning and Friday evening of November i, business meet-
ings were held at the hotel, which were of great importance,

in that the subjects carefully considered at the time were
vital to everyone interested in this work. A circular an-

nouncing the fruits of these discussions was formulated after

the most careful and candid consideration of every point.

Miss Sara Wiltse, of Boston, was elected as corresponding
secretary in the place of Miss Mackenzie. A special com-
mittee on Training Class Standards and Program was ap-

pointed as follows: Mrs. Alice H. Putnam, chairman; Miss
Laura Fisher, Miss Anna Bryan, Miss Anna Stovall, and
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Miss Constance Mackenzie. The following committee on
Kindergarten Literature was appointed also: Miss Amalie
Hofer, chairman; Miss Nora Smith, Miss Caroline Hart,
Miss Lucy Symonds, Mrs. Van Kirk, Miss Patty Hill, and
Mr. VV. N. Hailmann.

The members of the board who were present at this meet-
ing were the recipients of most cordial hospitality, and the
exchange of good fellowship, coming as it did in the midst
of the autumn work, was a practical inspiration.

A general public meeting in the interest of the Interna-

tional Kindergarten Union was held Saturday morning, in one
of the high school buildings of the city. The attendance
and interest shown in the meeting was substantial evidence
of the growth of the kindergarten work, and the dissemina-
tion of its principles among educators in every line of work.
Although it was a stormy day over five hundred people were
present, making a remarkable gathering of Normal Train-
ing teachers, school superintendents, university men, and
Social Settlement workers. Several kindergarten training

teachers, attended by their students, came in from various
parts of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut,
which, together with the strong corps of practical workers
in Boston, guaranteed an enthusiastic meeting. Miss Lucy
Wheelock, as president, presided over the meeting. Words
of welcome were cordially spoken by Miss Pingree and Su-
perintendent E. P. Seaver. Miss Caroline Haven, of the
Workingman's School of New York City, spoke upon the
aims and possibilities of the International Kindergarten
Union. Mrs. Alice H. Putnam of Chicago, and Miss Sy-
monds of Boston, discussed the use of the kindergarten gifts,

giving many interesting personal views on the subject. Miss
Angeline Brooks of New York, assisted by Miss Alice Fitts

of Brooklyn, and Miss Page of Boston, presented the subject

of the Kindergarten Program. Miss Nora Smith gave a

most interesting paper upon the art of story-telling, illustrat-

ing the same by telling several stories in the choicest man-
ner. Mrs. Mary B. Page of Chicago spoke on the Social

Settlement and the value of the kindergarten in connection
with the same. Mrs. L. W. Treat, and Mr. S. F. Button of

Brookline, recounted the wonderful growth of the kinder-

garten movement in our country. Was not this a red letter

day?
The climax of the occasion was reached when some sev-

enty kindergartners, prominent in various parts of our coun-
try, together with especially invited guests, were escorted to
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the Thorndyke Hotel, and served to a hospitable luncheon.
Miss Wheelock, together with Miss Pingree, Miss Symonds,
Miss Fisher, and Miss Page, composed the informal group of

hostesses whose friendliness and geniality left nothing to be
desired. Among those who responded in a happy manner
to the toasts called forth were Secretary Hill of the Massa-
chusetts State Board of Education, Mr. Will Monroe, who
told of the land of Froebel and university life at Jena, and
President G. Stanley Hall, who took the opportunity to urge
kindergartners to cooperate with him in his work along new
lines of child study.

Those who had the privilege of attending these meetings
certainly feel that the future of the Union is secure, and that

an epoch has been marked in the history of the kindergarten
cause. Letters of greeting and good cheer were received
from the absent members of the board of officers.

The following circular was drawn up, and is hereby pre-

sented to the kindergartners at large:

ANNOUNCEMENTS OF THE INTERNATIONAL KINDERGARTEN
UNION.

In the first circular issued by the International Kinder-
garten Union the aims of the organization were set forth as

follows:

To gather and disseminate knowledge of the kindergar-
ten movement throughout the world.

To bring into active cooperation all kindergarten organ-
izations.

To promote the establishment of kindergartens.

To elevate the standard of the professional training of

the kindergartner.

At the annual meeting of this body held in Denver, July
II, 1895, renewed interest was expressed.

In order to work more effectively, sub-committees have
been chosen as follows:

1. A Committee on Literature.—This committee will pre-

pare titles of the most valuable pedagogic books and papers,

suitable for teachers' libraries and reading circles. It will

also outline a course of reading and topics of discussion for

mothers' classes and kindergarten clubs. It will work in

hearty cooperation with the Kindergarten Magazine and
the Kindergarten News.

2. A Bureau of Information.—This department will be in

charge of the secretary of the Union, who will be prepared
to give suggestions as to the best methods of establishing

Vol. 8-16
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kindergartens, of forming kindergarten associations, and will

furnish hints as to the best literature for distribution to the
general public, also lists of available speakers for educational
meetings, who have been recommended by the advisory
board.

3. A Committee on Training.—An advisory board, com-
posed of representative kindergartners from different sec-

tions of the country, has been appointed to consider the best

means of elevating the standard of the professional training.

A two years' course of study has been carefully outlined.

Any training classes wishing to follow the course of study
recommended by the board, and to accept the standard sug-
gested, miay apply for admission to this department of the
Union to the chairman of the committee on Training. An
examination will be open to those who wish to prepare for

the more responsible positions in the kindergarten field, as

supervisors and directors of training classes.

The examination will test not only the intellectual abil-

ity of the candidate, but also her general fitness for the work.
A list of available candidates for such positions will be

kept by the secretary.

Such classes and individuals as are recommended by vote
of the official board will receive the indorsement of the

Union.
A public meeting will be held annually in February to

report progress along these lines of work.
In order to promote interest it is considered best to hold

these meetings in different sections of the country.

Any kindergarten organization desiring to arrange for

such a meeting is requested to communicate with the presi-

dent.

A business meeting will be held at this time for the elec-

tion of ofificers and the transaction of such business as may
be necessary.

Branches of the International Kindergarten Union may
be represented at such meetings by the president or such offi-

cer as may be delegated by the branch organization.

The basis of membership in the Union is as follows:

1. Any organization numbering less than seventy-five

members may become a branch of the Union upon the pay-
ment of ^5 a year. This payment must be accompanied by
a yearly report.

2. Any organization numbering over seventy-five mem-
bers may become a branch of the Union upon the payment
of $10 a year, accompanied by a yearly report.
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3. Individuals desiring to pursue the reading course may
be admitted as members on the payment of $1 a year.

For further particulars address the secretary, Miss Sara
E. Wiltse, W. Roxbury, Mass.

For information in reference to training classes, address
Mrs. Alice H. Putnam, 4815 Kenwood Ave., Chicago.

Officers of the International Kindergarten Union: Pres-

ident, Miss Lucy Wheelock, Hotel Oxford, Boston, Mass.;

first vice-president, Mrs. Ada M. Hughes, Toronto; second
vice-president. Miss Caroline T. Haven, New York; treas-

urer, Miss Hattie Twitchell, Milwaukee, Wis.; recording sec-

retary. Miss Annie Laws, Cincinnati, Ohio; corresponding
secretary, Miss Sarah Wiltse, W. Roxbury, Mass.

Advisory Board: Miss Susan E. Blow, Miss Sarah Stew-
art, Miss Elizabeth Harrison, Miss Nora Smith, Miss Ange-
line Brooks, Miss M. J. Garland, Miss Mary McCullough,
Miss Alice E. Fitts, Mrs. Lucretia W. Treat, Mrs. Alice H.
Putnam, Mrs. Mary B. Page.

Committee on Literature: Chairman, Miss Amalie Hofer,

170 S. Clinton St., Chicago 111.; Miss Nora Smith, Miss
Caroline Hart, Miss Lucy Symonds, Mrs. Van Kirk, Miss
Patty Hill, Mr. W. N. Hailmann.

Committee on Training: Chairman, Mrs. Alice W. Put-

nam, 4815 Kenwood Ave., Chicago, 111.; Miss Laura Fisher,

Miss Constance Mackenzie, Miss Anna Bryan, Miss Anna
Stovall.

TWO DAYS.

ROSE HARTWICK THORPE.

Yesterday
The trees stood nude against the sky^

Snowbound lay field and meadow;
The flowers slept, the hills were bare,

The sunshine smiled some other where.
For winter walks in shadow.

Today
The green reeds bending o'er the brook
Form cozy nooks for Undine;

The flowers awake, and everywhere
Warm glints of glory fill the air.

For spring calls back the sunshine.



GIRLHOOD DAYS AT KEILHAU.
III.

HENRIETTA SCHRADER, BERLIN.

(Translated by permission from the German MSS.)

Keilhaii in June {from my Journal).—Uncle i.s unremitting
in his work. He writes letters day and night, besides trav-

eling about a great deal. Together with several men from
elsewhere, whom he has won over to the cause, he has called

a meeting of educators, to be held at Rudolstadt, in Au-
gust. Ladies are to be invited also. Uncle's ideas about
the education of women and children are being discussed in

many journals, but Luise tells me that they are as yet little

understood and often attacked. At this gathering of edu-
cators, the kindergarten is to be openly discussed, and
although Luise is a little anxious about the great day, she
firmly believes that the good cause will come out victorious.

When she has a minute's time she helps uncle with his cor-

respondence. She seldom has any time to herself, as the

household duties are many, and Luise must help in these.

Why cannot the women arrange their housework so that

there is some time left for other things? Why do they not

give more time to the teaching of the boys? The young
men, the teachers, and the visiting students, who came back
for a few weeks, are always greatly pleased to have the

women join them. I like to talk with this one and the other

one, and we seem to be benefited by this exchange of ideas.

How delightful such society is! In former days uncle's wife

is said to have added much to the intellectual life of this cir-

cle of men, as well as to have mothered the young boys.

Middendorf thinks very highly of her, but the women say
she was not plain enough, and that her housekeeping was
not practical. Is it then not possible to be both spiritually

minded and practical at the same time? It must be pos-

sible.

Saturday evening I went with Luise to visit uncle, and
helped her copy letters. I must confess that I would have
enjoyed taking a walk quite as well. Uncle begrudges him-
self all rest. Toward evening he goes with a great company
of Keilhau children to Eichfeld and Schaale, to play the

games which are to be given by the children at the educa-

tional meeting. Some of his former pupils of the training
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class will help him in the games. It would be impossible for

me to play in such games before people,— am I very self-

conscious?
Uncle values the play of children highly. He has said

to me: "The plays of a child are his first deeds. We must
put such material in his way that he may unconsciously de-

velop into all that is thoughtful and useful; we must ever

direct the play toward that which is uplifting, so that even
the play of his life may be noble. When we play with chil-

dren we must never try to bring them up to our ideas, but

must look down into their hearts, and become childlike, and
must thoughtfully and gently study their tendencies and
motives; inasmuch as we do this will we reach the child's in-

ner nature and help him unfold beautifully. We must cher-

ish the child's nature, from his birth on through his whole
life; yes, nurture it,—for this is your work. An educator
must always look, like a gardener, to the future. He must
know that the seed he sows, and the garden he lays out, will

in time appear altogether different from the day he plants;

not that they are become a new or entirely different thing

—

they have only developed what was within them. Such is

the relationship between child and adult; the child is man
in the germ. This should be a holy thing to us while still

in its dependency. This germ-power must be understood,
and when you understand it, you have found the Ariadne
thread which will guide you through the labyrinth of life.

Verily, young women and mothers, you have great things in

your power. A new sense is stirring everywhere, and you
are called in the new times to accomplish the great and the

untried."

Why is it that nearly all of the gentlemen here make
light remarks ridiculing the games which uncle plays with
the children, and often slighting remarks about the kinder-

garten? I must confess that I cannot always be angry with
them for these remarks, and am often tempted to laugh with
them. But as often as I hear uncle speak about the mean-
ing of these things, I see all in another light and feel heart-

ily ashamed of myself. Uncle fairly stirs my soul with his

thoughts. If only I could see the connection between his

principles and these games, which are very strange to me!
New light will come, I am sure, when we begin our course
of lessons in October, and then I can better defend the cause
of "Herrn Froebel" when the gentlemen make their attacks.

I shall study diligently with uncle when the class begins,

meanwhile I must enjoy the blissful freedom which I feel
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here. I must take deep, deep draughts of this air which sur-

rounds us, in which the natural and spiritual seem to melt
into one.

A letter.—This is what my heart has said over and over
again these last few days: "If only dear father were here!"
or, "If I were only with you now, dearest mother, and with
all of you in our dear home!" All is darkened and troubled
within me. If only a single ray of light might break through
this inner chaos! It is true that I have grown richer and
older in experience during the past weeks; I have pressed
forward through many dark places; and when I think of all

that I have thought out and worked through in my short life,

I tremble at the thought of all that still awaits me before I

may behold the pure light of truth. I long for rest; I yearn
to lose myself in the eternity of truth. At the same time 1

ask, does the soul ever rest? The answer comes, No, no, I

cannot conceive of spirit without activity. Thus thinking
on an eternity of working and striving, I grow weary, and
long for an endless sleep, such as death,—a sleep without
dreams, without pictures; deep down in the cool, still earth,

with the light of the sun, the dew of the flowers, and the
rustling of the trees over me.

It is grown quite clear to me that I am not intended to

stand and work in the great world. I am unable to guide
the helm out on the agitated world-ocean. Only where I

understand all, can prove all, and grasp the meaning of all,

only there can I be happy and make others happy. And yet,

the quiet stream by which I loiter, does it not run on to the

great ocean? do not its water drops mingle with those of the

ocean's huge waves, which rise and fall in ceaseless change-
ings?

September ^.—The above I wrote some time ago, while the

impressions of the Rudolstadt teachers' convention were still

confusing and confounding me. Fourteen days are now
passed, and this quiet Sunday morning, while all is restful

within me, I will try to give you a sketch of our recent ex-

perience, which is now being so widely discussed. Have
patience with me if I do not tell what happened in the right

order, for it was the first time in my life that I ever attended
anything like a teachers' convention, and so I was deeply
impressed by all I saw and heard. Activity and progress

surround us. The old schoolmasters are waking from their

long sleep, and it is evident that a renewed and unified spirit

of the people can only be attained by national education.

And the Froebel kindergarten was acknowledged at the
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teachers' convention as the foundation of such an education.
The kindergarten was shown to be the connection between
the family and the school, and by means of these methods
the children are brought into vital connection with the life-

whole, which like a tree grows up out of the germ of sacred
family life.

Froebel spared no pains to bring about the convention.
No journey was too far, no weather so bad that it could keep
him from carrying out his plans. He secured accommoda-
tions for two to three hundred people in Rudolstadt, and
everyone gladly received them. Here in Keilhau also were
guests, and among them some of the kindergartners pre-

viously trained by Froebel. There was excitement and bustle

on all sides. Over those of us only who stand faithfully for

Froebel hung a cloud of depression. We feared for his pe-
culiarities of speech; for so many new thoughts surge up
while he is speaking, and his sentences often grow lengthy
and tangled, and his meaning grows involved and indefinite,

and who would presume to make his meaning clear to others
when he himself failed.

Luise and Amalie Krueger, and other kindergartners,
dreaded playing the games with the children of Keilhau and
Eichfeld, for neither of these places have a kindergarten.
The children were especially trained for this occasion, that

the people might have a practical example of the Froebel
children's games.

At last the great day came, finding some of us full of fear

and trembling. All eagerly took their way to Rudolstadt.
Thursday was spent in general preparations. Dr. Sommer
of Salzungen, and Dr. Kell of Leipsig, were made president,

and vice president. Eight directors were selected, and Mid-
dendorf was made one of them. The evenings were spent
in music. Early the second morning all the kindergartners
gathered at the house of Frau Baehring, where I found them,
and together we went to the hotel "Ritter," where the first

session was being held. Many people were already assem-
bled when the kindergarten children from Saalfeld came in

their wagon, which was covered with wreaths and flowers.

The lower part of the hall was filled with teachers, while the

galleries were crowded with visitors, prompted either by
curiosity or interest. The citizens of Rudolstadt stood guard
at the open doors of the hall. Under the royal box a plat-

form was placed, decorated with flowers and green wreaths.

Here the presidents and directors took their seats. Over
this platform was hung a picture of Jesus blessing the little
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children, while on either side were appropriate mottoes. Un-
fortunately I can remember but one of these, which read as

follows: "Come let us give our lives to the children."

( To be continued.)

THE BROOK.

I

LOOKED in the brook and saw a face—
Heigh-ho, but a child was I!

There were rushes and willows in that place.

And they clutched at the brook as the brook ran by;
And the brook it ran its own sweet way.
As a child doth run in heedless play,

And as it ran I heard it say:
" Hasten with me
To the roistering sea.

That is wroth with the flame of the morning sky!"

I look in the brook and see a face—
Heigh-ho, but the years go by!

The rushes are dead in the old-time place.

And the willows I knew when a child was I.

And the brook, it seemeth to me to say,

As ever it stealeth on its way

—

Solemnly now, and not in play:

"Oh come with me
To the slumbrous sea

That is gray with the peace of the evening sky!"

Heigh-ho, but the years go by—
I would to God that a child were I!

—Eugene Field i?i ''Love So?igs of Childhood."



THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DOING AND
KNOWING.

MARY E. MACINTYRE, TORONTO.

OUR ideal is the measure of our insight. Our char-
acter is that portion of our ideal which we have
actualized. Life must always be a struggle be-
tween two conditions— that which we are, that

which we wish to be. Man's moral development
depends upon his realization that he has the power to iden-

tify these contrasts by the unifying force of self-activity.

"Man partly is and wholly hopes to be

—

God's gift was that man should conceive of truth
And yearn to gain it, catching at mistakes
As midway help, till he reach fact indeed."

The potential ideal is realized through activity; we have
here one bond between knowing and doing.

Insight must be followed by deeds, and the harmony of
this relationship depends upon the training of the will, one
of the most difficult things in the training of the child.

Recognizing this, education has laid great stress upon the
development of self-activity from the beginning, for without
this force of character is impossible. But if the will be active,

then insight is the stimulus that directs it into the proper
channels. Knowledge is necessary to correct action.

In mental as well as moral growth this is true. Every
new discovery in the embryo scientist reinforces the activity

for increased research; every new insight into the truth of
life's problems is an incentive to increased thought. Through
this has science and philosophy been formulated.

Has not civilization been the result of man developing
his instinct with insight, through every expression attaining
clearer vision,— from the time when the Persian, worship-
ing the source of all material activity in the most spiritual

of nature's phenomena, felt that power stir within him, and
proved himself the most active of the earlier Oriental na-
tions, until now when we see the creative power of the West-
ern nations in strong contrast to the crystallized thought of
the Mongolian race who, refusing to use their self-activity,

have remained in the infant stage of imitation.
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Even as proper physical exercise increases bodily strength,
so mental activity gives mental strength; the expression of
a thought in word or deed deepens the idea in the mind.
Activity thus deepens thought; it is the power that identifies

mind and truth. Objective truth becomes subjective, that
is, becomes mind through this force.

Still further man learns to know himself through the activ-

ity of mind; through this power highly developed he is able
to turn the subjective into objective, and to obtain what
Hegel calls "the highest fruit of knowledge" in "the deepen-
ing of self-consciousness."

This is the positive side pictured by Dante in the Para-
diso; in the circles revolving around the center of light, each
revolving with increased rapidity as they approach the cen-

ter:
" In the first circles they whom thou beheldst
Are seraphim and cherubim. Thus swift

Follow their hoops, in likeness to the point,

Near as they can approaching; and they can
The more the loftier their vision."

Let us look at the negative side. We do not look for

growth in nature unless we are sure that the germ of activ-

ity is alive, neither do we expect fruition unless the condi-
tions of growth are supplied. So it is in child life, in every
normal child is the germ of activity; we must provide the
condition for growth, and this thought Froebel gives us in

the opening song of the Mother-Play. If we neglect this

power we have undeveloped bodies, feeble minds, weak wills.

Dante symbolizes the culmination of this side of life by his

picture of Lucifer in the Inferno; the frozen lake, the gloomy
blackness signifying the complete inactivity and entire loss

of insight; the flapping of his bat-like wings only serves to

freeze Cocytus; the tears of those in that fearful region serve

only to close their eyes.

Turning to Froebel we see the clear insight with which
he dealt with this idea of the relationship between activity

and insight. His Mother-Play opens and closes with songs
illustrating this principle; every dawning sense of power
is met by a means of expression for that power; all grow-
ing consciousness of a duty is strengthened by a means of

fulfillment. Through the songs and games, through the ma-
terial, through the social life of the kindergarten, our chil-

dren have full and free scope for the dual development of

knowing and doing.

All of the world-poets have recognized this theme as the

greatest problem of man's life. The Iliad pictures the strug-
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gle of Achilles to reconcile his individual with his universal

self. Shakespeare, in the person of Ulysses, tells us that

" No man is the lord of anything
(Though in and of him there be much consisting)

Till he communicate his parts to others:

Nor doth he of himself know them for aught
Till he behold them formed in the applause
Where they are extended."

Faust, at last, after all his struggles, comes to this conclu-

sion:
"Yes, to this thought I hold with firm persistence;

The last result of wisdom stamps it true:

He only earns his freedom and existence
Who daily conquers them anew."

CHILD-PRAYER.

MARGARET STEELE ANDERSON.

^—^EASE thou, my soul, all thine imaginings,

k Or good or ill—let all thy questions be!

V^_^ For now a little child doth usher thee

—

A little child, who leads, and, leading, clings

—

In,to that throne-room, where the King of Kings
Gives audience to children; reverently

Take thou the beauteous attitude, as he.

While both thine angels stand with folded wings.

See thou art still—for e'en the harps' soft praise

Is hushed in heaven, that it may not fright

The pretty voices, and the seraph choir

Keepeth a silence, lest it should amaze;
Do thou in silence worship, and this night

The faith of childhood earnestlv desire.
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SWITZERLAND AND HER PUBLIC SCHOOLS—

A

MODEL OF EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS.
EDWARD B. YEGHER.*

EFORE it is possible to speak about art and man-
ual training in Switzerland, it is necessary to give a
general idea of our country and our school organi-
zations, because they differ in many points from
those in America. Switzerland being a demo-

cratic republic, it might be of particular interest for you ta
hear something about it. Our twenty-five states, which form
the United Confederation of Switzerland, have every one its

own school organization. The constitution of the confedera-
tion provides that all public schools of primary grades (that

means about six school years) must be under the supervision
of each state; that the instruction in these grades must be
compulsory and free. There must also be only such gen-
eral religious instructions given in these grades as can be
assented to by our creed. Freedom of faith must be guar-
anteed.

Since our republic has become more democratic, and
since Pestalozzi and Rousseau, our great countrymen, have
lived, public education has for nearly one century, more or
less, been supported and cared for by the states. Both peda-
gogues have recognized the great value of art and manual
training.

In a country where the citizens are so much occupied
with self-government, and where everyone has to vote about
the laws, and has to elect the men for administration, it is only
a natural consequence that public education must aim, or at

least must seek, to come to the highest possible standard.
Democratic liberty zvithoiit education leads to anarchy a?id degeti-

eration.

We are not so happy as you are; nature has not given to

Switzerland coal, ore, and such a fertile soil; we are obliged
to get the greatest part of our corn from abroad; we buy
coal, metals, partly used, from foreign countries, and send
our industrial work abroad again. America alone gets every
year thirteen millions of dollars' worth of skilled art, scien-

tific, and technical work from us— which is nearly five per

Director of the School of Art and Women's Education at Zurich; delegate of
the Swiss Government to the World's Educational Congress, held July, 1893, for which
this paper was prepared.
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cent per capita of our three millions of inhabitants. Switzer-

land in return imports only fifty thousand dollars' worth
every year from America.
We are not near the sea, but surrounded by mighty na-

tions which make it difficult for us to send the results of the
refined materials abroad. Everybody can easily imagine
that in such a condition only by a good scientific, manual,
art, and professional education and training it is possible for

us to balance our bad position in agriculture and minerals.

We are with our three millions of inhabitants about in the
fifteenth range of population, but as regards industrial de-

velopment we stand fourth in the list of countries in Europe.
It is impossible here to explain the differences of the

school organizations in each of our states, but this may be
said that we have no pay schools; we make no difference
between the rich and poor. The same instruction is given
alike to the child of the laborer and the child of the well sit-

uated merchant. Private schools are few and are compelled
to have the same trained teacher, and are under the same
laws and reglements as public schools. From six to twelve
years at least, and in some states till fourteen and fifteen

years, children are obliged to attend the day schools. If

anyone does not send his children to school he is punished
even to the extent of imprisonment.

The teachers are not elected annually, but hold a tenure
of office from three to eight years. They get their special

education at thirty-six normal schools, or seminaries, as we
call them. For admission to these normal schools candi-
dates must have attended public schools for at least eight
years, and then they receive three to four years' normal train-

ing before they are allowed to teach in the primary grade.
To teach in the grammar grades of our public schools,

special study of two years more at one of the universities or
the high technical school is required.

The courses of study at the normal schools include in-

struction in drawing and music. Manual training for boys
is given in the normal schools of five states only, and in four
states manual training is combined with the public schools
Besides these, eleven states have in a private way introduced
the manual training in forty-six places. Manual training is

not at all considered as a primary professional education,
but only as a means of developing the child's general intelli-

gence, his estimation of manual work, his care for exactness
and cleanliness, and to give him an opportunity to satisfy

his natural inclination for doing and producing manual work,
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since in the cities the occupation in this direction is very-

limited. The fact that abstract and intellectual studies alone
have not led to satisfactory results has caused the introduc-
tion of these branches. There is a society of Swiss teachers
which holds nearly every year courses for teachers of man-
ual training in primary grades; the expenses are partly paid
by the government. There has just now a new course begun,
and the great number of teachers enrolled shows there is a
particular interest in the matter. These teachers have their

own journal.

The public schools are under the control of the depart-
ment of education in each state, which has, as a rule, a coun-
cil of education at its side. In most states a general educa-
tional plan is adopted and the power of the local school
boards is very limited.

The kindergarten is not a part of our public education,
and I hope it never will be. We find children in the early

age up to six years ought to be left at home, and here is the
place, where, by the mother, the child gets its first education.

I don't send my children to the kindergarten, though we
have very good ones near by, but my children are educated
in the sense of Froebel by their mother. We don't want our
children to love the kindergarten more than their home, and
the kindergarten teacher, or "aunt," as they call her, more
than their mother. I consider kindergartens the most im-
portant institutions of our times for those rich and poor
children who have no opportunity at home to be developed
as Froebel wished, but let us not forget that they are a some-
what extraordinary institution. Let us in cultivating kin-

dergartens rather aim to make out of every home a kinder-

garten, rather than to send every child of tender age to a

public kindergarten. There ought to be a kindergarten con-
nected with every female college or high school so as to show
girls the principle of Froebel. In 1891 there were 563 schools

for children under six years; 703 women teachers instructed

25,202 children, being an average of 36 for one teacher.

In our public schools thirty-three per cent of the teach-

ers are women. There are two Swiss societies for the devel-

opment of the kindergarten, also one seminary and several

courses for training kindergarten teachers.

The girls do not attend, in our country, the boys' manual
training classes; they have had for a great many years their

own manual and needlework training, it being compulsory
in connection with the public schools. We have coeduca-
tion in all states excepting three. Out of 9,342 schools.
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7,120 take boys and girls together. Nevertheless we recog-

nize in manual training, and also in the higher education, a

difference in sex. Our standpoint is that the men and women
are best developed through cultivating rather than ignoring

or destroying natural differences. We think that the femi-

nine nature and the masculine should be equally preserved.

Of course it exercises the same right for both sexes, and the

same care for each of them, and there must be the same op-
portunity given to develop the abilities of each child, girl

or boy. We are hoping also to make it possible that women
can apply for their own position whether they marry or not,

so that they are able to provide for themselves. We have
professional schools of all kinds for the higher education

of women. Switzerland, twenty-five years ago, was the first

country on the continent to open the universities to women.
We consider the education a child receives at home by an
educated mother, in addition to that of the public school, of

the highest value, and no kindergarten and no public school
education can replace the influence of a well educated, ac-

tive, and interested mother.
The culture of home life depends greatly on the mother;

our civic life depends upon culture of home. Home life itself

is in its proper form the ideal of human aspiration; through
it and by it we hope to meet and solve social conditions, as

illustrated by Pestalozzi in his story of Gertrude.
Free-hand drawing is in almost all schools compulsory.

For the last ten or fifteen years the instruction has devel-

oped, and different states have spent much money and care

to publish books, prints, and models on the subject. Until

now we have not made such a great use of drawing in other
branches of instruction as you have, but I think both sys-

tems may very well be applied together. The spontaneous
drawing must be cultivated as well as the correct drawing.
Since 1874 Switzerland has had a society of drawing masters
and teachers of manual training schools.

Since olden times it has been our custom, that, after hav-
ing received a more or less extended general education, a

young man enters for several years either in an apprentice-
ship of a commercial or industrial trade; he works in agri-

cultural branches, or begins with the special studies neces-

sary for the entrance to a university, or as lately in a techni-

cal high school. In general the age of fifteen is the time
for this change; the federal factory law forbids people to

enter into factories before that age. Apprenticeship is from
two to four years, and usually without pay. The master, on
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the Other side, is bound by contract to teach the apprentice
the profession. For these young men, and partly for women,
we have a variety of more than one hundred of what we call

perspecting schools or courses, where they can obtain such
manual training or scientific knowledge as their workshops
cannot give. The lessons are at night, or on Sunday morn-
ing, and we hope to make a change so as to have the lessons

on week days in the daytime. At the end of the apprentice-

ship they can pass an examination, held by professional men
and general teachers, and according to the result they re-

ceive an official certificate. In two states these examina-
tions of apprentices are compulsory for all female and male
workmen. The federal government pays to a great extent

the expenses of this institution, which was introduced about
fifteen years ago. In 1891,680 apprentices were examined
from all parts of the country for 66 industrial trades. The
number is every year increasing.

There are seven special trade schools for watchmaking;
two special schools for carpenters, two for weavers, two for

carvers, one for shoemakers, one for metal work, and one
for stone masonry; six for such female work as dressmaking,
millinery, ironing, embroidery and porcelain painting. For
housekeeping and cooking there are also a great many
schools and courses. Besides there exist six Art Industrial

schools, where the pupils are chiefly trained in drawing,

painting, and sculpture, and where also drawing classes are

carried on for such teachers of drawing as desire to prepare

for professional schools. In general we take teachers for

the professional manual and art training from the practi-

cal tradesmen who have studied in normal courses.

There are three technical manual training schools for

scientific technical instruction, with separate courses of from
two to three years for engineers, architects, chemists, mer-
chants, and railway officials. They are supported by the

states with aid from the federal government.
We have at Zurich an important technical high school

with eight departments. In 1891, 1,084 students, half oi whom
were foreigners, attended this institution. This technical

high school is the only one maintained by the united gov-

ernment of Switzerland, all other schools are state or private

establishments, but the central government is paying a large

sum every year to manual training and art education in the

single states. In 1891, 142 schools have had federal aid which
amounts at some schools to thirty per cent of their expenses.

In addition to this financial aid the government sends experts
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to visit schools and to examine the pupils. By this central

organization we have had for nine years the most favorable
results in our professional training.

Ten industrial and art museums are supported, through
which the productions of working people and the taste of

the general public are influenced. Four school museums
have exhibits of 'all sorts of school apparatus. One of them
at Zurich is supposed to be a monument to the citizen Pesta-

lozzi. Instead of a marble statue it was found better to erect

an institution which should popularize the ideas of the great
pedagogue. Anyone interested in our school organizations
will find at this Pestalozzi Museum at Zurich, as well as at the
other museums at Berne, Fribourg, and Neuchatel, all desir-

able information.
Our republic began two hundred years before Columbus

discovered America, and our small states have had plenty
of time to arrange political as well as school organizations
in all detail. We do not mean to rest in our present attain-

ments, nor do we feel that our organizations are perfect; we
should like to exchange views with other nations and obtain
from them what can be adapted to the needs of Switzerland.

Vol. 8-17.

STARLIGHT.

CLARA M. GOODCHILD.

Like a bridge across the sky
Stretch the clouds;

In the distant west they lie,

When the sunbeams round us die,

Evening clouds.

On the bridge the spirits bright
Of the day.

Journey to a world of light.

Pass forever out of sight
Far away.

But before they vanish quite
From our eyes.

Each one leaves a star of light,

Like a candle for the night,

In the skies.



EXTRACTS FROM ELIZABETH PEABODY'S
LETTERS.

A
ANNA B. OGDEN. ,

BOUT twenty-five years ago an article appeared in

a Western newspaper calling attention to a new
method of teaching children, through p/aj, and
advising all persons desiring further information
upon the subject to address Miss Elizabeth Pea-

body, Cambridge, Mass. Two young mothers discussed the
article and received the idea of utilizing the play force of

childhood with some incredulity. Later one of them became
rather discouraged in the effort to provide harmless escape-
valves for the pent-up energies of a boy of three years, and
wrote to Miss Peabody for advice and information as to the
possibilityof applying the kindergarten method in the train-

ing of this child. The dear woman who never failed to re-

spond to the needs of motherhood with helpful advice, re-

plied with a list of books (necessarily short, so few were
published) and material, and the emphatic remark that one
could only learn kindergartening thoroughly from the living

teacher. Ample proof of the latter assertion was given by the
discouraging results of two years' home study before enter-

ing Miss Garland's Training Class. The correspondence with
Miss Peabody was of such lasting benefit to one mother, that

it is hoped the following extracts from Miss Peabody's let-

ters will be of interest to others. Since she passed aw^ay it

has been a matter of regret that all were not preserved.
The following bit of advice in a letter dated January,

1872, has been acted upon in some cities, but is still worthy
of attention in small, towns: "Could you not get up a par-

ents' club and read certain things for an hour, and have some
conversation on the reading afterward? In one town in the

West a gentleman has undertaken to make a public opinion
on this subject in this way. He took the Bureau circular on
kindergarten that came out last fall and had the best reader
read it in three evenings, I believe, and I sent him my arti-

cles, especially my second edition of Kindergarten Guide,
and he has already three acres of land, most of which he is

going to sell to get money to build on a lot with a small

garden. . . . There are many articles in periodicals on the

subject from instructed pens that present the subject in vari-
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ous lights. In the August number of Tlie Wester7i are two
articles, one on ' Play,' by Miss Noa, and one on Mrs. Kriege's
child by W. H. Harris. . . . The last paragraph of the Bu-
reau circular is a very provoking thing to me. It is a perfect

non seqidiiir, written from the point of view of positivist ma-
terialism, but so little of the context given that the reader
cannot detect it and therefore does not realize its worth-
lessness as criticism of Froebel. The wrong premises, un-
tenable theories, he speaks of are nothing more nor less than
the Christian religion— which Froebel believed in all its

depths. Kindergartens on other premises and theories are

not Froebel's. There are many German kindergartens thus
emasculated both sides of the Atlantic, and 's is one. I

was quite shocked with his preface and appendix when his

book came out— his method of discipline so much by rote,

and his theory of drawing imitative and not creative."
" March 10, 1881. Dear : I think of you and the good,

thorough work you are doing a great deal. Lately there
has passed into the next mansion of our Father's house a
child of four years— a grand nephew of mine, who in his

opening life has taught me more than all books, or perhaps
I should say interpreted all books to me from the New Tes-
tament to Froebel's Mother Book— and I have thought it

probable that you may have taken your Master's degree in

the same way, when I remember that you too have had and
lost a child since I saw you, and since the light of Froebel's
idea beamed on you. Is it not so? But I am wrong to use
the word ' lost.' Leigh Hunt says the children that die while
yet walking in the primal light are the only children we
never lose. From the world beyond they continue to reveal
that marriage which puts immortality on our mortality."

"March20, 1881. Dear : Now this letter you have writ-

ten me is really satisfactory, because it tells me what is inside,,

and because it expresses so much of the mother which I knew
was in you. . . . What is the specific evil Miss does?
There seems to me a great deal that is fine in Miss 's

training. Perhaps, however, she hurries and they do too
much for the children. My sister, Mrs. Mann, has just cop-
ied passages from a letter to herself from Mrs. Aldrich,
which speak most wisely on this point of doing too much for

the children — stimulating their development. There is no
excuse for kindergartners not being trained when there are
so many good training schools. Misses Blow, Garland, Bur-
rill, French, Marwedel, and Mesdames Vankirk, Kraus, Put-
nam. I wish, however, that you could next year resume your
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school. There is a training school for the colored in Phila-

delphia to which I am to lecture in May, and a great plan in

embryo for kindergartening colored children in the South.
I think the centennial birthday next year can be celebrated
as a consummation that Froebel did not expect so soon. A
great deal has been accomplished on the Pacific Coast. Did
I send you a report from there? But now I am thinking
rather of sinking deep than of spreading wide, and the moth-
ers that are kindergartners are to me the most important and
interesting. The child of which I spoke is a grandson of
Nathanial Hawthorne and my sister Sophia, who were coun-
terparts, and inherited the temperaments of both. He was
not five, had not reached the age of reflection, was just begin-
ning. On account of an attack of spino-meningitis in his

babyhood he had been kept back, that is, not brought for-

ward, though under the sunshine of a tender, imaginative
mother's care who had self-command, and obeyed the com-
mand to let him grow in nature's eye, without hothouse
inclosure and forcing. Therefore it was that such great

care had been taken to cherish his heart and affections with-

out straining his brain. A wise physician advised his mother
to take care of him entirely herself, answer his smiles, rejoice

in every effort, but not try to make him do anything or at-

tend to anything, nor to make him talk. So he grew, like

a flower, without effort, and rejoicing in life beyond measure,
— pointing to things and shouting— and we saw he observed
beautiful things and rejoiced in them, and when he got into

the open air rejoiced in that as atmosphere of his surging
life within. His delight in human beings was supreme. He
loved to be loved and seemed to overflow with love. I never

saw such consciousness of loving in one so young. He was
three years old before he was called on to talk, but before

that he observed others talking and evidently understood,
and at last was fretted not to be able to express precisely

his feelings and thoughts, which we could not always divine.

Then, as it was spring, my sister, Mrs. Mann, went and stayed
there six weeks, and took him out of doors to play and see

things. He picked up stones at first and liked to put them
in heaps, observing their differences, and my sister would
give names to the colors and he would repeat the names and
never forget, so it was important to say nothing of which
one was not certain. When vegetation began to spring he
was wild with delight, and she told him the names of flow-

ers and grasses, so he naturally talked accurately and ex-

pressed his social affections, and was interested in the liv-
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ing creatures. He had picture books of animals and told

stories over pictures. He liked to have you repeat twenty
times a verse such as, 'Little Bo-peep lost her sheep,' etc.,

but it must be something with imagery. So his language
became very intelligent. Nature talked to him, or God
talked rather by his works. On hearing the sudden roar of

cannon at Garfield's election, he was startled and said: ' Did
the sun speak, Mamma?' He loved to tell whom he loved.

He would count up everybody he could remember, though
some people he loved especially, and one of the last days
he was telling whom he loved — though he was not asked, but
he enjoyed telling it—and then he looked out of the window
and said 'And I love that man walking there, and I love the
horses that drag the cars and the carriages.' 'You love to

love,' said I. 'Yes, I love to love,' said he. I was on the
point of asking 'Who made you?' He had never asked
that, and I hesitated; perhaps it would be premature, but if

he had not said ' Love made me,' I think he would gladly
have accepted that proposition. I am sorry I did not (now),

because I would like to know how it would seem to him
looking inward as he evidently was doing. . . . His father

came home at a summons by telegraph to help his mother
nurse him the last three days, when they all thought he would
survive; but a change came, and for six hours they stood
over him, he holding each by the hand, and struggling, with
a divine patience, for breath ; saying no word except ' Hand,'
when either left his for a moment, and searching their faces

with looks of inquiry as to what this meant. But I know
their tender attitude compensated him. If he was satisfied

with their sympathy he could bear anything else. The last

hour he gazed at a distance as if he saw something. His
struggles grew greater and with a look at them both as if

he said ' Now I go,' he passed, and lay a glorified image of

marble before them. I learned so much from him. He
verified Wordsworth's great ode, and I am all the time mur-
muring parts of Emerson's poem on the death of his first-

born, who was an exceptional child, too. Mr. Emerson says
in that poem

"
' Flattering planets seemed to say
This child should ills of ages stay
By wondrous tongue and guided pen
Bring the lost muses back to men.
Perchance not he but nature ailed,

The world and not the infant failed;

It was not ripe yet to sustain
A genius of so pure a strain,
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Who gazed upon the sun and moon
As if he came into his own;
And frequent, with his greater thought,
Brought the old order into doubt.
His beauty once their beauty tried

They could not feed him and he died.'

"The children that die as Leigh Hunt said are the children
we never lose. They are pure angels of revelation who
come and go to show the nature of that heaven which en-

compasses us and will retrieve all our losses."

WHAT MEANS CHRISTMAS?
S. LILLIAN BLAISDELL.

Bright little star, shining afar,

Tell me pray,

What means Christmas day?

Christmas, my child, is a song from above;
The sweet, happy song of God's great love.

'Tis the music of heaven on earth below,
'Tis the spirit of Christ in the world aglow;

For in every heart is the pulse and thrill

Of loving and giving, of peace and good-will.

O bright little star, shining afar,

Tell me pray,

How long will Christmas stay?

As long, my child, as long as you live,

If always, like the Christ, you love and give.



KINDERGARTEN AND PUBLIC SCHOOLS—AN
ARGUMENT.

EDNA RICE PRATHER.

THE kindergarten is in the position occupied by
the old-fashioned subscription school before the
advent of the public school system, which is a

natural production of an enlightened public con-
science. The public schools are continually im-

proving, and will, in time, incorporate into them whatever is

necessary to produce the best results. Having established
the system it will not stop short of making it perfect. There
is no longer any question as to the value of the kindergar-
tens. They are established in every city, in many of which
they form an important part of the public school system.

It seems now proper to lay aside the different claims to

the child urged from different proprietary standpoints, and
consider only the rights of the child who will himself soon
be the claimant, and will soon own and control all the inter-

ests of family, church, and state.

In considering the relations of the kindergarten to the
public schools, we should understand the child's mental fac-

ulties. His mind is at first a latent consciousness. Develop-
ment, however, may make it an epitome of the universe.

Of necessity the child's first and strongest mental activ-

ity is to get acquainted with his physical surroundings. We
cannot know the first thought of a child. It must necessa-
rily be an abstraction of some quality or relation of the ob-
jective world. For instance, the mother's face is remem-
bered, it may be, after its first sight. Certainly in a very
short time it is clearly carried in the child's mind during the

mother's absence. Like a fresh, highly sensitized plate, the
newly awakened mind receives its first impressions, from
which the active conscience learns qualities and relations.

Education consists of these abstractions, and it will be true

and perfect in the ratio that they are true and perfect.

It is impossible to conceive of a quality or relation with-

out first having perceived an object. The natural order of

education is from the objective to the subjective by means
of mental abstractions. To a child, everything within the
scope of his observation becomes most rapidly subjective.

Every new thing is of intense interest to him until he carries it
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away as a part of his thought, when the object itself becomes
secondary. There is no need to be further incumbered with
the object, having in his mind its counterpart invested with

all the qualities which it appeared to possess.

The energy with which a child investigates, and the ease

with which he learns his environments, is marvelous. At
the age of two years he not only knows all his household
surroundings, but he has also learned to express them in

language. If his casual world were larger he could master
it to an infinite degree. The great fact most unfavorable to

the child is that he is permitted to draw his own conclu-

sions of things from their appearances, and to adjust their

relations by his own experiences. Of course his abstrac-

tions from appearances will, in time, take from his experi-

ences more or less proper relations to truth; but during that

period of the child's wonderful capacity and avidity for

knowledge, should his mind be allowed to adopt appear-
ances without correction or direction, and to thus make the

errors of ignorance parts of his education?
At a very early age, perhaps three or four years, the

child has a superficial knowledge of all that may be within
his surroundings for the next three or four years. What
shall occupy his mind during this time? Shall he be com-
pelled to idly ruminate on the old things and their old ap-

pearances, acquiring habits of mental laziness, and worst of

all, starving his mental vigor?
The kindergarten says— No. It claims this period of pre-

carious mental acquirements as the field for its work. It does
not rob the child of its commonplace world, but supple-

ments it with a few perfect objects, occupations, and employ-
ments from which, by song and play, he abstracts the quali-

ties and relations which are the basis of a true education.

When a child becomes old enough to make comparisons,
say at the age of three or four years, it gives him the ball,

the cube, the sphere, the cylinder, the square, the oblong,
the triangle and the circle as playmates, until he is acquainted
with their forms and names, and how to make them into a

whole, as a family, and knows their relations to each other
as members. It gives him the sticks and the slats with which
he may represent landscapes and countries, and test the
resonance of the vibrating air. It leads him to build, weave,
and mold in mimic life, and to express the same in exact
language.

All substance exists in its state by the force of inexor-

able law, but to the child it has the appearance of art or
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chance. The kindergarten puts all things in order, and
leads the child into the truth that they are but parts of a

harmonions whole, wherein his relations are identical in

kind with those of their beneficent Giver.

After knowledge comes expression, but it should be as

nearly contemporaneous as possible; for language is easiest

acquired when new thoughts need expression. A great want
to everybody is easy and accurate language. The learning

of the kindergarten enlarges the child's vocabulary, accus-

toms him to accurate expression in good language, until

thought itself is given wider range by the facility of its

flight. Thus by the work of the kindergarten is broadened
the common ground whereon knowledge, faith, and hope
may be eternal friends.

The public schools take the child after his mind has

dwelt for from three to five years on his apparent world,

more or less corrected by his fortuitous experiences, habitu-

ated to superficial thought and idle vagaries (all of which
he expresses in poor language), and tries to arrange and cor-

rect these by standards furnished by others and to a large

extent at variance with his fixed knowledge. The first spon-
taneous vigor of the child's mind is exhausted, and the cor-

rections necessary to be made are impeded by the double
obstacle of fixed error and mental dullness.

This is not said in disparagement of the public schools,

but to illustrate the difficulties under which they now begin

the education of the child. A more noble or more neces-

sary work than they are doing has not become the object of

public enterprise. The most exalted occupation is that of

teacher, and in the public schools the professional teacher

is the guardian of every interest. Our state, and especially

our city, schools have come upon a basis of perfection com-
mensurate with the system; but all good systems grow by
an increasing perfection. Froebel's idea of the kindergar-

ten is of recent date. Without the semblance of teaching

or the drudgery of learning, it places the child in the midst
of a world of true knowledge, with which he romps and
plays on the same familiar terms as with his playmates, until

he has learned it as well. It the public schools would ex-

tend their beneficent jurisdiction over this plastic age of the

child, his mental development would be a perfect growth,
without the dwarfing, gnarling process of a tedious trans-

planting. His thoughts would be pure and in harmony
with truth. So the child's mind could become a miniature
world of true knowledge.



A QUARTER OF A CENTURY IN KINDERGARTEN
HISTORY.

A KINDERGARTEN number" is what the Novem-
ber issue of the Pratt Institute Monthly proves to be
indeed. An able sketch of the growth of the kin-

dergarten movement opens the interesting reports
which are made by representative kindergartners.

"Elizabeth Peabody and her Work in Boston" is sketched
by Mary C. Peabody, who makes the following interesting

statement:
" Miss Peabody established the American Froebel Union,

and was also largely instrumental in establishing a Froebel
society in England."

Miss Laura Fisher contributes a substantial review of

the Boston kindergartens. We reprint interesting para-
graphs, as follows:

" The kindergartens of Boston have a long and an inter-

esting history, in which there were many strands finally

united into one thread. The beginnings of the kindergar-
ten movement date back more than a quarter of a century,
when Miss Peabody's interest in education, and her special

enthusiasm for the development of young children, led her
to investigate into, experiment with, and at last to intro-

duce the kindergarten.
" Mrs. Shaw was satisfied that the kindergarten merited

her support, and the two established were continued through
the year. This, I hold, was the beginning of a work unparal-
leled for its public spirit and liberality. In 1878, Mrs. Shaw
established two more kindergartens, and it was at this time
that she succeeded in securing the services of Miss Laliah
B. Pingree, under whose guidance the kindergartens grew
in number and power. With a remarkable gift for organi-

zation. Miss Pingree established kindergartens, employed
teachers, superintended this and other work for Mrs. Shaw,
and in every way furthered the cause to which she gave her
strength and thought.

" For six years Miss Pingree served on the School Board,
supervised the kindergartens, and carried the responsibility

of the public work. Upon her withdrawal from this work,
on account of too great responsibility in other directions,

the School Board in January, 1895, established the position
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of Director of Kindergartens, to which I was called. This
brings us to the immediate present. The organization of

the kindergartens has always remained the same; there are

two teachers, a principal and an assistant, for fifty children.

Here, as elsewhere, the work has branched out into teach-

ers' meetings, mothers' classes, program conferences, and
classes for the study of literature and other subjects; and
here as elsewhere there is an association of kindergartens
called the Eastern Kindergarten Association, in which the
interests of all the kindergartners unite.

" It was in Boston that the first attempt at systematic
child study was made by Miss Symonds, Miss Wiltse, and
others, under the direction of Professor G. Stanley Hall."

Miss Mary D. Runyan provided a short sketch of the

growth of kindergartens in St. Louis, adding:
"There are now in St. Louis about one hundred and

twenty public school kindergartens, two hundred and twenty-
five salaried teachers, and seventy volunteers, with an en-

rollment in 1894 of nine thousand children. Besides the

public training school, there is also a small private one, con-

ducted by pupils of Miss Blow, and a number of kindergar-
tens connected with private schools, as well as several free

ones in poor localities, for the benefit of children below the
legal school age. I think you will agree with me that this

is an inspiring record, and that she who brought to us not an
olive tree, but the wisdom and peace of which that was merely
the symbol, 'has given the best gift to the city.'"

Miss Caroline T. Haven tells the story of Froebel's in-

fluence upon our great harbor city. New York, in a most
interesting way. The following general statements made
by Miss Haven in this report are'equally applicable to the

work in every center:

"As knowledge of the kindergarten increases there will

come the clearer recognition of its worth, and from this will

spring the demand for their establishment for the benefit

of all. Want of concerted action has alwa3^s been a draw-
back to the efficiency of the movement here. With no
standard for the training of kindergartners, with ignorance
of the basic principles of true work along this line, with
general indifference on the part of the people, it is surpris-

ing, not that so little has been done, but that so much has
been accomplished. There will always be much individual
work done in churches and asylums, and by societies, but
the tendency now is to raise the character of the work and
bring all nearer to a higher ideal. It is a significant fact
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that the training classes have found it necessary to increase

the term of preparation for the work, and that those who
employ kindergartners are using more discrimination in

their selection. The kindergartners themselves have recog-
nized their limitation from the first, and have endeavored
to make their work more efficient by cooperation in the
study of both theory and practice. An association of kin-

dergartners was early formed, which did much to help on
the work. Within the last three years another has taken its

place, which includes also kindergartners from neighbor-
ing cities and tq,wns. This union has a membership of over
one hundred, which number ought to be doubled during the
coming year. In the beginning of any great work mistakes
of all kinds are inevitable, and the progress of the kinder-
garten movement in this city is no exception to the rule.

It is, however, no longer an experiment, and the next twenty-
five years can be spent in bringing it nearer the desired
ideal."

The following interesting statement, indicating the in-

crease of interest among grade teachers in the kindergar-
ten, is taken from the report of the Philadelphia work made
by Miss Mackenzie:

"When the free kindergartens became public, the feel-

ing of a number of the public school teachers was strongly
against them. They were a new thing; the popular impres-
sion of them was that they partook of the nature of the day-
nursery, and were a safe place in which mothers might keep
their children for three hours daily. But what possible

process could transmute a " play-garden" into a developing
system, and what connection these "play-schools" could
have with the serious work of the public schools, was clearly

understood by few. Gradually, however, a gratifying change
has come about in the attitude of good teachers toward the

kindergarten. The intelligent teacher who knows the dif-

ference between education and instruction, tells me that

when children come to her from a good kindergarten they
have learned the lesson of concentration; they are attentive,

their minds are alive; they have learned to control them-
selves and to help themselves. In a word, they have de-

veloped power. Secondarily, they have, besides, an unusual

stock of related information. The stories, songs, and games
have enriched their store of words, and enlarged their

power of using them effectively; while their custom of fol-

lowing the kindergartner in dictated exercises has developed
thoughtful concentration."
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Mrs. Alice Whiting Putnam closes her report of the Chi-
cago PVoebel Association, as follows:

"There is no limit to the work to be done on kinder-
garten lines in a city like this. The combined efforts of
public school authorities and six strong kindergarten asso-
ciations, do not furnish more than half the kindergartens
needed. The public is too slowly coming to the knowledge
of the fact that the prevention of evil is not only better but
more economical and far-reaching than its cure. The kin-
dergarten 'Olivers' are always asking for 'more'— more
rooms, more money, more of the right kind of teachers."

CHRISTMAS SONG.*
LYDIA AVERY COONLEY.

A shining star came from afar upon a snowy morn.
An angel near sang, " Do not fear, behold! a child is born."
An angel near sang, " Do not fear, behold! a child is born."

Sweet Christmas then was given to men to bless the winter
wild.

Since in a stall the Lord of all became a little child.

Since in a stall the Lord of all became a little child.

All hail that morn when Christ was born, wreathe holly, pine
and bay

Let children sing, let carols ring, to bless our Christmas day.

Let children sing, let carols ring, to bless our Chrismas day.

*Can be secured, set to music, by addressing W. A. Bartlett, Oak Park, 111. Is also
printed on heavy cards with stars for outline sewing for young children in Sunday-
school.



MOTHER-PLAY BOOK STUDY QUESTIONS.
IV.

SUSAN E. BLOW.

LESSON OF all's GONE.

(See Blow translation, page 85; Jarvis translation, page 23.)

Questions for MotJicrs and Kindergartners.

130. Kindergartners who use the new translation of the
Mother-Play should begin the study of this song with the

literal translation of the motto given in the appendix.

131. To what general concept does this motto direct

attention?

132. Have you ever observed at what age a baby begins

to notice the fact of change?

133. Is change involved in movement?

134. Can you mention any responses of the mother to

the new stage of development indicated by this manifesta-

tion?

135. Does Froebel call attention to this response any-
where except in the Mother-Play? If so, where?

136. How do you understand the statement: "One
thing is in both, therefore is the child content" ?

137. Do you observe any defect in the instinctive re-

sponse to this manifestation?

138. What is the characteristic of Froebel's response as

indicated in this song?

139. What duty arises from the ability to connect two
distinct moments of time?

140. How will you lead a young child to fulfill this duty?

141. What precaution must you observe?

142. In the "All Gone" picture, what is the mother do-

ing?

143. What has happened to the little dog? to the little

girl standing on the table? to the thirsty boy? to the boy
who has climbed the tree? to the children under the tree?

to the child getting raspberries?

144. Can you find any point of connection between the

experiences of these several children? If so, what is it?
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145. -What should you say is the general lesson of the
picture?

146. What points of contrast and connection does Froe-
bel indicate in the commentary between the " Weathervane"
and this play?

147. Do you find any comparative significance in the
gestures accompanying these two songs?

148. Toward what goal does the "Weathervane" point?

149. Toward what goal does the "All-Gone" point?

150. Through what great idea is the synthesis in both
cases effected?

151. Should you think that this song, picture, and com-
mentary were in accord with the idea that "will is a derived
result from feeling and intellect," and that hence the chief

function of education is to inlerest the child?

The Following Questions arc Especially for Mothers

.

152. Can you remember any experiences among your
children bearing upon the point of subordinating a present
desire to a future good? (The more of these experiences
the better.)

153. Mothers may be very helpful by relating, as simply
as possible, their most successful attempts to get their chil-

dren to plan for the future, and to sacrifice some immediate
pleasure in order to carry out such plans.

154. Can you remember any failures with your children

due to ignoring this principle? Please give such in detail,

(Dr. Brooks has said, "The only way to get rid of a past is

to get a future out of it." Emerson tells us "our failures are

the preparation for our successes." If any mother will relate

experiences showing the evil result of allowing children to

get into the habit of yielding to the momentary suggestions
of desire, instead of making deliberate choices, she will help
many other mothers to avoid this danger.)

155. Do you believe that you will, in the long run, have
more or less trouble with your children, if from the begin-
ning you accustom them to deliberate action?

156. Are many of our worst faults the result of yield-

ing to impulse?

157. Are actions inspired by even good impulses free

actions?

158. Is it man's chief duty to create in himself the image
of God?
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159. Is deliberate choice necessary to this end?

160. If you blindly follow one kind of impulse, may you

not become the victim of another?

161. Is deliberation involved in the ideal of man as a

free being?

Tlic Folloiving Questions arc Especially for Kindergartiiers

.

162. What successful attempts to secure deliberate ac-

tion have }-ou made in your kindergarten?

163. Have you found it best to present the general ideal

of deliberation, or to give occasion for a series of deliber-

ate choices and deeds?

164. Do you find it necessary to restrict the number of

choices in order to secure this end?

165. Through what special exercises have you secured

the best results?

166. Do you think in playing the games that it is well

to let the children choose anything they wish?

167. Do you think the children enjoy a haphazard suc-

cession of plays?

168. Is a haphazard succession conducive to the forma-

tion of good, intellectual habits?

169. Would it be better for }"ou to arrange a series of

games for each day, and require the children to play them?

170. Is there any intermediate plan between allowing
full scope to the caprice of the children and constraining

them to follow a sequence prepared by you?

171. Will this intermediate plan apply also to the gifts?

172. Do you recall what Froebel says about the condi-
tions of successful games?

173. Can you suggest any good stories illustrative of

the ideal in the "All Gone" play?

174. Have you ever woven the details of this picture

into a connected whole?

175. Please relate the most successful conversation you
have ever had with the children on this picture.

176. Do you use the picture in the kindergarten?

177. Can you recall any incident illustrating the influ-

ence of the "AH Gone" picture upon the children?

178. Do you believe that the Mother-Play Book is only
intended to suggest ideals, or does it also supply valuable
aid in their realization?
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Questions for Trai?iifig Teachers.

179. Read poetic motto.

180. What does the ability to recognize change imply?

181. What duties does it involve?

182. Is the true goal of this play the capacity to plan
for an indefinite future?

183. If not, what is its true goal?

184. What do you think of Froebel's use of negative ex-
periences in this play? Is it justifiable?

185. Historically, what is the relation between good
and evil?

186. In the absolute sense, what is their relation?

187. Have you any theory in regard to the genesis of
will?

188. How would you define will?

ANSWERS TO STUDY QUESTIONS.
(The following discussions are contributed by Miss Caroline M. C.

Hart and students:)

Q. 2g. What is the highest form of self-activity?

A. This question presents itself in connection with the " Play with
the Limbs," because activity in its lowest form, illustrated in this song,
must be interpreted by its highest manifestation. " Life is the center
and starting point," writes Froebel in the commentary; but the signifi-

cance of the starting point is lost to one who looks no further. The
central thought of Greek mythology gives expression in less adequate
form to the same idea that explains the highest attained life, because
the ruling principle of mind must be present in all its manifestations;
this principle, bound up within its nature, is expressed in unconscious as
well as conscious action. Shaped by this ruling idea, through succes-
sive changes, the life of feeling, thought, and will, potential in this first

seemmgly physical movement of the child, becomes transformed into
the highest spiritual activity. This principle may be stated as the innate
presence in every human consciousness of the idea of the world, the
self, and God. The universal impulse of child and man to gain knowl-
edge of the world, and the corresponding principle of a power in the
mind that enables it to grasp and adjust the accumulated facts, would
indicate clearly the presence of these three ideas. As a rational being,
the child, even in his unconsciousness, betrays their presence; his first

feeling of an object that resists him giving the idea of the world in dim-
mest perception, brings at the same time a consciousness of self. Now
the third factor must enter at the same time, for we cannot distinguish
without implying a relation, and involved in the relations is the con-
sequent idea of unity which holds them both, of which they are neces-
sary parts, TO which they belong. Both outer and inner world are all

one to the baby's dim feeling ; but space and time will break up into many
objects, MANY events, and the higher mind action will be able to see it,

with all its endless changes and interactions, still as one, and the actor
in these different experiences will be seen as " the unchanging I." The

Vol. 8-18.
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outer and inner worlds must grow together, for the accumulated facts

are the food that nourish ideas, and ideas constitute mmd. A steady-

advance is made in a knowledge of the world by grouping, unifying its

diverse facts, and at the same time there must come increasing recog-
nition of the correspondence between the outer world of objects and
the inner world of mind; both movements substantiate the unity that

underlies them, and this unity is the origin of the idea of God, the third

ever-present element in consciousness, because it proves the exist-
ence IN every mind of a force that urges it to grasp for
SOMETHING HIGHER AND STRONGER, MORE REAL AND ABIDING THAN
THE PRESENT OBJECT. Our lives are tilled with these three ideas.

They are the presuppositions of the earliest, and the aim of the latest

experience.

Q. 12 and ij. Growth is possible only through effort, and it is by
actively using his powers in the overcoming of obstacles that the child

develops. It we ignore this principle of development through self-ac-

tivity, we necessarily hinder the child's growth. If he fetls that there
is no object to be attained, and no obstacle to be conquered, there will

be a cessation of effort on his part, and with nothing to incite him to ex-

ertion the child will become utterly indifferent, and soon feel with the

slothful ones described by Dante, " What's the use of climbing? " Loss
of power is the natural result of disuse, and inaction if long continued
must inevitably result in paralysis of the will. It has been said that "in
sloth and seltish exclusion may be found the seeds of every vice."

Dante places sloth on the middle terrace in Purgatorio, because it stands
between the active and aggressive sins (pride, envy, anger), and the pas-

sive and self-indulgent sins (avarice, prodigality, gluttony, lust), and par-

takes of both in its effect on others and on self.

Q. 7. When the child first enters the kindergarten the endeavor
should be to arouse his activities, or if already active, to so direct them
through-his sympathies and past experiences, that he shall feel the con-

nection between his past and present surroundings, and become at once
at home under the new conditions. Thus he is led to connect with his

home through the finger-plays. "This is the mother," etc. "This is

the grandmother." He sees his family life reflected in the "bird games
on the circle, and his interest and sympathies are extended to the larger

circle of the kindergarten family through the greetings and visiting

games. In the wandering games his perceptive faculties are aroused,

and his activities thus directed come under his control; he gains more
perfect freedom through his self-control.

Q. 8. Undue stimulus leads to great and uncontrolled excitement,
which becomes confusion, a scattering of energy and disorder, and this

is followed by exhaustion, extreme nervousness and irritability, result-

ing in entire loss of self-control.

Q. 10. A recent case of insufficient stimulus has come to us in our
kindergarten. We have had a little girl with us between two and three

years. Last winter she was obliged to go to the Children's Hospital and
have her legs broken, as she had bowlegs, and was so short of stature,

the doctor felt it was necessary to be done or she might never grow
taller. She returned to us in about six weeks and finished the year with

us in June. She has also been in a summer kindergarten for two years,

and this September her mother was still anxious we should enter her for

"just one year more," as she put it. Although she was six in August, we
felt with the mother it might be best for the child to remain, as it seemed
to us possibly she might be watched and cared for a little more where
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there were fewer children, and we were afraid something might happen
to the little legs, which are not quite so strong yet as we would like to have
them. I discovered very soon, though, that while she seemed happy,
she lacked the interest this year, and everything was done so quickly by
her, and seemed like an "old story." I also found (and was a little

grieved at the time) that once she "made up a face," as we say, when
something she had done a great many times was given out again. She
repeated her disapproval on another occasion. As she is an exception-

ally sweet and obedient child, I realized there must be some cause for

her new behavior. It came to me that she needed something more than

we could give her. I felt from then it was almost imperative that she
should go to the primary school. I asked her mother if she would be
willing to let her go. With a mother's love and care she hesitated a lit-

tle, but consented, as she said she realized we had always had Eva's
interest at heart. The mother says she sees now it was what she needed.
The knowledge is at hand and she is much happier. Where before she
was losing concentration, because the thing was " old " to her, she is now
all alert and interested in the "new things "that appeal to her; while

the mother, primary teacher, and myself are assured that had she re-

mained with us the insufficient stimulus we had at hand might have made
her unlovely (or mischievous), and also probably would have counter-

acted the good we hope we may have done for her. {Resii/t : Lack of

interest; loses power of concentration.) A case of undue stimulus has
come to my notice of an older child. A son of a friend entered a cer-

tain school this year, a young boy, just out of the grammar school in

June. He had studied a little through the summer, but not much, as his

mother wisely felt he needed recreation more. Entering school this

September the first regular lesson was nine pages of Latin to learn!

He studied from three to nine P. M., and cried himself to sleep. Where
he had before enjoyeci school, to use his own words " he hated to have
morning come." Several days he could not eat his breakfast, and he
was all unnerved. He was also made more anxious by this knowledge
that during the month of September it was to be decided by the faculty

whether a boy could take the course in four years, or if it would be nec-
essary for him to give five years to accomplish the same. He would
not go out for any exercise, and immediately after dinner sat down to

study. The endeavor was so hard he was discouraged. His mother
devoted her afternoons to him, and finally said, as she saw the strain

upon him, you shall not under any consideration attempt to take the

course in four years. You are not strong enough to undertake as much.
He is ambitious and willing to study, and it was not until his uncle, who
is president of a seminary, and several others of us, made him feel it

was all right andyz/t^/ as brave and true to take more time, that he was
willing to take the longer course. He studies very hard now, as the

lessons are all as proportionately long and hard as the Latin was, but
his studies now are inore equal io his physical strength and mental ability.

(The following answers come from the training class of Miss Laura
Fisher, Boston):

Q-Si. When the individual looks upon his own acts objectively there

is revealed to him a consciousness of his inner self. The cry of the soul

through all ages has been, "I have sinned; I will return unto my Fa-
ther," as looking back upon his own deed, man realizes that he has sep-
arated himself from the right, the true, the good, as revealed to him by
conscience. The same truth applies to the intellect. By projecting
thought, the mind becomes conscious of itself and of its power, and by
means of the outward expression makes the thought more truly its own.
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Q.52. We apply this principle when we arouse the curiosity of the
child, as in saying, " What do you suppose is in the box? "or again,
when the children " go to sleep " while a word is written on the black-
board, or an object placed in the hands. A very aggressive, willful

child in a primary school was seated at a table by himself, with all the
materials for work, but the teacher bestowed no praise or blame—was
apparently unconscious of his presence. At the end of the day he vol-

untarily promised obedience, and his promise was kept.

Q.33. Richard is an earnest, impetuous little fellow of four years.
The tirst day he objected to staymg in kindergarten, throwing himself
upon the floor, kicking and screaming wildly. This he repeated three
mornings, then became interested in spite of himself. A week or two
later he was very troublesome at the table, and was sent into a small
room to sit alone. We closed the door with a heavy heart, expecting a
paroxysm of temper. Instead of screams there was silence for about
five minutes, then a penitent little voice called out: "Miss

,
p/ease

come here a minute." Going into the room, he drew very close and said,
" If you'll let me come back out there, I'll do just as you say." From
that day, a look or a word is enough to insure instant obedience from
him.

<2-5<5. "Play with the Limbs" calls attention to the mother's re-

sponse to the child's manifestation of life. It shows the mother instinct-

ively placing herself in line with the universal means by which life de-
velops, viz.: by overcoming obstacles. Her baby kicks her hand or
some other object against which he presses, thus measuring and increas-
ing his strength while becoming ever more conscious of it. In other
words, in the " Play with the Limbs" the mother is pictured ministering
to the child's instinctive activity, which she aims to lift into a conscious
activity. Lenity is the keynote of the song— an unconscious unity like

that mirrored in the ball. In the "Falling" game we have not the un-
conscious unity of life, but the superlative reach of life into personal-
ity— unity through separation and reunion. The gentle shock which
startles the baby into an observation of the separation, makes him con-
scious, at the same moment, by her reassuring smile, of the mother's
watchful love and protection. Thus the sympathy between the two
keeps pace with, or outruns, that bodily independence which is daily
becoming, more and more emphatically, the child's possession. In his

body, like every other human body, yet distinct from every other, is the
visible symbol and voucher of a deeper union through distinction. Life
he shares in common with all other men; his own individuality— that

subtle something in him which makes him who he is— he shares or with-
holds at will. The way in which he begins to share it (or to state the
point differently), to enter into the life of all others, is through sympathy,
and the process by which sympathy is developed the " Falling Song"
portrays. Taken together, then, the songs are related as activity to

sympathy; activity which must needs express itself, sympathy which
impresses itself until there stirs in the slumbering but sympathetic soul
of the child what lies implicit in real sympathy, namely, conscious
thought and enlightened deed.

Q. 60. When real sympathy is aroused in the child he responds to

its influence with some active expression; through sympathy for that
which attracts him he desires to imitate, and because he loves it he
strives to be like it. If on the other hand there is no answering response
to the effort to awaken sympathy, merely a passive acceptance on the
child's part, no energy is aroused and the will does not respond in
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action. Instead of the growth of love as the outcome of real sympathy,
indifference and even unrest spring up to crowd out that expression of

self-activity which marks the progress of his development.

Q.J. All growth, whether physical, mental, or spiritual, is depend-
ent upon the amount of effort put forth to overcome obstacles. The little

child learning to walk makes a tremendous effort to reach the mother's
arms as she stands a step or two away, encouraging him with loving
words. Later in life his emotions, his reason, and his will are stimulated
by some counter force, and are strengthened as each are exercised to

conquer. True character is the result of struggle.
" Noble souls, through dust and heat,
Rise from disaster and defeat

The stronger."

A
BUDS AND BLOSSOMS.

LOUISE A. BARTON.

FRESH little bud in my garden,
With petals close folded from view,

Brightly nods me a cheery "Good morning,"
Through the drops of a fresh bath of dew.

I must patiently wait its unfolding,

Tho' I long its full beauty to see.

Leave soft breezes and warm tender sunshine
To perform the sweet office for me.

1 may shield my fair baby blossom,
With trellis its weakness uphold;

With nourishment wisely sustain it.

And cherish its pure heart of gold.

Then in good time, which ever is God's time,

Developed by sunshine and shower,
Some morning I'll find in the garden
Where my bud was, a beautiful flower.



A WORK PLAN FOR THE FIRST MONTH IN
KINDERGARTEN.

THE following work sketch is sent in response to

Question 58, asked by Miss Blow in connection
with the Mother-Play Study Course. The writer

of the following program is well known in kinder-
garten circles, and offers it as a simple and sug-

gestive plan only. Her use of Froebel's own mottoes as

texts to each week's work is commendable. The original

question calls for a plan of work for the first month in the
kindergarten in which shall be indicated how sympathy and
activity as the chief aims are generated. The author of this

plan would be grateful to have same fully discussed in the
January number.

SEPTEMBER — THE FIRST WEEK.

Glad outgoing, sweet home coming,
In this little game they see;

At the real home comings, mother,
Gather them about your knee;

Ask them of each sight and happening
In the quiet twilight hour;

Help them weave it all together
Like a garland, flower to flower.

—Mother-Play.

Subject, the home fro?n zvliich the children come.—The com-
ing to kindergarten is doubtless the child's first separation
from home, and it therefore becomes the kindergartner's first

duty to lead him to a sense of his spiritual union with that

home and with the various members of the family. Some
time must also be spent in becoming acquainted with each
other as members of the kindergarten family.

The songs used for this purpose are as follows: " Good-
morning to You," "The P'amily," "Sleep, Baby, Sleep." If

entirely practicable, we will develop a simple "Thank-you"
prayer on the first morning circle,—such a sentence as this:

" Our dear Father, we thank Thee forour nice homes. Amen."
Another day we may this: "We thank Thee for our dear
mammas;" and so on, as the thought of the day occasions,

we work toward the simple hymn, " Now Before we Work
Today." This is sung as a hymn at first, not as a prayer.

For stories we will select those which tell of home life,
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which are made from the simple experiences of real children.

For games we will take up the home games familiar to the

children, such as bounding the ball, using the songs if these

are desired. We will also dramatize "The Family" song.

Our occupation work will consist of outlining a border to

a card, with picture of mother surrounded by her children.

We will sew the straight line border, the perforations for

same being made with a conductor's punch, and use the

small blunt darning needle with single wool.

We will rock the First Gift balls to sleep for our babies, or

play at pendulum, telling of the clocks at home which show
us when to start for the kindergarten. We will use any other

material which will help the children express the ideas espe-

cially near to them. For occupation we will look for pictures

of other's homes, perhaps cutting them out, also make chains

or other ornaments to take home. Our closing song:

"Our play is o'er, our work is done,
Our things are in their places;

Now to our homes we'll quickly run
With happy hearts and faces."

SECOND WEEK.

Dear little children, we will learn.from you
Gardens we'll make and you the flowers shall be;

Our care shall seem no tedious drudgery

—

Only a happy trust that's ever new.
— Mother Play.

Subject, the home to wliich the children have come— our kui-

jarten:—This is a new and larger family. Try to lead the

child to a realization of his own individuality, and at the

same time his relationship to the other members of this

family and the duties involved. Familiarize the child with

every part of this new home, the furnishings, number and
location of windows, and doors, also the exterior. Among
the pictures will be found one of Froebel. Tell how he was
the one who first thought of the kindergartea,— child-gar-

den— and of how many things he planned to make children

happy. If possible have a plant for each child to carerfor

and watch grow during the rest of the year.

Songs —" How we Love our Kindergarten."

" Let us sing today with gladness
Of a friend to children dear;

One who thought and labored for us,

And whose name we honor here."

Games— Skipping, and one of Froebel's sense games.
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Sewing Card— Simple picture of interior of a kindergar-
ten room, double lined border.

Gifts— Suitable material for representing various things
seen about the kindergarten. Show the children the cup-
board and in a very general way how much Froebel planned
for our happiness; free play with some gift; with Second
Gift cubes arrange on the table houses passed on the way
to and from kindergarten.

Occupations— Make chains, picture frames, etc., to beau-
tify the kindergarten. Finding pictures of other kinder-
gartens. Making on the blackboard pictures of our win-
dows, doors, chairs, etc. Modeling in clay little plant pots.

THIRD WEEK.

And something to a soul akin
Looks out from every flower;

A lily is a lily still

On mountain bleak, by meadow still

In sunshine or in shower.
—Mother Play.

Subject, floivers fojmd near the kindergarten ; also the flow-
ers brouglit from home to the kindergarten.—No one flower

seems more attractive to children than the bright yellow
dandelion "growing in the grass." The golden-rod, similar

in color but different in growth, makes a good companion
study. The sweet-pea will also doubtless be among those
brought from home and illustrates well the thought of the

flower as the summer home of the baby ovules.

Stories— " The Dandelion Cycle;" "Golden-rod Broth-
ers.

Songs— "The wee flowers are nodding." Perhaps,
^'Milkweed Babies."

Games— Representation of flowers. A group of chil-

dren on a chair represent a gray-headed dandelion. The
wind calls them for a frolic and away they go to find snug
places in which to wait until spring to grow.

Gifts— Arranging with tablets or inclosing with sticks

ornamental flower beds. If possible take a number of walks
through streets where flowers may be seen in gardens or

wild flowers or seeds gathered. Use Froebel's Mother-Play
" Little Gardener " and " Flower Basket."

Occupation—Sorting and laying away seeds in envelopes
or boxes made for the purpose. Picturing flower beds with

parquetry. Making little baskets in which to carry home a

spray to some one.
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FOURTH WEEK.

"When thy task is irksome and long,

Or thy brain is perplexed by doubt or by fear,

Fling open the windows and let in the song
God hath taught to the birds for thy cheer."

Subject, the birds.— Som.Q are now leaving to return in

the spring. Here we find still another happy home. The
child can see mirrored in bird life his own life; their help-
lessness, finding their individuality in learning to fly, all

reveal him to himself. After they have learned to fly they
still come home at night.

Stories— "Coming and Going," Beecher; "A Robin,"
Child- Garden.

Songs— "Where do all the Birdies Go? " " The Brown
Birds."

Games— Dramatizing the songs used.
Gifts—Sticks and lentils; trees with nests. With suitable

material, bits of hay, hair, wool, etc., let children try to

make a nest like one made by the bird, thus leading to an
appreciation of the bird's talent. Clay modeling of empty
nests.

Occupation— Free cutting of various shaped nests found.
Blackboard work. Trees with nests. Flocks of swallows.
Various shaped nests, etc.

WHAT THE ACORNS SAY.

LOUISE A. STRONG.

We sleep all winter under the snow;
We laugh in springtime, and then we grow.

We play in summer with winds that blow;
We work in autumn, making the buds you know.

Up in a tree-top, swinging on a limb;
Hearing many voices, sounds are growing dim.

Down upon the ground for a winter nap;
Hid in dainty covers, there I lost my cap.



OF INTEREST TO FATHERS AND MOTHERS.
CHICAGO CONVOCATION OF MOTHERS.

The second annual congress of mothers was held in

October, under the direction of Mrs. J. M. Grouse of the Chi-
cago Kindergarten College. The attendance of three hun-
dred intelligent women at the three regular meetings a day^
arranged by the management, is proof that . the need of

greater knowledge on the subject of child-rearing is sincerely
felt. We reprint the program in full, in order that study cir-

cles along the line may discuss the topics. The speakers
who took part in the discussions at the convocation were
mothers, teachers, specialists in all scientific branches, uni-

versity instructors, practical philanthropists and professional

workers.
The program opened with a paper on "The Poetic In-

stincts and the Ethical Training which the Nursery Gives,"'

by a practical and successful mother: " I regret the absence
of the fathers from these meetings for study. Many parents
argue that a child may not receive impressions, and that up
to ten years old he is but an animal. Unfortunately we have
not yet found what process may keep their young animal
minds from receiving impressions. It would be well enough
for him were he to play in the sunshine and develop his

body could we control his impressions. To many minds
moral training means preaching. This is not the case. The
wisdom of all ages in child nature is being surveyed, and by
repeated experiment laws are deduced which have brought
the education of children up to a science.

"The tendency of the child is to mirror what is going on
about him. The paramount ethical influence is the charac-
ter of the father and mother of the child. It does not an-

swer to talk religion and to live in vanity. Try to live in

utter sincerity the simple, brave lives which you hope to see

in your children and children's children."

The second paper was also presented by a home maker
and mother, the subject being " The Value of Sunshine,

Cheerfulness, and Serenity." " Few oils so quickly smooth
troubled waters," she said, "as a little humor wisely used in

nursery squalls. Fanny Kemble says, ' Cultivate in your
child a sense of the good, the beautiful, and the ridiculous.'

Mothers have to make so many corrections in trivial matters^
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and if it could be done in a humorous way the results would
be better, for the temper of both mother and child would be

unruffled. One mother whom I know usually reproves her

small boy in little faults by putting them in a humorous way.
How greatly he appreciated this method he evidenced by
whispering to his mother as she tucked him in bed, ' Mamma,
my wife is to be just like you, only she must ride horseback;
and particularly she must have that little thing inside her so

she can give smart answers to the children.' The mother
should laugh with and not at her children. Many a child

escapes a well-merited rebuke because the mother indulges

in ill-timed mirth. Goethe's mother said: ' He who laughs
can commit no deadly sin,' and a laugh over an annoyance
not only materially lessens it but often adds fresh courage
to remedy it. The harmonious development of all the fac-

ulties of the child, physically, mentally, spiritually, is true

serenity. It cannot be attained by a few spasmodic efforts

but is the result of failures as well as successes; and al-

though we may never hope to reach the height of our ideal

let us remember the old saying, 'aim at the sun; you cannot
reach it but you will go higher than if you aim at a bush.'"

Among other topics ably handled were the following:

Value of an Orderly Nursery; Employments which Bring
Out the Child's Own Activity; Value of Pets and Playthings;
Children's Companions; Is the Training of Nurses Essen-
tial? Some most valuable suggestions were made during the

discussion of the last named topic, some of which our re-

porter has jotted down, as follows:
" The cooperation of father and mother is absolutely nec-

essary in the training of children. In turn parents must co-

operate with the children in order to secure success in child

culture."
" Children need to be free in thought and action. As the

child imitates the activities about himself his environment
cannot be overrated. A great fault of parents is thoughtless-

ness and a consequent infringement on the rights of the
child. They sometimes forget that they are intrusted with
a human soul."

"The average nurse has three ways of governing the
child—by coaxing, threatening, or by telling the child what
she dpes not want it to do. For instance, she said, 'Now cry,'

which has the effect of keeping the child from crying."

"We all know a little knowledge is a dangerous thing.

We want training in nurses that will go to the root. It is

said that the trained nurse does not encourage self-helpful-
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ness in the child because she finds it easier to do it herself
than to teach the child. The mother can remedy this by
making the nurse more intelligent of her duties."

"I believe we should take nurses of intelligence into our
homes, to be companions to our children. My experience
has been that foreign nurses are not so devoted to the truth
as they might be and teach children vulgarities."

" Perhaps the day will come when the work of the nursery
will be raised to the dignity of a profession."

" How Natural Things Effect the Spiritual Life of the
Child" was the subject ably discussed by Miss Bryan:

"The germs of an intelligent faith are found in sensitive
and reverent feeling, and the securing of such a condition is

the work for childhood. In contrast to the direct method
of imparting abstract religious instruction is the slow devel-
oping one of the kindergarten, which respects equally the
earlier and the later stages—the blade as well as the full ear
of corn. It therefore provides experiences of such a nature
as that by self-activity the inmost life may unfold. The
spiritual training of the child begins with the first eager
reaching out of his nature, and insists that every effort the
child puts forth is of spiritual significance. We need not,

therefore, ascend into heaven, nor descend into the earth, to

find proper aid for training a child spiritually. No super-
natural means need be sought, when all about are the easy,
natural ones of everyday life. The kindergarten recogniz-
ing these subtle influences and conditions for spiritual growth
furnishes ideal surroundings."

Other topics were discussed as follows: The Difference
between Kindergarten Gifts and other Playthings; How
Kindergarten Games Differ from the Traditional Games of

the Street; Why Kindergarten Stories are Based on the Ex-
perience of the Race; How Kindergarten Materials Can Be
Utilized by the Mother; How to Develop Power in the Child
Through Physical Training; Dress, Its Relation to Physical
and Moral Development; Self-Consciousness; P'ood, Its

Moral and Intellectual Value; Healthful and Unhealthful
Activities; Froebel's Mother-Play Book and How to Study
It; Physical Advantages of Singing and the Effect of Music
on the Child; Music as a Harmonizer; Mother Love, Its Good
and Possible Bad Effects.

>A NATIONAL MOTHER'S DAY.

As a disciple of Froebel, knowing and appreciating the

value of the mother's meetings so successfully conducted by
kindergartners, I, as principal of a public school, felt that a
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like good result could be accomplished by a similar day in

the public schools. Accordingly I prepared a program, the
recitations being about mother, the songs referring to home,
care being taken to have each child take part. After a daily
preparation of five minutes for six weeks, the parents, moth-
ers especially, were invited to spend the afternoon at school.

To say that they appreciated the honor is unnecessary.
Many eyes were moistened at the thought of one thousand
children in verse and song praising home and mother. At
the conclusion of the program each teacher addressed her
class and visitors on the relative duties of parent and teacher
to the child, after which there was an informal reception,

the mothers telling many instances where the preparation

for the day had borne fruits of thoughtful attentions to the
family.

The press made kindly mention of the idea, and so many
teachers wrote me regarding programs that I prepared a
pamphlet containing programs, address, and full information
regarding the day, From this insignificant beginning Moth-
er's Day has been adopted by fifteen states, bills have been
introduced in two legislatures legalizing the observance, and
I have been much encouraged by the reception of the idea
by educational bodies I have addressed at Chautauqua, Dan-
ville, Nashville, Galveston, Denver, and Colorado Springs.

It is my aim in life to establish throughout all schools a
National Mother's Day; I claim that it will reach three re-

sults in school life: i. Teach love and respect to mother.
2. Teach patriotism, love of home. 3. Bring teacher and
parent into closer sympathy. An old lady in New York City
said to me, " You are an ambitious young woman to expect,
alone, to establish the day." But it is not alone and unaided
that I hope to accomplish this aim. Every teacher and
mother who loves their own mothers, each kindergartner
who hopes to infuse some of Froebel's divine leaven into the
public schools, can, aye, zvill, by words of encouragement,
by telling of the idea, assist in the establishment of the day.

Will all who love their mothers help? We will thus
awaken a deeper appreciation of her who is the central fig-

ure of home; strengthen the family bonds, making them
more beautiful and tender, and breathe a hope of that future

where language is music, thought is light, and love is law.

—

Mary Towles Sasseen, Heneferson, Ky.

KINDERGARTEN HELPS AT HOME.

Froebel's First Gift to the child is a soft, worsted ball.

Round, soft, and restless; it is like the child itself, and, there-
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fore, a universally beloved playmate. In the 'kindergarten

the balls are used in the six colors, and games of various

kinds are played with them. Many of these games can
scarcely be carried out with less than a dozen children, and
can only be taught by a trained kindergartner. Of course,

any careful, wise, and patient mother may teach her child a

variety of things by means of a ball of any kind that may
be about the house; but the true educational value of the
ball game can only be taught by a careful study of kinder-

garten thought and principles. But few of the ball games
should be attempted except by trained kindergartners. It

has been said: "The value of your kindergarten training is

shown by the use of your balls." Therefore the unskilled

but eager mother shall be taken on to the Second Gift beads,

that are best adapted to home use.

The Second Gift consists of wooden blocks, fashioned in

the three forms of sphere, cylinder, and cube. The Second Gift

beads are these forms reproduced in smaller size, and each
form perforated for stringing. A common shoelace is best

adapted for this use, as the tag at the end makes it possible

for the eager, uncertain fingers of a little two-year-old to

thrust it through the sphere, cylinder, or cube. A loose knot
at the other end of the string will retain his treasures till he
shall have accumulated a whole string full. The Second Gift

beads are usually colored, but the color is hardly available

for instruction. Froebel's idea in giving this gift was clearly

form, and not color. You will find your little one in his first

play with this gift stringing them just for the pleasure of fill-

ing the string, and aimless as to form or color. Let him do
this for a lesson or two. Then he should fill one string with

the ball, one with cube, and one with cylinder. Next should
come one in stringing ball, cylinder, and cube in succession.

Patiently teach him to correct a mistake. If he is really

taking in the idea of form, you will find him at this juncture

classifying the objects about him as belonging to one of

these shapes. Teach him to see resemblance, not difference.

Do not be too strict with him; try to see the resemblances
he sees. Agree with him that his mug is a cylinder hol-

lowed out, his apple a ball, and his piece of bread a slice

from a cube.. Encourage liim to tell you what he thinks and
sees, and you will find yourself entering a new, or, rather, a

forgotten world of fancy and imagery.

If you have bought sticks, have for one of your succeed-

ing lessons a soldier-play, by thrusting the stick through the

three forms and standing it upright on the table, with the
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cube representing the feet, the cylinder the boy, and the

round ball the head. The child will .see in it a charming lit-

tle soldier, and when enough are created to form compan-
ies of fives or tens, great fun can be had by marching them
over the table. Suggest that each company be dressed alike.

Ask to have six companies all in different uniforms. Mate-
rial for number lessons is practically unlimited in this play.

The color may not be correct, but it will be available for use

in laying tiles. Take a one-inch stick and string cubes on
it of one color. You can put three cubes on one stick, there-

fore three sticks will form a square of color. Lay them in

border lines of the six colors— red, orange, yellow, green,

blue, and purple. If you will do this with your children, you
will find the opportunities of teaching and learning from just

this one simple play will seem endless. If laying by squares
seems tedious and difficult, try lines. A stick with three red

cubes, followed by one with three orange, then three yellow,

green, blue, and purple, and you will have completed the

circuit of color. A child of three years should not be kept
at this color work till he is wearied with it.

By laying a two-inch stick full of cubes on the table, with
one cube on top near one end, you will have a good " engine
train," or " choo-choo cars." These can be easily moved
about on the table, and made to carry the whole family to

"Uncle Jim's," "Grandpa's," or wherever the child is used
to going on the cars. Notice with what delight the child

will reproduce his experiences, loving to call out the names
he learned from the brakesman on his way to "Aunt Mary's."
The child will be glad to form bridges or tunnels as his ex-

perience will suggest. Either of these can be formed by
cubes on sticks, two uprights supporting one laid horizon-

tally across their tops. It needs cg.reful maneuvering to

push the little train through these tunnels, but teach him to

do it. Teach him to construct his arch, bridge, or tunnel,

remembering in your fond mother's heart that your future

architect or engineer is learning from his mother the care-

ful, patient, accurate labor that shall make him of use to his

world. We see the effect of working to a true model shown
in a marvelous manner, even in our mission schools, where
the children necessarily fluctuate so much in their attend-

ance. How often have I heard a child ask: "Please let me
straighten that, it is not quite straight." The child taught
in his formative years the right way of laying out diagrams
in color, of forming and manipulating groups of soldiers,

of calculating and adjusting the proportions of arch and
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column, will have formulated a type of perfect work to which
in after years all his labor will be made to conform. When
we have had generations of children thus trained, we shall

have true, accurate, honest work. There will then be no fall-

ing wall or reeling dome because of unfaithful, dishonest, or

ignorant labor.

—

Mary E. Sly, i?i Educational Extension.

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.

" Books, books, books!
I had found the secret of a garret-room
Piled high with cases in my father's name,
Piled high, packed large,— where creeping in and out
Among the giant fossils of the past.

Like some small nimble mouse between the ribs

Of a mastodon, I nibbled here and there
At this or that box, pulling through the gap
In heats of terror, haste, victorious joy.

The first book first. And how I felt it beat
Under my pillow, in the morning's dark,
An hour before the sun would let me read.
My books!

"

And this is not the experience of " Aurora Leigh " alone.

It is said that if one writes with lemon juice on a blank
sheet of paper, and at some time after hold the sheet before

the fire, the writing will appear distinctly. And so it is with
what we read in youth. It may seem to have no effect, but
when the fires of the world try one, this apparently colorless

writing will blaze out and help to direct one's actions in mo-
ments of temptation.

There is much time spent in teaching the child how to

read, but little or no thought given to what he should read.

" Sublimest danger, over which none weeps,
When any young, wayfaring soul goes forth

Alone, unconscious of the perilous road,

The day-sun dazzling in his limpid eyes.

To thrust his way, he, an alien, through
The world of books."

If a pupil leaves school without a taste for good books,

his education has partially failed.

The imagination is early developed, and needs its natural

food. "If I were to choose between two great calamities,"

says Dr. Seguin, " I would rather have my child unalphabetic

than unimaginative." Children live more in the ideal than
grown people, and there would certainly be a vacant page in

childhood were there no memories of " Beauty and Beast,"

"Cinderella," or "Alice in Wonderland."
When the fairy tale is worn out, then comes the myth.

No better foundation can be laid than an acquaintance with
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Greek mythology, which expressed the religious faith of the
earlier ages and inspired the most perfect art and some of

the noblest literature the world has ever known.
When a child has a fair knowledge of the Greek myths,

he has a key to classic art and classic literature. One of

the worthiest introductions to this style of reading is Charles
Kingsley's " Heroes," and for very little children, " Tales of
Ancient Greece," by Mebuhr, are excellent. Our own Haw-
thorne has transformed, as if by magic, many of these clas-

sic tales; for children of ten or twelve, " Wonder-Book " and
" Tanglewood Tales " are full of humor and poetry. Then
comes the Norse mythology as well as the British myths,
followed by Bulfinch's "Age of Chivalry."

Stories of adventure and daring will always be popular
where there are boys to read them. Boys are proud to pay
their tribute to the pluck, enterprise, and fortitude which diffi-

culty and danger have called forth.

Put into the hands of children such books as " Robinson
Crusoe," " Swiss Family Robinson," to be succeeded by works
of history, as "The Boys of '']^,'' by Coffin, or "Adventures
of Telemachus," written especially for children, by Dr.
Hawkesworth, and the " Story of the Iliad and Odyssey," by
Church.
We must choose with care among the modern writers in

order to choose well, since we cannot call to our aid the "sift-

ing, sorting, expurgating hand of time." Miss C. M. Yonge
is the author of some delightful stories. Her " Richard the
Fearless," " Ben Sylvester's Word," and " Kenneth in Rear-
Guard of Grand Army," are all made up of real, living chil-

dren. Miss Martineau has given some admirable character
pictures in " Crofton Boys." "Flying Hill Farm," "Polly
Oliver's Problem," "The Peppers," and " Rose,in Bloom "

all contain noble lessons and beautiful characters.—//. y. Q.
The Outlook comments upon the benefit of such conven-

tions as follows:

"One of the most hopeful indications of progress is that
in these days of conferences and convocations there should
be one set apart for mothers; a place where women of in-

telligence might come together for the purpose of receiving
instruction, of exchanging views, of presenting difficulties

to other mothers, so that experience might add to the world's
accumulation of knowledge. Why are Good Go\'ernment
clubs necessary? Because there is so little good government
in the individual homes. Why is our public school system all

over this country what it is? Because mothers and fathers
Vol. 8-19,
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that is good mothers and fathers, have been only partially

interested in the subject of public education, or wholly in-

different to it. Why are we struggling with the question of

morals in politics? Because the standard of morals has not

been what it should be in our homes. No child is pfoperly
trained who is not trained to consider his relations to the

outside world, his duty as a citizen, as a neighbor, his rela-

tion to all classes in the community. When he realizes that

an individual vote is a public trust, he will use it properly.

Every question that faces the American people today has its

root in the home. Politics is— what? It is the management
of public affairs. It will be moral or unmoral according to

the standards of the people. Politics is always what the

people make it. It is pathetic to hear public questions dis-

cussed as though they were something remote and apart

from the individual life. Every public question today is the

personal affair of every intelligent family. When every home
in this country is what it should be, there will be no need for

a campaign of reform. There will be nothing to reform.

It is not a dream, this ideal land, where the majority of men
live up to their highest privileges as citizens; it is possible,

and sometimes one is led to believe now probable, that the

man who has a high ideal in which he believes actively, not
theoretically, will struggle toward it, and the impulse of his

own life will draw other men after him. It is not important
to me what my neighbor's attitude to life may be, but it is

very important that my attitude shall be such that he will

see in it only that which is good, and which draws him from
error toward righteousness."



NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS ALL ALONG THE
WORK LINE.

Mrs. Alice Whiting Putnam gave an address before the teachers
of Rochester early in November, of which the city papers made extended
reports. We quote from these as follows: "Many people say, 'Why do
we need the kindergarten? We got along for years without it.' Yes,

so we did, the same as we got along without electricity before its dis-

covery, but our lives are not our own, and a child connot be taught too

early to learn that lesson of living for others. Again, people say the

kindergarten is all right for poor children, whose mothers have not the

time to devote to their training; but a child needs other society than
the mother, no matter how wise and good may be her training. If it be
an only child it is apt to be over-indulged; or the youngest, it is apt to

have too much training from elder brothers and sisters; but a three-

hours' intercourse daily at the kindergarten gives a child associates of

its kind, and it is taught consideration for others and to subordinate its

will to the wishes of others. Then the mother has often demands upon
her by society, and I do not mean by this always fashionable society,

but wholesome intercourse which may take her outside of the home,
when she must call in some one to assist in the care of the children.

Too often the effect of a weak-minded, weak-willed nurse, who resorts

to means of bribery and deception to manage him, teaches the child to

be untruthful and domineering. I do not claim that the kindergarten
system is perfect. Often too much is expected, and it should be borne
in mind that we have the child but three hours out of the twenty-four,

and it is the fault of the parents that the school system is not better.

They have a right to know what their child is doing in the school, and
should say, 'I will know what my child is doing in the school and in the

kindergarten.' Often the school system is an enveloping and not a devel-

oping of ideas. Children |hould be taught to feel rightly. The will

should be trained rightly, and will training must be like other training,

for a child is only free as he is obedient, and it is so with us all; as we
become obedient to the demands of duty we become free, and a little

child can learn that from effect back to cause. The schools must swing
into line and follow up the work of the kindergarten to produce the best
results. In measuring kindergarten work, we look for results too soon,

for it is simply planting the germs that will develop and bear fruit later

on; it is the foundation of character which we lay just as the workman
has to do much underground work in erecting a building." "Following
the lecture Professor G. M. Forbes, of the University of Rochester, asked
several questions which were answered by Mrs. Putnam. Among them
was the query as to whether in her opinion the kindergarten supplied the

child with power to apply himself to the hard and uninteresting task of

learning the fixed rules, which were necessarily committed before the

student can have mastered Greek and Latin. Mrs. Putnam was evi-

dently very strongly of the opinion that the system of training children
which she advocates does that very thing, and answered emphatically
in the affirmative."

Miss Rachel King, of the Oak Street Free Kindergarten of New
Haven, Conn., makes some interesting statements connected with her
work among little Italians, Germans, and Russians, of whom she regis-
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tered one hundred and twenty-four last year. She says: "This last year
has been an experiment for me in some respects, as my work hitherto had
been with children who had had the benefits of home training, and I am
grateful to the little people of Oak street, for many times they were the
teachers and I was the pupil. At first we had a great struggle with the
matter of cleanliness, the majority of the children had to be washed be-
fore we could begin our work, and this hindered our beginning promptly.
Gradually the number who came clean from home increased. Nicely
combed heads and white aprons have now begun to make their appear-
ance, but it was not at all smooth sailing to reach this state of things. At
the end of the year I went home with each member of the highest class
to present the children's books of work to the mother. In many cases
they thought the teachers were very kind to make such pretty things
for the children. We could hardly make them believe that it was chil-

dren's work. They would ask again and agam, 'He make that?'

'Yes,' we would answer, but 'So clean, so clean,' they would say. It

was a mystery to them and I must confess I could see why when I looked
around the wretched homes. The children are less noisy now even
when they run and play, and more gentle amongst themselves; are more
teachable and use much better language, too. We have made special
efforts to make the child happy on the different holidays, for happiness
is goodness. Many of them come from homes lacking the love light

that warms the heart, and sends the sunshine into the faces. These
little children need the love extended toward them. They see the out-

stretched arms welcoming them to the kindergarten, and the happy
home created for them in Oak street, which may prove to have been the
first round in the ladder of eternal life." Miss King also conducts a
training class in connection with her Oak street kindergarten.

Wm. M. Bryant, of St. Louis, makes the following interesting com-
ments on the kindergarten, in connection with a review of Miss Blow's
version of the Froebel Mother-Play Book, which appears in the Atnefi-
cati Journal of Educatio7i : "Whoever imagines that the kindergarten
is a new form of socialistic nursery, having for its purpose to herd to-

gether the children of careless or helpless ijiothers, and keep them out
of mischief by amusing them, let him read this book and be converted
from the folly of his imaginings. Whoever would find the easiest way
to seizing the essential clew to the eternal verities that constitute the core
of the daily life of humanity, let him read and re-read and seriously re-

flect upon this book. The kernel of the psychology through which Froe-
bel interpreted the plays and games of childhood, and saw foreshadowed
in them the deepest significance of man's existence, is given in a few
lines on page 59. ' Move,' he says 'from impressions to perceptions;
from perception to attentive observation and contemplation; from the
recognition of particular objects to their relations and dependencies;
from the healthy life of the body to the healthy life of the Spirit; from
thought immanent in experience to pure thinking. . . . Lead your child
from the fact to the picture, from the picture to the symbol, from the
symbol to grasp of the fact as a spiritual whole." On this principle the
Mother-Play is treated throughout, the "play" in every case being no
new thing invented by P>oebel, but the world-old plays with which chil-

dren have always been amused and unconsciously educated. He simply
adopts these— pat-a-cake, shadow-pictures, and the like — and inter-

prets them so as to bring into explicit form for the mother or the teacher
the rational significance implied in them and constituting the secret of

their perennial charm. Here is the clew to child-study of a rational
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and fruitful sort. Th*e book ought to be carefully studied by every

school supervisor and by every teacher of primary grades. It is a happy
coincidence that this book should be introduced to the general American
public by Dr. Harris, who was the first, and for a long time the only,

man among the educators of this country to comprehend the deep sig-

nificance of kindergartening, and Miss Blow, who has done more than

any other woman in America to insure the practical unfolding of the

kindergarten in consistent, rational form, and free from all extravagance.

Indian Education.—Miss Ada W. Crawford writes from Darling-

ton, Okla., concerning the kindergarten work among Indian children:
" Until recent years the question of the education of the Indians has been
passed over by many as not worthy of consideration, but today we find

our prominent educators deeply interested. We have at the head of

the Indian schools Dr. W. N. Hailmann, and through his zealous efforts

kindergartens have been established in many schools with most grati-

fying results. The children for the kindergarten, in most instances,

have been brought in from the camps dirty, ignorant little creatures,

that care for nothing. They are washed, fed, and sent to school, and
soon learn if they want anything they must ask for it in English, and it

is pretty hard for them to make a beginning, for all they know is Indian.

They are all the kindergarten age, from four to seven years old. At
nine o'clock twentv-three little Arapahoes come marching into school

with clean, bright faces and great expectations, for they always enjoy

their morning's work. We take our chairs to the circle, and after an
opening hymn or prayer we are ready to tell our stories and sing our
songs. First we learn "All for Baby," and it is soon understood. After

that come many songs, and at our Friday morning concerts they are try-

ing to do their best. They are delighted to see visitors, two or three at

a time, but when twenty come together, as they did recently, they have
nothing to say. The games are all enjoyed after the first shyness is

over. 'Do they learn quickly?' Indeed they do. When with the Fourth
Gift we made a wagon and horse, they called for a wagon cover, for all

Indian wagons are thus; then they must have occupants, so we cut paper
dolls, and with sticks made roads and bridges to travel over. So it is

always; they are full of ideas and think nothing is impossible. At first

they are not very neat about their work, but soon take pride in having a

clean page to add to their books.

In Memoriam:—At a meeting of the Columbus, Ohio, kindergarten
training class, held October 22, the following resolutions were adopted
after appropriate addresses by Mrs. Lydia Brown and Miss Margaret
Sutherland:

Whereas, It has pleased the Heavenly Father to remove from earth

our former superintendent. Miss Alice Tyler; and,
Whereas, It is fitting and appropriate that the members of this class

give expression to their feeling of profound sorrow at her death; there-

fore be it

Resolved, That in the death of Miss Tyler the friends of education
have lost a sincere and earnest advocate, her fellow teachers a conscien-

tious, earnest worker.
Miss Tyler, as superintendent of the Columbus kindergartens, was a

tireless helper, and gave of the best of her life to her chosen calling. She
was superintendent of the Columbus kindergartens for two years, taking
entire charge at a time when a strong mind and an active leader was
necessary to meet the needs of a rapidly growing work.

Miss Tyler worked without thought of self, until failing health com-
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pelled her to make a change, which she did by going to Pittsburg, Pa.,

to take a private kindergarten. While engaged there the call came to

mount higher.
Resolved, That in her death we have lost not only a faithful director

and teacher, but a dearly loved friend.

That copies of these resolutions be presented to her brother, and that

they be sent for publication to the Kindergarten Magazine.
Carrie E. Dow, Jessie Davis, Elizabeth R. Hague, Committee.

Hoiv M'e Introduced the Kindergarten.— In introducing the kinder-
garten in this town, we began by calling on the clergy, on earnest church
workers, literary clubs, and the school board. We opened October 3,

189-I, with two pupils; closed June i with an enrollment of seventy-nine,
and an average attendance of thirty-six; formed an association, Decem-
ber I, of fifteen members. We now have an enrollment of ninety-two,
with sixty in average attendance at our regular meetings. We have
four young ladies in training, two high school graduates and one a col-

lege graduate. The association offers substantial encouragement to

those in charge of the work. The primary teachers report favorably of
the children who have come to them thus far from the kindergarten.
Citizens are generous in response to calls for tuition for children unable
to pay. We have some timid workers and some delinquents, which re-

quire careful attention. During the Centennial here in September, our
kindergarten was in session at the modern school building by invitation

of the county superintendent; he is in full sympathy with the work, as
is the school board, although they have not given financial support as
yet. Our legislature has passed a bill to furnish aid to kindergartens in

second class towns. W^e are third class, and so are not included in this

assistance.

—

Fra?tk/in, Penn.

The tenth general meeting of the Kindergarten Union of New York
and vicinity was held Saturday, October 26, 1895, at the Ethical Culture
School, log West 54th Street, at three o'clock. The aims of the Union as
set forth in the Constitution are, i. To bring into active cooperation all

kindergarten interests of New York and vicinity. 2. To keep m touch
with the kindergarten movement throughout the world. 3. To elevate the
standard of the professional training of kindergartners. After the busi-

ness meeting the president. Miss Jenny Hunter, made an address, urging
the active interest of every member toward the furtherance of these aims.
It was our good fortune to have with us Mrs. Mary Page of Chicago, who
told us of the Settlement work in her city and the cooperation between
the settlements and training classes. The exercises were interspersed
by the singing of kindergarten songs and followed by an hour of social

intercourse and kindergarten games.

—

Jessie M. Jl^nterton, Recording
Secretary.

The report of theEree Kindergarten Association of Seattle, Wash., is

a very encouraging one. The association is but a little over a year old
yet it already has a large and enthusiastic membership, and has re-

ceived the cooperation of so many kind friends that it has more than
met the expenses of its first year's work. The ladies who organized to

create an interest in free kindergartens, expecting that it would be a
long time before public sentiment would be with them, were amazed at

the interest manifested. A kmdergarten of fifty children, a training-

class of eight young women, and a course of kindergarten extension
lectures for the edification of the public, has been the result of the first

year's work of the Seattle Eree Kindergarten Association. Mrs. Sarah
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S. Dewhurst is the president for this year. Miss Ellen Creelman is the
director.

The New York School Joicrnal\s calling for a discussion of the qual-

ifications of kindergartners, as an important consideration in view of

the increasing demand for kindergartners for public school service, who
must be secured by superintendents unable to discriminate as to profes-
sional quality. Applicants for admission to Mrs. Kallmann's Training
School for Kindergartners at Washington must be at least eighteen
years of age, and must furnish, either in a personal interview with the
principal of the school or by correspondence, satisfactory evidence of

ability to do the work that will be required of them.

The report on the Rural School Problem, presented by the Committee
on State School Systems to the National Council, contained the following
statement: "The weakness of the rural schools is in the want of skilled

teaching, therefore it is the duty, as well as it is for the interest of the
state, to foster and encourage all available means of bringing normal
instruction to the doors of the teachers, with a view to rendering it feas-

ible to require some degree of special preparation for the work from
every candidate who aspires to the position of teacher in the ungraded
schools."

" The Froebel Year-Book " is holding its place in the affections of

kindergartners, as is evidenced in the following letter from one of them:
"It is my daily strength for daily need, and is ever ready on my reading
table. I read the appropriate sentiment each morning, and instead of

going to my work in a routine fashion, I start out with the living words
of Froebel to set the pace of my thought for the day. In this way I cre-

ate a little world of my own, with Froebel as my guest." Published by
Kindergarten Literature Company, price $1.00.

The education of the children will always remain the holiest and
highest of all family duties. The welfare, civilization, and culture of a
people depend essentially upon the degree of success that attends the
education in the homes. The family principle is the point at which
both the religious and educational life of a people centers, and about
which it revolves. It is a force in comparison with which every sover-
eign's command appears powerless.— Herbart.

The Kindergarten Magazine of Chicago, with the October, 1895,
number, continues a Systematic Study Course, which can be worked out
at home, after the Chautauqua plan. These questions are to be followed
up by written answers forwarded to the editor, the best of which are to

appear in the departments of the magazine. Join this Study Course by
a subscription whether you are working at home or in the classroom.

—

Boston Ideas.

Originality is one of the important features in a successful kin-
dergarten. This is exemplified in a plan adopted by Miss Mary H.
Jones, director of the kindergarten at Wolfe Hall, who, during this

month, is taking the signal flags of the weather bureau as calendar work
with her pupils. This exercise must necessarily prove to be interesting
and profitable to the little people.

—

Denver Rocky Mountain Educator.

The query comes: "What is the best answer to make primary teach-
ers who have no knowledge of the theory or practice of the kindergar-
ten, nor any opportunity where they are to do any work in that line, and
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who ask for help; what apparatus to use, etc.?" The only reply that
can be made to such appeals is the recommendation of systematic read-
ing of all the published aids in kindergarten work.

Arrangements have been made whereby the kindergartens of

West and North Des Moines will be united under one supervision. Miss
Hattie Phillips, supervisor of the West Des Moines kindergartens, will

also have oversight of the work in North Des Moines. The teachers of

the kindergartens and of the first four grades of the West Des Moines
schools now meet once a week for the study of science.

The frontispiece which we present our readers in this Christmas
number is reproduced from the painting of Dagnon-Bouveret. This artist

was disowned by his family when he made known his selection of a life

work. The world is now glad to make good to him his early sacrifice.

This Madonna and Child is one of the most tender and interpretive com-
positions in modern painting.

A MORNING conversation in the kindergarten: "What did sunbeams
do for little child? What for bird? What will sunbeam do for tiny

brown seed ? " " How many helpers can you name today ?" " Sun, rain,

wind, frost." "O, no; he bites," replied one child. "Well, he bites open
the nuts for us, and that helps."

The Sunday-School Tiines recently had an article by Miss Juliet E.
Dimock on the use of the sand-map for illustrating the Sunday-school
lessons. The introduction of kindergarten methods into the Sunday
school is a very great step in the progress of religion and education.

The child-study questions sent out for November by President Stan-
ley Hall from Clarke University, deal with the following topics: Pecu-
liar and exceptional children; moral defects and perversions; the be-

ginnings of reading and writing.

The first kindergarten principle is that if you take care of the pence
the pounds will take care of themselves, for if you take care of the lit-

tle children, the men and women will take care of themselves.

—

Dr.
Lytnan Abbott.

Correction: In the November Kindergarten Magazine, page
228, the name "Joseph Royce " should read Josiah Royce.

Columbus, Ga., has two kindergartens, and Atlanta one.
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" The results obtained from the examination of language in its several
forms leaves no room for doubt that the great stream of mythology has
been traced to its fountain head. We can no longer shut our eyes to the

fact that there was a stage in the history of human speech, during which
all the abstract words in constant use among ourselves were utterly un
known, when men had formed no notions of virtue or prudence, of

.thought and intellect, of slavery or freedom, but spoke only of the man
who was strong, who could point the way to others and choose one thing
out of many, of the man who was bound to any other or able to do as he
pleased That power of sympathizing with nature which we are
apt to regard as the peculiar gift of the poet was then shared alike by
all. This sympathy was not the result of any effort. It was inseparably
bound up with the words which rose to their lips. It implied no special
purity of heart or mind; it pointed to no Arcadian paradise where shep-
herds knew not how to wrong or oppress or torment each other. We
say that the morning light rests on the mountains; they said that the sun
was greeting his bride as naturally as our own poet would speak of the
sunlight clasping the earth, or the moonbeams as kissing the sea. . . To
trace back the theft of the Golden Fleece or the fair-haired Helen to

the theft of the light from the sky by the dark night; to refer the wrath
of the great chieftain of Phthia to the grief of the sun for the loss of the
morning, may appear like a reduction of a complicated tale to a form
too simple to be consistent with facts." But by the slow and gradual
process which crystallized into a real myth the symbolic phrases typify-

ing the attributes of man and the natural phenomena about him, the
germ idea gathered a rich accumulation of symbolism and apparent
realism, until the perfected and enduring myth is an elaborate legend of

gods and heroes; the groundwork for great epics. The ultimate inspir-

ation of the most familiar myths are the great natural phenomena of the
day and the seasons, and the mythology which characterizes the differ-

ent nations is influenced by the climatic conditions in which the myth-
making peoples dwelt. The Greek mythology is more amplified in its

symbolism of light and darkness—the sun in his daily course; the North-
ern mythology emphasizes his ascension and declination, so marked in

the northern lands as to render season changes a vital consideration in

the lives of the people. It is that same vital quality of a great need de-
pendent upon nature forces which imparts to the Northern mythology
the rugged and virile character so distinctly its own; and the soft, balmy
clime of Greece, with its facile productiveness, lends a grace and charm
to the legends of that sunny land forever characteristic. This distinc-

tion is evident in the familiar myth of the " Sorrow of Demeter at the
Loss of Persephone." The absence of Persephone in the dark land of

Hades is the sleep of Brynhild within the coils of the dragon on the Glis-
tening Heath. Her departure is the death of summer when the earth
seeks in vain for the fruits and the flowers which had gladdened her
since the days of spring. Helios alone can tell Demeter whither her
child is gone. The sun alone can see where the summer has been
hidden away. As Sigurd wakens Brynhild, so Hermes brings Perseph-
one to Demeter, and the six or seven months of summer begin again
when the grief of the mourning mother has passed away. But in the
southern myth the loss of the summer is not a matter of life and death,
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the fruits of the field in their season are not the source and substance of
life as in the northern land. The study of such mythical interpretation
is the truest path to history, and to the heart of nature, to which those
early peoples lived close. The most fitting and most instructive ac-

cess to science and history study for little children is through the myth-
ical lore by which the race in its childhood learned its lessons. The
sources for familiarizing oneself with mythology are plentiful. H. A.
Guerber's series are among the best. His " Myths of Northern Lands,"
and " Myths of Greece and Rome," are compiled with especial reference
to literature and art. The illustrations and the poetie selections which
are profusely made use of serve to familiarize the student with the art

and literature which have become so valuable an adjunct of mythology.
"Tales of Ancient Greece," by George W. Cox, follows the phraseology
of the original very closely, and therefore furnishes an exceedingly accu-
rate conception of the real myth and its original expression. The abun-
dant notes and commentaries with which the tales are accompanied
make the book a very useful one for reference and study. The quota-
tions above are from the introduction to this work. Every kindergartner
should own these books and be very familiar with them, that she may
give to the children fresh and genuine reproductions of the classic story
legends.

"Tales of the Irish Fairies," collected from oral tradition in South-
west Munster, by Jeremiah Curtin, published by Little, Brown & Co.,

Boston, is an exceedingly interesting volume of Irish folklore. Mr.
Curtin says in his explanatory remarks on these tales of the supernat-
ural: " There are persons in the educated world who consider fairy tales

as mere sources of amusement; there are others who look on them as
too frivolous to be read by serious people. Both views are erroneous.
Fairy tales contain the remnants of a religious system prior to Chris-
tianity. ... A certain philosophy of life and death. ... So far as fairy
methods of action are revealed to us in tales and popular beliefs, they
constitute a system of rewards and punishments regulating the inter-

course between this world and another. They are parts of an early re-

ligion in which material services are rewarded by material benefits, and
in which conduct bordering upon morality is inculcated. . . . For this

religion raising the dead, traveling on water, running through the air
are not exceptional or wonderful; they are of daily occurrence and com-
mon; they are not merely incidents in it, but part of its machinery.
This old universal religion had many other ideas which acquired new
associations after the Christian era, and took on new names. It is most
interesting to note how much of it survives yet, not only among the un-
instructed, but among the leaders of mankind. . . . The people of any
purely Gaelic district in Ireland, where the language is spoken yet, pre-
serve numerous remnants of pre-Christian belief, and these remnants
are, in many cases, very valuable. Grotesque, naive, and baseless they
seem to observers almost always; but if the beliefs and opinions of the
ordinary great ones ot the earth be examined with due care, and with that
freedom of spirit which is indispensable in such investigations, it will be
found that many of them are not a whit more reasonable nor built on
a better basis than the fairy creed of Ireland. The people of Ireland
have clung to their ancient beliefs with a vividness of faith which in

our time is really phenomenal. Other nations have preserved large
and (for science) precious heritages of superstition, but generally they
have preserved them in a kind of mechanical way. The residuum of be-
liefs which they give us lack that connection with the present which is
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SO striking in the case of the Irish. Certain divisions of the great Slav
race have preserved a splendid remnant of the old cosmic philosophy
of pre-Christian times, and preserved parts of it with remarkable dis-

tinctness; but for all people who speak English the beliefs of the Irish

contained in their tales have a near interest and a popular value that
no similar productions of other nations are likely to attain." As will be
seen from the above comments, these tales are not the fairy tales of
child literature; they are of too stern a philosophy, too negative in

purport to be wholesome reading for the children of the present day.
The fairy tales which are sanctioned as educative and of good influence,

are frequently an imitation of the folklore which ever fa.scinates the
human race, however far removed it becomes from the old beliefs that
constituted them a religious record. The new fairy tale must contain
the positive and constructive, and must interpret moral qualities for at-

tainment. Teachers who hope to imitate the genuine race product, can-
not successfully construct a fairy tale unless they are familiar with the
orginal product of folklore, for from it comes the spirit and inspiration
which makes the story a fairy tale instead of an insipid and valueless
narrative.

"Cats and Kittens," "Royal Little People," and " Dogs Great and
Small," are among the well-illustrated Christmas juveniles, published by
the Frederick A. Stokes Company. The designs and illustrations are
from the brush of Elizabeth Tucker, who has been called the " first child-
artist " of Boston. The work of Elizabeth Tucker grows stronger each
year, and is developing an originality which is characteristic. Her unique
paper dolls, which appeared a year ago, are still in demand, with an ad-
ditional series of " Princes and Princesses." Miss Tucker has aimed to

be faithful in the portrayal of features as well as style and coloring of
costumes. This series in connection with the " Famous Queens " forms
quite an historic group, which will serve admirably as a basis for artistic

and historical study in the kindergarten. Miss Tucker is preparing a
series of dolls for every day in the week, designing the costumes to illus-

trate the occupations appropriate to Monday's washing, Tuesday's laun-
dry, etc. Suggestions from kindergartners will be gratefully received
by this conscientious artist of childhood. Two children playing with
Elizabeth Tucker's beautiful paper dolls became so interested as they
dressed the queen for her walk, that the very important part of her cos-
tume, her crown, was overlooked, until the boy suddenly noted the lack
and exclaimed: "Oh, put on her crown before she goes walking." The
little maid demurred: " I don't think she needs it to go walking." But
the proprieties of court life were very well defined to the mind of her
young chevalier. " If you were a queen, would j'^z^ go walking without
your crown?" he asked with conclusive logic, and her majesty re-

ceived her badge of state.

A DAINTY case of books bound in olive green cloth, and stamped in

gilt, is issued by Macmillan and Company, New York. There are twelve
of the little books, uniform in style and tied with red ribbons. It is the
Banbury Cross Series, prepared by Grace Rhys, and contains such old
nursery tales as: " Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves;" "The House that
Jack Built," with other nursery rhymes; "Sleeping Beauty;" "Cinder-
ella," and " Jack and the Beanstalk;" " Little Red Riding-Hood;" " Fire-
side Stories;" "Bluebeard," and "Puss in Boots;" " Fairy Gifts," and
"Tom Hickathrift;" "Aladdin, or the Wonderful Lamp;" "Nursery
Rhymes;" "Jack, the Giant Killer," and "/Esop's Fables." The series
is very artistically compiled from abookmaker's view point. Theillustra-
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tions are quaint black and white drawings. But the practical use of such
a series, however attractively dressed, in the nursery nowadays, is ques-
tioned by the thoughtful mother. Too much barbarism still remains in

many of the old nursery tales to make them wholesome food for the
young scions of our higher civilization. As literature to preserve in ap-
propriate form the old folklore tales, and material to be adapted by the
mother or teacher, the work of this series is well done. Mothers often
wonder why their boys are such little barbarians when they may be but
trying to dramatize the savage bravery of Jack the Giant Killer, or Mor-
giana killing the imprisoned thieves, or Bluebeard gloating over his
headless wi^s. These stories are all classics of the nursery and every
one must know them, but do not give them to the little children undi-
luted. The set costs $6.50.

The Unitarian Publishing Company issue a set of leaflets which are
without precedent in Sunday-school literature. Recognizing the truth
that love is the foundation of religion, these leaflets are prepared with
the purpose of presenting to the child-mind the Master touch m all na-
ture, and are called Nature Studies. They are systematically arranged,
and beginning with the human baby trace the care which the great
mother-love expends in cradling and tending every baby, even to the
tiniest of nature's children. The illustrations used are of a very high
order, most of them copies of famous paintings, and the pictures form
an important part of the lesson leaves. Could these leaves be intro-

duced into every Sunday-school in the land, which is endeavoring to
teach little children of the divine love and wisdom, with the aid of a
careful teacher they would transform the Sunday class into a genuine
school of religion.

" Child Life in Art," by Estelle M. Hurl, is issued by the Joseph
Knight Company of Boston. The book is e.xpensively and handsomely
gotten up. Half-tones reproducing choice paintings from the Masters,
which portray childhood, with an accompanying commentary on the
artists, their subjects, and the times in which the work was produced.
"Art has produced so many representations of children that it would be
a hopeless task to attempt a complete enumeration of them, and the
book makes no pretensions to exhaustiveness. The aim has been merely
to suggest a convenient outline of classification and to describe a few
characteristic examples in each group." These groups Miss Hurl forms
as follows: " Childhood in Ideal Types," " Children Born to the Purple,"
"The Children of Field and Village," "The Child Life of the Streets,"
" Child Angels," and " The Christ Child."

Education Extension, the new Michigan schoolmaster's journal, has
the following to say for the new edition of "Child's Christ-Tales: "It
is a dainty little volume containing a series of short, typical kindergar-
ten stories of the infant Jesus and his wonderful coming among men.
The book is written in a highly poetical style, and illustrates the mod-
ern conception of the best in juvenile literature. The old idea made
only the grotesque entertaining, and the instructive was prosy; now we
look for the highest mental culture where the perception of beauty is

developed with the love of truth. The book has twenty-five reproduc-
tions of the Christ-Child in art. Kindergarten Literature Co., Chicago,
publishers."

t

" Songs From the Nest."—The Kindergarten Literature Company have
put Mrs. Miller's charming collection of mother songs into a new and
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attractive dress of tinted linen for the holidays. Dr. W. T. Harris says:

"Mrs. Miller's poems have the simplicity, compactness, and beauty of

old English ballads. She can assume the style adapted to children

without descending to the level of prose, or losing her hold upon grown-
up people."

Four calendars, one of Roses and Pansies, by Newton A. Wells and
Henrietta D. La Fraik; one of Royal Children, by Elizabeth S. Tucker;
one of Dogs, by Frederick J. Boston, and one of Southern Beauties, by
Caroline C. Lovell, are beautifully prepared reminders of the flight of

time for 1896. They are issued by F. A. Stokes & Company, New York.

Miss Harriet S. Jenks, of Boston, one of the authors of the well-

known " Songs and Games for Little Ones," is preparing a new book of

songs, with a friend, which will soon be published by Oliver Ditson
Company, of Boston.

Selections from Miss Poulsson's, " In the Child's World," have
been printed in raised letters for the blind children at the Perkins In-

stitute of South Boston.

5/. Nicholas has secured a series of letters written by Robert Louis
Stevenson to a boy relative, describing the author's romantic life in

Samoa.

Do your friends know of our choice Christmas gift book, " Child's

Christ-Tales ?
" It contains over thirty reproductions of famous paintings.

Excellent Facilities Offered East-Bound Travelers.—The Nickel
Plate Road now offers greater facilities to the traveling public than ever.

The improved service in all its departments, including powerful locomo-
tives, prompt as to time; comfortable coaches, nicely decorated, richly

upholstered and easy riding; dining cars m which the welfare of the

inner man is carefully looked after and satisfied; Wagner palace buffet

sleeping cars and substantial stations. These added to the fact of its

being the shortest line between Chicago and Buffalo via Fort Wayne,
Fostoria, Cleveland, and Erie, with through sleeping cars from Chicago
to New York and Boston via the West Shore and Fitchburg railroads, all

combine to make the popular low rate line between Chicago and any
point east and south. Further information as to rates, time of trains,

etc., call on or address J. Y. Calahan, General Agent, iii Adams Street,

Chicago, 111. Depot 12th and Clark Streets.

Fine Train to Cleveland and the East.—Passengers east from Chi-

cago should bear in mind the through fast express over the Nickel

Plate Road from Chicago daily at i :30 P. M. runs entire train through to

New York City with elegant sleeping cars to New York and Boston; ar-

rives at Cleveland at 11:30 P. M. This train is supplied with colored

porters in uniform to attend to the wants of both first and second class

passengers. Night Express leaves daily at 9:20 P. M. with through sleep-

ing cars to New York and Boston. Lowest rates on all trains to all

points east. For additional information as to time-tables, tickets, etc.,

call on or address J. Y. Calahan, General Agent, in Adams Street, Chi-

cago, 111. Depot I2th and Clark Streets.
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KINDERGARTEN BOOKS AND SUPPLIES.

Eveiything in the line of Kindergarten Books, Material,

Appliances, and Furniture, for use in Kindergartens and Primary

Schools, and for Busy Work in Homes, can be obtained from

either of the addresses below.

Teachers, mothers, and all who are interested in the hap-

piness and proper development of children, will do well to call or

send to the nearest ^^^^^W address for a com-

plete rnt^locnip. ^^^g^j^^^̂ ^^if^^̂ Enquirers are al-

ways welcome, and I 1^^ they will find con-

stantly on hand not only large stocks of the Kindergarten Books

and Materials, but also attendants prepared to explain their uses.

Milton Bradley Co., Thomas Charles Co.,

SPRINGFIELD, MAS5. 211=213 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO.

Color Instruction m the Kindergarten
AN ILLUSTRATED HANDBOOK,

"suggestions for instruction in color,"
....Presenting; two Fundamental Ideas which are Essentially New:—

1. The Ideal Color Unit.
2. Investigation of the Color Perception of the child as the starting

point of Color Instruction. Mailing Price, $1.00.

PRANG'S STANDARD COLORED PAPERS.
These papers are designed for the purpose of carrying out in Kindergartens and in

Primary and Grammar Schools the elementary features or the Prang Course of Instruction
in Color.

The Standards of Color presented are reliable for educational purposes, having been
adopted after long study of the theory, and wide experience in the actual use of Color, as
well as after conference with leading artists and colorists in this country and abroad.

THE PRANG PAPERS
may be obtained put up for cutting^, weaving', parquetry, etc., by addressing

THE PRANG EDUCATIONAL CO., or THOS. CHARLES CO.,

161 WABASH AVE., 211 WABASH AVE.,

CHICAGO. CHICAGO.
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ATLANTA EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT.

THROUGH the Educational Department of the
Cotton States and International Exposition at

Atlanta, the Educational committee have accom-
plished much for the new education throughout
the South, in spite of the many serious difficul-

ties in their way and the hardships which had to be endured
to bring about this great result.

From the first venture toward this undertaking, it seems
as though every possible obstacle has been placed in their

pathway. But this has only served to call out, both from
the committee and those they employed, a spirit of determin-
ation to go on and do their best in the face of discourage-
ments, which argues well for the future. of educators and
education in the South.

The Educational committee is largely made up of the
teachers of Atlanta, with Miss Nettie Sargeant, principal of
the Atlanta Female High School, as chairman. This commit-
tee assumed the entire responsibility, financial and otherwise,
of the support and management of a kindergarten and pri-

mary school to be conducted in connection with the Woman's
Building and Model School Building of the Exposition.

As a matter of course, this was no slight financial burden
for a small group of women to assume, namely, the salaries

of all the teachers and the fund for the Model School Build-
ing, which they erected, inasmuch as the Woman's Building
could not make room for all they desired to exhibit. Since
Atlanta had already rendered herself poor in the appropria-
tion for the Exposition as a whole, there was nothing to

offer the Educational committee save the good-will of the
people.

Consequently they canvassed the educational institutions

of this country, but especially the South, and secured from
them funds sufficient, as they thought, to carry out this educa-
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tional exhibit. It is hardly possible to estimate the labor and
time that this has demanded from the whole committee, espe-

cially from the chairman, Miss Sargeant, who has given almost
every hour, outside of the classroom, for over a year past, to

this plan. Many prominent educational institutions who
said, " Go ahead and open this educational exhibit, and we
will see you through," have failed to do anything more than
this when the time came to pay their promised contribu-

tions. Of course this resulted in a deficit, and to the honor
of the committee be it said, that every dollar has or will

soon be paid, though some of it has had to come out of the

salaries of the teachers on the committee.
The committee finding their fund short of what they

hoped and had had promised them, had to make up their

minds to be willing to give up the ideal plan they had hoped
for, and do what they could with the amount on hand. x'\fter

visiting the kindergartens and primary schools in several

cities the committee decided upon Miss Mary Hill, of the

Louisville Free Kindergarten Association, for the kindergar-

ten, and Miss Minnie Holman, of the Peabody Normal,
Nashville, Tenn., for the primary school.

When Miss Mary Hill signed her contract in June she

supposed her assistants would be fully trained kindergart-

ners either from Louisville or some other well-known train-

ing school, as did also the committee at that time. Not
until time for the work to open did they find their finances

would not permit the employment of fully trained and ex-

perienced kindergartners, as both they and Miss Hill had
expected in June. Instead they had to employ local kin-

dergartners with only partial or incomplete training, who
lived in the city and could afford to work for the low salary

the committee was forced to offer or abandon the whole
plan.

When Miss Hill and Miss Holman reached Atlanta they

found conditions very different from what they had expected
when they signed their contracts through no fault of the com-
mittee. By this time the principals and assistants were under
contract, as were also even the children from a charitable

institution, and as the work had been broadly advertised

there was nothing to do but accept the conditions and make
the best of them.

Instead of fully trained assistants and children, as they

were so fortunate as to have at the Illinois Kindergarten at

the World's Fair, the children proved to be the very crud-

est material possible to bring before the public. Instead of
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showing the public the results of the new education, it wit-

nessed the painful processes of undoing the training of the old

school. Coming from a charitable institution, in the main,

the children were types of the worst inheritance and life

histories, which, in addition to the unnatural environment of

a large institution, made them problems for many months'

private instruction, rather than results worthy to be shown the

public.

They could not show the results of the new education

since they were the most typical products of the old idea of

government through external force, rather than the kinder-

garten idea of control from within— self-control. Asa nat-

ural result of this training, as soon as they were out from
under the external control of the institution they became in-

toxicated with the sense of freedom and determined to have
it at any cost, though in their first experiences with it they

mistook license for liberty, and thought freedom lay in doing

the opposite of whatever was requested or suggested even

when it was to their evident advantage to comply. It took

many weeks for them to discover that tenderness and sym-
pathy were not weakness, and to understand the appeals

made to their self-control, using as little external forces as

possible. One can easily imagine that such conditions would
necessitate frequent corrections which demanded a wise com-
bination of gentleness and firmness, sympathy and strength.

When we feel inclined to criticise those who have had these

children in charge in the institution from which they came,

we must consider the fact that they, too, were brought up
under the old school of strict discipline and external control,

and demand the same of the children in their charge, be-

cause, to them, this is right, and therefore the best for the

children. Consider their problem of ninety children of

varied inheritance and dispositions under one roof, to care

for—soul and body—night and day, and I think the problem
silences us, and we wonder if, with all our new ideas, we
could do any better.

The children were free, to a marked degree, of any self-

consciousness, and in a few days both teachers and children

adjusted themselves to the constant presence of the surging

crowd, even though the audiences continued to laugh and
remark upon all that was said and done. Signs were posted

everywhere requesting silence, and no interference with the

children or teachers during their work.
The only occasions upon which the children seemed to

manifest self-consciousness was when individuals were pass-
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ng through the de\icate process of correction. Then it was
because of the thoughtless, ignorant remarks of the visitors

upon the so-called bad little child, or others with a laugh
would say, " He's a cute one," etc., so that for the child's sake
Miss Hill had to permit the assistants— if repeated appeals
to the child failed, if he still refused to respect the rights of

others— to take him out of the room away from the visitors,

to receive any help, even slight, for self-control. I agree
with Miss Hill that this is an undesirable method in general,

but the only possible one under these circumstances, to pro-

tect the little child from the gaze of the public under con-
ditions trying alike to both teacher and child.

When the Exposition opened there were not three normal
children in the kindergarten; they all seemed wanting in

childlike confidence, and nothing seemed to appeal to them
permanently; but though it has been a slow process and a

terrible strain upon a teacher whose duty it was to consider
both child and the public, all now save three of the children

have yielded to the new treatment, losing their abnormalities,

and becoming truly childlike. The three who are still un-

solved problems are the most mature children present, and
children whose inheritance fills one with pity and sympathy;
but they too are yielding, though much more slowly than the

others, and it is just a question of time and repetition till

good habits take the place of the old ones.

Unfortunately the usually efficacious method of ignoring
could not be used with success, as the public failed to ignore
even if the teacher did, and the consequence was, the child

went on from bad to worse.
The kindergarten being in the most conspicuous part of

the Woman's Building, it in turn being situated in the most
central and conspicuous part of the grounds, the crowds in

the kindergarten were continuous; two or three hundred
passing would stop in for a while, then pass on, only to be
replaced by a crowd equally large.

Though everything was done to prevent it, the visitors

would frequently lean over the railing and toss money, candy,
or pictures to the children at most critical moments, and as

it was always done in ignorant good-humor to please the
children, it was hard to manage.

As a visiting kindergartner I was deeply interested in

Miss Hill's problems with these difficult children and the

large audiences of Thanksgiving week; so I gladly offered

my services for the week I was in Atlanta. Though I am a

kindergartner of eight years' experience in a large free kin-
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dei'garten in the slums of one of our large cities, I never had
my art so tested and strained as in this work. Instead of

wondering at the difficulty the assistants had in holding the
children, I wondered that they could do so well with their

incomplete training and want of experience. They are both
fine young women, and further training and experience is all

that is needed to make fine kindergartners out of them.
Miss Hill is not only principal, but musician as well, and

yet with all these duties she has managed to explain the kin-

dergarten principles and methods to hundreds of visitors,

and has won the intelligent admiration of many for what
was to them a new educational idea.

The employes of the building have marked the wonder-
ful change in the children, and speak continually of the
patience of the teachers in bringing this change about. One
woman in charge of the check department, in the room ad-
joining the kindergarten, said she thought a mother could
be about the only one patient enough to bear with such chil-

dren, " but these kindergartners are the loveliest women with
children I ever saw."

Miss Holman expected to have charge of one grade of

children in primary only, but instead she found herself in

charge of all grades, with children of all ages from seven
years up to fourteen. The children had been drilled in dead
words, letters, and numbers which meant nothing to them;
so Miss Holman's work also lay in undoing the work of pre-

vious training, though she accomplished wonders in the
length of time, and won the hearts of both pupils and visit-

ors. She is a woman of both character and power, and
brought out fine powers of concentration in her pupils, and
gained her orderly results through the self-activity of her
scholars.

The Educational committee may congratulate themselves
in securing two such conscientious and indomitable workers
as Miss Hill and Miss Holman, who have done everything
to make the educational exhibit a success. It has demanded
from both character and grit, to be willing to work under con-
ditions which fell far below their ideal in the former work of

each, when they knew the results gained could not compare
with their previous work upon which their reputations as

teachers were built.

The kindergarten could not represent Miss Hill's Louis-
ville work, as only one out of three of the teachers was from
Louisville— the other two having taken what training they
had, one in the East, the other in the South,
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The primary work could not truly represent Miss Hol-
man's work at the Peabody Normal, as she had no regular

grades, but children of all ages, sizes, and abilities.

The Educational committee is to be commended for the

faithful effort put forth to secure higher educational ideals

throughout the South, when it has been attained at the cost

of untold personal labor, time, and strength.

—

A Visiti?ig

Ki7idersi;artncr.

WHICH IS THE BEST?
MAUD L. BETTS.WHEN winter comes with all its joys.

And gleaming snow-white ground;
With sleigh-bells, sliding, skates, and sleds.

And snowballs, soft and round;
Why, then, I'm always certain

That, far above the rest,

—

Spring, summer, and the autumn,

—

I love the winter best.

But then, when spring once more is here.

And trees put on their green.

And buds, from cradles bursting forth.

May everywhere be seen;

Why, then, I'm just as certain

That, over all the rest,

—

The winter, summer, autumn,

—

I love the springtime best.

When summer comes, in radiant dress.

And sunshine floods the land,

And blossoms, birds, and butterflies

Are seen on every hand;
It's quite beyond disputing

That, far more than the rest,

—

The winter, spring, and autumn,

—

I love sweet summer best.

When autumn, with her paint-brush rich,

Is tinting all the leaves.

And sweet farewells are twittered us

By swallows from the eaves;

Then, in rriy heart, I'm certain

That, beyond all the rest,

—

The winter, spring, or summer,

—

I love bright autumn best.
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IV.

HENRIETTA SCHRADER, BERLIN.

(Translated by permission from the German MSS.)

{^Continuedfrom letter describing tlie Rudolstadt Convention)—
When the entire company were gathered together and in

order, all arose and sang with deep feeling, to the melody of

"Ein' feste Burg ist unser Gott," appropriate words, which
had been composed by Middendorf, each stanza of which
closed with an exhortation to live with the children. After
appropriate greetings, the president explained in a few clear,

concise sentences, that there was need for a new foundation
for education, and expressed the hope that those attending
the convention might seek to learn and test the true spirit

of the kindergarten in order to see whether this might not
be the new foundation required.

Then Froebel arose, but before he began to speak, he put
both hands to his head and trembled visibly for a moment.
Then he raised his head, and from the eyes of the seventy-
year-old man streamed a soulful light. Now he stood calm
and firm before us.

He led a little girl, with her mother, to a table upon
which were placed the various occupation materials. He
left the child to build with the blocks. The lovely little

girl gave one frank look into the faces of the assembled
company, and then hid her head in her mother's lap. Froe-
bel spoke to the child, and soon had her full confidence.
He then turned to the company, taking for his theme— "I
lead you now into the holy of holies— the family."

I cannot begin to give you his words in detail. I was so
much affected by his speech that I did not always follow
his meaning closely. But I remember that he said, among
other things: "The new education must be founded upon a

different law of development, for our children and youth
everywhere are in need of suitable material by which they
may work out their activities. The child is developed, not
alone through knowing, but also through working, and his

self-activity is above all others the incentive for his develop-
ment."

Now the children came marching and singing into the
hall, led by the following kindergartners: " Luise Levan,
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Christiane Erdmann, Amalie Krueger, Auguste Steiner, Ida
Weiler, Auguste Harold, and several others. This Froebel
took as an illustration by which to lead us from the consid-
eration of family life to that of the community.

It is true that Froebel went into much detail about plays
and games, and his explanations of them did not seem
altogether clear to me. But the hearts of the people were
opened, and made receptive. The touching unconsciousness
of the children, their clear and irresistible voices, had once
more aroused in the entire company the great love of child-

hood, and such love, I am sure, not only believes and hopes,
but has also great tolerance. A deep satisfaction seemed to

rest upon the company.
I wrote down at the time some of Froebel's statements

about play, and I will here copy them from my notebook:
"The gesture-plays are very important as symbols of ideas,

which the children are not yet old enough to understand."
As an illustration he mentioned the circle-play in which one
child stands in the middle of the ring, and how in spite of

the great variety of children, unity is secured by the fact

that all respond to one central point. At one time the chil-

dren formed three circles, one within the other, to illustrate

the bark, wood, and marrow of the tree, which he said

might equally well be made to stand for happiness, unity,

and love. Through such thoughtful representations, Froe-
bel hopes to instill in men the idea of harmony; through
these he believes might be aroused the three fundamental
activities of the soul,— will, intellect, and feeling,— and by
means of physical activity, and word and rhyme, he believes

that these may be translated into action. I have noticed
for many years how seldom bodily and spiritual activities

are in harmony. Man seems to lean either entirely to the

one or to the other. How highly important it is for the
genuine woman that she should blend her household work
with her spiritual endeavors, and yet how seldom are these

two activities harmonized. When they are found, such
women stand out like single stars in a dark night. May I

be a worthy reflection of one such woman—my own, noble,

beloved mother. Froebel's plays seem to me to be so ar-

ranged that they will supply various great needs. The child

is not led into abstract worlds, but is encouraged to embody
his ideas in appropriate physical action. Body and soul are

thus mingled in unity.

So closed the first morning of the convention. The after-

noon was set apart for the plays which were arranged for
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the older children. They assembled in the open air at the

appointed place. Froebel -stepped into the midst and
seemed to be possessed with such a zealous play spirit that

he omitted all words of introduction or explanation con-
cerning what was to come. The visitors felt a little disap-

pointed on this account, and the wish was expressed that

Middendorf, whose sympathetic nature had won all hearts,

should step into the children's circle, and make explana-
tions, but because of deep considerateness, he did not con-
sent. Knowing Froebel's zeal so well, he knew that such
interference would not be accepted.

Yes, if Froebel had but the character of a Middendorf!
The latter seems to me truly like the Christ, always full of

love and consideration for others. Froebel also lives for

others. He sacrifices everything for his idea, the accom-
plishing of which he expects will bring blessedness to all

mankind; in so doing he fails to consider the individual,

and is often harsh and tyrannical even to the beloved, noble
Middendorf, who is his truest friend.

So the afternoon games were stretched out, and we all

feared that Froebel's work would suffer a fall, just as in the

morning we had hoped for the highest success. Ridiculing
remarks were made about the games by onlookers. Froe-
bel was excited and disturbed beyond all description, and
became unconscious of everyone and everything about him.
Beautiful as such unconsciousness is in one sense, on this

day it worked serious mischief, and I must confess that I

could not understand how these endless plays especially

illustrated Froebel's idea. Yes, I must confess that some
of them seemed even ridiculous. The idea that playing
according to directions should make men noble, seemed to

me so narrow and limited and unnatural. At last came the
closing song. The poor kindergartners, especially my good
Luise, were thoroughly exhausted, and one gentleman who
had joined our party proposed that we should go to the inn
for refreshments. We ordered tea, and anticipated a quiet
hour after the great excitement of the day. But soon a

number of strangers, both gentlemen and ladies, joined us,

and in a short time we were all in earnest discussion con-
cerning Froebel and his ideas. We soon realized that sin-

cere voices were being raised against him, and we feared
for him. I was especially uncomfortable over my own feel-

ing of disagreement in the matter. During the afternoon
games I found myself next to a Dresden woman, whom I

had noticed with the greatest interest at the morning ses-
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sion. It was Fraulein Johanna Kuestner, who had accom-
panied Thekla von Gumpert, a special friend of uncle. Her
exquisite figure, her pale, plain, but noble face, which ex-

pressed great intelligence and sympathy, attracted me to

her, and I was filled with the desire to know her better.

The afternoon brought me my wish. But one hour was
needed for us to grow well acquainted and love each other.

Oh how this little inner world in which I here live expands
and widens! Johanna has taught her younger sisters since

she was eighteen years old, but she feels a certain empti-
ness in the work, and that she has not yet found the right

path in education. She joined us, to our great pleasure, at

this afternoon tea and discussion, which little by little be-

came very gay as one b}- one became weary of the serious

debate.
Eight o'clock found us again in the " Rittersaale," not

for discussion, but for a happy, social time. The citizens of

Rudolstadt had provided a concert for their guests, the pro-

gram of which was altogether too overpowering for me. I

longed to go by myself out into the stillness of nature. I

proposed this to Luise, and together w'e quietly left the hall

with its oppressive atmosphere. What a pleasure it was to

take a deep, refreshing breath. Aliddendorf and one of his

young friends followed us, and after leaving the hall in the

distance we still heard the closing chorus, which was given
by a strong Msennerchor. We watched the people pour out

from the " Ritter," but I was so weary of the confusion that

I turned my eyes toward the dark hills. Moon and stars

shone out through the white clouds. The music had already

quieted the storm within me, and the mild night completed
the peace which fell upon me. Silently we walked on to-

gether. Oh beloved ones, those were priceless moments!
Saturday morning promised a sultry day. We feared

storm and rain,' and the air was heavy and oppressive.

Nevertheless the convention was better attended than the

day before, and although the program was announced to be-

gin at seven o'clock, an hour was spent in informal discus-

sions for and against Froebel's work. I tried to make notes

of the different points, but was so frequently carried away by
the deep meaning of the speakers that I forgot all about
my writing. I only regret that I cannot give you, dear
parents, a complete account of the program, although I

know that the chief points are written in my soul.

Dr. K. was the first speaker: "We are certainly all agreed
that the establishing of kindergartens is a necessity; and
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that in the same even children from two to six years old, of

different classes, can be prepared to live together in unity;

that by means of them the home training is completed; that

they help the home life, and that they provide a more uni-

form preparation for all children to later school life. How-
ever great and important these ideas seem, I did not recog-

nize them in the demonstration of the kindergarten which
was made for us yesterday. Froebel has a subjective and
individualized personality, and his educational ideas em-
phatically reflect the same. It will require an entire gener-
ation to simplify kindergarten practice, and set it free from
its too emphatic symbolism. 1 hold that it is an injury to

child nature to lead him too early to observing and discrim-

inating the geometric forms as illustrated in the cube, fold-

ing paper, etc. The Froebel gifts, as they are supposed to

be presented to the child, suggest too strongly the dissect-

ing knife method. Froebel will not stubbornly hold to his

method of presenting the same if we can show him a more
normal and natural application of his kindergarten idea,

and if we reject all artificiality and place the same upon the
simple platform of nature."

Froebel made a short reply to this address, which was fol-

lowed with closest interest. He proved that his educational
method corroborated not only nature's laws, but also those of

Christianity, and that it is, therefore, simple and in corre-

spondence with the laws of development, which govern child

nature. His words were clear, and were met with great favor.

He was followed by a young schoolmaster, who was sent

out to investigate the Froebel method by the Minister of

Education of Dresden. He spoke in substance: "Froebel
stands before us as child, man, hero, and helper, as well as

friend and father, and with this last title, let us claim him.
His work is like an overflowing fountain, out of which we
have much to draw, but which needs clarifying. I look into

Froebel's creative genius as into a holy chaos; myriads of

thoughts crowd upon him, and there is no time for him to

bring each of these into simple, readable form. He is, in-

deed, the creator of the kindergarten, but not its builder.

His scheme requires modification, and his philosophy,
together with what he calls his system, are not clear to me.
We do not need a system for the living together of little

children. I shudder at such a plan, as I do before Froebel's

so-called "Kindergarten Philosophy." Right here may I

ask the question. Do children in the kindergarten play, or

do they work?"
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Froebel arose. His face was red with anger as he for-

bade such to call him father who do not understand him,
nor wish to understand him. He declared his system to be
clear, and his philosophy simple for such as are able to rec-
ognize the organic plan of the universe, together with the
laws which govern the same. " The smallest child must be
guided according to these laws, for he is a part of the whole.
These laws must hold good in his earliest plays, for they are
written within the nature of the child, and all his doings are
symbolic of them, and my kindergarten games and occupa-
tions therefore appeal to him. The rules of these plays and
occupations, which are indicated to the child through the
correct guiding of the adult, prepare him for all actions of
his later life. The child has intimations of these laws in his

innocent aspiration; he expresses them symbolically in his

daily activities, and therefore the kindergarten reinforces
the institutional life which stands to every human being as
God's law. The children play in the kindergarten, but these
plays are founded on world-wide truths, and the child is

therefore led through play out upon the true path of life."

"Where shall we, find women capable of understand-
ing Froebel's teachings, or of applying them? Where and
how are they to be trained for such a work?" Some one
from the audience asked these questions. Froebel replied:

"When Napoleon needed able generals, he found them. So
I will find able gardeners when once I am given the garden."
The Dresden schoolmaster who had been so frankly reproved
again took up the word: "Froebel expects his kindergar-
tens, which he promises will bring such uplifting to the
human race, to be conducted by women, or. in other words,
that his deeply philosophical ideas shall be made practical

by women. I must confess that the thought of 'philosoph-
ical' women makes me shudder." He continued in this

manner for some time, and a lengthy discussion on the edu-
cation of women followed.

My heart-beats were almost audible, so indignant was I

at these remarks of the men who evidently thought us

women inferior beings! And are we then only here to serve
the men, to be under their command, to have.our life pro-

gram dictated entirely by them, to be nothing of ourselves?
To be sure there is nothing higher or more beautiful in life

than to serve the man one loves and honors, but it would never
occur to me to respect a man who considered me, as com-
pared with himself, an inferior creature, for the great and
only reason that he is a man and I a woman, especially if
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I should find him stupid, foolish, or unmoral, and unfortu-
nately I know so many, many foolish and stupid men!

It brought peace to my heart to think that Froebel and
Middendorf had such a different opinion of women from the
majority of men; that they honored us as worthy to fill a
position as guardians of childhood even though unmarried;
that we, as unmarried, might still work together with them in

good sense and sincerity, to uplift human society; that we
might be something or become something in and ot ourselves.

My impulse was to go straight to these lordly speakers
and tell them what I here write to you, but I could not
bring myself to speak in the open meeting. Who, indeed,
would arise and defend us poor creatures.

Johanna Kuester arose. A deep stillness pervaded,
while in a few clear words she asked that women also be
treated as complete human beings. She added that we
must be treated as such, and that in the future we would de-
mand an altogether different education from that in the
past, in order that we might be capable of carrying forward
scientific and philosophical studies. With these words she
turned to the speaker to whom philosophical women were
such a horror. No conclusion was reached with reference
to the education and position of women. The discussion
turned again to the methods and means of the kmdergarten
occupations, to the dangers of playful work, and other mis-
cellaneous considerations of the subject of play. Then one
speaker argued emphatically that there was no necessity for

the founding of kindergartens. He held that the family
was the only correct place for the training of children be-
fore they reached the school age, and that so far as he was
concerned, it was entirely an unnatural development to

drag little children out of their small circle of experience.
Another speaker urged that the kindergarten be instituted

only where there is an abnormal family environment; such
as where the mother is obliged to work outside the home
for support.

Until two o'clock the discussion swung back and forth.

On the whole only a few voices were raised against the es-

tablishment of the kindergarten, and the chief difference of
opinion was as to the method of introducing and carrying
forward the work, and how the organization and introduc-
tion of same might be made with reference to the organized
school system. At last a vote was taken that the kinder-

garten be universally introduced, but the "how" this should
be done was left for the afternoon session.
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These men who spoke so emphatically against the method
and manner of the Froebel kindergarten, what did they
know of the subject? For a few hours only they had seen
children playing, building, weaving, and folding. How
could they judge of the entire sdieme, which, no doubt,
would take years of study to understand! This is what I

frankly told the Dresden schoolmaster at the close of the
meeting, after Luise and I had had a long conversation with
him. You can imagine how frightened I was in the after-

noon, when this same gentleman opened his speech with
the following words: "There are those among the honored
ladies here who feel that I am incapable of passing final

judgment upon Froebel's scheme, and yet I have been sent

to this place in order to investigate, test, and prove this sub-
ject, and after seeing and hearing all that I did yesterday and
today I am unable to withdraw a single word which I have
spoken, although I am willing to confess that possibly the

entire matter is not yet clearly understood by me, and, per-

haps, has not yet been presented in its fullest light." Sev-
eral times he made reference to the " right honorable ladies,"

and looking our way, smiled at us. I was glad in the end
that our impulsive words had made such an impression upon
him.

Nevertheless, this all-important afternoon witnessed a

great battle between Froebel and his opposers. I was
frightened and anxious. If you could have witnessed how
uncle struggled and battled against those who wished to

take away his kindergarten idea by consigning it to the place
of a children's asylum. I could hardly contain myself. To
be sure, I myself often feel opposed to many phases of

Froebel's method, but does that reduce to nothing his entire

scheme of development? It is a different matter to inter-

pret Froebel's educational philosophy in various ways from
condemning it altogether, and that is what these men have
done. They are willing to have kindergartens, but only in

a superficial way, and if possible they wish Froebel him-
self was to have very little to do with them. But his life is

as closely bound up with the kindergarten as are body and
spirit, and if they insist upon making a separation between
them it would kill him.

Up to this point Middendorf had not spoken a word, but
the moment in which Froebel began to waiver, he made the

effort toarise, and, as he told me afterwards, his intention

was to call upon the students of Froebel that they might
testify how his teachings had brought light to their minds,
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and had given them a greater insight into the child's soul;

that they themselves had found peace and joy in their work,
and how true happiness had been brought to the children.

I had reached the highest point of excitement in this awful
moment, scarcely knowing what to expect next, when all at

once the debate took an entirely new direction. The excite-
ment and storm which had laid hold of Froebel seemed sud-
denly to leave him, and a restful calm came over him as he
held out his hand in token of peace. The manner and spirit

in which he did this brought response from many hearts,

and all were drawn nearer together at once. The closing
resolution, to which the majority gave cordial assent, was as

follows:
" Resolved, That the state goverments, as well as the national govern-

ment, shall be urged to seriously consider the claims of the kindergarten,
and bring into use the rich educational material presented by Froebel,
to found the kindergartens, and to provide for the training of kinder-
gartners, and where necessary, make financial provision for the same."

After this resolution was fortiiulated and accepted a
thundering cheer was given "Father Froebel," which at the
same time served as the closing benediction upon the excit-

ing da\'s at Rudolstadt. The doors were thrown open, the
delegates of the assembly poured forth into the coolness.
Later in the evening there were illuminations, and all en-
joyed the promenade under the linden and chestnut trees.

Songs were sung, and I can tell you that I relieved my
aroused feelings by singing with all my might. Could you
only have been with me there, dear parents, on this trium-
phant, happy evening which followed after the days of
earnest struggle. Many playful remarks were exchanged
between Froebel and his opposers, but the last toast sounded
as follows: "Long live Froebel, womankind, and harmony."

[the end.]



HOW CHRISTMAS BROUGHT JOY TO SUSANNE.

ANNE BURR WILSON.

CHRISTMAS had always been much like any other
day to little Susanne, and I am sorry to say that
no day in the yeai', or in her short lifetime, had
yet brought her much that you would call fun;
yet good times she had had, though hers were

not good times that money had brought, nor a fine house,
nor horses, nor brothers and sisters.

She had never known what these things were, and per-
haps she had not missed them, for she had just the sweetest
mama that a little girl could have (you must know by that

that she was very sweet indeed), and they had two rooms
to live in, and I am sure two rooms ought to be enough
for two people, especially when one is only five years old,

and not very big for that. I suppose Susanne would have
been bigger and stronger if only the sunshine had had a
chance to help her, but the brick walls of the next building
were too near her windows to let the sunshine have the
chance, so it was only on holidays and fine Sundays, when
mama could stop sewing and go with her to the parks,

that she had felt much of that thrill of life from the great
sun which should warm all of God's creatures.

But it was winter now, and even these rare treats had
to be given up; it grew dark so early, too, that they did not
go out for their little "breathing time" after their day's
work was over.

I say "their" day's work, because Susanne helped, of

course. Indeed, I think mama could not have worked at

all without her little woman to thread the needles.

Sometimes she would thread ever so many, and stick

them into the big red cushion with their long tails hang-
ing down to the floor; and while mama worked fast to

catch up with her she had time to play with Marie An-
toinette, the rag doll that mama had made with her own
hands. Susanne herself had helped make the wardrobe for

Marie, and as she dressed and cared for her she thought her
as beautiful as any of the grand ladies whom she had seen
driving in the park; and her manners were certainly equal
to those of many a fine lady, for she held her head very
high, and looked neither to the right nor to the left, and
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rarely ever spoke; indeed I think that no one but Susanne
ever heard her talk at all.

After the sewing was put away for the night mama
had many a good frolic with her little girl, but best of

the whole day to Susanne were the bedtime stories about
dear sunny France where mama was a little girl, and where
Susanne herself was born; with papa and mama she had
come over the great ocean when she was a tiny baby, and
there had been happy days here at first until papa took
the fever. Now he had been in heaven for over a year,

and is it any wonder that mama wished for her own sunny
land, and that Susanne learned to love it too?

But France and America are a long way apart, and it

takes much money to travel so far, so they could not think
of crossing the broad ocean again excepting in their dreams.

Christmas day was coming, that best day in the year for

everyone in the world whether they know it or not, for it is

the anniversary of that day, so long ago, when God sent

Jesus to this earth to show men and women and children
how to be good and happy, and he still sends his best
blessings on that day. How glad .we are that he lets us

all help Him to scatter good things on that blessed day so

that all alike shall have a merry Christmas!
It was the postman who helped to bring the joy to

Susanne's home on that Christmas morning. When the
letter was opened they found that the dear old grandpa,
away off in France, had been saving up money for their

voyage across the sea, and now they should really go to

dear, old sunny France.
What happiness there was in those two rooms! How

Susanne hugged mama, and how mama hugged Susanne,
and how Susanne hugged Marie Antoinette! Though
whether Marie Antoinette hugged Susanne or not, I cannot
say, her face did not change its usual calm expression; but
I am sure she must have felt some of the joy, too.

The days after Christmas were very busy ones, for there
were many things which must be done before they could
start, but at last all was ready. I wish I could tell you
about the wonders of the way, the steam cars with the
moving pictures seen from the window, the great ocean
steamer with the wonderful sea rocking it night and day.
and then beautiful France itself, and grandpa, and every-

t/iing 2it last; but I cannot now, for this is only to tell you
how Christmas brought joy to Susanne, and to her mama,
and to Marie Antoinette,
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FROM SOUTHERN INDIA COME ANSWERS
TO PROGRAM QUESTIONERS.

MRS. BRANDER, MADRAS.

THE following paper was read before the Associa-
tion of Women Teachers of the Madras (India)
Presidency. The very practical way in which the
author of the paper illustrates her views on the
subject of program work will answer many ques-

tions which our readers are forwarding for discussion. The
local color of the illustrations will be found as helpful as

charming, since the reader is brought to see the applica-

tion of the same laws to a very different nature and national

setting. We give the paper in full, and thank our Eastern
fellow-worker for its suggestive helpfulness. Mrs. Brander
writes as follows:

Here in Southern India what progress have we made?
In a large number of girls' schools the occupations of paper
folding, plaiting and cutting, bead threading, molding in clay,

drawing, seed placing, etc., are taught, action songs are sung,

and a few games played. In a smaller number of our schools
some ideas of color and form are developed by means of

these occupations. The number of schools in my circles in

which there is a slight connection between the occupations,
action songs, and object lessons might be counted on the

fingers of one hand. Now there is no doubt that even this

imperfect kindergarten teaching has a distinct value. No
one who has seen the small child absorbed in shaping her
boat or other article, who has seen her satisfaction in com-
pleting it, her pride in showing it, the eagerness with which
she answers questions about its colors, shape, and use, can
doubt that she has gained much by her small achievement.
Again the bright happy faces of the children engaged in an
action song are sure signs that they are profiting by it. But
we want much more than this. The chief feature in our kin-

dergartens at present is the mechanical work with the mate-
rials. The teacher shows the child how to fold paper so as

to form a boat and the child forms the boat, but the paper
boat is not the expression of the child's thought; she has

simply copied the teacher's manipulations. Again the do-

ings in our kindergartens are not only disconnected from
thoughts, but they are disconnected from each other. The
children perhaps begin the morning by singing the song of
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the pigeon; they then fold in paper a child's jacket, have an
object lesson on the cow, learn verses about a dog, read about
a tree, and draw a picture of a lamp-post. A peep into their

minds at the end of the morning will probably reveal a hazy
jumble of a pigeon, a jacket, a cow, a dog, a tree, and a lamp-
post, mixed up with their own independent thoughts, which
the teacher has neither drawn out nor made use of.

There is great need then that we should realize the full

significance of the kindergarten. What were Froebel's ideas
about the child? What should we aim at in educating little

children? Froebel seems to have thought of a child as a

gardener thinks of a plant. The gardener knows that in the
seed are contained the germs of the root, stem, leaves, flow-

ers, and fruit,— in fact a perfect plant. He hopes that if he
can put the seed into its natural surroundings it will develop
naturally into a perfect plant. He therefore places it in a
soil suitable to it, ensures for it sufficient water, air, and sun-
shine, and leaves it free to grow to perfection. Froebel
believed that if a child could be placed in natural relations

toward itself and those about it, toward nature and toward
the unseen, that child would grow into a much more perfect
human bemg than the majority of men and women become.
What we have then to do, in cooperation with their parents,

is to endeavor to introduce the children in our kindergartens
to right relationships with themselves, with each other, with
their relatives and all other people, with animals, plants,

nature in general, and all their surroundings. We want to

start the children aright (physicalh-, mentally, and morally)
on their journey through life. A vast and responsible task,

but if we become educators we have no right to shrink from
it, for the children must be started by us, and if not aright,

then awrong. How then can we make our kindergartens true
child-gardens, where the young seeds will be started aright
in every way? Volumes might of course be written in reply
and still leave the answer incom-plete. This afternoon there
will be time for only a few suggestions.

In the first place, as kindergarten teachers, we must study
more deeply than we have yet done. We must study our-

children, we must study kindergarten literature, and we must
study nature. The gardener who works without a knowledge
of plants will assuredly kill many and stunt others. The
teacher who works without a knowledge of children, of their

mental, moral, and physical powers and tendencies, and who
knows nothing of what great educationists are teaching, will

not only fail but will probably do much harm.
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Secondly, we must realize that the mechanical occupa-
tions and the games lose almost all their value if they are

not expressions of thought, preferably of the child's thought;
although that thought may be awakened and guided by us.

Suppose that it is the first morning in a kindergarten and that

most of the children are newcomers. What thought shall

^ve choose as a good one to pervade all the doings of the day?
The children have just come to us from their homes. Why
not choose home life asthe pervading or controlling thought?
It is a subject that is sure to interest the children and to set

them at their ease with us. We may begin with a little chat,

asking who washed and dressed them this morning; who gave
them their breakfast; who brought them to the kindergar-

ten; who will be waiting for them when they go home, and
so on. The answers will be "Mother, Mother," or more
rarely " Father, Sister, Brother." If we are skillful, the little

ones will soon be at their ease with us and eager to tell of

their homes, and we shall have our first chance to study our
children and begin to see which are timid and shy and .will

need encouragement, which are forward and may need firm

control. Other traits of character will gradually show^ them-
selves and we can silently note them while winning the chil-

dren's confidence. Next we may play, with the children, a

finger play, in which father, mother, brothers and sisters are

represented. It is as follows:

This is the father with hearty cheer,

This is the mother, kind and dear,

This is the brother, stout and tall,

This is the sister who loves one and all,

This is the baby, pet of all,

Behold the good family great and small.

The morning chat may close with the story of "Siva and
the Squirrel," told in a simple and impressive manner, with

the idea of the father squirrel's devotion to his family em-
phasized. To Christian children Siva may be represented

as a kind giant, and the allusion to him as a god can be
omitted, or some other story on home-life maybe substituted.

As Sir Edwin Arnold tells the story of "Siva and the Squir-

rel" it is as follows:

Once among the palm-groves wandering,
Siva, Lord and God of all things.

By the seashore saw a squirrel,

Grey, with bushy tail and bright eyes,

Dipping constantly in ocean

—

Dipping twenty times a minute,
Dipping deeply in the salt waves
Bushy tail and then besprinkling
On the shore the gathered water.
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Quoth the God, " What art thou doing,
Little, grey, insensate Squirrel!

Dipping in the mighty ocean
Tail so insignificant?

"

And the Squirrel meekly answered:
'Oh, Creator of all living.

Glorious Siva! I am trying
To bale dry the Indian Sea;
For there came a furious tempest
Which laid low this lofty palm tree

Where I build my happy nest;

And the palm has fallen seaward,
And the nest lies in the water.
And my wife and pretty children
In the nest will float away;
Therefore, all the night and day here
Do I dip my tail and shake it.

Hoping, if I labor stoutly.

At the last to bale the sea dry.

So that I may save my darlings
Even though I spoil my tail."

Gravely spake the Lord of Heaven:
'Truly 'tis a good example,
Little, grey, absurd Geloorie!
Which you set to families.

If all husbands were as faithful.

And all fathers proved as fond,

Happier would be those I fashion.

Sweet would pass the lives 1 give!"
Then he stooped and, with his great hand

—

Hand that makes the men and spirits

—

Hand that holds the stars and planets

As we grasp a bunch of grapes

—

Siva stroked the toiling Squirrel;

And there came from nose to tail-end

Four green stripes upon the grey;

Marks by the Supreme Hand planted
As a sign of love forever.

Then he lifted high that hand.
Waved it to the rolling waters,

Waved it to the roaring Main,
Which ran back with all its surges
Like white dogs that knew their master,
Leaving bare the rocks and sea-weed,
Leaving high and dry the palm-tree.

And the little Squirrel hastened

—

Cocking high his tail again,

Reached his woven house of grass-blades

—

Found his wife and found his children

Dry and well, and chirping welcomes.
So he brought them safe to dry land,

But the wonder was to see
All their little smooth backs " stripy

"

With the sign of Siva's nngers!
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If the story is well told the children should be brimming
over with the thought, and we may give them scope to ex-
press it by allowing them to act it out in a game, in which
Siva, the squirrels, the wind, the nest and the tree are per-

sonated by the children. For their reading lesson the letter

S, for Siva and squirrel, can be taught, and they can copy
the letter for their writing lesson. The object lesson that

day might be a very simple one on the squirrel. In the oc-

cupation of pricking, the holes might be introduced as drops
of water whisked out of the ocean by the squirrel's tail. In
mat plaiting the strips might represent the grass or fibers of

which he wove his nest. If clay modeling takes place, the
children could make nuts for the squirrels' dinners. In such
a story as this one, there are materials for kindergarten oc-

cupation work, object lessons, and reading and writing for

some time; for the children's interest will be increased,

by representing, in different materials, the tree, the squirrel,

and the nest, and they will be eager to learn more about
these in the object lessons, and to watch for real squirrels

and note the places in which they build their nests. The
poem may be gradually learned by heart and the children

may recite or sing it. The thought of family or home life

may also continue to underlie other chats, stories, and songs
of birds, cats, dogs, bees, butterflies, etc., and their homes.
We must use our discretion in judging when the time has
come to merge this thought in a fresh one. It will be found
that the wider the thought the better. For instance, such a

thought as the interdependence of all things may be the
keynote of weeks, perhaps months, of work. This idea, in a
crude form, runs through some of our oldest nursery stories,

in which many generations of children have delighted. Such,
for instance, as that of the old woman and her pig who could
not get over the stile until the cat began to worry the rat,

the rat began to bite the rope, the rope began to hang the
butcher, the butcher began to kill the ox, the ox began to

drink the water, the water began to quench the fire, the fire

began to burn the stick, the stick began to beat the dog,
the dog began to bite the pig, the pig got over the stile, and
the old woman got home that night. "The House that Jack
Built," and other old friends of the same kind, will occur to

you, and to judge by the story, "A Grain of Corn," in Mrs.
Steel's " Tales of the Punjab," these ideas of interdependence
and cause and effect have inspired many of the nursery tales

of the East as well as those of the West. These true and
universal ideas of the interdependence of all things, and cer-
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tainty of cause and effect, may be worked out by us in our
kindergartens by a higher class of stories, by songs, games,
and the observation of nature. The ideas of helpfulness and
protection of the weak are good ones to inspire our kinder-
garten teaching. By means of chats and stories of fairies,

brownies, birds, animals, etc., these ideas may be introduced
to and impressed upon our children in the most natural and
simple manner. The help which raindrops give to the plants

and to thirsty creatures, the protection from cold and heat
which withered leaves give to young plants, the shelter that

trees afford to birds, and many other similar instances are
helpful doings, which the children should be led to see and
to watch. Another pleasant and useful thought for our guid-
ance is friendliness. This idea is well worked out in the
Kindergarten Magazine for 1 892, under the divisions of Peo-
ple as Friends, Animals as Friends, Lights as Friends, Stones
as Friends. It is, 1 presume, needless to say that we should
not tell the children, in any direct way, about these guiding
thoughts.

The best way to introduce them is in a story or our morn-
ing talk. The value of stories and chats in the kindergarten
cannot be over-estimated. They are golden opportunities
for getting at the thoughts of our children and for introduc-
ing the thoughts and ideas with which we wish to inspire

them. Extremely good kindergarten stories and poems may
be found in books. It is always safest to go to our best
authors for these stories and so to introduce our youngest
children to the best in child literature; to the writings of such
men as Hans Andersen, Grimm, and Charles Kingsley. Oc-
casionally, however, exquisite stories and poems for children
are found in the writings of less well-known authors, and
wherever found, these gems should be treasured by us for

future use. A story or song may suit one set of children
and circumstances but be quite useless with other children
and other surroundings, hence we should have a rich store

to draw from. We shall also find that it is often necessary
to change and adapt stories to suit our children. Especially
is this the case here in India, when we attempt, as we must,
to tell them stories and poems written for children in Europe
and America. Stories of the snow and of European seasons,

for instance, must either be omitted or changed if they are

to appeal to a child in India.

Some of the stories which we tell should be invented by
us, because in no other way can they conform as closely as

thev should to our children's circumstances and surround-
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ings. These stories may be quite original, or they may be
modeled on some story which we admire and have found
that the children like, the details being altered to suit our
children and their surroundings. We should, of course, be
constantly on the outlook for stories and songs about India,
Indians, and Anglo-Indians. The art of story-telling is in-

dispensable to a kindergartner. Some have it by nature, but
those who have it not must acquire it or they cannot deal
'quite successfully with little children. A real interest in the
stories, and sympathy with the children, will enable most of

us to acquire the art of story-telling. As already hinted, we
require more seqiioice or 2inity in our kindergarten work. The
note set in our morning talk, or story, should be continued
throughout the games, songs, gifts, object lessons, occupa-
tions, reading, writing, and arithmetic. This requires a good
deal of study and previous preparation, so as to have the
songs, objects, and materials ready. A great many hints
about sequence may be gathered from the Kindergarten
Magazine and adapted to the special circumstances of this

country and of each teacher's special kindergarten. If a
connecting thought runs through all that is done a certain

amount of unity must be attained. It is a great help to re-

member that the value of all these mechanical occupations,
etc., depends upon the extent to which they express the
child's thought.

This leads us to our next point, which is that our chil-

dren must be allowed xaMc\\. freedom. We want to help them
live their lives rightly, not to force them to live ours. Hence,
while to some extent we guide them, we must allow them to

guide us to a large extent. Suppose, for instance, that we
have planned that our central thought in the morning talk

shall be the power of adaptation to surroundings, and that

we shall illustrate it by an object lesson on the coverings of

animals. The day turns out wet. The children arrive in

great excitement about the rain. They are eager to tell us

about their experiences in coming to school through it. Their
thoughts are intent on the rain. Shall we lose this oppor-
tunity of their keen interest in it, quench that interest by our
own indifference, and insist on talking about the coverings
of animals? On the contrary, let them tell us all they can
about the rain; let us also talk about it and guide them to

observe and think more about it. If we are skillful, we may
gradually work the conversation round, through waterproof
cloaks, to the coverings by which animals are protected from
rain, but if not, never mind. It is of far more importance to
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follow the lead the children give us as to what is especially

interesting to them, than to drag their thoughts away from
that interest to attend to our thought. Here is another in-

stance of the same kind taken from the Kindergarten
Magazine.

"I was glancing over the kindergarten department of an

eastern educational journal the other day, when my eyes fell

upon these words: 'The morning talks for September will

be on wool and leather.'"

Shades of Froebel deliver us! Is this what kindergarten-

ing is coming to ? Is it not time that we rise up in righteous

indignation and protest? What is the purpose of the morn-
ing talk? Is it not to connect the outside life of the children

with the thought which the kindergartner wishes to have
them dwell upon that day? Ought not this central thought

of the day to have some connection with the inner, spiritual

development of the child? Wool and leather are very good
utilitarian articles, and it is well enough that all children

should learn certain facts concerning them. But is the ac-

cumulation of these wool-and-leather facts the " training of

the child's emotions," about which we heard so much at the

recent International Congress? Will all the facts that can

be learned about wool and leather, even if the precious morn-
ing talks of a whole month are given to the task, be "teach-

ing the child to enter into life with a sympathetic presenti-

ment of its meaning" ?

Let us suppose, for example, that the little ones of our

kindergarten are so fortunate as to live near some trees; and
they come to the kindergarten with their hands full of the

rich red and yellow^ leaves of the autumn's splendor,—leaves

so beautiful that they have stirred the young hearts and have
been brought as treasures to the kindergarten. They must
be laid aside—wool is the subject to be discussed! Perchance'

some wise and loving mother has taken her darling to the

park, or, better still, on a day's excursion to the real country,

and the young explorer has brought back a cocoon, or a

bunch of autumnal twigs with their cunningly wrapped baby
leaves so securely protected from the coming storms of win-

ter. These must be ignored, or, at best, only politely ad-

mired—leather is the subject for the day! By no great stretch

of imagination we can conceive of another kindergarten in

a neighborhood where some building is going on. With
eager interest the children watch the masons lay brick upon
brick on the ever-growing wall, or gaze with unbounded ad-

miration upon the carpenters, mounted high upon their lad-
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ders. Veritable heroes are these skilled workmen to the
childish heart. But all talk about them must be suppressed

;

"the morning talks for September are to be upon wool and
leather."

Is it not time to put a stop to this wholesale issuing of

the details of program work? Must not each kindergartner

work according to her own children's needs? Let us never
lose the thought that facts are subordinate to growth in the

"kindergarten world."

( To be conti)mcd.
)

TWILIGHT.

LAURA V. MCLANE.

ACROSS the purpling autumn sky,

Faint strips of narrow crimson lie;

And through the tree-fringe, gray and cold,

Are seen bright streaks of burnished gold.

Hushed are the clamorous sounds of day;

A single night-bird lends his lay;

And mingled with the cricket's call

A chime comes from the church spire tall.

The fragrance of the piled-up hay
The night wind carries on his way;
And in the woods the evening shade
At length spreads o'er the upland glade.

The cows have left the meadow brook;
Homeward the hilly path they took;

And now sweet birds and babies, too,

Dream, while the moon keeps watch o'er you.



THE KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM AS DISCUSSED
FROM MANY STANDPOINTS.

THE following is a sketch of the paper on the phil-

osophy of the kindergarten program presented by
Miss Brooks of the Teacher's College of New
York, at the recent Boston meeting of the Inter-

national Kindergarten Union. It is a concise and
clear statement of the purposes of prepared work plans:

The kindergarten program is, of course, a necessity.

The kindergarten itself is the working out of a program.
Taken as a whole, the kindergarten is an expression of uni-

versal order,— of that order which is divine in origin, and
which, by its action, controls the great movements of human
life. The instinct of order in the heart and mind of man is

a part of his nature. Froebel said ("Education of Man"):
"All spiritual effects, as finite manifestations, suppose a suc-

cession of time and events." The true idea of the program,
then, is to draw certain lines that, as indications of direction,

or guide-posts, shall aid us to help the manifestation of
" spiritual effects" in the life of the child. It is to help the

development of that which was born in the child. It is

always to help each one to show what is within himself, but
never to be a means by which merely to teach the child

things. It is openly said by the friends of the kindergarten
that in some cases this idea of universal and personal rela-

tionship is lost sight of, and that the program becomes as

the bed of Procrustes, to which the child must daily be
fitted by some means of mental amputation and loss; and
to hear this once said is enough to bid us all take warning.

Two things are necessary to a good program,— an ac-

quaintance with the needs, physical, intellectual, moral and
spiritual of the children, and a thorough mastery of the edu-
cational possibilities of kindergarten appliances, including

in the word "appliances" not only the technical gifts and
occupations, but conversations, stories, pictures, and what-
ever else is involved in the ordinary activities of the kinder-

garten. Details of work vary with seasons and conditions,

and circumstances, and the program should in itself be for

the teacher chiefly,— a reminder to her of the universal re-

lations of things, for Froebel teaches that these are what
the nature of man depends upon, no matter what detail of

life the head and hand may be occupied with. We should
work from the child as our starting-point, not from things.
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Continuing this line of thought, Miss Brooks spoke of
the desirability of keeping before the children some of the
great and universal phenomena of nature, and gave an ac-
count of means used in her own kindergarten of interesting
the children in the direction of the winds and the general
appearance of the sky.

A DIAGRAM OF WORK.

A practical kindergartner writes as follows concerning
her program preparation:

Before beginning our year's work our program is care-

fully drawn up, and is demonstrated on a large sheet of
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cardboard, which hangs in a conspicuous place in the kin-

dergarten. It is a skeleton program, that is the literal ar-

rangement of gifts and occupations for each day, together
with the week's program, so that any visitor may see exactly
where we are and what we are doing. We have many visit-

ors and hence find this acceptable. The above diagram
will show in part how we arrange the chart.

LEARN BY OBSERVATION.

"Make out a plan of work for the first month in the kin-

dergarten, in which you specify your aims and how they
are to be accomplished!"

That is a task which I have never been able to accom-
plish, nor do I see how one would go to work to do so. I

should be glad to observe in a kindergarten for a month,
every day of that month, to see such a program carried out,

and study the effect upon the children.

—

L. L.

DAWN.
LAURA v. MCLANE.

A BREAK in the hush of the morning,
A chorus of birds in the air.

And a twittering low
On the green earth below
Tells that day with its beauty is dawning.

A flash of light on the river,

A glisten of gold o'er the sea.

And the fullness of light

O'er the darkness of night,

Is king by his radiant splendor.



ANOTHER KINDERGARTEN WORK PLAN.
II.

lONE DUNLAP, PORTLAND, OREGON.

IN
May, 1893, the Kindergarten Magazine gave a very
interesting outline for a year's program. Some far-

away workers have filled in the details and wish to

share the fruits of their efforts. They would also be
glad to receive suggestions for its improvement.

The underlying thought of the program is individual
development according to the progress of the race. This
naturally gives us four steps—family or tribal, civic or in-

dustrial, heroic or patriotic, and universal relatives. It is

the aim through this progression to arouse the child's activ-

ity and widen his sympathy.
When our work begins in the fall the children come to

us full of experiences of outdoor life. At every turn from
coast to mountain the squirrel family has been met, so let

us take this ground of common interest as a starting-point.

Of all good stories showing the family life as mirrored in

nature, one of the best is in the Kindergarten Magazine
for November, 18S8. It is seldom that any story exactly
suits the purpose, and so in this one it will be best to omit
the Thanksgiving party as being a little premature, and
later it will come in as a delightful review and join harmo-
niously with the Thanksgiving work. The children's homes
come next, in which we keep rather strictly to self, and have
a happy time confiding to each other how many brothers
and sisters we have, what our fathers do, and how much we
can help mother. The week on fruit connects the squir-

rels' preparations for winter with ours, and shows the fam-
ily relationship of the fruits by telling of their homes on
trees, bushes, and vines. In vegetable life we see the beets

as some of Mother Nature's grimy miners.

So far the gift work is chiefly confined to the First and
Second Gifts, and the large idea of the ball family, the

cylinder family, and the cube family come out clearly, and
is strengthened in the Feeling Game by guessing the fam-
ily to which the object belongs before naming the object

itself. The games of the senses and family life are used
during these weeks as coming the nearest to self.
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Going- from families most familiar to us to those of other
regions, a delightful contrast and unity is found in taking
"The Seven Little Sisters" as a guide. The introductory
chapter may be made more valuable for our use if the earth
is regarded as the child of the sun. Through companion-
ship with Agoonack, Gemila, Pen-se and Jeannette we gain
a glimpse of arctic, tropic, mountain, and boat life. The
guidebook of our judgment will allow us to spend a week
in each of these homes. In using a story of much length
or richness of material it is necessary, after the first broad
impression has been given, to choose certain features for

separate days. Thus with Agoonack spend one day inside
the little hut, and on the next bundle up in our furs and
with her set out upon a real Esquimaux journey, going by
sled, snow-shoes, and canoe. The following day may be
given to talking of the animals seen upon our way. Friday
is always reserved for a summary of the week's work.

Jeannette's nut-gathering expedition connects with the
Thanksgiving thought of preparations for winter, and even
reaches back and brings to us again the busy squirrel fam-
ily as symbolic of our own forethought.

After Thanksgiving the Christmas work must be planned.
Little Louise of Germany, whose mother was so thoughtful
of the poor neighbors, gives us a broadening of family life.

The new baby coming to the German home as the most
precious of their Christmas gifts makes the Baby in Beth-
lehem on that first Christmas, and the loving heart He
brought with Him, more of a reality. The closing chapter
of the book in which the sisterhood is shown naturally pre-

cedes Christ's teaching of the brotherhood of man. This
completes the first step,—that of family or tribal relation-

ship. The week's topics have been as follows:

1st Week Squirrel Family.
2d Week Children's Homes.
3d Week Fruits.

4th Week Vegetables.
5th Week " The Bell " (Introduction to

"Seven Little Sisters").

6th Week Agoonack.
7th Week Gemila or Manenko.
8th Week Pen-se.
gth Week Jeannette.
10th Week Thanksgiving.
nth Week Thanksgiving.
I2th Week Louise.
13th Week Conclusion to " Seven Little

Sisters."

14th Week Life of Jesus.
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Now we take up the industries in a most primitive way,
and while in order of development the tilling of the soil

comes first, it seems wise to postpone the farmer until

spring, when the children may have their own observation

to supplement and enrich our teaching. The life of Jesus
brings to our minds the busy carpenter, and the Christmas
tree suggests his material, so let us spend two weeks upon
the worker in wood—the home-builder.

Then to the miner and blacksmith—the workers in metal.

The fundamental thought that he suggests must be taken
from the charcoal burner, in which we get a hint of the

heroic. Many practical aids for these topics are to be found
in Miss Poulsson's book, "In the Child World," and in back
numbers of the Kindergarten Magazine.

The regular and logical order of the programs is a little

interfered with by days that must be observed—St. Valen-
tine's Day, and the birthdays of Washington and Froebel.

January has passed, and we must plan for our heroes. As
we wish to give at first the simplest type, let us go far back
and, if not to the Greeks, at least to the age of chivalry,

perhaps using the spirited sketch of King Arthur's Knights
in the October number of the Magazine. St. Valentine fol-

lows appropriately, and of our familiar Columbus and Wash-
ington it is again a case of selection and arrangement of

material. Mr. Tomlins has given in his new book a song
on Columbus and one on the Red, White, and Blue, which
appeal strongly to our patriotism, and may be the "Seed
Babies" of noble aspiration.

Let us make amends to the farmer by devoting many
weeks to him. The spring has begun her silent awakening
in this part of the world, and we may bring ourselves into

more complete sympathy with the season by "A Song of

Life," by Margaret Morley. Farming and gardening are

now our most important considerations, but it will not be
found amiss to devote some time to the cow and "Old
Mother Hen." With the celebration of Froebel's birthday

we close the third division of the year's work.

This unfolding of life has fitted us for the last and high-

est step. While it is the most difficult it is the most beau-

tiful, and will afford the greatest happiness. To get so

great a thought as universal relationship into tangible form
it must be resolved. Possibly this can best be done by con-

sidering the elements—water, air, and light.

From water as the great uniting element, connecting all

peoples by serving as the world's highway, and over which
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comes tea from little Pen-se and fur from Agoonack, we may
touch upon the creatures of the water, for even in one little

"white-cap" dwell many of the ocean's children, and what a

busy mother she must be washing so many hands and faces!

Wind is the most evident manifestation of air and a fel-

low-worker with water, lifting up the great waves and fold-

ing into them the fresh, life-giving bubbles of air for every
fish that swims, and pushing whole flocks of sails across the
sea. From the idea of air in greatest activity we may con-
sider its more quiet state and even its gentle winged chil-

dren—the birds, bees, and butterflies.

Light has been approached by easy stages, from the rosy
cheek of the sun-kissed apple that we stored away in the
fall to the solemn voyage when

"God held the stars like candles bright
To guide Columbus through the night."

From family life, where the parents weie the warm and
loving sun to that little world, we pass to the civic relation-

ship, in which the community sustains all the busy artisans

in their chosen work, on to the larger love of the hero for

humanity, who illuminates for others a way not only bright
but beautiful. Through this ever-Widening radiance a greater
insight has been gained into the significance of universal re-

lationship. Light stands in its highest meaning as the sym-
bol of spiritual life and strength, that strength not of our-

selves through which we reach the mountain peak above the
clouds and see the vision p-lorious.

D
BETWEEN THE HILLS.

FREILI RANDALL.

EEP 'mid the hills of Slumberland
The valley of Nowhere lies;

And that is where the little folks go
As soon as they close their eyes.

This side is the hill of Go-to-sleep,
And near by the hill of Dreams,
And a little beyond is the Just-wake-up
That catches the sun's first beams.

And there in the valley and on the hill,

Where the softest little wind blows.
My busy boy played all the night long
With other babies he knows.

Vol. S-22



SUGGESTED PLAN FOR KINDERGARTEN WORK
FOR JANUARY AND FEBRUARY.*

ANNE E. ALLEN.

All are needed by each one;
- Nothing is fair or good alone.—Emerson.

LEADING THOUGHT INTERDEPENDENCE.

THE whole thought in the plan for these two months
is to knit together the different elements that com-
bine to serve us in everyday life upon which we
are dependent. To help the children to a real-

ization of their dependence and consequent rela-

tion to social as well as natural conditions which are neces-
sary to their welfare and comfort.

The motive is to dignify true service, and raise to the
same level all who truly perform their appointed work;
leading to a feeling of gratitude for the help rendered by
others, and a desire to be one of those who can serve and
will readily do so.

GENERAL TOPICS.

I. Home dependencies and relationships.

n. Interdependence of the home and those in commer-
cial life who come closest to the child.

III. Dependence and relationships existing between man
and nature.

Topic I.—Home dependencies and relationships.

1. Clothing: (cz) Sewing; {^b) mending; {c) washing and
ironing.

2. Food: {a) Cooking; {b) setting the table; (r) washing
dishes.

3. Shelter: (^) By whom provided; ((^) father's work.

4. Watchful care: {a) By father; {b) by mother; {c) by
older sisters, brothers, etc.

This should lead directly to a feeling of dependence and
desire on the part of the children to offer some equivalent
for the care bestowed upon them. With the cooperation of

the parents much real, lasting good may be done in the di-

rection of helpfulness in the home.
A meeting will be held with the mothers, at which time

* Reprinted from Cook County Normal School Monthly Envelope.
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this thought will be carefully explained and discussed, and
then assistance asked in carrying out our plan in this line

with the children.

Topic II.— Commercial iiiterdcpendence.

I. Milkman—our dependence upon him and his depend-
ence upon us and the cow. 2. Groceryman—upon farmer.

3. Shoemaker and mender—upon animal skins. 4. News-
paper man. 5. Gas man, etc.

Through this thought may be instilled into their minds
the whole policy of honest, commercial life. These con-
tributors to our welfare receive a just compensation for

their kind and helpful service, and our contentment should
not be complete until a balance be adjusted between bene-
fits bestowed and received. In all our plays and games
play-money will be used and a just compensation for value
received insisted upon.

Topic III—Relationsliip to nature.

1. Clothing: {ci) Cotton—cotton plant; i^b) wool—sheep;
(r) leather—skin of different animals.

2. Heat: (<'?) Coal—mines, freight cars for transportation;

{^b) wood—kindling man, lumber yard, forests.

3. Shelter: Wood — wood-chopper, sawmill, furniture

store.

4. Water and where obtained: {a) Faucets; {b') hydrants;

(<:) lake; {d) pond; (/) river; (/") source of water—clouds,

sunshine, moisture.

5. Food: (^) Grocer—the medium between us and the
farmer; {b) farmer—the medium between us and nature; {c)

nature and her servants— earth, air, water, and sunshine.
Songs—The Snow Clouds, Sunshine Song, The Wind-

Mill, Alice's Supper, The Carpenter, Thank You, Pretty
Cow, The Baby and the Moon—all in Songs for Little Chil-

dren, by Eleanor Smith, Part I. The Children's Supper, The
Woodman, The Shoemaker—Songs for Little Children, Part
IL Thanks for Constant Care, Snow Clouds, Story of the
Day, The Story of the Bread, The Story of the Clothes,
Busy Carpenters, The Children and the Sheep, Father's and
Mother's Care, Each Mother Loves Best—Song Stories for

the Kindergarten— by Mildred and Patty Hill.

Poems and Stories—Fairy Jewels, by Frank Dempster
Sherman; Story built on Emerson's poem '" Each and All ";
" Story of Fire Fairies," "The Loving Cup," adapted from
"In Story Land," by Elizabeth Harrison.

Games—Those that grow out of the thought of interde-
pendence, as—a milkman game, using the delivery of milk,
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tickets or money given in exchange for the milk received;
shoemaker; grocer; carpenter. Game of Fire Fairies.

Number—Groups from 2 to 7, and analysis of groups
into odd and even numbers as used in exchange in goods
and money. Let the children buy and sell, making their

own change.
Form—Those forms used by the milkman, grocer, etc.,

and comparison of these forms with those shown in the dif-

ferent gifts.

Direction—From place to place. In which direction do
you come from home? Do you go to the grocery? etc.

Color—That of winter vegetables; different kinds of

flames, etc.

Materials Used—Sucfi gifts as will be the truest medium
for expression. A great deal of modeling in clay may be
used as well as cardboard modeling, pasting of forms made
of paper.

New Instrumental Mnsic—Rain Drop Music, by Clara
Louise Anderson.

H
CHRISTMAS MORN.

OW many Christs are born today.

How many mothers prophet-wise
Are gazing into baby eyes,

In whose clear depths they thoughtful see

All they may ever see, or we
Of God—incarnate Deity.

Madonnas hallow every home.
O'er every roof where babies are

Shines high and pure a guiding star,

And mother hearts do always hear
Divinest music ringing clear.

And peace and love, good will on earth

Are born with every baby's birth.

—Aiina H. Frost.



MOTHER-PLAY BOOK STUDY QUESTIONS.
V.

SUSAN E. BLOW.

LESSON OF TASTE SONG.

(See Blow translation, Vol. I, pages 90 and 293. Vol. II, 14 and 15.)

Questions for Mothers a/id Kindergartners.

i8g. Do you remember in the '"Education of Man" any
passage which you would consider the germ of Froebel's

"Taste Song?"

190. By how many years did the "Education of Man"
precede the Mother-Play Book?

191. Does the mother instinctively direct the baby's at-

tention to sensations of taste?

192. In what order do the senses develop?

193. What sensations of taste are certainly discriminated

by newborn infants? (Prayer "Sensa,tion and Will," p. 119)

194. Do you think that Froebel's "Taste Song" is in-

tended to test the child's ability to distinguish tastes?

195. What then is its object?

196. Why is it important to secure this object?

197. What is the significance of childish animism?

198. What is the source of childish animism?

199. Are definite perceptions of sweet, sour, bitter, im-
portant in view of the metaphorical use of these words?

200. What special ideas does Froebel seek to develop
through this song?

201. What is the most striking feature of this commen-
tary?

202. What is the practical goal of such sense-training?

203. Is the young child incited by sensation to action?

204. Do you remember any commentary or motto in the
Mother-Play in which Froebel calls attention to this fact?

205. Have you followed any recent discussions with
regard to scnsori, motor suggestion? If so, state your con-
clusions on this subject.
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206. Is it morally and physically dangerous to divorce
sensation and action?

207. What will be the physical outcome? What will be
the moral outcome?

208. What several results does Froebel mention as fol-

lowing the right use of the data of sense?

209. What does Froebel say of ripeness and unripeness
in both a literal and metaphorical sense?

210. What truth is presupposed by analogy and meta-
phor?

211. Are children and primitive men particularly open
to the spiritual suggestiveness of nature?

212. Do you remember what Goethe says in the "Peda-
gogic Province"* with regard to parables?

213. Is nature the parable of the soul?

214. Is this the key to Froebel's symbolism?

Questions for Traijiing Teachers.

215. What is the first statement made in the motto?

216. In view of this fact what is the duty of mother and
kindergartner?

217. What is the second statement?

218. Do the words "Invisible Realm" refer to nature, to

the mind, or both?

219. What is the third statement?

220. How does the spirit bring to light the invisible

realm of nature?

221. How is the invisible realm of thought brought to

light?

222. What is the fourth statement?

223. Does this statement of Froebel's grow clearer to

you through the saying of St. Bonaventura that, "In every

object of sensitive or rational experience God himself lies

hid"?

224. What is the fifth statement?

225. Is this result accomplished by the discovery of

laws and principles in external nature? (See Rosenkranz'
"Philosophy of Education," p. 27.)

Wilhelm Meister's Travels.
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226. What element is common to both the literal and
metaphorical significance of taste?

227. What dangers are incident to the development of
taste in both the physical and intellectual spheres?

ANSWERS TO STUDY QUESTIONS.
[Correction.—The answers to questions 12, 13, 7, 8, and 10, pub-

lished on page 288 of the December Kindergarten Magazine, were
by mistake credited to the student of Miss C. M. C. Hart.]

(The following answers to questions are sent in by the students of
the Chicago Kindergarten Institute.)

Q. 81. To what general manifestation of childhood does the " Weath-
ervane" motto refer?

A. The Weathervane motto refers to the manifestation of imitation,
—a most important manifestation of childhood. Froebel says " that
the tendency to imitate in childhood should be most carefully culti-

vated." He felt that a child in whom the tendency for imitation was
cultivated would receive his later education with one-half the work that
he otherwise would. " The mother who utilizes imitation at the proper
stage of her child's development will accomplish by a touch what she
later could hardly do with a hundredweight of words."

(2- 84. In what other pictures of the Mother-Play does imitation find

special illustration?

A [a). All the songs and games in the Mother-Play are in some way
based x)n the imitative manifestation of the child, as they are finger or
arm plays used by a mother and reproduced by a child. They are in

themselves representations or imitations of games played by the aver-
age German mother in quiet home hours with her child. The Tick-
tack, Fish in the Brook, Pat-a-cake, the Pigeon House, the Carpenter,
the Joiner, and the Little Gardener deal more directly with the stage of
imitation. Tick-tack reveals the need of order by the response a child
makes to the rhythmic time of the pendulum. The Joiner and Carpen-
ter give a respect for trade. A desire to care for living thmgs is culti-

vated when he waters the plants in the garden. The fishes show him
his right of freedom in a world which is with him an expression of spirit.
" Froebel gave a clew to the labyrinth of experience by singling out
such typical phenomena of nature and human life as are within the
child's power of apprehension and leading him to reproduce them."
"The child will understand all the better the life of grown-up people if

by imitation he is made a participant in it."

{b). The same activity which children love to imitate in the clock
seems even more attractive in the scene represented in " Grass Mow-
ing." Here the little girl is playing farmer and is shown in the act of

cutting the long grass as " father is doing,"—"for only in doing can he
realize the thing that's done beneath his eyes." The old game of " Pat-a-
cake," much loved by the little folk, is here represented by the baby in

its first imitation of patting the hands together as mother has done, there-
by leading the child's impulsive movements to a definite knowledge of

the activities he sees in mother and his relationship to Baker and Milk-
man. The name itself, " Pat-a-cake," brings the question. Whence
came the cake? In the other games mentioned the child is imitating
some activity represented by an adult. The child re-creates himself by
acting out before others, or often when alone, the activities of his en-
vironment.
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Q. go. Should you think it well if the child imitated very exten-
sively any very small number of persons, objects, or acts?

A [a). It would not, as that would necessarily limit his experience,
and his interests thus limited in childhood would all his life make him
more narrow physically, mentally, and spiritually than if he had always
been encouraged in observation and discovery through imitation. To
imitate until some thought or knowledge is gained is desirable and
right; but as the imitations and plays of children form the basis on
which a// his after life is built, this foundation should be as broad as
possible.

{b). It would not be well for any child to imitate extensively any lim-

ited number of persons or acts, as it would have the tendency to make him
very narrow-minded and mechanical, and would hinder his all-around
growth by limiting his experiences and by narrowing his " point of

view." It would also keep him from being self-expressive and crea-

tive, as the personality or qualities of the thing imitated would over-

shadow and absorb his personality and individuality. There would be
no impulse to create, and if this impulse is wanting he becomes a mere
repeating machine.

Q. 93-94. How do children reveal themselves in their favorite imi-

tations? Give illustration.

A {a). In play the child is wholly, openly himself. Free play is his

native air, in which he surrenders himself as the flower opens to the

sunlight. If we are then sympathetically watchful we can look into his

very heart. What the child plays he is trying to understand. The ex-

periences of real life about him must be re-lived to be made fully his

own. Then, of course, if he has favorite imitations which he rerpeats

again and again we must cone hide that they fill some want in his na-

ture, or reveal some strong tendency of his nature; as the love of power
over others seen in the boy who is always the general of the little army
of his followers, or the teacher who organizes the neighborhood children

into a school, often ruling them with great severity; or the child who is

loving and tender will manifest chat in the caressing voice and manner
when playing with his doll, ball, flowers, or kitty, and when he imper-
sonates he is apt to select some character which satisfies this tenderness.
" The true teacher is one to whom everything becomes a sign." To be a

real help to any child we must know the contents of his mind to which
his p/ay is the open sesame to one who knows how to read. In the

favorite plays we get both a peep at his interesting past experiences

and a hint of his loves and longings.

{b). The most striking illustration I have ever seen was that of the

little boy who left his kindergarten table to play bird by himself. It

was a realistic imitation. He hopped, scratched his head, perched on
one foot in the most natural and birdlike way. When spoken to he an-

swered, " Peep, peep!" When flying his little legs went very fast. He
played the bird was at the fountain, and splashed about after his bath.

Q. no. Do you find any hint in this play as to the method of inspir-

ing reverence?
A (a). Reverence presupposes respect, or the recognition of some

quality, attribute or power beyond the full comprehension of the ob-

server. When the child attempts to imitate, or reproduce the activities

of man or the processes of nature, he gains a truer conception of the

labor required and the controlling mind of the former, and the all-per-

vading energy causing the manifestations of the latter. Nothing so

influences the child as the aspiration and moods of those about him;

and that mother who, when giving her child opportunity for free com-
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munion with nature, feels at the same time a devout reverence for the
Source of all, can hardly fail to find similar feelings aroused in the
heart of the child. Even a formerly unpleasant object becomes inter-

esting to a child if he sees that the kindergartner is interested, and a
closer observation upon his own part arouses a sincere admiration and
awe.

{d). Froebel suggests in the " Weathervane " a simple and natural
way of awakening reverence in the little child for things unseen and
beyond his comprehension to understand. In the play the children are
joyously attracted by the motion everywhere in response to the wind,
the turning weathercock, the tossing trees, the sailing clouds, blowing
clothes, etc. But Froebel would have us believe that it is not so much
the moving object as the controlling causal power which attracts the
child. When the mother turns her hand in imitation of the weather-
vane he recognizes her as the original cause. When he makes the
gesture he feels himself as the controlling power. So must there not
be a causative force behind these effects? Susan Blow says: " He is

experiencing the fact that a moving object has its ground in a mov-
ing force; soon he will conclude that living objects have their ground
in a living force. Thus the child may be guided to look behind the
thing to the spirit or cause within. This will lead him ultimately to the
primal cause, God." Someone has said that when the child asks " Why,"
it is a sign of immortality. The child questions beyond his reason. In-
stead of blunting this divine instinct of inquiry by such answers as
"You cannot understand," we should leave him satisfied.

(c). "When all women have laid to heart its (Mother-Play Book)
lessons, the ideal which hovers before us in the immortal picture of the
Madonna will be realized, for then at last each mother will revere and
nurture in her child the divine humanity."

—

Susan Blow.
" The child who imitates any alien deed has formed an ideal and ener-

gizes to realize it. This is the.beginning of moral freedom."

—

Susa/i B/ow.-
There is an unconscious ideal seeking for conscious embodiment in

every child. This ideal often seems to hmi as something outside of him-
self that he is to reach up to and in some measure to become like. This
is aspiration, and always carries a feeling of reverence with it. Perhaps
it is only another name for reverence. Therefore everything that a
mother does to inspire her child to imitate a power or manifestation
higher than or seemingly out of himself tends to inspire him with rever-

ence for that which leads him upward. The play of the " Weathervane "

comes under this head, and is typical of just such leadings and prompt-
ings.

(The following answers come from C. S. N.)

Q. 86. Do you remember what persons, objects, and acts you, as a
child, most loved to imitate?

A. I was particularly fond of playing house and imitating mother in

her care of the baby. 1 also I'emember playing school, using rows of

small plants in my father's hothouse for pupils, placing the most flour-

ishmg ones at the top of the class, but frequently moving one from the
foot nearer the head with the feeling that perhaps it was doing its best
though it did not grow very fast, and would feel badly to be always at

the foot. I do not remember, however, that I ever imitated any partic-

ular teacher.

Q. 8g. Can you trace any connection between such imitation and your
present character and tastes?

A. I certainly can. To care for and help the little ones is my great-

est joy.
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Q. go. Should you think it well if a child imitated extensively any
very small number of persons, objects, and acts?

A. I should not. It would have a tendency to produce a very one-
sided person. It would also limit the child's horizon.

Q. gi. Have you ever known a child whose mind you had felt warped
because of the too exclusive imitation of one person or thing?

A. I have noticed that children (especially an only child) kept too

closely at home are not apt to be as well developed as others.

Q. g^. Are there typical deeds whose imitation may be educative for

all children?
A. There are. Imitating their parents' self-sacrificing work for the

good of their little ones; imitating different trades which show mastery
over material objects and help the child to realize the interdependence
of all men; imitating objects, such as the weathervane, which draw his

attention from visible effects to invisible causes, etc.

Q. gj. Have you made any observations on a large number of chil-

dren to test this point?
A. I have tested the forty children in our kindergarten on this point,

taking half a dozen at a time and showing the picture and encouraging
them to talk about it. I found the prevalent idea was that the wind was
caused by God moving His hand. Several of them showed me that by
moving their hands they could make a little wind, but God made the
big wind. One little girl, a very dreamy, imaginative child, was much
pleased when she^discovered the hand at the top of the picture, and so-

liloquized: "Yes, that's God's hand, and He's making all those things
blow." One little four-year-old seemed to have the idea that the wind
was caused by girls running.

Q. io6. By its suggestion of an invisible power as the producer of

visible effects, what is likely to be the spiritual influence of this play?
A. The child will begin to realize the truth that the things of time

and sense are symbols of the invisible, which are the real things. The
habit of seeking behind the visible effect for the invisible cause will be
formed.

Q. loj. By its suggestion of one power as the producer of many
effects, what is likely to be its intellectual influence?

A. The feeling of unity which Froebel claims is inherent in every
mind will be satisfied and developed by such illustrations.

Q. iij. Give an original story embodying its essential idea?

A. A TRIP FROM THE SOUTH TO THE NORTH.
Hattie and Charlie Brown had lived all their lives in a hot country,

and had never seen ice or snow. When Hattie was seven and Charlie
live years old their papa and mamma decided to take them and their

little sister Gracie to spend the winter in the North. The children were
delighted at the prospect of visiting the farm which had been papa's
home when he was a little boy, and about which they had heard so many
delightful stories. They had been at Hollywood, which was the name
of grandpapa's farm, about three weeks, when one morning papa opened
their bedroom door and said, "Jump up, children, and look out of the

window." They did so and found that during the night some fairy had
been at work and had covered the ground with a beautiful white blanket.

It was so pure and white that the children held their breath as they
gazed at it, and then whispered softly, " Is it snow, Papa?" Mamma
came in just then, and seeing the children still in their nightdresses,

called to them to get dressed so they could go out and play in the snow.
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You may be sure they did not loiter over their dressing that morning.
They were dressed before mamma, and running downstairs opened the
front door and ran out on the veranda, but found it so cold they were glad
to run in again and gather around the stove. They were so excited they
could hardly eat their breakfast, and as soon as they had finished it

reminded papa of his promise to take them out in the snow. "Very
well," said papa, "only we must cover up fingers and toes or Jack Frost
will bite them." When they got out of doors little Gracie looked all

about and said, " Where Dack Fost? Dacie tant see him." Papa smiled
at his little daughter as he said, " No, dear, we can't see Jack Frost; we
can only see what he does." Charlie now came running up with a long
icicle in his hand, calling out, " See what I found. It was hanging on the
roof of the shed, and I knocked it off. Did Jack Frost make it? " "Yes,"
said papa, " and here's something else that he made," and he rolled some
snow into a ball and threw it at Charlie. They snowballed one an-
other until they were tired and hungry, and running into the house were
glad to find lunch ready. After lunch mamma sat down at the piano
and sang them a very funny song about Jack Frost nipping the chil-

dren's fingers and toes. In the afternoon papa took them all for a sleigh-

ride and you may be sure they enjoyed their first ride over the snow. A
few days after this papa went to town and when he returned in the even-
ing he took a parcel from his pocket and handed it to Hattie. She
opened it and found two smaller parcels inside,%n one of which was
written "Hattie," and on the other, "Charlie." Opening their parcels
they found in each a bright, new pair of skates. They spent many merry
hours learnmg to skate on the ice which Jack Frost had laid over the top
of the river which ran through the farm. One morning while they were
at grandpa's they awoke to find all the trees and shrubs covered with
ice, and the garden looking like fairyland. The children spent a very
happy winter at Hollywood, and after they returned to their Southern
home Gracie would sometimes say: " I wis Dack Fost would come and
live at our home and bring us some ice and snow."

Q. 114. In playing wind games should the child represent the wind,
or only the objects moved by the wind?

A. Only the objects moved by the wind.

Q. ii§. Should you attempt to explain the phenomena of the wind?
A. No.

(The following answers are from the members of a high-school train-

ing class in New York.)

Q. 100. Can you illustrate from language and mythology the belief
of primitive men with regard to this phenomena?

A. People in ancient times believed that in the wind were the souls
of the dead; the Sirens, Hermes and Orpheus, Pied the Piper, the Erlking,
Tannhauser, and others were none other than the wind trying to lure away
other souls.

Q. 112. Write out a conversation with children on this picture.
A. After remarking upon a number of objects in the picture one

child exclaims: " And see the wind is blowing everything! " "Yes; what
makes the wind?" "The trees." "But see, the trees themselves are
being blown." "Yes, the wind blows them." "But what is the wind?"
"Why, it is just the wind, and God makes it blow."

Q. 114. In playing wind games should the child represent the wind
or only the objects moved by the wind?

A. Either, as in "Come Little Leaves," one child represents the
wind, the others the leaves. I see no harm in representing the wind,
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for the child in feeling that he is that force understands it better. To
him there is no incongruity in becoming an unseen force. Ordinarily,

however, I should prefer that he represent the things moved by the
wind, thus leading him not only to better understand the invisible force
but also to better appreciate his own power.

(Sent in by Mary H. Waterman, St. Louis.)

Q.6q. Can you mention any phenomena of childhood or youth which
it interprets or explains?

A. The same child who has played "J^ ailing, Falling," and " Peep-
boo " with his mother; who has stretched out his hand to grasp the moon,
and tried to catch the swimming fish, is even when older still manifesting
a desire to grasp the far-away and strange. He loves to take a walk to

the fields or town, an excursion to the country, or make a visit away from
home. The boy loves to roam, climb trees and mountains, and explore
caves, ravines, and streams. He seems to desire to bring "all hidden
things to the light of day and find their nature and uses." He delights

in fairy tales, legends, and historical stories of adventurers, explorers,
heroes, and conquerors. He goes out to play, then to school, college, and
perhaps to Europe or other foreign lands. Again children and youth
go out from themselves in reading absorbing books , in the observation of

nature and art, and in friendships. All familiar surroundings seem to

them tame beside tl:ft charms of pioneer life with Indians, or castaways
on rafts who, reaching land, struggle with nature for food, clothing, and
shelter. Parents and educators ask themselves the significance of these

phenomena, and search for their explanation. The wise mother who
let baby fall away from her in order that their union might be deepened
by his conscious return, knows that all separation of the child from her
and home must be for the same purpose. She knows that he wishes to

go out and gain experiences and knowledge; also that he can never
know himself by comparison with himself. So as she holds herself his

best friend and feels his needs, with sympathy she furnishes him the
very means which will intensify the contrast to the familiar. She is

waiting to hear of all his adventures and to explain what perplexed. In

the very relating of these he takes possession of them and is enriched
and enlarged by his experiences. She knows when the story may be
told that will hold the " mirror up to mind," and let the boy see his own
ideal self in the hero who has power over time, space, and circumstan-
ces. The boy comes home from his excursion with treasures of stones,

plants, and animals, which he wishes to learn about. Through wise
guidance he is led to discover the laws of " physical evolution in which
may be read the law of spiritual evolution," and " Reason learns to recog-
nize her own image in the symbols of nature "

; so he makes the ascent
from a " physical to a spiritual union with nature," and traces all

things to their source— God. The burning desire gratified to travel and
see the world should result in a return to his own country with increased

love and loyalty, with a life enriched by the foreign consciousness added
to it. There is one phase of "estrangement" in which the youth by
asserting his independence makes parents feel that they have indeed
lost him. He disregards rules and is in a state of questioning and revo-

lution against formerly loved beliefs and relationships. In this "nega-
tive period " which Wordsworth calls his "prison house," he seems to

have forgotten his spiritual source. But by the very process of doubt
and questioning he is brought back like the Prodigal Son; and all dis-

guises penetrated he recognizes the old beloved truth through which
he is forever united to all.



A
THE CHILD IN LITERATURE.

ANDREA HOFER.

LONG the line of kindergarten study, and above
all the study of Froebel's Great Plays, there
would most fittingly come the search through the
great literature of the world for life pictures of

child character. To the kindergartner who is

happy enough to have a background of connected literary

information, it may be an easy search, for such characters

are indeed too few. To the kindergartner not having such
a connected outline at command, a short, suggestive word
may not come amiss.*

Should one seek from master to master with the sole

purpose of finding the child in literature, the scarcity of

such portrayals would be surprising, and still more surpris-

ing would be the shortsightedness with which even our
greatest thinkers have handled this subject. One is almost
led to believe thatafter all the theme of our professional and
life study as kindergartners is of small importance to the big

outside world. When wc realize that the world literature

sets the standards for the public, it is no wonder the young-
est members are just beginning to be taken into account.

Yet, too, when we consider from our own daily experiences
how "scarcely to be recaptured " is the "first, fine, careless

rapture" of young life, as it voices itself about us through
the children, we can realize how brave-hearted and discern-

ing the writer must be who dares attempt it.

Many of us have searched the great books whose themes
are the fresh, self-made heroes of youthful nations; we have
hunted through myth and fairy-tale, and have looked upon
the pictures so long accepted by the world, and there are

scarcely to be found a score of high lights where the pure,

white consciousness of the real child shines forth.

To the kindergartner the master thought of any thinker

is his conception of the child; when she searches that she

may give out again to her little flock, she learns that to

them the greatest advent in recorded history, as well as in

the nursery, is the coming of a babe; and the truest poem

*A good beginning -would be made by a careful study of "Literary Landmarks."
by M. E. Burt.
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she can sing with her children heralds the Christ-Child; and
the deepest interest a picture can call forth is evinced at

sight of a beautiful baby in its mother's arms.
To separate these portrayals of child-life from literature

will be even of greater profit to kindergartners than merely
the giving of a fund of stories for children; it will give them
the highest, sweetest thought of the masters, and studying
these will lead them to the well-springs of genius, and by
so doing to a finding of their own power. And if each and
every one who has a hand in the world's most vital work
would study, work, and persevere to do it from the stand-

point of unspoiled humanity, how quickly would results

appear!
With a few practical leading thoughts, and the study of

some shorter, classified text-book, even the busiest student
in the training schools can help herself in choosing from
the great storehouse with ease and scope.

In English literature Shakespeare makes a point from
which we may easily sight that which comes before and
after. He has scarcely one child character to give us,

though they all body forth the spirit of youth and abide in

the living freshness of his new time. Back of his time
stand the great Chaucer and Spencer, who drew their inspi-

ration from the old story world before history began to re-

peat itself. Shakespeare especially believed with the child

in the divinity of common things— therefore we are never
too young or too old for Shakespeare—and the bulk of the
material he found at hand when he wrote is adaptable to

the juvenile story-world if rightly traced and reproduced.
Shakespeare stands in the dim twilight of that time when
the ancients were singing of the immortality of youth and
the divinity of man and his works; and their song still

echoes for our ears and our children's, not only through the
writings of Shakespeare, but throughout the classic English
book world.

We could almost do without ^lilton for the child's sake,

even though the grammarians glory in tangling the young
mind with his sentences. Along with him we must pass by
many a bright name which has given us nothing for the
child.

Goldsmith and Cowper are rich in story and full of feel-

ing, and after them comes the great story-magician, Walter
Scott, who touches everything into a charm, and the charm
leads the reader into the realm of realities before he is

aware. What a delightful way he shows us by which to
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have history dawn on a child! When we touch Words-
worth, his immediate follower, we are again assured of the
height of our ideals in searching for the child. The myste-
rious inner life he lived in company with the children of his

imagination, and the mighty intimations of the immortal
which they give him are enough, not only to make the
world stop and think, but to furnish texts for a lifelong

work with the little ones. Then comes Tennyson. How
he did dip back into England's childhood, and how the
child lover dips into his "Idyls" for its purest romance and
chivalry!

Many writers we may read merely to find the spirit in

which they worked. It was Dickens' child-characters which
made him famous, and it was Carlyle who was himself su-
premely a rebellious child, seeking for light and crying in

the wilderness of his own half-forgotten immortality.
The Brownings, both, who stand for almost a complete

library in themselves, give throughout their pages wonder
glimpses for the student of the child perhaps more than
any other contributors to English literature.

Does not Ruskin lead us through the tangle and bramble
of conventionality just to show us, back of it all, the face of
the unspoiled child, and the real man in art and life?

There are many names outside of England with which
we should be familiar. Victor Hugo, whose children move
about in his stories as do the gods in the myths; Bjornsen,
Ibsen, and Topelius, who occasionally unveil a real child as

they dash their gust of sea air into literature; Tolstoi, with
whom all are children, wise and fated in the end to com-
prehend their own divinity; and the immortal Hans Ander-
sen, supreme above every other one in his conception of the
child, since in all manifoldness, in the inner mystery, sym-
pathy and poesy of the child's heart, he lived and moved
and had his very being, and spoke out from its depths, with
no need of defining it or philosophizing about it.

Then we come home to the child nation herself,—our
own America, with the privilege of the world's experience
behind her, and that of being the newest, last, and best
before her. She brings us for study her beloved Whittier,
with his constant inner light (always found in the child);

and her singer, Longfellow,—such criticism as we would
make of him is already written in the hearts of our na-
tion's children. We love the sweet philosopher who is

always singing out the perpetual messiahship of the com-
mon infant,—Emerson's every line stands upon this creed.

Every kindergartner has need of putting herself in
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touch with representative literature, not merely for the sake
of her storehouse of stories, but that she may have inner

communion with the full-hearted interpreters of the Chris-

tian world and thought which must always proclaim the

Kingdom of the Child mind as the highest.

DOES EDUCATION SIMPLIFY OR COMPLICATE
LIFE?

IT
seems to be an accepted idea nowadays that the bet-

ter educated anyone is the more he must require.

"A ploughman can do on so much a year, but an edu-

cated man — oh quite impossible!" Allow me to say

that I regard this idea as entirely false. First of all,

if it zvere true, what a dismal prospect it would open out to

us! The more educated we became the more we should

require for our support; the worse bondage we should be in

to material things. We should have to work continually

harder and harder to keep pace with our wants, or else to

trench more and more on the labor of others; at each step

the more complicated would the problem of existence be-

come. But it is entirely untrue. Education does not turn

a man into a creature of blind wants, a prey to ever fresh

thirsts and desires— it brings him into relation zvith the world

around him. It enables a man to derive pleasure and to

draw sustenance from a thousand common things which

bring neither joy nor nourishment to his more inclosed

and imprisoned brother. The one can beguile an hour any-

where. In the field, in the street, in the workshop, he sees

a thousand things of interest. The other is bored, he must

have a toy—a glass of beer or a box at the opera—but these

things cost money. Besides, the educated man, if truly

educated, has surely more resources of skillful labor to fall

back upon—he need not fear about the future. The other

may do well to accumulate a little fund against a rainy day.

It is only to education commonly so called—the false edu-

cation—that these libels apply. I admit that to the cur-

rent education of the well-to-do they do apply, but that is

only, or mainly, a cheap-jack education; an education in

glib phrases, grammar, and the art of keeping up appear-

ances, and has little to do with bringing anyone into rela-

tion with the real world around him — the real world of

humanity, of honest daily Life, of the majesty of Nature, and

the wonderful questions and answers of the soul, which out

of these are whispered on everyone who fairly faces them.
—Edward Carpe^iter.



KINDERGARTEN DISCIPLINE.

EDNA RICE PRATHER.

THIS article might be styled "Kindergarten Eth-
ics," or "Child-Manners," or some other term
comprehending the child's conduct, except that

I wish to speak of that particular phase of gov-

ernment technically known in the schools as dis-

cipline. Child-culture includes the moral sense as well as

the intellectual powers; so to avoid confusion in the use of

terms I have chosen that of "Kindergarten Discipline" as

applied to the behavior of the child in the kindergarten. By
this term I do not mean the enforced compliance by the

child with the demands of an arbitrary will. So many things

easily affect the promptings of an unguarded will that its

expression is apt to be whimsical and its obedience demor-
alizing, if possible. The true source and object of discipline

lie beyond the kindergartner. They are in the child.

The child's conduct should not be controlled as a mat-
ter of discipline any more than the gifts and occupations
should be taught as a matter of learning. In neither should
the knowledge, strength, or convenience of the kindergart-

ner press itself upon the child. The difference is that be-

tween growth and application.

Two things against which the kindergartner must con-

scientiously guard are the demands of her convenience and
a zeal to teach. Nursing an indisposition or inculcating a

particular idea are some of the motives that may, in the

name of discipline, impress themselves on the conduct of

the child. Generally I may say that all considerations
which affect the kindergartner only should be ignored.

They do not touch the child's appreciation, are hidden
from his understanding, and being made to affect his con-
duct rob him of the idea of sequences.

Shakespeare says that the means to do evil often cause
evil to be done. So the child's weakness and credulity are

often temptations for the practice of arbitrary discipline. It

is the weak in the hands of the strong. The wish on the part

of the kindergartner either to exert or to save her strength
is placed in opposition to the purpose of developing the
strength of the child. Good conscience and right appre-
ciation of the work will not be self-saving, or attempt to

Vol. 8-23
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impress self upon the child. While the child is weak and
credulous he advances best and strongest along the lines of

truth. Prevarication is to his mental growth as darkness is

to the growth of a plant; not because he is incapable of dis-

covering deceit, but because in the particular instance he
may not be able to find and apply the truth. The child has

an intuition of the fitness of things, and is quick to detect a

false pretense, but he is not so capable when called upon to

expose or reject a sham by apt recognition of the truth. He
has, however, running through his whole nature, a strong

disposition to harmonize all things that come within his ex-

perience. If they do not fit exactly, he will supplement by
counterfeiting. Here is a great danger in child develop-
ment. The weakness and credulity of the child are his

great strength, since the former is the sure and perfect

foundation, and the latter is the easy means for building.

The kindergartner's temporizing or yielding to the prompt-
ings of convenience in modifying the child's conduct starts

him to counterfeiting or satisfying himself with like mo-
tives. While such conduct may run along the lines of

apparent truth, yet it must have its houses of refuge in

the dogmas wherein error is content to hide.

Having referred to inducements that should not influ-

ence the kindergartner in her discipline, I now point to the

great purpose of the kindergartner—true child-culture

—

which alone should prompt her in all things, and not the

least in discipline. S"<://^abnegation is a quality necessary

to a right conception of her duties to the child. Using the

garden as a true simile she will give every opportunity for

perfect growth unimpeded by her convenience or prejudice.

What I have said pertaining to discipline is mostly intro-

ductory to what I wish to say concerning the actual disci-

pline. There is a complaint by some of the primary teachers

—and I am not certain but that it is more or less well-

founded—that kindergarten children are noisy and unruly
when they come into the primary grade. The fault may be
on both sides, in this: the child may have been poorly ex-

ampled in manners and the teacher may be lacking in the

kindergarten spirit.

The laws of association require of us certain duties which
we cannot ignore or avoid. Their flagrant disobedience will

make us social outlaws. Good morals and good manners
are almost, if not entirely, identical; therefore these and
good disciy^line are the same. The child cannot willfully

interfere with the play or occupation and have good man-
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ners. A moral dereliction of this kind should be punished
by the moral forces. It has been said that a mean act is

punished by the contempt which it inspires. So the perpe-
trator of an indecorous act in the kindergarten can be pun-
ished by the disapproval of his leader and playfellows.

Another saying is that a civil question deserves a civil an-

swer. So good conduct deserves approval. I do not mean
that gush of approbation which begets a suspicion of insin-

cerity, or that disguises an ulterior purpose, but that which
is felt more than seen or heard. The strongest approval is

sincere indorsement, and in that respect actions speak more
than words.

Discipline in the kindergarten should be the enforce-

ment of the moral laws. This is made easy and efficacious

because of the constant lessons in true relations which the

child receives from the perfect gifts and occupations. While
he is making correct abstractions from these and their rela-

tions, weaving the material world into his thought, he should
at the same time learn and obey the laws which govern him-
self as a social being. There are no ethics in the existence
or relations of things, and perhaps none in our own bare
existence; but when we act we are amenable to these laws.

Child-acts are scarcely subject to the moral forces before
the child Isold enough to enter the kindergarten, so that its

influences are about the first and strongest in that direction.

At least at home he is not made to feel the force of moral
obligation so strongly as when he comes to associate with
other children in the play-life. There the kindergartner will

have abundant opportunities to sensitize the child's con-
science to the action of the true governing force. I do not
say but that occasion may arise wherein she should give

especial emphasis to the child's duty, and perhaps intensify

the punishment of bad manners or breach of duty by par-

ticular disapproval; but the object should always be to cul-

tivate the moral sense—the force which elevates and en-

nobles—that sits in judgment on the purposes for which
all the other powers of the soul are used. Of course dis-

cipline by this method does not for a moment contemplate
any act which would degrade the child in his own estima-

tion, or in that of his companions, beyond what they might
feel sympathetically as just and for the sake of correction.

The kindergartner should not be lax in her discipline

any more than a gardener should allow weeds to grow
among his plants. She should be alert along the lines I

have indicated. The children should feel free and happy
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and without restraint, except that necessary in their asso-

ciation. In the connecting class she should be more strict

in requiring order. The action of the child is then more
individualized and requires more quiet. The concerted
plays and occupations of the first year, which make the
kindergarten almost a homogeneous body, more and more
give way to individual effort, until, when ready to enter

the primary grade, the conduct or manners of all the chil-

dren should have reference to the needs of every child in

his own particular sphere.

The primary teacher should bear in mind that in chang-
ing from any grade to another the child becomes a stranger,

to a certain extent, and requires some time for adaptation
to his new relations. Also she should remember that in

these days of kindergartens she has not the first fashion-

ing of the child's thought and conduct, which too often have
been required to be immediately adjusted to the rules of the
school rather than (and I may with truth put it somewhat
antithetic) to the rules of good conduct. A few days of

patient endeavor will bring the kindergarten child into per-

fect harmony with the well-conducted primary grade.

The difference in grades is a difference in the kind and
manner of employment, calling into requisition, however,
the same forces of government under very different circum-
stances. From the primary grades on up the reflective

powers of the child are more and more brought into use.

Mental action becomes less objective and more subjective,

requiring surroundings that will not distract thought. One
great beauty and exceedingly great benefit of governing
schools throughout all their grades b}' operation of the

moral forces, is that the child learns to respect and obey
them in all phases of his association.

L
WHERE POP-CORN GROWS.

A. B. R.

OOKING out one bright spring morning.
Little Nell, with childish glee.

Saw the wealth of snowy blossoms
Covering plum and cherry tree.

Silently she stood a moment.
Gazing at the pretty blows.

Turned her curly head and questioned —
"Mamma, is that where pop-corn grows?



THE ROBIN AND THE VOICE.

MURIEL KINNEY.

f^ w A HERE was once a little robin. He had left the tiny-

nest long, long ago. He could fly very well, and
he could find his own food. He did not need
mother robin to keep him warm at night, nor
father robin to dig worms for him. He thought

himself very old.

He was a very happy robin, too. It seemed to him that

the world had been made just to suit him. He heard the

old robins tell of the luscious red cherries, but he was sure

nothing could be sweeter than the beautiful blue plums.
He had heard the old robins tell, too, that by and by

the plums would be gone, all berries and good things would
be gone, even the bugs and worms, and that it would be
cold. The ground would be white and hard, and there

would be no grass to be seen anywhere. It would be so

cold that everything would be frozen stiff. But he didn't

believe a word of it.

Some silly birds had even flown away, off ever so far, he
could not tell where, " because," they had said, "we may
waken some morning and find the summer gone; we will go
while yet it is warm and we can find plenty to eat on the

way."

Such silly birds! From the day he was hatched he had
heard the song that all nature sang, "God is Love! God is

Love!" and ever since he could sing he had sung it himself.

Indeed, it seemed to him he had sung it from the day he
was hatched. He knew this song was true, and he knew,
he was sure, God could never, never send the cold to freeze

the flowers and birds. What sort of love could that be to

freeze birds?

He did not tell any one his thoughts. All the other

birds were so sure they were right that he could never con-

vince them that he was right, but he would just stay and
see, and then they must believe him.

He laughed softly in his song to see how even the flow-

ers were tucking their heads under the fallen leaves, and
the squirrels were carrying the nuts into their houses.

But one day when the little robin was flying high in the
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air, and enjoying the sweet air and warm sunshine, a strange
thing happened to him. He heard a voice, a wonderful
voice that sounded far, far away, and yet it was near, too!

It seemed to come from the far blue sky, and yet it seemed
to be in his heart.

He could not tell what the voice was, but he knew he
must follow it, and it led him away, away, away. He could
not tell where he was going, but he flew and flew farther

and farther. At last the voice ceased, and he only heard
the old song that he had always heard, " God is Love!
God is Love!" and as he flew down to the earth he found
all his old bird-friends singing in strange, beautiful trees,

—

trees with great yellow fruit and fragrant white blossoms.
He rested on a twig of one of these trees. When he

awoke he sang the old song louder than ever before, and
while he sang that, out loud, so that all the birds and bees
and blossoms heard him, down deep in his heart he sang a

new song.
Shall I tell you what the new song was?

"God loves me; God loves me."

G
THE BIRDS' MAPS.

A. B. ROBINSON.

RACIE stands beside the window,
Flocks of birds are flying by,

xA.nd she gazes, lost in wonder.
Up above the tree-tops high.

"The birds are flying South," she says,

"And what I would like to know.
When they have no maps to look at.

How they know which way to go."

Little Florence, sitting near her.

Solves the problem she believes;

"Don't you know that birds have maps
On the backs of all the leaves?"



INTERNATIONAL KINDERGARTEN UNION.

THE Committee on Training Schools of the Inter-

national Kindergarten Union, having agreed on
some vital points in connection with this work,
earnestly desire to recommend the following to

the careful consideration of the leaders of Normal
Kindergarten classes. A two years' course of study is rec-

ommended. Applicants under eighteen years of age should

not be received. Good health is a positive essential. A
high-school certificate, or credentials showing equivalent

educational advantages, should be required on the admis-
sion of candidates to the training classes. In addition to

this it is urged that students be received on two months'
probation; that the equally indispensable requirements of

culture and natural fitness for the work be fully ascertained.

The following is the course of study which has been rec-

ommended:
COURSE OF STUDY.

Froebel's Works: Pedagogics; Mother-Play; Education
of Man; also Reminiscences and Letters— Heinemann,
Moore and Keatly.

Psychology (" Child-Study ").

History of Education.
Theory of Gifts and Occupations.
Nature Study.
Songs and Games.
Vocal and Physical Culture.

Daily Observation and Practice in Kindergarten for one
year.

Free hand drawing.
Stories.

The committee would also recommend sufficient knowl-
edge of the piano to enable the kindergartner to play the

kindergarten songs, marches, etc.

ALICE B. PUTNAM,
Chairman Committee on Trainino- Classes.

That smallest seeming causes power may wield

—

That firmest matter to man's strength must yield

—

That under aspect mean great good may hide-

—

In your child's mind plant these truths side by side.

Henrietta R. Eliot, in Froebel's Mother-Play.



THE BARNARD CLUB SCHOOL OF CHILD-STUDY.

THE first syllabus of this practical club indicates an
earnest spirit of research in the right direction.

The following mottoes are inscribed on the title

page, indicative of the attitude of the club toward
the all-important subject:

Alas for the teacher who does not learn more from his children than
he can ever hope to teach them.— G. Stanley Hall.

Would you know how to lead the child in this matter? Observe the
child, he will teach you what to do.— Froebel.

Here at the portal thou dost stand.
And with thy little hand
Thou openest the mysterious gate
Into the future's undiscovered land.

— LoiJ^ellow.

A valuable provision is made by this club in that it has
appointed a special committee for each of the three stages

of child-growth, infancy, childhood, and adolescence. The
introduction to the syllabus makes the following frank state-

ments:
"It is hoped that this outline for child-study will be

kindly greeted by kindergartners and teachers, and not be
regarded as suggestive of new demands on their time and
energies. Its purpose is to lighten rather than increase the
burdens already borne, by enabling a teacher to discover
for herself the principles of education, so that working in

accordance with them she may prevent the tremendous
waste of power which must always result from undertaking
a work without full knowledge of the principles involved;

and in what work does ignorance of law produce such woe-
ful results as in the training of a little child! The bibliog-

raphy outlines a course of reading which will prove most
suggestive in studying the various topics. This does not
imply that a thorough knowledge of the principles of peda-
gogy is essential to the use of the syllabus. The child is to

be the starting-point, and through child-study the teacher
will be drawn into touch with psychology, and find its theo-

ries of untold value in interpreting the various phases of

child-life. Neither is a teacher advised to study every child

in detail, but center her thoughts upon a typical few, know-
ing that through these she can reach all. It is suggested
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that the types chosen as subjects of study be such as present

strong contrasts. For example, a precocious child and a

noticeably dull child, one in perfect health and one ham-
pered by some bodily defect, while a fifth might be chosen
as being, all things considered, the most normal child in the

school. To any using the syllabus in this way we believe

will come a truer knowledge of child-nature, increased effi-

ciency in the schoolroom, and a higher conception of the

teachers vocation."

The syllabus outlines the steps of study in a simple and
interesting manner, as follows:

1. Give name and date of birth.

2. Physical characteristics: (a) physique, (d) gait, (c)

health, (d) bodily defects.

3. Characteristics of environment: (a) parents— nation-

ality, occupation, disposition: (d) home— location, health,

conditions, possessions, companions, playground, social

atmosphere, experiences.

4. Characteristics of temperament and disposition: ex-

citable or calm; energetic or dull; confiding or reticent;

sensitive or indifferent; hopeful or sad; sympathetic or un-

sympathetic; kind or unkind; yielding or stubborn; gener-

ous or selfish; honest or dishonest; timid or courageous;
leader or follower. Affections— for people, animals, nature,

inanimate objects.

5. Characteristics of mind: {(?) perception, (d) memory,
(c) imagination, (d) expression, (e) responsiveness.

6. Aims and ideals (the following questions to be an-

swered by the child )

:

Tell something that makes you happy.
Tell something that makes you sorry.

What story do you like best.f Why?
What song do you like best? Why?
What picture do you like best? Why?
What game do you like best? Why?
What lesson do you like best? Why?

• What is the bravest thing you ever did?
Tell some brave thing you would like to do.

Tell something you think funny.
Tell something that is wrong to do.

Tell something that is right to do.

What is the most useful business? Why?
What is the most useful animal? Why?
If you are not yourself, whom would you like to be?
What do you wish to be when you grow up? Why?



PLAN OF WORK FOR THE ATLANTA EXPOSL
TION KINDERGARTEN.

MARY D. HILL.

"Your child must find good order all around,
If you would see him well and prosperous, too.

Lead your child on to order, mother-wisC',
He'll soon find what great gain in orderlies."—Frotbel.

ONE of the first things the little child must learn, in

coming into the kindergarten, is that a certain

amount of order and concerted action is neces-
sary for the comfort and happiness of the kinder-
garten as a whole or a community. In order to

have him learn this, he is given work and plays about such
things in daily life as are always done at a certain time, or

at a certain signal, or he is expected to follow certain defi-

nite lines of direction. After he has had these as symbolic of

order and definite direction, then he is led to apply this idea
to that order which is necessary in the kindergarten. The
idea is presented to him under three aspects, as follows:

Part I— The friendly means by which the direction of

motion, or the proper time for action, are made known.
Pari II— The response to this friend, or the action in

obedience to it.

Part III— The result of harmony and happiness for all,

as secured by the friendly means which tell where to go and
when to act.

ILLUSTRATIONS.
Part II.Part I.

The driver with his lines,

The captain,
The street.

The side pavement,
Street-cai tracks.
Railroad tracks.
The circle on the kindergar-

ten fioor,

The circle on the kindergar-
ten tioor.

Stars and darkness.
Sunrise and daylight.
Clock,
Dinner bell,

Factory whistle,
Clock,
Train bell.

Streetcar bell,

Fire bell,

The school bell,

The church bell,

The piano in kindergarten.
The clock in kindergarten
The triangle in kindergarten, Silence,

Horses pulling.
Soldiers marching.
Horses and wagons moving,
People walking.
Street cars running on them.
Trains running on them,

Placing each chair on it.

Each pair of feet on it.

Going to bed,
Waking and dressing.
Cooking meals, etc..

Coming to the table.
Men going to work,
Opening and closing doors,
(Jetting on train.

Getting on street car.

Firemen going to fire.

Going to school.
Going to church.
Lifting chairs, marching, etc.

Getting to work.

Part III.

Right direction.
Uniform action.
Room for all.

Safety for all.

Easy, soft travel.

Easy, safe travel.

All can see and hear.

Equal chance to play.»
Quiet sleep for all.

Readiness for the day.
Prompt meals.
All eating together.
Work done promptly.
Readiness for customers.
Journey.
Journey.
Puttiting out fire promptly
Promptness.
Promptness.
Readiness for work.
Time for all the work.
All can hear.
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THE THANKSGIVING PLAN.

"Your Heavenly Father knoweth that ye have need of

all these things."

Basic thought or principle— the evidence of a good
parent is shown in his care and provision for his family.

Part I—The evidence of the good human parent is shown
in his care, his provision of material, and in the preparation
of the material for the comfort of the family.

Part II— The evidence of the good parent in the vege-
table world is shown in the provision of the parent plant

for the protection of its seeds through the winter.

Part III— The evidence of the good parent in the animal
world is shown in the care and protection of the young.

Part IV— The evidence of the goodness of our Heavenly
Father to both his human and animal children is shown,
{a) in providing material for food; (1^) in blessing man's ef-

forts to utilize the material He has furnished.
Ilhcstratiofis for Part I— The provision of material by the

father, and its preparation for use by the mother, so the
family may be warm; clothing and fuel; goods and sewing;
caps, cloaks, mittens, stockings, shoes, etc.; coal, kindling,
and fires.

The goodness of the human parents in buying fruit, vege-
tables, and flour, and preparing them for the table; the bar-

rels, baskets, and boxes from the market and grocery; cook-
ing vegetables and fruits, and bread making, cake making,
etc. Thanksgiving day lunch at the kindergarten, of fruits,

bread, cakes, etc.

Illustrations for Part II—The falling leaves are like a beau-
tiful quilt the mother tree makes to cover the sleeping baby
seeds; the cotton around the cotton seed forms a warm
blanket, etc.

Illustrations for Part III— The care of the mother and
father bird for their young.

Illustratio7isfor PartIV—Those things which our Heavenly
Father gives to his children everywhere; light by day and by
night; water for men and animals, etc.; care for animals
shown in providing nectar for the bees which they may store
away, and nuts for the squirrels to store away.

God's provision for man's food in seeds for planting,
and the growth resulting from the effects of the sun, rain,

etc.: {a) The seeds, {b) preparation of ground and planting,
(c) stages of growth and maturity of vegetables, fruits, and
grains; the grinding of the wheat and corn as man's way of
finding what our Heavenly Father has stored away in the
seed.
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THE CHRISTMAS PLAN.

Basic thought— the cause of movement, action, or activ-

ity.

"For God so loved the world that he gave his only be-

gotten son."

1. Physical force the cause of physical movement or action.

2. Spiritual force (love) the cause of spiritual action

(kindness and helpfulness).

Points to be developed: {a) That which acts or moves;
{b) the force which causes the action or movement.

Illustrations— i. Objects moved by man's energy as a

force: {a) Rolling-pin, revolving sifter, coffee mill, swing,

cradle, hammock, hands pushing; {b) sewing machine, rock-

ing chair, bicycle, feet pushing; {c) baby carriage, wheel-
barrow, etc., hands and feet both helping.

Objects moved by the force exerted by horses pulling:

Herdics, wagons, carts, plows, fire engines, etc.

Objects moved by the steam fairies pushing: Engines,
steamboats, rock crushers, etc.

Water-wheels moved by the water fairies pushing.

Objects moved by the wind fairies pushing: Flags, wind-
mills, etc.

The wind was taken last because it was the most intangi-

ble of the forces, and would therefore better lead to the

spiritual force, or "love fairies." This transition from the

physical forces to the spiritual force was clothed in the

form of a fairy story. The children were thus led to dis-

cover for themselves the idea of kindness as the work of the

love fairies.

(2). The work of the mother and father as prompted by
the force of love: Washing and ironing clothes, sweeping,
making beds, sewing, cooking, etc.; then the father's work
procuring the money to buy those things the family needs.

The children were then allowed to make simple Christ-

mas presents for the ladies of the Exposition Educational
committee, the ladies who provide their home for them, and
for others who have been kind to them ; this was all prompted
by the love fairies getting into their hands.

Climax — The birth of the Christ-Child as an evidence
of God's love for us.

The life of kindness and love of the Christ as the evi-

dence of his love for man.
"For His hands were always helping,

And His eyes were always kind,

And He never was too busy
To heal the sick and blind."



ALL ALONG THE WORK LINE.—NEWS, RE-
PORTS, EXPERIMENTS.

Pestalozzi Celebration.— The announcement comes that the

tenth day of January, 1896, will be kept in appropriate manner by peda-
gogues and educational institutions all over Germany in honor of the one
hundred and iiftieth anniversary of the birth of Henri Pestalozzi. The
frontispiece of this number represents the memorial placed to this

educational reformer by his Swiss friends and neighbors at Yverdon.
Pestalozzi was the pioneer advocate of the modern social settlement
movement. He was a sociologist first, an educationist second. He
demonstrates the statement that education must have a social aim if

it is to secure intellectual benefits. In writing of the proposed celebra-

tion a German educational monthly adds: "Not the school world only
owes this w^U-earned recognition to Pestalozzi. The remotest circles

of society may well give fitting gratitude to him who gave loving serv-

ice to the fatherless, unstinted protection to the neglected and wretched,
and unselfish devotion to the interests of the common people." Leading
university men, among them Dr. Paulus of Berlin, will speak on the
occasion, and the drama, " Pestalozzi in Stanz," will be rendered in the
Royal Theater of Berlin. The Kindergarten Magazine hopes to

see this heroic three-act drama translated into our own English at an
early date. It has much the same flavor of the "Willhelm Tell" of

Schiller, being placed in the same Swiss environment, and patriotic en-

thusiasm as its message. It is written by Fedor Sommer, with an intro-

duction by Pastor Seyffarth, who has put the educational world under
obligations by presenting the complete works of Pestalozzi. May the

beneficent influence of this man, who was altogether devoid of self-inter-

est, touch every earnest teacher, and add to the reinstated fervor of New
Year resolutions.

The subject of the December character sketch in the Review of Re-
views is Mr. Herbert Spencer. The sketch was written by an intmiate
friend whose identity is not disclosed. It is the most complete record
of the great philosopher's life and achievements that has yet appeared.
The writer tells us that "Social Statics" could not find a publisher in

1850, so that Mr. Spencer was obliged to print it at his own cost and sell

it on commission. It took fourteen years to dispose of the edition of 750
copies. " Principles of Psychology " had a like experience, while Mr.
Spencer was kept out of pocket for the capital sunk in these two ven-
tures. It was the same with his other philosophical works at first, and
in the course of fifteen years Mr. Spencer lost more than £\,2qo. It

was not till twenty-four years after he began to publish that he was
fully abreast of his losses, or, in other words, just where he had started,

financially. It is some consolation to know that in recent years Mr.
Spencer's income has been fairly satisfactory. The friend writes as fol-

lows: " The sacrifices involved in the preparation and production of the
gigantic work thus heralded to the world wei-e little short of heroic.

Those who know Mr. Spencer by his books alone may have thought of

him merely as devoting himself to philosophy out of the abundance of

his material wealth and comfort. The truth is far otherwise. No man
ever lived a more ascetic life or denied himself more for the sake of the
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task he had undertaken for humanity. In his evidence given before
the Commission on Copyright he tells us in plain words, though in the
most severely impersonal and abstract manner, the story of his hard
and noble fight during the unrecognized days of his early manhood.
Not a fight for bread, not a fight for fame, remember, but a fight for
truth. For his first book, 'Social Statics,' in 1850, he could not find a
publisher willing to take any risk; so he was obliged to print it at his

own cost, and sell it on commission. The edition consisted of only 750
copies, and it took no less than fourteen years to sell. Such are the
rewards of serious thought in our generation! Five years later he
printed the original form of the ' Principles of Psychology.' Again no
publisher would undertake the risk, and he published on commission.
Once more 750 copies were printed, and the sale was very slow. ' I

gave away a considerable number,' says Mr. Spencer pathetically, 'and
the remainder sold in twelve and a half years.' During all that time,
we may conclude from the secjuel, he not only made nothing out of

those two important and valuable books, but was actually kept out of

pocket for his capital sunk in them. If anybody doubts this supremacy
of Herbert Spencer among the organizing thinkers and teachers of our
time, he has only to think of the numerous phrases which s«ti up, as it

were, the current thought of our century, and he will find that almost
every one of them bears on its very face Mr. Spencer's mint-mark. Evo-
lution, evolutionism, are the facts of our age. Well, most people are
not aware of it, but the use of those words, in their modern sense, is

wholly and solely due to Mr. Spencer. Nobody employed them in that

sense before him; whoever has employed them since has taken them
straight out of the ' System of Synthetic Philosophy.' Once more, the
man in the street talks glibly nowadays of 'survival of the fittest.' Prob-
ably he thinks the phrase is Darwin's. But it is not. It was invented
by Mr. Spencer as a better one than Darwin's ' natural selection.' Again,
everybody employs the words 'adaptation to the environment' as a com-
mon locution of everyday life; few know that they are entirely and ex-

clusively Mr. Spencer's invention."

A Kinde)-garten Garden in Winter.—Mrs. Helen J. LeBeuf writes
to us as follows from Orange, Cal.: " We have in connection with our
kindergarten, an inclosed piece of ground, 87x66 feet, which the little

ones are rapidly beautifying. A circular garden, thirty-four feet in

diameter, is laid out in concentric rings of alternate beds and walks,
with a honeysuckle wigwam in the center. In the outer bed each of

twenty five-year-old children has an individual garden. What they
will produce remains to be seen. Their seeds were planted late in

November, and their enthusiasm is inspiring. More than half of the
little people own tools, so we are well supplied with hoes, spades, and
rakes. The younger children use little onion hoes and strawberry weed-
ers. Here and elsewhere on the lot we have in bloom at present a gera-
nium hedge, chrysanthemums, glorious callas, six roses (two climbers),

verbenas, oxalis, china lilies (two varieties), and stars of Bethlehem.
There are also smilax growing eight feet high, fleur-de-lis, gladioli,

bananas, and a sage-moss border. All of these the children have
planted. I endeavor to allow each class to set bulbs, put out cuttings,

and plant seeds. They raise the peas for their pease work. The older
class raised also lettuce and radish; the second class flax. The present
class is the third. 1 have nearly all that I know how to use in my work,
but it seems to me that the garden counts for nearly half. I should
feel greatly hampered without it, therefore I have worked hard to
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secure it. Our trustees did not fully appreciate its educational value,

but we had the land and so began. The first year one man offered to

bring hose and irrigate if I could get a faucet. The trustees promised
the faucet if the water would not cost too much'. The water was given.
By June we got a faucet, but the hose man had changed his mind. Dur-
ing the summer six rose bushes died. Last year we did considerable
by aid of the rains, and in the spring I myself had another garden fau-

cet put in and bought a hose. This fall we could have no success
because of neighbors' hens! (The children brought all the large weeds
they could find to cover their beds.) The trustees were last week
induced to put up a fence on the one open side. Seldom does one wit-

ness a more joyous scene than was presented by the grateful little

ones each doing what he could to 'help the good carpenter!' The boys
in relays of four dug the post holes. One has brought a quantity of

sweet-pea seed to plant along the new fence. The carpenter was the
subject of our talks at the time; we had been invited to visit one at

work at his bench. We did so the next day after building the fence.

The good man devoted a whole hour to his interested visitors, practi-

cally illustrating the uses of several different tools, and giving them the
specimens thus produced to take with them to their kindergarten home.

Is the Kindergarten a PhilantJiropy Only?— The San Francisco
Chronicle of recent date states the case as follows :

" It has been
the fashion to value the kindergarten system of child-training in free

schools almost exclusively for its uplifting influence upon the children
of the very poor. It is wisely argued that these little ones, who come
from ill-ordered, unwholesome homes, where few good or purifying in-

fluences prevail, are as a rule hopelessly condemned to barren and
cheerless, if not corrupt, lives unless some happy influence from the
outside brings enlightenment to mind and spirit. Our philanthropists
are sometimes almost inclined to resent the intrusion into these free
schools of the children of the well-to-do or the rich, arguing, on the
other hand, that prosperous parents are able to supply, within their own
homes, everything the little child requires for a beautiful and symmet-
rical development. This assumption is very far from the truth. If the
free kindergarten is a desirable privilege for the children of the poor, it

is a vital necessity for the children of the rich. The greatest opportuni-
ties and the greatest responsibilities await the latter. To grasp the one
and to fulfill the other requires an education on a broad basis, a knowl-
edge of humanity, a nice discrimination, and above all a just measure-
ment of self. This knowledge can never be acquired through private
tutors and governesses; it can never be obtained in an aristocratic

school where false values prevail and false standards are upheld. The
development of all the perceptive powers in infancy, the keen contest
of one young mind with another, the democratic leveling of ranks with
mind and morals as the only gauge, are of quite as much importance to

the offspring of opulence as the lessons of cleanliness, of courtesy and
obedience to rule are to small folks bred in squalor and destitution.
The kindergarten is no longer a toy of philanthropy, a pleasing and in-

teresting experiment. It is today recognized as one of the most potent
factors in modern civilization. The time is near at hand when the uni-
versal establishment of these schools and their generous endowment
will come to be acknowledged as one of the chief duties of every pro-
gressive commonwealth. When San Francisco shall have solved her
financial problems, when needed improvements and additions to her
school buildings shall have been completed, she can do herself no
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greater honor and confer upon her citizens no more lasting benefit than

to incorporate the free kindergarten into her common school system,

and to accord this department a hearty and generous support."

Miss M. A. Hamilton, director of kindergarten and training class

at Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, presented the claims of the kindergarten

training in the woman's number of the Halifax Herald, and we make the

foUowmg quotations from her pen: "This study of the child develops in

the student love and intelligence, infinite patience, perseverance, and tact,

while it demands of her the very highest endeavor and the greatest ctil-

ture. The love at first may be only that emotion which we all feel in

looking at a child and admiring its bright, beautiful, innocent and lovely

face, winning ways, and clever sayings and doings; but, as the study

goes on, the young girl learns to look into each child's personal charac-

ter, to discover the needs of each and all, and, above all, to supply these

needs, and this is m reality the 'sum and substance of education.'

Then it is that that love is begotten which sees in each child the 'em-

bryo angel,' although for the time being it may be wearing the mask of

an uglv temper or a perverse will. Patience, the beautiful handmaid
of love,' follows in the train, for changes in the child come slowly, and
do mean so much. But what does she discover regarding the child,

what does she find; that he loves instinctively? What has nature been
teaching him from the beginning of his life, and what subjects must she

study m order to follow nature's plan? She observes that the child is

self-active, that he is full of energy, that he must be doing something
continually; so she learns to direct this doing, these dawning creative

powers, into right channels through the means and materials which
Froebel has given us. She finds he is affected by music; that the rhythm
is pleasant to him. Henceforth she will give song as a factor in educa-

tion its proper place. She is led to see that fancy is the most marked
mental action of the little child; that he builds little castles, that he

creates a little world of his own from the materials that have been pre-

sented him through his senses. She accordingly searches the best lit-

erature of the ages, and fills her mind with some of the myths and stories

which are the heritage of our race, and receives as much pleasure her-

self as the little children do as they drink in every word of the delight-

ful tales."

The Chicago Froebel AlumucC Association met December 4 at Hull

House, where, through the courtesy of the management, regular monthly
meetings will be held. Mrs. Putnam conducted the meeting, giving

an account of her recent visit to the New York and Boston kindergar-

tens, and presenting some of the practical suggestions resulting there-

from. She emphasized the new requirements, due to changing condi-

tions and advancing thought in the profession, and also urged the value

of child-study to kindergartners, who have so much need of it, and
whose work presents such opportunities for investigation. Her timely

talk found many eager listeners among the members, who are anxious

to keep pace with the most progressive methods of their progressive

calling. "The program for the balance of the year is as follows: January,

Mrs. J. L. Shortallon Games. February, Games and Marching; Discus-

sion. March, Mrs Marion F. Washburne. on Physical Conditions of

Children. April, Miss Amalie Hofer, on Froebel's Mother-Play. May,
Annual Meeting. June, Songs. The association, in these meetings,

hopes to afford every member a field for that free expression and ex-

change which is the life of thought; and will try to help all by demand-
ing of all.
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HiLO, Hawaii, has a large free kindergarten made up of Portu-

guese, Japanese, Hawaiian, half-whites, and a few white children. The
school has called forth much enthusiasm among the classes deriving

benefit therefrom. It was opened under the auspices of the Woman's
Board of Foreign Missions, and is supported by private subscriptions.

The government has given the use of a large and pleasant room in the

free-school building for this year, and the school is well equipped in

every way. A young half-white girl is studying the work. Mothers'
meetings are held regularly, at which the " Mother-Play Study Ques-
tions" are followed and reported very helpful. Miss Bertha Guild, for-

merly of Santa Barbara, Cal., is in charge of this work.

The friends of the kindergarten of Omaha, Neb., are throwing their

influence on the side of increasing public sentiment in favor of the

movement. The first glamor of the " new method " is wearing away in

many localities, and it is found desirable to substitute an intelligent

interest in the children's cause through public meetings and discus-

sions of the subject. During November Amalie Hofer and Miss Fanny
Chapin, both of Chicago, conducted practical meetings, and Mrs. L. W.
Treat is announced to speak early in the new year. A mothers' club

has been arranged under the guidance of Mrs. Emma Holyoke, and
systematic work will be carried forward.

California Froebel Society's regular monthly meeting for Decem-
ber was particularly interesting, and the discussions very helpful. Sub-
ject: "Morning Talks in the Kindergarten." Aside from the regular

subject, Mrs. Fuller recited a most beautiful Christmas poem; the mem-
bers of the training class favored us with a "Christmas Carol," words of

which were written by one of the young ladies. Madam Plise also read

a Christmas poem composed by the same young lady. After the singing

of Christmas hymn by all, the meeting adjourned until the second Fri-

day in January.

—

H. G. N., Reporter.

I LIKE to regard the school teacher of today in the light of Darwin's
mud newts. They, poor little things, must have had a very sad time of

it, indeed, when they were painfully developing a pair of lungs to

breathe a new atmosphere. But what a satisfaction it must have been
to each heroic individual who survived to feel that he had an improved
breathing apparatus in good working order, and that the worst part of

his struggle was over! I firmly believe that there is a day coming when
school teachers will breathe a new and stronger atmosphere. The
times indicate it.

—

Mrs. M. Eakins.

The last of the series of "Girlhood Days at Keilhau" appears in

this number of the Kindergarten Magazine. The description of the

first kindergarten convention is interesting from every point of view.

The same criticisms were made fifty years ago by the same class of

critics as are heard today from the lips of the modern conservative.

The fair and unbiased estimate which the girl author of this journal

places upon Froebel and his ideas is refreshing and altogether sound.

The maturer considerations of the woman, grown ripe in the carrying

out of these ideas, are now in process of preparation for print. Frau
Schrader has made some demonstrations of educational principle which
will be invaluable to students.

Ottr Last Mothers' Meeting.— It was a very stormy day, but over
fifty mothers were present. One dear grandmother, with tears in her
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eyes, said as she went away, " Oh, if we had only known these things
what regrets it would save us now!" A primary teacher said with her
whole soul in her eyes, as she stepped from a group of expectant chil-

dren: " Do you know 1 have never dreamed that I could enjoy my work
in this way. I feel as if I were just beginning to live." A warm-
hearted, courteous, and considerate kindergartner is a source of social

power in every community.

We do not by any means understand children yet; the best powers
of more than one generation of workers will be taxed to produce a com-
plete and satisfactory psychology of childhood. When this is known
then we shall know how to teach. What we most need in education is

to reinterrogate the natures of children with open, candid minds; every
school of every grade ought above all things to be an educational ex-

periment station, wherein not only our methods but our aims and ideals

should be subjected to rigid reexamination, in the light of the instincts

and aptitudes of children, as revealed by the most careful observation.—Prof, Russell.

The Children's Building of the Hull House Social Settlement, Chicago,
was dedicated to its sweet purpose on December 17, 1895. Among the
speakers were Miss Jane Addams, who described the plans of the build-
ing; Miss Starr, Miss Eleanor Smith, Mrs. Alice W. Putnam, and Dr.

John Dewey. The latter eminent psychologist said: "This building
stands to me for our faith in child nature." In the February number of

the Kindergarten Magazine will appear a detailed account of this

unique and prophetic structure.

Buffalo has been selected by the Executive committee of the Na-
tional Educational Association as the place for the annual meeting, to

take place July 3-10, 1896. It seems more profitable to the educational
world at large that this eminent gathering should take place in a city

center in order that the local school system may have the benefit of the
enthusiasm as well as inspiration which always attend such a conven-
tion. Buffalo is central, and a representative program as well as at-

tendance may be expected.

The State Federations of Women's Clubs have given room in many
states for the discussion of educational subjects at their annual meet-
ings. The evolution of any organization of women from the social, lit-

erary, or culture platform, to the distinctly educational, is inevitable.

Among the state federations prominent in considering the kindergarten
claims are those of Michigan, Illinois, and Nebraska.

The Austrian Minister of Culture and Education defines the kinder-
garten as follows in his annual ministerial decree: "The purpose of

the kindergarten is to finish the home training of such children who
have not reached the age for the elementary schools, and to prepare
them for the elementary schools by a gradual, methodical training of

the senses and the intellect in a generally adopted system called the
Froebel system."

If the occupations are found to be based on incorrect psychologic
principles, do not use them; if a similar objection is made to the gifts,

substitute others. They are all accessories,—they are of no more im-
portance than the leaves to the tree; if time and stress of weather strip

off the life-current is still there, and new ones will grow in their places.

—

Kate Douglas Wiggin and Nora A. Smith in ''Republic of Childhood.'^
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Local kindergarten clubs might be effectual in influencing the sal-
aries proportioned to public school kindergartners. Some clubs are
halt and lame because they have no vital issue which interests the
active kindergartners and builds up the membership, and still there
are kindergartners working faithfully for $20, $25, $35, and $38 per
month!

A SERIES of parents meetings are arranged to be conducted in con-
nection with one of the public school kindergartens of Rochester, N. Y.,

to be held the fourth Friday of each month. The program provides sto-
ries, songs, general discussion, and social intercourse. Every kinder-
gartner has it in her power to thus bring home and school nearer together.

Any kindergartner who has had special experiences with young
children along the musical line will be interested to know that a spe-
cial set of questions will soon be printed which will give other workers
the advantage of these experiences.

The Board schools of London can legally receive a child as young
as three years. Many infant classes in this great city number eighty
babes under one mistress. Nevertheless some of the braver teachers
attempt kindergarten methods.

Training teachers forward name and address, name of training
school and officers of same, to the secretary of the International Kinder-
garten Union, Sara E. Wiltse, West Roxbury, Mass.

Spokane, Wash., has free kindergartens known by the following
names: The Emma Marwedel, Froebel, Elizabeth Peabody, and Sarah
B. Cooper.

The report comes from Detroit, Mich., that the kindergarten is to be
made a part of the public school system at once.

Walter Baker & Co., limited, Dorchester, Mass,, the well-known
manufacturers of breakfast cocoa, and other cocoa and chocolate prep-
arations, have an extraordinary collection of medals and diplomas
awarded at the great international and other exhibitions in England and
America. The house has had uninterrupted prosperity for nearly a
century and a quarter, and is now not only the oldest but the largest
establishment of the kind on this continent. The high degree of perfec-
tion which the company has attained in its manufactured products is

the result of long experience combined with an intelligent use of the new
forces which are constantly being introduced to increase the power and
improve the quality of production, and cheapen the cost to the consumer.
The full strength and the exquisite natural flavor of the raw material
are preserved unimpaired in all of Walter Baker & Company's prepar-
ations; so that their products may truly be said to form the standard for
purity and excellence. In view of the many imitations of the name,
labels, and wrappers on their goods, consumers should ask for and be
sure that they get the genuine articles made at Dorchester, Mass.
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Another notable addition to kindergarten literature is the new series

announced by Houghton, Mifflin & Co., called "The Republic of Child-

hood," the authors of which are none less than the gifted San Francisco
sisters, Kate Douglas Wiggin and Nora Archibald Smith. The first vol-

ume is devoted to the " Froebel Gifts." The preface to this volume
states the purpose of the authors in a piquant manner which bespeaks
the interest of every kindergartner. We reprint the following para-
graphs as suggestive gf the flavor of the promised series: "The three

little volumes on that Republic of Childhood, the kindergarten, of

which this handbook, dealing with the gifts, forms the initial number,
might well be called Chips from a Kindergarten Workshop. They are

the outcome of talks and conferences on Froebel's educational principles,

with successive groups of earnest young women here, there, and every-
where, for fifteen years, and represent as much practical work at the
bench as a carpenter could show in a similar length of time. They are

the result of give and take, of question and answer, of effort and experi-

ence, of the friction of minds against one another, of ideas struck out in

the heat of argument, and of varied experience with many hundred little

children of all nationalities and conditions. They are not theories, writ-

ten in the seclus on of the study; and if perchance they have the defects,

so should they have the virtues, too, of work corrected and revised at

every step by the 'child in the midst.' . . . The kindergarten of 1895 is

not the kindergarten of 1880, for the science of education has made great
strides in these past fifteen years. Many things which were held to be
vital principles when we began our talks with kindergarten students we
now find were but lifeless methods after all. It is not that time has
reversed the fundamental principles on which the kindergarten rests,

—

these are as true as truth and as changeless; but the interpretation of

them has greatly changed and broadened with the passage of years,

and many of the instrumentalities of education which Froebel devised
are destined to further transformation in the future. For this reason
the last book on the kindergarten is sometimes the best book, since it

naturally embodies the latest thought and discovery on the subject. . .

We shall attempt no defense of the kindergarten here. It has passed
the experimental stage; it is no longer on trial for its life; and no
longer humbly begging, hat in hand, for a place to lay its head. As an
educational idea, it is a recognized part of the great system of child-

training; and to say, in this year of our Lord one thousand eight hun-
dred and ninety-five, that one does not believe in the kindergarten is as

if one said, I do not believe in electricity; or, I never saw much force

in the law of gravitation." The second volume of " The Republic of

Childhood" will be called "Froebel's Occupations," and will appear
during the winter. The third volume will be ready in the early sum-
mer, and will concern itself with kindergarten music, games, religious

training, and general points of theory and sentiment.

Three notable books have appeared during the past weeks which
index the varied development of the kindergarten movement. The
second volume of Miss Blow's translation of the Mother-Play Book is
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called the "Songs and Music of Froebel's Mother-Play." The trans-

lator frankly says: " The poems in this volume are not literal transla-

tions' of those in the original Mother-Play, but attempts to cast Froebel's

ideas into truly poetic form." There are over eighty of these songs,

fresh, purposeful, and musical in every sense. The place of the

Mother-Play in modern education is no longer a mooted one. The
choice words of the songs have been secured only by the most consci-

entious effort on the part of Miss Blow, who has left no stone unturned
to find the poetic setting appropriate for Froebel's poetic idea. What
is more spirited than Mrs. Miller's story of the Knights:

Galloping fast, and galloping free,

Who comes riding so swift to me?
" Five gallant knigtits with plumes so gay.

What do you seek, good knights, today?"
" Over the world we ride to find,

The ctiild that is loving and good and kind.
This is the child so dear!
Brave knights, you see him here?"

Oh, child, be always good and gay,
Now gallop and gallop and gallop away."

The music to these songs consists in part of new melodies written by
composers of acknowledged merit, and in part of selections from folk

songs. A few of the best melodies in the original Mother-Play have
been retained, and some of the irresistible music of Carl Remicke has
been used. Every lover of Reinicke's children's songs will open his

eyes wide as he is asked to see the pendulum swing to the solemn
time of " Stork Stork, Stander." The coming of this volume means a

more conscientious coupling of the theory and practice of the kinder-

garten. The Mother-Play is a book of philosophy only because it deals

with a/'^Z/Vd? ethics. The mother who sings and plays her philosophy
into the daily life of her children is an educational motor force.

"Story Hour Series," a set of six little books by Alice Hamilton
Rich, tells the stories of "The Two Nests," "The Two Pollys," "The
Story Hour," " The Dream that Came True," " Dorothy's Twin," and
" John's School Days." The books are very pretty, and make a very
attractive little series. The stories are good in outline and Mrs. Rich's
style of story-telling is good, but she has the common failing of many a
story writer for children. Literature for children has been written

from the standpoint of grown people for many generations. The phi-

losophy of reminiscence, the lurking expectation of adult criticism or
praise has tainted nearly all of the literature intended for children. This
is perhaps more marked in the case of skilled writers who have formed
literary habits in an adult channel. Very few writers can confine them-
selves to the thought of a child-audience; make the story such as will

not only interest the child and be entirely within his comprehension
and experience, but such as will be of a healthful mental stimulus; and
engross it in a style which totally disregards the grown-up critics, but aims
to please the children and the children alone, yet with a purity of diction

and smoothness of expression which may cultivate unconscious habits

of good form in speech and writing of the young readers or listeners.

This very rare and exceedingly beautiful literary quality is becoming
more cultivated as the interest and enthusiasm of child-life spreads and
develops into the world. And there will probably be found many writ-

ers in the near future who will be able to write for the little folks as re-

gardless of literary critics as the kindergartner who sits upon the floor

with her circle of child-blossoms and evolves a story from her own con-
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sciousness, prompted by the eager faces and glistening eyes, and all

unmindful of any visitor or extraneous listener. That is the true art of

literature; the audience selected and written to in strict unconscious-
ness of any other class of readers. May the children, the most loyal of

patrons, receive their literature from the most talented and cultured
authors in the simplest and purest form!

" Inmates of My House and Garden," by Eliza Brightwen, is a series

of tales concerning the little animals which Mrs. Brightwen has under
close observation either as household pets or as familiar little inhabit-

ants of the garden of her country home. In speaking of her tales Mrs.
Brightwen says: " I have not much to give, but what I have is of my
own gathering. I have not borrowed from other and cleverer writers,

but have set down as plainly as I could what I have myself observed
and experienced. It is my privilege to be unusually well placed for

the minute study of living creatures, and in that study I find a pleasure
so intense that I long to attract others to the same well-spring of pleas-
ure. Unpretending as are the chronicles of the inmates of my house
and garden, they are scrupulously true, and every fact that a veracious
observer records is a contribution, however small, to our general sum of

knowledge." And whatever inspiration is gained from the reading of

these very interesting tales for the careful observation of animal life is

productive of much added knowledge. The certainty that the bright
little creatures described by Mrs. Brightwen have really given such gen-
erous and happy response to the kind treatment extended to them will

be encouraging to many to attempt a like cultivation of the acquaintance
of house and garden inmates. The book is very tastefully compiled.
Macmillan & Co., publishers. Price $1.25.

"Hero Tales from American History," by Henry Cabot Lodge and
Theodore Roosevelt, serve a patriotic purpose. As the authors say in

introduction: "It is a good thing for all Americans, and it is an espe-
cially good thing for young Americans, to remember the men who have
given their lives in war and peace to the service of their fellow-coun-
trymen, and to keep in mind the feats of daring and personal prowess
done in time past by some of the many champions of the nation in the
various crises of her history." It is the purpose of the book " to tell in

simple fashion the story of some Americans who showed that they
knew how to live and how to die; who proved their truth by their en-

deavor; and who joined to the stern and manly qualities which are
essential to the well-being of a masterful race the virtues of gentleness,
of patriotism, and of lofty adherence to an ideal." There are twenty-
six stories of American heroes from Washington to I^incoln, and in lit-

erary style and historical value the book will hold a high place. Tales
of courage and daring will always find devotees among the children;
'tis the tribute of childhood to the nobler qualities of humanity, and by
admiration and emulation are such qualities attained. The book is well
illustrated with full-page cuts. Published by the Century Co. Price

$i.So.

" Myths and Mother-Plays " is the third book of note which comes at

this time to help the friends of little children on their happy way. It is

from the pen of Sara E. Wiltse, and from the press of Milton Bradley,
Springfield. The book is attractive and contains twelve groups of na-
ture myths suited to the twelve months of the year, and their varied and
attractive character may be imaginjd from the subjects: cloud myths,
fire myths, flower, harvest, moon, rain, rainbow, sun, star, wind, and win-
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ter myths. Then between these are interspersed the Froebel Mother-
Plays, destined to become as classical as the old nature myths them-
selves. The work is illustrated with twenty-four full-page drawings by
Hiram Putnam Barnes. The diiliculties and delicacy of the author's
task may be seen in the following words taken from her preface: "To
select myths for very young children, eliminating every harmful ele-

ment, while preserving the spirit, and, as far as possible, the letter of
such ancient literature, has been a grave task. In many instances I

have been able to give little but the great central thought about which
the ages have wrapped masks and cerements quite unfit for the child to

handle, for valuable as our folk lore is to the mature mind, much of it I

consider most pernicious for the children."

"The Brownies Through the Union" is the tifth brownie book, and
acquaints the children with the many interesting things found by their

quaint little friends in the journey from sea coast to sea coast through
the Union. The brownie illustrations are ever fascinating and well
drawn, and could the accompanying rhymes be as innocently interest-

ing the "Brownie Books" would serve a far better purpose, for the little

elves have genuinely captivated the children and might instruct them
far better by the use of simpler language and without the sarcasm and
moralizing of which Mr. Cox seems so fond. Published by the Century
Co., New York.

The autumn number oi Modern Art contains, in addition to the
beauty which is sufficient excuse for its being, the following choice
articles: Art and Criticism, by Horace R. Burdick; French Symbolism
in Poetry and Painting, by Emma K. S. Sawyer; Puvis de Chavannes
as a Painter of the Seasons, by Lily Lewis Rood; Art Talk, by Mary Y.
Robinson; Mauve's Painting, by Arthur W. Dow. The initial letters,

illustrations, and ornamental setting of this number make it a valuable
work of art. Modern Art is published by L. Prang & Co., Boston;
edited by J. M. Bowles. $2.00 per year; issued quarterly.

"Yellow Beauty," by Marion Martin, published by Laird & Lee, is

a dainty little cat-book, with illustrations reproduced from Madam
Henriette Ronner's beauties. The pictures are well worth the price of

the book, but the story is quite secondary, though doubtless that for

which the book was produced.

An illustrated edition of Edgar Allan Poe's poems is issued by the
Frederick A. Stokes Company, of New York. This firm already has a
reputation for artistic book-making, else this volume might establish it.

The illustrations ^re of that weird character which Poe's poems would
inspire, but the delicacy and refinement of the artist have veiled to hazy
attractiveness the grewsomeness of the supernatural in which Poe in-

dulged his fancy. The bindmg and compilation are equally as artistic

as the illustrations.

Two valuable articles appeared in the Christmas number of the New
York School Journal,—" Christmas in the Pedagogical Seminary at

Jena," by C. C. Van Liew; " How Christmas was Celebrated in Froebel's
Institute at Keilhau," with new illustrations of Keilhau.

Macmillan & Co. issued a Christmas book by Mrs. Oliphant, enti-

tled " The Makers of Modern Rome," and beautifully illustrated by
Joseph Pennell and Briton Riviere. In it Mrs. Oliphant does for Rome
what she has already done so successfully for Florence and Venice,
and completes a series of great value and interest.
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THE HULL HOUSE CHILDREN'S BUILDING.
BERTHA PAYNE, CHICAGO.

THE readers of the Kindergarten Magazine who
were interested in Miss Hofer's comprehensive
article on Social Settlements in the September
issue, will doubtless be glad to know something
of the most recent addition to Hull House in the

form of a Children's building. This structure, as its name
implies, was designed and erected for the especial uses of

the neighborhood children, and is, in every respect, an ideal

house for the purpose. To those who have lived in touch
with the lives of these and other children in similar local-

ities, it seems like the fulfillment of a dream ; but unlike a

dream, it has not sprung into existence as a place for the
carrying out of plans in embryo merely. It has come, as do
most other good things, by a very natural process of growth.

The work with the children began the very day that

Miss Addams and Miss Starr came to live at Hull House,
and these social relations have been extending ever since

in many directions. The House Beautiful, of which this is

an adequate expression, existed in the hearts of the found-
ers from the beginning, but the realization came when the
children's clubs had quite outgrown the limits of the older
buildings.

To understand just the function which the House will

fulfill, it is necessary to know something of the surround-
ings. When Mr. Hull, the builder of the original house,
chose this site on the corner of Polk and Halsted streets,

about a mile west of the business center, he supposed it

would be the future fine residence quarter of the West Side,

and so built a large and substantial dwelling in colonial

style ; but as the years have passed the old house has been
left stranded high and dry on a noisy business street, and is
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surrounded by blocks upon blocks of small frame houses—
once neat and quiet homes, but now falling to decay, dingy
and often unsanitary to the last degree. All of them are

packed from cellar to roof with human beings. Most of the
occupants seem to be families with children, for they over-
flow from every doorstep, and fill the public schools (of
which there are four in the immediate vicinity) to their

utmost capacity, of course to the great disadvantage of
the children. They need, if any ever did, the very best of
school advantages, space and air, large playgrounds, and
decorated rooms that will feed the eye, starved for the
beautiful ; and most of all they need an abundance of help
from the thoughtful teacher, who gives them the best of her
own rich experience. But when that teacher must come in

contact with one hundred live little beings a day, what vital-

ity has she left for imparting, or what margin of time?
However, this is not a disquisition on school conditions;

the foregoing simply gives a hint of the comparative ina-

bility of the best teacher to really educate the children in

freedom of bod}', mind, and heart in these cramped, over-

crowded schools. The refining influences and the individ-

ual development must be largely supplemented outside the

schoolroom walls.

To return to the neighborhood. Wc must look for a

moment at the small stores of Blue Island avenue and Hal-

sted street, with the owners who conduct the retail trade;

and at the larger business blocks, surmounted by small

apartments in which live large numbers of clerks, teachers,

shop-girls, factory workers, with a sprinkling of professional

people. Large factories and wholesale houses are located

on side streets, and they add their quota of wage-earners to

this varied whole. It is a very concentrated life, in which
is represented nearly every department of city trade and
labor; and yet these people, so closely bound together in

point of location, have very little social coherence. They
often live unknown to their neighbors, with entirely sepa-

rate interests and aims, lacking both the cheer and the re-

sponsibility that come from real community life. The chil-

dren share in this isolation, though to a less degree. They
need above all things such association as will lead them to

join interest in fellows to self-interest, and to feel the joy

that comes through this companionship. They need to

meet on a common ground for work and play of such nature

that they may know the strength and stimulus arising from
co<)peration. Good citizens cannot be developed without

such training, and who is to give it?
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When Miss Addams and Miss Starr were looking for a

place of residence about six years ago, they tried to choose
one where, by living a life of full relationship with their

neighbors, they could become the friends of people who were
most in need of their friendship and the help that active sym-
pathy alone can give. The life at Hull House today proves
the wisdom of their selection of this part of the Nineteenth
ward. And one can readily see that living a neighborly
life in its fullest sense, amidst such complex social condi-
tions, must mean that there is a constant demand on the
residents for help and encouragement, and as these demands
come from all sorts and conditions of people, all manner of

abilities are required to meet them. For this reason those
who first came to live here have welcomed many others,

•each of whom devotes herself to some especial line of work.
From the smallest beginnings have come, not institu-

tions in any sense of the word; that is farthest from the set-

tlement idea, but simply a greatly enlarged capacity for ex-
tending true hospitality to all neighbors, never forgetting
the children. The people caught the friendly intent quickly
and literally. Often a mother would bring in her baby, with
the request that it would be "minded a bit " while she went
on some errand. This pointed the way to a nursery; so an ad-
joining cottage was secured, put in good sanitary condition,
and daintil}- painted and furnished with little chairs and
tables, cribs and beds, and when the walls had been hung
with child-pictures it was ready for nurse and babies. A
genuine mother was installed as nurse, with a competent
assistant, and all have been always under the oversight of a
trained kindergartner. who has created an atmosphere of
home by coming in frequently to play with the children,

and who gave them such wise and happy mothering that
those who have come day after day have fairly blossomed
under her influence. This fostering changes the creche from
an institution to something far more like a large and happy
family. Many a mother in the vicinity is obliged to fill the
dual role of mother and breadwinner, and this nursery is a
very godsend, lightening by half the hardships of her lot.

The kindergarten, which was first opened in the dining-
room, has always been carried on, and many of the children
who began there are now members of the various clubs. The
clubs are composed of small groups of children, which meet
once or twice a week under the leadership of an older per-
son, and it is the purpose of the new house to furnish the
best possible meeting-place for these little bands. Thechil-
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dren have watched the building during the past summer and
fall, and have waited most anxiously for its completion.
" Oh, Miss West," said one," when zvill our house be opened?"
And they all appropriate it as " our house " in the most
trusting and delightful way.

The building is of red brick, four stories high and forty-

five feet square, and adjoins the origmal building on the

right, while the Butler building, which contains a lecture-

room and well-lighted art gallery flanks the third side of a

paved square, presenting a most hospitable entrance. The
square, thick walls give the house a very substantial appear-

ance. The windows are low and square. At the south side,

next the court, are two broad galleries, supported by mass-

ive pillars, and surrounded by balcony railings. These will

make most charming house gardens for the use of kinder-

garten and nursery children in mild weather, since the

French windows give access to them from both the second

floor, on which the nursery is located, and the third, devoted

to the kindergarten. Here one can easily imagine in the

summer ample flower-boxes, in which the little ones will dig

and make gardens to their hearts' content. This feature the

kindergartner has always sighed for, and it has been very

difficult to secure. I wonder what Froebel would say of a

kindergarten without a garden wherein to watch germin-

ation and growth from budding to fruitage. These city

children need sorely the freedom and purity of country life

and the lessons that may be learned naturally from all pages

of Nature's book. When will the school supply the need?

A little attempt will be made in these balcony gardens.

One enters the first floor under this gallery, and from a

square hall a stairway rises. At the end of the hall are large

cloak rooms, and the remaining space is occupied by two
rooms of equal size devoted to the uses of clubs. One is

painted in soft, yellowish tones, and the windows hung in

yellow. A bookcase of old mahogany is filled with chil-

dren's books. A long settee under the windows is cushioned

and pillowed in cretonne, and the lifting seat discloses

spaces to be filled with magazines and papers. A solid

library table occupies the middle of the floor. This room
opens by folding doors into the green room; here are similar

tasteful, substantial furnishings. This room contains kin-

dergarten tables and chairs for the use of the younger nur-

sery children who will form the "baby department" of the

kindergarten, and for their use also we find here a sand-table

and a doll house. Many of the pictures in this room are of
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birds and flowers, and like all others in the building, are

the very best that can be obtained, from an artistic point of

view, and yet of such subjects as will meet the children's in-

terests. The whole effect is one of quiet and harmony, and
it is good to know that many children are daily coming
under the influence of these cheerful, reposeful surroundings,

for the rooms are in use morning, afternoon, and evening.

Ascending the stairway we meet on the first landing a

large colored print of St. George and the dragon, which
shows off finely against the dark red walls. The next land-

ing brings us to the nursery. Here the ample space is

divided into bath-rooms; dressing-room with very diminutive

rubber boxes, low shelves, and rows of hooks; a kitchen and
pantries where the children's lunch is prepared over the gas

range, and a large dining-room, with low tables and chairs.

This is also the general play-room, and all round the wall is

a range of benches, like a row of boxes with lifting lids,

that make little lockers in which each child may put his

playthings. A bird cage hangs in the window, and here, as

everywhere, one recognizes old favorites in the many good
pictures on the walls; the Sistine Madonna, Millais' "Girl

with tlie Lambs," and "Feeding the Chickens," among others.

Through folding doors we pass to the dainty blue-walled

room devoted to the charming pure white cribs, where babies

and children take their midday naps. I have learned that

it is a branch of the fine arts to lull sixteen babes of various

ages to sweet repose at the same hour— an art of which the

matron is mistress. Opening from this room is the one in

which the matron and her assistant stay, for they must be
on the scene from seven in the morning until seven at night.

Altogether the effect of these apartments cannot be de-

scribed in words; one must see the children at play to feel

how exquisitely form and color are wedded to fitness and
beautiful intent. It is charming, at times, to see the older

children amuse the little ones. Only yesterday I surprised

an amateur kindergarten, as I came in at dusk to say good-
night. The fire screen in front of the grate served as the

piano for "Miss Starr," who performed with great expres-

sion, and another six-year-old put the little ones vigorously

into a circle of little chairs, and put them through a taking

imitation of the kindergarten morning circle. For once I

saw myself as others see me.
We must mount to the third floor to see the largest room,

which is devoted to the kindergarten, and might well serve

as a model of convenience. Here the walls glow with the
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same dark red as the halls, and make it impossible for the
darkest day to seem anything but cheery. Windows light

the room on three sides, and on the fourth are generous cup-
boards for material, one with diamond-shaped glass panes
for specimens and children's work. A brick fireplace is

opposite the door. Some of the pictures are Millais' and
Breton's, and there is one group of four representing the
seasons, after the style of Walter Crane's water colors. The
room is also fitted to receive the classes of the Chicago
Froebel Training School, which began its pioneer work
about twenty years ago under Mrs. Alice H. Putnam, and
still continues to grow in numbers and efficiency under her
most able leadership. It caused the children no little sur-

prise to see these young ladies, one hundred and twenty
strong, invade their domain in September. Others some-
times wondered at the cho"1ce of location, but as Mrs. Put-

nam herself said: "All this work is along educational lines

and I want my girls to feel the stimulus toward high en-

deavor that must come through association with the work-
ers at Hull House. I also hope that the members of my^

classes may be able to help on the club work, by lending
assistance made more efficient by their training."

It is needless to dwell on the Training school in the
limits of this paper. Upon the fourth floor we find three

rooms lighted by quaint windows in the gables. One is a
vocal studio, one is devoted to instrumental teaching, and
the third is the domain of Miss Benedict, a teacher at the

Art Institute. Here pupils arc taken who show special apti-

tude for any of these lines, and given thorough training.

Miss P^leanor Smith spends two days each week with the

vocal pupils, and P^raulein Hannig with those who are re-

ceiving piano lessons. Others superintend the children's

practice during the week. In this way real talent may be

given an opportunity to develop, and the lives of many may-

be enriched by the cultivation of a pure taste, and so within

and without, this building stands as an embodiment of what
is sincere in art, and as a means of inculcating a love of the

same in young people.

The building is the outcome of the steadfast sympathy
which Miss Mary R. Smith has continually shown to Hull

House, and is the gift of Mr. Charles Mather Smith, and the

employes of the paper firm of Bradner Smith & Co. In it

the children and young people will gather for story clubs,

picture parties, games, singing classes, drawing classes, de-

bating clubs, science classes, travel classes, in short, for any-
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thing and every^thing that can be devised to bring freedom,
culture, and a right understanding of their social relations.

As Dr. John Dewey so aptly said on the opening night:

"The most significant thing about this building is that it

stands for one's faith in childhood."

T
THE STARS.

LAURA DUNBAR.

HE winter stars I love the best;

They twinkle, twinkle, twinkle;

They sparkle, sparkle, sparkle bright,

And all the sky o'ersprinkle.

Can stars of springtime, summer, fall,

With half the luster glow
That lights the world on winter nights.

And glistens on the snow?
The winter stars I love the best;"

Said little Grace, " I love them best."

"The summer stars I love the best;

They glimmer, glimmer, glimmer,
Away beyond the floating clouds
They cast a golden shimmer.
And they forget to sparkle bright.

As they look down upon
The trees and flowers and sleeping birds,

And guard them until dawn.
The summer stars I love the best;"

Said little May, " I love them best."



PIONEER EXPERIENCES.
ELIZABETH PEABODY AND ANNA B. OGDEN.

II.

OVP^R twenty years ago, in reply to a letter of inquiry
about kindergarten methods at home, Miss Pea-
body wrote, in a letter previously quoted, " The
only way to learn the system is from the lips of
the living teacher. Still, you can do something

by sending for material, ' Wiebe's Paradise of Childhood,'
and my ' Kindergarten Guide.' " The latter book, especially
"Part Second, Moral Culture of Infancy," by Mrs. Horace
Mann, was found very helpful.

Directions for making a kindergarten table were not
quite clear, and the first one was a curiosity, being made of

an ordinary student's table, with shortened legs, and top
painted in black and white squares. The first, second, third

and fourth gifts were sent for, also some weaving material.

The weaving needles were hardwood sticks split at one end.
Material was purchased of E. Steiger, who was then the
nearest, if not the only, dealer in kindergarten supplies.

The First Gift consisted of six painted rubber balls which had
at least this advantage over the rubber balls in woolen bags
now sold, that they retained their original form though the

colors soon began to wear off, and they presented cracked,
mottled faces to the little eyes that found less pleasure in

their colors than in their capacity for motion. The balls

were used indiscriminately, yet some definite color impres-
sions were made, as was shown by the baby of two years,

when he pulled the tassel of the window-shade and shouted,
" G'eeen,g 'een." The Third Gift was given to him and the

Fourth to his older brother, as private and personal property,

though two or three little neighbors were invited to come
for an hour every morning and share the play. The weaving
was found very attractive to the older children, but was very
badly done.

The redeeming feature about the experiment was the fact

that the mother played sympathetically with the children,

and other mothers were willing to let her do so though she
was considered a rather peculiar woman with no faculty "to
turn off her children." An elderly aunt told her, "They are

the most trouble of any children I ever saw." She replied:
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" Isn't J -very like his father? " " Yes, but when he had
his breakfast he was off to the fields and we saw no more
of him until dinner-time. Your children are under foot all

the time."

For nearly two years every leisure moment was given to

the study of the two books formerly mentioned, also "The
Child," translated by Madam Kriege; but so little had been
accomplished that Miss Peabody was addressed again as to
the feasibility of mother and children spending a winter in

Boston for the purpose of further study on the mother's
part, and the immediate benefit to the children of entering a

genuine kindergarten. In reply she suggested the possi-

bility of receiving instruction at Des Moines, Iowa. Mr.
H. S. Kissel is spoken of, in one of her letters, as having
studied the system for twelve years, corresponding with the
Baroness Marenholtz-Bulow, and finally having gone to

Germany to make further investigation and to secure a kin-

dergartner. A kindergartner in Roxbury, Mass., was men-
tioned as a suitable person to come to Ohio and teach a

model kindergarten in the " Ohio Central Normal School."
But the very best thing to do, in her opinion, was to come
to Boston and enter Miss Garland's Training Class. Miss
Peabody's advice was acted upon and her kind offer of assist-

ance, in procuring a boarding place, was gratefully accepted.
The first personal interview between the correspondents

seems worth recording, because it shows Miss Peabody's
active goodness in looking up a home for this stranger
whose only claim was her anxious motherhood, and in call-

ing immediately after the arrival to give advice personally.
No sooner were greetings exchanged and conversation began
than she took her new friend to task for mispronouncing
the word Froebel. " IV/iy do you say Frobel, it is Froebel

;"

and a never-to-be forgotten drill upon the German diph-
thong followed. As she noticed the activity of the two
little boys, one five the other three years old, for the first

time the practical difificulties of the care seemed to strike

her. In mentioning Miss Garland's afternoon lessons for the
normal class, where children were not expected, she ex-
claimed: " Could you not at least have left the younger one
at home? Had you no one to whom you could trust him?"
"Leave him! No, Miss Peabody, I could not. I had onh"
two young girls with whom I left the care of the home. I

could not risk leaving a child with them." " Well, you must
attend Miss Garland's next afternoon lecture even if you
take them with you."
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Accordingly, mother and children entered Miss Gar-
land's training class one snowy afternoon, and found twelve
ladies—one of them a grandmother -engaged in weaving.
Miss Garland was just reading the closing words of Miss
Weston's beautiful abstract upon that subject, and came
forward to welcome the stranger, not so cordially as Miss
Peabody had done. In response to the despairing remark,
" I knew nothing about these afternoon lessons until I ar-

rived, and I don't quite see what 1 am to do with the chil-

dren ; I have never trusted them to a nurse, nor can I afford
to employ one," Miss Garland replied coldh- :

" I don't
see what }'ou can do. I have not been able to see at all,

and regret that the correspondence was carried on by Miss
Peabody instead of me. But when I learned that you were
here I supposed you would manage somehow." Difficulties

were overcome, and very soon Miss Garland herself gave
cordial and practical help, by repeating without compensa-
tion many lessons in the evening, when the little ones
were asleep. A lifetime seems too short in which to ex-
press the writer's love and gratitude to both of these un-
selfish women.

Miss Weston and Miss Symonds were members of Miss
Garland's training class, and were practically answering the
oft-repeated question of modern times: "Can a teacher do
justice to her school and at the same time take the kinder-
garten course?" The kindergarten spirit which pervaded
their teaching was in strong contrast to the sharp, dicta-

torial manners of a primary teacher in the same building.

The children in Miss Weston's room were seated in the

usual way, with nairow aisles, making physical exercise
difficult and circle games impossible. But Miss Weston's
piano directed them in a lively kindergarten march, com-
bining arm movements with others calculated to relieve

the muscles of the back from the fatigue of sitting. The
solitary example of anything approaching disorder was
quickly corrected by Miss Weston's pleasant remark: " Can
you not teach your ten little servants to obey you? " Miss
Weston was one of those rare people who always said the

right thing at the right time.

Miss Vieaux had charge at that time of the one public

kindergarten. It numbered about forty children, seated in

" solitary confinement," at individual desks, lined in squares

for kindergarten uses. P^xcept in the games, unity seemed
impossible. She stood in front of her scattered audience
to sing, tell stories, or direct Gift work. " It was quite
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difficult to hold attention, of course, but she had a bright,

sunny nature, which was reflected in the games of the chil-

dren, who played with graceful abandon such games as

Clasp Hands, Kitty White, and ball games. The circle ball

games were emphasized in this kindergarten, and also in

Miss Garland's, as we do not often see at" the present time.
Is it not a mistake? Regular ball play, with a rather large

elastic ball, develops the child physically and morally as

nothing else does.

In two other ways Miss Garland's kindergarten at that

time differed from many modern kindergartens in the ab-
sence of a piano and in the presence of flowers. The chil-

dren moved in rhythmic step to the sound of their own sweet
voices. The play-room was uncarpeted and unfurnished,
excepting a blackboard and hooks for wraps. All active

play was there. No rule seemed to be enforced, but there
was the general feeling— this is the place for games. The
adjoining room was carpeted with white straw matting.
Two kindergarten tables, arranged to inclose a right angle,

pretty chairs, pictures, sunshine, and flowers furnished the
room. The writer has never seen elsewhere such results

from kindergarten flower culture. After lunch each day
fully half an hour was spent in watering, watching, and lov-

ing the plants. The children's faces rivaled the flowers in

beauty, as they lighted up with inner sunshine while com-
paring their plants. " Mine has a new leaf," exclaimed
one. Many plants were in bloom, yet no jealousy nor self-

ishness was seen. Each enjoyed his own and his neigh-
bor's. The flowers seemed to draw them near to each other
and their kindergartner in a little heaven of love and sym-
pathy; yet all was natural, spiritual growth, not effervescing
affectation.

Perhaps it was the long hunger satisfied, the goal so long
a vanishing point distinctly seen, though even after all these
years not reached. Whatever the cause, the fact remains
that that kindergarten stands out from all others as the em-
bodiment of rest, peace, love.



THE TEACHING OF COLOR.*
EARL BARNES.

TO Mrs. Mary Dana Hicks I am indebted for my
first impulse to take up the study of color with
children in the public schools; she suggested most
of the lines which I have pursued, and her out-
lines were the basis of my own. In our Califor-

nia experiments we have gathered our data from every
variety of school, and from children of all ages and of every
degree of artistic development. In our experiments we put
sets of Prang's colored tablets into the children's hands, and
from the twelve tablets had them select the color they liked
best, and then a second choice, and then two colors to look well
together. There were other experiments made, but in this

paper I shall speak only of these two. The principal source
of error lies in the fact that we cannot determine what the
child's previous color training has been, and if we did we
could hardly make proper allowance for it.

The charge may easily be made here that we have no
certain data with which to deal, but that we are working
with freaks and impressions subject to all the fluctuations

of fancy. As an answer to this charge I would invite your
attention to the seven charts accompanying this paper, where
the data, drawn from all conditions of children, over a thou-
sand in number and scattered over a broad territory, show
the same general movement in the sight curxes with a uni-

formity equal to that found in most sociological or economic
studies. (These charts were carefully studied by those pres-

ent at the congress.)
The results we have reached concerning color choice and

color combinations may be briefly summarized as follows:

Children select as their favorite colors the standard red,

yellow, and blue; they care least for green and blue-green.
Out of 996 children of all ages, 213 selected red, 178 selected

blue, and loi selected yellow as their favorite colors, while
only 25 selected green, and 15 blue-green. The girls se-

lected more reds and yellows than the boys, while the boys
selected more blues than the girls did.

[Professor Earl Barnes is the head of the Department of Education, Leland Stan-
ford University; also president of the Child-study Department of the National Educa-
tional Association. This suggestive paper was prepared for the Educational Congress
of i'x)3, and never before publislied.— Eu.J
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Taking children by ages, we found that those under four

preferred yellow; but after five red is the favorite, and blue
soon comes to be almost equally so.

In selecting two colors to look well together the favorite

combinations were yellow and red, and blue and red; the
girls favoring yellow and red, while the boys prefer blue and
red. We know how disintegrated mental processes are in

the child's mind, and it is quite possible that among the
1,002 children who made this combination many of them
simply selected two pretty colors without thinking clearly

of the harmony; the results, nevertheless, show clearly the
color tendency.

To summarize briefly: Whether as choice or for combina-
tion, the children prefer red, blue, and yellow, intermediate
colors being far less attractive.

This field of investigation is hardly entered, however, as

yet. Preyer, Perez, Wolff, Miss Shinn, and Mrs. Hicks all

give us helpful suggestions; but we need wide ranges of in-

vestigation with particular ages, in definite environments,
and with wide ranges of standard colors, tints, shades, and
mixed colors. But after we have determined the stages of
development through which a child naturally passes, we
have still to apply this knowledge to education. Must a

child, or a savage, or an uncultivated man or woman pass
through the stages which separate him or her from a refined

art appreciation? or can education carry the individual over
the intervening steps?

I, myself, believe that in any form of expression educa-
tion must follow the steps through which the child natur-

ally passes, the function of education being to determine
the steps in a child's natural development, and then to lead
the child as rapidly as possible through these steps, giving
him material and exercises to quickly master each, and hold-
ing always before him the next step which he is to take.

Hence I should say that in color-teaching the child must
begin with strong yellows, reds, and blues; that he must
work with them singly and in combinations, until he out-

grows them, if he ever does so. The teacher's part should
be to find what he naturally tends to do next, and then op-
portunity should be provided and held before the child,

ready for him as soon as he is ready for it.

Slightly developed intellects seem to crave strong, intense

impressions. As they become more highly developed a

slight sensation or a hint is more agreeable than a strong
sensation.
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It is almost impossible for us to put ourselves in the

child's position and understand the needs of his mind. It

jars on us, and consequently we feel that it should jar on
him, but it may be exactly what he needs for his develop-

ment at that time.

Is it not true that we master an art or an expression only

through using it for ourselves? I must confess it gi\-es me
a sense of satisfaction when I see a self-made man. with lit-

tle artistic development, w^ho dares to set up his establish-

ment gorgeous with color and loud with sense-producing

appendages. Thereby he will learn, and his sons, with the

aid of years, will tone the establishment down and touch it

up to your standard. If the millionaire had hired an aesthetic

to start his establishment, he would have lost his one great

chance for a fine art education. .So with a child. I believe

we must be content and willing to let him live through his

period of barbaric gorgeousness without imposing our own
standard upon him. A suit with yellow trousers, a blue

coat, and a red cap might carry him most quickly through

the brilliant period. Here I am taking it for granted that

he naturally passes away from a love of strong color. But

is this so?
'

Is not one of the principal reasons why we are

devoted to neutral tints, to grays, and blacks, and browns,

the fact that it is so easy to use such colors, and so hard to

make good harmonies in strong colors?

If undue insistence on the technique or grammar of any

form of expression, whether it be written or spoken lan-

guage, drawing, color, or music tends to repress or destroy

that form of expression, then we must study most carefully

to know where a child naturally is and whither he tends be-

fore we impose our own ideals upon him.

A
INCENTIVES.

YOUTH who longed for fame, with ready pen
Wrote on grave themes, in manner learned and wise.

But no one heeded; striving for this prize.

In vain he toiled for love of fame, not men.

Then, through defeat, a miracle was wrought;

For he who had been blind to human need
Received his sight, and when, from self-love freed,

He worked for love of men, fame came unsought.
—Janet Remincrton in " TJic Chaiitunquan!'



FROKBELLIAN DOCTRINES DISCUSSED IN
SPANISH.

TRANSLATED HY SARA E. ECCLESTON.*

THE child-garden, or kindergarten— for the German
word expresses much better the idea of a place

set apart for the special and extremely careful cul-

ture of the child— is neither a school nor a home.
It is something which resembles in some degree

both of these great educational factors. It is an extensive

home wisely governed, with its principles of discipline, rea-

sonable, gentle, and affectionate; and to this grand circle the

children come to be sheltered by a wide ensign of snowy,
honest purity, bearing the heavenly inscription, Love. Yes,

that is the sublime motto of the institution— sincere affection

between colleagues, infinite affection between teachers and
children, pure love of every child for its little companions, all

of whom, as they cross the threshold of the kindergarten,

become brothers and sisters, thus uprooting the instinctive

pride which has no foundation, based upon wealth, fame, or

position— love for everything that surrounds them, animate
or inanimate; love that is genuine for Him who created every-

thing, who gave them their parents, who envelopes them with
tenderness.

And perhaps the murmur of the magic words, of the sub-

lime motto which recalls the sweet expression of Jesus,

came to the lips of the great Froebel, and remained forever

there, an indelible impression, "Come, and we will live

with our children." What is the child for those who follow

this system ? An essence of kindness ? A collection of

vices? An entity? Nothing of the kind. He is a being,

it may be a " little savage," with all the defects and virtues

descended from his forefathers; but he is an individual, and
we must respect and encourage his growing personality,

insinuate very early into his little brain and loving heart the
idea that he is of some value, a being who can think, who
is as capable of good things as he may appear to be of bad
ones, of which he is taught he should not be guilty because
he is a little man. Here we have the degree of respect which
we are anxious to see established. Is it not painful to see

* This paper was prepared by the principal of the rrjiis" Normal School, in Coriiiii-

tes, Argentine Republic, and read before a large gathering of professional teachers.
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SO many young people who have no knowledge of them-
selves, incapable of thought, wjthout individuality? This
self-respect should be encouraged by a most delicate tact,

which will preserve innocence and nourish modesty, the
gold-dust which covers the wings of infancy, and which is

the essence of the soul, but which we must not confound
W'ith the false modesty that brings a blush to the counte-
nance when a child tells the truth, or asks for a necessary
attention. That which should be cultivated is that genuine
delicacy which appeals to the conscience and does not de-
stroy the purity of infancy.

The embryo which we must develop is one that is ca-

pricious, restless, and impulsive. The blessed mission of
Froebel's system is to strengthen this impulsive power and
convert it into perseverance, firmness, patience, and con-
stancy ; and all this is gained by work which the child him-
self executes. And further, it is most necessary for his future

well-being that order and government should be his posses-
sion, and the method without being restrictive or absolute—
for in the kindergarten it is the child who appears to gov-
ern, and who believes that he rules, because there is noth-
ing easier than to direct these little souls in the path we
wish them to take, if affection, justice, and gentleness pre-

dominate in our discipline.

If all these moral benefits are not sufficient to form the

essence of a method, there is a shower of refreshing dew—
a dew of gratefulness, of patriotism, of sympathy for those
who suffer, in short, of altruism, which makes the child

think more for the good of others than for himself, which
considers the pleasure of others before his own.

The kindergarten method has as its special system, a

connection of gifts and occupations, two centers that form
concentric circles whose points are so closely allied that

they are easily confounded. However, we will disentangle

*them a little in order to explain them. The gifts are our
books — we use no other, except those which nature gives

us. The occupations we scarcely know how to describe, nor
to what we can compare them, and for this reason we insist

that the manual work is something that is, or should be, in-

separably connected with every plan of study. The gifts

and occupations should be as text-books— means of culture,

not of atrophy, nor of dullness caused by a plethora of no-

tions of things incomprehensible. They are by no means
inflexible; on the contrary they adapt themselves admira-
bly to the habits and customs of every race. They are a
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species of toys eminently educative. It would scarcely
occur to us to say that a doll, the fountain of so much joy,

is an illogical toy. Then, with what justice can the gifts be
criticised? They are not used, as many suppose, to teach
mathematics or technical ideas. Ponder well this truth :

children from three to six years of age cannot be taught; it

would be fatal to their growth. According to Froebel they
must be developed; prepared for future study and acquire-
ments by means of their own activity. The soil is to be
prepared and enriched for the seed which will germinate
with the later culture.

But for the development of the spirit— which must be
simultaneous with that of the hand— the scepter which gives
man the true sovereignty of the world— the occupations
give a powerful medium. In those we can find a curb for

the too daring flight of the spirit, a knot by which to unite
the two faculties that should be parallel in their develop-
ment. The apprenticeship and the execution of what has
been learned should never be separated; and here we have
another motto of Froebel's— " We learn by doing,"— to unite
with the former. The hand work is a most interesting and
efficient means of developing the restless little fingers, to

guide them, and at the same time modify the volatile dispo-
sition; because the child cannot help but cultivate patience
and system in what he does, in order to enjoy the pleasure
of seeing something well done; and what is yet more im-
portant and genuine, find himself able to gratify those who
are most dear to him, and who make sacrifices for him, by
presenting them some little article made by himself.

Before advancing to a description of the gifts, as we are
wont to accept the methods of instruction defined by Pes-
talozzi as the best, let us consider his principles as fund-
amental and essential to every good method of education,
and see if that of Froebel, which we admire so much, can be
adjusted to them. Pestalozzi says: "Activity is a law of
childhood. Accustom the child to work." It would be im-
possible to exact greater activity, nor better interpreted or
utilized, than that of the kindergarten. Its methods never
leave the hands unoccupied; thus the physical powers of the
child are developed, and while he is handling and construct-
ing, he is taking in correct impressions of form, color, move-
ment, direction, etc.; in short, laying the foundation for

future knowledge, and at the same time developing his spir-

itual nature by awakening and applying the principles of

love for all that is created and for the Creator himself.
V0I.S-2C.
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Again: "Cultivate the faculties." This is done in logical

order in the kindergarten, before the eyes of the child and
with the object in his hand. He perceives, examines it,

forms a conception of it, and later on is able to reason about
it. " Begin all education with the development of the

senses. Never tell the child what he can discover for him-
self." It is obvious that the senses have a most important
ofifice in the beginning, and it is a principle well understood
and practiced in the system of Froebel, where all the senses
are developed and cultivated as doors to the soul. None
are exempt; each must perform its office. "Divide each
subject into its elements." The gifts are parts of a whole,
which are arranged so as to form a progressive system.
" Proceed step by step." The children in the kindergarten
are very slow ly and gradually familiarized with various math-
ematical forms, of which they are never obliged to learn the
technical terms, and only hear them when their curiosity is

excited and they ask for the name, or learn it from hearing
it repeated. "That every lesson should have not only an
immediate object, but a remote one." The first and most
important principle is the harmonious development of the

child; this is the result always in view-— the moral culture

which is to make him a worthy member of society. The
cultivation of language is strictly attended to where the kin-

dergartner understands her profession. Who cannot ex-

press himself well whose ideas have been formed by famil-

iarity with the concrete object of his thought?
All the premises of Froebel's principles do not need ex-

planation, because we see them applied only as means of

true education, viz. :

" From the known to the unknown ;

from the concrete to the abstract ; from what is general to

that which is particular ; from the simple to the complex."
" First the synthesis, afterward the analysis." The gifts

are arranged as a system synthetical and analytical. They
begin with the most concrete form, the sphere, and proceed
analytically to the absolute abstract, the point. In inverse

order, the occupations commence with the point, perforat-

ing, and return to the whole, the sphere of clay.

With the mention of two more laws we will have finished

our incomplete sketch of this great system. The law of

contrasts, that governs every principle of observation, result-

ing in a valuable power of observation; not that which is

encouraged in the primary school, which makes a butter-

flv of the child, to sip here and there his knowledge, or a

fickle humming-bird, who whirls from one side to another;
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but such a power of observation which develops great tal-

ents and leads to astonishing discoveries ; an observation
which may reveal to the teacher and the parents whether
the child will make a good architect, artist, engineer, etc.,

by means of which the child will discover his tastes, desires,

and affections.

G ALLANT and gay, in their doublets of gray.
All at a flash, like the darting of flame,

Chattering Arabic, African, Indian,

—

Certain of springtime, the swallows came!

Doublets of gray silk, and surcoats of purple,
And ruffs of russet round each white throat.

Wearing such garb they had crossed the waters,
Mariners sailing with never a boat;

Sailing a sea than the blue seas bluer,

Vaster to traverse than any which rolls

'Neath keelson of warship, or bilge of trader.

Betwixt the brinks of the frozen poles.

Cleaving the clouds with their moon-edged pinions,
High over city, and \'ineyard, and mart;

April to pilot them; May speeding after;

And each bird's compass his small red heart.

—Stanzas from Sir Edwi/i Arnold's "Mj> Guests."



MUSIC A NATURAL AND NECESSARY MODE OF
EXPRESSION.*

MARY HAMMOND BARKER.

THE public schools of this country are the mighty
mills from which we turn out American citizens.

Without this national and almost original feature

our chaotic social conditions would be the source
of menace to the government. For a hundred

years Europe has been pouring her good, bad, and indiffer-

ent hordes upon us, each with his inherited national traits;

and how are these many national tendencies to become
amalgamated, except by placing children, the plastic and
formable beings, under right educational conditions? How-
else can be raised a nation of loyal, intelligent citizens, in-

terested in all that pertains to our country's welfare and
growth? The public school has been the source of all that

is best in American life and history up to the present date,

but it has yet a mighty work to do in the line of art and
music.

Frederick Ripley says, in a recent magazine article :

" Music is the language of the soul. In music man's inner

and deeper nature finds its natural expression. He uses it

like speech, but by it he expresses that which lies beyond
the power of words, the deepest, purest convictions of his

nature." The child's elementary efforts in art are more
closely allied to those of the artist than we realize. A true

appreciation of this comes only by observation and study.

Ripley says further: "Art appeals at once to the emotions,
the emotions control the will, the will affecting action forms
habit, and a man's habit and character go hand in hand."

"The books we read, the pictures we select, the music we
love, the buildings and landscapes we admire— these, more
than anything else, reveal to ourselves, and much more per-

haps to others, the true ego, or self— the soul within the

true man."
" Music is the youngest of the arts, considered from a

scientific standpoint; it is the oldest in actual practice. It

is so much a part of man's nature, it is so spontaneous and

'' This paper was prepared for a parents' round table, held in West Superior, Wis.
It wMS illustrated with the singing of the songs mentioned. Every kindergartner will

render valuable services to parents if she will teach them to sing the songs so familiar

to the children.
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natural, that like the operations of the mind it almost defies

analysis."

Music should be taught like language. The child speaks,
then reads; so the child should sing and next read music.

One grand mistake is still made by the general public —
the mistake of supposing that the ability to sing belongs
only to the few.

Public sentiment says that every child that can speak
must learn to read. Suppose public sentiment said the same
of singing. Impossible, you say. If the conditions were
right and supported by the same public sentiment, as many
children would sing as now read. If we could have the
backing for the generating of public sentiment for music, as

we have for arithmetic, we would have a nation of singers,

and our national songs would be neither borrowed nor stolen.

The kindergarten songs fill a long-felt want in the ele-

mentary educational department of our public-school sys-

tem. The little child instinctively desires to express his

inborn sense of rhythm, which sways his soul and controls

him as it does the farthermost star and the nearest planet.

If everything in the universe moves according to the rhyth-
mic pulses of infinite progression, the child, who is the
highest, and a most acutely atuned organism, must respond
also.

Those first beloved baby expressions, the goos and gur-
gles, possess both harmony and rhythm, and are an ex-

pression of inner conditions. Later on the same sense of

rhythm, combined with a higher mode of expression— word-
singing— is a means of mental and moral expansion, in ad-
dition to the many physical advantages. To produce full,

round tones the body must be held erect, head up, chin in,

chest out, and this very attitude aids the children to gain a

higher moral balance.
The kindergarten songs cover a large area. There are

those that treat of home, duty, reverence, patriotism, indus-
tries, such as the farmer, miller, carpenter, blacksmith; the
seasons, and all nature— for birds, bees, flowers, the sun-
shine, and the rain, all play a part in a day.

Into this sea of harmony and rhythm the child throws
himself without a fear, unless someone has been unkind
enough to say to him, even before his introduction to the
kindergarten: " Oh, you can't sing; your mother can't sing,"

and so on. To thus cry down the most joyous means of

human expression is a crime. You might as well say :

"Your father never told the truth, nor his father, and you
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never can, so it is no use for you to try." A sorry code of
morals you would thus be advocating.

The average child can sing, for he is nearer the angels
at that time than at any other period. More of the better
desires take possession of our hearts while listening to pure,
beautiful music than the most eloquently spoken words have
ever called forth.

To the child the world is a wonder-place, and his first

effort is to classify things about him. His first relationship
is that of the family. After the universal " pat-a-cake,"
with the rhythmic action of the hands, comes the little fam-
ily song of "This is the mother, good and dear."

To the child the family is the whole world. He does
not see the unity and interdependence of this family life

until it is made objective to him. Then ma}' come songs of

the family occupations.
Next, baby is introduced to the world outside the home.

In a gay little song he imitates the life of the farmer plow-
ing, planting, and harvesting. Then comes the miller and
his work. The words describe his work, and the little hands
illustrate their meaning by making mill-gate, water-wheel,
hopper, and millstone. Now the flour is ready, and bread-
making time has arrived. Sleeves are rolled up in imagina-
tion, aprons and caps go on, and we sing of the mother's
work, the farmer, and the miller, how the grain grows— and
thus we trace back to nature's work and the duty of the sun,

the rain, the frost, and, the snow.
No wonder the little heads are bowed reverentially as

they softly sing: " Father, we thank Thee." Is not the child

thus led concretely through nature up to nature's God?
The gaining of definite knowledge is the child's aim, and

now the child goes beyond the home and enters into the life

of the world about him; in the song of birds and bees, fishes

and animals, he is introduced to their worlds and peculiari-

ties.

One half the joy comes from the harmony, rhythm, and
melody of the song, and combined with the thought sug-

gested by the words, make a whole chapter in the history

of bird or bee life. For instance, this bird song suggests
great possibilities: " Fly, little birds, fly east and west." An-
other charming chronicle is this: "A little boy went walk-
ing, one lovely summer day," or, "Grasshopper green."

Let the children sing; teach them the best ways of sing-

ing; give them good music to sing. .Singing is a mark of

civilization; it expands the soul and lifts it above and be-
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yond the very human troubles of this very human world.
The cultivating influence of music is beyond measure.

Have you ever listened to one of the grand oratorios— those
heaven-inspired unities of musical combination? Nothing
so plays upon and awakens the inner spirit of man as
music. We should make every effort to educate our chil-

dren, to train them so that they may become susceptible to
every harmony that exists, every melody that nature sings,

from the gentle rustling of the leaves when moved b)' the
passing breeze, or the wondrous notes that pour from a feath-

ered throat, to the marvelous symphonies conceived by the
master minds of the world. In so doing we are but fol-

lowing the One-hundredth Psalm, which says: "O be joy-
ful in the Lord, all ye lands; serve the Lord with gladness,
and come before his presence with a song."

M
MY WEE VALENTINE.

ANNE BURR WILSON.

Y valentine has eyes of blue
That put the sapphire sky to shame;

They must have caught their azure hue
In lands above, from whence he came,

—

And here on earth for us they shine;
A bit of heaven, my valentine.

His voice is like the summer streams
That ripple over stone and sand;

He talks with angel friends, it seems,
^ |

Of things I cannot understand.
Too pure by far for ears like mine,
The language of my valentine.

My valentine has locks of gold,

—

A halo in the darkest morn;
The rain has mattered not, nor cold.

Since that glad day when he was born;
With him the dullest day seems fine.

Thank God for mv sweet valentine.



FROM SOUTHERN INDIA COME ANSWERS TO
PROGRAM QUESTIONERS.*

II.

MRS. BR.WDER.

AGAIN we must not dictate too much as to how
the children express their thoughts in the occu-
pations. A child playing alone does not ask us

how to build a house or how to draw a crow,
and we should surely allow a certain amount of

freedom to the children in the occupations. A good deal
of guidance is of course necessary, but sometimes, when we
have succeeded in arousing much interest, and believe that
an idea has been clearly grasped by the children, might we
not encourage them to express it without our help? For
instance, suppose they have had a chat and game about " The
Birdies' Ball," and have learned the song; might we not allow
each, when drawing, to express her own idea of the ball un-
aided? The results will no doubt be queer specimens of art,

but they will express the children's own ideas in their own
way, and may therefore do for the children what mere copying
would not do. I have long wished to see in all our kinder-
gartens a great heap or trough of sand, with which the chil-

dren could play and, sometimes under guidance, sometimes
quite freely, express their ideas. In American kindergar-
tens I believe they have what they call sand-tables, which
must be something like troughs of sand. The games per-

haps give the greatest scope for the children's originality and
freedom. Many stories and scenes may, after they have been
told, be acted out as little dramas by the children with ver}'

little guidance from the teachers. When the children arrange
most of the details they will play the game with much more
spirit than when they simply carry out the teacher's direc-

tions. We may also often allow the children freedom to

choose what old story shall be told, what old game shall be
played or old song sung, and, by noting their choice, we
shall gain insight as to which are their favorites. Also, by
observing the choice of individual children, we may gain
valuable insight into their characters. Of course we must ex-

ercise our discretion as to when we shall follow the children's

lead and when we shall induce them to follow ours. If the

*Continued from January number. This paper was read before the Association
of Women Teachers of Madras.
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children's interest in the rain had been languid we might have
ignored it; but we must remember that, when their interest

is at white heat, that is the time to make and deepen im-

pressions that may last them for life. We cannot always
produce this state of intense interest, but when it is there

we should not fail to take advantage of it. Another reason

why we should allow freedom to the children is that they
cannot develop naturally without it. A child who is being
constantly led and directed, ordered to do this and forbid-

den to do that, has no life of his own. We want our children

to develop naturally, and to live their own lives, just as a plant

grows and unfolds its buds. We require skill and tact to reg-

ulate freedom and prevent it from degenerating into law-

lessness and disorder, but at present the tendency seems to

be to allow too little, rather than too much, freedom in our

kindergartens.
To proceed to another point; a most serious omission

from our kindergartens is that which may be called contact

with nature at first hand. We all know how intensely fond
children are of kittens, puppies, birds, flowers, etc. We
should do all in our power to foster this love, so that the

child may be at home in the world of nature and may gain

true knowledge about it. It is true that we already give what
we call object lessons. Americans call them observation les-

sons, which is much better, but even this term does not ex-

press the close and natural relationship with nature in which
we should endeavor to place our children. There are many
difficulties connected with education which are intensified in

India, but in this matter of nature-study India seems to have
the advantage in many ways over countries with bleaker cli-

mates; there is such an abundance of animal, vegetable, and
insect life, and the tribes are so very emphatically on, and
sometimes over, our frontiers. A Madras compound abounds
with interesting sights if we will only open our eyes to them.
There are grand trees with abundant foliage, bearing gor-

geous flowers, fruit, and innumerable seed vessels. There
are many kinds of birds which build their nests close to, and
sometimes in, our houses; there are squirrels, lizards, ants,

beetles, tadpoles, frogs, caterpillars, and butterflies innumer-
able. Their ways are not past finding out, but are most in-

teresting and wonderful if we will only watch them. There
is scarcely a school in Madras which does not stand in a com-
pound of some kind, however small, and what we should do
is to interest the children in the life in that compound. If

there are trees let the children find out how manv. and how
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Mr. Mango differs from Mrs. Plantain. Let us watch, with
the children, to see whether any leaves fall, whether an}- buds
form, whether these buds unfold into leaves, or flowers, and
of what kind; what parts of the flowers fall first, what the
fruit is like, and finally the seed. Let us collect the differ-

ent kinds of seeds and plant them and watch for the young
trees to grow. At the same time let us notice, with the chil-

dren, what birds frequent the trees, what the birds are like,

what they eat, and how they live. If any birds build in the
compound, there will be endless delight in watching how
they do it, when the eggs are laid, and the young ones
hatched, and in watching the parent birds feed the young
and teach them to fly. After the nest is deserted, the chil-

dren will probably want to have it to examine and keep in

the kindergarten. Let us watch all other forms of life in

the compound, too, telling the children very little, but lead-

ing them to see for themselves. If possible we should have
some tame animals as pets in our kindergartens. Kittens,

puppies, parrots, and canaries are good pets, since the chil-

dren can make close friends of them, and can play with them,
feed them, and attend to their wants.

It is very fascinating to children to watch the develop-

ment of seeds and insects, and helps them to understand the

life of plants, butterflies, etc. We can provide them with

this source of observation by planting, on a piece of wet
flannel or sponge, such seeds as rice, or mustard-seed, and
watching with them the germination of the seed and the

growth of the plant. After the seeds have sprouted and their

roots have been seen, the young plants may be transplanted
mto soil to enable them to grow. We may also collect cat-

erpillars, supply them with leaves of the plant on which they
were found, and watch, with the children, the formation of

the cocoon and the change of the caterpillar into a moth
or butterfly. Ants, also, are most interesting to watch, and
there is probably not a school in Madras in which they can-

not be found. Again the wind and the sunshine are every-

where and can be watched. The smallest children will soon
learn to tell us whether any of the Brother Winds are out

today, and if so, whether he is walking or running, and in

what direction. They can tell, too, whether Mr. Sun is at

home or abroad, whether he has his cloud umbrella up, what
time of day he looks in to see us, and through which of our

doors and windows he likes to peep at different times of the

day. We may get the children to guess why he likes one
door in the morning and the opposite door in the evening.
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We may encourage the children to bring us any stones they
find and discuss with them the color and hardness of the

stones. In testing the hardness the children may try whether
they can scratch the stone with their finger-nails, with a knife,

or with another stone. Simple experiments with water may
be made. A handkerchief maybe dipped in water, hung up
and watched from time to time. The children will find that

the drops of water are leaving the handkerchief. They may
watch to see if they can see the drops go, and may guess how
they go. One wet handkerchief may be hung in the sunshine
and one in the shade, and the children may find out from
which of the handkerchiefs the raindrops are in the greatest

hurry to get away. A small quantity of water may be boiled
over a fire and the children will be delighted to find that, in

this case, they can see the water-drops hurrying awa}'. Some
of the steam-drops may be stopped anci sent back into the
water by contact with a cold tray. Rain-drops in the form
of ice may be introduced to the children. When curiosity

and interest have been thoroughly aroused, the children will

be ready for a story on the rain-drops and their ice jackets,

water jackets, steam jackets, cloud jackets, and vapor jack-

ets. Just such stories are available in the Kindergarten
Magazine for 189 1, and in one of the numbers of Hand and
Eye. In all these watchings and observations we should be
careful to let the children discover as much, as possible for

themselves, while helping them sufficiently to prevent their

interest from flagging. Our purpose is not so much to give
them information, as to place them in real communication
with nature, and to form habits of observation and of finding

out for themselves. It will add greatly to the interest if we,
with the children's cooperation, keep a simple record of the
observations. For instance, for the youngest children, it

may be something like this: "November i. Brother North
Wind was out. He ran fast. He pushed our window open.
Mr. Sun used his cloud umbrella. The rain-drops put on their

water jackets. They came down to see us. They washed
our trees' leaves." If the same children are in the kinder-
garten the following year, a comparison of each day's record
with the corresponding one of that day last year will be found
most interesting, and will awaken in the children's minds
an idea of the punctual recurrence of natural phenomena.
Sometimes the writing of the day's record may aid the chil-

dren to express their meaning in words. Extracts from one
day's record, printed or clearly written on the blackboard,
may form the next day's reading and writing lessons. An-
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other point that we should not forget is that this nature-study,

and all the doings of the kindergarten, should be in close

connection with the seasons. It is true that these are not so

marked in tropical as in temperate climates, but still there

are decided differences even here. There are the hot and
cold seasons and there are seed-time and harvest. Observa-
tions and stories, etc., about the sun, should be introduced
in the hot weather, when he and his works are so very prom-
inent. There are many beautiful myths and legends about
the sun and other heavenly bodies, which we may use in our
kindergartens. The moon and stars are most easily watched
here during the cloudless nights between December and June.
Clouds, wind, and rain should of course receive most atten-

tion during the approach and continuance of the monsoons.
Our seed (especially grains) should be planted when the

ryots are planting theirs, so that we may watch their opera-

tions as well as perform our own. Then, if we are successful,

our seeds will be ripe and ready to cut at the real harvest

time. Thoughts of seed-time and harvest may guide our
work in the kindergarten for as long as those times last each
year; seed-time typifying good beginnings and hope, har-

vest embodying the ideas of fulfillment and thankfulness,

and the two together those of development or evolution.

Besides nature's seasons, we may also take advantage of

national festivals, and celebrate them in the kindergarten.

New Years' days, and the Queen Empress' birthday are fes-

tivals that can be kept in every kindergarten in India.

Another point that we must never lose sight of in the kin-

dergarten is that while we are endeavoring to build up strong
little bodies and intelligent minds, we are also, whether we
will or not, affecting the characters of the children. No
doubt heredity has, to some extent, already determined what
sort of bodies, minds, and characters the children shall pos-

sess. But just as we do, by our treatment, strengthen or

weaken their bodies and minds, so also do we influence their

characters. It would seem that we do this most potently by
the unconscious influence of our own characters. Hence we
must, as far as in us lies, be ourselves what we want our chil-

dren to be. Children, as we all know, are most wonderful
readers of character, and are influenced, not by what we pre-

tend to be, nor even by what we would like to be, but by
what we really are. Similarly the children will be influ-

enced, of course, by the characters of the other children.

Secondary, but still important factors in the character-build-

ing of our children are the discipline and moral atmosphere
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of the kindergarten itself. If we deal wisely, sympathetically,
but firmly with our children, praising where praise is due, dis-

couraging all that should be discouraged, neglecting none of
the chililren and giving undue prominence to none, we shall

soon win their confidence. Then we can set up the tone of
the kindergarten and soon there will grow up an esprit de
corps in favor of cheerful, truthful, helpful, courteous behav-
ior, and newcomers will unconsciously be influenced by the
pleasant tone prevailing and will adopt it. A great deal
may be done for children's characters by presenting to them
none but high ideals. Children are hero-worshipers and
close imitators. In the kindergarten conversations, stories,

and songs, we have constant opportunities of introducing
them, in a natural manner, to heroes and heromes who are
worth knowing and worth imitating, from the ugly duckling
and St. Bernard dogs, through "Tom and the Water Babies,"
up to Casablanca, the hero of the Dutch Dyke; Joan of Arc,
Columbus, and many others. We have also opportunities,
through these same chats, stories, and songs, of indicating,
naturally and simply, the consequences of right and wrong
doing. Some one once said: "Let me write the people's
ballads, and who will may write their laws." Kindergart-
ners may be even more influential than ballad writers, since
children are very much more impressionable than grown-up
people.

How can we attain to all this? Partly, as we have al-

ready said, by studying kindergarten literature, but chiefly by
thoughtful, original hard work. We may and should read,
for inspiration and for our own education, but we must guard
against merely copying what we read about. Here is the
testimony of one of the many who tried mere copying:
" From among the many beautiful things offered us in this
Kindergarten Magazine, Miss B. and I decided to choose a
typical lesson that was to continue for months, and use it in

our kindergarten morning talks. As we thought that we
could not in any way improve upon anything so beautiful, we
decided to take it word for word from the magazine and use
it as long as it lasted. But our talks were not successful for
several reasons. Instead of adapting the lesson to our own
needs we had borrowed it. We were not "growing from
within outward," but we had wrapped ourselves about with
thoughts that were not our own. In following out these
thoughts in our gift and occupation work, there was the
same lack of enthusiasm in us that we see in our children
when their work is done for them while they sit with folded
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hands. Our thinking had been done for us; we were not

putting oursehes into the daily work and the children un-
consciously felt it. Later, when we made our own little sci-

ence talks, working them out in fear and trembling, crude as

they must have been from our inexperience, we were giving

the children ourselves and they felt the difference. Their
lives, environment, and individuality were studied. We were
theirs and they were ours, and we all worked and thought in

unity of spirit."

S

A QUESTION.

ANNE BURR WILSON.

UPPOSE that on an April morn,
When birds are on the wing,

Their singing sweet with hopes new born
Of spring,

—

The modest little meadow blooms.
Just waking from their sleep,

Should fail from out their tiny rooms
To peep.

Inquiring what these carols mean.
And why the earth so gay,

—

But nestled under bedclothes green
Should stay.

With all our joy in warblings sweet.

And sk}' of cloudless blue,

Would that spring morning be complete.
Think you?



SHOULD MORNING TALKS FOLLOW CHILDREN'S
THOUGHTS OR A PRE-CONCEIVED PLAN

OF THE KINDERGARTNER?

A
KATE F. BANNING.

S from out the quiet, ice-bound rest of winter all

nature stirs and rejoices in sweet liberation, sing-

ing to the heavens in tones of running brooks,
soft-budding leaves, and the music of returning
birds, bringing anew the promise of fair days and

strength for golden deeds, so every morning in the child-

garden does child-life reawaken; strong after rest with the
strength of a new day, every thought a budding branch rami-
fying into multiplicity of action, as the stimuli of encour-
agement, of suggestion, of inspiration stream upon and in-

vigorate native ability and inclination; developing to every
phase of self-expression, thought, feeling, and will.

Here, then, in the golden period of the day, is set the
" Morning Talk," patterned by a patient designer and deli-

cately chased ; cunningly wrought and jeweled by the fancies

of children's minds.
The necessity for the morning talk is not denied; rather

stress is laid upon its observance, not so much for its social

aspect as for the fact that it points the day's course. The
question agitated is whether the talk shall be based upon
spontaneous suggestions given by the children, or shall be
shaped to the preconceived plan of the kindergartner.

While, for the sake of discussion, it might be eminently
proper to declare for one or the other of the above sides of
the question, it may be as well to analyze to some extent
these rival claims to superiority, extract the merit lying in

each, and enter a plea for unity.

It lies within the province of the educator— more par-
ticularly with the kindergartner (since she gives greater
thought, deeper study, and holds clearer insight into the
universal law) — to reconcile all opposites wherever found.
Through deficient insight or limited intelligence it may be
— in truth, it often is — exceedingly difficult to connect the
idea of good to what seems a genuine, thoroughly-saturated
piece of badness. There can be no reason, howe\'er, why
self-evident goodness should not be recognized and united
to every other particle of goodness in the universe, whether
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it be the good that lies in differing presentations of a sub-

ject in different branches of science, or in different phases

of growth, development, and life-experiences— all may and
must be correlated if harmony is to result ; must be " sugared

off," and the rich sweetness stored as crystallized essence.

It may be assumed that speech is one avenue of the

child-mind ; an open way whereby the child sends forth his

impressions of the universe, indicates his preferences, and
manifests his will ; it may be readily granted that careful

study or analysis of these expressed thoughts will bring to

light valuable " finds " for the department of child-study,

since it concerns the turning-out of the inner world by the

children themselves, unhampered by outside suggestion.

As matters usually stand, over against the following of

children's thoughts is placed the program, or preconceived

plan.

To carry on systematic work along any line, some method
or plan of arrangement is necessary, that one day's achieve-

ments may be a natural outgrowth of the preceding day,

and the year a sequential development of the central

thought selected at the commencement of the term to be

the working basis.

Radiating from this pivotal thought or principle, and
inter-connected, are the varied means for its development,

bound into a whole by the general plan or program. In

closest proximity to the center is the Morning Talk, which

presents for discussion and development each morning a

certain portion of the general subject,- and carries it along

toward completion. In such orderly fashion much may be

achieved, and if the work has been sufficiently charming to

hold the children's interest, they have certainly acquired

much practical benefit from the systematic presentation and
" working out " of an idea. The bulwark of progress — of

continuous development— is order, and all that the term

denotes, and it must ever be maintained and strengthened;

yet a great danger lies in following the preconceived plan

to the exclusion of the "accidentals " of child-spontaneity.

Continued repression of expression crushes spontaneity, cul-

tivates disbelief in natural ability, and produces finally per-

manent discouragement and diminished will power, with " I

can't" enthroned master of ceremonies.

The routine of an ironclad program is of the past a

part, and teachers are growing more and n?ore to look to

the revelations of child-nature for inspiration, though not

regarding the little ones as established guides. They are
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such variable little creatures that Monday's wash might
wait until Friday, and the entire household economy be de-

stroyed if dependence were placed upon them.
Children's expressions form the signal service of their

stages of development; the plan or program is arranged
for the sole purpose of training the child and assisting this

development. Why, then, are not the daily weather signals

heeded, and the morning talk trimmed to the direction of

the wind?
The solution of the problem seems to lie in the possi-

bility of uniting both sides of the equation. The successful

connection of children's thoughts to a prearranged plan,

implies both a practical knowledge of child-nature and an
elastic program; requires great tact, and the ability to bring;

forward or tuck away, at opportune moments, the essen-

tials and non-essentials of the child's world, and to fit them
snugly into the day's plan. The discouraging feature of
this " knitting together " is the interpolation of child-experi-

ences which seem to be entirely out of plumb with the gen-
eral theme and foreign to the matter chosen for the morning's
talk. An understanding of the inter-connection between
widely differing things, enables the kindergartner to utilize

some of the apparent irrelevancies and to reserve others for

future adoption. The chronic sore finger, long deceased
relatives, mythical robbers and villains of varied hues, per-

ennial bears, and roaring lions that roam backyards and al-

leyways, seeking with indiscriminate partiality what they
may devour,— these may all be laid to rest with few regrets;

but there are many little experiences which really occur, in

children's lives that are of thrilling interest to them and
which may, through discussion, cling as distinct recollec-

tions in later years.

The morning ring,— connecting as it does the previous
day's work to that about to be ushered in— should be a fit-

ting prelude to the harmony of the day. Harmony cannot
exist without union of parts or condition; it depends in this

case upon the connection of each child to the other, and
of all to the teacher, and results in the bond of mutual com-
prehension and sympathetic cooperation.

When Jessie, radiant with joy and eager to tell, how, in

the streaming moonlight of the night before a fair baby
sister was brought in the arms of the Lady Moon, and when,
a week later, the wee visitor "went to live with God," she
needs must have the sympathy of teacher and playmates,
may not her experience be caught up into the mother-play

Vol. K 26.
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program of family life and interdependence, to lead the
children to realize that the joy of possession and the sorrow
of loss are world experiences, and that in sharing these they
begin to feel their unity with the great family of human-
ity, through the love for babies in other homes,— babies
in feathers and fur, tiny seed-babies, and laughing star-

babies above? Thus may be still further lengthened the
chain of family life which the kindergartner intends forging
during the morning talk.

It is at this time that Philip recalls the lonely bean-baby
so bravely holding its own in a crack of his front sidewalk,

and he decides that tomorrow will see it installed with the
family occupying the schoolroom bean-garden, to be most
tenderh' cherished hereafter.

The announcement that Joe's Uncle Pete— his one admir-
ation — " corned home yestiddy, on a great big ship," starts

widening circles around the morning's talk on navigation
with its concomitants of water and motive power; stouth"

built ship and wonderful machinery; mutual help of officers

and crew; dependence of passengers upon them and the

trust of all in a guiding Providence. So we might continue
indefinitely to multiply examples of the inspirational effects

of children's thoughts (inspirational in opening vistas of

the possible enlargement of a chosen thought ) and to sug-

gest the union of these with the preconceived plan.

It will not be necessary to invent a program on the mo-
ment that will absorb the daily utterances of the children;

insight will point the way for a union of old and new, and
it is through this very insight and intuition that all thoughts
may be correlated along either cooperative industrial lines,

—

family life and human fellowship, or the correspondence
and connection of animate and inanimate life, all lines con-

verging finally to the great center.

Further, to afford greater scope to self-expression— a

thing greatly to be desired — is there anything pernicious

in occasionally shelving the preconceived plan and allowing

the children full liberty to express their pent-up thoughts

on any subject?

Many a little heart bears within it a certain loneliness—
particularly the children of busy and hard-working parents:

they feel, with a dull ache, the lack of sympathy, the want of

cordial understanding in home and street life, and find com-
forting appreciation only in the kindergarten, where, in the

morning ring, the kindergartner weaves into her pattern

all the bright, loose ends of children's thoughts; leads theni
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to see in the design the unity of life, the connection of

their experiences to those of the world, and allows them to

drink in the life-lessons their own words have suggested—
sending them forth — each a social settler— filled with new
brightness and higher purpose for the uplifting of homes
and the regeneration of neighborhoods.

San Francisco, Cal.

INTERNATIONAL KINDERGARTEN UNION— SPE-
CIAL COMMITTEE ON LITERATURE.

A
COMMITTEE on Literature was appointed at the
special meeting of the International Kindergar-
ten Union, held in Boston, November, 1895, seven
members being elected to serve on same. The
duties of this committee, as indicated by the Di-

rectors, falls into two parts, as follows:

1. The preparation of a list of the most valuable peda-
gogic books and papers, suitable for teachers' libraries and
for reading circles.

2. The outlining of a course of reading for kindergart-
ners, and selecting of topics for discussions in kindergarten
clubs and study circles.

The committee is preparing a report according to the
following outline:

1. Give list of books essential to the kindergarten train-

ing, naming same in order of importance.
2. Give list of books helpful as supplementary study to

kindergartners in active work.

3. Give list of books directly helpful to primary teach-

ers desiring a knowledge of the theory and practice of the

kindergarten.

4. Give list of books helpful to parents interested in the

rational training of their children.

5. Give list of books for study by kindergarten clubs

and mothers' classes.

6. Give list of ten wholesome books for children under
ten years.

AMALIE HOFER,
Chairman Committee on Literature.



MOTHER-PLAY BOOK STUDY QUESTIONS.
VI.

SUSAN E. BLOW.

LESSON OF THE FLOWER SONG.

Questions for Mothers a?id Kinder^artners.

228. Do you think this song should follow the "Taste

Song," or that of the "Little Gardener"?

229. Give your reason for the view you hold.

230. Do little children individualize flowers?

231. Did you do so as a child?

232. Please give as many illustrations as possible of

children's imputing distinct personality to different flowers.

233. Do you recall any superstitions or traditions which
constantly reappear among children with regard to flowers,

fruits, etc.?

234. Is there any relationship between this fact and the

sorcery of primitive peoples?

235. Do you remember any superstitions and legends
about plants and trees?

236. Do these show that like children, primitive men
impute human attributes to trees and flowers?

237. Is there any great truth underlying this point of

view?

238. Is it through perfume that the characteristic nature

of each flower is first apprehended by the child?

239. Do babies notice perfume more than the other

qualities of the flower, such as form, color, grouping, etc.

240. Are sweet smelling and good tasting plants popular
with rustics?

241. In view of these facts, how will you interpret the
" Flower Song"?

242. What is the salient thought in the motto to the

"Flower Song"? (Compare prose and poetic versions.)

243. Does the sense of smell complement the sense of

taste?

244. Does smell warn us particularly against excess?
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245. What lesson does Froebel draw from this fact at

the end of his commentary?

246. Is the poem at the end of the commentary intended
for the mother or the child?

247. Does it express conscious thoughts of the child?

248. Do you recall any experiences of Froebel's own life

which may have suggested this poem to him?

249. Will you restate in your own words the thoughts in

this poem? (See prose translation in Appendix, p. 308.)

250. Do you recall what Froebel says of the use of plants
in the parables of Christ?

251. In view of the fact that flowers mean so much to
little children, is it important to give them frequent oppor-
tunities of seeing them and gathering them?

252. As children mature, should they also ha\'e gardens
and attend to plants?

253. Is it advisable in the kindergarten to attempt to

sing a great variety of flower songs?

254. Does Froebel's song touch the essential point in

the young child's relationship to flowers?

255. Do you ever read flower poems to your children?

256. Will you mention or send copies of all flower poems
of which your children are particularly fond?

257. Have you any good stories about flowers? If so
send them.

Questions for Training Teachers.

258. Do you know why Froebel was so fond of the sym-
bol of the tree?

259. Can you state what it meant to him?
260. Does each plant conform to the type of its species?

261. Does it ever realize this type?

262. Define an organism.

263. Show its limitations.

264. Is organic unity the highest thought of Froebel?

265. What is his highest thought?

266. What advance in this thought over the idea of an
organism?

267. Is any attained degree of individuality ever lost?

268. Judging from the motto and commentaries of the
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Taste and Flower songs, what should you think was Froe-
bel's theory of sense-perception?

ANSWERS TO STUDY QUESTIONS.
(The following- set of answers on "All's Gone" are sent in by Miss New-

man of Vancouver.)

Q. 131. To what general concept does this motto direct attention?
A. To the continual change which is going on all around us. No-

where is there stagnation, for stagnation is death, but everywhere activ-

ity, change, separation leading to a higher unity. At the creation God
caused a mist to rise from the earth, which, after forming clouds, came
down again as rain or snow; and ever since, ceaselessly, untiringly, has
this change gone on, day after day, year after year, century after cen-
tury. Moment by moment we are breathing in air, composed of oxygen
and nitrogen, which purifies the blood, and giving out carbonic acid gas
which plant life takes in, and, separating it, keeps the carbon and gives
us back the oxygen, which is life to us. The earth constantly revolving
round the sun gives us the change of seasons.

(2. 133. Is change involved in movement?
A. Every movement implies change in space and time, and in the

relationship iDetween the object moved and surrounding objects.

(2- 136. How do you understand the statement: "One thing is in both,
therefore is the child content."

A. Whether consciously or unconsciously every human being is

seeking for unity, and is content only when he finds it. Froebel, I think,
here refers to the time when the child dimly begins to realize the unity
between past, present, and future.

(2- 138. What is the characteristic of Froebel's response as indicated
m this song?

A. He would lead the child to see that although things have disap-
peared they are not destroyed, but only changed, and that this change or
separation will result in a higher union; that the change is for a purpose.

Q. 139. What duty arises from the ability to connect two distinct

moments of time?
A. When the child gains the ability to connect two distinct moments

of time, he is also able to connect the effect with the cause, and knowing
himself as the doer of the deed, he becomes, to a certain extent, respon-
sible for his own actions, and the duty of preparing in the present for

the future presents itself.

Q. 140. How will you lead a young child to fulfill this duty?
A. By showing him that if he wants to have, or to be, a certain thing

in the future he must prepare for it now. A little three-year-old boy con-
fided to his four-year-old brother that he had eaten nothing but cake for

his tea. "Oh," said his brother, "you'll never be able to push the lawn-
mower. I ate two big slices of bread and only one of cake."

(2. 141. What precaution must you obsei've?

A. That we do not sacrifice the present for the future. The true
way in which to prepare for the future is to live through the present
stage, to perform the duties which present themselves now as perfectly
as possible. We sometimes see children robbed of their childhood and
forced into mature life, under the mistaken notion that this will be a
help to them in the future.

Q. 142. . In the "All Gone" picture, what is the mother doing?
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A. She is showing her little one, by word and gesture, that although
his food is all gone, his bowl empty, yet it has not been destroyed, but
will make him strong and active.

Q. 144. Can you find any point of connection between the experi-

ences of these several children?
A. Each has lost something which formerly he possessed.

Q. i\^. What should you say is the general lesson of the picture?

A. That a gradual change is constantly taking place all around us;

that nothing is permanent. But we must not stop at the outward surface
appearance, but must here, as elsewhere, seek the cause behind the
effect, the invisible of which the visible is the symbol; and this brings
us to the thought that although there is change it is for a purpose, the
separation is for a higher union. Froebel would not leave the child with
a sense of loss, but would lead him to see that although the food has dis-

appeared, he is not without it, but by means of it will grow strong and
healthy.

Another lesson which is strongly pointed out is that of deliberate
choice as opposed to impulse. The little girl intended to feed her bird,

but did not concentrate her mind on that one object, and while she was
watching the other children her bird escaped. The boy set out to catch
another bird for his sister, but could not resist the impulse to stop and
gather berries, and so did not accomplish his object. Everywhere in

life we see the same thing; the men and women who accomplish any-
thing are they who make a deliberate choice, and then steadily, persist-

ently, pursue that goal, firmly pushing aside everything which would
retard their progress.

The impulsive man or woman, here today and there tomorrow, hav-
ing no steady, fixed ]:)rinciple, but moved by every passing wind, accom-
plishes little or nothing.

2- 1
5 1 • Should you think that this song, picture, and commentary were

in accord with the idea that "will is a derived result from feeling and
intellect," and that hence the chief function of education is to interest

the child?

A. I should say they were. In the first place the child is interested,
his feeling is aroused by the fact that the supper which he has so much
enjoyed is gone. The mother makes use of this feeling to lead the child
to the thought that there is no such thing in nature as loss, destruction, but
simply change, and that this change or separation is for a higher union.
Then she leads the child to feel that he is responsible for his actions, and
if he wishes to accomplish anything he must make a deliberate choice
in the matter and stick to it. No one else can do this for him; he him-
self must will it and do it.

Q. 162. What successful attempts to secure deliberate action have
you made in your kindergarten?

A. I frequently allow each child in a class to choose for himself what
color of paper, wool, etc., he will use, impressing upon the children that
when once they have chosen they cannot change.

Q. 170. Is there any intermediate plan between allowing full scope to

the caprice of the children and constraining them to follow a sequence
prepared by you?

A. I think it is best to lead the children's thoughts in a certain direc-
tion, and then let them choose games which have some connection with
that thought. If, for instance, we are especially interested in the work of
the farmer, we might play that we are on a visit to a farm, and repre-
sent all we see and hear about us. We sometimes send a flock of birds
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to fly about the woods or down South, who, on their return, tell us what
they have seen which we could play about. I find the children enjoy
the games much more when they choose tor themselves, and limited in

this way, the games do not become haphazard, which I should consider
very unsatisfactory. We often get very bright and helpful suggestions
in regard to the games from the children.

After playing one of the bird games one morning, a little boy asked
if we could not play humming birds, and showed us how they flitted

from one flower to another, imitating the noise of their wings with his

mouth.

Q. 171. Will this intermediate plan apply also to the Gifts?
A. I And this plan of letting the children choose within certain limits

very satisfactory in the Gift work. Dividing the Fifth Gift from front

to back and from right to left, let it represent a lumber yard, and call-

ing the children a band of carpenters, let each child choose what he will

make with his lumber, or, having dictated the outline of a barn in sticks,

let each child add what he chooses in the way of other out-buildings,
fences, etc. The difference between the work which many children will

do when limited in this way, and when left perfectly free to use the
material as they choose, is as marked as is the difference in the interest

taken in it.

(J. 206. Is it morally and physically dangerous to divorce sensation
and action?

A . At a recent mother's meeting, one reported how her four-year-old
boy disliked to go walking up and down with the nurse. He rebelled
every time the outing was proposed, and at one time exclaimed: "Mamma,
if there only was snow or something to see." The dull and uninterest-

ing pavement added to the non-observing nurse furnished no normal
sensation, hence the activity of walking up and down was without savor.

Sensation, as Froebel uses the word here, is spiritual or mental activity.

Another mother reported how her baby attempts to lay hold of all bright-

colored things, birds, balls, nurse's shawl, sister's hat, his own red shoes,

and he puts them at once to his mouth, as if to sense it.—A. H.

(2- i8q. Do you remember in the "Education of Man." any passage
which you would consider the germ of Froebel's " Taste Song "?

A. "A correct and sound perception of things, even a certain degree
of capacity to form conceptions proceeding from them, must undoubt-
edly, in the course of time, lead to a natural and completely satisfactory

education of the human being, notwithstanding the differences that will

exist in the gift of recognizing the supersensuous and intellectual."

"The first educational task is to make the child accjuainted with the

things of the material world, which constitute the basis of the ideal."

C. B.



WILLOW BASKET WEAVING.
(Adapted from the Berlin kindergarten.)

ONLY a kindergartner knows what joy the first weav-
ing mat may bring to the uninitiated. No other
hand work taken by the child to the parents gives

them so great a pleasure. Their admiration is al-

ways greater over the neat weaving mat than over
the sewing card or paper folding, and the reason is that few
grown people can see at a glance how it is possible for lit-

tle children to accomplish this bright, pretty work. Not
until they have watched the children, and have seen the
weaving grow into the completed work, can they appreciate
how simply it is done. Weaving has always been a favorite

occupation with old and young, because of its simplicity and
variety, and its great opportunity for original design, all of

which is brought about through the use of simple materials.

There is no limit to the interesting designs and effects which
can be produced through the weaving of many different ma-
terials.

In the kindergarten, paper is the usual material; but in

the home circle, and with older children, a more industrial

line of weaving may be carried forward. The kindergarten
weaving is often criticised because it lacks a certain amount
of usefulness, which is the primary result of this industry.

However, even the pretty paper mats give great pleasure,

and fill a need where more expensive materials cannot be
provided. The weaving with cloth, straw, wood, and reed
is a profitable occupation for older children. Froebel merely
indicates this work, but nowhere in his writings do we find

a plan for carrying out the weaving into industrial lines.

We find no reference made to it in Goldammer's "Hand-
Buch," neither in Koehler's "Praxis des Kindergartens."
It is evidently not so well known as other lines of work, and
few kindergarten training schools present it to students.

The following directions and patterns may be appreciated
by kindergartners who are working in districts which de-

mand occupation for older children, especially boys.
The basket reed can be secured from any basketmaker or

rattan factory. Two sizes are necessary for the weaving,
one finer than the other. The fine reed, one millimeter in

diameter, costs about thirty cents a pound; the coarser, two
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and one-half millimeters in diameter, can be purchased for

twenty-five cents a pound.* It is necessary to soak the reed
in water about half an hour before it is used. When well
soaked it is as pliable as a string, and lends itself easily to

the weaving.
Fig. I shows the simplest way in which to begin a circu-

lar piece of work. Cut two pieces of the coarse reed, thirty
inches long, and lay one piece vertically and the other hori-

zontally, fastening them where they cross at the center with
the fine reed, as is indicated in Fig. i. Then lay the third

1

and fourth coarse reeds (cut to the same length) over these,

and proceed to weave according to the usual rule of " one up
and one down." The eight coarse reeds then form a star of

eight radiating lines as in Fig. 2. With a little weaving you
soon find that an even number of reeds would give trouble,

as it is always necessary to have an uneven number in order
that the up and down may alternate at each round. Take a

fifth coarse reed, one half the length of the others, and push
it in between any two of the eight lined star. You will now
have nine radiating lines, as is shown in Fig. 3. This gives

you the simplest beginning for all circular weaving. Keep
the nine reeds at equal distance from each other, and work

I'lV'OTE.— Chicago kindergartnurs can secure the same of the Wakefield Rattan
ConipanyJ.
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carefully to keep your mat flat by holding the fine reed

evenly in weaving. It is well to work on a table or flat sur-

face, so that the left hand can constantly press the work. It

is more comfortable to weave to the right, and more effect-

ive to weave closely.

Fig. 3 shows how ten more reeds are added after the mat
has reached a certain diameter, by slipping the same in be-

tween the original reeds. These should be pushed up very

nearly to the center, and the tenth reed may be inserted

where there is a larger opening. By taking a scissors, or

some other sharp instrument, the nineteen radiating reeds

may be separated to equal distances, and the weaving can
then be continued.

When one piece of the fine reed is exhausted, the new one
is easily inserted by pushing the end of the old and the be-

ginning of the new into the work, parallel to one of the radi-

ating reeds. In starting with a new fine reed, care must be
taken that the "one over and one under" is not interrupted.

The mat may be finished when it reaches a diameter of eight

inches, and the ends of the nineteen radiating reeds may be
curved and pushed back into the work, as is shown in Fig.

4. This forms an ornamental as well as neat finish to the

edge of the mat. If you wish to make the mat still larger,

you must repeat the adding of coarse reeds, always making
an odd number of same. There are many practical uses for

the flat mat, such as a stand for coffee-pots, a cover for bas-

kets, etc.
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Fig. 5 illustrates the basket weaving, which begins in the
same way as that of the mat, the length of the original reeds
depending upon the height desired for the basket when com-
pleted. The bottom of the basket is made like the flat mat,
as in Fig. 3. The split willow can be wound around the edge
of the bottom, as seen in Fig. 5. The split willow can also

be secured of any basketmaker, but must be allowed to soak
longer than the reed, as it is more brittle. This additional

edge adds strength to the bottom of the basket, as well as

beauty to the work when finished, although it may be omit-
ted from the work of the younger children.

When the bottom of the basket is thus far finished, the

entire work is again put into water until the original coarse

reeds are well soaked. The radiating ends are then care-

fully turned up for the upright sides of the basket, and are

inclined to whatever shape the weaver desires. While the

weaving up and down goes on, care must be taken that the

upright reeds are kept in the desired place, as the strong ten-

dency of the child is to force these more and more to the

center. The weaving must be done loosely and lightly, in

order to produce a graceful form. When the sides of the

basket are high enough, the edge may again be finished with

the split willow, and the ends of the reeds turned in for a

finish, as in the case of the flat mat. When completed the

basket will look like Fig. 5, and the great pleasure of the

children over this product of their industry is immeasurable.
The little basket may be used for many purposes, from that
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of a sewing-basket for mother to that of an ornamental bon-
bon, gilded and decorated with ribbon, as desired.

This work is most interesting to boys and girls, espe-
cially those who have little opportunity to become skillful.

Their eagerness to finish the article brings good results.

One boys' club, by spending an hour and a half each week,
has produced wonderful results. The boys purchased the
reeds themselves, and have sold many of their baskets, ex-
periencing the great satisfaction of having earned it through
the skill of their hands. The same work may be carried out
into the weaving of cane seats for chairs, which has an addi-
tional artistic interest.

G
SNOVVFLAKES.

ELIZABETH J. GREY.

ENTLY little snowflakes fall

Like blessings from above;
Thus our Father sendeth all

His tender care and love.

Do the little seeds and flowers,

Waiting 'neath the sod,

Refuse to take these snowy showers
Sent, for good, from God?

Often dark may be our way.
But God will guide our feet,

And send us what we need each day
To make our lives complete.

Then, like the little flowers and seeds
Waiting there below.

Follow trustingly where He leads.

For surely He doth know.
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THE children's KINGDOM.

Our lesson had been of the kingdoms,
And that the children plainer might see,

I said: "Each object we look at

Belongs to one of the kingdoms three.

Our slates are made of mineral

;

And the frames which make them strong.

And our desks, and chairs, and table,

To the vegetable kingdom belong.

'And Johnny, who sits beside me,
Surely belongs to the third—

For to the animal kingdom belongs
Each man, and beast, and bird."

But Johnny looked up quite resentful,

Saying: "Teacher, I fink you are wrong—
For my mamma says that all little folks

To the Kingdom ofHeaven belong."
—Abbie B. Robinson.

GRACE S QUESTIONS.

Grace sits at the supper table,

Her glass of milk by her plate;

Why don't you drink it? " I questioned.
" For, dear, it is growing late."

I'm feeling so puzzled," she answered,
"And want to ask you two things—
Do they have milk in heaven?
And, mamma, do cows have wings?"

—Abbie B. Robinson.

OUR WINTER G.ARDEN.

Mrs. Le Beuf's interesting account of her winter garden in

far California (see January Kindergarten Magazine), re-

minds me that aword in regard to the effortsof oneof oureast-

ern kindergartens may also be of interest. The privilege of
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working in a " truly garden " is not ours, even during the
warm months, but the children and I decided this year to do
our best with an inside garden to brighten our room during
the long, cold months of winter. Accordingly, the first of
October found us the happy possessors of bulbs to the value
of one dollar and fifty cents, nearly all of which was brought
by the little people. Of these bulbs three were Chinese
lilies. These we grew in a fish-globe, and our watchful care
was rewarded by the appearance, on the day of our Christ-
mas festivities, of nearly fifty dainty blossoms, which loaded
the air with their rich perfume. About twenty potted plants— a contribution from a friend's geranium bed— were also in

their glory at that time. A zinc-lined flower stand, about
four feet by two, which is on casters, and thus easily moved,
is filled with snowdrops and crocuses. At present these are
beginning to shoot forth, and we hope very soon to see
them in full bloom. Afterward the box will be filled with
other plants. Our Easter lily, a specially choice one, is al-

ready beginning to grow, and a jonquil is nearly ready to
burst its bonds. This winter garden means for us much care
and labor, especially during the severe weather we have
been having. But the crisis (the two weeks of vacation,
with no fires) is safely past, and in spite of many predictions
of failure we ha\'e come out victorious so far, thanks to the
kind cooperation of our janitor, whose interest is scarcely
less vivid than our own; and today our simple garden is a
constant source of joy to our little ones, as well as a pleas-
ure to the friends who visit us.

—

E. J. W., PatcJioirne, L. 1.

"BUSYNESS FOR FEBRUARY.

We feel, in waving farewell to January, that we have left

the coldest part of winter behind us, but not yet can we begin
to work for spring life. March is time enough, and good
for that preparation. February brings a full number of days
that call out our ingenuity for Juvnc work for the children.
But it brings three such beautiful days of suggestion— the
two great birthdays and St. Valentine's day.

In preparation for them there is great call for scissors,
paint, and paste. In their use my children pass hours and
hours of busy happiness. They enjoy the occupation, not
only for itself, but for its object.

They are learning about good old Saint Valentine, and
want to follow out his example of scattering happiness on
his day.
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From the stock of old magazines and periodicals they
carefully cut all manner of pictures, advertisements as well

as illustrations. These they color, then paste on sheets of

manilla paper cut to the proper size to be bound together
with bright ribbons. Thus are made very attractive and in-

teresting scrap-books, which are going as valentines to the

Children's hospital and to the Orphanage. May the blessing

of the working go with the work!
All our reading and talking is about Washington and

Lincoln, whose pictures are especially honored during this

month.
The large population of dolls and toy animals are being

trained and decorated by busy fingers to form a grand pro-

cession on the birthdays— a different procession for each
day. Tableau groups of cut-out paper dolls are arranged
on boards which can be drawn by a string—" carnival floats,"

you see. The processions are to pass all through the house,

and we expect quite a pageant, with flags, drum, and horn.

The children plan also to act out some scenes themselves,

just simply in their play-room.
Then they will have a birthday supper— their own little

supper, made festive by a cake on each day, the decorations

of which are to be of their own suggestion.

What does it matter if wind and frost, sleet and snow,
are outside? With a short outing every day the time passes

merrily within doors, and the little men and women are grow-
ing in lieart as well as mind and body. Yours in council,

Mrs. Richard H. Wyman.

SHALL WE STUDY PROBLEMS OR PRINCIPLES?

E. G. P^., of St. Paul, writes us that kindergartners, be-

fore they attempt mothers' meetings, should be better posted

on the problems which each woman brings with her from
out the home where the father and mother relation is not

all it might be. Where the family life is not absolutely on
the basis of deepest Christian love the lack of it is felt by
the kindergartner, who is keen to sense these things long

before the mother brings the difficulties arising therefrom
into the mothers' meetings.

Where there is no reverence between mother and father,

the children come with it expressed in every way, and the

intelligent kindergartner finds her work doubly hard— for

every particle of it depends upon the reverential response

of the child; even the sportive playtime depends in its high-
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est sense on the spirit of reverence, one for the other. It is

a hard matter, sometimes, for a kindergartner to check the

"avalanche of problems" dashed upon her in a mothers'
meeting, and perhaps the best thing she can do is to avoid
it and begin building up on the other side. There is no
other question with which the average woman can so com-
pletely swamp an unsophisticated young kindergartner, and
there is no other question which demands such high and
radical handling.

Jesus Christ was constantly beset with the same sugges-
tions, and has given plainly the universal answer for us all.

In Mark lO we have the narrative complete, from the si.xth to

the tenth verses, and what is the answer? Christ shows how
they are joined together, because of their spiritual origin,

and in their Godlike natures only are they married. Have
mothers and fathers been finding each other in the image
and likeness of God, and endeavoring to establish their par-

enthood in the spiritual sense, and their children as of the
kingdom of heaven? Notice how beautifully there follows

in this same chapter the remark about the children being
brought to Jesus— for the mothers brought them when they
were drawn by His spiritual recognition of them as mothers.

The wise kindergartner will waive all abnormal and sug-
gestive discussions in her mothers' meetings, and build a
new point of view from which they may sight their own in-

dividual cases and meet their own necessities. She will study
the wise answers of the Master, and use them with power.

Another beautiful text, and one which details the ever}'-

day reverence of father and mother for each other, is men-
tioned in the fifth chapter of Ephesians, from verses 22 to

33. St. Paul therein speaks of the ideal marriage and spir-

itual relationship between man and woman, who are the tem-
ples of God not builded with hands. In reading Froebel
we are constantly brought face to face with the fact that he
takes this spiritual statement as his center point, constantly
reiteratingand restating, in fresh form, his "confession of the
faith." He knew that the unwritten volume and the un-
formulated scheme of life must stand on the fact that the
mother and father relation— namely, marriage— must be on
the spiritual basis. Few except Jesus, St. Paul, and F'roebel
have ever dared to claim that it was absolutely and only a
spiritual relationship; and this indeed they claimed for every
other human relationship.

In fact, the entire scripture is a commentary on the spir-

ituality of the family and the race, with God as its source;
Vol. 8-27.
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yet, strange as it may seem, that great institution— the
church— whose sole object is the interpretation of the scrip-

ture, seldom regulates this item of human life beyond the
ceremonial rite of the marriage day. This greatest relation-

ship is established by so-called sacred sanction, and then set

adrift without even shallow instruction. As a consequence
the church grapples all its days with the tangles thus propa-
gated. Much in the same fashion does the school. It takes
hold of the externals of wisdom and instills them into the

intellect, and afterward the character must be considered, if

chance has not done its duty by the reformatory. We must
begin at the source of things if we desire true results, and
if we are Christians the source can only be found in God
and the spiritual unity of human life.

—

A. H. P.

IS THE KINDERGARTEN A DIVINE REVELATION?

To tlie Editors of the Kindergarten Magazine:— I noticed'

in your October number a very heart-felt letter from a

mother, full of urgent demand that the inner philosophy of

the kindergarten be divulged to her, in which she takes it

for granted that the same is a sort of divine revelation.

In my mind it is a serious question whether she had any
definite conception of what she wanted, or thought she
wanted. She says she wishes to know whether this power
is embodied in the "peculiar psychology" of Froebel. I

am afraid she opens the magazine to read, and approaches
the kindergarten study with too much sentiment and ideal-

ism, and has seemingly some faint and romantic dream that

somewhere within the realm of the intangible and the invis-

ible there is a something to be had which will make every
mother's road smooth, if she only gives herself up to it.

If there is such a thing, I. as a kindergartner of fifteen

years' standing, have failed to find it. To study widely and
keep one's self posted from year to year, besides demon-
strating with the children all the best methods of gift and
occupation work, using all the most telling and ingenious

laws of discipline and tact, is about all with ordinary work a

kindergartner can do. This I claim I have done; yet it has

failed to uncover to me any hidden or sinuous bypath of

"spiritual psychology," or higher kindergarten methods,
which is indefinable in words, through which the pink of

perfection of ideal childhood can be discerned. The corre-

spondent asks if this secret is buried in Froebel's Mother-
Plav Book. I should like to hear your answer. I have
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never studied the Mother-Play with any such purpose. In
fact, it has always appeared to me that kindergartners take
hberties with this book, and interpret ev^erything into it.

If the editors of the Kindergarten Magazine have been
giving their readers these wonderful glimpses, I have failed

to find them, although I have been a very appreciative reader.

So many people use the word "spiritual" as if it were
something we could actually indulge in in this world. To the

most of us there is still a large undiscovered material rela-

tion, and plenty of experience and data for us to unearth
without pushing so uselessly and boldly into the unknown,
which is of no help to us here and now.

I should like to hear from the editor on these points, and
look forward to a discussion from kindergartners as well as

mothers. I shall be very glad indeed to cease my digging,
and receive light on this great work through some new doc-
trine, if the same is safe and sure, and discoverable through
the pages of the sage Froebel.

—

A. E. L.

[Note.—That Froebel believed in things being divinely revealed
<:an never be denied, and from reading his words continually the rich
inner meanings which he struggled to express leave one constantly in an
illuminated state of mind. To read Froebel lovingly, just to catch his

spirit, is a much better plan than to catch his methods. The Mother-
Play Book does certainly grow into a book of revelations when studied
in this manner. Listen to his own words: "My system of education is

based on religion, and intended to lead up to religion. The right carry-
ing out of this new idea will, more than anything else, help to conquer
crude materialism, and to break the path for idealism, to harmonize
with the practical activity, and bring the real and ideal life again into
accord."!

CHARACTERISTICS OF A THREE-YEAR-OLD
CHILD.

A S a fagot sparkles on the hearth, not less if unat-
tended or alone

Than when both young and old sit gathered round,
And take delight in its activity,

Even so this happy creature
Of herself is all sufficient;

Solitude to her is blithe society, who
Fills the air with gladness and involuntary song.

— Wordszvorth.



STANLEY HALL SYLLABI FOR CHILD STUDY.
FANCY, IMAGINATION, REVERIE.

I. Describe cases in which you have more or less auto-

matically found yourself (a) trying to step on, or avoid
cracks in floor or sidewalk, etc., especially while consciously
doing or thinking of other things; (d) grouping uniformly
recurring shapes, as in wall-paper, into squares, diamond-
shaped pattern, or other shaped symmetrical forms; (c) bi-

secting lines or rows of similar things or figures, or finding

a middle point, or a third or quarter point, etc.
;
(d) striving

to cou//t either figures in a pattern, posts flitting past the
window of a moving car, the beat of wheels, or other noises

or objects; (e) any other illustration of this spontaneous
architectural instinct.

II. Describe any cases, whether in yourself or others, of

reverie or day-dreaming, when the mind was vacant, far

away, wool gathering, castle building, etc.. Just what was
the mind doing; how did you, or the person observed, look,

act, feel; what condition favors this state, and how came
the awakening? Do you think it is like hypnagogic phe-
nomena, or those images experienced just as we are falling

asleep? Do you deem them hypnotic?
Do you rehearse in mind past scenes and events and

idealize them, or your own part in them; or do you day-
dream yourself, as, t\ g., delighting a circle of friends with
your music, when in fact you are a very poor singer or player;

entrancing an audience with an eloquence you never com-
manded, saying brilliant things that never occurred at the
time; being a center of attraction, interest, or affection, in-

fluence, wealth, fame, etc., which you were in fact not known
for? We all do this, but what is now wanted is frank and
carefully exact and detailed cases. In these states does
your mind flit rapidly from point to point, or dwell on one?

III. Have you ever had any distinct images subjectively

caused: {a) a sensation of being slightly touched when that

could not have been the case; {b) a distinct taste or smell
that had no objective cause; {c) sounds, voices, or words
that really came from your own brain, or [d] a spontane-
ously arising color or visual image that arose independently
of any object that could have caused it from without? De-
scribe each sensation and the circumstance attending it.
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IV. Will you (a) kindly sit in a perfectly dark room, or

else bandage, shut, or cover the eyes in some way to exclude

all light, but not to press the eye, and sit for five min-

utes in quiet, attending to the field of vision, and then write

down consciously and in order the visual impressions you
had, describing them fully; {b) stop the ears very firmly and
constantly also for five minutes, and write what you seem to

hear?
V. Describe any imaginary plays, or imaginary compan-

ions you have had experience with. What is, or was, in

childhood, your experience- with child fancies?'

VI. Describe any rhythm images, or imperative cadences,

or imperative tunes or poetry.

VII. If you or your friends have ever experienced mor-
bidly vivid images or a temporary illusion, either in illness

or health, describe them. Describe any sensations of flying

or floating you have had, either awake or in sleep.

VIII. State any facts you have every read or heard of

which bear on any of the above points; what novel, poem,
or other literary product seems to you to illustrate or de-

scribe the most vivid instance or work of the imagination.

Note, if you can, whether you habitually think more in

eye, ear, or motor terms.

Always state age, sex, nationality, temperament, and state

of health, and send or return to Clark University, Worces-
ter, Mass.



A STUDY FOR EVERYBODY.

ANEW study has been added to the curricuhim of

Columbia College, one that is certain to be fruit-

ful of great results in the future. It is the cul-

tivation of the faculty of observation.
Everyone who has paid the least attention to

the matter knows how difficult it is to reconcile the testi-

mony of two or three different witnesses of the same state

of facts. Each one, equally honest, has had under his eye
the particular thing that is the subject of inquiry, and each
one relates the circumstances in a different manner. How
can they be reconciled?

Professor Ranke, in his "History of the Popes," gives an
illustration of the difficulty a historian encounters in writing

past history, and says that when men and women dispute

without end over the occurrences of everday life that take

place under their own eyes, how can it be possible for a his-

torian truthfully to recount events ten centuries after they
have happened? It was the familiar maxim of Robert Wal-
pole, who did as much as any other English statesman
toward the making of history, that all history was a lie. He
saw, as we all see, how difficult a thing it is to report events

aright.

The question comes up in courts of justice every day,

and lawyers who couldn't for their lives tell what had hap-
pened on any particular day a month before will gibbet wit-

nesses as perjurers, because they cannot say with precision

whether a certain night, two or three years before, was
cloudy or not, whether it rained, whether the distance be-

tween one doorstep and another was twenty or fifty feet, or

whether the color of a horse was black or brown.
The truth is, no person carries in his mind, except invol-

untarily, the ordinary things that come under casual obser-

vation, and that is where the lawyers are often able to con-

fuse a witness. If the cases were reversed, the witness might
as easily put the lawyer to confusion.

It is because of this defect in our mental constitution

that Professor J. McKeen Cattell, of Columbia College, New
York, has introduced into his lectures to students a series of

questions calculated to develop their powers of observation.
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One of the questions he started with was: "What was
the weather a week ago today?"

Now, nobody can dispute that this is an extremely sim-
ple question, depending for its answer on the memory, and
upon such observation of the weather that everyone must
naturally make.

And yet, of fifty-six students thus interrogated as to the
particular day, sixteen answered " clear," twelve " rain,"

seven " snow," nine " stormy," six " cloudy," and six " partly

stormy and partly cloud}^"
Such a disparity in the answers shows how easy it is for

witnesses to be mistaken.
Another question was: " In what direction do the seeds

of an apple point?
"

Thousands and thousands of people have eaten apples
ever since the disobedient couple were driven from paradise,

and yet how many people could answer correctly off-hand?
Other questions were put, such as the weight of a certain

text-book used by the class; the distance between two build-

ings; the time taken by students to walk from one building
to another, and other common inquiries.

The professor reports that a majority of the answers were
correct, or nearly so; but a large percentage was lamenta-
bly wrong. Most assuredly it is an engaging study, well

calculated to increase the habit of exactness in matters com-
ing within the range of the senses. It is good, not only for

students, but for everybody. Further reports from Profes-
sor Cattell will be looked for with interest.— Cliicago Ti/ncs-

Hcrald.



ALL ALONG THE WORK LINE—NEWS. REPORTS,
EXPERIMENTS.

All the readers of the Kindergarten Magazine will be inter-

ested to know a little of the surroundings of the first kindergarten,

opened January i, by Miss Kate Gary, in the old, historic A'irginian

town, Alexandria, where every stone and post seems to breathe a story.

Alexandria is said to be the third oldest place in this country, having
been settled in i66q, It is charmingly situated on the west bank of the

Potomac river, six miles south of Washington. From its hills there is a
beautiful view of Washington with its many white domes on the oppo-
site bank of the Potomac, bringing back to one's mind the splendor and

^T^-

pleasures of the While City of 1892, the fatigue having been long since

forgotten. Alexandria suffered a great disappointment when the site of

the national capital was chosen by Washington, whose heart, it is said,

chose Alexandria, but whose justice and impartiality chose what is now
the city of Washington. The first kindergarten in this historic old city

occupies the two front rooms of one of the oldest houses in the city, a

place which once belonged to near relatives of George Washington,
but which has now passed out of the family and will soon be a thing of

the past, so old are its walls, so good its situation, and so large its yard,

which in the spring is filled with all the flowers to be found in an old

southern garden. From the front windows the children look over into

Christ churchyard, with its few headstones silently telling the names
and ages of some of the old settlers, who, in the early days of 1700 were
laid to rest under the protecting arms of the old trees. If those old
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trees could speak, they would tell how every Sunday Washington drove
down from his home ten miles away, to attend service. The old red
brick church stands in almost every particular as it did when Washing-
ton was a vestryman there, and his large, square pew, with its queer
little door, is kept free and ever ready to welcome and make at home
the visitor who enters Christ Church door. Further down on Washing-
ton street is a public school founded by George Washington, which
bears his name. It was the first public school in Virginia, and is claimed
by some to have been the first public school in the country, but that is

not positively known. Two streets back of the kindergarten is the old
Carlyle house, where Major Braddock made his headquarters by invi-

tation of Major John Carlyle. The house was built in 1752, and is still

in a good state of preservation. Of " Braddock's defeat," which never
would have occurred had Braddock followed the advice of George
Washington, then his aide-de-camp, there is no need to speJik. Around
the corner from the kindergarten is a frame house owned by Washing-
ton, and often occupied by him when business would keep him from re-

turning to Mount Vernon. The Masonic Lodge of which Washington
was master, and which, after his death, desired to embrace his name,
was organized in 1782, and is called the Alexandria Washmgton Lodge.
It has had several places of meeting and many of the relics contained
in its museum have been destroyed by fiire; but those saved are to be
seen by visitors at their present "Temple" on Cameron street. Among
them is an original painting of Washington in full masonic dress,
painted for the lodge in 1794; an original one of La P^ayette, painted in

1784; the apron and sash worn by Washington at the laying of the cor-

ner-stone of the United States capitol in 1793; his farm spurs; his field

compass; the master's chair used by Washington and his successors in

the lodge; Washington's chamber clock, the hands pointing to twenty
minutes past ten, the time of his death on Saturday evening, December
14, 1799, at Mt. \'ernon; several of his letters, all so distinctly and beau-
tifully written; one of the keys of the Bastile, weighing five pounds,
presented by La Fayette. The house where La Fayette spent his few
days' visit to Alexandria on his return to America after the war, is a very
attractive southern home. During his stay the family occupying it at

that time vacated, leaving at his command the entire house and retinue
of servants. His visit is remembered by a few of the old citizens who
tell of the beautiful gala day dress which Alexandria wore at that time.
On his arrival the streets were strewn with flowers by young girls dressed
in white; triumphal arches were erected across the streets and from one
hung a live American eagle. So writes Miss Cary: "As I greet my lit-

tle children each morning, I think how full and helpful their lives should
be, inhaling the hospitable and historic air of Virginia, the state that
gave to the country George Washington. On sunny days and moon-
light nights, it seems to me that the sun never shines so brilliantly nor
the moon so brightly as within a few miles of Washington's home, and I

sometimes wonder if the sun does not save a few rays and the moon a
little extra light to brighten the state and home of our country's Father,
George Washington."

Chicago, III., January ^, i8q6.—Like most alumna" associations, that
of the Chicago Free Kindergarten Association was formed for the pur-
pose of promoting good fellowship among its members. At first it

seemed quite enough to meet and talk over class days and compare
notes as to work; but as the number of graduates increased, and became
scattered in towns and cities, this sociability was necessarily limited to
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such graduates as lived in the city. Then gradually there crept in the
desire for an object which would interest all the alumnie and also stand
for progress. It was decided to start a reference library. This served
the purpose for a time, but it was not long before the same objection
was raised that it served only graduates who lived in the city. Then it

was that the idea occurred to some one :
" Why not have a kmdergarten

supported by the Alumnif Association? That would surely enlisi the
sympathy of all I" After many committee meetings, much planning,
and voluminous correspondence with members in every state in the
Union, the Alumnie Kindergarten opened September, i8gi, in Union
Chapel, on Champlain avenue, near Sixty-second street, witfi one of our
graduates, Mrs. M. A. Holman, as principal. The next year the subject
of a kindergarten at the World's Fair was discussed, and to the Alumna'
Association was assigned the work of preparing the children. To do
this It was thought best to take children in the neighborhood of Jackson
Park. So in September, i8c)2, the Alumna' Kindergarten removed to

the chapel of the University Congregational Lhurch, going from there
to the Illinois building in August, 1893, where, under the directorship of

Mrs. L. W. Grant, the work was such as to win approval from the many
visitors who daily thronged the rooms. One object of the association
is to be the means of establishing a kindergarten in a neighborhood
where there has been none before, so the Alumna" congratulated them-
selves when they found the University Church willing to adopt the
kindergarten for its own. Then came a call for help in the Hull House
district, and to that work Mrs. Frances Xewton went in 1893-94 as the
representative of the Alumna- Association. The next year Miss Cant-
well carried on our work at the Chicago Avenue Kindergarten, and this

year we are helping the Lincoln Street Kindergarten on the West Side,

which would otherwise have been closed for lack of funds. The great
difficulty the Alumna Association has had to meet is that its members
are so scattered. Returning home each graduate usually finds enough
to do in her own town to absorb all superfluous funds. As time increases
the number of Chicago graduates, it is likely that the support of an
.Alumna kindergarten will be assumed entirely by them, making the col-

lection of funds and the concentration of interest easier. The officers for

the present year are: Miss Estelle Taylor, jiresident; Miss Jennie Plumb,
vice-president; Miss Kittie Guest, secretary; Miss Mary Sprague, treas-

urer.

—

Mary B. I 'an Imuageii.

The January number of The Household contains a rambling sketch
of the home of Froebel and Pestalozzi, by Hezekiah Butterworth, who
has recently made a continental tour. Repeated inquiries come from
itineraries of travel in the districts which are made memorable by
having been the workshop of these last century educators. Mr. Butter-
worth describes the scene of Pestalozzi's work at Vverdon, a picture of

which appeared in the January Kini)?:r(;.\rtex MA(;azine, as follows:

"About the middle of June, on the day of the school festival, I left

Geneva to go to Yverdon, to visit the old castle where Pestalozzi estab-

lished his famous institute, and where Froebel received his eai^y inspir-

ation to begin a new education for children. Yverdon is a quaint old
lovely city, under the dark walls of the Jura, on the shores of Lake
Neuchatel. The children were pouring out of the schoolrooms of the
castle as the train arrived. I hurried to the square where Pestalozzi

once played with the children, and asked one of the teachers in bad
French if I might see the old schoolroom of Pes^talozzi in the castle.
' Monsieur, do you speak English? '

' Madam, I should hope so. I have
come all the way from America to see the place where Pestalozzi taught
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and Froebel studied, and I wish to enter the castle before the school-

rooms close.' ' Vou will be very welcome, I am sure. I will call the

principal. There is the garden where Pestalozzi spent much time.' I

was shown the schoolrooms with true Swiss courtesy. The children's

fete charmed me. The schools were formed under the lime-trees near
the square into a long procession bearing the flags of the Swiss cross.

The teachers marched with them to the music of a band of young mu-
sicians. The banners were crowned with roses. The people left their

toils and kept holiday with the children, and followed them out of the
town toward the lake and the walls of the Jura. This was the children's

country— Froebel's land. I saw the illumination of Lake Leman on
the night of. the close of the schools of Geneva. It was a glorious spec-
tacle; the heavens seemed on lire, and the city and waters were tilled

with music, but one of the loveliest sights I ever saw was the simple
march of the chiklren out of that old castle in which American ideas of

free schools had their origin."

The syllabus of the Barnard Club School of Child-Study, which ap-
peared in the January number of the Kindergarten Magazine, is

evidence in itself that Rhode Island is awake to the educational de-
mands of the day. The Barnard club is the schoolmasters' club of the
state, and its members have not been slow to recognize the interest in

child-study in other parts of the country. As an incentive to similar
work the present school has been organized, and a course of study out-
lined by a committee from the club and an auxiliary committee of out-

side workers, representing mothers, kindergartners, primary, grammar,
and high-school teachers. These committees decided to issue five syl-

labi, one for the use of each of the classes of educators just mentioned.
The syllabus for the kindergartners is the only one in print, the others
being as yet under consideration. Already twelve round tables have
been formed, while the interest awakened in other cities predicts a steady
increase in numbers. One of these round tables has been formed by
graduates of Miss Wheeler's training school for kindergartners. Eleven
young women have banded together, each one pledged to make a study
of the child in her class who is the most troublesome, and who seems to

exhibit in the most limited degree the benefit which he should derive
from ths kindergarten training. In this way it is hoped that the indi-

vidual child will be reached, and through him the class of childi'en
which he represents— for these little ones are always with us, and need
our most thoughtful consideration. It is hoped, too, that this work will
prove a link connecting the home and kindergarten, and a means of
testing the theory of the past two years by applying it to the practical
work of the present. Last of all, it is hoped that our child-study will

keep our young workers in touch with the new thought of the day, and
give them the enjoyment of a feeling of constant growth and ever-increas-
ing knowledge and power.

—

Susa/i S. Harrinian, Proindeihc.

Key West, F/a.~ As yet the kindergarten is a new thing in the far
south of Kev West, fla., but the twenty children attending the kinder-
garten, which Miss Sara E. Moore conducs in the island city, have been
interested far bevond her expectations. They were so eager to make
the pretty things for their fathers and mothers at the Christmas season,
and worked patiently and happily in anticipation of the joy their little

gifts would bring. Everything had been mysterious for two weeks; the
Christmas songs and games, the beautiful Christ-Child stories, the won-
derful Santa Claus myth, and other stories of loving and giving, so that
when Christmas-eve day dawned gloriously bright the children were
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well prepared for their Christmas party. The bright room had been
transformed by Madonna pictures and gi^eens; the tree,— for they had
one, though not a pine, nor yet an evergreen such as the northern chil-

dren have, but a boxwood,— was a thnig of beauty, being covered with
the children's hand work, and brilliant candles. After the morning
hymns and prayer in an adjoining room, they marched into the kinder-
garten proper singing the Santa Claus song, which was followed by a
song of greeting to the parents and friends present, and the gifts were
distributed. It was truly the children's Christmas, they alone playmg
Santa Claus, receiving nothing themselves. The joy of giving shone in

each little face, and the sweet baby voices rang out m pure happiness,
teaching many a child of older growth the beauty of the joyful Christ-
mas-tide, bringing to each heart a new spirit of thankfulness for the
gift of love brought so many years ago to earth. After a march and
some games, adieux were said for the week's vacation, with a feeling
that no kindergarten in all the land had had a happier time than the
one way down in the land of perpetual summer.

Mrs. Caroline T. Haven stands among the best poised and bal-

anced kindergartners of our country. Her suggestive article on Pro-
gram Work, which appeared in the last issue of the Kindergarten News,
opens the windows of her rich and practical experience to the kinder-
garten students at large. Miss Haven describes the ideal kindergartner
as follows: "Of keen intuitive powers, of a warm sympathetic nature,
and with absolute devotion to her ideals she seems almost to anticipate
the thought of the children, and with rare tact and still more rare wis-
dom, she skillfully unites the fragmentary ideas into a complete whole.
Filled with the thought that it is the child's privilege not only to be but
to grow, she seeks only to supply the means for his free development,
and is content to wait for the fulfillment thereof. She eliminates herself;

she neither considers what the previous training of the child may have
been nor into what hands they may pass as they leave her care. The
present is to her the all-important time, and her point is gained when
she sees the children's happiness in their kindergarten home, and feels

their recognition of her as their older playmate and loving friend. Such
a kindergartner is a law unto herself, but is most worthy of respect and
commendation by reason of the spirit in which she carries on her work."

To the Editors of the "Kindergarten Magazine" :—The best way to

take children from the dehumanizing influences of the streets is to take
the streets from the children. Paradoxical as this may seem, we find

it a fact in Colonel Waring's plan for furnishing a great playground
for the children living in the tenement houses of New York. The
spirit of a man does not always die with him, and it would seem that

Colonel Waring has absorbed the kindly, child-lovmg spirit of Froebel.
The playground would be far from ideal, but here the children's games
could be made unobjectionable and " above board." If the kindergarten
association would take the matter in hand and provide playfellows for

these children, the character of the games could be influenced, and all

objectionable features eliminated. Children take pride in having grown
people join in their games, and if those selected for this undertaking
possess heart and tact this plan would be found most effective in fore-

stalling evil tendencies and vicious habits.

—

Anna Ham/in Hike/, Chi-
cago.

The annual meeting of the California Froebel Society was held Jan-
uary lo, vice president, Mrs. Dohrman, in the chair. The reports from
the various officers were very encouraging, especially that of the treas-
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urer. A number of new books have been purchased for the library, and
Mrs. C. B. Alexander very kindly presented the Froebel Society with
Miss Nora Smith's latest publication. We regret the resignation of our
vice president, Mrs. Dohrman, who has been such an efficient officer

the past two years. The following persons were elected to serve for the
ensuing year: Honorary presidents, Mrs. Kate Wiggin Riggs, Mrs.
Sarah B. Cooper; president, Miss Nora A. Smith; vice president, Miss
Grace Barnard; recording secretary, Miss M. Bullock; corresponding
secretary, Miss Banning; financial secretary. Miss Mary Ames; treas-

urer, Miss Janet Hopps; librarian, Madame Plise; reporter, Mrs. H.
Gerean Nordlund. After the election of officers the meeting adjourned
for a social hour, during which time refreshments were served by the
Executive committee.— Reporter.

The department of education of the Woman's Civic League of Cin-
cinnati has a purpose to carefully study the school system, and obtain a
clear understanding of the best methods and the highest ideals in edu-
cation that have anywhere been adopted and tested. They state as
their belief that " the education provided by our public schools should be
such as to secure the best development of the individual physically, in-

tellectually, and morally, and should include such practical training as
will prepare our youth for the duties and responsibilities of American
life m the sphere in which they may choose to labor; and the child
should be inspired with a strong sense of obligation to the state in re-

turn for her gift, which is not a gratuity, but a loan, to be paid by a
worthy life and by fidelity to the public weal." They aim to show that
they are "ready to make education more and more adapted to the wants
of the times; to make it more and more practical; to make it the means
of bringing the children and the men and women together in federation
and fraternity.

Kindergarten for Deaf C/nldreit.— The great state of Illinois pro-
vides well for public education, and we are freshly impressed with
that fact by the information just furnished us, that a fine new building,
for which funds were appropriated by the last legislature, has just been
completed at Jacksonville, 111., for little deaf children. A portion of it

is to be used for the establishing of a kindergarten class for young deaf
children. Very few of our citizens know to what extent it is possible to

educate the deaf and fit them for life's stern duties until they have
visited this school. It is the largest school for deaf children in the
world, and besides the regular school training, there are carried on de-
partments where trades are taught the boys, embracing carpentering
and cabinet-making, wood-carving and turning, house-painting and
paper-hanging, printing and type-setting, newspaper engraving, art

work, baking, and shoemaking. Where it is found a child can be taught
lip-reading and vocal speech he is given the opportunity.

The Galveston (Texas) free kindergarten completed the work of its

third year with the closing days of i8q5. It is located in the milling dis-

trict, in a cottage which is gratuitously given by the managers of the
milling interests. There are assembled every schcolday morning sev-
enty-five children between the ages of four and seven. Helpless, un-
cared-for little ones most of them are, since many of the mothers, as
well as the fathers, work daily in the factories. None but those who
have been acquainted with the work from the beginning can estimate
the good that has been done since the organization of the kindergarten
association three years ago. When the ladies interested in this cause
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wished to thank the former superintendent for many favors cheerfully
rendered, his response was prompt that no thanks were necessary; all

had been returned to him many times in the improvement of his people.
— Galveston Press.

Wanted— Fellowship.—"I am working quite alone in this far-away
place to awaken an interest in the kindergarten, and am succeeding
fairly well. My school has grown from seven to twenty children in

three months. We are to have a parents' meeting and organize a
mothers' club at once. I feel the need of outside stimulus. My hands,
heart, and head are full to overflowing. Organizing in such a place
means more than some people imagine, and every day I feel how in-

capable I am. I talked to a large number of teachers not long since,

and the public school teachers are showing much interest— through the
papers 1 hope to reach many — thus the calls and visits to the kinder-
garten are a means of bringing good results."

[Far-away kindergartneis are welcome to use the columns of this magazine as-a
medium of correspondence and fellowship. Do not doubt the cheer and comfort which
a personal letter about your work will bring to others. The editor can prove that they
are appreciated by tlie many letters of gratitude which it is her privilege to read eacfi

week.

—

Ed. 1

The Kindergarten Association of Topeka, Kas., has added four new
kindergartens to the live of last year, two of which are free— one among
the white children of the Santa Fe employes; the other a colored kin-

dergarten, taught by a colored teacher trained in Philadelphia. As a
practical lesson in the Christmas spirit of giving to those who have little,

Mrs. Gregory, the supervisor, asked the teachers to make a large stock-

ing for each kintlergarten, and have it hanging in sight for a week be-

fore the festival. It was called the kindergarten Christmas stocking,

and the children were invited to bring any gifts that they would like to

give to little children who would have no other Christmas gift. So
generous was the response that the eight kindergartens sent gifts to two
hundred and twenty poor children, the distribution being made through
the police matron. Thus every little donor became a Santa Claus.

The kindergarten is becoming too popular. In Sunday school and
everywhere else they are clamoring for it, and do not know it when they
have it. They are charmed with anything which has a flavor of sand-
table, blocks, sewing cards, merry marches, or clapping of hands (sound-
ing brass and tinkling cymbals). There needs to l)e a remonstrance.
Let some of our experienced friends come forward. Could we not have
a few helps in the magazine for those who are trying to apply kinder-
garten principles to teachmg Bible truths? The Kitidergarten Neivsha-d
a series of Sunday-school lessons for December in its November num-
ber; but there are some feelings too deep and too sacred to be portrayed
by pointing to a few blocks and calling them " the manger." There was
never a word of the mission of the Holy Child, nor of the love which
ought to fill the heart at Christmas time.

—

M. S. M., Ohio.

" Uii^ht the Kinder^-arten to be a Part of the Publie School System?"—
To this question the American Teacher a.nsv,'ers as follows: "In general
I should say "yes" ; but this depends upon many circumstances. Kin-
dergartners cannot be chosen as many primary teachers are chosen.
They must be trained, must be skillful, and where it is possible to have
kindergartens supervised by a special association of women, or main-
tained as private institutions, there are many advantages. It is very
ditticult to have public school kindergartens supported, taught, and
supervised as well as those under private control."
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The Wisconsin State Teachers' Association adopted the following
important resolutions during their annual meeting:

Resolved, That the Wisconsin Teachers' Association hereby reaffirm oft-repeated,
direct and indirect assurances of appreciation of the system of kindergarten training
inaugurated and prosecuted by the selt-denial and persistence of disinterested, intelli-

gent, and public-spirited advocates of a rational child nature.
Rcijlved. That the standing committee on legislation of this association be and

hereby is instructed to formulate an amendment to the school code of the state, which
shall legalize ttie organization and maintenance of kindergarten departments in all pub-
lic schools of the state, cause the same to be introduced at the next session of the legis-
lature, and earnestly prosecute the favorable cunsideration of the same.

Among the kindergartners who spoke at this state meetmg were
Mary McCulloch of St. Louis, and Bertha Payne of Chicago.

The January meeting of the Froebel Alumnae Association was con-
ducted by Mrs. John L. Shortall, and was devoted to games. As an in-

troduction, Mrs. Shortall gave a short talk on general rules for playing
games. She made a strong protest against that kind of originality that
consciously seeks to do something different, and also an appeal for that
other sort that is content " to do what has been done before as calmly
as if it had never been done before." The meeting soon resolved itself

into a play circle, where games, both new and old, were played, criti-

cised, and discussed in a very free and informal way.

—

Florence Haw-
kins, Secretary.

The management of the Kindergarten Association, of Uniontown,
Pa., reports a successful term's work, with tifty children enrolled in the
Parish house kindergarten. Miss Lucy Edgar is in charge of the work,
with able volunteer assistants. In speaking of the Christmas exercises
a local paper made the following comment: " It was truly fascinating
to look upon such a merry group of children, who, in perfect uncon-
sciousness of self (one of the results of kindergarten), gave themselves
up to what might be termed systematic play with a purpose behind it,

so different from the usual aimless play of a small child."

A CHURCH kindergarten would find it profitable to distribute neatly
printed slips in the pews for Sunday service, bearing a simple statement
of the purpose of the kindergarten. The following paragraph has been
suggested: "A free kindergarten is conducted daily in the primary
classroom. The kindergarten is the step between the nursery and the
school, so children from three to six years of age will be welcome.
Hours from g A. .M. till 12. Mothers are cordially invited to come and
see the children at work and play, and it is designed to establish Mothers'
Meetings."

The Chicago Kindergarten Club is giving its full attention to child-
study, having already devoted two sessions to preliminary discussion of
what is being done elsewhere along this line. Some suggestive ques-
tions were presented at the last meeting, contributed by Miss Macken-
zie, Miss Haven, Miss Merrill, Miss Wiltse, indicating the necessary
lines for kindergartners to consider. Mrs. Putnam made the timely
suggestion that it was most important to discriminate in the selection
of questions between those which are vital and those which are inter-
esting.

Mrs. Eva D. Kellogg, on Child-Study: "Let the children be stud-
ied; but let it be done, mainly, while they are in the enjoyment of their
own unconscious freedom, and let the recording angel keep out of sight,
and not load down these young souls with the unsightlv burden of self-

consciousness. American children have too much of it alreadv."
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The class of 'q6 of the Los Angeles Kindergarten Training School has
organized a society to be known as the Kindergarten Alumni Associa-
tion, its purpose being to unite the kindergartners for mental stimulus
and social intercourse. The following officers were elected: Miss Grace
Barnes, president; Miss Huntley, vice president; Miss Tedford, secre-

tary, and Mrs. Murray, treasurer. All the kindergartners of the city

are invited to attend the monthly meetings.

"What is the chief tendency of current education?" This question
comes in the mail, and opens a large subject. We recommend that the
questioner secure the November number of the Inter-State School Re-
view, in which this subject is discussed in a concise and effective man-
ner by ninety-tive representative educators. Get a copy for your luke
warm school officials. Send a copy to the minister of your town and get
him to preach a sermon on the subject.

The members of the Chestnut Street Alumnas Association of Boston
are planning a worthy memorial to Rebecca J. Weston, in providing
and furnishing a room of the Elizabeth Peabody House in her name.
All members of the Alumna; are invited to correspond with the commit-
tee in charge, Emilie Poulsson, chairman. The Elizabeth Peabody
House is a social settlement, conducted and supported by the kinder-
gartners of Boston.

At the January meeting of the St. Louis Froebel Society, it was unan-
imously agreed to make a renewal of membership with the International

Kindergarten L'nion. The kindergartners of St. Louis are rejoicing in

the possession of the enlarged pictures from the " Mutter-und-Kose-
lieder"; the School Board having provided one set of pictures for each
of the fifty-eight kindergartens.— M. A. J., Corresponding Secretary.

That periodicals and newspapers so teem with educational matter
as they do to-day — as they did not even five years ago!— is a most
significant sign. It means that teachers, as a class, would like to be a

somewhat more efficient arm of the public service than the average
public sense has yet ordained as a requisite, or even as a possibility. -

Mary F. Hall, Milwaukee.

The California teachers held their annual State Convention during
January. January weather is not always a " rare treat," as their experi-

ence is reported to have been. "The weather was ideal for meetings of

any kind,— the sun shining broadly, hills green, and valleys filled with

blue haze, flowers in bloom, and the air with just enough crispness to

make midwinter."

Utah has made progress in kindergarten matters. Her new state-

hood will no doubt insure future successes. Salt Lake City has fourteen
kindergartens and two training schools; Provo has one kindergarten
and one training school; Ogden has a thriving kindergarten associa-

tion, also a kindergarten; Logan has two and Farmington one kinder-

garten.

There is but one question in this world of ours, and that question is

the education of the child, and to it all thought must center, and just in

proportion as the thought of the people concentrates upon the educa-
tion of the child will human progress be possible.— Francis IV. Parker.

The regular annual meeting of the International Kindergarten Union
takes place February 14 and 15, at the Teachers' College, New York
City. A full report of this meeting will appear in our next issue.
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Th£ Froebel Kindergarten Society of Toledo, Ohio, is discussing
the following topics at its regular monthly meetings: Natural Science
for Children, Some Fads and Fancies of Our Educational System, Froe-
bel the Greatest Modern Philosopher, Character Building.

The members of the California Froebel Society have the sincere
thanks of the publishers for their New Year's greeting, which reached
them in the following hearty words: " May the New Year bring all that
is good to our friends of the Kindergarten Magazine."

Discussion has been awakened on the feasibility and desirability of
kindergartens in parks and playgrounds. Will any kindergartners who
have ideas upon this subject kindly communicate them to the Kinder-
garten Magazine?

Miss Mary F. Schaeffer, director of the kindergarten work in the
Laporte, Ind., schools, read a telling paper on " The Kindergarten and
the Primary School " before the Indiana State Teachers' Association early
in January.

The Kindergarten Training Class of West Superior, Wis., has six-

teen senior and ten junior members. Mrs. Mary H. Barker, the super-
visor, reports growth and increased public sentiment.

The Mother-Play Study questions on the " Taste Song " and " Flower
Song" indicate the greatest pedagogical issue of the day,— are sense im-
pressions, physical or spiritual, or both?

Dayton, Ohio, a city of 65,000, has recently appointed a committee
to report on the practicability of introducing kindergartens into the
public schools of that city another year.

" If we wish to seek for the origin of the sciences of astrology, let us
place a child or savage in the presence of the earth or heavens, and ask
what thoughts these suggest to him."

'That which our school courses leave almost entirely out, we thus
find to be that which most nearly concerns the business of life.

—

Herbert
Spencer.
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" Russian Fairy Tales," collected by R. Nisbet Bain, and published

by Way & Williams of Chicago, opens a page of Slavonic literature

to the lovers of folk-lore. Indicative it is of the increasing interest and
value of the legend and myth that Jeremiah Curtin and Nisbet Bain
have recently made collections of stories from the unexplored and
ample store of Russian folk-tales, and given them in pleasing form to

the English reading public. Mr. Bain has been most careful to pre-

serve the flavor of the original tale in his translation. The fairly unpro-
nounceable names, the quaint expressions, and the repetitions are char-

acteristic of the life in which they originated; the extravagance of

imagination, the nai've consummation by which the young hero always
marries the " thrice lovely tsarevna," and lives happily ever after, the

delightful indefinableness of going I know not whither, and fetching I

know not what. These qualities are just the requisites for prime favor in

the kingdom of childhood. In this book is material for the best and most
fascinating of fairy tales for the children. The crude and barbarous
justice by which swift and terrible retribution is called down upon the

unfortunate maligners of the hero can be easily transformed to be suit-

able for young searchers of truth. It is a safe plan to never give the

children in story form that which you would not wish them to attempt
to make real in their lives. The dramatic instinct is strong in the child.

The imaginative qualities and conditions, however extravagant, which
symbolize the good and inspire the exercise of the higher emotions and
tendencies, are an aid and a unique and inimitable channel for the de-

velopment of the best powers of the child. It is by sifting the fresh

and untrammeled imagination of the primitive folk-lore from its crude
doctrinaire of human relations that the best material for fairy tales is

found. Mi. Bain has served the purpose admirably by preserving all

the desirability of the former, and smoothing to a great extent the harsh-

ness of the latter. The book is attractively bound and well illustrated.

Harper Bros, have published a treatise on " Methods of Mind-
Training," by Catharine Aiken, which, among the new things of today
in education, is heralded as quite novel. Miss Aiken, by long experi-

ence of teaching and continued dissatisfaction with the mentally trained

product, has arrived at a method which she makes practical use of in

her school with the most satisfying results. "It was in the endeavor to

find a better way for the developing of youthful minds than the text-

book afforded that my mind was continually exercised," she writes.
" My greatest cause for dissatisfaction was in this: that the prevailing

mode of teaching did not train the faculties of the pupil after all. I

had no special cause for complaint in that my pupils did not study dili-

gently; but when I took account of the mental stock, not to speak of the

general knowledge which the average girl of eighteen years has laid

up, with which to enter into the business of life for herself, I felt that

she would either be compelled to suspend until experience came to

her aid, or fail altogjether. Surely there was no lack of indefatigable

instructors, profound professors, and learned lecturers, while the fact

remained that the girl left school without having formed habits of

attention, accurate observation and discrimination, or gained power
for logical thought and comprehensive study; and if she knew her
own emptiness, might exclaim, after the manner of Paul; 'And though
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I have all knowledge, and have no mental power that I can call my
own, I am nothing.' " Contrasting this problem with which Miss Aiken
wrestled with the results her solution have wrought out, leaves the

value of her method to be judged by the outsider. Mr. Charles Dudley
Warner writes regarding his observation of the work at Miss Aiken's
school: "A lecturer recently read a somewhat technical paper to this

school on the English language. The girls listened intently. The follow-

ing week, at the occasion of the next lecture, he was shown the reports of

the first. Most of these reports astonished him; they were so superior

to any other reporters' work that he had seen that he was certain they
were accomplished by the use of stenography. They were a complete
analysis of the whole lecture, the substance and form, and to a sur-

prising extent the phraseology. As he said: ' Why, they had the whole
thing.' There had been, however, no stenography, or any extended note-
taking. The work was the result of the cultivation of the art of listening

and of concentrated attention." Miss Aiken's book explains the system
by which her girls are trained to this degree of mental power, and the
manner in which she solved the problem.

"Famous Leaders Among Women," by Sarah Knowles Bolton, pre-

sents a group of women famous in different epochs and phases of the
world's history. Mrs. Bolton, believing that the life history of the 'great

and good is ever interesting and inspiring, has selected types of vary-
ing distinction among the women of history, and has given the sketches
of their lives and deeds ina simple, straightforward manner which com-
mends without commanding attention, and interests without dazzling.

The choice of her group of famous leaders is exceedingly interesting.

She opens with Madame de Maintenon, and closes with Queen Victoria,

and between them she places Catharine II. of Russia, Madame Le Brun,
Dolly Madison, Catharine Booth, Lucy Stone, Lady Henry Somerset,
and Julia Ward Howe. The coordination of Lucy Stone and the mother
of the Salvation Army with the royal women of Europe is a unique
classification; but in this grouping of nine Mrs. Bolton has shown a
breadth of view and a discernment of wherein woman's greatness lies.

Probably none other would have made a like selection of nine famous
women leaders, and some may criticise her choice, but all who take up
the book will find it interesting enough to read carefully through. Each
sketch is accompanied by a full-page portrait of the subject; that of

Mrs. Julia Ward Howe presented as the frontispiece. The book is pub-
lished by Thomas Y. Crowell & Co., of Boston.

"Stories of the Wagner Opera," by H. A. Guerber, is a volume such
as one familiar with the author's previous work would expect; accurate,
artistic, and complete. The fact and fancy of the great opera scores are
presented, as Miss Guerber says in the preface, in "short sketches,
which can be read in a few moments' time, intended to give the reader
as clear as possible an outline of the great dramatist-composer's work."
Each sketch is a directory of the opera as it appears upon the stage,

and also a concise presentation of the old myth story which is its basis,

together with an account of Wagner's original conception of it, and the
circumstances under which he embodied and presented it in its present
•form; thus accomplishing the double purpose of familiarizing the reader
with the great operas and their grand myth source, and also the main
facts of interest and value connected with Wagner's life work. The
sketches are accompanied by full-page halftones of some scene of each
play, and the frontispiece is a portrait of Richard Wagner. Dodd, Mead
& Co., publishers.
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" In the Young World," a collection of verses by Edith M. Thomas, as

its title indicates, concerns the thoughts of childhood:

" Now the little white sheep,
And the little black sheep

—

They have all gone to sleep
In the fold.

' And the little children, too,
Must do as the lambs do;
They must all go to sleep

In the foH,

"At one in the morning.
All's silent in Birdland, all bright eyes are curtained, and folded all wings.

" At two in the morning.
Some dreaming young thing a snatch of its day-time roundelay sings.

" At three in the morning.
Early-bird chides his slow neighbors, and then falls asleep unaware.

" At four in the morning,
All merry and mad. pour a medley of song on the quivering air.''

"The Brown Ambassador," by Mrs. Hugh Fraser, published by Mac-
millan & Co. A story of the three days' moon of midsummer in Devon-
shire, and a web of the most intricate and pleasing fancy of animal and
human life. The tale is so unique, well written, and altogether fasci-

nating, that it calls for no exposition of its merits. Suffice it to say that

the usually hasty book reviewer has read it twice, and gone over it a
third time, to analyze the clever dovetailing of human and animal rela-

tions. Next to Kipling's Mowgli stories it is the most clever of tales.

The only word which can be raised against the fitness of the book for

child reading is a bit free use of the English schoolboy slang in the

conversation of young Donald.

"Frail Children of the Air," by Samuel Hubbard Scudder (Hough-
ton, Mifflin & Co.), is a treatise on butterflies and their life habits, by
one who knows and understands the little creatures. Though but an
abridgment of Dr. Scudder's more technical treatise one may gain suf-

ficient familiarity with the buttertiy world from this book to appreciate
the possibilities of a larger life than the "flitting" existence which is

proverbially attributed to butterflies. A perusal of the book will cer-

tainly inspire an interest and curiosity to observe more closely the deli-

cate life so familiar, and yet so unknown, to most of the casual observers.

A NEW edition of Celia Thaxter's " Stories and Poems for Children
"

has been issued by Houghton, Mittlin & Co. The dainty binding, the

pretty frontispiece, and the delicate appearance of the book in general
is in keeping with the charming literary finish of Mrs. Thaxter's writ-

ings. A trifle old, some of the sketches, for youthful appreciation, but
so gracefully told that they may leave a trace of their grace upon the

young mind, even if they fail to impress.

"Art Education" has been entirely remodeled. The title-page de-

sign is a strong work of art by Harper R. Hunter, designer to Tiffany's.

The cover is of heavy anticjue paper of artistic brown, printed in reddish-

brown ink, producing an effect fully up to the standard of the highest

class art journals of the day. The inside paper is a fine quality, which
brings out the exc[uisite halftone engravings to the best advantage.
The frontispiece of the first number of the " Complete Edition," as the

new form is called, is an excellent reproduction of Turner's " \'enice,"

which, with the historical sketch appended, enables the teacher at a dis-

tance from museums of art to give her pupils an insight into the work
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of this great master of landscape painting. The editorial staff now con-
sists of the following: James Clell Witter, Editor and Manager; asso-
ciates, Henry T. Bailey, State Director of Drawing, Massachusetts;
Walter S. Goodnough, Director of Drawing Brooklyn Public Schools,
and Chas. A. Bennett, Professor of Manual Training, Teachers' Col-
lege, New York City. Professor Bennett has charge of the Department
of Manual Training in Art Education, which is an important part of the
magazine, contributed to by many of the ablest writers on this subject.
"Art Education" is evidently destined to become a power in its distinc-

tive field. The magazine is now published in two editions, the " Method
Edition" at 75 cents, devoted, as its name implies, to methods of teach-
ing drawing and kindred arts, and the "Complete Edition" at Si. 50,
devoted to art education in its broadest sense. The J. C. Witter Co.,

853 Broadway, New York.

S^. Nicholas Alagazine recently offered prizes for the best corrections
of a misspelled poem. More than ten thousand answers were received.
Answers came from all over the world; from Turkey, from Egypt and
from Europe; from a little countess in \'ienna, and from the grand-
children of Emerson and Hawthorne in America. The committee re-

luctantly make the admission that the penmanship of the English and
Canadian children excels that of Uncle Sam's boys and girls.

Elizabeth Ferguson Seat has an article on "The Child and His
Fictions" in the February number of Lippincott's Magazine, which is

very interesting, and has many practical points. She refers to fiction as
"the fruitful soil in which is rooted the young slips of knowledge."

"The Purple Hyacinth," a fairy story by Juniata Salsbury, is as
fairy a story as any child could wish. All the known fairies combined to

bring joy to Gretchen and I^ouise and their papa, and they managed so
delightful a denouement as only fairies could bring about. Transat-
lantic Publishing Co.

Professor Richard T. Ely, of the University of Wisconsin, has
just completed the manuscript of a new book, to be entitled " The Social
Law of Service."

Low Rates and Fast Time are offered by the Nickel Plate Road to

all points east with solid trains to New York and through cars to Boston,
affording patrons the benefits of a superb dining car service and elegant
buffet sleeping cars. City Ticket Offtce, in Adams street. J. Y. Cala-
han. General Agent.

The Nickel Plate Road, equipped with through passenger trains of

the most modern style, forms the shortest line between Chicago, New
York, and Boston via Fort Wayne, Cleveland, and Buffalo, and offers

the lowest rates 10 all eastern points for all classes of tickets. Colored
porters in charge of day coaches. City Ticket Office, iii Adams street.

People who go east from Chicago, who want fast time, low rates, and
most elegant train service, will make no mistake by taking the Nickel
Plate Road, the popular low rate line to all points east, via Fort W^ayne,
Cleveland, and Buffalo. J. Y. Calahan, General Agent, 1 1 1 Adams street.

Two Fast Trains leave Chicago daily with through sleepers to Fort
Wayne, Cleveland, Buffalo, Boston, and solid trains to New York City

via the Nickel Plate Road. Palatial dining cars on all through trains,

and colored porters on first and second class day coaches. City Ticket
Office, III Adams street.
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The Most Popular Highway of Travel penetrating the principal cit-

ies of the East — the shortest line between Chicago and Boston, with
solid through trains to New York City via Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, and
Buffalo, and the only line via these cities having colored porters on its

first and second class day coaches at the disposal of its patrons, is the

Nickel Plate Road, whose unexcelled train service and most liberal

rates have long been recognized by east-bound travelers. J. Y. Calahan,
General Agent, iii Adams St., Chicago, 111.

The Solid Through Trains of the Nickel Plate road, equipped with
the most modernly constructed day coaches and luxurious sleeping and
dining cars, illuminated throughout with the famous Pintsch gaslights,

and colored porters in charge of day coaches, are some of the features

of this popular line that are being recognized by travelers seeking the

lowest rates and fast time. J. Y. Calahan, General Agent, in Adams
St., Chicago, 111.
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MANUAL TRAINING IN LONDON BOARD
SCHOOLS.*

J. VAUGHAN, LONDON.

WE prefer to call manual training " hand and
eye " training. There is no need for me to

advance any argument in favor of manual
training as forming a part of every educa-
tional system from the time children enter

school until they finish. What I have to say will deal en-

tirely with the practical working of the scheme, and not

with the theory. I want to show how we have connected
the hand work of the kindergarten with that of the manual
training school proper, and so bridge over the space which
has hitherto existed between these two sections ; also how
we have tried to devise a scheme of work, which shall nat-

urally follow that of the kindergarten, which may be taught
in the ordinary schoolroom by the regular teachers, and
which may be applicable alike to town and country.

The aim of all this work is purely educational— the
training of the mind, the eye, and the hand, in unison. The
value of the thing produced— if it has any value at all— is

quite a secondary matter. It is the training the child receives

through the producing and not the product which is of the
highest importance. Is it not a curious fact that much of
the manual training work is judged by the public from a

materialistic point of view? They take up a child's bit of

clay work or wood work and ask: " How much is it worth?
How long did it take the pupil to make it? Is it worth
while spending so much time upon a thing like this which I

can buy for a few pence? " I answer: "Certainly not, if you
look merely at the product; but then you could also buy a.

* The above paper was prepared for the Manual Training Section of the World's
Fair Congress. It was not presented at the Convention.
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large bvindle of used-up copy books or drawing books for a

few pence. You would not deny that the child had received
valuable training in producingthese, though the product itself

is practically worthless." Unfortunately they see nothing
beyond the mere material production, and not the least part

of our work consists in showing them that there is real edu-
cational value in the manual training work.

Though I am an enthusiast on the subject, I am not one
of those who look upon manual training as 'a divinely ap-

pointed medium, which shall speedily bring about a Uto-
pian state of things in educational matters. I simply claim
for it its lawful place, maintaining that any system of edu-
cation which neglects to develop such powerful means of

acquiring knowledge, as through the eye and the hand, is

necessarily defective. We want to educate our children

mentally, physically, harmoniously, simultaneously. This is

the kindergarten spirit, and it cannot be accomplished with-

out a form of manual work being interwoven with mental
work throughout the entire school life of the child. We
want to bring out and to nurture to the fullest extent the

child's capabilities for good, and also to watch for and prune
any tendency toward vice, and so enable him to fulfill the

duties of life in the highest sense, be he merchant or me-
chanic, king or peasant. We want our working men, and
women, too, to do more by reasoning and less by rule of

thumb. In fact, we want them to put the brains into the

thumb and not the thumb into the brains; to make them
plastic, so that they may readily adapt themselves to cir-

cumstances, mo\'e with the times, and be ever eager and
ready to acquire information ; to make them the thinking,

reasoning beings God intended they should be, and not

mere automatons.
Will manual training help to accomplish all this? I

think so, for I strongly hold that we shall go much nearer

to the ideal in education by the all-round development of

the senses than by keeping to the dull routine of book work,
even for a few years of the child's school life. I think it

was Professor Huxley who said that "Reading, writing and
arithmetic are the knife, fork, and plate, but they are not

the food."

I might quote other distinguished educationists, and ad-

vance many more arguments in favor of manual training, but

as I said at the outset, I wish to deal with the subject prac-

tically, so as to have the benefit of your criticism. What Drs.

Woodward, McAlister, and Belfield have written about its ad-
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vantages, we on our side of the Atlantic thoroughly indorse,

and hope they may all be obtained.
Previous to 1870, education in England was in a very

backward state In that year the Compulsory Act was
passed, and school boards were called into existence. A
very rigid code was framed by the government, in which the
three R's played the most important part. Indeed, very
little else was thought of ; all the children were made to

pass through the same dry course, wearying alike to teach-
ers and taught. All were expected to reach the same dead
level of mental ability. The memory was taxed to its utmost
capacity, and overloaded with facts, but the powers of obser-
vation, of independent thought, of inventiveness, were not
exercised in the least. Week in and week out the teachers
were engaged in forcing so much knowledge into the child's

mind that there was no possibility of his digesting it. The
Code said: " He must do so much," and so much had to be
done whatever the child's mental capacity may have been.
Then on a set day, once a year. Her Majesty's inspector came
to the school and asked the children to discharge the cargo
of facts which the teacher had carefully tried to store away
in their minds duringthe previous twelve months. This an-
nual examination day was dreaded by teachers and children
alike. The grant (or state appropriation) to the school and
the teacher's professional status depended entirely upon the
facility and accuracy with which the children did their work
on this particular day. The examination was as irrational

as the instruction; to attempt to gauge the work of a school
in a few hours is impossible, even supposing Her Majesty's
inspectors had been experts in education, which many of

them were not. When this system had been in operation
for ten or fifteen years, and the children brought up under
it began to get out into the world, thoughtful men, men who
understood what education should be and what it should
produce, said: " You are turning out mere machines, able
neither to think nor observe, and with no power of independ-
ent thought." The teachers, too, raised their voices against
the cast-iron system, but the answer from the authorities was
in effect, " Ye are idle," and so they had still to continue
making bricks without straw. (To prevent misconception
I would like to state here that things are much better now.)
Well, these were grave defects, and the school board for

London sought to find a remedy. A large and important
committee was appointed to inquire into the "subjects and
modes of instruction"; most valuable evidence was gathered
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from experts connected with every branch of education, and
a report issued, making many suggestions for improvement,
especially with regard to teaching drawing, manual trainmg,
and elementary science.

In effect, one of the questions put by the committee to

practical teachers was, " Do you think the kindergarten sys-

tem capable of being developed for senior schools?" The
reason for the question was obvious. The introduction of

the kindergarten principles had revolutionized the teaching
in the infant schools, and had made them a place of pleasure
and not of torture. This was the testimony of teachers and
inspectors alike. Teachers inthe senior schools always found
the section of the class which had come up from the infant

school was the brightest, most intelligent, and most regular

in attendance; but the weary rounds of the upper school
soon took away much of the brightness and intelligence.

Now this was not as it should be. Here was a gap to be filled;

a deficiency which had to be amended. Something was done
by broadening the curriculum— as you see from what I have
just read out to you. But this at first was chiefly on the
mental side, so Mr. Ricks devised his scheme to supply
the manual side, using the kindergarten as the basis. I hope
I have made clear to you the necessity of some such scheme
of work.

Hand and eye training is divided into four sections: (i)

paper and cardboard work; (2) color work; (3) modeling
in clay; (4) wood work, with drawing as the foundation and
an integral part of each.

I. Paper Work.—The first occupation in this consists of

producing, in colored paper, simple geometrical patterns.

The guide lines for cutting are produced by folding the

paper. Fundamental forms are cut with scissors from papers
of various colors, and arranged on squared paper or card-

board to form patterns, either according to the direction of

the teacher, or as the fancy or ingenuity of the child sug-

gests. This is exactly what is done in the infant school,

except that now greater accuracy would be looked for, and
the design would be carried a little further. To facilitate

mounting, the paper throughout is supplied with adhesive
on the back, similar to a postage stamp. A pallette con-

taining a little water and a small sponge is also given to the

children. The mount is then moistened with a sponge and
the paper fastened down securely in its place.

The second step is similar to the first, except that the

cutting lines are produced by drawing with the aid of a
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ruler, and not by folding; as, however, the drawing of even

simple geometric forms with perfect accuracy is difficult for

young children, we used squared paper, such as I have here,

to assist them. This opens up a much wider field for form

than could be obtained by the first step, and an infinite num-
ber of patterns can be obtained. The work in this step can

be so graded in difficulty as to be carried on throughout the

entire school. These specimens, for example, show you how
far it is possible to go.

In the third step the cutting lines are produced both by
folding and drawing. The paper is first folded in such a way
as to produce two fundamental forms. The first is a triangle

formed of eight equal right-angled triangles, superimposed;

the second an equilateral triangle, consisting of six trian-

gles similarly superimposed. As it is very difficult to draw
on paper so folded, guide lines have been stamped on the

paper supplied to the children. From the two fundamental
forms we obtain, by cutting, an almost unlimited number
of patterns, with both straight and curved lines. A boundless

field for the inventive faculties of the children is opened
up. The greatest care has to be exercised by the teacher

in this step, to prevent the pupils "running wild" in the

matter of design. They delight to snip out a little bit here

and there, and produce a most fantastic pattern—but which
has neither beauty of form, nor balance, nor symmetry. I

would have them think it all out on a flat sheet before fold-

ing the paper, so that there should never be any haphazard
cutting.

In the fourth step plain paper only is supplied, and the

pupils draw, geometrically, or by free hand, any figure they

may wish to utilize in a design. This is, of course, a consid-

erable step in advance. Most accurate drawing is required

for every single piece, otherwise they will not fit together.

It leads on very naturally to cardboard modeling, which is

a most effective and interesting occupation. It consists of

drawing the plans for, cutting out, and constructing geo-

metrical models, boxes, trays, frames, letter cases, and a

great variety of similar objects.

The working tools for paper and cardboard work are few
and simple: ( i) a zinc plate for cutting upon; (2) a special

knife; (3) a pair of scissors; (4) a straight edge of steel or

brass.

The chief aim of this section of the work is to cultivate

the habits of attention and accuracy. Children have little

innate power of attention. It has to be acquired, and hand
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work and eye work exercise an immense influence in form-
ingand strengthening this invaluable habit. It is impossible
to overrate the importance of being able to bring the whole
mind to bear upon the work in hand. Closely allied to it is

accuracy. "Accuracy," wrote the late Mr. Thring, "is the
attribute common to all trained workers." Then comes the
dexterity of the hand, the feeling for good color through
the papers supplied for the work; a taste for design; the
scope for inventiveness and neatness and order in working.
This section can be carried on throughout the entire school,

and may be used in country districts as well as towns — a

ver}' valuable point.

2. Color work is divided into two branches: (a) using
colored chalks; (d) using water colors. In the former, spe-
cially prepared chalks are used, having a texture between
pastels and the ordinary blackboard chalk, with tints similar

to these papers. The chalk is not applied to the drawing
direct, but put on with a stump in the usual way. I have
found quite young children do this work very well before
they have the manual dexterity to put on a wash of color.

The water-color work is done as usual. The pupils are

each provided with a pallette and brushes. The question
of pigments was a rather serious one. To give each child

a set of good colors was out of the question on the score

of expense. On the other hand, giving them poor colors

meant getting poor work. So we let the teachers have two
or three boxes of the best colors and mix the tints for the
scholars. I may say, however, that many of the children ob-
tain good sets of colors as rewards in the annual competi-
tion, or purchase them for themselves. Color work answers
less to the idea of manual training than the other branches,
though to lay on a good, smooth wash of color is a manual
training in itself. We make scarcely any attempt to teach
color on a scientific basis beyond the simplest elements.
The teacher rather tries to cultivate a feeling for good color

both in harmony and contrast. The children are shown by
actual experiment that certain combinations are not pleas-

ing to the e}'e, and that large patches of strong, unbroken
color are to be avoided, but there is no regular systematic
course laid down. We use color, I think, rather for its util-

ity in design, and as an aid to drawing, than as an abstract
" color study." The pupils commence, first, with simple
washes of color, usually to tint their free-hand drawings, un-

til they have surmounted the difficulty of laying on a fairly

smooth wash. Then they are taught how to produce various
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tints, shades, and hues, by the admixture of colors, and
lastly, to use graduated color. "Brush work studies" are also

given to them, so that they may learn to use the brush with
as much facility as the pencil.

With the children themselves, color work is the most
popular of all. It is very widely useful, and not at all ex-
pensive. For girls who have the making of the home, the
color course is, I think, especially valuable. The awaken-
ing and training of the artistic faculties is also important,
and should by no means be overlooked. Like the paper
and cardboard work it may be carried on throughout the
entire school, and may easily be incorporated with the ordi-

nary school work.
3. Modclincr iti Clay.—Of all the forms of hand and eye

training as a means of education, this perhaps most nearly
approaches the ideal. The artistic instincts, accurate obser-
vation and attention, the sense of form and proportion
and manual dexterity, are alike developed through this

most excellent medium. Here is material so workable that
the weakest hands can fashion it at will, and so plastic that

the most subtle curvature and delicate detail are readily
obtained. As a means of expression it seems to me unsur-
passable. All drawing is more or less imitation, but here
we introduce the child to the reality. If he models, say an
apple or an acorn, think how much he gets to know of its

form and structure; how closely he must observe it so that

the reproduction may be accurate; how deft the fingers must
be to shape the clay. If I were bound to take only one form
of manual training apart from drawing, I should unhesita-
tingly take this, because it calls into play more faculties than
any other one section.

I am aware that it is spoken of somewhat contemptuously
as a " fad," and as " mud-pie " making. This I feel sure can
only arise from ignorance. If those who condemn it could
only go into a school and see the practical working of it,

could see the intense interest the children take in the work,
and could test the value of the training, I feel certain a
change of opinion would be inevitable. Objections are
raised against its introduction into schools because it is

dirty work, and gives a lot of trouble. When the clay is in

good condition it certainly is not dirty. It is, perhaps, a
little trouble. Most things are that are worth anything, and
even if it were both dirty and troublesome, the excellent
training obtained would compensate for both. The course
proceeds gradually upward from the little things they have
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done in the kindergarten school—modeling simple forms,
such as an egg, an acorn, an apple, a piece of moulding, etc.;

then simple ornaments from the cast, or from photographs;
and, lastly, to designing panels, vases, and the like. All
these you will find illustrated in our exhibit. Though the
work can be carried out in an ordinary room during the
earlier stages, I personally am very strongly in favor of
having a special room for the older pupils, where they are
neither cramped for room nor afraid of dropping a bit of
clay on the floor.

4. Wood Work—As we practice it, applies to a much
smaller section of our scholars than the previous three, and
belongs, perhaps, more to what I have called the manual
training school proper than to the development of the kin-

dergarten. We do not use the Swedish sloyd in our board
schools. While acknowledging that the sloyd was the pio-
neer of an educational system of wood work, and had ex-
cellent aims, we did not consider it quite adapted to the
nature of our children, or to our system of education. Mr.
Barter, our organizer of wood work, therefore, devised a
scheme more adapted to the conditions under which we
work.

Ordinary carpenters' tools are used, and are introduced
one by one, according to the difficulty of manipulating
them. An extensive series of models and exercises have
been drawn up, most of which you will find among the speci-

mens of wood work in the exhibition. Drawing must always
precede the working in wood. Lessons are also given on
the nature and use of various woods, and the construction
of tools. Most of the work in this section is taught on the
" center system." A room is selected at a central school,
and fitted up with benches, tools, etc. We have no ma-
chinery at any of the shops. A special teacher of wood
work is placed in charge of this room. The neighboring
schools then contribute, in classes of twenty-five or thirty
pupils, sufficient to occupy the teacher's time. It is a most
economical use both of material and teaching force. The
cookery, laundry, and much of the advanced drawing is also

carried on in this way. It has been a vexed question whether
the skilled artisan or the trained teacher should be employed
to give instruction in wood work, and we are yet in the
experimental stage. My own opinion is, that if you want
mere craftsmanship, the artisan will obtain the best results;

but if you want education, then you must employ the trained
teacher.
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Such, briefly, is the scheme, though I fear I have given
you but a very imperfect idea of its working. Each section

requires a paper to itself in order to deal with the details.

I shall, however, be only too glad to give you any infor-

mation upon points of difficulty or doubt. Mr. Ricks, the
framer of the scheme, thus sums up the advantages that

he hopes may accrue from its introduction:

1. It quickens and develops the mental powers of obser-
vation, attention, and accuracy.

2. It cultivates the moral faculties of perseverance, order,

neatness, and self-reliance.

3. It awakens and trains the artistic faculties, and directs

the child's instincts toward the beautiful and true.

4. It satisfies and cultivates the child's instinct for activ-

ity, and excites pleasure in the acquisition of skill.

5. It provides opportunity for the development and prac-
tice of the inventive and constructive talent, and affords free

scope for the imagination.
If it accomplishes any one of these, it will, I think, be

worth a place in the educational system of elementary
schools. I should like, briefly, to tell you how it was intro-

duced into the schools. The first thing to do was to inter-

est the teachers, and to this end Mr. Ricks himself gave
collective lectures to them on the scheme generally. Then
the board established classes in the various branches, and
the teachers attended them voluntarily, in the evenings,
during the winter months, to receive instruction. In this

way nearly two thousand teachers have already gone through
a course in one or more branches. The introduction of the
work into the schools (except in the case of wood work) is left

to the discretion of the teacher. What you see of it at the
exhibition is the result of three years' work only, which, I

think, speaks volumes in favor of the skill and energy of
the teachers in the service of the board. Without their

hearty cooperation such results would have been impossible.
Now in passing judgment upon the scheme, I should like

you to remember that we have half a million children to deal
with, and these drawn, mostly, from the poorer classes, not
one per cent, of them over fourteen. Some form of manual
work was imperative, to relieve the pressure of brain work.
Look not only at the philosophy of the subject, but at its

practical application to the masses. You have probably
seen the result of the work at the World's Fair. Whether
it will make our children become better men and women we
cannot yet say. We hope it will, and if these hopes are
realized the work will not have been in vain.



MERI TOPPELIUS—IN MEMORIAM.
MAY HENRIETTA HORTON.

" One who never turned her back but maixhed breast forward;
Never doubted clouds would break;

Never dreamed, though right were worsted, wrong would triumph;
Held we fall to rise, are baffled to fight better,

Sleep to wake.

No, at noonday in the bustle of man's work-time
Greet the unseen with a cheer!

Bid him forward, breast and back as either should be,
' Strive and thrivel ' cry 'Speed,— fight on, fare ever

There as here! '

"

—Robert Bro-wning.

SO Dr. Jenkin Lloyd Jones spoke of the brave wo-
man upon whose life he pronounced the benedic-
tion. In her life he recognized the divinity of

helpfulness, the sanctity of love and service. The
death of Miss Meri Toppelius was a deprivation

to the children of Chicago which we trust they may never
fully realize, and which her pupils, if they feel and appre-
ciate as they grow toward the higher ideals to which she
pointed them, will never allow to be realized.

Miss Toppelius was a native of Helsingsford, Finland, a
daughter of General Toppelius, of the Finnish army, and
a niece of Z. Toppelius, the poet laureate of Finland. She
was educated and environed as the eldest daughter of a
family of rank, but she sought in vain for the satisfaction

which social distinction is expected to give. At seventeen
she decided to devote her life to helpful endeavor, and
turned, as all great-hearted women do, to the children as the
portals of future ideals. The rounded culture of manual
and mental accomplishment, which is characteristic of the
North-European education, was of course at her command,
and at Vera Hjelt's training school, in her own city, she
found the slojd which could help and fit her for a service

in life. She took a course under Vera Hjelt, a most pro-
gressive educator, and afterwards remained in the school as

instructor.

At that time Mrs. Hemingway, an educational leader of

Boston, became interested in the sloyd system and its great
results in the north of Europe, and made a request of Miss
Toppelius to come to Boston and introduce to America the
ideal of hand education. Miss Meri Toppelius accepted

Note.—Died in Chicago January 27, 1896.
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Mrs. Hemingway's call for wider usefulness, and planned
to come and undertake the large task of presenting to the

New World an Old World ideal. She became ill, however, a

short time prior to her expected departure, and requested
a younger sister, whom she had already interested in her
chosen work to a sufficient extent to be well trained for an
instructor, to take her commission and go in her place to

Boston. Her parents, though reluctant to allow their eldest

daughter the independence of her convictions to so radical

an extent as a mission in a foreign land, quite refused to

consent to the dismissal of the younger girl alone for so
great an undertaking; therefore Miss Meri Toppelius accom-
panied her sister Sigrid to Boston in 1890, and herself took
up a course of instruction in the gymnasium, while her
sister carried on the sloyd in a primary school according to

Mrs. Hemingway's plans.

In the spring of 1891 the Chicago Woman's Club asked
Miss Toppelius to come to Chicago. She left her sister to

conduct the work in Boston, but in 1892 Miss Sigrid returned
to Finland. Miss Toppelius conducted private sloyd classes

in Chicago, arranged by those interested in the movement,
and spoke with enthusiasm, whenever opportunity offered,

of her theory of education. She addressed the National
Educational Association in convention at St. Paul, and the
Kansas State Teachers' Association at Topeka, while it was
yet difficult for her to express herself readily and satisfac-

torily in English; but so earnest was she that she fired the
enthusiasm of many to whom her theories were new and
radical, and won the hearty support of all laboring for prog-
ress in educational fields. At the time of the World's Col-
umbian Exposition in Chicago she was appointed, by request
of. Mrs. Ebba Nordquist, n6e Baronesse Alfthan, of Finland,
to address the Auxiliary Congress concerning the work of
the Finnish women.
A wedge was entered in the public school system by

allowing Miss Toppelius a sloyd department in the Agassiz
school. A room was fitted out under her direction in the
basement, and the boys of each grade sent down to her a
few hours each week. With indomitable perseverance and
courageous enthusiasm, she bent to a purpose of invading
the public school system of Chicago with the culture of
hand and eye education. She loved the little children and
she knew that they loved and needed the work she had for

them, and the loyal devotion with which they repaid her
was her best reward. Not only did she expend her bravest
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efforts for the success of her work in the eye of the public,

and where recognition might count toward the advancement
of her cherished ideal, but with added effort and cheerful-

ness she took up a mission work of sloyd among the boys
of a needy community on the farther side of the city.

In time the agitation of the school board over "fads and
their uses" came up. Miss Toppelius was of course cate-

goried as a faddist; but her strong personal force, her enthu-
siasm and courage, her work and its stronghold on her
friends, her associates, and her pupils, wrought her a victory
instead of defeat in the contest of ideals with prejudices.

Miss Toppelius was a young woman— she was but about
thirty years of age— of most fascinating personality. I was
associated with her intimately for a time as pupil and assist-

ant, and I was bound to her by the strongest feeling of

devotion and love, and I believe she inspired the same high
emotion in all who were in the least in her circle of friends.

Her pupils enjoyed the rare privilege of being led by an
ideal teacher. She was always a wonder to me. She con-
trolled and guided, instructed and loved the children with-

out descending to the details and formalities of teaching
and disciplining. Her heart, her soul, her purpose, were
moulded to the one aim of giving to the children that which
she believed was the great power for their future helpfulness
and greatness,— the conscious control of their mental and
manual faculties. That, I think, was the secret of her rare

ability as a teacher. Could every teacher be inspired with
such faith, such love, and so deep and firm a purpose, the

rare teacher would become less so.

More than a mere victory in raising her standard above
the line marked fads. Miss Toppelius won a way to the
further advancement of her cause. Solely through her
enthusiasm, inspired by her earnest endeavor, one of the

school board made an effort to assist her, and obtained an
appropriation of §25,000 to carry on and propagate the work
which she so bravely pioneered.

Though earnest and energetic in the promulgation of her
theory. Miss Toppelius was never pushing, never obtrusive;

she was quiet, retiring, and very self-effacfive. She sought
the advance of her work for no self-aggrandizement. Her
work was greater, her aim higher, her ideal nobler than her-

self; but so she was greater and grew more ideal by her
self-abnegation.

The mission of her life is not yet accomplished, however,
though manual training is accepted and established as a
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department of the public school system of Chicago. That
is but a step, though a broad foundation step of her great
ideal. By an accident another theory of manual education
appeared in competition. The process by which our grand-
fathers were taught a, b, c, d, etc., and laboriously gathered
those fragments of knowledge, well memorized into detach-
able concepts of words, which might later, by happy acci-

dent, afifiliate with their familiar counterparts of experience,
has long since been superseded in the schoolroom. The
evolution of methods, however, seems a difficult thing to
hasten or transform, and a chrysalis of manual instruction
has been placed in the manual training rooms of the Chi-
cago public schools. The system which is now established
in the schools, other than the five of Lake View, which were
assigned to Miss Toppelius, is based upon the same princi-

ple of acquiring detail, and end divorced from aim, which
characterized the a, b, c primer lessons of long ago. It con-
sists of exercises with saw and plane; cultivation of manual
dexterity with tools; not an educational development foi

the expression of mind by means of hand; not an effort to
help the child construct that which his mind and imagina-
tion can contrive, thus giving expression to the higher and
creative qualities within him; but a mere exercise in muscle
training, a basis for the carpenter and joiner trades, perhaps,
even so, slow and painful, and lacking the ideal of complete-
ness and unity which perfects and ennobles the humblest
trade.

The work of Miss Toppelius with the children of Chicago
was along the highest ideal of education. She came from
the Old World with an Old World system and trained in an
Old World school, but she was progressive, and quick to
grasp and make use of the best suggestions developed
under any method and in any experience. She had not
been accustomed in Finland to accord first place to kinder-
garten in her theory of education, but she readily recognized
the place it filled in the tense and emotional life of Amer-
ica, and saw that the kindergarten was her strongest ally

and the rock upon which to rear safely her symmetrical edu-
cation. She believed thoroughly in the advantage of the
educational theory of her own country, that the method of
instruction gives best results with the young child, a recep-
tive and responsive condition which becomes less plastic by
growth. The sloyd of Sweden and Denmark is arranged
for the boys of upper grades, allowing for physical ability
to handle tools and a mental power sufficiently developed
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to grasp the purpose and aim of the work. The sloyd of

Finland adapts itself to the needs of the growing child,

regardless of sex; the requirement of development is the

same, and lends itself to the moulding of the abilities and
powers to the development of capacity, physical and mental,

for its best appreciation and use. Miss Toppelius' whole
theory of instruction was the system for the child, not the

child for the method. It was her regret that only the boys
of the Agassiz school were assigned to her department. To
her the needs of childhood were universal, not of a class or

sex. She grafted her already simplified system upon the

kindergarten occupation work as she found it, and worked
out and adapted her model serie by careful and loving ex-

periment for the best result to her pupils. The work which
they accomplished, the exercise which they gained, the dex-

terity which they acquired was in unity of concept; the per-

fection of completion was continually in their eyes and
hearts, and they wrought with joyous enthusiasm, through
the agency of simple, artistic, and true forms, and by the

guidance of their own creative instincts, their whole salva-

tion of body and soul.

Education too often is made to serve the purpose of

warping the environments to the individual rather than fit-

ting the individual for the needs of the world. The train-

ing which prepares a human soul for but one niche of life

which may prove to be the width of a continent removed or

seas over, leaving a helpless, struggling chrysalid at the

mercy of the environment it should have been prepared to

meet, fails of its great mission.

The educo process which makes ready the powers of the

growing life to assume and make best use of the niche at

hand, though used as a step to higher and more perfect

ones, even to the reaching of the ultimate niche of life's

choice, is the gospel of life and light. The culture which
we seek through education is an adaptability to the large

and complex human relations, and sloyd imparts a general

dexterity which enables the child to gather the experience

and culture of many forms of effort and idea-expression.

Miss Toppelius defined the aim of her work as univer-

sally useful, idealizing the practical, and giving harmonious
education, and systematically developing the usefulness of

the child. Let me quote her own words from an address

before a body of teachers:

"One may confess to any fundamental pedagogic views

that he desires, but all will ultimately agree with Pestalozzi
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on the necessity of harmonious development of the powers
of soul and body. May we always remember the words of

Locke, 'a sound mind in a sound body'; also the saying of

Svedelli: 'It is not intellect nor science nor talent that

governs the world, but character.* It is not the sozd nor the

body that shall be educated, but the man— to noble, power-
ful, and active citizenship. It is the influence of the har-

monious individual which brings culture and progress into

society, state, and home."
It was that recognition of the individual as a great power

in relationship of society and state, the belief in the latent

possibilities of childhood which inspired Miss Toppelius to

so grand an effort for the aid of the ideal growth of the
young soul. How great the effort and how loving the serv-

ice she rendered even her most intimate friends did not
realize. It must have been that she was never free from
bodily pain; that her charming vivacity, her bright enthusi-

asm were at the expense of a great self-sacrifice; but so

earnest was her purpose for the help of childhood that she
gave no hint, by word or look, of the cost at which her lov-

ing service was given.

Her family grief stricken, with years and oceans un-
bridged, may hold the comforting assurance that she made
her home with her work, and no truer devotion could have
been given by even the kindred of her mother-land than
was given by those in her new relations to whom she was
very dear, who stood ready to render service to a life conse-
crated to service.

O
DOWN IN THE DEEP, DEEP MINE.

ELIZABETH K. LOAG.

H miner, down in the deep, deep mine;
Oh miner, down in the dark

;

Oh miner with your pickax strong,

You work so hard the whole day long.

And help to do your part.

You bring us iron so hard and strong.

And coal to keep us warm.
And brightly sparkling silver ore,

And gleaming gold, and even more.
By working with your arm.



EASTER MEANINGS.

G. M. HOWARD.

WHAT'S the meaning of Easter?"
I asked of a bee,

Who was flying quite blithely

All round about me;
But he only hummed as he floated by,

And looked at me saucily from a small eye.

" Come, explain to me Easter,"

To a lily I said;

There came but this answer

—

A nod of the head.

And the flower on its stalk swung stately and grand;

But what it was saying, who could understand?

Then I asked of the south wind,
This query again;

" Canst thou tell me of Easter?"
Alas! all in vain;

For the wind only whistled its answer to me.
Which made it no plainer than blossom or bee.

Then I said to myself.

This Easter, 'tis plain.

Hath brought back to earth

Its beauty again.

It makes the bee hum, and the lily to sway.
And old earth to grow young as the south wind doth play.

And thus, whilst the lily was nodding to me,
And the gay bee was humming, 'round flower and \ree.

And the south wind was whistling in rollicking glee,

They all were revealing, as plain as could be.

That Easter is here,—that Easter means life;

Bringing joy out of death, and peace out of strife.



PESTALOZZl CELEBRATION IN BERLIN.

IN
the land that is gradually learning to do homage to

Froebei, there is a growing desire to pay like tribute

to his great predecessor, Pestalozzi. This feeling was
well demonstrated in Berlin, in the celebration of

the one hundred and fiftieth anniversary of his birth.

The aim was not to raise money for any particular purpose,
nor yet to give a pleasant entertainment to the audience;
but to attract attention to Pestalozzi's life and educational
ideas. It was desired to reach two classes, the public-at-

large, and to gain the attention of the university professors

and the higher teachers of other institutions. The first ob-
ject was attained through the performance of a play, written

for the purpose, and supplementing this by living pictures.

Both the play and the living pictures spoke in a forcible

manner of the character of Pestalozzi as a man, and of the
ruling passion of his life—his love for the poor, and his

method of reaching them and lifting them up to a higher
plane.

The play dealt with Pestalozzi's life in Neuhof ; the living

pictures brought in scenes from "Leonard and Gertrude";
the school in Burgdorf; the German people doing homage
to Pestalozzi, etc. Many songs were sung in connection
with the above, making the evening pleasant as well as
profitable. Members of the teachers' association were the
actors, and also formed the choruses. The assistance of
the school children was naturally required.

The program was given two evenings in succession, both
times to large audiences. The literati met together in a
most dignified manner for the crowning part of the celebra-
tion—the lecture.

Professor Friedrich Paulsen,* who stands at the head of
the Pedagogical department in the University of Berlin,

was asked to deliver the address. The audience was a very
exclusive one, brought together by special invitation, and
was composed principally of men. The Dowager Empress
Friedrich lent her presence to the occasion. The festival

hall in the handsome courthouse was given for the meeting,
and was most appropriate. The only decoration was a fine

bust of Pestalozzi against a high bank of green.

*Friedrich Paulsen's works are: "System der Ethik," " Eine Geschichte des Hc-
heren Bildungsvvesens in Deutschland," etc.

Vol. 8-29.
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Dr. Paulsen, as reported in a Berlin paper, said: " Pesta-
lozzi was no original genius, no great author, and yet he was
one of the greatest men of the German people, and one to

whom we will always be indebted. The secret of his life is

defined by his great heart, shown in his love and care for the
poor, and in his power to reach them. He demonstrated
his ideas by his life. If Rosseau was greater as a writer, he
was not greater in the life he led. To appreciate Pestalozzi

one must be familiar with him as a man."
The speaker then cited a series of events from the life of

the pedagogue, telling of the early endeavors of the man to

work for his fellow-beings, and how his efforts were misun-
derstood; how at the age of thirty-four, as a last resort, he
became a writer of books for the people, and the author of
^' Leonard and Gertrude"; finally, how the mature man be-

came a father to the orphans at Stanz, and demonstrated
his educational ideas. His chief aim was to make the people,

through instruction and work, independent, free, self-sup-

porting, and self-responsible.

As a writer for the people Pestalozzi made a new litera-

ture. He revealed the common people as it were as the

subject for literature. He represented the wife of a poor
man as the greatest power in man's life; as priestess, gover-

ness, and teacher; as the administrator of the highest good.
As Schiller, a contemporary, became the singer of the Swiss,

so did Pestalozzi become the teacher of Germany.
Pestalozzi is not only a reformer of the school and meth-

ods, but a reformer of the common people and common-
wealth. As Fichte, so is Pestalozzi, in every sense, one with

the people; as the former he became the leader of the people.

From inner restraint, idle, dull passiveness, will he lead the

people to be free, self-supporting, self-responsible. From
the fetters of the clergy he leads them to be independent
thinkers. He is a Luther; from merely the religion of the

church he makes it become a personal religion; his educa-
tional reform was born through this endeavor.

The lecturer then spoke of Pestalozzi's work for Prussia,

and finally closed with these words: "What can we of today
learn from Pestalozzi?" Man must have hope, and love

for the people, and faith in their possibilities. Pestalozzi

worked and bore more than any of us, and yet did not give

way to discouragement or ill humor. He did not turn his

attention exclusively to the lower classes, but called all,

from the throne to the hut, to common work. Would that

the rich and poor in our day could come to a true under-

standing of each other."



PIONEER EXPERIENCES.
NO. ^.

ANNA B. OGDEN.

THE winter in Boston was over. May seemed hot
and sultry in comparison with preceding snow
and slush. Light housekeeping in one room be-

came uncomfortable. Late hours of study, com-
bined with early rising and the care of two active

children, plainly began to tell upon the mother's health.

Walks in Boston Common and street-car rides lost their

charm when compared with the big playground at home.
The younger child was seriously ill for a few days, and was
left in care of his five-year-old brother, who sat by his bed
and told stories to amuse him, while " Mama was gone to see

Miss Garland and the doctor." Both children were un-
commonly patient, but even Miss Garland, who was nat-

urally anxious that all members of the training class be
present in person at the graduating exercises, upon learn-

ing the situation and the reasons for going home, said :
" I

do not see what else you can do." She also signified her
willingness to receive answers to examination questions and
a graduating essay by mail.

The last day was spent at the home of Mrs. Horace
Mann, with whom Miss Peabody lived. It was good to be
in a home once more, and the day was most delightful.

The opportunity of asking advice from an experienced
mother was made the most of. In reply to the query, " Is

it wise to give a plaything— an express wagon, for instance,
— to two children, or should each have his own toys? Will
the latter course make selfish children?" Mrs. Mann said,

with great emphasis: "Each child should have his own toys.

Even in the kindergarten gardening each child has his own
tools and is responsible for their care. A child is often
called selfish who is orderly, and does not want his things

put out of place. My boys always had their own toys, and
each his own bureau for clothing, and they are not selfish."

She called attention to a small building near the house where
Mr. B. P. Mann, the entomologist, kept his specimens. The
day was too short for personal examination of these treas-

ures, possibly Mr. Mann was not at leisure to exhibit them;
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but the separate building testified both to Mrs. Mann's
motherly sympathy with her son's tastes, and wise fore-

sight in providing for their gratification without disturbing
the orderly home. An aquarium in the back parlor was
very interesting to the little boys. Mrs. Mann considered
it a valuable accessory to the kindergarten, as stimulating
curiosity and interest without undue nervous excitement.
After dinner Miss Peabody brought out the Fifth Gift for the
children, leaving their mother free to listen to the reading of

her last lecture.

The picture of that bright, old-fashioned home, the day
so full, the spiritual feast in the earnest conversation of those
rare women, w'as worth the long journey and all the sacri-

fices made, even had they not been already more than paid
for by the winter of study and work.

Home and freedom soon cured all physical ailments,

and eagerness to spread the good news and share the new
discoveries with others led to the opening of a summer kin-

dergarten in Columbus.
It was very difficult to secure a suitable room. One

lady who advertised rooms to rent, when told that the room
was to be used for a kindergarten, replied: "A kinder-

garden! what kind of a garden is that?" Upon learning
that it was, or might be called, a play school for children, she
turned away abruptly, saying, "No; I don't want any school
in my house." It was difficult to make anyone understand
that children could play together without injury to plaster-

ing and woodwork. At last rooms were secured and fur-

nished for light housekeeping, including folding tables and
camp chairs for the kindergarten. A small lawn in front

looked inviting, but alas! "Keep off the grass" rendered it

useless for kindergarten purposes. Only five children were
secured, but it was thought that at least something could be
done to give an idea of the kindergarten. The little peo-
ple were happy. A little boy three years old took his first

sewing-card home, shouting exultantly, " INIe did it! Me did

it alone!" and his parents were enthusiastic in praise of the

new method.
An older child became so much interested that his par-

ents gladly patronized the kindergarten, though they failed

to see why it was the children were not taught to read. The
mother gave us an unanswerable argument, that when her
baby of two years was fretful, if she told him to find "O"
among his letter blocks he would stop crying, and find the

right block. A newspaper item, in sarcastic explanation of
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the new fad, stated that, "the kindergarten is a school for

teaching children to play! Ducks to swim!
"

Still there was some growth, and the following autumn a

house was rented and the kindergarten more than doubled.

Circulars were found almost useless when sent by mail, so a

few were distributed personally with suitable explanations.

One mother exclaimed in horror:^ " Let you have my baby!

I would not be parted from her for an hour for anything."

In vain it was represented that the little girl, now three

years old, needed companions of her own age; that the

mother would be most welcome in the kindergarten. She
was firm in the belief that she alone knew what was best

for her child. A gleam of encouragement came when one
person was found who had some knowledge of the kinder-

garten. After glancing at the circular she responded with

enthusiasm: "A kindergarten in Columbus! I have wished
for one for my little girl ever since I was in New York."
Two or three months later one of her friends was amazed
to see "that child who had everything at home that money
could buy" intensely interested in making pretty figures,

"playing with eight little sticks." Another mother formed
the habit of spending a morning or more each week in the

kindergarten. With a bit of neglected embroidery in hand,

she would sit quietly observant of the little group at table

or circle. One day, as she left, she said: "Do you mind my
coming so often? It seems to me thie most like heaven of

any place on earth." Mind! if more mothers had shown
such an interest the kindergarten thought would by this

time be the ruling principle of all intelligent homes.
A mothers' class was organized which met monthly, and

the mothers were directed in the use of blocks, sticks, rings,

etc. After a lesson in the Froebel drawing, one mother
expressed great surprise that the children could do it.

She had no idea until she tried it herself that any mental
effort was required.

The hardest point was to make people realize that chil-

dren could learn without books. Mothers who called to

inquire about the new school were shown the lined tables

and material. Illustrative lessons with blocks, etc., were
given sometimes, not always, with encouraging results. An
elegantly dressed lady inquired if the children were kept
all day, and after listening for an hour to illustrations of

the method, gathered up her train and swept out, glancing
over her shoulders to remark: "Then you don't even teach
them their letters. It would not be worth while to dress
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them for only three hours. If you kept them in the after-

noon too it would be better."

During the winter three ladies, who wrote to Miss Pea-
body for advice, were directed to apply to Mrs. Ogden, who
would by this time be able to give them some knowledge of
kindergarten methods. It was with great surprise that these
applications were read. Not a year of experience and com-
petent to give the course !

The most pressing plea was made by Mrs. Holbrook, of
Minneapolis, who wrote that it would be impossible for her

'to go to Boston or New York ; that she must take at least

one child with her, and must find a temporary home, with
instruction, as near Minneapolis as possible. The two
mothers were drawn to each other by mutual needs, and the
first kindergarten training class in Ohio was opened, con-
sisting of Miss Mcintosh from Montreal, Canada; Miss Ruth
Burritt, of Wisconsin; and Mrs. Holbrook, of Minneapolis.
A very busy winter and spring followed. No "extras" were
thought of in those days. The ladies were persons of cul-

ture and experience ; the absorbing subject of daily study and
thought was the philosophy of Froebel.

By April the kindergarten demanded a larger house and
better location. Suitable houses were scarce. After a fruit-

less search for a vacant house in the right location, a family
was induced to move by the payment of fifty dollars, and
the new quarters thus secured were found commodious and
pleasant. Mrs. Putnam and her little daughter now joined
the family circle and kindergarten. Soon after Miss Eddy,
also of Chicago, came to utilize her summer vacation. Miss
Eddy and her sister had a large school and kindergarten in

Chicago. A German kindergartner had been employed,
but inability to speak English made her work unsatisfactory,
and Miss Eddy wisely concluded to prepare herself to take
charge of the kindergarten. She intended remaining all

through the fall.

But when the kindergarten reopened in September all

but two children in the new connecting class entered the
public schools, not because of any dissatisfaction, but to

save expense.^ Only eight children were left in the kinder-
garten as the result of a year and a half of hard work.
"Come to Chicago," urged Miss Eddy, "where such work
will be appreciated." Patrons were notified that unless at

least fifteen pupils were secured soon an offer of a position
in Chicago would be accepted. No one made much effort

until too late. Notes were sent home at the end of Septem-
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ber stating that the kindergarten was closed. By two o'clock

of the same day one mother called to ask that the decision

might be revoked. "My children have never had such a

grief," said she; "they would not stop crying nor eat dinner

till I had promised to come and see you and have you stay."

She was gently reminded that the matter had been under
consideration for some time, and that patrons had received

timely warning. The following morning another lady called

to ask if Mrs. and herself might have till Monday to go
about and secure children. "If we fail we will be responsi-

ble for your salary." It was hard to say no, but a house had
been rented in Chicago for the new enterprise, and a positi\^e

promise had been made. It was too late for reconsideration.

By the i ith of October the new kindergarten was opened
in Chicago. Seven ladies entered the training class at once.

A busy winter followed. Very few genuine kindergartens

were to be found in Chicago, and some parents were quite

determined to have reading made a part of the kindergar-

ten program. A firm stand was made, however, and the

primary department for children over seven was made quite

distinct from the kindergarten, though the older children

joined the latter once each day for physical training.

The young ladies of the training class made some visits

to the various " kindergarten schools" in the city. In one
about thirty children were reading in concert a German
primer. After waiting a long time for some signs of the

kindergarten, it was discovered that the only material ever
used was clay, upon Fridays, when it was not too cold. At
another place the lady in charge proceeded to give an " ob-

ject lesson" as soon as the visitors were seated. Holding a

book up she said: "What is this, children?" (Ans.) "A
book." "What is this?"—suiting the action to the word.
(Ans.) "The fly leaf." "What is this?" "The frontispiece."

"And this?" "The preface." "What is the preface?"
"What the man says about his book," replied the children.

When examples like these are compared with Chicago
kindergartens of today the change seems almost miraculous.

The latter part of May duty called me home again, and
the work was left in the capable hands of Mrs. Putnam and
Miss Eddy. During all this time Miss Blow had been doing
a larger work in St. Louis, and her pupils came to the help
of Chicago kindergartners.

Those who have watched the kindergarten movement so

many years look with glad surprise at the results already
accomplished and "the end is not yet."



THE RAINBOW GOLD.

MARY A. WINSTON.

IT
was at kindergarten that Little Boy John first heard
about the fairies' pot of gold and where they kept it.

The morning was a warm one in early spring. Miss
Beth held up six balls of bright colors, saying:

" Children, it is very warm today and perhaps we
may have a thunder shower by and by. Now if we should

have a thunder shower, and the sunshine should peep out

before the clouds went away, where should we see these

colors I am showing you?
"

Up went Jimmy Brown's hand. " In the sky," he

shouted.
" Oh, yes, in a rainbow! a rainbow !

" said several chil-

dren all together.
" Please, Miss Beth, I know a story about the rainbow.

May I tell it?" asked little Gladys Carr. "Well, my
grandpa says that the fairies have hung a pot of gold at the

very end of the rainbow, and that if we could only go there

we should get lots of money. Did you know that. Miss

Beth?"
" No, I did not know it," Miss Beth replied; " but then I

have never been to the very end of a rainbow. What is it,

dear? " she asked, turning to Little Boy John, for he looked

as if he wanted very much to say something.
" I wish I could go to the end of the rambow and get

that pot of gold for my mamma. She has to write so many
stories for the printer man to get money, that sometimes
she doesn't have time to tell me any story, and I have to go

to bed all alone."

Miss Beth had soft, pretty eyes, and now they smiled

very sweetly down on Little Boy John. " Never mind,

dear," she said. " Some day you will be a man and then

you can go out into the world and earn money for your

mamma. Then she will not have to write any more unless

she pleases. Won't you like that?"
And Little Boy John's face fairly glowed at the thought.

He did not forget what Miss Beth had said to him, not even

in the delights of a beautiful new game, a " Rainbow and

Fairy Play," which she and the children made up. Six of

the children stood in a half circle, each holding one of the
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bright colored balls Miss Beth had shown them. They
were the rainbow. The child at one end of the half-circle

held in his other hand a little brown jar which Miss Beth
often used to put flowers into. This was the pot to hold
the fairies' gold.

Little Gladys was the fairy queen with a long peacock
feather for a wand. She went around the outside of the ring
and touched with her wand all the little boys and girls who
were left after making the rainbow. As soon as they felt the
fairy wand they all sank down on the floor in a magic sleep.

Then, while Miss Beth played soft, sweet music on the piano,
the little queen went around the ring again, touched the
sleepers with her wand, and changed them all into fairies.

Miss Beth played a lively tune this time, and all the fairies

flitted about the room looking for fairy gold. Miss Beth
had hidden little round golden-yellow pieces of paper about
in different places. When a fairy found one, he ran and
put it in the little brown jar at the end of the rainbow.
Little Boy John found quite a good deal of fairy gold, and
he thought he had never played so nice a game.

But all the way home from kindergarten, and all the time
he was eating his lunch. Little Boy John kept thinking how
splendid it would be to be a man and get money, so that his

mamma need not write so many stories for the printer man.
After lunch he went up to the study where his mamma was
writing as usual at her desk.

" Mamma," he said, laying his hand on her knee, " I wish
it didn't take so very long to grow to be a man; I want to

be big so I can go to the end of the rainbow and get the
fairies' pot of gold. Then I'd give it all to you, mamma,
and you wouldn't have to make stories all the time for the
printer man."

Mamma laughed as she took Little Boy John up in her
arms. "Why, Sweetheart," she said, "mamma likes to

write stories for the printer man, and she would not like at

all to give up her Little Boy John for a Big Man John yet
awhile. You see she's had to let her Baby John go already,

because somehow he turned into Little Boy John one day,
and put on kilts instead of little white dresses, and went off

to kindergarten.
" But would you not like to hear about something that

you and I are going to do next week when your kindergar-
ten is over for the spring vacation? I have been keeping it

as a surprise for you. VVe are going to take a whole week's
holiday, you and I; and we are going ever and ever so far
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away out into the country to see your Uncle Max. Just
think, darling, you are four and a half years old and you
have never been in the real country where there are the
cows and pigs and chickens! Won't it be fun? AH the
week long mamma will play with her little boy and not one
single story will she write for the printer man."

So Little Boy John forgot how much he wanted to be a
man, so glad was he to be just a little boy who was going
to see the real country, and have his mamma to play with
him for a whole long week.

But the very first afternoon they were at Uncle Max's
farm in the real country there was a thunder shower, and
after that a splendid rainbow in the sky. Little Boy John
stood out at the gate and watched it, and then he remem-
bered about the fairies' gold at the end of it. He said to

himself: " It doesn't seem so far to the end of it out here.

There aren't any houses in the way, only just trees and
grass, I think I could get there very soon; and oh, wouldn't
mamma be pleased if I could get the gold for her!

"

So Little Boy John ran out of the gate and down the
long country road. His mamma was busy talking with

Uncle Max and did not see her little boy go; but a long
time afterwards, when she wanted to put him to bed, she
could not find him anywhere, and there was a good deal of
commotion all over Uncle Max's farm. It was nearly dark
when Uncle Max finally found Little Boy John lying fast

asleep under a big tree a long way down the road.

When Uncle Max woke him,' Little Boy John said sleep-

ily: "I found the end of it, Uncle Max, and sure enough
there was all the gold,—but wasn't it funny, it wasn't in a
pot at all. It was all growing like flowers, and there was a
whole field of it. I got a lot of the gold for mamma, but I

was so tired I had to sit down here and rest."

Little Boy John was holding up his kilt skirt carefully,

but he let Uncle Max have a peep inside. " Why, bless my
soul!" exclaimed Uncle Max, "that isn'l. gold at all. It's

nothing in the world but a lot of buttercups."
Little. Boy John was disappointed, but he choked down

his sobs. " Do the fairies put their butter in them? " he
asked, taking up a buttercup and looking at it.

" I'm sure I don't know. Maybe they do," answered
Uncle Max. " But we must hurry home now as fast as we
can. Your mother is watching and waiting for her boy to

come home to bed."
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Little Boy John rode home on Uncle Max's shoulder,

but he still clutched his little kilt skirt with the fairy gold
in it.

" Mamma," he said drowsily, when his uncle put him in

his mother's arms, " I went ever and ever so far to the end
of the rainbow to get the fairies' gold for you. But when I

got there, I only found their soap dishes, and here they
are! " he added, showing her his lap full of buttercups.

SERVICE OF THE SUNBEAM FAIRIES.

ERMINE CROSS.

My sunbeam children must work and play,

Said the great round golden sun

;

So I'll send them down to the earth today
To serve till day is done.

So down to the earth the sunbeams came.
All brightly and gayly dressed,

—

Some red, some blue, some yellow, some green,

—

Each in his Sunday best.

They came so softly no one could hear,

Then through the windows creep;

They made light the rooms and kissed the heads
Of little children asleep.

They found house plants on the window stands;

"We'll serve you, too," said they;

Then out on the line from mother's clothes

They carried the water away.

But when night came, and the bright sun called

To stop the work and play.

They hastened back, and softly said :

"We've had a happy day."



CHIPS FROM THE DAILY WORKSHOP.
SHALL WE TEACH MUSIC IN THE KINDERGARTEN.

This is a question not easily answered, for teaching so

frequently means mechanical drill. Nothing is more lifeless

than humdrum singing, which is scarce worthy of the name
music.

What the pulse-beat is to the physical organism, that

rhythm is to the spiritual, and rhythm is to music what order
is to life. Life is a coordination of activities. Music unites

those activities of life which tend to the good, the beautiful,

and the true.

" The man that hath no music in himself,
Nor is not touched with concord of sweet sounds,
Is fit for treasons, strategems, and spoils."

Plato says: "Music is a moral law. It gives a soul to

the universe, wings to the mind, flight to the imagination,
a charm to sadness, gayety and life to everything. It is the
essence of order, and leads to all that is good, just, and
beautiful, of which it is the invisible, but never-the-less daz-
zling, passionate, and eternal form."

First of all, then, the kindergartner must be musical, and
must sing. Begin at once to train the lips, jaws, tongue, and
throat to be the most obedient servants of your subtlest

emotion. Use not only intellect and will, but through qual-

ity of tone, difference of pitch, and a correct appreciation
of " time," set in motion the very air you breathe, with your
highest conceptions of " What-so-ever things are true, what-
so-ever things are honest, what-so-ever things are just, what-
so-ever things are pure, what-so-ever things are lovely, what-
so-ever things are of good report; if there be any virtue, and
if there be any praise, think on these things." This applies

not only to singing, but to music in general. Who does not
know that merely the seeing of note and measure, and the
touching of the keys of the piano, in " time," are " practice."

The poet Morris says:
" Of music that is born of human breath,

Comes straighter to the soul than any strain

The hand alone can make."

If kindergartners but half realized the meaning of " music
which is the mother of sympathy," they would sing more
frequently.
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I have heard of a kindergarten where there were but two
songs suncr during a session. Sir John Lubbock says: "From
the earliest ages song has been the sweet companion of
labor." How often, then, should the kindergarten atmos-
phere be laden with sweet musical sounds? Truly this is an
essential factor if we are to 'liv^e ' with the children."

A child came to our kindergarten this year who sang
only between a and / above middle c. The tones were
clear and sweet, but produced with the other children a

weird kind of sound. What could be done to direct this

sensitive child that she might not be conscious of her con-
dition, for she seemed filled with the love for singing. The
"listening game," so named by the children, has proved a
success. One or more children stand in the center of the
circle, with eyes closed, while all sing:

"Though the httle eyes are bhnded,
The little ears can hear.

Now list to the piano,
And tell us what you hear."

The child, or children, respond by giving the tone with
the vowel o. Such keys of the piano should be touched
as are within the range of the speaking voice, gradually
leading to others. Without conscious drill the ear becomes
sensitive to quality of tone and difference of pitch; and as
the inner mind becomes conscious, the expression is more
accurate and soulful, sweeter and more musical

—

Mary Jean
Miller, Chicago.

A CATECHISM OF OURSELVES.

As the mother spirit begins to wake all about us in nature,
and as the springtime carries us further into the universal
aspect of our work with the children, let us come together,
dear sister workers, and play mothers for a few hours, and
meet in counsel, as we ofttimes have called the parents of
our little ones together. We are, in one sense, professional
mothers, and have assumed duties toward the children quite
as vital as those of the mothers themselves, and it is well
that we come together and question each other as to our
platform individually quite as much as professionally.

The usual mothers' meeting, although often a confessional,
is not, as a rule, devoted to a thorough and severe catechising
one of the other; but since we claim to be trained mothers,
who have made a science of child-rearing, ought we not to be
willing to take a hard examination, once in a while, for our
own sakes as well as that of the work?
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First of all, let us ask ourselves: Are we taking hold of

our daily work with consecrated hearts? Are we working
with a consciousness which is stirred into most untiring integ-

rity by our affections? Are we actually making a study in

our own lives, through practice of right living, of true rela-

tionships toward home, school, family, and each little child

God has given into our keeping?
Do we carry our children and their problems about in

our minds as burdens, and study their peculiarities in order
to accumulate data? Or are we bearing each babe in our
bosom, as it were, letting our love ferrit to the bottom of

each heart? Are we helping hold and keep it right, and set it

free from the limitations with which the ordinary home is so

prone to fetter its loved ones?
Can we respond from the heart to these lines:

" How many mothers, prophet-wise, •

Are gazing into baby eyes.

In whose clear depths they thoughtful see
All they may ever see; or we,
Of God—incarnate Deity?"

Do we hunger for the insight, that we may trace each
little child to its higher source, and have faith in it, though
the chances seem all against it?

Come, let us draw more closely together, and be for once
real kindergartners—mothers—and ask ourselves ever deeper
•questions about the fulfilling of all these things.

Are we, perhaps, working even more faithfully to perfect

ourselves as high art products in the profession, than we
are to perfect each little life that is stirring at our feet?

We realize that as kindergartners and mothers we have
greater battles to fight for the race than the ballot ever
touches? Is it not given us to bring in the higher forms of

-government, such as come from within? Do we not hope
to form the truer church— that of the heart? and is not the
school of character-study the school we wish to found? and
are not all these great opportunities ours when we cradle the
children in our hands of love and in our hearts of spiritual

discernment? Must not we keep the youth garden a'bloom-
ing, that some day the social desert may blossom as a rose?

Let us part, and take with us this catechism for daily

self-examination; and may we realize with each sunrise, anew
and with added clearness each day, how illumined is our
calling, how for eternity are our results, and how filled with
the beauty and peace which pass all understanding are the

lives of real kindergartners—disciples of spiritual mother-
hood.—^. H. P.
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UNITY IN OCCUPATION WORK.

It was recently said by a kindergartner, that no piece of

occupation work should be given which is beyond the capac-

ity of the child to finish in that occupation time. The reason

being that the unity of work is thereby preserved, and that the

child prizes so highly the result of his labor, and is so pleased

to take it home that there is a loss if this is not accomplished.

This statement seems to me a plausible fallacy, which, if

widespread, would tend to circumscribe the usefulness of

the occupation time. A unity of work is desirable—essential

—in the life of a true kindergarten; but it is the unity of

thought, and connection between gift and game, song, story,

and occupation, rather than the arbitrary completion of a

given piece of work in a given time. The new song is first

given as a whole, then learned part by part, and carried

over a week, or more, before it is thoroughly mastered; the

story is given as a whole, then lived from day to day, until

its subtle influence is felt. The gift lesson is a whole, the

sequence completed, and the material laid away to reappear
as an old friend, and present, perhaps, another phase of the

same subject. Is it not logical to extend the principle into

the realm of occupation work? Why should it be impera-
tive that the sewing-card or weaving-mat, taken as instances

because they are the occupations most likely to be carried

over, should be presented, completed, and conveyed away
as the result of one period's work? There is no progress

indicated by the fact that a child can weave, at one sitting

a mat, by the formula of one up and one down, or two, or

three, as the case may be. When that possibility is reached
I hold that the child is ready for more intricate weaving;
for he is not a machine to tifl'n out mats by the dozen, but
they are stepping-stones to knowledge, for his use, and if

the}- serve their purpose, it is immaterial, whether he be one,

two, or five days in the accomplishment of one—always pro-

vided that he works with diligence during the allotted time.

After the same manner we may familiarize the child with
many more outlines, if an extension of time be granted, for

the completion of a sewing-card, than if the endeavor be
limited to such forms as may, through their simplicity, be
pictured at one sitting. In fact, looking at the subject from
the point of very young children, novices in kindergarten
work, we find an impassable barrier at the outset; for the
proper injection of two strips, or the rightful putting in of
five stitches, may be a Herculean task for tiny fingers, and iot
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the young mind just awakening to the knowledge of these

fingers as powers of production.

The only object to be served by a " stint " of work for

children of the kindergarten age, is in the case of lazy chil-

dren, who will not work except of necessity. Such, however,

are happily rare, and the application of the principle should

be correspondingly so. There is valuable character training

in the kindergarten routine, which brings to the child's con-

sciousness the fact that there is a given time for a certain

kind of work, and that when that time is over the work must
be laid aside for the new duty.

In adult life, this has to be done every day.- Often a

fascinating bit of work, on the verge of completion, has to

be laid aside, because the time is ripe for other energizing.

I do not mean to extol haphazard undertakings, assumed on
the spur of a moment, and as lightly cast aside; or to advo-

cate a variety of sewing-cards or weaving-mats being Carried

on at one time, by one child; but to bring to notice an im-

portant principle which bears upon the busy lives of today,

when much work has to be fitted into the chinks and nooks
of time. It is well if we can prepare the child to do this

with the least expenditure of nervous force; and the best

preparation is for him to learn to realize, in the small things

of his experience, the pleasures of hope and the privilege

of patience.
Last, but not least, let it be said on the question of unity,

that the periods of time in a kindergarten do not form a

patchwork of isolated deeds and words, but are the threads

which, being carried over from day to day, are woven into

the fabric of a perfect kindergarten life—the tapestry whose
pattern is the true development of a little child.

—

CorjieliaF.

Crary.

THE GOAL OF FROEBEL's TEACHING IS FREEDOM.

A kindergartner writes to a friend for help in under-

standing Froebel's ideals, and questions concerning the

proportion to be made between freedom and law in the dis-

cipline of children. Her friend is active in the work, and
writes as follows from out the heat of the daily task:

"As long as you have asked me these questions, I will

tell you what I honestly believe in regard to it. As I study

Froebel I know that he means to me, above everything else,

freedom. That we are to take the child at his, the child's,

pgint of view, and then all things shall be added. That we
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are to supply a background in the kindergarten that stands
to the cliild for that place where he can always feel con-
sciously free to work out his ideas to the end. Our work,
then, is to supply material for him to best express himself
with. For instance, the children have had the full experi-
ences of Christmas time. What has that stood for to them?
Everything, has it not? Activity surely. Watch your chil-

dren at home, after these days of such fullness, and see
when they return to you what material they select from out
the kindergarten storehouse. Coax the secret from them
through your sympathy of what is the most to them in these
past experiences, and then there will be full, spontaneous,
and, what we all wish, real work of the child.

"You know, dear friend, how inspiring the children are
when they interpret for you. That is what I mean. If, for

instance, one of the little ones had for his Christmas pres-
ent a blackboard, he will want to draw. I should let him
express himself not only for himself, but for the other chil-

dren as long as he wished in this way. He loves to do it.

He grows by the doing more than we can measure. I give
material to my children as I would in my own home if I

had them with me, the best thing at the moment to illus-

trate a truth, and then the sequence will come because it is

the thought ' growing one out of another'; and before we
know it we have the completed whole of the building with
blocks, folding, etc. Your children are building every day,
at the morning circle, in the games, with their songs. Over
and over they use the material, whether of gift or song,
each time building into it the fuller self because they do of
themselves; each time placing themselves, giving themselves
to all, and thus learning relationship through this giving, and
conscious only of happiness, which you told me was the at-

mosphere of your kindergarten.
"I am sure that your work is true and sound, both with

the little ones and the mothers. I am very glad that you
wrote to me, and if I have not answered you satisfactorily,

write please and tell me so. I am learning every day that
the giving and receiving are one."

[Such correspondence between fellow members of alumni societies
would be a great benefit to the work as well as the workers. This is a
post-graduate test of the principle of cooperation.

—

Ed.]

HOW DO YOU ANSWER SUCH QUESTIONS?

Every mail brings inquiries concerning the kindergarten
movement, which often show more zeal and spirit of re-

Vol. S-30.
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search than comprehension of what constitutes an educa-
tional movement. How do you answer such questions as

the following, and does your training curriculum provide
opportunity to students for discussing similar questions?

"Dear Editor:—Will you please send particulars of kindergarten
work. Thanking you in advance, etc."

" Dear Sir:—Please send price and information of kindergarten sys-

tem of teaching. Answer at once. Yours truly, etc."

" Can you give me some suggestions as to plan of mothers' meetings,
how to organize and how to conduct most successfully? Our town has
•about three thousand inhabitants . Please let me hear from you at once."

" I have already written you about my efforts in starting a kindergar-
ten, and I am satisfied that until more people than those who can afford

to send their children for the sum of fifty cents per week know about
the work and are interested in it, it will not be a success. I therefore

-intend to start a free kindergarten. How shall I go about this work?
Would you advise having an entertainment, the proceeds of which
should go to the support of the school? Would it be wise to have a
paper read at this entertainment, or some one to speak on the subject,

telling about the work and its great good in other cities? Will you
iplease send me articles that have been written on this subject? In case
-our churches take up this work, would you have certain ones to look
after it in each church?"

" I want your opinion in regard to an unexpected question or demand
which has come to our kindergartners. May we ask it in the name of

the cause? The kindergarten became a part of the school system here
'in this way: A committee of ladies supported a free kindergarten for

ten weeks as an introduction. Our women have a vote at the school
election and put a public kindergarten into two schools, under the care
•of the school board, by a vote of the majority. In order to do better

work in the first grade, and at the same time to give all the children the

kindergarten training ag preparatory to primary work, the parents have
been requested to send all children four years of age. Consequently
our kindergartens are overcrowded. A few of the parents who were
unwilling to look into the kindergarten call it a play school, and insist

that their children of four years shall go to the primary, where they can
learn something, especially learn to read. Our superintendent and
board believe in the kindergarten. Our state provides for public school
training for children from four years to twenty, but unfortunately stipu-

lates that such training shall consist of reading, writing, arithmetic, etc.

There is, therefore, no legal warrant for using the state money to sup-
port kindergartens, and no authority for insisting upon the children first

g-oing through the kindergarten before being admitted to the primary.
How shall we solve the difficulty?

"

,

EASTER SUGGESTIONS.

I know all kindergartners will agree in saying that there

is no necessity to dwell on the sadness of death, in fact that

it is unwise to bring the children into unnecessary contact

with that thought at all; yet there are few, if any, children

in the kindergarten, who have not known of the going away
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of a loved one from the home or among their acquaintance;

but there are only too many who are shown the worst side

both actually and in words. An illustration will explain my
meaning. The other day, on arriving at the home of a

friend, I found the nurse (by no means an uneduated girl)

carefully instructing her charge, a little girl not yet two
years old, that "Cousin Bertie was dead, and mamma had
gone to see them put her in a deep hole." I immediately
changed the conversation, and shortly afterwards took the

child with me to walk. As we neared the house on our re-

turn, she looked up at me and said, in a very woe-begone
voice: "Bertie dead — bury— deep hole." I said: "No,
Bertie has gone to live in the sunshine, where it is nice and
warm." It took her a few moments to grasp the thought,
and then I wish you could have seen the change of counte-

nance as she exclaimed: "Bertie! sunshine!"

This is only one instance. If because such things are

constantly happening in homes where but little thought is

given to the subject we can give happier, more pleasant as-

sociations, just so far will we dispel gloom and sadness from
the young minds.

The Easter thought—resurrection—must be preceded by
death to the old, outer form; and how to make this thought
a beautiful, living truth will be our study for at least the

next few weeks.
This yisar Easter comes late enough for us to have a few

growing vines in our window boxes without the fear of their

being frozen during the night. The very feeling of the at-

mosphere gives to the children that spirit which can only
find an outlet in watching the change and growth in nature,

and becoming, as it were, a part of it. This feeling is inten-

sified by such songs as: "God Sends His Bright Spring Sun,"
"Waiting to Grow," "In the Snowing and the Blowing," etc.,

and it is so easy to have the kindergarten a unity when a

bulb or other seed is planted.

Though we have still four weeks until Easter, it is not

one bit too early to begin, for if one little seed thought is

sown in the mind at a time, it will be far more likely to bear

fruit than by crowding in several at once. After once mak-
ing prominent the thought of life and growth, by such songs
as those just mentioned, together with the personal obser-

vation they will call forth, I would place within reach of the

children many things apparently dead, such as the seeds

which they collected in the fall, stones of various fruits, co-

coons of moths, butterflies, and silkworms, acorns and other
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nuts, and perhaps an egg, or at any rate pictures of them;
then pictures of robins, chickens, and other young birds.

Articles which are hurt by handling (but it is better to

let a few be hurt than to deprive the child of that which
might benefit him) may be placed in boxes with glass lids,

and on low tables, where the little ones may examine them
in their -wanderings around the room before nine o'clock.

This is the kindergartner's opportunity. She is apparently
unconcerned, but really closely following her children in

their free communion with each other; and then how full of

sympathy will be the morning talks.

When the thought of resurrection is fully established,

then may be brought in that of self-sacrifice, by such stories

as: "The snowdrop is glad to go back into the ground when
it has told all the people that summer is coming with its

multitude of flowers." "The lily was glad to leave the

mother plant when it knew it was going to cheer the sick

child." "The raindrops love to play in the soft cloud gar-

dens, but they are quite willing to come down and give the

thirsty grass a drink," etc. We, too, may do as they do. We
may make a pretty card to help remind our friends of the

glad waking-up time; and mother and grandma will like to

hear us sing the Easter hymn and waking-up songs.

Occasionally, during this time, I would refer to the Christ-

mas picture of the "Christ-Child," which is still on the wall.

Did he always remain a baby, or grow as other children

do? Did he do messages for his mother as we do? etc.

Then on some particularly happy morning, as Easter day
draws near, tell very briefly how Jesus loved the people,

both old and young; that when he saw anyone sick or un-

happy he always healed them, and comforted them, and at

last, to. show that they had nothing to fear, he was quite will-

ing to die and be put in the tomb, but he only stayed there

three days. On the very first Easter Sunday he woke up
and came out. How very glad his friends were to see him
again. And the people now are so glad to remember about
Jesus waking up, that every year we have an Easter Sunday
just about the time when the whole world is waking up.

Don't you think that Easter is as glad as Christmas?
In this, as in all other work with the children, there is

great need to be simple. I do not think I would enter more
fully into the last thought than I have done here. If they
have not gained the germ thoughts we have been endeavor-
ing to implant through tlie daily work and play and the

symbols, words will only confuse them.
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"Let US do that which is essential, simply and faithfully,

and then let the children reverently alone."

—

E. A.

[Wordsworth's "We Are Seven," should be read by the teacher pre-
paring an Easter program. Note the lines:

A simple child that lightly draws its breath.
And feels its life in every limb,
What should it know of death? —Editor.]

A MOTHER S TEA.

So many are constantly asking suggestions for forming
mothers' clubs; and the usual complaint is, "Our mothers are
largely interested in society. Can you help us by outlining
some plan that would interest such mothers?"
A mother from Kansas writes of having put a very inter-

esting plan on foot which she called "A Mother's Tea."
She started the ball rolling in her own home by inviting
about a dozen of the most intelligent mothers of her ac-

quaintance to a tea party, announcing at the start what her
idea was. She was wise enough to invite the kindergartner
of the place, who was thoroughly posted beforehand, and
was only too ready to cooperate with the plan, and bring
about a deeper enthusiasm for her beautiful work.

The first tea party was a great success, and each mother
in her turn made the request to have it repeated in her
home.

Through the entire winter one afternoon of each week
was given over to such a meeting, and before many weeks
had passed, there was drawn up a regular program of topics
to discuss. They considered the child, its toys, its clothes,
and its plays; and each was expected to bring some helpful
reading, or be prepared to speak on the subject in an intel-

ligent way. Many articles from the Kindergarten Maga-
zine were constantly introduced.

The primary teachers of the town were gradually inter-

ested, and several students' clubs formed; and there is now
a flourishing kindergarten association in the town, the
direct outcome of the little tea party given by this one
mother. Now they have a permanent study class and are
taking up Miss Blow's course.

We give this suggestion to any of the young workers
who are brave enough to launch out in the untried seas, and
who must seek the cooperation of the mothers. One warn-
ing is especially necessary. Insist upon the mothers stick-
ing to their topics and do not allow the meetings to run into
dribble.

—

Mrs. R. H. Wy?nan.



MOTHER-PLAY BOOK STUDY QUESTIONS.
VII.

• SUSAN E. BLOW.

LESSON OF THE TIC-TAC.

Questions for Mothers and Kindergartners.

269. What manifestation of the child furnishes the point

of departure for this game?

270. Does the child, in identifying himself through rep-

resentation with the clock, tend to create in himself a kind
of clock consciousness?

271. Through playing clock is he rendered more respon-
sive to the voice of the clock?

272. In general does the child through imitation create

in himself something of the nature of the thing imitated?

273. Does the child create himself by re-creating his

environment within himself?

274. Specify the details of the picture.

275. Is there any significance in the fact that the picture

portrays the child playing the game?

276. In general what are the successive steps through
which Froebel develops the idea of a game?

277. What four possible reasons does Froebel suggest
in the commentary for the allurement of the clock?

278. In which of these reasons do you find the most sat-

isfactory explanation of its attractiveness to the child?

279. Can you give any illustration of the belief of young
children in the apparent life within the clock?

280. Any illustrations of the attractiveness of rhythm?

281. Any incidents from child-life showing a presenti-

ment of the importance of time? The more of these the

better.

282. Are children made fretful by disorder?

283. Are they made nervous by hurry?

284. Is hurry in one moment often the result of neglect-

ing the duty of some other moment? Is hurry sometimes
due to undertaking more than one ought?
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285. Is it important that the child should rise, wash, eat,

work, play, go to sleep at regular times?

286. Should your aim with the children be to proportion
your requirements to their ability, and in order to realize

this aim, must you study each individual child?

287. Is it important in the kindergarten to have a regu-

lar division of time?

288. What time division have you found most satisfac-

tory in your work?

289. What hours do you think best for the more difficult

exercises?

290. In order to avoid haste and confusion, is it impor-
tant that all work should be carefully prepared beforehand?

291. Are industry and punctuality virtues which you
should consciously aim to develop?

292. Is lack of punctuality selfish and inconsiderate?

293. Is it a violation of the conditions of true social

relationship? »

294. Is i?tdustry, like punctuality, involved in the nature

of the social tie?

295. Is overcrowding time -a violation of the principle

of order?

296. Is its reaction dangerous?

297. Is there order in space as well as order in time?

298. What is the relationship between order and cleanli-

ness?

299. What is the relationship between cleanliness and
purity?

300. What is the relationship between punctuality and
tranquillity?

301. What is the relationship between tranquillity and
purity?

302. Is the violation of order in any of its forms pro-

ductive of moral evil?

303. In playing the "Tic-Tac " game, should you be care-

ful to have the movements rhythmically accurate?

304. In general should the movements accompanying
the games be accurately executed?

305. How will you achieve this result without falling

into formalism?
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Questions for Traming Teachers.

306. Do children and uneducated people first organize
their experiences chronologically?

307. Can you give any illustrations from literature of
this habit?

308. Should you say that the habit of order was a prep-
aration for logical thinking?

309. Is there an order for the development of the intel-

lectual powers?

310. May you not endanger the poise of the child's

mind by premature development of his intellectual powers?

311. Is it not, therefore, necessary that you should know
something of psychology?

312. Give the genesis of the virtues as indicated in the
songs thus far considered?

313. Show the succession of vices which contradict these
virtues?

314. In'your education of the child are you faithful to

the principle of the "Tic-Tac Song," if you do not respect

.the order in which virtues are developed?

315. Toward what goal does this game point?

ANSWERS TO STUDY QUESTIONS.

(The following answers come from one member of the Jamestown,
N. Y., Training School.)

Q. i8g. Do you remember in the " Education of Man " any passage
which you would consider the germ of Froebel's "Taste Song"?

A. "For impressions, inclinations, appetites which the child may
have derived from his food, the turn it may have given to his senses,

and even to his life, as a whole, can only with difficulty be set aside,

even when the age of self-dependence has been reached. They are one
with his whole physical being, and therefore are intimately connected
with his spiritual life; at any rate with his sensations and feelings."

Q. igo. By how many years did the "Education of Man" precede
the^Iother-Play Book?

A. Seventeen. "Education of Man" was written in 1826; Mother-,
Play, 1843.

Q. igi. Does the mother instinctively direct the baby's attention to

sensations of taste?

A. Yes. If the mother wishes the child to eat something, she in-

stinctively says "Good," tasting the food herself, often smacking her
lips.

g. ig2. In what order do the senses develop?
A. According to Darwin, Champrey, M. Taine, and Preyer, sight

precedes hearing. Froebel thinks hearing is developed before sight.

Taste, smell, sight, hearing, and touch is generally conceded to be the

order of development of the senses, although many authorities divide
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the sense of touch into touch proper and specialized touch, and place
touch proper before sight. Then it would stand: taste and smell, touch,
sight, hearing, specialized touch.

Q. igs- What then is its object?
A. Its aim is to lead to the inner nature of objects through their

outer manifestations, that the child may learn what is wholesome and
unwholesome, and not only to develop his senses so that he may be able
to judge whether the thing is healthful or not, but also that he may have
the power to withstand everything but that suited to his need.

Q. igy, ig8. What is the significance of childish animism? What
is the source of childish animism?

A. The child has new thoughts and feelings, and imagines all things
animate and inanimate share them with him. He does not yet under-
stand that he as a human being possesses higher gifts than any other ob-
ject in nature; he and the world are one, and he seeks in the object a
reflection of his own lite. Hans Andersen illustrates this especially in

"The New Frock," when the child asks: " Mother, what will the little

dogs think when they see me?" Also when the little girl, after frighten-
ing the chickens, went to the chicken house to beg the old hen's par-
don.

Q.2oy. What will be the physical outcome? What will he the moral
outcome?

A. Physically he would become a slave to passion and appetite,
and were it possible to wholly divorce sensation and activity he would
soon be a physical wreck. The Dead Sea receives, but gives out noth-
ing, and hence is dead, acrid, and the human being who receives only
becomes morally surfeited, without life; a person of whom the Dead Sea
is a fit emblem or symbol.

Q. 212. Do you remember what Goethe says in the " Pedagogic
Province" with regard to parables?

A. Goethe says that by the parable the extraordinary is made com-
mon, i. e.— in the parable the sense, the view, the idea so embodies it-

self in common, customary, comprehensible figure, that it meets us as
if alive, present, actual, so that we can seize, appropriate, retain it, live

with it as with our equal.

Q. 21J. Is nature the parable of the soul?
A. It is.

The twofold man
Holds firmly by the natural to reach
The spiritual beyond it.—Mrs. Bro'dunhig.

(The following carefully considered answers are sent in by Miss
Newman, Vancouver.)

Q. j8q. Do you remember in the " Education of Man" any passage
which you would consider the germ of Froebel's "Taste Song"?

A. "To make the internal external, and the external internal, to find

the unity for both, this is the general external form in which man's des-
tiny is expressed. Therefore every external object comes to man with
the invitation to determine its nature and relationships. For this he has
senses, the organs that enable him to meet that invitation."

Q. IQO. By how many years did the "Education of Man" precede
the Mother-Play Book?

A. "Education of Man " was written fifteen years before the Moth-
er-Play.
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O. igi. Does the mother instinctively direct the baby's attention to

sensations of taste?

A. A mother instinctively talks to her baby about what she is doing
for him, so when she feeds him she says: "Baby, eat this nice, warm
food," "How sweet it is," etc.; but unless her instinct develops into in-

sight, unless she sees in such words and actions the beginning of cul-
ture, the foundation-stones of education, she will be very apt to do it

only spasmodically, and to use such exercises not as a means, but as an
end.

Q. ig2. In what order do the senses develop?
A. Taste and feeling seem to a certain extent to be developed at

birth. A newborn babe will cry if cold, and a very young child will

refuse food which is not as warm or as sweet as usual. Sight seems to
develop earlier than hearing. In later life sight seems, to a great ex-
tent, to take the place of the other senses, and we can discover the qual-
ities of an object by simply looking at it.

Q. IQ4. Do you think that Froebel's "Taste Song" is intended to

test the child's ability to distinguish tastes?
A. While this will undoubtedly be one of the results reached, it is

certainly not the highest aim of the song, Froebel would cultivate the
child's senses as a means, not as an end.

Q. ig^. What then is its object?
A. To so exercise and train the sense of taste that it will be the

willing and skillful servant of the spiritual nature.

Q. ig6. Why is it important to secure this object?
A. The senses are the gateways which connect man's mind with

the external world. If the gateways are not in good working order, if

they are obstructed in any way, how can "swift messages fly back and
forth without surcease"? All development comes through exercise,
therefore Froebel provides exercise for the senses. Then, too, taste has
a spiritual significance— we speak of a "sweet" temper, a "sour" dis-

position. We must understand the physical sensation before we can
apply the thought to the spiritual.

Q. igy. What is the significance of childish animism?
A. Animism is the feeling which all children have that material

o^bjects have feelings, hopes, and ambitions such as they themselves
have.

Q. igS. What is the source of childish animism?
A. The premonition of the truth that mind is the only real thing;

that all material things are but symbols.

Q. 200. What special ideas does Froebel seek to develop through
this song?

A. He would teach the child that his tongue, like every other part
of his body, was given for a special purpose; that our inner feelings are
expressed in our faces; to distinguish between sweet, sour, and bitter;

that all must meet with bitter or unpleasant things in life, but that if we
truly understand life we can so use the bitier that sweet will be pro-
duced; that the use of unripe things, both material and spiritual, brings
grief and pain.

Q. 201. What is the most striking feature of this commentary?
A. That the true use of our senses is to discover the essence or soul

of each thing, and to lead us to discriminate between good and evil but
in material and spiritual matters.

Q. 202. What is the practical goal of such sense training?
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A. To arouse us to self-activity in discriminating between things

and using only what is beneficial.

Q. 20J. Is the young child incited by sensation to action?

A. He is. The baby sitting quietly on the floor catches sight of a

ball with which he has played on a former occasion, and immediately
stretches out his hands to get it. The mother and kindergartner must
ever be on their guard lest feeling and action become divorced. Care
must be taken that the children are given opportunities of carrying into

action feelings which have been aroused. It would, for instance, be
dangerous to arouse a feelmg of generosity and then to discourage the

child's little attempts to share his pleasures with others.

Q. 204. Do yoa remember any commentary or motto in the Mother-
Play in which Froebel calls attention to this fact?

A. Both the motto and the commentary of " The Wheelwright " call

attention to it. In the commentary Froebel says: "Raise his pleasure
in seeing worli to pleasure in doing wor\<i." In the motto of the " Weath-
ervane" attention is called to the child's love of imitating. Is not imi-

tating the putting into action of sensations which the child has received?

Q. 206, 2oy. Is it morally and physically dangerous to divorce sensa-

tion and action? What will be the physical outcome? What will be
the moral outcome?

A. It certainly is. Feeling, thought, and action should grow one
out of the other. Carlyle says, in "Heroes and Hero Worship," "The
thoughts they had were the parents of the actions they did; their feelings

were parents of their thoughts." The physical should be the servant of
the mind, standing ever ready to carry its thoughts into action. If sen-

sation and action are divorced the physical will lack the strength and
skill it should gain through exercise; the will also will be weak and
another will be added to the already too large majority of those whose
religion consists in feelings, not deeds— "hearers of the word, not
doers." "Not everyone who says, Lord, Lord, but he that doeth the will

of my Father."

Q. 208. What several results does Froebel mention as following the
right use of the data of sense?

A. "The right use of the data of sense enables us to classify ob-
jects, to recognize their reciprocal relationship, and their influence upon
each other and upon man. I should add that it also enables us to de-
termine the stage of development attained by any given object, or, in

other words, to recognize whether it is ripe or unripe."

Q. log. What does Froebel say of ripeness and unripeness in both a
literal and metaphorical sense?

A. He warns us against the use of unripe things both in the mate-
rial and the spiritual realm, against forcing premature activity or inter-

fering in any way with a ripening process. Again, he says — and we
feel that this is a very important point—" It is most dangerous to set

unripe things to work upon other unripe things."

Q. 210. What truth is presupposed by analogy and metaphor?
A. That there is a right time for all things. I think Froebel would

have the mother and kindergartner, and through them the child, realize

the value of what we call tact, that indescribable power of saying and
doing the light thing just at the right time, or when things are ripe for

it. Does not a kindergartner's success depend to a very great extent
upon her so knowing the children under her care that she can supply
them with the proper mental food just at the right time, just when their
minds are hungering for it. Should she not be in such close sympathy
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with the children that, sharing with them every feeling, she can whisper
the word of encouragement or reproof just when it will sink deep into

the heart and bear fruit. A sympathetic louk, or a firm, decided tone,

just at the right moment, may avert many a threatening thunderstorm,
and keep our little family bright and sunshiny. This applies also to

the mistake, still very common in our midst, of trying to force a child's

mental or religious development; of trying to make a child think our
thoughts and feel our feelings, instead of leaving him free to live out
his own child-life. This mistake is very prevalent in our Sunday
schools here, and we are often saddened by the thought of the harm
that is being done by teachers, who are conscientious and well-meaning,
but who know nothing of child nature and development. I had been
trying for some time to help the children feel God's love speaking to

them through the flowers which they brought in morning after morning,
in t e bright sunshine, the singing birds, etc., when a little four-year-old
said: "God's dead, sometimes, isn't he?" Much surprised, I said: "Oh
no, L , God is always loving and caring for us." "Oh, yes he is," was
the answer; "they nailed him on the cross, you know." I could not but
feel that great harm had been done in presenting such a subject to a
.little child.

Q. 211. Are children and primitive men particularly open to the
spiritual suggestiveness of nature?

A. Mythology, which has handed down to us the thoughts and feel-

ings of primitive man, tells us that the forces of nature were looked up
to and worshiped as gods. Carlyle says, "To these primeval men, all

things and everything they saw exist beside them were an emblem of

the godlike, of some god." We know, too, that each individual develops
as the race developed, passes through the same stages, therefore chil-

dren, like the race in its childhood, are particularly open to the spiritual

suggestiveness of nature. Froebel would have children brought up in

close sympathy with nature, that they may rise through nature to na-
ture's God. We know, from our daily intercourse with children, how
readily they imbibe such thoughts as, "God made the flowers, sends the
rain," etc. They feel that this is truth. " Heaven lies about us in our
infancy."

Q. 21J. Is nature the parable of the soul?

A. "Without the spiritual, observe
The natural's impossible, no form,
No motion; without sensuous, spiritual

Is inappreciable, no beauty or power;
And in this twofold sphere the twofold man
(For still the artist is intensely a man)
Holds firmly by the natural to reach
The spiritual beyond it; fixes still

The type with mortal vision to pierce through
With eyes immortal to the antetype
Some call the ideal, better called the real;

And certain to be called so presently
When things shall have their names."

Mrs. Browning s "Aurora Leigh.''

Q. 214. Is this the key to Froebel's symbolism?
A. I think it is. Froebel would have the child trained from the

beginning of life to look upon material things as symbols, and to search
behind the visible for the mvisible or real. In the motto to the "Taste
Song" under consideration he says, speaking of nature:
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.... Help him, through her.

To find those verities within himself
Of which all outward things are but the type.

Is not his message to mothers, and to all who have the training of chil-

dren, as given in the Mother-Play,— take the everyday events, the daily

surroundmgs of the child, and through them help him to rise to the

higher life, the life lived with God.

(The following answer is forwarded by C. J. S., Lansdowne, Pa.)

Q. 2/j. Is nature the parable of the soul?

A. Nature is truly the parable of the soul. She speaks to us from
all sides, showing as m a mirror botji the "beauty of innocence and the

hatefulness of evil passions." Do not all the objects of nature portray

to us a state of the soul. The little lamb embodies all those gentle, in-

nocent, trustful qualities, while the fox suggests slyness and cunning,
and the wolf tierce, cruel passions. We can compare the soul to a gar-

den in which we can cultivate, if we will, the flowers of true affection

and deeds.
" Little flower, if I could understand what you are, root and all, and

all in all, I should know what God and man is."

(The mothers' class of Orange, Cal., has forwarded the following an-

swers to the questions of the "All Gone.")

Q. IJ2. Have you ever observed at what age a baby begins to no-

tice the fact of change?
A. They usually notice a change of environment at about two

months, but many babies notice the mere moving of an object before

the eyes much younger.

Q. IJ4. Can you mention any responses of the mother to the new
stage of development indicated by this manifestation?

A. She will make opportunities for noticing change, such as putting

the baby up, then down; or with a ball— "Here it is," and " Now it's

gone."

Q. Ij6. How do you understand the statement, " One thing is in

both, therefore is the child content"?
A. The idea in this statement is the connecting of the past with the

present— the indestructibility of matter. The baby was up and it is

still the dady that is down. The ball was here, and the ball is gone from
sight, but the ball still zs. When the child is older it learns that the

soup, although gone from the bowl, has entered into the tissues of its

own body.

Q. ijy. Do you observe any defect in the instinctive response of

this manifestation?
A. The instinctive answer is, "It is gone," and often only that—

thus leavmg a void, an impression of loss.

Q. ij8. What is the characteristic of Froebel's response as indicated

in this song?
A. It connects the past with the present, and shows that while gone

in its old form it still exists in a new and often in a higher form.

Q. fjQ. What duty arises from the ability to connect two distinct

moments of time?
A. The duty of making the most of each moment that their sum

may bring beneficent results.



D
THE BASIS OF THE KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM.

MARY BOOMER PAGE. "

URING the past year the Kindergarten Magazine
has presented to its readers many valuable papers
upon kindergarten plans and programs. I have
been greatly intere'sted in them, especially those
which appeared in the January and February

(1896) issues of the magazine. With increased insight into

the depth of Froebel's teachings, we discover anew each day
the universality of the principles he enunciated. Have we
fully recognized their relationship to life under all condi-
tions?

Life is a statement; a statement of truth. Everyone's
life publishes what he believes. The kindergartner believes

every individual is a spiritual being. " In Him we live and
move and have our being." The work of every teacher,

every member of the social organism, is to help every other
one to a conscious realization of this truth —that to live is not
to get gain for self or others, but to bring about the reign of

righteousness for all, that all shall consciously " walk with
God "; to bring to "the collective consciousness of men that

JuDnanity is the abode of God

—

humanity the living temple
of the divine presence

—

Jiutnanity the abode of God's soul.

The social order of the world has its perfect symbol in the
parable of the vine and branches. As the branches cannot
bear fruit except through vital union with the vine, no more
can men, except through vital union with Christ, their loving

head; as the branches cannot bear fruit as fragments, no
more can men be righteous and just as individuals."

The spiritual being needs for life itself spiritual food.

"As a man thinketh, so is he." We grow into the image of

that which we contemplate, so if we hold ever in mind the

spiritual truth, which is the center (the point of radiation),

the center and circumference must become one. Universal

truths or principles are those which govern, control, operate.

The reign of righteousness will only be brought about by
living in harmony with these principles which govern the

world; in giving conscious allegiance to those truths which
are the ideals of all.

We, as educators, recognizing these fundamental prin-

ciples, must plan our daily work so that each individual will
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be given opportunity to realize himself, life and its rela-

tionships. We dare not offer him less than that for which
his soul hungers, or is his rightful inheritance.

As teachers we do not in this day of enlightenment need
to plead for the use of a written program. Its advantages
to teachers and children are too manifold to be chronicled;

but let us keep ever in view the fact, that to her who ear-

nestly studies her children and their needs, and definitely

formulates her plan of procedure to meet those needs, will

be given the power of creative insight, intelligence, and skill.

In order to formulate it she must have a clear, simple,

definite grasp of the truth, and will not be led by blind in-

stinct. She will be free and resourceful, and instead of

dwelling upon the details or externals of her work, will see

the " inner connection " and relationship in its various ap-
plications. Life is principle, truth; our work is to demon-
strate it.

Our first step in planning for our program is to study the
children as individuals and members of a social group; to

learn their environment, capacities, interests, etc.; then
having discovered what seems to be their most universal

need, what general truths most inclusive will be of the

greatest benefit, we must decide upon what channel, what
subject, will be the best avenue of approach.

Following the law of the child'sown being, we will choose
such subject as will appeal to him most directly; will arouse,

stimulate, and interest him most genuinely; will, in other
words, help us to reach the desired end, or truth, along lines

of least resistance. Our first subjects will therefore naturally

be those that will be of common interest, be familiar; will be
from actual experiences of the child.

The second group will be those that will present the same
truth, figuratively, through other channels, or subjects, to the
child. We should present the same truth, through differ-

ent subjects; we should give opportunity for new experi-

ences more complex than the first that were offered, as the
child's capacity is greater.

Through these experiences and interests, which present
the truth to him through new channels that are analogous to

the preceding, he is becoming more and more aware that " all

roads lead to Rome"; that each new phase of experience
corroborates the truth of the others, and that what is true in

one is true in all. In other words, through variety of sub-

jects expressing same truth, each presented according to his

growing need and capacity, the child is enabled to general-
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ize. He discovers the " unity in diversity," the oneness of

all things; that the law of the individual is the law of the

group, the kindergarten, the community, the world at large;

that true education, or life, is correlation.

If we will but study Froebel's Mother- Play Book care-

fully, we will discover that the typical experiences it presents

to childhood are according to the capacity of the child, and
that each and every play is animated and controlled by uni-

versal principles. Is not this suggestive to us in the plan-

ning of our programs?
Miss Blow has clearly and beautifully presented the prin-

ciples and basis of the kindergarten program in the chap-

ter " Vortical Education," the last one in her book, " Sym-
bolic Education." To recapitulate:

1. Decide upon the principle most needed by children

in daily living.

2. Select such channel or subject as will best illustrate

or embody the principle, beginning with the actual, literal

experience as a starting point.

3. Then present the same idea figuratively. The result

will be, if your own insight and plan has been clear and ac-

cording to his need, that you will find your own proof of

the act of generalization by the child in his daily living.

The following principles are suggested: Right relation-

ships, interdependence, unity in diversity, continuity, reci-

procity, compensation, cause and effect, cooperation.

The different subjects through which the principles could

be illustrated, taken in the large sense and naturally in har-

mony with the season of year, as a part of the child's environ-

ment, are as follows:

The Human Relations— (rt:) Family, (/^) Municipal, {c)

State; Nature, the season, the natural sciences; the Arts,

domestic, mechanical, fine arts; Spiritual, ethics, religion.

The following illustrations of principle and subjects are

taken from the work plans of two Chicago kindergartens,

and are selected with reference to local needs, the subjects

being determined by special conditions:

/. Pri7iciple—Right relationships.

Subject by which to illustrate this principle— Families:

child's family, neighborhood families, farmer, fruit and

vegetable families, animal families, squirrel families, bird

families. The climax was shown in our gratitude for all

goodness to the one Father of all.

2. Principle— Unity i?i diversity.

Subject —Messengers: postman, telegraph, telephone,
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messenger boys, bells, music, Christmas star, angel's song,

the Christ Child and his message.

J. Principle— Cooperation.

Subject (rt:) -Things working together in transportation:

two wheeled vehicles, four wheeled vehicles, six and eight

wheeled vehicles, trains, etc. {b) Things in the home: furni-

ture, legs on table, chairs, stoves; all home things contribu-

ting to greater usefulness and ease, {c) Community cooper-

ation, with the city as subject: streets, houses, stores, parks,

picture galleries, churches. At another time the came prin-

ciple was used, taking protection as the subject, as follows:

I. Protection for warmth. 2. Protection for people by
policemen, flagmen, soldiers and knights. 3. Protection in

nature. (The cooperation in all phases of these subjects

was clearly shown.)
4 . Principle— Cooperation .

Subjects—Wheels, vehicles, man and machinery; man
and nature, as illustrated in farm life; the cooperation

of people, in work, in love and worship, as typified by Mil-

let's picture of the " Angelus."

5. Principle— Continuity.

Subject by which to illustrate this principle—the step-by-

step process of manufacturing silk, wool, and cotton.
" The principle is the guiding star which points the way.

It keeps us simple and direct; from digressing into pleasant

byways which may interest and make happy, but which are

nonessential and unrelated." By holding ever in mind the

spiritual need of the child, thus seeking first the kingdom
of heaven and His righteousness, we shall not be troubled

about the use of gifts and occupations, songs, stories, and
games, for they will be " added unto us " as we have need
of them, and will be the means of helping us prove the

truth that we are actually living.

I would suggest the use of the following form for each
week's program for the individual teacher. It makes clear

the aim, object, and method of the week's work. It proves
to the kindergartner whether she is living up to her ideal

for both herself and child. It unifies the work from week
to month and from month to season. It co-relates the work-
ers, the assistants as well as the work, and proves to them
the necessity of a community of action in the large purpose
as well as the detail of the work. It tests the practicability

of principle, and above all it helps the teacher to a truer

study of child nature, and gives her a " closer insight into

the nature and destiny of childhood."
Vol. 8-31.
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ANNUAL MEETING OF THE INTERNATIONAL
KINDERGARTEN UNION.

THE annual meeting of the International Kindergar-
ten Union occurring on the morning of February
15, at the Teachers' College in New York, a busi-

ness meeting of the officers and committees was
held in the same place on the morning of Febru-

ary 14. There were present the following members: Miss
Lucy Wheelock, Boston, Mass., president: Miss Caroline T.

Haven, New York, N. Y., second vice-president; Miss Hat-
tie Twitchell, Milwaukee, Wis., treasurer; Miss Annie Laws,
Cincinnati, Ohio, recording secretary; Miss Sara E. Wiltse,

Roxbury, Mass., corresponding secretary. Members of Ad-
visory Board: Miss Angelina Brooks, New York, N. Y.;

Miss Mary McCuUoch, St. Louis, Mo.; Miss Alice C. Fitts,

Brooklyn, N. Y. Literature Committee: MissAmalie Hofer,
Chicago, 111.; Miss Lucy Symonds, Boston, Mass.; Mrs.
Van Kirk, Philadelphia, Pa. Committee on Training: Miss
Anna Bryan, Chicago, 111.; Miss Constance Mackenzie, Phil-

adelphia, Pa. Delegates: Miss Pingree, of Boston, Mass.;
Miss Elder, of Buffalo, N. Y. ; Miss Kelsey, of Waterbury,
Conn.; Mr. Blake, editor of the Kindergarten News, of Spring-
field, Mass.

Before the meeting was called to order a cordial invita-

tion was extended by Miss Brooks to those present to re-

main to luncheon at the dormitory, at 12:30 o'clock.

The meeting was called to order at 10:40 a. m., by the

president. Miss Wheelock. The minutes of the meeting held

in Boston on November i, 1895,' were read by the secretary

and accepted.
The report of the corresponding secretary, Miss Wiltse,

showed that the inquiries coming constantly to her were
mainly with reference to literature and the training of kin-

dergartners.

Some discussion ensued as to the best methods of supply-

ing isolated kindergartners with information, books, maga-
zines, etc. In many cases kindergartners with very limited

salaries are unable to purchase the necessary books to keep
them in touch with lines of progress. Mr. Blake, of the

Kindergarteii Neivs, suggested that many fear to purchase new
books which may prove useless, and that recommendations
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from the International Kindergarten Union might be help-

ful in making decisions. It was also suggested that the

branches of the International Kindergarten Union might be

helpful in having collections of books useful to kindergart-

ners placed in the libraries of their respective cities and
towns.

The report from the Committee on Literature was pre-

sented by the chairman, Miss Hofer.
The reading of this report was followed by interesting

discussions as to the relative value and use of the various

books suggested. Some additions, eliminations, and altera-

tions as to the place occupied by some of the books were
made, and the report, as adopted, was as follows:

The work of the committee, as outlined by the board of

directors, consists of two parts: i. The preparation of a list

of the most valuable pedagogic books and papers, suitable

for teachers' libraries and reading circles. 2. The outlining

of a course of reading for kindergartners, and selecting of

topics for discussion in kindergarten clubs and study circles.

The committee was prepared with a report on the first

part of this work only, as the second part requires careful

consideration. The list of pedagogical books and papers is

classified and recommended as follows: i. Give list of books
essential to the kindergarten training, naming same in order

of importance. 2. Give list of books helpful as supplement-
ary study to kindergartners in active work. 3. Give list of

books directly helpful to primary teachers desiring a knowl-
edge of the theory and practice of the kindergarten: 4.

Give list of books helpful to parents interested in the ra-

tional training of their children. 5. Give list of books for

study by kindergarten clubs and mothers' classes. 6. Give
list of wholesome books for children under ten years.

It has seemed best to the committee to classify the list

of books essential to kindergarten training, according to the

outline prepared by your Committee on Training, which
calls for six distinct lines of study, as follows: Kindergarten
theory and practice, history of education, psychology[and
child study, nature study, stories, songs and music.

I. (a) Kindergarten Theory and Practice :

Froebel's Mother-Play Book, - - Blow
Froebel's Education of Man, - - Hailmann
Froebel's Pedagogics, - - - Jarvis

Reminiscences of Froebel, - - Von Buelow
Symbolic Education, -

- - Blow
Child, and Child Nature, - - Von Buelow
Student's Froebel, . - - - ^Herford
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[d) History of Education :

Froebel's Autobiography,
Froebel's Letters
Froebel's Letters,

Life of Festalozzi,

Educational Ideals,

Educational Reformers,
Emile, (Abridged Translation),

Levana,

Michaelis and Moore
Michaelis and Moore

Heinemann
De Guimps

Monroe
Quick

Rosseau
Richter

Parker
Dewey
Prayer

Baldwin

Howe
Jackman
Morley

Poulsson
Wiltse
Wiggin

{c) Psychology and Child Study :

Talks on Pedagogy, -

Psychology, - - -

Infant Mind, - - -

Psychology, - - -

[d) Nature Study :

Systematic Science Teaching,
Nature Studies,

Song of Life, - - -

[c) Stories:

In the Child's World,
Stories for Kindergarten,
Story Hour, - - - .

Child-Garden,
(Special committees will report further on myths and music,

and magazine literature.)

II. Supplementary Study and Reading

:

Lectures to Kindergartners,
Republic of Childhood, - Wig
Myths and Mythmakers,
Stones of Venice, - - -

Child and Childhood in Folk Thought,
Education of Greek People,
Education Through Activity,
Anthropology, - - - -

Childhood of the Race,
Literary Landmarks, - - -

Study of Child Nature,
First Three Years of Childhood,
Heroes and Hero Worship,
Essays, ....
Philosophy of History,
Kindergarten Magasi?te,
Kindergarten News, - - - -

Child Study Monthly, - - -

Pedagogical Seminary, - -

III. Books for Primary Teachers:

Kindergarten and School; First School Year, Beebe
Republic of Childhood, - Wiggin and Smith
Talks on Pedagogy, - - - - Parker
Hand Work and Head Work, - Von Buelow
Lectures to Kindergartners, - - - Peabody
Education Through Activity, - - Bowen

Peabody
gin and Smith

Fiske
Ruskin

Chamberlain
- Davidson

Bowen
Tyler
Clodd
Burt

Harrison
Perez

Carlyle
Burroughs

Hegel
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Education of Man (for critical study), - Froebel
How Gertrude Teaches Her Children, - Pestalozzi

lY. List of Books for Parents :

Study of Child Nature, - - - Harrison
Early Training of Children, - - - Malleson
Children, Their Models and Critics, - Aldrich
Mother-Play Book, - - - - • Froebel
Lectures to Kindergartners, - - Peabody
Infant Mind, ----- Preyer
First Three Years of Childhood, - - Perez
Leonard and Gertrude, - - - Pestalozzi
Children's Rights, - - - - Wiggin
Beckoning of Little Hands, - - - DuBois

V. Books for Club and Class Study :

Mother-Play Book (with Kindergarten
Magazine, Vol. \TIL, Study Questions) - Froebel

Education of Man, - - . - Froebel
Symbolic Education, - - - - Blow
Study of Child Nature, . - - Harrison
Law of Childhood, - - - - Hailmann
Student's Froebel, - - - - Herford
Levana, . - - . . Richter
Christian Nurture, - - - - Bushnell

VL Typical Books for Children :

Seven Little Sisters Series, - - - Andrews
Tanglewood Tales and Wonderbook, Hawthorne
Fairy Tales, - - . Andersen -Grimm
Child-Garden, - - - - (bound volume)
Junglebook, ----- Kipling
Child Stories From the Masters, - - Menefee
Back of the xNorth Wind, - - Mc Donald
Greek Heroes,----- Kingsley
Nights with Uncle Remus, - - - Harris
Bird's Christmas Carol, . . - Wiggin
Child's Christ-Tales, - - - - Hofer
Love Songs of Childhood, - - - Field
Child Garden of \^erse, - - Stevenson
Fables and Folk Stories, - - - Scudder

After the adoption of this report the meeting adjourned
for luncheon.

In the afternoon session greetings were read by Miss
Wiltse from Mrs. Emily Ward of London; from Mrs. George
Gaden of the Golden Gate Association, San Francisco, Gal.;

from Miss Loder of Philadelphia; also from Mrs. Sarah B.

Cooper, San Francisco, Cal.

Miss Garland, president of the Eastern Kindergarten
Union, which has recently joined the International Kinder-
garten Union, sent a letter expressive of her sympathy with
the Union.

Some further discussion of the report on Literature fol-

lowed, and it was suggested that the lists submitted by the
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committee be printed as they now stand, and that further

time be allowed to formulate lists suitable for a library, and
covering more ground than was possible for the purposes
for which these lists were intended. This suggestion was
adopted.
A motion was then made and carried that the president

appoint a committee to consider stories, folklore, myths,
fairy tales, etc., and to arrange them, as far as possible, in

the order of their development. It was decided also to

include Bible stories; this committee to report at a future

meeting of the board.

A motion was made and -car/ied that the president ap-

point a committee to make out lists of books, magazines,
and articles suitable for libraries, and send stich lists to mem-
bers of the International Kindergarten Union.

On motion, it was also decided that a Circulating Library
committee be formed, consisting of the corresponding sec-

retary as chairman, with power to select her own associates,

this committee to devise ways and means of carrying on a

circulating library for a year, and to report the progress of

the experiment at the next annual meeting of the Interna-

tional Kindergarten Union,
The treasurer's report was then read by Miss Twitchell,

and showed a balance of ^248.77.
This large balance is largely due to a donation of $100

from Mrs. Sarah B. Cooper some time ago, and to two life

memberships of ^25 each—Miss Stewart and Miss Haven.
Letters were then read by the corresponding secretary

from Minneapolis, Topeka, Cleveland, and Delaware, bring-

ing up the question as to the benefits to be derived from join-

ing the International Kindergarten Union.
In the discussion that followed, many interesting sug-

gestions were made as to the best methods of effecting an
interchange of ideas, and a closer union of kindergartners
and kindergarten interests.

It was moved and carried that a recommendation be
made to each branch to have at least one general meeting
during the year, devoted to the objects and aims of the In-

ternational Kindergarten Union, and that, if possible, some
representative speaker be invited to be present. It was also

moved and carried that a list of the branches belonging to

the Union be printed in connection with the next circular

letter issued by the Union, and branches be requested to

send, instead of one annual report, a sufficient number of

reports that one may be sent to each branch.
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In view of the amount of legislative work relative to the

kindergarten interests at present pending in the various

states, a motion was made and carried that a recommenda-
tion be made to each branch of the Union to appoint a spe-

cial committee to investigate and report to the Union such
legislative action in their respective states as effects kinder-
garten interests.

It was also decided to add a regular business meeting to

the annual meeting, and to give a delegate from each branch
the privilege of a vote at such meeting.

A cordial invitation was extended by the St. Louis Froe-
bel Society, through Miss McCulloch, to hold the next an-

nual meeting of the International Kindergarten Union in

February, 1897, i^ ^t. Louis. The invitation was unani-

mously accepted, and thanks extended to the Froebel So-
ciety.

Miss Elder, on behalf of the kindergartners of Buffalo,

tendered their hospitality to the visiting delegates to the

National Educational Association, which holds its annual
meeting in Buffalo next summer. Grateful appreciation
was expressed of this kind offer.

A motion was carried that a report from the Interna-

tional Kindergarten Union be sent to the president of the
Kindergarten department of the National Educational As-
sociation, to be read at the annual meeting.

Greetings to the International Kindergarten Union were
read from Mrs. Stovell of the Golden Gate Association.

The report from Mrs. Putnam, chairman of the Commit-
tee on Training, was read by Miss Bryan.

It was moved and carried that the report be accepted as

it stands, and that the final recommendations embodied in

it be carried out, viz.: that this committee hold a special

meetmg, at a time to be determined upon later, with a num-
ber of sub-committees consisting of three members appointed
from each of the following centers,— New York, Boston,
Chicago, Philadelphia, and St. Louis,— these committees to

be appointed by the president, with such assistance as she
desires, the report of this conference to be made at the next
annual meeting of the International Kindergarten Union.

A motion was made and carried that the present officers

and committees be retained for the coming year, and for the
next annual meeting.
A motion was carried that greetings from the Interna-

tional Kindergarten Union be sent to Frau Froebel.
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it was stated that there was a probability of a niece of

Madame Von Buelow coming to this country to lecture.

It was recommended that lists of lecturers be placed in

the hands of the corresponding secretary.

A motion to adjourn was then carried.

Respectfully submitted,
Annie Laws,

Recording Secretary of the I. K. U.

A reception was held on Friday evening, February 14, at

the Teacher's College, in honor of the visiting delegates of

the International Kindergarten Union.
Short addresses were made by the following persons:

Introductory, Walter L. Hervey, Ph.D., Teacher's College,

New York. Greeting, Miss Brooks, Teacher's College, New
York; Response, Miss Wheelock, President International

Kindergarten Union. College Settlement, Dr. Jane Rob-
bins; Boston, Miss Pingree; Philadelphia, Miss Mackenzie;
Cincinnati, Miss Laws. Public Schools, President Hunter,
New York; Social Aspect of Kindergarten Work, Miss
Haven, New York; The Kindergarten aVocation for Women,
Miss Symonds, Boston, Mass.; The Kindergarten for Chil-

dren of the Cultured, Miss Fitts, Pratt Institute, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

At the close refreshments were served, and opportunity
given for visitors to inspect the building, many of the stu-

dents serving as guides.

All enjoyed the cordial hospitality extended by the fac-

ulty and members of the Teacher's College.

Saturday morning, February 15, at ten o'clock, the an-

nual meeting was held with the following program: Open-
ing address, Walter L. Hervey, Ph. D., Teacher's College,

New York. Child Study in the Kindergarten, Anna E.
Bryan, Chicago; Amalie Hofer, Chicago. The Kindergar-
ten in Its Relation to Social Reform, Rev. Leighton Will-

iams, New York; Mary T. McCullough, St. Louis. The Art
of Story-Telling, Nora A. Smith, San Francisco. Elements
of Culture in the Kindergarten, Hamilton W. Mabie, New
York. The Kindergarten and the School, James L. Hughes,
Toronto; Mrs. W. M. Hailmann, Washington, D. C. Read-
ings from the "Story of Patsy," Mrs. Kate Douglas Riggs.



OPENING ADDRESS.*

WALTER L. HERVEY. PH. D.

IN
welcoming the members of the International Kinder-
garten Union to New York, and to the Teacher's Col-
lege, may I express, first of all, on behalf of a,ll sin-

cere workers for the kindergarten cause on this island,

our profound appreciation of the fact that you have
chosen as your meeting place this city. It is no secret that

in the matter of kindergartens New York possesses dis-

tinctive features. And this is said in no spirit of boasting.

The greatest is the need of the kindergarten. In point of

backwardness in waking up, in taking action, and in work-
ing together, New York leads the world. Her need is more
urgent and her appliances smaller than in smaller cities, like

St. Louis and San Francisco. In point of open-mindedness
we are characterized by somewhat less of eagerness to prove
all things than one could find, for example, in the city on
the banks of the Chicago, where even the river, they tell us,

has not finally decided which way it will flow, but is flowing
both ways.

Without further preface, I may be allowed to pass at

once to three matters which, as we shall all agree, are vital

to the success of the kindergarten cause.

First the matter of cooperation or solidarity. In educa-
tion at large, the present is a time of quickened evolution

—

and in the general advance kindergartners are not the least

progressive. The day of rigid adherence to revealed truth

has gone by. The best kindergartners are those who, while
holding fast to the inmost spirit as set forth in eternal truth

by the great Froebel, are modifying and adjusting all mat-
ters of form, as Froebel himself told them to do, accord-
ing to the needs of modern civilization, and the increasing

facilities of modern culture; so that the kindergartner who
should visit the best of the kindergartens would find all

forging ahead on individual lines, some excelling in one
particular, some in another, and would find no one better in

all parts than the rest. If, then, each is to be as good as the

best, the best in all must be cordially received and assimi-

lated by each. A cordial and open-minded attitude toward

* Before the annual meeting of the International Kindergarten Union—held in
New York. February is. i!^q6.
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experiment and the results of experiment, and then a pool-

ing of profits, is in order now as never before. No kinder-

gartner can afford not to know what the rest are doing.

The same holds true regarding the attitude of kinder-

gartners toward specialists in other fields than their own,

—

the neurologist, physiological psychologist, the primary
teacher, and the philosopher. These people have duties

and rights in the matter of the kindergarten children, and
the kindergartner has correlative rights and duties. If they,

from their view-point, catch a glimpse of truth, even though
it be the infinitesimalest atom—as it is sometimes— it is

their duty and our right that they should produce it, in

God's name, and make it go as far as it will. If they say

that the cubes should be larger, in order that the central

neural adjustment may replace peripheral, it might be well

to try a greater dimension; if a recess for absolute free play

is suggested, it will do us no harm to review, and possibly

revise, the relations of the individual to the body social and
the relative spheres of government and liberty. If the sci-

entist complains that dead blocks of wood tend to crowd
out too far the world of living things, give him and the chil-

dren the benefit of the doubt, if doubt there be; if the lover

of the classics in literature suggests that the kindergarten

may be enriched with Shakespeare, Stevenson, and Eugene
Field, and with adaptations from all great writers and liter-

atures, ask him to put his list in writing; and if the best in

art, music, and other forms of expression, clamor for ad-

mission to the kindergarten, let them in. And if, on the

other hand, solemn protests are heard against the abuse of

such occupations as pricking, it will suffice to say that many
reputable kindergartners long ago ceased to do such things.

The admirable kindergarten journals, all associations

like this when a spirit of breadth and harmony prevails, the

practice of visitation, and above all the quality of open-

mindedness, will promote this first requisite of the highest

success of the kindergarten movement.
The second of the needs of the hour is, as it seems to

me, elevation of the standards. We may sometimes fail to

appreciate how it is that the kindergartner must be so much
richer and more versatile than, say the primary teacher.

Why is this? If I were to attempt to answer, I should say

that while the children in the primary school also demand
the best in literature, art, and nature, they make fewer

demands upon the teacher because so much of their time is

taken by the formal studies,—reading, writing, number, and
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the like, which require relatively less culture and breadth
from the teacher; just as one may teach mathematics with
less preparation than is required by literature.

It goes without saying that the kindergartner's qualifica-

tions must be of a unique character. Yet it has been said

so well by one who is here today, and will speak later, that

I think it will go better with saying. "What are the quali-

fications of a good kindergartner? The music of St.

Cecilia, the art of Raphael, the dramatic genius of Rachel,
the administrative ability of Cromwell, the' wisdom of Solo-

mon, the meekness of Moses, and the patience of Job."
Some twelve years after this was said, three more indispen-

sable qualifications were added by the author, namely, "the
prudence of Franklin, the inventive power of Edison, and
the talent for improvisation of the early Troubadours."

Since then some four or five years have elapsed, and
these have not subtracted aught from this catalogue. The
list, therefore, again needs revision. To require the wisdom
of Solomon, for example, seems at this day over-modest and
inadequate. Solomon's store compared with that of the

modern ideal kindergartner is meagerness itself. Solomon
himself, thrown for a day in a modern kindergarten, would
have wisdom enough to know that he was a back number.
What did Solomon know of Froebel's philosophy or of that

view of the world which it is the privilege of the kinder-

gartner to reveal to the mind of the child? What did St.

Cecilia know of Tonic-Sol-Fa, or Job of having fifty or a

hundred children in the family all under five, or Moses of

the confident criticism of a dear public who do not know
the difference between a "gift" and a Christmas present.

If I may be permitted to add one item, then, to Miss
Nora Smith's catalogue of virtues, I should like to say that

a kindergartner should be endowed with a splendid audac-
ity, backed up by a Divine call. This Divine call we may
all agree is the first and great requisite. But we are already
in the midst of the third problem.

Aside from the spirit of reverence and sympathy and
the being called of God, what shall be the requirements and
what the course of study that shall further prepare one who
has been called for entrance upon the high calling?

The ordinary requirement of this kind for entrance upon
a course of kindergarten training is, I am told, a high-

school diploma or its equivalent. There are training classes

that require even less than this. But as this association has
placed the seal of its approval upon this standard, these
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classes are hardly worthy of consideration at this time. A
"high school course," or its equivalent, is the requirement
usually announced, as a general thing I suppose enforced,
by training colleges and institutes of the better sort. This
is a convenient and elastic phrase. But does not the require-

ment in so bald and unmodified a form involve grave difficul-

ties? What is a high school course? What does it include?
What guarantee of quality does a diploma carry? A New
England high school means one thing, a New Jersey high
school another. New York City has no public high schools
at all. Moreover, the high schools of today are different

from those of ten years ago, they are better; yet you all

know that many diplomas of ten years' standing are pre-
sented for entrance to kindergarten training classes today,
and that these diplomas are accepted. This being the case,

does there not exist a very strong resemblance between the
high school credentials and the currency of wild cat banks?
There is one important difference, that in the case of high
schools the situation is steadily improving; and it is in the
power of the kindergartners to make it improve still more,
by discriminating between schools and credentials.

It must have occurred to many that even the best avail-

able high school courses require to be modified and even
supplemented in order to prepare the intending kindergart-
ner for entrance upon her professional studies. Does not a
kindergarten student need more of breadth and power, even
intellectually speaking, than a sub-freshman? Consider
what things a kindergartner must know and feel and know
how to do. The kindergartner must have training in Eng-
lish, fine enough and broad enough to enable her to select
and adapt from original sources for kindergarten uses, and
sound enough to help her to read Froebel without mystifi-
cation, to write about the kindergarten without mysticism,
and to study without despair the best works in modern
psychology; a knowledge of history sufficient to give a
glimmer of how the race has developed, a training in scien-
tific method as well as a knowledge and love of all creation,
so far as it can be known and loved by the little child, and
in the way that it is known and loved by the little child; and
she must have training in the fine arts of singing and play-
ing, of drawing, designing, and deft doing. But the high
schools are few indeed that give their students such things.
Yet these things the kindergartner must have; and some of
them—at least the beginnings of them—before the profes-
sional course.
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But the attempt to offer such a preliminary course and
postpone the day of the professional study is fraught with
danger. First, it will be found not impossible for rejected
candidates seeking training by the shortest route to find

doors open to them elsewhere. I speak of this fact here in

no spirit of bitterness or of blame I well know that the
ranks of the kindergarten army are being recruited every year
by enthusiastic and devoted women who had only one year
after the grammar school to spend in preparation, and who
in that year did their best, and are doing their best in the
field today. But it is proper that we should not shut our
eyes to the results of this unfortunate condition upon the
kindergarten cause. At the root of this difficulty is lack of

faith in the kindergarten. There are many who hesitate to

take the time they know should be taken, because the pay
of kindergartners is so low. The pay is low partly because
the standards for kindergartners are low. But does anyone
here present believe that there exists any intrinsic reason
why a kindergartner, whose knowledge and insight, whose
sympathy and taste, and whose practical power must be so

broad, so deep, and so fine, should not, when properly en-

dowed by nature and prepared by education and training,

have the pay of a princess among teachers, and why she may
not have it?

And if we believe this, why may we not act upon our
belief—and lead others to do the same? Act, that is to say,

as if the compensation of kindergartners was already what
one day we hope it may be, and believe it will be, and intend

it shall be.

The argument for public recognition and a higher wage
will always be just as strong—no stronger—as the lowest

standards of admission and of training.

Every advance in standards of training means potentially

an advance in pay, and hence an advance in quality of those

seeking admission. Supply precedes demand.
My only apology, ladies and gentlemen, for speaking of

these matters here is that they seem to me to be of vital

importance, and because with you, individually and collect-

ively, it rests to determine how fast and how far the move-
ment for cooperation, for higher standards and for larger

views shall go.

It is my own firm conviction that we have not yet begun
to realize the possibilities of the kindergarten as a power for

civilization in the century that is almost upon us; and that

all the faith we can muster will be abundantly justified by
the result.



FROEBEL CONGRESS TO BE HELD IN BUDA-
PEST, HUNGARY.

AMALIE HOFER.

HUNGARY, that country of romantic and political

adventures, will have survived its full thousand
years as a Christian country in this year of our
Lord eighteen hundred and ninety-six. Its plans
for a millennium exposition are well under way,

and Budapest will attract the tourist and traveler on beyond
Vienna, where Hungarian life and interests can only be read
between the lines of the metropolis of the Austrian Empire.

International congresses will be held in Budapest, not
Ihe least among which will be those devoted to the interests
of education. One of the most important of these is an-
nounced as the Froebel Congress. Hungary has nearly two
thousand public kindergartens, the government having fully
adopted the kindergarten into its school system after the
revolution.

The Hungarian Kindergarten Teachers' Association has
organized itself into an entertainment committee, headed
by Miss Kathleen Gunsberg, the directress of the central
Froebel Training College of Budapest. This association
has sent out an invitation to a party of English kinder-
gartners, to be named by the London Froebel Society, and
will entertain the same, at no expense to the party, for a fort-

night, in Hungary, any time during the season of the expo-
sition. The exposition opens May i, 1896, and lasts until
November i, covering the same period as did the World's
Fair. The local associations will escort their guests on an
inspection tour of the kindergartens, schools, training col-

leges, and kindergarten exhibits.

Kathleen Gunsberg is an active and prominent Hun-
garian educator, as well as journalist and authoress, and in

representing the kindergarten profession of her country
does great credit not only to it, but to the women of her
native land. She is at present writing a series of articles

for the London Hand and Eye, the manual training organ of
Great Britain. She is also editing for publication the orig-
inal letters of Froebel, as owned by Madam Michaelis, now
of London.
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The following sketch of her delightful plans for the
Budapest excursion will interest our readers, in addition to

revealing the "Hungarian spirit " in its original flavor. This
sketch appeared in Hand a?id Eye for January :

"Some of my correspondents have asked fne for further

details about the Hungarian educational system, and for in-

formation about Hungary generally, and I hope to have an
early opportunity of replying to all their questions in these

columns, but cannot do so on this occasion. Others seek

to be enlightened as to the excursion parties to the Buda-
pest exhibition next summer, which I stated I was en-

deavoring to organize. It is these who must now claim my
attention. The number of letters with which I have been
favored from those desirous of being included in the party,

or parties, shows how keen is the interest taken in the mat-
ter, and convinces me that my main difficulty will be not to

get up the party, but to restrict its numbers to reasonable
limits. To all who have asked me to add their names to the

list I am now able to make a very pleasing announcement.
As Hand a7id Eye is sent out to Hungary, it need not cause

surprise, therefore, that all over Hungary my former article

has been carefully read and approved, as I know by the

letters reaching me from many different districts. Among
other towns it has been read in Szegedin, and the invitation

with which it concluded has created the greatest interest

and most enthusiastic accord. Szegedin, it may be remem-
bered, is the town which was almost swept away by an ap-

palling flood somewhere about twelve years ago! Thou-
sands of men, women, and children found themselves
homeless and shelterless, and deprived of everything they
possessed. Their condition was truly terrible. The distress

may be imagined, but not described. The first foreign na-

tion to stretch forth a helping hand was England. With
the noble generosity she ever shows to all who suffer, in no
matter what part of the globe, wherever fire or water devas-

tates, or war or famine bring their horrors, England sent

aid to the ruined and despairing inhabitants of Szegedin.

And Szegedin has not forgotten Hungary has many things

to thank England for, but nowhere is gratitude deeper or

more keenly felt, nowhere has an opportunity to demon-
strate its sincerity been more ardently desired than in

.Szegedin. As soon as the purport of my article was prop-

erly understood, a meeting of all the leading professors,

teachers, and schoolmasters of the town, together with the

chief local authorities, was convened, and the article dis-
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cussed, especially in reference to the concluding invitation

to English schoolmasters and schoolmistresses to visit the

Budapest exhibition, and to see the kindergarten section

of it, and as a result of that discussion it was decided to ad-

dress a letter to me as from the inhabitants of Szegedin,

asking that the town may be allowed to make the invitation

its own, and to defray the cost of its acceptance during the

whole time the party are in the Hungarian territory. The
letter has now been received, and I am thus enabled to renew
the invitation to English teachers and educationists to go
to Budapest next summer, and be introduced not only to

the Hungarian kindergarten system and creches, but also to

the elementary, intermediate, and high schools, colleges,

and universities, in short, to our whole educational system.
The committee which was formed at the meeting to carry
out this proposal will meet us at Budapest, and escort us

to the exhibition and show us the educational section, and
afterwards all the sights of the town. They will also take
us, before our return home, to Szegedin (now beautifully

rebuilt, largely with English capital), and to three or four

other large centers of education in Hungary. The expenses
of the journey will thus be confined to those incurred in

getting to Budapest, and these I hope to reduce as much
as possible, being now in communication with Messrs.
Cook for this purpose. I have only to add that I take on
myself all responsibility for the traveling arrangements,
and the comfort of the excursionists, and shall be pleased
to receive communications addressed to me in care of the
editor of Ha?id and Eye. In a subsequent article giving a
complete explanatory account, not only of the kindergar-
tens and creches, but of the whole Hungarian educational
system, from creches to university, I shall publish further
particulars about the excursion and the arrangements I

have made. Finally, to those who so often ask me why I

take all this trouble, I reply— firstly, out of love and patri-

otism for my native land, Hungary; and, secondly, out of
love and admiration for my adopted country, England."

The international episode described in the above letter

from Kathleen Gunsberg is in itself an inspiration to all in-

ternational endeavors.
Kindergartners are not to be kept apart by geographical

or political lines, neither by race nor culture distinctions.

The editors of the Kindergarten Magazine are privileged
to claim a fatherland title to the brave and generous little

country which Miss Gunsberg represents, and would heartily
Vol. 8-32.
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urge American students and kindergartners, who meditate
a European tour during the coming summer, to correspond
with her. She offers her services to the American kinder-

gartners in the following letter to the editors:

"We believe, dear madam, though you do a great deal

in America, we, with our educational systems, are even
ahead of your go-ahead Americans. It will be well worth
your trouble to arrange an excursion from America— Boston,
Philadelphia, and Chicago ^— for kindergarten and other
teachers, to meet us in Budapest. I will give you all nec-

essary addresses for good hotels, the names and addresses

of the principal men to whom you would have to announce
your intentions, and I am sure munificent Hungarian hospi-

tality would do everything to make you happy and welcome,
and your fellow-workers of the old country will be equally

happy to meet you in Budapest. You could either come
to London and start with us, or meet us at Hamburg. If

you prefer to go direct to Budapest, write in English to the

address of Mr. Mihaly Lang, Igazgato Eperjesi Kepezde,
Eperjes, Hungary, to announce your intention of visiting

the exhibition, with educational purpose, at the time the

English kindergarten teachers will be there, and if he will

kindly make arrangements for you at a hotel at moderate
prices, and let you share all opportunities which are offered

to the English kindergarten teachers to see, hear, and in-

spect. Our excursion will be in August, as that is the best

time for board school people, but I hope to make up other

excursions besides the August one of people who can get

away earlier." Miss Gunsberg's address at present writing

is 25 Trent Road, Brixton, S. W. London.
The editors of the Kindergarten Magazine would be

glad to be of any assistance to those desiring to arrange for

such a tour. How much a Danube trip and Hungarian
views would add to the spirit of American kindergarten
work another year can only be estimated by those who have
measured the influences of the World's Fair upon our cur-

rent school work.



ALL ALONG THE WORK LINE—NEWS, REPORTS,
EXPERIMENTS.

Child-study in Buffalo.— For the past decade Buffalo has been
widely known for iis lack of educational progress and enthusiasm, but
a great awakening is taking place now, and this is manifesting itself in

all phases of school work in the city. The establishment of the School
of Pedagogy by the citizens of Buffalo, together with the Franklin
School, which is the Practice department of the School of Pedagogy, is

one of the strongest evidences of the increasing interest of Buffalo peo-
ple in better education. The school has a large number in attendance
already, and promises speedy growth and development in the future.

During the present year the re-election, by a large majority, of Super-
intendent Emerson, who has stood for better teaching since he was tirst

elected to his position three years ago, is further testimony of the de-
termination of the people to bring the schools out of the lethargy and
indifference which had apparently entirely overtaken them. The warm
invitation which the city as a whole extended to the National Educa-
tional Association was most encouraging to all the friends of education
in that city. Particular interest sifeems to be manifested in the subject of

child-study. Three full courses are offered in the School of Pedagogy
by Professor M. V. O'Shea; the first aiming to cover the literature of

the subject, and also to review what has been accomplished by recent
studies; and the other two aiming to lead teachers into the way of study-
ing pupils in the schoolroom, both collectively and individually. A
number of original studies are being made by the students of the School
of Pedagogy, and the city schools have been freely offered for this pur-
pose. Professor O'Shea also has charge of a course in child-study with
the Kindergarten Training Class of the city, which has taken up the
subject in a systematic and thorough way, covering the literature of

child-study, and making original investigations in the kindergartens.
A large mothers' class of over seventy members has also taken up
systematic work in the study of children under the direction of Professor
O'Shea, meeting regularly for the study of all phases of child growth
and development. The club is constantly increasing in numbers, and
the greatest interest is manifested in this new work. Certain topics are
assigned to be discussed at each meeting, and the members are directed
to make concrete observations upon the topic before they come to the
meeting, and then these observations are talked over. A mothers' club
of ten members is also conducted by one of the students of the School
of Pe agogy. Altogether Buffalo people seem thoroughly alive to the
importance and necessity of the concrete study of child-nature in order
to deal wisely with childhood in the home or in the school.

The December meeting of the Philadelphia Branch of the Interna-
tional Kindergarten Union was held at the Girls' Normal School on
Tuesday, the 3d. Miss Geraldine O'Grady, of the Kindergarten de-
partment of the Normal School, gave direction to the thought of the
afternoon, as her paper dwelt upon the whole group of " Light Songs,"
found in the " Mutter-und Koselieder." She said that most modern
teachers, as well as kindergartners, will agree that teachers must pre-
sent every idea which it is desired shall be intelligently grasped by the
child, in material form first; in other words, that the concrete must pre-
cede the abstract. Froebel's educational system is the only one which
bases all practice on sound psychological principles, and to follow out
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these, we may not "hitch our wagon to a star" unless we can make
bridges all the way between. Each song was analyzed in its turn, the
speaker pointing the steps needed to make the child realize the spirit-

ual side of each, and thus arrive at an ideal of conduct. The child
must meet danger, and therefore, at a certain age, there is need to give
warning of evil. Froebel gives it first in symbolism, connecting the
hint of danger from ungovernable power, with the wild creatures of the
wood, who know no better. Froebel would have foreshadowed the evil
in a picture, as Perseus recognized and slew the Gorgon, seeing only
the image mirrored in the shield; and then he turns quickly back to the
positive side in the "Window Songs." The thought from being general
and indefinite has become always more special and particular. Coming
to the individual, it is the use we personally make of light that is most
important to us. There may be ever so much light outside, but it will

not be our very own if we have not in home and heart a window for it to

come in. The child has gradually been led to the comparison of inward
and outward light, to thought of his own power to act, to imitate, to use
light, to shut it out, or to interfere with it. The child makes the open-
ing to let the light in, and with the revised impression of its beauty and
helpfulness, comes the definite practical application in words, which
will not now be abstract and meaningless to him. Miss Grice followed
the first speaker with an interesting paper upon the three songs, "The
Child and the Moon," "The Boy and the Moon," and " Little Maiden
and the Stars." In speaking of aspiration as the keynote of the first

song. Miss Grice said: "This reaching out to grasp the intangible is

only the physical manifestation of the inner spiritual self reaching to-

ward the divine. 'Shi but a man's reach should exceed his grasp.'"
"The Boy and the ?\Ioon " was shown to reveal necessity for effort, and
perseverance in pursuing the path that aspiration points out. In the
third song, after speaking of the child's tendency to invest everything
with life. Miss Grice said: "The stars which were father and mother
stars to the little child, typify the relationship each bears to the whole.
The same spirit pervades all nature. Each is a part of the whole, and
the whole is in all." Miss Adele Mackenzie discussed "The Light Bird
on the Wall." A suggestion of the deep meaning of the song is all we
wish to give the child, a feeling that the dearest things in life are those
which cannot be held with physical grasp.

"We most do own what we own not,
But which is free to all:

The sunset light upon the sea,
A passing strain of melody.
Are ours beyond recall."

In closing the speaker gave a graphic account of the introduction of

the song into her own kindergarten. The subject of Miss Alice Han-
way's paper was " The Shadow Songs," which she considered well
adapted to reach and develop the child's spiritual nature. These songs
also show light as a creative force. Out of chaos it brings order, form,
and beauty. As the transforming power of light illuminates all objects,

showing their true worth and beauty, just so the spiritual light brings
out the best in human nature. Miss Emmons discussed the last songs
of the group, "The Window Songs." In these songs, physical light as

the symbol of truth, or spiritual light, appeals more to the child than
the pleasure derived from merely seeing the light. As light will shine
brightly through a window which is clean, so truth will enter the pure
heart. We first find light the universal, reaching down to the child the
particular. As light is the source of all life and being, so the soul lives

only as it reflec ts the image of its creator.— Corresponding Secretary.
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A SYMPOSIUM on games was the order of the February meeting of

the Froebel Alumnje Association. The discussion turned mainly on

the respective value of the formulated game, the spontaneous invention,

and others, and also the best time for each. This soon led to the larger

question, of how to give the essentials of a great thought a simple and
concrete expression, in which lies the secret of success in all work.

—

Florence Hawkins, Secretary.

In the April number of the Kindergarten Magazine will be pub-
lished a paper on "The Kindergarten and the Public School," prepared
by Mr. James L. Hughes of Toronto, for the midwinter annual superin-

tendents' meeting. Our readers will all be very glad to have this, for

whatever Mr. Hughes has to say on the kindergarten is not only his-

torically valuable but an inspiration to the profession.

The kindergarten department of an educational publication makes
this statement: "Of course on Washington's birthday the story of the

cherry tree cannot be forgotten." Many kindergartners will think dif-

ferently, and prefer that the children's minds be filled with large ideals,

rather than triflmg incidents regarding the nation's great hero.

The Illinois Society for Child-study has published No. 3 of the first

volume of its transactions. Like its two predecessors this excellent

manual of the progress and status of child-study has been edited by Dr.

C. C. \'an Liew, Northern Normal, who is the secretary of the society.

The officers for the year 1895-6 are: President, Colonel Francis W.
Parker, Englewood, 111. Vice presidents, Superintendent O. T. Bright,

Chicago, 111.; President John W.Cook, Normal, 111.; President H. W,
Everest, Carbondale, 111. Secretary and treasurer, Dr. C. C. Van Liew,

Normal. 111. Executive committee. Dr. W. O. Krohn, Champaign, 111.;

Dr. C. A. McMurry, Normal, 111.; Dr. H. H. Donaldson, University of

Chicago; Superintendent A. V. Greenman, West Aurora, 111.; Dr. Adolph
Meyer, Eastern Hospital, Kankakee, 111.; Dr. Bayard Holmes, College

of Physicians and Surgeons, Chicago; Dr. Wm. L. Bryan, Bloomington,
Iiid.; Superintendent Frank H. Hall, Waukegan, 111.; Dr. Cornelia De
Bey, Chicago; Professor John Dewey, University of Chicago; Professor

Hans Ballin, Carbondale, 111. The second annual congress of the society

was held on the i6th of May, 1895, at the University of Illinois. At
present there are 581 members; 498 reside in Illinois, the remaining
seventy-nine are scattered all over the states, and one in Canada, one in

Cape Colony, one in Japan, one in Scotland. Seven "Round Tables"
are fully organized. The Illinois Society for Child-study was the first

of its kind. Since, South Carolina and Iowa have each a society for like

purposes, and New York's Department of Public Instruction has taken
matters in its own hands, appointing Mr. Chas. H. Thurber, of Colgate
University, Hamilton, N. Y., as director of the Child-study Division.

The secretary informs the readers that movements are on foot to form
other associations in Minnesota and Michigan. The transactions are

very interesting literature and are gratis to all members of the society;

or may be purchased at 50 cents per copy of the Werner Publishing
Company, Chicago, 111.

In September was consummated the hope of several months' work,
as at that time the doors of the First Free Kmdergarten of Tacoma
were thrown open. In the spring of 1895 ^.n association was formed,
with Mr. George Browne as the very efficient and enthusiastic presi-
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dent, and work was then begun with such good will, that by the time
the public schools were opened, enough money was pledged to support
the kindergarten for one year. A large sunny room in one of the public
schools was given by the school board, and a piano and other necessary
furniture loaned or given by members of the board and other good friends.

Miss Olive Norton, a graduate of the Denver Kindergarten College,
was appointed as director. Miss Norton brings to her work thorough
trainmg, much practical experience, and more than all, those qualities

of mind and heart without which a kindergartner lacks the very soul

of her profession. Two assistants. Miss Emma Tuttle and Miss Edith
Hyde, were appointed, and have proven themselves enthusiastic stu-

dents as well as most conscientious and efficient assistants. Soon
thirty-five children, the number to which we are at present limited,

found their way through that open door, and by their small hands the
mothers also of that poor and neglected district have been brought m
contact with help and advice. In November a charming musicale was
given for the kindergarten by the best talent in the city,— at the home
of Mrs. Thomas Riggs, one of the members of the board. At Thanks-
giving and again at Christmas the kindergarten was most generously
remembered, and the poor little waifs had such a holiday time as they
had never even dreamed of. Better than all else, the spirit of the kin-

dergarten is being felt more and more, that lovely spirit that lives under
various disguises and is called by various names. But its real name
has only four letters, and they spell Love.— Charlotte Lay Dewey.

A BRAVE mother, who is making the most of the opportunities within
her grasp, writes: "We live on a farm fifteen miles from the railroad,

and of course miss many advantages we might have if differently situ-

ated; but the highest object of our lives is the right training and teach-
ing of our children, a boy of six and a girl of four. We do not expect
to send them to school for several years, and I am teaching them at

home now. Their papa made a nice blackboard and a table for us.

I covered the table with kindergarten oilcloth, and the children with
their pennies bought two kindergarten chairs; so now we have quite a
little school fixed up in one corner of the sitting-room, with our books,
magazines, and gifts kept on some shelves that papa has made for us. I

have made some balls, and we have the Second and Third gifts, sticks,

weaving-mats, and sewing-cards, also colored papers, and scissors. I

have sent for, but have not yet received, the Fourth, Fifth, Sixth and Sev-
enth gifts. I do so wish for a kindergarten training, but as that is out of

the question I am trying to do what I can without it. I have at times
been somewhat discouraged by what I have read of the inability of any
one, without the regular training, doing anything with the gifts, but I do
not feel so now. Of course I do not have any idea that anyone can do
one-tenth as much without the training as with; but as long as I cannot
have the training, I know that my reading is of some help to me in

teaching and training my little ones, and I know the children enjoy the

gifts and the plays together, and are learning some things they could
not without them. .So I try to be content and teach them to be helpful

and loving."

.Mary Chisholm Foster has an article in the February Chau-
taiiquan on "The Kindergarten of the Church," in which she says:

"The kindergarten is healthful in tone, and harmonious in its embodi-
ment of what is scientific, ethical, and spiritual. Without force it

arouses in the child 'an inner want for instruction,' as Froebel has said,
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and a wholesome tonic in harmony with the instincts of the child is pre-

sented in the winsome, ' Do this,' ' We may do that,' 'Come and let's try

this way.' The want of employment, the desire for destructibility, and
other conditions of mind, are met in the use of the materials of the kin-

dergarten. The appetite for truth, the sense of beauty, the feeling of

color, the spontaneous activity of the most alert mind and dexterous

hands receive scientific direction in the kindergarten. The little child

wants to be good, because he is taught in many ways that this is right

and that, after all, it is the best kind of ' fun ' to be gentle and loving and
true. We consider it to be a most important part of the work of the

church and of the school, from kindergarten to university, and including

home life also, to make truth and beauty attractive. The spirit of unity

and devotion to this work will win grand results in the elevation of the

individual. Many who have but casually observed the kindergarten

object to it as a place where ' play is all there is of it.' This is not all,

but if it were, remember that play is an important part of life to men
and to women."

The readers of the Kindergarten Magazine have always felt a

deep interest in Baron Posse and his work, and some will recall with

pleasure the address given by him before the educational section of the

World's Fair Congress. They will no doubt heartily second these reso-

lutions passed by the students of the Posse Gymnasium.
"IVkereas, we, the members of the various classes of the Posse Gym-

nasium, desire to express our appreciation of the irreparable loss sus-

tained by us through the death of Baron Nils Posse; and
"IVAereas, We wish to express the uniform love which we have for

him, which was the natural outgrowth of intimate association with such
a personality, and to show the sincere respect which we cherish for his

memory; and
"Whereas, We shall ever live conscious of a debt which we realize

our inability to pay, and which we are only able to bear because we
know that even an acknowledgment of indebtedness would have em-
barrassed a nature at once too brave, free, and generous to permit its

owner to feel himself a creditor where he had but given freely of the

store God had entrusted to him; therefore,

"Resolved, That in his death the cause of physical education in its

highest aspects has received a blow which cannot be overestimated,

but that it will be the earnest endeavor of each of us, as far as lies in

our power, to carry on the work which he so nobly began.
"Resolved, That we extend our deepest sympathy to his wife in her

great sorrow, and assure her that we each feel in his death a personal

loss."

The following qualifications are required of students entering the

Oberlin, O., Free Kindergarten Training School: " Applicants should be
not less than eighteen years of age; should be high school or college

graduates. Those having a good grammar school education may be
admitted by vote of the board, if sufficiently experienced. Some knowl-
edge of music is necessary, a love for children, natural adaptation for

teaching, refined manners, and Christian character." The circular sent

out by the association offers the following advantages: A home for the

daughters of missionaries, under the control of Oberlin College, admits
those who come to Oberlin for kindergarten training. The great value

of kindergarten work as an educational and religious power in foreign

fields, as well as among the degraded of America, is now fully recog-

nized. Many young women are receiving the kindergarten training in
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this coantry, thereby adding to the value of their work abroad. Ober-
lin offers many advantages in the way of lectures, concerts, and social

attractions. Kindergarten training classes are granted the use of the
college library for reference work. The library contains 31,000 volumes.
A kindergarten library is being arranged for. Rooms and board can
be secured for from $2.50 to S6.00 per week.

Considered as an incumbent of Queen \'ictoria's court office, and
not as Tennyson's successor, Mr. Austin is surely worthy of the atten-
tion suggested by the traditions of his position, and the sympathy which
his excessively difficult tasks should excite in the breast of every one
who has the faintest glimmer of appreciation of opportunists versifying.

It is far easier to conceive of him in the laureatship than of Swinburne
or William Morris, who have been most frequently mentioned by out-

siders and critics in connection with the post, and who have undoubt-
edly received a larger share of the fire from Heaven than Mr. Alfred
Austin. The greatest obstacle in Mr. Austin's path as a laureate is his

lack of a sense of humor, which leads him to sing of "contiguous night-
ingales," and such painfully unusual phenomena of natural history.

The naif unconsciousness with which he stalks into the loftiest, the
tenderest or most tremendous situations, has already put him at the
mercy of the newspaper paragrapher, and will subject him to the stings
of those whose business it is to ridicule more and more when his poems
are hatched in the unpoetic fervor of commonly discussed political

events and are pitched half fledged before the public eye.

—

Review oj
Reviews.

Why are there more women than men employed as teachers in the
schools of the United States? The School Review for February has a
collection of statistics which answers the question. "Because they are
cheaper" seems to be the determining feature. At any rate, the fact

is that they are cheaper, so far as these statistics go,— and they cover
some fifty-five of the leading cities — from 30 to 50 per cent, cheaper.
The article gives in full the answers to the two questions: "Why do you
employ more women than men? Why do you pay men more than
women? " the names of the writers only being, for obvious reasons, with-
held. The investigation was made by Superintendent Nightingale of

Chicago, where an effort has been successfully made to maintain an
equal proportion between men and women teachers in the high schools,
and the same salary is paid to both for the same work.

Miss WiLHELMiNA Caldwell, secretary of the kindergarten sec-
tion of the National Educational Association, and supervisor of the pub-
lic school kindergartens of Denver, says the primary teachers of Den-
ver, who have had classes from the public school kindergartens of that
city, report that those children have learned self-control and know how
to walk and sit properly, which is of great assistance to the primary
teacher. She then presents the question for the thoughtful considera-
tion of the kindergartners— "Should the kindergartner consider the
definite purpose of the kindergarten to be the gaining of a certain
amount of knowledge, which will enable the child to take up more
reac.ily the primary work, or should she consider its aim to be the ex-
ercise of those powers which gain knowledge?"

Mrs. Lucretia Willard Treat conducted in Albany, N. Y.,
during the last week of January, "A Mothers' Conference," followed by
six lectures on child culture. The topics of Mrs. Treat's six talks were
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from Froebel's Mother-Play, and were given as follows:— i. Train the
Hands to be the Tools of the Spirit (What's this?) 2. Courtesy—How
Developed (Thumbs and Fingers say good morning). 3. Family love
and Relationships (This is the Mother so good and dear). 4. Through
Unchangeable Number Lead to the Eternally Steadfast (Thumb is one).

5. Inner and Spiritual Harmony (Finger Piano and Brothers and Sis-

ters). 6. Retrospection—value of—(Children on the Tower). The moth-
ers' conference was heartily taken part in by all the prominent kinder-
gartners and many of the mothers of Albany.

The following bill has been drawn up and will probably be pre-

sented to the Iowa legislature at this session: Be it enacted by the
General Assembly of the« State of Iowa. Section i. That the board of

directors of any independent school district is hereby empowered to es-

tablish withm said district, in connection with the common schools, a
kindergarten, or kindergartens, for the instruction of children between
the ages of four and six years, to be paid for in the same manner as other
grades and departments. Section 2. All teachers in kindergartens es-

tablished under this act shall hold a certificate from the county super-
intendent certifying ttiat the holder thereof has been examined upon
kindergarten principles, and is qualified to teach in kindergartens.

We give by permission the following from a private letter from
Newark, New Jersey: "I am very willing to raise my feeble voice in

protest against the overcrowding of the first year classes of our public
schools. I am filled with righteous indignation when I learn of the
farce of sixty-eight pupils in a first year class, and the class called a
'kindergarten' class, and the teacher a 'first year' teacher, this class
being her first experience in school work outside of the practice in

training school. How can sixty-eight pupils, five years old, get proper
attention? Yet fifty-eight pupils is the smallest number in many of the
classes in the schools of Newark, and the farce goes on, no one with
courage enough to raise a protest either for teacher or pupil."

A SLOYD teachers' training school has just been opened in Boston in

connection with Mr. Gustaf Larsson's sloyd school, and conducted by
him. This training school has been established to supply the demand
for trained teachers called out by the recent act of the state legislature
providing for manual training schools in the state. Only those who
have had a normal school training or its equivalent are admitted to the
training school, and the class, which numbers sixteen, is made up of

school superintendents, principals, normal graduates, as well as one or
two university graduates.

The proceedings and papers of the National Educational Associ-
ation for i8q5, Denver meeting, are now ready in book form. The im-
portance of the work of the association, as accomplished through its

various committees, its National Council, and its fourteen departments,
renders this volume a most valuable educational publication. It in-

cludes the full report of the Committee of Fifteen on Elementary Schools
and the discussions at the Cleveland meeting, and also the papers read
on the opening days of the Educational Congress at the Atlanta Expo-
sition.

At the meeting of the Cook County Teachers' Association for Feb-
ruary, a discussion of educative seat work occupied the afternoon ses-
sion. The majority of the suggestions presented by the teachers were
modifications of the various devices for occupation work in common
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use in the primary grades. The suggestions were all discussed with
reference to their intrinsic value to the child and their relation toother
work. A few quite original devices were described, one of number
combinations made with small marked squares of pasteboard.

The Diocesan Mission Free Kindergarten of New Orleans held its

annual meeting on February 6. Its report showed that during the

year one hundred and seventy children had been enrolled. The pres-

ent roll numbers ninety-two names. The Normal department consists

of five young women who in May will complete a thorough course of

sixteen months' training. The kindergarten and training class are in

charge of Miss Katharine W. Hardy, a graduate of the Louisville Free
Kmdergarten Training School.

The supervisor of drawing of the Utica, N. Y., public schools, in her
annual report, states that the thought which has been most emphasized
this year is that of uniting the drawing more closely with other studies.

"As soon as the child has learned to see he has learned to draw," she
says. " Drawing as a medium of expression of thought can be used
more freely by little children than by older ones, since they feel no lim-

itations of ability in depicting most complicated scenes and objects."

The senior class of the Los Angeles Training School has organized
a society to be known as the " Kindergarten Alumni Association," its

purpose being to unite the kindergartners for mental stimulus and so-

cial intercourse, which will meet the first Wednesday of each month in

Caledonian Hall. Miss Grace Barnes is president; Miss Huntley, vice

president; Miss Tedford, secretary; and Mrs. Murray, treasurer. All

the kindergartners are invited to attend these monthly meetings.

Antoinette Van Hoesen Wakeman tells, in the IVomaji's Council
Magazine, of the system of sewing taught at Armour Institute and the

Jewish Training School, both of Chicago. She describes the system by
which the girl pupils of those schools are trained in the science and art

of needlework, and sent out competent to undertake and discharge suc-

cessfully the work required at every woman's hand, whether as a home
accomplishment or as a means of livelihood.

Interesting letters from the American students at the Pestalozzi-

Froebel Haus in Berlin come occasionally. One from Miss Beckwith,
who has given us in this number an account of the celebration of Pesta-

lozzi's birthday in Berlin, gives most happy accounts of the work under
Frau Schrader.

A MOTHER writes of the inspiration she has received from the study
of the Mother- Play Book. She says she finds it neither deep nor meta-
physical, only loving and uplifting.

A MEMORIAL kindergarten has been established in Muncie, Ind., to

Miss Alice Tyler, so long identified with the public work of Columbus, O.

Wanted.—Two copies of Kindergarten Magazine for June, 1891
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"The Child and Childhood in Folk-thought," by Alexander Cham-

berlain, gives extensive record of the traditions and customs connected
with the child and the associations of childhood among all peoples.
What the child has done or is btlieved to have done for the develop-
ment of human culture Mr. Chamberlain has collected from all sources
and compiled in a volume of easy reference. The result of his research
in this interesting field he sums up thus: "That the child is as impor-
tant to the savage, to the barbarous peoples, as to the civilized, is evident
from the vast amount of love and deed of which he is the center, both in

fact and in fiction. With the savage as with the European of today, the
'child is father of the man.' Everywhere through the world the activi-

ties of childhood have been appealed to, and the race has wonderfully
profited by its wisdom, its naivete, its ingenuity, and its touch of divinity.

Upon language, religion, society, arid the arts, the child has had a last-

ing influence, both passive and active, unconscious, suggestive, creative.

History, the stage, music, and song have been its debtors in all ages
and among all peoples. Even among the most primitive races it is the
children who are 'of the Kingdom of Heaven,' and the ' Fall of Man'
is not from a fabled Garden of Eden, but from the glory of childhood
into the stern realities of manhood." Macmillan & Co., New York,
publishers.

"Studies of Childhood," by James Sully, bear credentials of Professor
Sully's accurate and scientific observation. He claims no complete and
exhaustive treatment of the field of the child-mind in this book, merely
certain aspects of child-development which he has noted and made
record of. These studies are a collection of papers which have ap-
peared in various magazines, some being now published in Appleton's
Popular Science Monthly. Imagination, reason, language, emotion,
morality, law, and art, as found manifest in childhood, are dealt with.

Professor Sully speaks of this as a scientific age, and of science casting
its inquisitive eye upon the infant, but he outlines the difficulties in the
way of throwing in any graceful curves the scientific lasso about the
elusive spirits of growing children. The accurate observation which
will be of any scientific value, and will further knowledge and under-
standing of the child-mind, is no easy task. What Professor Sully has
done, and other psychologists are doing for the advancement of child-

study, is of such value to parents and teachers that they should be
aroused to assist in the effort and give systematic aid to the research
in a field, more accessible to them than to others. D. Appleton & Co.,

New York, publishers.

In the Monthly Illustrator for February, Edward Hildaiie tells of

the work of saving the children by means of the New York trade and
industrial schools. He concludes a careful account, well illustrated,

of the work accomplished by the children in the well-equipped schools
thus: In the broadest and truest sense civilization is what education
makes it. The cause for a false and corrupt society is always found in

the training of the individuals who compose it, and as purely mental
acquirements are never other than selfish in their tendencies and effects,

and depravity and decay ever the natural outcome of selfishness, man-
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ual training, the results of which flow outward and affect the whole hu-
man race, must hold a place of inesimmble value in any system of

education having in mind a wise and harmonious development of all

the powers and of character. When the scholar learns by doing, as is

the case in the manual training school, his senses and muscles are de-
veloped together; he becomes the master of handicrafts which may for-

ever stand between him and the almshouse or the prison; his school
life becomes a pleasure, and cheeriness and mutual helpfulness a sec-
ond nature; he learns to truly appreciate the dignity of labor and to

uphold its rights, while love for the little republic of the school teaches
him love for his country and makes him a true patriot and citizen. In
a word, he comes from school well rounded in head, hand, and heart,

fully prepared to meet all the demands of life and enjoy all its graces."

A SERIES of handbooks in classical archeology and antiquities is

announced as in preparation by Macmillan & Co. Each volume will

deal with some special department of ancient life or art in a manner
suited to both the general reader and the specialist, and will contain a
concise bibliography, together with complete indexes of Greek and
Latin words and quotations, and of subjects. The volumes will be fully

illustrated and will each be the work of a thoroughly competent author.

Thus the first volume, "Greek Sculpture," will be by Ernest A. Gard-
ner of Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge, and succeeding volumes
by such authors as Louis Dyer of Balliol College, Oxford, and Cornell
University, W. Warde Fowler of Oxford, Thomas D. Seymour of Yale,

John Williams White of Harvard, Rodolfo Lanciani of the L^niversity

of Rome, Martin L. D'Ooge and Francis W. Kelsey of Michigan, Allan
Marquand and A. S. Frothingham, Jr., of Princeton, and A. H. J. Green-
idge of Hertford College, Oxford.

" Daffy Down-Dilly," a little story of street life, by Millicent Olm-
sted, presents a phase of child-life too rough and realistic to be good
food for the child-imagination, yet the denouement is too bold a trans-

formation to give the sketch artistic Value as a literary production.
Those who write for childre7i and those who write of children seem
prone to confound the aims and ideals of their work. The literary

value of a product of realism is a quality to be considered by the liter-

ary critics; the impression of a story for benefit or harm upon the sensi-

tive imagination and emotions of eager children should be the most
thoughtful consideration in the minds of all putting upon the market
reading matter intended for c/ii/dren. The most magical transforma-
tions in plot will not offend the literary instincts of the child, but the
negative and pathetic wounds and warps his delicate, immature sensi-

bilities.

To many thinking men and women the " institutional church " seems
hardly, as yet, an established reality. Its purposes, scope, and manage-
ment are not widely comprehended; and yet the movement is one of

the most remarkable activities of the modern philanthropic and relig-

ious world. A number of great institutional churches, with all their edu-
cational and rescue agencies, may be found busily at work in the large
cities of this country today, and the work of several will be described in

The SiDiday-School Times by noted leaders in this field. In the issue

of February 22, the Rev. John L. Scudder writes: "The keynote of in-

stitutional work is ministering to the entire man, and interesting your-
self in every department of his being; '' and he proceeds to tell how
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this is done at the Jersey City Tabernacle, in its five buildings teeming-
with busy workers, and planned to suit the special needs of the com-
munity.

In 1884 Eugene Field wrote a story which he called " The Werewolf."
When it was finished he laid it aside and a year afterward entirely re-
wrote it. In 1886 he again took it up and revised it, and durino- the*
nine years between that time and his death in November last, he re-wrote
it eight times. His last revision pleased him and he decided to print it.

But death came too suddenly, and the story was found, unpublished*
among his effects. Mrs. Field, concluding to have the story appear',
gave it to the editor of TAe Ladies Home Journal, in which magazine'
all of Mr. Field's work, outside of his newspaper articles, was presented
to the public. The story appears in the March number, illustrated by
Mr. Howard Pyle.

"A Pen-picture of Egyptian Children" is the attractive title of a
bright sketch that appears in The Sunday-school Times of February i.

Miss Thompson, who writes from Egypt, describes the everyday life
of the youngsters of that far-away land, telling about their good times
and hard times, how they study and how they play. Her article is illus-
trated with reproductions from photographs taken in Eygpt, and is one
of the series of articles that this periodical has been publishing, de-
scribing child-life in many lands.

It will surprise many to learn that alkali lands, besides their plant-
killing sal soda, contain in large measure the salts most valuable as
plant food. Professor E. W. Hilgard has an article in the March Pop-
ular Science Monthly, giving the results of certain examinations of the
soils of such re'gions, and telling what has been learned about the means
required to make them productive.

Macmillan & Co. announce a work on "Social Interpretations of
the Principles of Mental Development," by J. Mark Baldwin, M. A.,
Ph. D., Stuart Professor of Psychology in Princeton University, and
author of " Mental Development in the Child and the Race."

The School Journal oi New York will publish two illustrated maga-
zine numbers a month hereafter. The first number of the month is

devoted to the interests of school boards and superintendents. The
third week is to be a " Method" number.

A NEW edition of " In the Story Land," by Harriett Lincoln Cool-
idge, bound in red with silver lettering, has been issued by Wm. Beverley
Harrison of New York.



PUBLISHERS' NOTES.

The Kindergarten Magazine is the record-keeper of all that pertains

to the growth, extension, and history of the kindergarten movement. The
subscription price is Two Dojlars per year, payable in advance.

Postage is Prepaid by the publishers for all subscriptions in the

United States, Canada, and Mexico. For all other countries in Postal

Union add forty cents for postage.

Changes of Address.— When a change of address is ordered, both

new and old address must be given. The notice should be sent by the

fifteenth of the preceding month, that there may be no unnecessary de-

lay in the magazme reaching subscribers.

Notice Date.—We call the attention of subscribers to the printed

label on the magazine wrapper. The date indicates our record of when
your subscription expires. Notify us of any mistake in same; also if

you wish same discontmued at expiration; otherwise we continue as

do other periodicals, until arrearages are paid.

Discontinuances.— If a subscriber wishes his copy of the paper dis-

continued at the expiration of his subscription, notice to that effect should

be sent. Otherwise it is assumed that a contmuance of the subscription

is desired.

How to Remit.— Remittances should be sent by check, draft, ex-

press order, or money order, payable to order of the Kifidergarten Liter-

ature Company. Cash should be sent in registered letter. Foreign

stamps are not received in payment of subscriptions.

Always Notify publishers of unreasonable delay, or failure in maga-
zines reaching the proper address. This is your business duty, as

otherwise the publisher has no means of knowing of difficulties. Com-
plaints are welcome on this ground.

Special Discounts are allowed to active agents only, who are regis-

tered as such with the publishers; or to parties making a written arrange-

ment with the publishers. Discounts on books are made in consider-

ation of a large order. Training schools will do well to correspond for

these rates.

Letters should be addressed to Kinde?-garten Literature Company,
Chicago.

The Most Popular Highway of Travel penetrating the principal cit-

ies of the Fast — the shortest line between Chicago and Boston, with

solid through trains to New York City via Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, and
Buffalo, and the only line via these cities having colored porters on its

first and second class day coaches at the disposal of its patrons, is the

Nickel Plate Road, whose unexcelled tram service and most liberal

rates have long been recognized by east-bound travelers. J. Y. Calahan,

General Agent, in Adams St., Chicago, 111.

The Solid Through Trains of the Nickel Plate road, equipped with

the most modernly constructed day coaches and luxurious sleeping and
dining cars, illuminated throughout with the famous Pintsch gaslights,

and colored porters in charge of day coaches, are some of the features

of this popular line that are being recognized by travelers seeking the

lowest rates and fast time. J. Y. Calahan, General Agent, in Adams
St., Chicago, 111.
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SOME PRACTICAL RESULTS OF CHILD-STUDY*

A. S. WHITNEY, SAGINAW, MICH.

AS so much literature bearing upon this topic has very
recently appeared from the pens of nearly all of
the leading advocates of this line of study, I feel

unwarranted in attempting little more than to
present, as concisely as possible, a few personal

observations consequent upon the direct application of child-

study to the practical, everyday work of the schools. In so
doing, however, I desire it understood at the outset that
owing to the more thorough and scientific treatment of cer-

tain long-established physical laws, it has been deemed jus-

tifiable to consider them within the scope of this paper,
though well aware that the propriety of this classification

may be rightly questioned.
During the last school year it was deemed advisable,

after some general preparation had been made, to direct the
attention of our teachers to the investigation of certain
phases of child-study, hoping thereby to arouse in them a
deeper interest in child nature, to acquaint them more thor-
oughly with the child's growing powers and possibilities, to
bring them into closer living, sympathetic touch with their
pupils, and at the same time to verify, so far as possible, the
practical claims of its leading students rather than to collect
large masses of facts, and attempt general deduction there-
from.

With this end in view we first turned our attention to the
investigation of vision. For this purpose a supply of Snell-
on's Test Cards was provided for the several school build-
ings, and all of the teachers carefully instructed how to
make the proper examination. As a result, out o*f the five

thousand pupils whose eyes were tested an average of be-

*Read before the Superinlendents' Meeting held at Jacksonville, Fla., during Feb-
ruary, 1896.
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tween fifty and sixty per cent was found with impaired
sight. This discovery was simply astounding even to teach-

ers of long experience; it was one thing to read appalling
accounts of defective vision, and quite another to realize its

prevalence among their own pupils. It was also discovered
that in some rooms, especially those of the younger teach-

ers, many of the defectives were assigned to the darker and
more distant sections, while those of normal powers occu-
pied the more favored sittings. The remedy for this read-
justment was direct and immediate, and the advantages
gained very great. In extreme cases, however, this was in-

sufficient, and the desired end was sought by informing the
parents of the difficulty and strongly urging upon them the
importance of consulting a physician, and, if necessary, of

providing properly fitted glasses. By so doing it was found
that in many instances the parents were wholly ignorant of

the existing defect, and were ready and willing to follow the
course suggested; that others failing to realize the neces-

sity, were careless and indifferent, and needed enlighten-

ment; that still others, assuming the rights accorded to them
as independent American citizens, had no hesitancy in in-

forming the teachers, in language more forcible than courte-

ous, that it was "their business to learn their children and
not put such stuck-up notions into their heads, or make
dudes out of them." But in general the appeals of the

teachers, appeals such as the parents had never been wont
to experience, met with kind and hearty responses, and have
resulted in the relieving of much distress and the opening
of newer and brighter worlds to many a poor unfortunate.

Standing upon the vantage ground of this experience,

we next turned our attention to the examination of hearing,

adopting the same methods of procedure, meeting the same
difficulties and applying the same remedies as in vision.

The results were even more surprising, showing a general

average of twenty to twenty-five per cent of defectives. Of
this number there were many of whom most pathetic tales of

physical pain, of stunted intellects, of crushed spirits, might
be graphically related; but to do so would simply be multi-

plying the already well-established evidence of our too long
delay and cruel neglect.

In this connection it may be of interest to state that two
years ago an attempt was made at our Central school to iron

out some of the many wrinkles necessarily incident to a

graded system by establishing a new department, and plac-

ing it in charge of one of our best and most experienced
teachers. This department was denominated "unclassified,"
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in contradistinction to "ungraded" or ever "truant," which
bears such an unsavory reputation as to stigmatize all con-
signed thereto. In this are placed all pupils of the grammar
grades, who for various causes are not adaptable to the
work of the regular classes, hoping thereby more perfectly

to adjust matter and method to individual needs and capac-
ities than was otherwise possible. At the time of the ex-
aminations above specified, the significant fact was ascer-
tained that every pupil enrolled in this department was
suffering from defective vision, defective hearing, or from
both.

When now we consider, in view of all this, that from a

fifth to a fourth of all of the pupils in our public schools are

suffering from defective hearing; when we consider again
the acknowledged stultifying effect of this misfortune upon
the intellectual, business,- and community life of each, as

well as upon his capacity for enjoyment, and then, when we
further consider that our best physicians assert that with
proper care on the part of the parents and teachers this

number would be reduced to two per cent, it requires no
very great stretch of the imagination to compel the belief

that vastly more practical good would redound to humanity
by careful systematized examination and treatment of these
defectives, than by so much religious devotion to the ab-
stract, mechanical "drills" of our fathers.

From the beneficial results of the eye and ear studies
above described, as everywhere apparent, it was deemed
vital to carry the work farther and to pursue it more sys-
tematically. Accordingly blanks based upon the one sug-
gested by Dr. Krohn in the December number of the Child-

Study Monthly were provided for permanent record of each
individual pupil, the essential requirements of which are date,

grade, school, name, age, sex, nationality, postoffice address,
birthplace, birthplace of father and mother, past and pres-
ent health, causes of death of father and mother, vision,

hearing, visual comparison and visual and auditory memory.
The pupils are taken aside singly or in small groups, the
various tests applied, and the facts ascertained carefully re-

corded. These records are then made a part of the official

report of each pupil, the same as the standard items of at-

tendance, tardiness, estimate of work accomplished, etc.

While it will probabV take years to realize the full salutary
effect of this system, yet a sufficient amount has already
been accomplished unhesitatingly to warrant the statement
that in its influence upon the present and future status of
both pupil and teacher it is intensely practical.
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Turning from the investigation of the senses, we under-
took the study of children's ideas of justice by means of the

Barnes' story method, taking for the first test the well-known
story of the mother who gav^e her child a box of paints with
which the little one painted and spoiled all of the parlor

chairs, and then ran to her mother, calling out, "Oh, mamma,
come and see how pretty I have made the parlor!" The
question was: "What would you have said or done had you
been the child's mother?" These stories are given as reg-

ular composition exercises, the teacher never revealing by
look or word their real purpose, or his own beliefs regard-

ing them. At the close of the exercise the papers are col-

lected, studied by the teacher, and then read to the pupils

forming topics for questions and discussions. As to its

practical value, I submit the following as characteristic re-

sponses to a note of inquiry addressed to the teachers: " I

never knew my pupils so well before and never had so much
sympathy for them." From another: " I never realized so

fully before the individuality of my school, and the absolute
necessity of treating each pupil as an individual." From
another: "It gives me a much more perfect insight into

the homes of my pupils and the parents' methods of treating

their children." From another: "I never realized so fully

a teacher's responsibility, as many of my own methods are

plainly seen in the replies of my pupils." From another:

"It is one of the most valuable exercises we have ever had,

in- that it shows that one of the most essential elements
requisite to fit a child for highest citizenship-— the cultiva-

tion of the moral judgment—has, through lack of proper
exercise, been sadly neglected." These reports might be
indefinitely multiplied, but a sufficient number has been
given, we trust, to show the value of this study as viewed by
the practical grade teacher.

Again, we have endeavored to study the child by means
of the Russell "still hunt" plan, urging criticisms upon the

course of study and general management of the schools
whenever and wherever not in perfect harmony with the

best interests of the growing child as thereby revealed. In

consequence, many interesting features have been observed,
particularly those bearing upon the child's physical nature,

his fears, high nervous tension to which he is constantly
subjected, etc., of which the following from one of our teach-

ers may be taken as a fine sample, and may well serve to

raise the question as to the advisability of sending home
estimates of pupils' work even as often as semiannually:
M , seven years old, is an unusually bright child of a
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nervous, highstrung disposition, quick, active, conscientious,

and of a temperament to feel very keenly either joy or sor-

row. Her teacher. Miss K , does good work in school,

and is not at all unkind to her pupils. Three days before the

semiannual report cards were to be given out M was
taken sick with the chicken-pox. The first afternoon of her

illness her mother was sitting beside her sewing when M
suddenly said: " Mamma, do you think Miss K will

mark me W. (worthless) because I staid out on account of

the chicken-pox?" "Why, no, M , I'm sure she won't.

She will mark you just according to what you did when you
were there." Satisfied for just a moment, then she cried

again: "But, mamma, maybe she'll have to mark me W."
Another short silence. "If she did, though, mamma, prob-

ably she'd just have to do it that way because I was out,

the same as I have to stay out because I got the chicken-

pox, and she wouldn't be to blame anymore than I would."

Again the same thought and cry kept recurring all the

afternoon. In the evening the mother was called out and
I promised to look after the sick child. At eight o'clock

I heard a cry from the room and ran to see what was the

difficulty. I found the child sitting straight up in bed with

the clothes thrown back and her black eyes blazing with

excitement. She threw her little arms about my neck and
sobbed out: " Miss R , do you suppose I'll get marked
W because I had to stay out today?" I took her in my
arms, reassuring her as best I could, trying to quell her fear

and to quiet her nervousness, and so to rock her to sleep

again Before sleep came, however, she argued to me as

she had to her mother: "Miss K will just have to if she

does, and wouldn't be any more to blame than I am for

staying out because I had to." Awaking again and again

during the evening, the first thought of her mind and the

first cry on her lips was, " Do you think ma)'be Miss K
will mark me W?"

This is no unusual report nor unusual incident, as every

student of children knows. It is quoted simply to demon-
strate that by focusing the attention of the teachers upon
child-study, it brings home to them more keenly than other-

wise possible a sympathetic appreciation of the "awfulness"
of the nervous strain to which the children of our schools

are being constantly subjected, and arouses in them ear-

nest, thoughtful cooperation in all measures looking toward
relief.

Again, in accepting the conclusions of Burgustein and
others relative to the unhygienic effects of long sessions, we
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have arranged for the lowest grades periods of rest at the

close of every forty-five or fifty minutes of study. These
periods are from ten to fifteen minutes in length and con-
sist of recesses, gymnastics, marches, singing, etc., as the

case and state of the weather may warrant. At times the

pupils simply slide down into their seats, relax all their

muscles, and close their eyes in pretentious sleep, while the

teacher or some pupil sings a soothing lullaby. The results

have more than met our expectations. The pressure is

lifted, the pupils and teachers refreshed and invigorated,

and more intellectual work accomplished than before. In-

deed, so great does its advantages appear from every point

of view that I have no hesitancy in saying that the "no re-

cess" plan, a plan invented and fostered, for the most part,

for the benefit of the teacher, should receive our merciless

condemnation, or should be absolutely prohibited by law.

Stepping into a primary room near the close of the

school year, a little girl with swollen eyes and tear-stained

cheeks attracted my attention. The teacher, observing this,

handed me a beautiful specimen of penmanship, remarking
as she did so: "R worked on this specimen earnestly

and faithfully without uttering a whimper until she had com-
pleted it, and then she brought it to me, threw her arms
about my neck, cried as if her little heart would break, and
shook as if attacked with a fit of ague." Upon inquiry it

was found that a large number of the pupils of this grade
exhibited the'same nervous overstrain and fatigue whenever
engaged in this class of work, while an examination under
a large magnifying glass of the specimens mentioned con-
firmed only too alarmingly the conclusions above stated. It

was resolved at once, therefore, to abolish this exercise, and
to conduct the work at the opening of the school year in

accordance with Dr. Hall's discoveries concerning the de-

velopment and the use of the so-called fundamental and ac-

cessory muscles, and the groups of nerve centers governing
their movements. In consequence, the blackboard with full

arm movement has been substituted for the fine finger exer-

cises of the slate and pencil, three feet of room without
lines and spaces assigned each pupil. At first it was de-

cided to make use of the base line as a sort of guide, and
the messenger, or supervisor of buildings, was instructed to

cause the same to be painted. Before he had time to do so,

however, our teachers had discovered experimentally, to

their great surprise, that such lines were not only unneces-

sary, but if used would prove an insurmountable barrier to

freedom of movement—the end sought. To be sure the pu-
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pils in the beginning did not write in a straight line; but
this was quickly overcome by causing them to stand back a
few feet from the board and to observe its variation. As a
practical result of the application of this doctrine to the
work of the first grade as pursued in our schools, the teach-
ers, the supervisors and the superintendent are of one mind
in stating that never before have our pupils written so easily,

so rapidly, and so well at this time of a year, and that, too,

without a single case of nervous physical or mental exhaus-
tion apparent. The pupils, too, take intense delight in the
blackboard exercise, and are sorely punished when refused
its privilege.

In our judgment this is a grand triumph for scientific

child-study, and must eventually revolutionize this impor-
tant branch of primary instruction.

In conclusion I would say, by way of summation, that

child-study has had a very marked beneficial effect; first,

upon the child, in that it has led to a better understanding
of his growing powers and necessities, his periods of strength
and of weakness, his physical defects and their remedies.
It has also led to a keener appreciation of the physical re-

pression and mental stultification to which he is constantly
subjected, and of the enormous dangers arising therefrom;
and to a more accurate, just, and equitable interpretation

and manipulation of the motives governing his hourly con-
duct.

Secondly, upon the teacher. On this point I desire sim-
ply to confirm, from the ordinary school supervisory stand-
point, what has been stated again and again by every writer

upon this subject: As never before child-study has ac-

quainted the teacher with the complexity of a child's phys-
ical and mental constitution; has magnified his concept of
the child's individuality, and has emphasized the necessity
of adapting instruction in both matter and method in con-
formity with it; and has brought him into more tender, lov-

ing sympathy with the child, into more perfect teaching
relation with the child. It has also quickened within the
teacher a more tender conscience, a more exalted ambition,
and a keener sense of his powers, limitations, opportunities,
and responsibilities; and, best of all, it has inspired him with
a deep and hallowed reverence for the little lives intrusted

to his care, and has engendered in him an insatiable thirst

to implant within every growing breast the sacred ideals of

manhood and noblest womanhood.



STORY OF THE LILIES OF THE VALLEY.

JACK STEVENS.

w HEN the dusk steals over the meadows,
And the cattle are all asleep,

When naught is heard but the crickets' chirp,
Then the elves and fairies creep

From their homes in the nooks and crannies,

And, while glowworm torches flame.

They tell to their own little children
How the valley lilies came.

One morning, they say, while the fairies

Were holding their revels high,

The dear little elves, their servants,

Lingered, while passing by,

Each hanging the while, on a blade of grass,

The cups which this elfin crew
Each morning brought, to seek for the queen
Her usual draught of dew.

They lingered awhile, unmindful of time.

Watching the fairies play.

Their queen forgot, till the morning sun
Had driven the dew away;

And the cups they had thoughtlessly laid aside,

As they let the moments pass,

In the morning sun they found each one
Was fast to its blade of grass.

And then there was lamentation.
And the elfin servants sighed

As they thought of the wrath of their fairy

queen.
And the dew that the sun had dried.

But her mother, the old queen regent.

Of the elfin band was fond.

And promising aid, o'er each little blade
She stretched out her magical wand.

And they grew and grew into broad, green leaves,

Until, to their great delight.

Each delicate little cup was hid

Out of their dear queen's sight.
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For she pardoned them all, though the crime
was black,

At the wish of her mother true,

And, repentant, they did not wish her to think
Of the loss of her draught of dew.

And this is the story the fairies tell,

While their glowworm torches flame.

How to the mortals upon this earth
These beautiful lilies came.

And early, some bright spring morning,
Each may prove this story true;

For in every delicate fairy cup
You'll find a wee drop of dew.

EASTER.
EFFIE J. HEMMENS.

IT
was Easter morning, and the sun was shining softly

and brightly.

Two birds were up in a tree, and seemed to be lis-

tening, for the air was filled with low, sweet sounds.
Far down in the deep earth the little plants, so long

asleep, were stirring their roots drowsily in answer to the
joyful call, which wasthis: "Awake! Awake! You must live!

Spring is here—winter is no more!"
The earthworms began to push up from darkness toward

the light.

The cocoon, the caterpillar's cradle for so long, became
ready to open and set free its treasure, the butterfly.

"Spring is here! Spring is here!"
The birds now took up the triumphant song, and the gen-

tle breezes, catching it, carried it on and on, through valleys,

deep forests, and high hilltops.

At last it reached a young mother with a newborn babe in

her arms, and her heart was filled with love and thankfulness.

The birds felt life so strong within themselves now.
They must fly! They must fly!

Higher and higher they rose, and as they drew near the

blue sky they heard music most wonderful in its sweetness
and joy; the same strain —"Live on! Live! Spring is here!"

They were filled with joy and gladness, and as they flew

back to earth the music came with them, growing stronger
and stronger.

Then with their little hearts full of love the birds built

their nest.



ON FROEBEL'S BIRTHDAY.*

KATE DOUGLAS WIGGIN.

WE wish to dedicate one meeting of each spring"

to the special memory of Froebel, to celebrate
it with some thought, or word, or deed, which
will strengthenhisinfluence, and scatter broad-
cast the blessings he brought within reach of

the children of humanity. His birthday, the 21st of April,
and the day of his death, the 21st of June, lie so near to-

gether that we can on this May day cast a grateful thought
backward, and a tender one forward to the two anniversaries;
unspeakably grateful for the message he brought to the world
on that birthday, and unspeakably tender and sad, too, for the
grief and discouragement in which he died, or rather in which
he was born again into the Choir Invisible. I am more than
ever sure, as I progress in the knowledge of the kindergarten
theory, that we study Froebel too little, and Froebel's com-
mentators too much, not that he represents the sum total of
knowledge to be gained, but that we certainly never shall be
able to look beyond, or reach out further, until we have fully

comprehended what he has given to educational science. It

is true that the kindergarten is beginning to be universally
appreciated, and its advocates are growing daily in numbers,
enthusiasm, and conviction; but when we reflect that the
kindergarten is only a fractional part of Froebel's plans we
see how much is left to be accomplished. Froebel's scheme
will never be complete until the mother and the home on
the one hand, and the school on the other, admit the kinder-
garten spirit, and are guided in the aims and means of their

educational efforts by kindergarten principles. In most
cases the kindergarten still stands " an isolated truth between
the errors of home and school."

How can we interest mothers and convince them of these
deep truths of Froebel? Are you sure that we all try? Are
you sure that we study deeply enough to make our kinder-
gartens more nearly every year what they should be? Do
they grow, day by day, educationally perfect in the same
degree that the public grows willing and anxious to help
them? Do we strive more and more to make our work the

Extracts from an informal address to a Kindergarten Society, on the occasion of
its annual celebration of Froebel's birthday.
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life and not the livelihood? Are we more and more con-
scious of comprehending Froebel, and of being able to put
his spirit into our kindergartens? For it is his spirit that we
want, and our individual conception or manner of working
out educational problems is as yet bungling and wretched
enough beside his.

These are the questions we ought to ask ourselves on
these anniversary days— days which invariably bring home
to us searching truths not felt or apprehended at other
times. If we can answer them affirmatively, well and good;,

if not, we are unworthy servants of a good cause. To me
the ownership of the title kindergartner is only less exalted
than one other. Christian. To be really in example, and in

moral and mental power, a kindergartner, in the Froebel
sense, means a good deal, and we should be careful never to

belittle that meaning. ... I hope that no one forgot to

celebrate the birthday with the children, and what is more
important, to keep it in just the right way, for I think these
festivals a matter of great importance. The day's program
should be so arranged that the children can consciously
enjoy it as Froebel's birthday, for it is a part of the heart
culture of the kindergarten to charge the imagination of
the children with a grateful conception of the discoverer of
their "Paradise Regained." Let them feel that the dear,

good Froebel looks down with happiness and gratitude
on the children's love and joy. It will inspire them in

precisely the same way in which the Christian is inspired by
the thought that the Great Teacher is ever with His disciples

"even to the end of the world," as He said. It is especially
to be desired that the children's minds should be filled with
this idea rather than that of their individual enjoyment.

Let everything be done as a service of gratitude, and let

the story of Froebel's life be told to them in such a way as

to impress their hearts and imaginations with the person-
ality of this true discoverer of childhood, remembering as

Wordsworth says:

"We live by admiration, hope, and love,

And even as these are well and wisely fixed
In dignity of being we ascend."



A UNIFORM STANDARD FOR KINDERGARTEN
TRAINING IN GERMANY.

THE associated kindergartners of Germany and Aus-
tria send out a printed report monthly of all that

concerns their work and development. This re-

port is edited by the president, Fraulein Heerwart
of Eisenach. This composite product of those who

honor the movement most highly, is one of the most impor-
tant publications sent out in behalf of our growing cause.

Fraulein Heerwart is herself a woman of broad experience
and a thoroughly gifted journalist, and is eminently-fitted to

dispense the accumulated correspondence, reports, and dis-

cussions of work plans. It was under her guidance that two
years' have been spent by the active workers in discussing
and outlining a uniform course for kindergarten training

schools, a full report of which appeared in the October re-

port of the association.

The frank and candid discussion of the more conspicuous
points of professional difference reveals the sincere purpose
of the members of the conference. In order to appreciate
the full import of this coming together of German kinder-
gartners, it must be borne in mind that there are no public

school privileges in view. . It is the earnest effort of the

profession for self-perfection, and cooperation on the part

of all concerned in reaching this perfection. The initial

meeting, at which the association was organized, was held
in Eisenach, 1893, and a special committee was appointed
to consider the desirability of a uniform standard for the

profession. Thus it appears that the association was quick
to know the needs of its members, and frank in setting

about to meet the need.
There are, in round numbers, about six thousand active

kindergartners in various parts of the world. That does not

read as an impressive number when compared with the hun-
dreds of thousands of teachers enrolled in state service.

When it is remembered that the force of kindergarten work-
ers have been prepared at private expense and through pri-

vate enterprise, the six thousand souls assume large pro-

portions. It is because of this individual enterprise and
teaching that so many view-points are illustrated among the

members of the profession. Is it not a commendable action

when the many individuals join forces voluntarily, for the
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purpose of unification, with no inducement but the mainte-
nance of their ideals?

The German committee appointed to formulate a uniform
study course, examined carefully and thoroughly the nor-

mal programs of thirty-four training schools, in order to

have a fair survey of what was already being done. These
were naturally, and for the reason above indicated, found to-

differ widely, the points of widest difference were the fol-

lowing: the qualifications for admittance to training schools,

and the aim or objective point to be reached by the train-

ing, as defined by the normal teacher. We translate as fol-

lows from the report of the committee:
"It was evident to the committee that so great a variance

in the presentation of Froebel's method of education could
only be a detriment to the cause at large. The opinions
and recommendations of the training teachers who were
chosen to this committee in 1893, and who were selected be-

cause of wide experience in the practical work, were brought
before the general association meeting held in Dresden,

1894. At that time the decision was reached to draw up a

uniform program to present to the members of the associ-

ation. This was done at the general Froebel Association
meeting held in Speyer later in the summer. A committee
was named, the members of which were instructed to send
in the work plans and formulate the ideals of the insti-

tutions which they represented, which included the lead-

ing training schools of Germany. These reports gave us

a large survey of the training class standard, which was
brought to discussion at the next conference of the com-
mittee, under the conviction that by so uniting our forces

we were pushing Froebel's work and place the kindergar-
tens on a firmer foundation, and secure public recognition

for this work as a profession. Signed by the members of

the committee: Fraulein Eleanora Heerwart, Eisenach; Frau
Dr. Goldschmidt, Leipzig; Frau Clara Richter, Berlin; Frau
Mecke, Werdorf; Herr Professor Dr. Pappenheim, Berlin;

Herr Professor Dr. Zimmer, Herborn."
A conference was held during the summer of 1895 at

Eisenach, to discuss the subject in detail. The discussion

was opened by Professor Pappenheim who said that it was
only possible to make such an outline for a uniform plan of

work as would admit of great individual freedom. He sug-

gested that -the committee discuss the plan with reference

to the following points:

1. Age of students seeking admission.
2. Previous preparation of student.
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3. How long a course is desirable.

4. Necessary strictness in all requirements.

5. Number of hours of instruction per week.
These suggestions were accepted, and the committee pro-

ceeded to discuss the topics. Fraulein Heerwart reviewed
the opinions of the different training schools with reference

to the age of admission. In the majority of training schools
the students are not received under sixteen years, with ex-

ceptional cases reported by the training school of Leipzig
and Pestalozzi-Froebel Haus.

The other members of the committee discussed the prac-

ticability of giving students preparatory training in order to

go on with the regular kindergarten work, and it was found
that in some cities, such as Leipzig, there was no opportu-
nity for girls between fourteen and sixteen to pursue academic
work. It was also stated that if girls without high school
training were to be excluded, it would necessitate closing

the kindergarten training schools. It was considered de-

sirable to raise the standard of work, but in how far this

may be practical was left an open question. Fraulein Heer-
wart reminded the committee that Froebel placed the age for

admittance at seventeen years. It was finally resolved that

the age of admittance to the kindergarten training school
should not be under sixteen, seventeen being preferred.

On the subject of the previous education of the students

entering the Kindergarten Training School, it was consid-

ered desirable that the same should correspond to the grad-
uation standard of the HoJire TdcJitcyschiile, or girl's high
schools.

Frau Dr. Goldschmidt, of Leipzig, remarked that girls

often finish the high school at fourteen, and were then still

too undeveloped to take up the training, and recommended
as a test of admittance, a German composition. Other
members of the conference discouraged admittance by gen-

eral examinations, preferring a careful personal examination
in order that the ability and previous advantages of the in-

dividual student might be taken into account. Frau Clara
Richter, of the Pestalozzi-Froebel Haus, stated that an ex-

amination seemed necessary in the case of this school, since

there were two grades of work, one which prepared students

for regular kindergartening, and one which fitted girls for

governess and household positions.

It was resolved that a student applying for the kinder-

garten training must have a high school preparation, or its

equivalent.
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It was also resolved that one-and-one-half years should
be the average length of time for the study course, and that

two years be preferred. In no case shall less than one year

be accepted as sufficient preparation for a kindergartner.

Discussion was then turned to the titles to be given to

kindergartners. It was concluded to give the name of
" Froebel Kindergartner" only to those holding a certificate

for having finished a complete course in a training school
cooperating with the association. It was also recommended
that the distinctions of first, second, and third class kinder-

gartners be done away with. The capability to direct a

kindergarten must be proven by at least one half year's

practice in the daily work, and a statement to that effect

must be included in the certificate presented by the training

school.
With reference to the course of study it was agreed on

the one hand that only such studies as are essential to the

vocation should be exacted; on the other hand, it should be
left to the judgment of the director of the training school
what general culture studies should be added, according to

special needs.

The elements considered essential to the training course
are as follows:

1. Froebel's educational theories as set forth in the

Mother-Play and "Education of Man."
2. The pedagogics of the kindergarten, including theory

and practice of Froebel materials.

3. Daily experience in the kindergarten.

4. Story of the history of education.

5. Hygiene and simple physiology.
6. Natural history, with especial reference to the care

of animals and plants.

7. Geometry and mathematics, with application to Froe-
bel's occupation.

8. Singing.

9. Physical culture.

10 Drawing.
II. Composition and declamation.
The next question to come before the conference was

what should be the minimum number of hours spent in the

training per week. It was decided that this matter be left

entirely to the judgment of the individual training school.

It was voted that all important actions of the committee
be made public, through being printed. It was considered
of gravest consequence that the committee also make the

followingf statement:
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In order that the high ideal of the kindergarten may be
sustained, we urge that private kindergartens and training

schools shall be discouraged, and that every effort be made
to place the same under the management of a society or

association.

BLOCK CITY.

W HAT are you able to build with your blocks?
Castles and palaces, temples and docks.
Rain may keep raining, and others go roam,
But I can be happy and building at home.

Let the sofa be mountains, the carpet be sea,

There I'll establish a city for me;
A kirk and a mill, and a palace beside.

And a harbor as well where my vessels may ride.

Great is the palace, with pillar and wall,

A sort of a tower on top of it all;

And steps coming down in an orderly way
To where my toy vessels lie safe in the bay.

This one is sailing and that one is moored—
Hark to the song of the sailors on board;

And see on the steps of my palace the kings

Coming and going with presents and things.

M —Robert Louis Stevenson.



•PIONEER KINDERGARTEN EXPERIENCES.
No. 4.

ANNA B. OGDEN.

DURING the winter of 1870-71 the first mission kin-

dergarten in Ohio was opened in Cleveland, in

a mission chapel connected with the Congrega-
tional Church. Through the influence of its pas-

tor, and Miss Stone, president of a young ladies'

missionary society, the use of the chapel, heated, was per-

mitted for an afternoon kindergarten. The young ladies

furnished tables and material. Teachers were provided,
without salary, from the training class which held its ses-

sions in Miss Guilford's Academy. The mission kindergar-
ten offered a different and wider field of observation and
practice than the private kindergarten, and the ladies were
glad to avail themselves of this opportunity to practice un-
der the supervision of their training teacher.

The chapel was located in the worst part of Cleveland,
and when the kindergarten was opened it was evident that
the first lessons must consist mainly of personal cleanliness.

Soap, water, and towel were required in nearly every case
before the little grimy hands could touch the pretty balls

and blocks. In a short time, as the little people found that
clean hands were a necessity, an effort was made to save
time for play by washing them at home, A little girl started
the custom by announcing, as she entered the kindergarten,
"My hands are clean; I washed 'em myself!" The hands
were clean, but a circle of dirt around each wrist gave pain-
ful evidence that a bath was a luxury not often indulged
in. It seemed best, however, to accept the effort without
criticism, as there were no conveniences for bathing at the
chapel.

The first day, after the color lesson with paints, and
comparison of the colors used with corresponding balls,

apples were passed, and at the close of the social lunch-
time, each child was asked to bring a piece of bread next
day. It was thought better not to provide lunch, that the
children might be truly generous in sharing of their very
own. Nearly all complied, and the pieces of bread and
molasses in brown papers were shared as generously as the
dainty lunch in the morning kindergarten. One little rag-

g^ed waif of three years never brought any, but when the
Vol. 8-34.
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papers were opened the first bit was laid aside "for Davy"
in so many cases, that it became necessary to decline a part
or Davy would have eaten too much. Poor Davy! dirty,

cold, and hungry on his arrival, he soon succumbed to the
soothing' influence of warmth and food. A temporary couch
was made for him daily, of chairs cushioned with wraps,
where he slept peacefully from lunch-time until wakened to

go home.
At first the children were noisy and rude, even profane.

A little girl only four years old, being annoyed by the fringe

slipping out of her weaving needle, began to curse it vio-

lently. The kindergartner, who knew she was accustomed
to such language at home, quietly remarked: "We don't
talk that way in kindergarten." ^" Don't you?" she replied;

and was never known to use profane language again.

Another time the story of Adam and Eve was told, leav-

ing a strong impression of the results of disobedience, as

was evidenced by the remark of a little boy to his brother,

who rose from his chair to join in the march in a rather dis-

orderly manner. The older brother said to him in a loud
whisper: "Johnnie, behave or you'll be put out." Johnnie
proceeded to "behave" at once.

One day a little boy was brought to kindergarten by his

mother, who remarked: "He's bad; you'll have to beat
him." He was received with a sympathetic smile, and his

mother informed that children were not whipped in kinder-

garten.

A month or two later the mother came, carrying her
babe, and asked if she might sit in the kindergarten a little

while She was warmly welcomed, and sat quietly observ-

ant the rest of the afternoon. On leaving she remarked:
"Well, he does mind you, and you don't beat him." "I
think he will mind you, too, without whipping, if you will

ask him to please do as you wish," said the kindergartner.

"I believe you're right, ma'am," she replied.

It seemed worth the whole effort to have made one
mother of her class realize such a trulh.

The student kindergartners were earnest and patient,

and succeeded very well in developing order "from within,"

except in one case. Danny, a little boy of six, who lived

with an aged grandmother, and spent nearly all of his wak-
ing hours on the street, proved too difficult a problem for

an inexperienced teacher. He was bright and very fond of

work, but seemed to take delight in hurting other children,

pinching them or stepping on their toes. Upon one occa-

sion, when the first assistant arrived, he was found kneeling
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on the prostrate form of a little girl, beating her with his

fists. When asked why he hurt her he replied, with flash-

ing eyes: "She is a Jew, and the Jews killed Jesus." The
occurrence illustrated the danger of making children ac-

quainted with the life of Christ historically before making
an impression of the perfect, loving child, as an ideal by
which to measure each child life. Is not great harm done
by making "Good Friday" vivid to little children? They
must either suffer sympathetically beyond the power of

childish endurance, or become early in life so familiar with
Christ's physical sufferings as to become quite callous and
unable to realize what our salvation cost.

Danny proved so incorrigible, and required so much per-

sonal attention, that his grandmother was finally induced to

place him in a "Home for Children," where he had good
care and wise teachers.

In the hope of interesting young ladies of wealth and
culture in the kindergarten philosophy, as well as in these

poor children, the members of the society which purchased
the kindergarten material were asked to take a few practical

lessons on the "Gifts," and then to rotate in assisting in the
kindergarten. They responded with various degrees of en-

thusiasm, and were especially amused and interested in a

"stick lesson." The chief benefit seemed to come through
the personal contact of these extremes of society. The
children gazed wonderingly at the pretty dresses and jeweled
hands, and were uncommonly good when "a pretty lady"
came to teach them. It was a pity that the experiment
was not continued, but the hard-working mothers found it

even more difficult to provide for the babies under two
years than for their older brothers and sisters, and the fol-

lowing year a "day nursery" superseded instead of supple-
menting the kindergarten, as it should have done. The
kindergarten was discontinued for want of a very trifling

financial support, the training teacher having offered to

provide kindergartners and supervise the work.
Pioneer work of this kind was of course imperfectly done.

Ideal kindergartens in the West at that time existed only
in the minds of the few who worked laboriously, in the face

of widespread ignorance and want of appreciation. With-
out such work as a beginning, few children twenty years
ago could have had any kindergarten training at all.

The chief danger to the kindergarten today seems to be
from too rapid growth. In a private letter Miss Garland
lately expressed herself upon this point in words too impor-
tant to selfishly hoard:
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"There are grand impulses and activities in the West;
wise kindergartners are needed as conservators of energy
and as guides in its application to practical, thoughtful, slow-

growing educational life; and if they keep open-minded
and abreast of the educational thought of the time, they
are mighty in influence."

Miss Garland deprecates the impression given in a pre-

vious number, "that teachers while at work may properly
and successfully take kindergarten training." The instances

given were certainly fine examples of this possibility, but as

both ladies agreed with Miss Garland as to the "undesira-

bility, and in ordinary cases impossibility, of carr}'ing on the

double work," the triple warning should be heeded; never-

theless many kindergartners must be grateful that no warn-
ing voice deterred them from the undertaking, and there are

still many teachers who are "not far from the kingdom"

—

of kindereartening.

T
THE SNOWDROP.

KATE L. BROWN.

ING-A-LING!
Comes the spring.

Still the earth is white with snow,
Still the icy North winds blow;

Where is spring?

Ting-a-ling!

Here's a ring

—

Ring of bare brown earth below,
All around is ice and snow;

Ting-a-ling !

Ting-a-ling !

In the ring

Poised on airy stem so light

Hangs a bell of purest white;

Hurry, spring !

Ting-a-ling !

Hurry, spring

!

Little snowdrop pealeth clear.

Dainty firstling of the year;

Hurry, spring

!



ELIZABETH PEABODY TO KATE DOUGLAS
WIGGIN IN 1888.

THE following extracts are taken from two letters

written by Mrs. Peabody, in which she commented
on the kindergarten work and spirit of the West.
In a letter to Mrs. Wiggin in i888 she wrote as

follows:

"This principle is to put the sense of moral responsi-

bility (which is only to be fully roused by quickening the

social principle of our nature) into alliance with the self-re-

spect of individuality, which in its turn must be quickened
into a joyous self-reliance, by being tenderly respected and
sympathetically cheered; by hoXng believed in and acted upon
by the teacher or kindergartner. Freedom to be and act

one's self out seems to be the common privilege of Cali-

fornians, and it is at once their most terrible danger and
greatest advantage; for you have that energy of human
nature that seems to show itself as sovereign of material

nature without, and which must be educated to be sovereign
of it within as well. Such a moral battle you fought in your
Silver Street Kindergarten that first month when, as you
said, you just escaped with your life— but still, conquer not
only over the children but the public at large. And has
not the same battle been fought, and the same victory won
hundreds of times since, in that and the other kindergar-
tens? The omnipotence of love was never more trium-

phantly proved than in San Francisco charity kindergartens;

indeed the farther west the system goes the more its spe-

cific beauty unfolds; there seems to Idc less of the conven-
tional to meet there.

" Remember me with love to your earnest and industri-

ous class. Remind them that no child can get s.o far astray

in his first seven years but that the shepherdess may in one
month bring him back to the paths of pleasantness and
peace. As he is never snubbed, never tyrannized over, never
discouraged, always treated as though he were what he is

capable of becoming, he grows unconsciously into the self-

respect of original genius by the habits of sympathetic help

of all his neighbors, which is the kindergarten spirit. Do
not let your students be too easily discouraged, too prone
to seek immediate results. When one works with God

—

and that is what I believe all our kindergartners are doing,
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one must partake of the patience of God. What a differ-

ence there is between the rising of a soap bubble and the

soaring of an angel."

Again Mrs. Peabody wrote under date of the same year:
" We who have grown gray in the service of the kinder-

garten are almost ready to lay down our arms, and we look
with inexpressible hope and tenderness upon the youthful
disciples who are to carry on the great work when we have
passed on. The farther west the system goes the more its

specific beauty unfolds. I wish I could see your pupils deal

with that tremendous energy of human nature which you
have in California. There seems to be less of the conven-
tional to meet there, while here the conventiotial bothers us

as much as the bodily passions, and proves a more subtle

devil. The California devil is Milton's Satan—individual-

ism run mad, self-respect turned topsy-turvy. The eastern

devil is the Mephistopheles of Goethe, the more spiritual de-

mon. We have to contend also with the devil of vis ifiertice,

of which you know little out there. Froebel's faith was in

the integrity of humanity. Let yours be also. It is a law
which leads us through the labyrinth of human life care-

fully and safely."

THE BROOKLET.

D
SOPHA S. BIXBY.

(From the German of Goethe.)

EAR brooklet, silver-bright and clear.

Forever hasting, rippling by,

Why sing so gayly all the day?"
We heard a murmuring voice reply:

"The lap of dark rocks was my home;
My course leads down o'er moss and fern;

The friendly face of heaven's own blue.

In my clear waters you discern.

"Sweet child, I have a happy mind;
It drives me forth I know not where;

The voice which called me from my home
Will guide my steps with watchful care."



MAY THE KINDERGARTEN IDEAL VITALIZE
PRIMARY WORK?
SARAH B. PATTERSON.

T
^ w "^ HE introduction of Froebel's educational principles

into our schools would involve a radical change,
materially affecting even our academies and col-

leges. A few experiments performed by the
teacher at the beginning of the term would not

then cover the sin of a whole year's course of cramming in

chemistry; nor would our college graduates turn faint-

hearted at the prospect of having to teach a practical lesson

in mineralogy because of their inability to recognize and
name common specimens of which they possessed merely
book- knowledge.

The greatest change, however, that would result from the
adoption of these so-called "kindergarten" principles would
appear in the earlier periods of school work. I would like

just here to call attention to the fact that many education-
ists are undoubtedly prejudiced against such an innovation,

by the undue use of the term "kindergarten" as applied to

the principles of education indicated by Froebel. Without
making a careful study of the matter, they hastily conclude
that because play holds a prominent place in the kindergar-
ten, therefore the adoption of kindergarten principles must
involve an imaginary royal road to learning, and they look
upon the whole scheme as a sort of diluted, sweetened, and
enervating course of instruction. Their mistake arises, no
doubt, from the confounding of laws or principles with the
methods of applying them. The method suited to the young
child must be materially changed as he matures, else we
would be found sinning against the first great principle,

of seeking his development through his spontaneous self-

activity.

The play of the kindergarten is embraced as a means and
not an end. Because it is the natural element in which the
child lives, it is adopted to win his attention and secure his

interest. Through it the little child's whole being, physical,

mental, and moral, can be naturally developed. But "To
everything there is a season," and though the love of fun
remains with most of us to old age, yet the spirit of childish

play gives way gradually to the growing desire for work of

one kind or another. At first it is so mixed up with the
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play that only the thoughtful student of child nature can
discern it, yet if wisely fostered this love of work becomes
the most powerful agent in the development of the human
being.

Hand work of different kinds is constantly made use of

in the kindergarten, but not in a desultory manner. It is

given mainly for the purpose of affording the child the
means of expressing the ideas which he has gained through
the use of the logically arranged sequence of objects with
which he plays. The teacher is thus enabled to judge cor-

rectly of the results of his instruction by the practical appli-

cation which the child makes of the knowledge received.

This work also intensifies the impressions made upon the
child's mind, by arousing his interest and awakening certain

old knowledge which is related to the new and which com-
bines with it. The hand and eye are also trained to serve

the mind efficiently.

We all know that the expression of an idea causes it to

become more clear and definite, and that expression by do-
ing is in many cases more effectual than by speech. With
children, doing is a more easy and natural method of ex-

pression, first, because of their lack of suflRcient language to

make known their thoughts, and, secondly, because of .the

vague and indefinite character of their ideas. Doing is the

most effective agency in the unfolding of thought.
Hand work, such as clay modeling, paper cutting, weav-

ing, cardboard modeling, coarse sewing, drawing, painting,

gardening, and wood work, with collecting and arranging of

specimens, could all be introduced into primary schools, with
excellent results, in connection with nature study, involv-

ing practical use of the knowledge gained on such points as

form, color, number, size, weight, density, measurement, etc..

The child would thus be prepared later on to take up special

studies with greater intelligence, and time would be gained
in the higher grades.

One of the greatest obstacles to this change lies in the
prevailing sentiment that until he learns to read the child

can make no advance worth mentioning in his education.

The feeling is that when this is attained the treasures of

knowledge are open to him. But we hold that he will be
immensely better prepared to appreciate and enjoy these

treasured stores if he has had some previous experience in

personal investigation.

Nearly three thousand years ago it appears to have been
discovered by that wise king, whose glory it was to "search
out a matter," that experimental study was the only basis of
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living knowledge. In his personal study of plants, of ani-

mals, of birds, of creeping things, of fishes, he found unity,

saw cause and effect, read symbolic lessons for mankind,
and was led to exclaim of the Creator, " He hath made every-
thing beautiful in his time." This wise student and preacher
has written to us "excellent things in counsels and knowl-
edge," not least among which may be ranked the warning
sent down through the ages that "much study," or "read-
ing," as the marginal rendering gives it, "is a weariness of
the flesh." He might have added that in many cases it is

as unprofitable as it is wearisome. As a means of convey-
ing knowledge to children the printed page is delusive.
The child's delight is in the world of things around him, his

curiosity is all alive, his senses on the alert, his fingers nerv-
ously busy, but all these hints are passed over in his school
life as apparently meaningless.

Notwithstanding the example and warnings of the
preacher, and of those occasional great minds who have
sought to guide teachers to more natural methods of devel-
opment, custom has decreed that the first thing of impor-
tance in the education of a child is that he should learn to
read, and scarcely is his babyhood over before he is "put to

his book." He may have very little definite knowledge of
anything, and does not possess sufficient language to ex-
press that little, but it is confidently believed that these de-
fects will all be remedied through the use of the magical
book. He has had no systematic training in observation,
lines have had no special interest for him, and he cares
neither for straight nor curved; he cannot decide without
careful consideration which is his left hand and which is his

right, but through all difficulties he must struggle toward
this great end. And when he has spent days and weeks in

the effort, what has he attained? Simply the ability to

recognize words as such and to read off stupid sentences
which are as husks to his hungry, growing mind. In rea4ity,

this gain is at the expense of mental power, for the mechan-
ical difficulties in learning to read are so great that his

whole attention must be given to the task of overcoming
them, while the lack of interesting ideas in the reading mat-
ter presented is so evident that he gradually, but surely,
falls into the fatal habit of reading without looking for
thought. Emerson warns us that "Books are good only as
far as a boy is ready for them," and he thoughtfully adds,
"He sometimes gets ready very slowly."

This preparation, or "getting ready," should consist in

the development of the observational powers through the
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experimental study of objects and phenomena of nature.

It should also include the cultivation of language through
conversation concerning these. By conversation I mean
the interchange of thought that arises naturally from mu-
tual interest and in a home-like atmosphere, and which is

repressed by formality and constraint. That teaching is de-

fective which does not so captivate the child that he is eager

to ask questions and to express his own opinions on the

subject in hand; and this can only occur where the subject

is in touch with his previous experience or desire for knowl-
edge.

The place of honor, therefore, should be given to those

studies which treat of things forming the child's immediate
environment, and with which his interests are naturally con-

nected. His early reading lessons should relate to these

objects of interest, and should be composed from his own
thoughts concerning them. The use of this method for a

time would tend to such originality of thought and power
of investigation as seldom comes to "heads replete with

thoughts of other miCn." The child's studies would, in such

case, exemplify a natural inter-connectedness with each

other, and they would have a more direct and practical

bearing on his life outside the schoolroom.
The principle of -concentration in education is of much

value, but in its application it requires a living center that

will not "perish with the using," and that adapts itself alike

to the needs of primary school and academy and to the de-

velopment of body, mind, and soul.

Concentration in school work becomes a hobby when we
select as our center some feature that properly belongs to

the "circumference of thought," some feature of inconsid-

erable importance around which we fantastically arrange

more valuable sources of knowledge, imagining we see in it

a fixed, immovable support, with arms stretching in all direc-

tion's, which in truth is but a sort of mental clothes-reel to

which we may pin our rags of thought. Our minds are

cramped and dwarfed by constant stooping to such low

ideals; we become dizzy, and our vision is contracted in the

rounds of such small circles.

Nature study, on the other hand, presents a center whose
circumference is ever widening, stretching out to meet the

shores of spiritual truth. As in Rome all roads converged,

so in Nature all things guide to the Creator for those who
have eyes to see and hearts to follow.
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"Nature is but a name for an effect;

Whose cause is God.
Not a flower

But shows some touch in freckle, streak, or stain,

Of His unrival'd pencil."

We should lead the child unconsciously to love and
reverence the One who "giveth us all things richly to enjoy,"
and "in whom we live and move and have our being." In-

stead of shutting out as far as possible from the schoolroom
all thought of the child's spiritual being, we should recog-
nize in it the most important part of his nature, to which
all else subserves. As a recent writer has aptly remarked,
Froebel's "plan of education is not merely concentric but
spiral, and not merely spiral but vertical"; we find it not
only widening around its center, but always maintaining
the closest connection with it; ever ascending, never inert.

W
OUR LITTLE ECHO.

E have an echo in our house.
An echo three years old,

With dimpled cheeks and wistful eyes.

And hair of sunny gold.

This little echo, soft and sweet.
Repeats what others say.

And trots about on tireless feet.

Upstairs and down, all day.

It makes us very careful not
To use a naughty word,

Lest in the echo's lisping tones
It should again be heard.

Which would be such a dreadful thing,

As anyone may see.

Who has an echo in the house
A little over three.

—

Margaret Sa.?igster.



THE LANGUAGE-HABIT.

EDNA RICE PRATHER.

1HAVE adopted the term "Language-habit" with
some misgiving as to its etymology, but it seems to

express best my ideas of the thing of which I wish
to write. We have many studies intended to correct

and strengthen language, such as grammar, rhetoric,

elocution, and the dictionary, but we have no work in our
schools devoted to the development of a correct habit of

speech. Grown people often experience difficulty in ex-

pressing their thoughts, and are driven to painful explana-
tions to make plain their meaning. Common apprehen-
sion permits communication between the most cultured and
the least cultured, but the process as casual is tedious. Be-
tween such extremes special interest, such as curiosity,

could invent some means of mutual understanding. These
extremes are mentioned merely to illustrate the obstacle to

easy and pleasurable language, even among those educated
in the same language and with similar advantages.

Thought and language are reciprocal, and enlarge their

limitations by mutual reactionary forces. Easy and happy
expression in definite language gives wings to thought,
which in turn by familiar use makes the world its own. We
search out and familiarize all things by identification and
use. The vague, dark spots are strange only because of

the want of such knowledge. Conceptions readily formu-
late into language when clear and well defined. Their ac-

customed expression makes the language-habit. Any habit

frees the mind from attention to the particular act in di-

recting its accomplishment to the desired end. We walk
without considering the length of our step or the poise of

our body. So the mechanic can ply his trade from force of

habit, leaving the mind free to ruminate on politics, reli-

gion, etc. It is not so with the child learning to walk or a

person learning a trade wherein attention to each particu-

lar absorbs the directing will power. Language, being the

mode of identifying and expressing the thought product,

in like manner becomes free from immediate attention of

the will to y^articularization, to the extent of its proper use.

Up to the age of seven years the child has a wonderful
faculty for learning his surroundings, which faculty doubt-
less continues through life, but thereafter in a constantly
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decreasing degree. This is necessary and therefore natural,

since he must learn the world before he can use it. When a

child old enough to talk for the first time sees an article put

into use and hears it called a pin, he ever after knows what
a pin is and its use. There is some difficulty in this respect

as to an article of longer name and complicated use; but as

to the name it is mostly in articulation and easily overcome;
as to the use, the effect is sufficient until the child can reason..

As an illustration: A four-year-old boy came to his mother
and said, " Mamma, where is that thing with a piece of wood
across the top and a piece of iron hanging down, and the

piece of iron is twisted? I want to open a bottle." If when
he had first seen it used he had been told it was a corkscrew,

its name and use would thereafter have been his property,

and would not have stood half defined in the way of new ac-

quisitions.

The child can understand before it can talk, and has a

desire to communicate with others, which desire grows as

its world enlarges until its whole being is exercised in per-

ceiving and expressing its surroundings. A new perception

takes his whole attention, first in an effort to comprehend,
and next to express, and if then given language, its identi-

fication and use are always thence easy and pleasurable..

But each successive identical perception, without such in-

dividualization, is more or less mixed up with new things

that demand recognition, the newest being always most im-

portant to him, and unless crystallized in proper language
becomes vague in form and requires labored description for

expression.
It is obvious that the language-habit begins with the

child's first use of words. No one appreciates this fact in

all its bearings as the kindergartner does, and nothing helps

so much to form an easy, correct habit of speech as do the

kindergarten gifts,. plays, and occupations in a good kinder-

garten.

Where there is so much good the making of one element
prominent cannot disparage the others; but like the sunlight,,

essentials are sometimes overlooked because of their com-
monness. So language, the commonest of our common;
gifts, is too much taken as a matter of course— as coming
to us naturally rather than as an acquisition by habit. It is

because of our making it so absolutely a part of ourselves

as to be almost unconscious of its use, that I have ventured
to call the kindergartner's attention to the importance of a..

right development of the language-habit.
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From my experience in kindergarten work I have noted
a few helps to this end:

In presenting any new thing or new subject, the child's

attention should be first stimulated to the point of a desire

to know.
Do not let the child's reasonable inquiries be in vain.

When he desires to know is the time to make the knowl-
edge lasting.

It is better to givethe child an opportunity to discover

and correct his innocent errors in language than for you to

correct them. Do not permit the child to have a long ac-

quaintance with any proper thing or subject without a clear

idea of its name and use expressed in good language.

All dictation should be in correct language as to names,

qualities, relations, and in every respect.

Things of minor detail constantly occur in the kinder-

garten, giving ample opportunity for correcting and devel-

oping the language-habit.

A
THE DAWN OF LOVE.

ELAINE GOODALE EASTMAN.

SUNRISE in the month of June—
This magic hour we prize,

Its chirping notes of downy birds,

Its soft, dissolving skies;

Behold the morning of the soul

As wondrously unfold.

As sweetly dawn in face and voice

Of Lilith, one year old!

This budding warmth, this living flower

With every look expands,

—

Uncurls in restless, fairy feet.

In clinging, coaxing hands;

Oh, artless love of babyhood !

Our jaded loves renew
With touches light as morning airs.

And kisses cool as dew!



AN ECHO FROM THE SUPERINTENDENTS'
DEPARTMENT MEETING.

W. SCHLEPPEGRELL-KEPPLER.

ON the second afternoon of the Superintendents'

meeting, which was held in Jacksonville, Fla.,

February 17 to 20, a significant discussion took
place, which is of interest to all the teachers and
friends of the kindergarten. It was the occasion

of Mr. J. M. Guilliam's felonious attack upon the new educa-

tion. I call it a felonious attack, because Mr. Guilliams had
been appointed by the Executive Committee of the National
Educational Association to lead the discussion on the new
education, in response to the address by Dr.VV. N. Hailmann,
on " Organic Relations of Studies to Human Learning," and
had instead of that discussion substituted an ignominious
paper, evidently the long prepared concoction of some ill-

informed and malicious countryman, who had never seen a

modern school or a kindergarten worth the name. No re-

sume could do justice to this reckless conglomeration of mis-

statements, caricatures, and invectives, and I see no other

way left but to beg to present it in its own form, as published
in the local papers:

THE KINDERGARTEN ATTACKED.

Professor J. JNI. Guilliams, principal of the Jasper Normal school, re-

plied to Superintendent Hailmann, and made the ears of the kindergar-
ten advocates fairly tingle. There were enough of them present to

make a combination to get his scalp. Here is a part of what Professor
Guilliams said:

"As parental influence decreases so will God's influence diminish,

God has little control over a child, except through its mother. The
most valuable teaching is at the mother's knee. In recent years paren-
tal influence has been largely transferred to the primary school and the

kmdergarten. The mother, wearied by the duties of fashionable society,

is glad to find a place where the little ones can spend the day and be
relieved of their care. One of the Roman authors said that Rome's
downfall dates from the time Roman mothers transferred the care of

their children to slaves. Perhaps some future historian will write that

our downfall dates from the kindergarten era—the era when tender in-

nocence was taken from its natural teacher, its mother, and put in the

care of, if not exactly slaves, at least foolish fanatics. Any theory of

education that takes a child less than six years of agejrom its natural
mother and motherly influences is pernicious. For the orphan asylum
the kindergarten may be the best we can offer. For the chddren of

those mothers doomed to toil from early morn to shadowy eve, the kin-

dergarten is better than the street or crowded tenement. It were as
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well to tear the tender ovules from the pod and develop them in accord-
ance with fine theories into perfect seeds as to tai<e a tender child from
home and mother and sagely instruct it into a philosopher, cramming it

with 'environment' and 'generalization' when it should be a happy,
bright-minded child, busy with the thoughts and actions that divinity

and mother put into the child's mind. Once I saw two little tots perched
on a wood-pile, singing: 'When I first saw the Light.' At another time
I saw a room full of little tots led in song and play by the trained queens
of the kindergarten— a lot of females, mostly devoid of charm or grace,
uncouth in dress and awkward in action, ranging in years from sixteen
to sixty. To behold them was to think, after the manner of Hamlet, that
' Nature's journeymen had made them,' so abominably did they repre-
sent humanity. 1 watched the festive throng as those females taught
childhood how to play and how to sing, how to imitate birds and butter-

flies, and how to think out the great questions of sociology and environ-
ment. The whole scene was ridiculous,

CROWDED CURRICULUMS.

"The great trouble with the work and theory of our new education,
friends, is the crowding of the school curriculum. The modern theorist

takes some point for a start and then he calmly proceeds to analyze,
synthesize, induce and deduce, until he gets that point connected with
everything else in the universe that he has seen, heard, or thought of.

Basing their plan on the assumption that some time a child will need
certain facts and principles, these foolish teachers cram the mind and
dissipate the energies of their pupils with an endless series of observa-
tions, inductions and deductions in the realms of all the ' ologies ' and
' isms.' The little minds are filled with a jumble of monads, protoplasm,
bacteria, late novels, ichthyosaurus, some dinosaurus and examples of

creation generally from the primordial protoplasm to the attenuated
theory of a Boston transcendentalist. Each teacher and specialist in

turn pounces on the hapless child, and each little faculty, as it were, is

taken out of each little head and given a special twist in the direction

of some new fad, for, like Cicero, these mighty leaders of thought take
little stock in the deeds begun by other men. Each is a champion of

something that in his opinion will shake the earth to her center. Thou-
sands of teachers all over the land will unite with me today in a slight

paraphrase of Whittier:
' Blest be the ear
That yet shall hear
The jubilant bell .

That rings the knell
Of all such foolishness forever.'

" Such theories and such work are worthy of nothing but ridicule.

Such a system of education can result in nothing to the average pupil

but a smattering. He is dragged from Dan to Beersheba, somewhat
like a boy holding on to the tail-board of a wagon drawn by a runaway
team. He doesn't even have time to touch terra firma, or to admire the

scenery as he passes. That which made great men in- the past will

make them today. In the education of great men, in there is a relation

between the result and that which produced the result. It may have been
the rail-splitting that developed Lincoln, the board-planing that made
J. A. Garfield, the midnight toil that produced the little giant of the

South, Alexander Stephens, or the struggle for bread on the part of

Franklin. With all it was some task that required the putting forth of

all of their power. Preceding this came a mother's training, a mother's

admonitions, a mother's implanted inspiration, leading them as a cloud

by day and a pillar of fire by night."
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The reading of this paper, as might be expected, created

a great deal of excitement; and although it was emphatic-
ally ridiculed by nearly all of the members of the National
Educational Association who heard it, nevertheless it led to

discussions that were continued long after the meeting ad-

journed, at the hotels and wherever the teachers conversed
with each other. It was brought out afterward that J. M.
Guilliams hardly knew the name of Friedrich Froebel; that

he had never read any of his works, and had only once seen
a poor little kindergarten; it is also but fair to state that he
is not from the state of Florida, but from Indiana.

He received his well-deserved punishment at the hands
of James L. Hughes, Inspector of Schools of Toronto, Ont.,

who was appointed to read the last paper before the Na-
tional Educational Association, on the " Influence of the
Kindergarten Spirit Upon Higher Education." Mr. Hughes
spoke in a quiet and eloquent manner, yet with a power of

conviction and a noble enthusiasm that carried away his au-

dience. The way in which he handled his bete noire was a

pleasure to witness. The local press reports his address as

follows:

"I do not see how any man in this enlightened age could give ex-

pression to the opinions that were spoken from this platform yesterday,"
he said, " and yet we were told that all those who believed in the kinder-
garten system were fanatics. It was said deliberately, and not on the
impulse of the moment, for the paper was written. It evidently had
been written for some time, for it had no reference to the paper that it

was supposed to criticise. There is no great educator in this countrv who
does not believe in tbe system. It is an organic part of the educational
system of France and Germany. I thought that the gentleman who so
scandalously abused the system yesterday was a Southerner, but when
he attacked the noble band of women who have devoted themselves to

this grand work, I knew that he was no Southern gentleman. His na-
tive state of Indiana was the first in the Union to incorporate the system
into its state educational system. When you and I were children, the
deadest child was the best one. The old-fashioned teacher could not
keep up with the modern child. No more grand or unselfish band of

women on this beautiful earth of ours is doing more for humanity and
for God than these same women ' somewhere between sixteen and sixty.

Since the time of Christ, no agency has done more for mothers than the
kindergarten. If the speaker ot yesterday will carefully read the works
of Froebel, he will come to the same conclusions that writer did. Froe-
bel studied what the child could do for itself. He discovered that play
can be made a natural agency for the best development of its nature,
and to bring out the points of character that can be brought out so well
in no other way.

" H. Courthorpe Bowen, the Englishman whose interpretation of

Froebel's principles is most perfect sympathetically and intellectually,

in his admirable work on ' Froebel and Education Through Self- Activ-
ity,' says: ' Froebel was possessed of large and generous views on edu-
cation as a whole, and on its methods and results as wholes; but it is the

Vol. 8-3=,
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work which he did for the education of infants between the a,ees of three
and seven that chiefly demands our gratitude, so far as his aims have
been realized up to the present. In the future, un'.ess 1 am seriously
mistaken, his jjreatest services will be in the reforms '.. aich his princi-
ples and methods will have forced on our schools and colleges.' And
again: 'It argues, therefore, an absolute misunderstanding of the whole
matter callously and indifferently to admit that Froebel's ideas are true
enough for the kindergarten and at the same time to deny that they
have anything to do with the schools.'

" Mr. Bowen's estimate of the influence of the kindergarten is the cor-

rect one, and is becoming more clear as the kindergarten is more widely
introduced and more fully understood. The principles upon which the
kindergarten is based are fundamental, and that should guide the teacher
in the work of teaching and training the child throughout its school
course. The application of principles should change as the child as-

cends through the advancing periods of its growth, but the laws of true
educational development apply universally in the university as well as
the kindergarten. These principles have influenced the work in schools
and colleges even where the kindergarten itself is not recognized. Many
men who still speak disrespectfully of kindergartens are unconsciously
influenced by its spirit, and are applying principles which would never
have been clear to them if Froebel had not objectively revealed them
by his kindergarten methods.

"Dr. Harris, in the preface to the 'Education of Man,' says: 'Those
who persistently read Froebel's works are always growing in insight

and in power of higher achievement.' There is no teacher to whom this

statement does not apply. No other educational writings bear re-read-
ing so well as Froebel's, because his insights were clearer, more com-
prehensive, more distinctive, and therefore more difiicult of general
comprehension, than those of any other writer. Men trained under old
methods are unable fully to grasp his ideas, as they have no conceptions
to which they can be definitely related. It requires experience and
training to prepare the minds of teachers to apperceive Froebel's ideas.

The next generation, especially those who are fortunate enough to re-

ceive a kindergarten training, will apperceive Froebel's principles more
fully, and interpret him more truly than we can hope to do.

" The recognition of the sacredness of the child's selfhood led Froebel
to discover the leading features of his educational system. It revealed
to him the vital importance of the intelligent, systematic, and persistent
study of the child. It made the child, and not the knowledge to be com-
municated to it, the focus of educational thought. It led him to make
freedom and happiness the sources of productive interest and the es-

sential conditions of child-development. It taught him that the divinity

in the child should not be passive or merely responsive to suggestion
from others, but that selfhood should be made self-active— that is, act-

ive in the conception as well as the execution' of an idea, in motive as
well as in deed, in originating as well as in operating, in seeing as well
as in doing— and realizing this he made self-activity the highest proc-
ess of human development.

"The study of the child, reverence for its individuality, joyousness
and spontaneity, true self-activity, progressive evolution, perfect com-
munity of feeling, and cooperation in action for the accomplishment of

a common beneficent purpose—these are the essential elements of the
spirit of Froebel's kindergarten."
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The following resume of Dr. Hailmann's excellent ad-

dress appeared in the Jacksonville Times Union. His sub-

ject was "Organic Relations of Studies in Human Learning:

"

In man the " everlasting will" has become individualized, and is at-

taining freedom as a final cause in shaping the life of the individual.

The liberation of this individual will is the aim of all educational work;
the aim of human learnmg is the knowledge of man in his origin, his

history, his environment, his constitution, his destiny. In heredity man
is established, in education he is set free. Education lifts the will out
of hereditary instinct into insight, free aspiration, and obedience. The
essential of the child is soul. Every educational measure should stimu-
late in this soul self-active effort; should tend to establish the conscious
self-mastership of the soul.

Self-activity, harmony, benevolence, constitute the three phases of

the one law of method, which requires that every full educational meas-
ure shall stimulate into self-active life the entire being in harmony with
benevolent purpose. This law guards the school against one-sidedness
and fragmentariness; agains the vanities of erudition. It gives to

thought the thirst of knowledge. It teaches thought to seek achieve-
ment, and presses achievement to urge for deeper thought.

During the elementary period the child approaches his subjects
from the side of the things with which they have to do, rather than from
the side of their abstractions; he will deal with number, form, etc., rather
than with arithmetic, geometry, etc.

The kindergarten, therefore, brings the child from the start into

vital intercourse in social games with other children, because these ap-
peal most to his sympathy; through these it interests the child in objects
of nature and art, and in the living things concerned in the games. At
the same time, with the help of playthings, which emphasize in their

construction relations of number and form, it stimulates, in the child's

mind, a vital interest in these relations, and leads him to make them di-

rect objects of his concern. The kindergarten places the child amid the
full stimulants of social life; but excludes all that might shock, confuse,
or lead astray. It invites the child to respect and nurture life, and to

love the symbolic, human world of the kindergarten; and, on the other
hand, enables him to reach speedily and clearly simple fundamental
number and form abstractions which afford him the keys to all future
subjects of study.

From the kindergarten the child enters the school eager to learn
and to coordinate himself in active sympathy with all about him. He
is ready to take up the specific, experimental study of number and form,
as well as to appreciate the value of simple definitions and classifica-

tions. His interest in animals and plants is gradually intensified into

the study of natural history and geography. At the same time and
throughout, in the records of his work, the pictorial symbolism of draw-
ing and coloring proves inadequate, and the child follows, with grati-

tude, exercises which are concerned exclusively with the development
of skill in writing, reading, and language. Throughout this period, too,

the plastic material of the kindergarten used in exercises akin to art,

touch the deeper springs of self-activity and benevolence, and afford

opportunities for the exercise of individual and social efficiency."

Jacksonville, Fla., February 22,



THE CHILD-STUDY WAVE.

THE most intelligent and persistent ^tudy that has
been given to the natural history of childhood,
has come so far from the kindergartners," thus
writes Professor Earl Barnes, of the Leland Stan-
ford University. During the past few weeks many

child-study circulars and syllabi have reached the editor's

desk, among which we note the following:

THE ILLINOIS SOCIETY FOR CHILD-STUDY

Will hold its next annual Child-Study Congress at the Chi-
cago and Cook County Normal School, Englewood, 111., on
May 14, 15, and 16, 1896. The officers of the society are

interested in making its Third Annual Child-Study Congress
the most attractive and best attended yet held. To this end
they have already begun to arrange for a program of special

interest, and have taken measures to secure the presence
and assistance of prominent specialists. Every effort will

be made to enrich the program. But one of its chief and
most important features is to be contributed by the mem-
bers of the Illinois Society for Child-Study themselves.

The discussions in the child-study section of the state

meeting at Springfield last December, developed the fact

that many teachers are in possession of; child-study experi-

ences that might be of very great value to their fellows if

they were only in available form. The society proposes,
therefore, to give its members an opportunity to send in,

for classification and publication, any experiences bearing
on child-study that they may happen to have met. By
addressing the secretary a list of questions for this purpose
can be secured.

The published reports and discussions will be of very
great value to the society in many ways. Those who have
not yet taken part in the work of child-study will receive a

new inspiration (one that has not yet been felt to any great

extent) from the testimony of their fellow-workers in all

fields and grades. The society, as an organization, will be
the better able to know wherein its work in the past has
been either efficient or fruitless. It will, therefore, be the
better able in the future to direct its efforts with greater

efficiency in behalf of the best interests of the child and its

education. Let us have a hearty, prompt, and full response
to this call from all whom this circular reaches, whether in
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any way connected with the sod?iety or not. C. C. Van
Liew, secretary and treasurer, Normal, 111.; F. W. Parker,

president, Englewood, 111.

PLAN FOR STUDY OF CHILDREN'S READING.

The following syllabus for studies of children is sent

out by the Department of Pedagogy of the University of

Chicago, under the special direction of Professor C. H.
Thurber:

This study is designed to show, so far as possible, what
children are actually reading. It will show incidentally

what proportion are not reading at all. Pains should be
taken not to arouse the child's self-consciousness or suspi-

cion in any way. The work should, if possible, be brought
in as part of the regular class work in English. It furnishes

a good subject for a short composition. Use whatever kind
of paper is regularly used in the school for composition
work. It will hardly be profitable to try the plan with a

grade lower than the third. The name, age, and sex of the
child are required for each paper. It will be better not to

say anything to the pupils about this. As a rule they will

put on the name anyhow. The teacher can, in a very few
moments, add age and sex in each case. The name will

usually show the latter. Do not let the children know they
are being studied. Do not tell them that thousands of
other children are being asked the same questions. The
work to be done is very simple. All the pupils are to write

a composition in answer to the following questions:

1. What books have you read since school began last

September?
2. Which one of these did you like best?

3. Why did you like that book?
4. What book have you ever read that you liked better?

5. What book have you ever read that you did not like?

6. Why did you not like it?

7. If you were given money to buy a book you have
never read, what book would you buy?

The papers should not be corrected by the teachers,

further than to add, where necessary, age and sex. The
name is of no consequence, and it is not necessary to add it

in cases where it has been omitted. The request is made
that all papers be sent to Professor C. H. Thurber, Univer-
sity of Chicago, Chicago, 111. The D.epartment of Pedagogy
wishes to compile the results. Teachers and other adults
are requested to answer the questions as well as they can
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from memory, for some date in early life. Kindly forward
reminiscences to the address given above.

CHILD-STUDY AT THE WISCONSIN UNIVERSITY.

Madison University sends out an exhaustive syllabus of

"Studies in the Moral Development of Children," and "The
Relation of the Child to Authority." Parents who are will-

ing to aid in this proposed investigation are requested to

communicate with J. F. Morse of the University. This spe-

cial appeal to parents is especially profitable. Kindergart-
ners are also urged to aid (a) by interesting parents to under-
take the observations and make the records called for in the

syllabus; {d) by supplementing the work of parents through
observations of their own. The subjects are classified as

follows:

1

.

The child's relation to parental authority and the ques-
tion of obedience—first signs of willfulness; first obedience;
punishmentand its effects; corporal punishment; othermodes
of punishment; natural vs. arbitrary penalties; effect of the
manner in which commands are given; the effect of rewards;
praise vs. blame; obedience from love; asking "Why?";
which parent the better obeyed.

2. The child's attitude toward assumed or delegated au-

thority.

3. Natural willfulness of the child—toward parents; to-

ward other children.

REST AND REPOSE.
CYNTHIA SPAULDING FISHER.

Rock-a-by, hush-a-by, lullaby rock,

Hush-a-by baby, up in the treetop.

The bough bending low, the cradle comes down.
Softly it rests on the grass-covered ground;
Sweet trees standing near, their blossoms of peach
Are drifting, and kissing our baby's soft cheek.

Rock-a-by. hush-a-by, lullaby rock,

Hush-a-by baby, just from the treetop.

The dear little birdlings have long gone to nest.

And mama bird watches while baby birds rest;

No harm can come near while mama guard keeps
And sings a soft lullaby while baby sleeps.



AN ECHO AND A CHAIN.

LILLIAN M. CHERRY.

ONE day, many long years ago, a man was walking
along the mountain passes of a country far across
the sea. He seemed to be in deep thought and in

search of something that he had long failed to find.

Perhaps it was to come to him here, among the
mountains. "Oh, it was the eagle he wanted," cries one of

my little boy listeners. No, not a bird, but a name—a name
for a child very dear to his heart was this good man seeking.
And lo! as he walked and thought, suddenlythis name came
to him, and it proved to be a name that could reach farther

than ever the eagle can fly. The man's eyes grew very bright,

and he shouted the name aloud until he woke all the echoes
along the mountain sides. Now the strange part of it is that

these echoes have never died away in all the many years
since then. But they have gone on and on, until they seem
to have woven themselves into a beautiful chain that has
stretched far across the sea, and linked together the little

children of many lands.

The man of whom I have been telling you, little ones,
was named Friedrich Froebel; the country was Germany;
the "child" so dear to his heart was a school, a school full

of little children, and the name he found was one that ech-
oes in your own heart today and makes it dance for joy, the
magic name—" Kindergarten." The good Froebel under-
stood so much better than others had done the needs of lit-

tle children, and he planned a school which should be like

a real garden for children, full of sunshine and brightness,
and in which their souls and lives should be as the flowers,

to drink in all the brightness in the life garden and give out
again in fragrance to the world.

And so the name, "Kindergarten," "Child's Garden,"
seemed the very best name that could have been found. I

feel sure the great "Gardener" himself, who loves all the
children in his "Garden" far better than ever Froebel could,
must have put the thought of this school and its name into

the heart of Friedrich Froebel.
I think the echoes which Froebel awakened ring now

with sweet songs and glad voices of myriads of little chil-

dren at work and at play in their " Garden."
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I think I see a chain, a daisy chain, whose links are

twined all about with daisies and clover and sweetest

flowers, in and around which flit the birds and butterflies

all the day long.

And the chain is upheld by so many children's hands;

so many children's faces peep out from among the flowers,

the sky is so blue, the sunshine pours over all so brightly,

the whole makes a fitting and beautiful picture to hang al-

ways in our hearts and memory in honor of Froebel, whose
birthday, April 21, fits so well into the springtime when
children's hearts are full of gladness.

THERE WAS A CHILD WENT FORTH.

There was a child went forth one day, ^

And the first object that he looked upon, that object he be-

came.

And that object became part of him for the day or a certain

part of the day,

Or for many years or stretching cycles of years.

The early lilacs became part of this child.

And grass, and white and red morning glories, and white and

red clover, and the song of the phoebe-bird,

And the apple trees covered with blossoms, and the fruit

afterward; and woodberries,and the commonest weeds

by the road.

And the schoolmistress that passed on her way to the school,

And the friendly boys that passed, and the quarrelsome boys,

And the tidy and fresh-cheeked girls, and the barefoot negro

boy and girl,

And all the changes of city and country wherever he went.

— Walt Whitma?i.



THE IMMORTAL ODE.
ANDREA HOFER.

(From recollections of early childhood.)

SEVERAL years ago I received from over the waters
a precious memento, precious because of the many
memories clinging about it. It was a booklet,
marked "Price, four pence." In a certain page of
verse there lay a tiny envelope, inclosing a card

with some pressed grasses— an ivy leaf and a daisy fastened
to it. The verses thus marked, read:

TO THE DAISY.

Sweet flower, belike one day to have
A place upon thy poet's grave.

The card was labeled:

" Ivy from Grasmere church where Wordsworth is buried, the daisy
from his grave, and the grass from his garden. With love, L. W.
Treat.

"

The little book came from a far-away traveler, in remem-
brance of the many inspiring hours spent over the "Ode"
with her family of kindergarten daughters, recalling rare
hours when its resounding assurances engraved themselves
as living texts upon our several lives. How we had dreamed
over and enthused over its beautiful lines, especially when
the first influx of the Froebellian ideal was finding its way
to our hearts through one of its highest interpreters. Per-
haps many an one has had these same impressions, and from
the mind of " the one I knew the best of all," I wish to give
some of the actual experiences, and tell of impressions re-

ceived from early childhood by the perhaps premature read-
ing of the "Ode." The "Ode" came into my hands as a
mere child, and I loved it at once, because the first verses
fell upon my ear as something I had heard before, and each
word stood out in my mind, brimming over with pictures of
experiences I had had; I knew not when nor where, but
surely never found in books. It followed me by day and
night, into the garden and into the house, with a line and a
picture for every common thing that passed me by. I could
fairly see the face of the moon turn and look round her in

the bare heavens, as if she too were wondering at the stars.

I found the apparel of celestial light on all things before
my eyes were taught to unapparel them. I knew most sen-
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sibly what the poet meant when he spoke of the "glory and
the freshness of a dream," but I did not see that any glory
could have passed away from the earth. But the child's

mind passes lightly over contradictions. My inner imagin-
ation was alive to every fanit impression given, and I found
memory recalling things which, perhaps, had never been
experienced, much less forgotten. But the child's mind is

so steeped in half-dreamed, half-forgotten longings for

beautiful "worlds unrealized," that it would be hard to trace

the many deep emotions left unfulfilled in me upon reading
the "Ode."

But through all there is the mighty clang of a high faith

in the God-child. That statement everywhere separated it-

self from every other word, and stood out as the most real

and vital part.

The "Ode" became my picture of heaven. I found
within me a wild desire to verify its prophetic words for the

sake of some babies I had known and cherished long before

I was in my " teens." Heaven was a place from whence we
came, much more than a place to which we go; "The im-
mortal sea where the children sport upon the shore and hear
the mighty water rolling ever more." " Delight and Liberty,

the simple creed of childhood," became my creed. The
nature pictures given in the poem were a great joy always.

How many a child looks upon the pansy as a friend with
a heart full of secrets to tell, and each single one guarding
them well for some sweet reason of its own. And how de-

lightful it was to find a poem, by a great poet, with the same
feeling expressed. What a reassurance to a child that its

own thoughts and impressions are worth a second thought,
although the casual world would early teach their worthless-
ness by its own disregard.

One day, upon reading the " Ode," I found, as for the first

time, the lines

" But there's a tree, of many, one,

A single field which I have looked upon,
Both of them speak of something that is gone."

Then came back a vivid picture of a summer spent on
an uncle's farm, when daily I passed a charmed spot, where
out of the midst of a clump of maples that stood against a

field beyond, there was one, singly and especially, that

seemed to offer some peculiar attraction. I never passed it

without feeling that it would notice me, and if I could only
ook about without being impolite, I should certainly catch

1 ome response. But I dared not turn my head for fear of
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dispelling the charm, and would rush by almost breathless,

as if in the presence of an inexplainable marvel.

"Whither is fled the visionary gleam?
Where is it now, the glory and the dream?"

These things were sweet specters to me for years, and
many a dull hour in the busy workshop, that would other-

wise have robbed me of my childhood, I stood and pegged
away with a heaven of illumination within, painting pictures

to myself how I might practically undertake to help preserve

the "life's star," which had its setting for each child in the

cold horizon of a conventionality. What Arcadian pictures

of "childhood's land" I painted and mused over, scheming
and planning for some future day when I might realize my
wildest hope, to live for the perpetuation of the ideals of

childhood.
I remember one night on the water a party of friends

were enjoying a delightful ride. The moon and the water

suggested the great poem, and it vvas recited in the stillness.

The whole party, save one, had drunk it in before, some for

the hundredth time. This unique guest was a business man
who had never even heard of it before. At the finish he
remarked that he saw^ nothing in it especially that touched
him. I felt very much disappointed, and it seemed incred-

ible. I offered to re-read it to him, but he confessed him-

self uninterested. Two years later I met him again, and he

told me that he had never been able to rid himself of some
peculiar impressions he had gained, and how he found him-

self curiously studying each little child he met, to see if,

perchance, he might catch some fleeting secret from it.

Later, as a schoolgirl, I used often to carry about and
bring out some of its rebounding, fervid lines on any and
every occasion, to read to my oft-idealized companions. I

wondered that they walked away at any small pretext, and
would not care to listen. To me there was no greater joy,

no more ever-expanding pleasure.

I read often more than the poet really said; but what he

would have said had he been able, and what language could

not make you hear. The pansy at his feet might better have
told it, but the poet,— never, save in that higher way of sug-

gesting you into saying it yourself in inexpressible phrases

within the secret chambers of your own heart.

The great value of the " Ode " to me was, that it told me
nothing except that I must look into the inmost depths of

my own perpetual childhood before I could get a^ word.

And the greatest value of any and all reading depends on
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how much it makes you look within. Benjamin West traced
his whole life work to a mother's kiss, so might I confess
the " Ode" has outlined for me my most unchangeable ob-
ject in life. There are some poets who " always find us
young and always keep us so," and happy are those who
find this great poem young enough to receive the stamp of
its divine conviction which can never be erased.

A real poem never presents a theory. It is always an
experience. It is always demonstrable. Neither can im-
mortality be comprehended as a theory nor argued as a
supposition. It would not be up for argument save that the
conception of it is latent in every mind. Wordsworth, true
poet that he is, speaks of it through his "intimations," and
believes in its reality because of his actual recollections.

And these recollections must be, within each and every
one of us, more or less covered. Everyone, especially the
humblest, hungers to believe in the common Messiah,— the
child as derived from a divine source. The human heart is

constantly daring to look to God as the author of life and
being, and is not this longing the deepest reason for its

truth?

The "Ode" states every purpose in our work— why we
strive to bring out the real character of the child and give
its activities their pure channels. According to the poet's

faith are we not working to immaculately re-conceive the
children placed in our hands, and give to them anew the
spiritual avenues into lives of deeds and lasting actualities?

Then, how ineffably sweet it sounds to such ears consecrated
to hear only the inner music when the poet-diviner sings:

" Not in entire forgetfulness,
And not in utter nakedness,
But trailing clouds of glory do we come,
From God, who is our home."

In reading the " Ode" how justly one feels that it should
be set aside, that it makes a claim for lifelong study? It so

exquisitely intertwines the child's soul with nature's soul,

and speaks out of the eternal presence of spiritual memor-
ies, that its themes can never die in us, much less our grati-

tude to the poet. And is not this the reason we feel drawn
over and over, not merely to study it, but to let it study iis^

out into a recognition of our own eternal memories of the
real things of God and heaven?
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"marygold; or, the golden touch.

Once a long, long time ago, there lived a very rich king,

and his name was Midas.
He had only one little daughter whose name was Mary-

gold.

King Midas loved his little Marygold -more than any-
thing else in all the world, and because he loved her so much,
he wanted to be even a richer king, so that when Marygold
became a woman she might have everything she wished and
be the richest queen in all the world. And now, children,

it wasn't wrong for him to want to be rich, but he thought
and thought so much about it, that after awhile he could not

think of anything else but how to get more gold, and that

was very wrong.
Kings, you know, have such very large houses and ever

so many servants to keep them, and King Midas was always
afraid that some of his servants would try to get his gold,

so he had a large vault made underneath the castle. It was
like a big room in your basement, only instead of stone
walls, these walls were of iron, and the door was iron locked
with, oh ! such a big, strong iron key, and no one ever touched
that key but the king himself.

There was only one tiny window in the vault, and that

had great iron bars across it, so that only a tiny ray of sun-

light could come in. Into this strong iron vault King Midas
brought all his gold and all his money and all his jewels.

He had bags and bags full of gold, and bowls full of it, and
trunks full, and even the shelves were full—piled high with
great bars of yellow gold.

Every day the king would slip away from Marygold, and
from all his friends, and go softly down the iron steps; then
he would put his iron key in the lock, swing open the big,

heavy door, slip quietly in and lock the door again so that

no one might see him count his gold. Before King Midas
learned to love gold so much, he loved music and flowers

and sunshine, but now he would look at his beautiful roses

and wish that they were all golden roses, so that he might
pick them and put them away in the big vault, and no music
was so sweet to him as the jingle of his money, and he loved
the sunshine because it was golden. But little Marygold
thousfht nothinpf so beautiful as the roses in her father's gar-
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den, and every morning she gathered a big bouquet of red
and pink and white and yellow roses, and took them in for

the breakfast table and for her papa to see. He would look
at them and tell Marygold they were beautiful, but not half

so beautiful as if they were golden roses. *

One day the king went, as usual, to his vault, and care-

fully locked the door and sat down to look at his gold and
to count his money. Only a tiny ray of golden sunshine
came in at the little window and fell across the piles of gold,
making it sparkle beautifully, and still the king sat count-
ing and looking at his money.

Presently, children, presently something like a shadow
fell across the table, and, very much frightened. King Midas
looked all about him expecting to see one of his servants,

but instead, there stood a most beautiful little fairy laugh-

ing heartily because the king looked so frightened. But
her face was so sweet and her blue eyes so kind, as she
skipped around in her sparkling, golden dress, that King
Midas decided she must have come to help him, and not,

as he had feared, to take away his gold; and so she had.
After she had skipped about the room a few times, looking
at the great piles of gold, she came and stood before the
king. "Well," she said, "King Midas, you are a very, very
rich king, are you not?" "Yes," he said, "I have a great

deal of gold," and just then he thought how much more he
wanted, and a great dark frown came on his forehead, mak-
ing him look very unhappy, so that the little fairy laughed
quite merrily. "Well, I do declare," she said, " I do believe

you're not happy yet. Tell me, oh king, what would make
you happy."

King Midas thought and thought, for he wanted to be
very sure, but finally he said: " I now know what would make
me most happy; I want to be the richest king in all the

world; but it takes such a long time and such hard work to

gain gold enough to make me such, so I wish that every-

thing I touch should turn to gold."

The fairy looked surprised, and said: "Well, that is a

queer wish; are you quite sure it will make you happy?" "Oh,
quite sure." "And you'll never be sorry if you gain your
wish?" "Oh, no indeed; I will be the happiest man in all

the world."
" Well then," said the fairy, " tomorrow morning when the

sun comes up you will have your wish," and when the king

looked around the fairy had gone. He could hardly wait

till morning came to see if she would keep her promise.

When night came he went to bed, but he couldn't sleep for
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thinking of his great happiness. Just as soon as the sun
came up he stretched out his hand, and sure enough the cov-

ers were changed to gold. "Oh," he cried with joy, "was
ever anyone so happy as I?"

"I will see if I can change anything else." So he touched
his bed, his chairs, his tables, and they all turned to gold;

and drawing back the curtain to look into the garden his

eyes fell upon his roses. "Oh," he cried, "now I can have
golden roses; I will go and touch them all and have a sur-

prise for Marygold when she goes into the garden."
So he started to dress, but his clothes and his hat and his

shoes turned to gold as soon as he touched them, and they
were quite heavy, so that he could scarcely walk. He went
into the garden and touched all the beautiful roses. The
red roses, the pink roses, the yellow and the white were
changed into golden roses, hard and stiff.

Just then the breakfast-bell rang, and as he was very hun-
gry he went at once into the house and sat down to the table.

There was such a nice breakfast there— oatmeal and hot
cakes, meat and potatoes, and boiled eggs and hot coffee,

and a big bowl of bread and milk for Marygold.
But Marygold had not come in yet, so he sat and waited

for her. Presently she came through the hall sobbing and
crying. "Why," said the king, "what is the trouble, little

daughter," for she always came in laughing and singing.

"Oh, Papa, 'see how the beautiful roses are spoiled, they are

all hard and yellow, and when I try to smell them they prick
my nose," and she began to cry again. "Why," said her
papa, they are ever so much more beautiful now, and they
will never fade.

But just then he grew very thirsty and raised his cup
to take a drink of coffee, but all the coffee turned into solid

gold and of course he couldn't drink it; then he tried a cake,
then the eggs, a potato, but no matter how fast he tried to eat

everything grew hard before he could get so much as a taste.

Then the king began to grow frightened and bent his head,
because he could not think however he would get any food.

Little Marygold got down out of her chair and ran to

her papa, the tears still on her cheeks, for she saw he was
in great trouble. " Oh, Papa," she cried, throwing her arms
about his neck, "can't I help you?" The king looked down
lovingly at his little daughter, for she was better than all

the gold in the world; he put out his hand to take her on
his knee, when, oh, children, can you think what dreadful
thing happened! Yes, little Marygold was turned to gold,
and the great tears on her dear, dimpled cheeks were golden^
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tears, and her long brown curls were golden curls and hard
and stiff.

Then her papa was sad, and he cried out aloud: "Oh, I

wish I had never seen or heard of 'The golden touch.'"

Just at that minute he heard a faint rustling, and the same
merry laugh he had heard in the vault, and there stood the
little golden fairy. "What! not happy yet, King Midas?"

" Happy, oh I'll never be happy again. I might have
been happy before, but now my little Marygold, the best
little daughter in all the world,— I will never hear her dear
voice again."

When the fairy heard this she grew very sad and was
sorry for the king. " Would you really be happier without
your wish, oh King!" "Oh, yes indeed; if you will but take
it away I will be the happiest man in the world/' "Well
then," said the fairy, " you must go and bathe in the stream,
and bring a bowl of the water and sprinkle over everything
you have touched."

\:^ou may be sure the king hurried as fast as he could and
soon came back with a bowl of the water from the stream.

Can you guess what he sprinkled first? Yes, indeed; it

was little Marygold, and soon her happy voice rang out
again, laughing, singing, as she went into the garden with the
king and saw all her beautiful roses changed again into red
and pink and yellow and white.

And how happy the king was; all the world looked beau-
tiful to him,—the flowers were never so sweet, the music
never so beautiful, the sunshine never so bright, and, best of

all, he had again his dear little Marygold. "Oh!" he cried,

"surely, in all the world there is not such a happy king as

I, and not another little daughter like mine."

—

E. R.

[The kindergartner who adapted the above legend writes as follows:
" It is simplified from Hawthorne's story of " The Golden Touch." I tell

it to my childrea every year, and they always respond with affectionate
interest. It is written here just as I tell it." Have you any suggestion
or criticism to make?

—

Ed.1

A WINTER WORK PLAN AS USED IN A FREE KINDERGARTEN.

January was such a beautiful month that it brought out
all our children, many days finding everyone present. This
is a good record for a winter month. Our winter work plan
is just completed, and the interest has grown with each step.

As the children found their work books finished, ready to

take home, they were a happy company.
The basis for our work for the past two months was the

law of service. This was grouped under the two subjects of
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protection and protectors. These were illustrated through

the three lines of— (a) service of things; (b) service of men;
(c) service of force, such as light.

The points we have emphasized have been as follows:

first, use, and how objects are fitted for the service they are

to give; second, the necessity of service, where and when
needed; third, action and ways in which service is given,

also quality of service, the care, faithfulness, promptness,

and watchfulness required; fourth, the number to whom serv-

ice is rendered—some things help only a few, others help

many, and still others, such as light, helping all God's crea-

tures.

The first step was to consider the service of things, such

as clothing, fuel, shelter, bridges, railroad gates and sig-

nals, flags, bells, whistles, lights. The service of all were
taken as giving protection, the text used being, " Your Heav-
enly Father knoweth that ye have need of all these things"

(Matt. 6-32). For comparison, wool and cotton, coal and
wood, a well-built house and an open pavilion were used,

bringing the thought that each has a service to give, some
suited for one time, some for another. The work with fuel

necessitated several trips to the basement to see the great

furnaces that heat our rooms. Here we saw the coal in its

different dresses. Our janitor also showed us just how he
managed the furnace. On our return second gift cylinders

and cylindrical sticks were chosen for the making of fur-

naces, pipes, pokers, etc. Logs of wood were provided for

examination.
With the thought of shelter given by various buildings

much could be said. All of the older children were given

the Sixth Gift for the first time by an able senior. The work
in general building illustrated some simple principles of

architecture. Some experience was given with tools and
necessary materials. A ladder was made by several chil-

dren before kindergarten, which required their measuring,
sawing, and nailing together. It was four feet long. In

buildings certain conditions or necessities were met or over-

come, and we were led to discover the need of supports,

certain kinds for certain weights; the protecting roof, the

strong way to build walls, etc..

A walk was taken and builders erecting a wall were
watched with great interest; many stones and bricks were
brought to kindergarten, and a miniature wall constructed.

Walks were also taken to see bridges, railroad gates, and
the protection given by signals; these are found on all sides

Vol. 8-36.
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of US and in our neighborhood there is great need of their

service.

The plays were full of life and interest as all knew the

subject and its action so well, and had many suggestions to

make as to representing it. A little boy gatekeeper was
very anxious for the safety of passers-by, and many times
cautioned the engineers: " Don't you come so fast; my gates
are not shut."

The second step or part of our work plan was to con-
sider the service of men, showing the need and protection
given by gatekeeper, conductors, policemen, and soldiers. I

rather feared taking the work of the policeman, lest it might
bring in an element not desirable, yet his work was typical

for the subject. I was delightfully surprised to see how full

the children were of the thought of his helpfulness; his watch-
fulness and readiness to help others having made the strong-

est impression. Even the use of the club, which the boys
mentioned, was taken as helping to tell the people to stand
back so they would not get hurt; or to tell drivers when to

stop or drive on.

We had several processions, and the policemen helped in

this way. One child told how the policeman took his auntie

to the hospital in his wagon; another, how a boy was hurt

and was carried home in the same way. Several of the

fathers are policemen, and the children had much to tell.

The soldier thought also delighted them. The song, "My
Brave Soldier Boy," was sung many times. The idea of a

greater number being served was given with this work.
Washington was taken as the typical soldier. The flags

and patriotic songs and martial music were features of the

play.

The third part of the plan, the service of force, was made
plain in the study of light as the greatest protecting force,

and brought to the children the thought that God is ever

present in his works, and because of this is always ready to

help us at the right time.

The climax of our plan considered God's work and its

protection; guiding and protecting us much as man's did,

but differing from man's, in that it reaches farther and surer,

and its protection is universal. The plays were first with

the artificial lights; those helping at home, those helping in

the streets; the lighthouse helping those on the water. Sec-

ond, the natural lights; the moon and stars helping all at

night, the sun helping all by day.

During this study we were fortunate in having beautiful

moonlight nights and bright sunny days.
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The children's representation of these lights has been
varied and interesting.

—

Estelle Taylor, Chicago.

HOW BIRDS A RAINBOW MAKE,

Violet, all little children know,
Is the shade of the evening sky—

As the wee birdies twittering low,

Safe under its canopy lie.

Indigo tint are the swallow's wings.

As soaring he mounts to the eaves;

There to his mate he joyously sings

While building a home of dry leaves.

Blue as the heavens in sunny June,
And bright as the waves of the sea,

Flitteth a warbler, with voice atune.

Who carols sweet nothings to me.

Green is the parrot's cap, dress, and frill.

Who comes from fair isles of the South;
She speaks in a language quaint and shrill

Whenever she opens her mouth.

Yellow as gold dust bobs in the air

The head of a birdling I know.
As high he sways on a bough so bare.

Or over the meadow flies low.

Orange feathers gleam bright in the trees

Where the oriole builds his nest;

And sweet is the song borne on the breeze
Tliat hushes the young birds to rest.

Red is the breast of the robin dear,

Kindest and truest friend of all;

He comes when violets appear.
And remains until snowflakes fall.

Thus you will see in the birds that fly

A rainbow as bright as that in the sky.

—Elizabeth Putnam Pope
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A WHOLE KINDERGARTEN MADE HAPPY.

It was a happy day in our kindergarten when our pack-
age of Child- Gardens came.

It reached Orange, Cal., on Wednesday evening, and on
Thursday morning two of the second-year children went to

the postoffice for it.

I told the class what it contained, and reminded them that

not all of the mammas had bought the magazine, and there-

fore some of the children would have none to take home,
thus eliciting the thought, " We can show them ours before

we take them home." The class always has a luncheon on
Friday, and I proposed that on the morrow we have a maga-
zine party instead of a lunch party. This was greeted with
enthusiasm. Then, as the leaves must be cut, and as we
should have to learn how to do this, we decided to begin at

once, that we might be all ready for our party in the morn-
ing. So, using our weaving needles for cutters, and work-
ing cautiously and together, all were finished with only two
misfortunes.

I have not time to tell you of their delight in the party

itself, further than that it made me thankful for the thought
to use the magazine in that way. Much as the children love

their lunch party—which they provide, arrange, and serve

themselves,— I feel sure that they will readily relinquish it

once a month for this magazine party.

After recess the magazines were enjoyed by the class of

first-year children, and so were ready to be taken home at

noon.
But of such value is the luncheon, especially to the first-

year children, that I should be unwilling for them to make
this substitution. During the lirst part of the year they

have this exercise twice a week. Last Friday one little boy
furnished some beautiful tender lettuce from his individual

garden. I could write a whole chapter on the spiritual effect

of this simple exercise.

—

Helen Joslin LeBerif.

A HINT TO KINDERGARTEN MUSICIANS.

What a difference an accompaniment makes in singing.

Even an artist with highly cultivated voice of purest quality

of tone needs an orchestra or piano accompaniment, or

other voices singing the harmonies. Then consider a chorus

of little children, all singing in one part, with tone strag-

gling more or less if not unified by voice of teacher or by
some instrument.
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There is a freshness and natural beauty in the singing of

children (like the piping wood-notes of birds and the blithe-

some sounds of young animals) which art, years, the effort

of living and becoming somebody instead of something, dis-

sipates all too soon. It is like a fleeting treasure; let us

make the most of it. While it is their happy prerogative to

be guileless, care-free children, let them sing—sing much,
tastefully, enjoyingly, as far as possible critically, so that

they may begin early to experience the sensation of pleas-

ure that comes with the recognition of the reaso/iior beauty.
Let their songs be of a high, refined order—music as well

as words—child-like, of course, and full of pretty thoughts
conveyed in simple, beautiful tone; see that the voices are

not pitched too high, and take care that the singing be soft

and gentle, or if the melody be blithe that it is merely not
shrilly sung; let it be in precise accord with the fashion you
would have them order their little minds and acts. I know
of nothing which will aid in the attainment of this result as

will the use of the guitar as an accompanying instrument.
It is to instruments what a child's singing is to a grown
person's cultivated voice—its tone fits in so with nature that
at a little distance one can hardly tell at what point they
mingle withandform part of the "harmonyof thespheres,"

—

gentle, alluring, unobtrusive, yet the essence of finish. It

has its limitations, of course; but so have the voices of chil-

dren their quickly-found limitations; this does not make
less charming what is between the close boundaries.
A piano is "grown-up" ; moreover a piano demands space,

and is a thing of dignity—off by itself. A guitar comes
close to the children, attracting while it follows. Here,
also, is an advantage; it furnishes simply an accompaniment;
children learn quite independently to sing the melodies of
their songs, while still a harmony is being revealed, and a
time gracefully kept. A piano, of course, admits of far

greater variety in accompaniment, but the songs suitable
for childhood can, most of them, be adapted to the limita-

tions of a guitar; moreover, it aids far more than a piano can
in keeping the voices light and sweet. The children listen

for the tone, and unconsciously sing in gentle accordance
with it. As a factor in the early cultivation of taste it can
scarcely be equaled. Then it is so easy to handle and sim-
ple to learn if a teacher knows anything of music, and de-
signs to use it for accompaniments only; solo-playing is a
different matter. Besides, all kindergartens may not be fur-

nished with pianos; they are too expensive; but nearly all

may have a guitar.
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Let me make a plea, then, for the use of this instrument

with children's voices. If it is once tried it will win its way
by its own sweet, insinuating power.

—

Harriette Wilson.

IS COLOR TEACHING A FAD?

I am especially grateful for the paper upon "The Teach-
ing of Color," by Earl Barnes. 1 begin to fear that even
kindergartners have fads, and the manner in which they use

colors is one of them. The strong colors, contrasts, and
combinations please best, at first, in my own experience of

fourteen years, and the children make the best progress by
using those first; and is it not exactly according to Froebei's

law of contrasts that those should be used until the color

sense is informed? then we can easily begin the more deli-

cate cultivation. I remember a certain class which I retained

four years, and from which I learned much. When I first

showed them the delicate and soft tints and shades, and
advised their use, they were declined immediately, without

even a consideration. I laid them together, admired them,

and called them soft and delicate. Soon one child tried

them, evidently out of courtesy to my choice. I talked of

it admiringly, and in a way to educate their taste. Soon
they began to defer a little to me, like this, when they were
choosing: " Is this a soft color, Miss F ?" Ere long their

color sense was as delicate as I could wish.

—

A. B. F.

IS THIS THE ONLY ONE?

[From a private letter. This letter is printed—not to criticise any
kindergarten, but for the valuable hints contained in it, and because
every criticism made by the writer— a primary teacher with kindergar-

ten traming—-applies with full force to primary schools.

—

Editor "Pri-

mary Education!'^

Dear Editor:— I want to tell you about a school I visited

yesterday. The room, a large one, contained one hundred and
seven children, ranging from four and three-fourths to seven

years of age, mainly from Polish and Irish parentage. No
desks — all kindergarten chairs and tables. Three teachers

—

one who had once taken a year's kindergarten training, but

who has taught primary schools since until this year, and two
assistants who have no kindergarten training save a few lec-

tures they have heard on the subject. Morning and after-

noon sessions for all the children; kindergarten gifts and
occupation material made use of.
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When I entered the room the children were very quietly

at work (?). Glancing over the sea of tables, and noticing

sticks on one table, tablets on another, etc., I asked, "What
are the children representing? " "Oh, they are doing any-
thing they want to this period," was the answer. On closer

inspection I noticed engines, mosaic floor patterns, etc., rep-

resented with every conceivable and awful combination of

color. Many children were merely arranging the material

given them in rows. Few were doing their best in the work.
The majority were quite indifferent. Not a word of sugges-
tion or help, nor a word of encouragement or praise, was
offered anywhere, though the three teachers were in the

room the whole time. Several times, however, indeed quite

often, was to be heard the remark, hurled with a correspond-
ing gesture, "Sit around there! Put your feet where they
belong!" and "Attend to your own work, there! " The words
were not half as bad as the tone. Poor little innocents!

This exercise, or rather lack of exercise, lasted for about
twenty minutes. Then things were put away preparatory
to dismissal. The teacher then called attention, and with
the first smile I saw her wear, she asked, "What do you sup-

pose I have to tell you?" Few were the faces that responded
with even a look of curiosity, much less a glow of interest.
" You can have a half holiday today, for you know you have
not been late once this month and you have all been so good.
Now you can stay out of school and have a good time.

You need not come back to school this afternoon, but you
may stay home and have a real good time. (Out of school
and a good time were very emphatically associated.) I'm
glad 'tis a nice day so you can play outdoors. Now (threat-

ening tone) don't one of you come back, for you can't get in

if you do; the doors will be locked!"
- There was little demonstration, pro or con, at this news.
Poor things— they probably thought 'twould be wicked to

"demonstrate." The teacher afterward told me that for the
last two months not a child of the whole one hundred and
seVen had been tardy, and the per cent of attendance had
been 97+ ! ! (in January and February). How very unnatural,

considering the time of year and the age of children. Does
it not bespeak an iron rule? Upon the board was a most
depressing picture of teacher and distressed looking chil-

dren late to school, and debarred entrance thereto. It was
the most attractive picture on the board, for the other pic-

tures, if I remember rightly, were all of still life.

A skin disorder was epidemic within the two months in

question, but overcrowding was the sole cause assigned. If
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a kitten were deprived of its " gambol and frolic," it would
not be at all surprising if it were sick. Seems to me
"knuckle under" discipline was the main cause.

A friend of mine who was in the room during the open-
ing exercises told me this. The words of greeting were
limited to sharp demands for "Order!" When the circles

were formed the order was given to bow heads; some heads
failed to reach the proper (?) angle of inclination, some in

their earnestness overreached the said angle, and others
failed to bow at all, whereupon the assistants started the
rounds, giving a hurried chuck here, another there, and up
or down, as the case demanded.

Then a hymn was sung, immediately followed by a list

of ten songs. Not a word was said from beginning to end
of the ten except, "Sit up! Sing up! Sing up ! I want to

hear everybody sing! " hurled here and there as often as

occasion demanded, (?) which was only too often. Each
tune was started by the piano— the series of tunes had evi-

dently been learned by heart, and was undoubtedly sung
morning after morning in the same way. The list contained
a Christmas song, several summer songs, and trade songs,
and, " I won't play in your yard," etc. (with appropriate
gestures).

After the songs the children went to tables; there was no
Morning Talk.

—

Primary Education.

BETH S EASTER GIFTS.

"How many weeks before Easter, Aunt Nell?" asked
Beth, looking up from a daintily colored picture of Easter
lilies in one of her Christmas books.

"There are only six weeks left, dear," replied her auntie
with a smile. "Why do you ask?"

"I asked because I want to make some Easter gifts—
one for grandma, one for cousin Jack who has been sick so

long, and one for— one for— oh, ever so many besides.

Can you think of something pretty for me to make— some-
thing new?"

" Have you not heard that a very wise man once said,

'There is nothing new under the sun'?" And then, as a

suspicion of a shadow passed over the sunny face, the dear
auntie said: "If you will come to my room after luncheon,
you ma\% perhaps, find something planned and ready to

make."
Bcth's face beamed with pleasure, for Aunt Nell could

think of the most wonderful things, and, better still, she
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could tell little girls, in a way they could easily understand,
just how to do for themselves; so they could truthfully say,

when the work was done, "I did it all myself," and that

always makes them very happy and proud as well.

When Beth tripped up the stairs to Aunt Nell's room
that afternoon, she was not at all surprised to see, neatly

arranged on the little sewing table, books, cards, tissue paper,

pencil, scissors, paste, and the dear old box of colors with a

cup of water.

"Now, what shall I do first, you dear old Auntie?" cried

the delighted child, as, after bestowing a hearty squeeze and
a grateful kiss, she seated herself at the table.

"You may look through these books for chickens and
rabbits— you have heard the legend of the Easter rabbits?"

"Yes; papa told me when I was a little girl. Well,
then,"— for she saw the beginning of a smile in Aunt Nell's

•eyes
—"when I was a very little girl. Oh, these cunning

little chickens! Do look! And here are some more! "

"That will do for the chickens. Take yellow tissue,

color, tint, and shade, and trace carefully different chick-

ens, as many as you like. Do not forget the little, beadlike
eyes and the wings, and a few of these marks showing the

form. You will be able to sketch them nicely by another
Easter, I think; don't you? When you have finished the
tracing, you may cut them out. And now I have a letter to

write." So saying. Aunt Nell went across the room and sat

down at her writing-desk.
The deft-fingered little girl worked so industriously, that

by the time the letter was finished there were many little

paper chicks lying upon the table— chicks eating, chicks
running, chicks with tiny wings outstretching, chicks doing
everything, in short, that the little, fluffy creatures are ever
supposed to do.

Aunt Nell laid one of the cards (she had cut them from
heavy water color paper and jagged the edges) in front of

Beth, and told her to arrange a group of chickens upon it.

This being satisfactorily accomplished, they were soon fas-

tened in place by the least bits of paste applied with a

toothpick.
" Now sketch a few eggs, down near one corner, and mix

your greens to wash in the grass under the chickens and
around the -eggs. Finish the grass with a few up-and-down
and slanting strokes of different shades of green," continued
Aunt Nell.

- "Will that do?" asked the little girl, after working for

some time in silence.
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"Yes, dear; it is very pretty and neatly done, too, for a
six-year-old girlie. Grandma will be very proud of it, I am
sure. For the rabbit cards, which you will be able to do by
yourself now, you may use grays and browns. But you
have done enough for this time"—the little girl was prepar-
ing to continue her work—"so get your wraps and run out
for a play with Nibs; and take my letter to the postofifice

on the way." Lillie Parks Gunnell.

A STAR SONG.

LAURA BROWN.

R
OCK-A-BY, star baby, up in the sky,

Mother moon croons thee a soft hush-a-by;
Cuddle your head on her shining breast

—

Sleep and rest!

Gayly you've twinkled, now shut your bright eye;
Climb in the moon cradle rocking on high;

Moon mother watches o'er you will keep

—

Slumber and sleep!

Dream dainty dreams as you rock in the air.

Of all the gay toys for which star babies care.

Or frolicsome prank of a straying moonbeam-
Rock and dream!

No growls from the "Great Bear" shall cause you
to start.

Nor a fluttering bring to your little star-heart;

Only sweet lullabies softly shall ring

—

Dream and swing!

Wake up, star baby, come and be kissed

On your starry bright eye, on your dimpled fist.

Napping time's over, star baby, mine

—

Wake up and shine!



MOTHER-PLAY BOOK STUDY QUESTIONS.
VIII.

SUSAN E. BLOW.

LESSON OF MOWING GRASS. •

Questions for Mothers and Kindergart)iers.

316. What experiences does this play presuppose?

317. Have your children ever seen a cow milked, grass

mown, butter made?
318. What is the general purport of the grass-mowing

game?

319. What are the several activities represented in the

picture?

320. In playing this game should the children from the

beginning represent the whole series of activities?

321. In general, is a gradual development of the Froebel
plays desirable?

322. Why does Froebel in the picture show the child

mowing?

323. In how many different ways is the significance of

imitation suggested in the picture?

324. What is the significance of the dandelion chain?

325. What idea is hinted by the tree under which sits

the little boy?

326. What idea is suggested by the tree under which
sits the little girl?

327. Are there any dangers incident to the connected-
ness of life?

328. Is there anything in the attitude of the two chil-

dren which indicates that by connecting separate facts we
awaken the contemplative spirit?

329. What is the intellectual effect of leaving facts and
experiences isolated?

330. What is the moral effect?

331. What is the intellectual effect of constantly calling

attention to essential relationships?

332. What does essential relationship imply?

333. Relate a conversation with children on this picture..
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334. Tell a story illustrating the principle it involves.

335. How does Froebel suggest relationship in his gifts?

336. How does he illustrate process?

337. Do you remember in the Baroness Marenholz'
"Reminiscences of Froebel" a conversation with regard to
the influence of his exercises in stirring the sense of historic

continuity?

338. What effects will plays of this kind have in stirring

the sense of social dependence?

339. What virtues spring from this sense?

340. Are all virtues rooted in relationship?

341. Should the feeling of relationship be consciously
cultivated as a means of developing the virtues which arise

"therefrom?

342. What is the organizing principle of civil society?

343. What does it demand of the individual?

344. How does it benefit the individual?

345. How do organisms symbolize institutions?

346. Is the organism an adequate expression of the in-

stitution?

347. Does any symbol adequately embody the idea it

suggests?

348. In what great work of poetic art do you remember
a wonderful presentation of industrial life?

349. Do you know any pictures presenting industrial

life in really artistic form?

350. Have you used any of these pictures in your kin-

dergarten?

351. What is their value in the training class?

352. Do you know any good poems of industrial life for

older children?

Questions for Traini?ig Teachers.

353. What meaning does Froebel attach to the word
Lebens-Einheit— life unity?

354. How does this differ in meaning from the word
Lebe?is-Emigimg, or life unification?

355. What general principle does Froebel announce in

the motto to this game?

356. What does he say will be the effect of violating this

principle?
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357. Explain in detail how doing things unrelatedly
with the child renders him incapable of education?

358. What connection do you find between the lesson of

this play and the lessons of the "All Gone" and "Tic-Tac"?

359. Toward what common goal do the three plays
point, and what one virtue do they all demand?

360. Should it be one great aim of education to lead
from the objects of sense to the energies they imply?

361. Are causal energies more or less real and perma-
nent than their products?

362. Does this fact throw any light upon the emphasis
placed by Froebel upon productive activity?

363. Is the idea of cause derived from experience?

364. What is its source?

365. Is the recognition of causal energy therefore a
withdrawal into the mind?

366. Through such withdrawal do we reach the truth of

things?

367. What revolutionary insight does this fact imply?

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER SONG.

Q. 228-22g. Do you think this song should follow the "Taste Song,"
or that of the "Little Gardener"? Give your reason for the view you
hold.

A. In the translation of the Mother-Play Book, published by Lee
& Shepard, in 1893, the music for the "Flower Song," or "Song of Per-
fume," as it is called there, follows the music for the "Little Gardener,"
although the words of the song and the commentary follow those of the
"Taste Song." I think it should follow that of the "Taste Song," be-
cause the sense of smell is so closely connected with that of taste that
the study of the one would naturally lead up to that of the other. Again,
the "Little Gardener" belongs to a later stage of development; the
mother would begin to cherish and draw out the child's love for the
flowers, and through them train his sense of smell, long before he was
able to cherish and care for the plants himself, to have, as Froebel sug-
gests, the sole care of them.

Q. 2jy. Is there any great truth underlying this point of view?

A. The truth that each individual passes through the same stages
through which the race has passed.

Q. 242. What is the salient thought in the motto to the "Flower
Song"?

A. The salient thought is that in all living things there is an essence
or soul which is struggling to express itself, and that this soul or essence
is the reality of which the visible form is but the symbol. The outer
form may be destroyed, but the soul remains, changed or grown, per-
haps, but still itself. In each object the soul strives to express itself

according to its own nature, hence its individuality; each part of the
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object expresses this same individuality. Outward circumstances may
somewhat change the outer form, but the soul remains itself—

"A lily is a lily still,

On mountain bleak, by meadow rill,

In sunshine or in shower."

Q. 24J. Does the sense of smell complement the sense of taste?

A. The sense of smell complements or completes the sense of taste,

for very often when we cannot satisfy ourselves of the namre of an ob-

ject by taste alone, taste and smelj together will give us the desired in-

formation.

Q. 244. Does smell warn us particularly against excess?

A. When we have indulged to excess in anything, we often loathe

the very smell of it, and so are warned against excess in future.

Q. 24^. What lesson does Froebel draw from this fact at the end of

his commentary?

A. He says that if it were not true that indulging, even in good
things, to excess, causes discomfort and pain, men and women would
be tempted to secure and keep for themselves alone the good and beau-

tiful which belong to all alike.

Q. 246. Is the poem at the end of the commentary intended for the

mother or the child?

A. For the mother.

Q. 24J. Does it express conscious thoughts of the child?

A. It does not express the conscious thoughts of a child, but un-

conscious feelings or presentiments which stir deep down in his soul.

Q. 248. Do you recall any experiences of Froebel's own life which
may have suggested this poem to him?

A. Froebel, a lonely, unhappy little boy, thoughtful and retrospec-

tive beyond his years, being struck by the absence of harmony and love

in the lives of those about him, once asked his elder brother why God
had not made all persons either men or women, and vvas led to study

the life of plants in order to find an answer to his question.

Q. 24g. Will you re-state in your own words the thoughts in this

poem?
A. Froebel would have us realize that the child looks upon flowers

as friends — friends, too, who are much wiser and holier than he — and
that he believes that they are able and willing to explain to him all mys-
teries, and to help him live as purely and nobly as they do themselves;

therefore he is never lonely but full of joy and contentment when amongst
the flowers, and longs to learn all about them and be able to interpret

their language. Entering into the life of the flowers, he betiins to un-

derstand his own life, and the presentiment is aroused that true living

consists in spending and being spent for the good of others.

Q. 2jr. In view of the fact that flowers mean so much to little chil-

dren, is it important to give them frequent opportunities of seeing them
and gathering them?

A. It is very important. The man or woman whose childhood was
passed amidst flowers, especially if he had a wise guide to help him
interpret their language, will be very different from the man or woman
whose childhood has been barren of flowers. There will be something

lacking in the character of the latter which can never be made up in

later life. I hold the pictures stored up in my mind by childhood hours

passed among the trees and flowers of a large old gar^.en as a priceless

possession.
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Q. 2^2. As children mature, should they also have gardens and at-
tend to plants?

4,

A. The child who has grown up surrounded by flowers will natur-
ally desire to imitate those whom he has seen tending them. By hav-
ing a garden or a few plants of his very own, for the care of which he is

held responsible, his character will be greatly strengthened; his love
and care for things weaker than himself will be drawn out and strength-
ened; his self-control will be exercised as he leaves his play at stated
periods to attend to his plants, and patiently waits for the fruit of his
labor; he will discover that nature is governed by laws and will be more
willmg to abide by law himself; the close connection between cause and
effect will be manifest, and a feeling of responsibility aroused; he will
experience the pleasure of having something of his very own, the fruit

of his own exertion, to present to friends, and a respect for work and
workers will be generated. Then the contact with Mother Earth and
the physical exertion used will bear fruit in the form of health and
strength.

Q. 2JJ. Is it advisable in the kindergarten to attempt to sing a great
variety of flower songs?

A. A few typical songs, well chosen and dwelt upon until the chil-
dren are perfectly famdiar with them, are better than a great variety.
My experience in all departments of our work is, that it is better to do
a little and do it well, than to attempt too much. I find that the songs
which the children most enjoy are those on which we have spent a good
deal of time, particularly in illustrating and leading up to the different
ideas expressed.

Q. 2§6. Will you mention or send copies of all flower poems of
which your children are particularly fond?

A. The Thanksgiving hymn, " We Plough the Fields and Scatter
the Good Seed on the Ground," is a special favorite. Another is:

"I asked the little, lovely flower,
Who gave her perfume sweet,
And dressed her in her velvet coat.

So beautiful and neat?
And she told me it was God
Who clothed her with such care,
And taught her how to sweetly breathe
Upon the evening air.

" I asked the little, busy bee
I saw among the flowers,
Who taught her how to gather sweets
To eat in winter hours.
From 'way down in a lily deep
She sang these words to me:
"Twas God the Father taught me how;
He teaches evfery bee.'

"

—Author unknown.
"Little white snowdrop, just waking up,
Violet, daisy, and sweet buttercup,
Under the leaves and the ice and the snow,
Waiting, waiting to grow.

"Think of the thousands of queer little seeds.
Of flowers and mosses and ferns and weeds,
That are under the leaves and the ice and the snow.
Waiting, waiting to grow.
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" Think of the roots getting ready to sprout,
Spreading their slender brown lingers about,
Under the leaves and the ice and the snow,
Waiting, waiting to grow.

"Only a month, or a few weeks more,
Will they have to wait behind that door;
Wait and watch and listen below,
Waiting, waiting to grow.

"Nothing so small, or hidden so well,
That God cannot find it, and presently tell

His sun where to shine and his rain where to go.
Helping, helping them grow." —Author unknown.

Q. 2jy. Have you any good stories about flowers? If so, send them.

A. HAROLD'S FAIRIES.

Harold was standing on the sidewalk in front of his home, looking
anxiously up and down the street. Mamma had gone mto town early
in the afternoon, and Harold felt, as he told auntie, as if she had been
gone "years." By and by he saw her turn the corner, and with out-
stretched arms ran to give her what he called "a bear's hug." As they
walked home, mamma gave him a paper bag to carry, saying: "There
is something in it for you." A shade of disappointment came over
Harold's face as he looked in, and he said: "Oh, Mamma, what ugly,
dead things!" Mamma smiled as she said: " No, Harold, they are not
dead; a little fairy is fast asleep m each one of them, and you and I are
going to help to wake it up." Harold was interested at once, and said:
" Are they the bulbs you were telling me about? " "Yes," said mamma;
"and tomorrow we will plant them."

Next morning, before papa went to the office, he dug up the flower
bed that ran all along the side of the lawn, and mamma and Harold
raked it over nice and smooth, "For," said mamma, "we can't put our
babies to bed until we have shaken it up and made it smooth and com-
fortable for them." Then they made a number of deep holes and
dropped a bulb into each one, and covered it up warm and snug, and
the little bulbs were so tired and sleepy that they snuggled down into
their cosy beds and went fast asleep. For two or three days Harold ran
out every morning to see if the little fairies were awake yet, but after
that he was so busy playing about and amusing baby brother that he
forgot all about them. One day he was racing up and down the lawn,
when he saw something which made him stop and run quickly to the
flower bed, and there, sure enough, were some little green leaves stick-
ing out of the ground. He ran into the house, crying, " Oh, Mamma,
the fairies have wakened up; come and see." As they stood looking at
them Harold whispered, " Mamma, I forgot all about watering the bulbs,
as you said we should. Who took care of them?" "God did not tor-

get them," answered mamma; "do you remember how many showers
we've had lately, and then what lovely, bright days? He knew just
where each little seed was lying asleep, and sent his rain and his sun-
shine to waken them at the right time."

After that Harold visited his little fairies, as he called them, many
times every day, and often took them a drink in his little watering-can,
because, he said, " I want to help, too." And the little plants were so
grateful and so happy that they grew and grew and grew, and one day
Harold found a green spike covered with little green buds coming up
among the leaves. The buds grew larger and larger, and by and by
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changed their green dresses for white ones, and opened out into beauti-

ful little cups which breathed out such sweet perfume that everyone
who passed stopped to enjoy it, and Harold spent many hours lying on
the grass watching his hyacinths and wondering what made them smell

so sweet. One night when he was going to bed he asked mamma this

question, and she answered by teaching him this verse:
" I asked the little, lovely flower
Who gave her perfume sweet?
And dressed her in her velvet coat

So beautiful and neat?
And she told me it was God
Who clothed her with such care,

And taught her how to sweetly breathe
Upon the evening air."

One day when Harold went to visit his flowers he found some other
visitors there before him. These were two fat, yellow bees, and Harold
saw that they went right inside each little cup and stayed there a mo-
ment. He ran to fetch mamma, and she told him that the bees were
gathermg sweet juice from the flowers to make into honey. Then she
broke off one of the blossoms and let Harold suck the drop of sweet
juice which it held. That afternoon Harold went for a walk with
mamma. They passed a large building, and at the window saw many
little faces — oh, such thin, pale faces! Mamma told him that it was an
hospital where sick children were taken care of, and promised to take
him to visit them some day. Harold was very much interested, and when
he went to bed that night, chattered about flowers, bees, and sick chil-

dren. Just before he went to sleep he lay very still for a few minutes,
and then, sitting up, said: " Mamma, do you think those sick children
would like some of my flowers?" "Yes, indeed, I'm sure they would,"
said mamma. A few days after that mamma told Harold that she would
take him that afternoon to the hospital. Before they started, Harold
took the scissors and cut some of the loveliest of his hyacinths to take
with him. It made him feel rather sad, and the bed did not look nearly
as gay as it had, but when he saw the pleasure which they gave the sick
children, and how they were passed from one to another and smelled
again and again, and how one little girl who had been crying with pain
when they came in stopped as soon as a flower was put into her hand,
he was glad he had done it, and went home a very happy little boy.

"Next year," said mamma, "we'll plant twice as many hyacinths,
and then we'll be able to bring pleasure to a great many people."

C. S. N.

(These answers are sent in by Elizabeth Howard, Lake Forest, 111.)

Q. 2JJ. Do you recall any superstitions or traditions which con-
stantly reappear among children with regard to flowers, fruits, etc.?

A. Hold a buttercup under the chin, if it shows yellow you like but-
ter; the four-leaved clover means good luck; butterflies make butter;
honey is made of honeysuckles, and a poplin dress is made from a
poplar tree. Children doubtless learn superstitions from thoughtless
persons; but unless there were something in the mind which responded
to them they would be rejected and quickly forgotten. We find they
belong to the childhood of the race, as well as the childhood of the in-
dividual.

Q.2J4.. Is there any relationship between this fact and the sorcery
of primitive peoples?

A. Emerson says: "All thinking is analogizing." No one can doubt
that analogy is the key to the mental processes of primitive man. The

Vol. 8-37.
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savage universally believed in the animation of natural objects, and in-

terpreted the world around him through the medium of his own sensa-

tions; he endowed all objects with life feeling. Man's first feeling was
of simple wonder. His ears listened to the different sounds of nature,

the rustle of the leaves as they were swept by the unseen fingers of the

breeze, etc. His second feeling was the wish to find out the cause of

things, what it was that made them as they were. All around him was
nature; was it not all alive, and did it not all move? Thus began the

belief in spirits dwelling in everything.

Q. 2j_§. Do you remember any superstitions and legends about plants

and trees?

A. The savage worshiped trees. . The life that, locked up within

them during the long winter, burst out in leaf, flower, and fruit, and
seemed to moan and whisper as the breezes shook branch and leaf, was
to him a sign of an indwelling spirit. The Greeks peopled sea and
stream, tree and hill, with beings whom they called nymphs, telling of

goddesses who dwelt in the water to bless drinkers, and of those who
were born and died with the trees in which they lived. Priests of the

ancient religion held the oak tree sacred, as their name, Druid, which
comes from the Greek word drus, meaning an oak, signifies. Long ago,

before the Indians knew of God, they believed that a Great Spirit ruled

them. Every tree, flower, brook, lake, and river had a god that aided the

Great Spirit. A legend tells us of a hunter going through the woods
one day who heard the sound of beautiful music. He looked here and
there, bat saw no one. Again and again the sweet sounds came to him.

He went home, but the next day returned to the forest. The music was
there, sweeter than before. It was so for many days, and at last he
found that the sounds came from a plant with a long green stalk and
slender leaves. He cut it; it healed at once. .He cut it again, and it

healed. Then he knew that the Great Spirit had shown him a plant to

heal wounds. . . . The warm spring rain had been falling for hours.

The violets and buttercups in the meadow were holding up their heads
gratefully—drinking—they had been thirsty so long. A little Indian boy
named Hiawatha stood outside the wigwam, never minding the great

drops as they fell upon him. Soon the sun burst forth, and looking over

to the east he saw an arch of beautiful colors in the heaven. He watched
it, delighted in the blending of the colors. Entering the lodge, he beck-

oned to the grandmother. Coming to the door, and looking where Hia-

watha pointed, she saw the beautiful bow, and smiled. "What is that,

Nokomis?" said Hiawatha, and Nokomis answered:

" 'Tis the heaven of flowers you see there.

All the wild flowers of the forest.

All the lilies of the prairie,

When on earth they fade and perish,

Blossom in that heaven above us.

Make the heaven of flowers you see there.'
"

Q. 2j6. Do these show that like children, primitive men impute hu-

man attributes to trees and flowers?

A. Like primitive men the child imputes whatever he feels within

him to the objects around him, and in his thought all things live, move,

feel, hear, and speak. " The child finds nothing lifeless without any more
than within himself. He spreads his soul as an universal soul over

everything."

Q. 2J7. Is there any great truth underlying this point of view?

A. If there be any truth in the universe, the nature of nature, the

nature of man, and the nature of God are one.
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"Flower in the crannied wall,

I pluck you out of the crannies.
Hold you here, root and all, in my hand,
Little flower,—but if I could understand
What you are, root and all, and all in all,

I should know what God and man is."

(These answers are forwarded by Maud Menefee, author of "Child
Stories from the Masters.")

Q. 2JO. Do little children individualize flowers?

A. Yes. Everything in the child-consciousness is vital and indi-

vidual. Everything to him possesses character, and seems to have a
certain conscious attitude toward life.

Q. 2JI. Did you do so as a child?

A. Yes. I remember we had a rose garden, with daffodils and white
star flowers. It remains to me more a " luminous " impression than any-
thing else. The scent of a jessamine or daffodil now brings with it an
indescribable sensation. It is without doubt the old child-sense of that

garden returning. We did not personalize the flowers m the same way
we did inanimate things, as for instance we did the shovel and tongs,
the bowlegged andirons, and the chair that looked as if its name were
Betsy. When we came to the flower and the plant, we saw that it had
its own law and life. It seemed to know; we approached it with a cer-

tain reverence. It was mysterious,—like a sort of presence.

Q. 2JJ. Do you recall any superstitions and traditions which con-
stantly reappear among children with regard to flowers and fruit?

A. Blowing the seed dandelion to know the time of day, or if you
are wanted at home. Plucking the petals of the daisy to learn if one is

loved. Counting and naming apple seeds to know whom you will marry.
Finding the four-leaved clover that brings good fortune.

Q. 2J4. Is there any relationship between this fact and the sorcery
of primitive peoples?

A. There is; both grow out of the feeling that good and evil spirits

inhabit nature forms, through whom they work enchantments and di-

vine the unknown.

Q. 2j^. Do you remember any legends or superstitions about plants

and trees?

A. The mandrake is said to be a plant that is part of a man, and
shrieks with a human voice when torn out of the earth. The narcissus
myth. The suicides of Purgatorio who fall back m the scale and be-
come plants and trees. The dryads and hamadryads of the Greeks,—

•

spirits who lived in the trees and made the grove and forest mysterious.
The Druid tree worship.

Q. 2j6. Do these show that like children, primitive men impute
human attributes to trees and flowers.

A. It seems to me that they do not so much impute human attributes

as divine. There is more the sense of a mystical being,— of a certain

secret meaning in the flower. I believe this is the strongest feeling of

the child after the first sense impression of color and odor.



ALL ALONG THE WORK LINE—NEWS, REPORTS,
EXPERIMENTS.

A Report which is to the Point.—The third annual report of the

Morristown (N. J.) Free Kindergarten Association, prepared by the sec-

retary, Annie M. K. Smith, is a model as a straightforward business

statement of those items which mean most to the supporters of any-

free kindergarten. It reads in substance as follows: " The completion
of the third year since the opening of the Morristown Free Kindergar-

ten Association finds the work in a most prosperous and hopeful condi-

tion. The continuous progress, since the beginning, is manifested by a

constant increase in members and a corresponding growth in the capac-

ity of the school. The necessity for early direction in the right way is

now known to be of such vital importance, that the kindergarten is as-

suming in every community the position to which it is entitled; and the

idea of mere play, which appears first, to a superficial glance, to com-
prehend all, is giving place to an appreciation of the serious aims and
underlying principles. 'The plays of childhood,' says Froebel, 'are

the germinal leaves of all later life. At this time play is not trivial, it

IS highly serious, and of deep significance. The whole later life of man,
even to the moment when he shall leave it again, has its source in this

period of childhood.' During the first two or three years of a child's life,

moved by its unfolding nature it acquires an almost incredible amount
of knowledge, varying in degree with the helpfulness of its environment;

the knowledge of surrounding objects, of language, and of possibilities

through its own activities. This work is a source of delight to the child,

as successful work and acquirement of knowledge should be, and as

he grows older and becomes familiar with the objects that surround

him at home, the same God-given impulse impels him onward eagerly

to acquire more knowledge and more power. The little child's familiar

'What can I do?' is the cry of the new generation to us today. We
are shown by social science that what he can do and what he shall be-

come are responsibilities that we cannot evade. It is beyond question

within our power to accomplish that the right knowledge shall be given

and the desire for happy effort directed to take the first steps leading

to a happy and useful life. There are many cases in which through

discouragement or want of direction the child fails to fill its place in life,

a loss both in happiness to the individual and of value to the comrnu-

nity. Still sadder cases are those of neglected children whose activities

are led through contact with wrong into a course which can only lead to

an unhappy and ruined life. It is the hope and aim of the kindergar-

ten to prevent such failures in our community by giving as far as lies

within our power an opportunity for development in the right direction.

Sixty children are now enrolled, and tax to its utmost capacity the

large kindergarten room, as well as the time and interest of the kinder-

gartner and her two assistants. The average attendance is very large.

In pleasant weather a few only of the entire number are absent. We
are particularly impressed with the aptitude and quickness of the older

scholars in understanding what is taught them. The whole tone of the

school seems brighter and better with this accumulated influence than

when the work was new. The kindergartner says: 'In many ways
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the past year has-been more hopeful and more fruitful than the preced-

ing ones. The older children, particularly, have done their work very

neatly, very faithfully, and very well, with many little unselfish acts,

much helpfulness toward others, and an exercise of patience which is

not always easy for older people.' We understand also that our little

graduates enter the public school with an advantage over children who
have had no training, and like nearly all children from a rightly con-

ducted kindergarten, are noticeable, upon entrance to the primary
school, for their quickness,. intelligence, and obedience. The holidays

of the year. Thanksgiving, Christmas, Easter, Washington's and Froe-

'oel's birthdays, have been observed with songs and other exercises by
a very enthusiastic little company. No kindergarten child, whatever
his circumstances may be, fails to find some of the joy of a happy child-

hood. One little child inquired patiently every morning during the

summer vacation whether the kindergarten was not again open. The
mothers' meetings have recurred every four weeks during the school

year, and are very largely attended. The addresses kindly made on
different occasions by Dr. Pierson, Dr. Owen, Dr. Douglas, and Dr.

Bishop have been greatly appreciated. The kindergartner has also

had a thoroughly interested audience in those of the mothers' meetings
devoted to an explanation of kindergarten principles, and a talk to the

mothers of what she wished to accomplish with their children. The re-

lation sustained between the kindergartner and the homes of the chil-

dren is constant and earnest. Her untiring efforts for their welfare

form an influence whose results only the future can show forth. Two
little pupils died during the year, one after leaving the school at the end
of the spring term, and one in the summer vacation, leaving a sad gap
in the little ranks."

Spfing-Flowering Bulbs.— Hardy spring-flowering bulbs may be
planted at any time during autumn till the ground freezes, but, all points

considered, the month of October is the most favorable season, as then
the bulbs have sufficient time to form strong roots before winter sets in,

while if planted sooner, they are apt to bloom so early in spring as to

become injured by frosts. To produce the most pleasing effect, bulbs,

especially those of the smaller kinds, should be planted in clumps or

groups by themselves, never singly or mixed together, and most effect-

ive combinations may be designed by planting assorted colors. Hya-
cinths, tulips, narcissus, and jonquils should be planted about eight

inches apart each way, and three to four inches deep, and, in very sandy
soil, somewhat deeper even. Crocus, scillas, snowdrops, and similar

bulbs, should be planted about four inches apart and two inches deep.
All these bulbs are hardy enough to survive our ordinary winters, espe-

cially when the ground is covered with snow, yet all that is necessary to

protect them against the severest cold even, is a covering of three or
four inches of forest leaves, held down with brush or evergreen branches.
The latter is far the neatest, and if the branches are placed snugly over
the beds and around the edges against the turf, they form a real orna-
ment all winter. This winter covering should not be applied before the
ground becomes frozen hard, and it should not be removed in spring
until the green leaves have pushed through the soil. No class of plants

is easier managed by the amateur, and repays so bountifully the expense
and labor bestowed upon them, than the Holland or Dutch bulbs, so-

called because they are more extensively cultivated in Holland than
anywhere else— although most of them are natives pf other countries—
and from there are exported to every civilized land. Hvacinths, tulips,

crocus, narcissus, jonquils, snowdrops, and scillas are among the best
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known kinds, although hundreds of others are comprised under the gen-
eral term. The treatment and conditions for success with spring flower-

ing bulbs vary but little with the different species and varieties. For
outdoor culture, a naturally or artificially drained spot, if possible, shel-

tered from northern and westerly winds, should be selected; the soil

should be a light loam, which means a combination of about equal parts

of clay and sand, and plentifully enriched with well-decomposed stable

manure. Sufficient depth of soil is of primary importance, and the best

and easiest way to produce this m a Imiited way is to dig out all the

earth from the proposed bed, to a depth of two feet, removing the heavy,
sterile lower layers, and to fill in with good surface soil liberally inter-

mixed with manure. Moderate success may be had even by simply
spading the ground and planting the bulbs in it, but those who aim at

best results will not shrink from the little additional work in order to

insure these.— Good Housekeepifig.

Froebel Translations.—-An interesting altercation concerning the

translations of Froebel's writings has taken place in current numbers of

Education. L. and E. G. Seymour opened the subject in the December
issue, to which Dr. Wm. T. Harris responded in February, as follows:
" The writers make some strictures on the translations of Froebel's
' Pedagogics of the Kindergarten,' published in the International Educa-
tional Series. They seem to object to the translation as not being literal

enough. They would prefer to have what I am accustomed to call a
'dictionary translation' instead of a translation like this of Miss Jarvis,

which endeavors to understand the origin of Froebel, and then to find

the corresponding English way of stating those ideas. The writers seem
to me in this to fall into error. Beginners in translating German or any
other foreign language at first take a great deal of pains to realize in

their minds the peculiar idioms of those foreign languages. While in

this stage of culture they like to preserve the foreign idioms in the Eng-
lish language, merely finding the definitions of the words in the dic-

tionary and writing them down in their German order. It is needless to

say that such a ' dictionary translation ' is difficult to understand without

constant reference to the original German, and hence is little more than
useless for the person who reads only English and wishes an English
translation." After presenting some parallel illustrations. Dr. Harris
writes: "English has its own way of stating every thought that can be
stated in German, but it will not do to take German idioms over into Eng-
lish, unless one wishes to entirely obscure the meaning." Mr. and Mrs.
Seymour make a "brief rejoinder" in the March issue of Education, dis-

cussing the quality of translation further, and making the following sug-

gestive statements: " We believe that the special need of translating

Froebel at this time is a widespread recoil from the received ideas about
Froebel's meaning, without any loss of faith in Froebel himself; there-

fore a demand to know just how Froebel stated his own views. Many
are doubting whether Froebel's 'obscurity' is really due either to his

deficiency in power of expression or to the fashion of his time; whether
it is not rather due to his interpreter's having entirely missed the point

of view from which Froebel discovered the kindergarten. And they

want to see for themselves whether there is not in Froebel's writings

something which has entirely eluded the specialists so far. If there is

this demand, then — apart from the reciuirements of translation in gen-

eral — there is special need of faithfully translating what Froebel wrote

as Froebel wrote it; and Dr. Harris has well pointed out that this does

not mean what he calls a 'dictionary' translation. We believe that

there is a great need for such a translation, and that it is not yet ful-

filled in regard to the essays on the kindergarten."
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What is the relation between the Kindergarten Neivs and the Kin-
dergarten Magazine? This question was recently asked at a certain

social function, which found the editors of the respective journals in its

midst. The relationship is evident to any who know the relationship

which should exist between co-workers in a common cause. "A cause,"
you know, is any scheme of activity which demands a certain faithful,

persistent, disinterestedness on the part of every individual on whom it

lays a claim. "A cause," in short, is a work which lays hands on people,
and carries them away from other enchantments and delights in spite of

themselves, from their friends and finances, and says: "Come, follow
me." The editors in question may have been more or less reluctant to

enter the "class journalism" to which the kindergarten cause has thus
lured them, but they are nevertheless there—and frankly confess that

"God helping them, they could no otherwise." Dear questioner, do you
think anyone in the position of kindergartner, or directress, or assist-

ant, or student, or training teacher could rejoice more than these editors

if the "cause" grew and grew until it supported twenty kindergarten
journals? We leave it to the Kindergarten News whether its sole part-

ner in the championing of this "cause" is friend or foe, competitor or
well-wisher. Mr. Henry W. Blake undertook a difficult work when he
consented to become the editor of the Kindergarten Ntws, and has
shown himself equal to the task. He deserves the most cordial support
of all others actively working for the same end,—that of propagating
the kindergarten movement. Appreciating most fully the price paid for

the "editorial privilege," the'KiNDERGARTEN Magazine has sustained
the most cordial and fraternal relations with the News, having had a
deep personal interest in its success from the first issue published in

Buffalo, N. Y. Milton Bradley, if anyone, deserves the commercial
benefits resulting from the interest he has shown for thirty years in a
work which has cost great faith and greater capital. Success to the
Kinde?-garten News and all its faithful progenitors.

The International Kiftdergarteit Union.— Miss Alice E. Fitts con-
tributed the following report of the February meeting in New York to
the Pratt Institute Monthly : " No more notable gathering of kinder-
garten educators has taken place than that of the Teachers' College,
February 14 and 15, 1896. The new impulse given to the workers of the
International Kindergarten Union, by their cooperation, seems to be so
great that one wonders why they have not combined before. But all in

its own time is the growth of a movement, and the right time seems to

have certainly come for this. The aim of this Union is the cooperation
of educational interests of every kind, and to give and take new ideas.
The discussion of methods of work, and the comparing of experiences,
must result in good to all, and in the gaining of a newer and broader
standpoint. Women no longer are the only kindergartners ; with the bet-
ter understanding of Froebel's ideas come men who are child-gardeners,
too, and who seem to have no tendency to belittle the name. The speak-
ers at the Teachers' College showed most truly their thorough familiarity
with the principles of Froebel, and the knowledge that only grows out
of experience. Broader and wider must all culture become, if the kin-
dergai;tner would be abreast of the educator of the future. Not only
must Froebel's principles be known, but their genesis in the work of
others, and what results are owed to them. History, literature, art,

science, music, poetry, the drama, and life, must all be a part of the
growth and experience of the future kindergartner. The next meeting
will be held in St. Louis in 1897.- Meanwhile the work of the Union is

carried on by committees on Literature, Training, and Lectures. An
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effort is being made to meet the need of distant stations, through the
kindergarten literature and lectures, and in every way to consolidate
the mterests of kindergartners and of educators in general."

—

A. E. F.

Western Drawing Teachers' Association.—The next regular meeting
of the association will be held in the High School building, Indianapolis,
Ind., Thursday, Friday and Saturday, April 30 and May 1-2, 1896. Every
effort has been made to present a strong and helpful program by bring-
ing together people of large experience, so that all may feel repaid for
their attendance. In the evenings there will be interesting lectures
and social receptions; exhibitions of school work will be shown from
leading cities of the West. Supervisors of drawing, manual training
teachers, kindergartners, superintendents of schools, principals, grade
teachers, and all lovers of art, are earnestly invited to be in attendance
and to become members of the organization. The association has se-
lected as its emblem a medallion with the inscription: "Art, Education,
Nature, Fellowship, Industry." A woman scribe types these allied ac-
tivities, and the vestal lamp illuminates the background. George L.
Schreiber is the author of the appropriate design. The program ar-
ranged for this third annual meeting of the association is most compre-
hensive. After addresses of welcome by distinguished Indianapolis edu-
cators the following order of exercises will be followed, covering three
days' time: President's address—Harriet Cecil Alagee, State Normal,
Oshkosh, Wis. Imagination and Expression—John Dewey, head pro-
fessor pedagogy, Chicago University. Discussion—Nebraska Cropsy,
assistant superintendent of schools, Indianapolis; Amalie Hofer, editor
Kindergarten Magazine; Marion Foster Washburne, Times-Herald,
Chicago.

The Basis for Drawing Instruction—Alfred Houghton Clark, Kan-
sas University. Discussion—Wilhelmina Segmiller, superintendent of
drawing, Indianapolis; M. V. O'Shea, professor educational psychology
and child-study, School Pedagogy, University of Buffalo; Lucy S. Silke,

assistant superintendent of drawing, Chicago. The Relation of Form
Study [o Mechanical Drawing and Klanual Training—Arthur W. Chase,
B. S., director of mechanical drawing department, Chicago Engineering
High and Manual Training School. Discussion—W. H. Hatch, super-
intendent of schools. Oak Park, 111.

The Fundamental Principles which have Controlled the Develop-
ment of Architecture, Sculpture, Painting and Decoration—Walter S,

Perry, director of the department of fine arts, Pratt Institute, Brooklyn,
New York.

Round Table—W. T. Harris, Music 9:30 o'clock. Color—Mary Dana
Hicks, L. Prang Educational Company, Boston, Mass. Discussion

—

Helen Frasier, superintendent of drawing, Columbus, Ohio; Mary C.
Davis, assistant superintendent of drawing, St. Louis. Co-relation of
Drawing with Other Subjects—Josephine Locke, superintendent of
drawing. Discussion—Eva D. Kellogg, primary.

Music. Blackboard Work^—Lucy Fitch Perkins, Chicago; Ida C.

. Heffron, Cook County Normal, Chicago. Discussion—Mary Jameson,
assistant superintendent of drawing, Chicago; Myra Jones, superintend-
ent of drawing, Detroit.

How to Make Professional and Social Sentiment—Geofge L.
Schreiber, Chicago. Discussion—Margaret Merker, Louisville, Ky.;
Edward L. Ayres, superintendent of schools, Lafayette, Ind. Recep-
tion to members by Art Association of Indianapolis.

The Gospel of Beauty—T. C. Steele, artist, Indianapolis. Discussion
—E. M. Thresher, Dayton.Ohio; Mrs. T.\^ernette Morse, editor Artsfor
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America, Chicago. Sequence of Work as Seen in the Exhibits—Walter
S. Perry.

Child-Study in the California Kindergarteti Training School.—The
student-teachers of the California Kindergarten Training School are pur-
suing investigations of child-nature in various kindergartens throughout
San Francisco, the work being under the guidance of Miss Kate Ban-
ning. Selecting two children as subjects for continued study, the stu-

dents record in special note-books the manifestations of child-nature
which occur each day—and, as instances in the cases of other children
come to notice, enter such observations under the head of " Miscellane-
ous." Every week these observations are submitted and a written criti-

cism is returned to each student. For the purpbse of obtaining "cross-
references," and in order that each student may share the benefit of the
study of different types of childhood, a period of discussion is held every
week during which time children's drawings are collected and different

subjects treated of. Comparative child-study has been undertaken wher-
ever practicable, and various tests and remedies for "defective" and
"delinquent" cases are decided upon. The child-study department in-

cludes psychology and pedagogy, and considers child-nature as found in
" Mother-Play" types. Among the many subjects already presented are:

Heredity and Environment; Personal Magnetism of Children; Disci-
pline; Shame and Fears of Children; Children's Conception of Lan-
guage; Training of Muscles; Acquisitiveness; Self-consciousness; Chil-

dren's Love for Heavenly Bodies, with striking illustrations from note
books; Mother-Play and Mythology in connection; Development of
Parental Instinct; Development of Social Feelings; Development of
Idea of Justice.

Obituary.—Professor John Kraus, so long connected with the early
history of the kindergarten movement in this country, died on March 4,

1896, at the age of eighty-two years, in New York City. He was still

active in the work of the Kraus Training School for kindergartners.
Professor Kraus came over to America in 1851, since which time he has
been identified with educational work in various parts of the country.
The New York Tribune for March 6, writes of his career as follows:

"On severing his connection with the Bureau of Education in 1873, Pro-
fessor Kraus helped to found in this city a normal training school for

kindergarten teachers. He was assisted in this work by Miss Maria
Boelte, who became his wife in 1873. She was associated with him in

the authorship of a book on kindergarten work entitled, " Practical
Guide to Kindergarten for Mothers and Kindergartners." Professor
Kraus was acquainted with Froebel, the founder of kindergartens. He
was also a friend and co-worker of the late Baroness von Marenholtz
Bulow, who was a pupil of Froebel and a propagator of Froebel's theo-
ries in Germany, France, England, Belgium, and Italy. Besides, Pro-
fessor Kraus numbered among his friends Dr. Wichard Lange and
Erasmus Schwab, of Vienna, the founder of the school gardens. He
was a life member of the National Educational Association, and an
honorary member of the Universal Educational LTnion, of Dresden, one
of the most advanced educational associations in the world. In 1872
Professor Kraus was a member of a committee of five chosen by the
National Educational Association to investigate and report on the value
of kindergarten work in this country."

Miss Anna Howe, of Japan, spoke to the Froebel Alumnas Associa-
tion of Chicago March 4, giving an account of her work in that country,
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where she has conducted a training school and kindergarten for eight
years. The most significant signs of the status of kindergarten work in

that progressive nation are the number of kindergartens—one hundred
and twenty-eight public, and forty-nve private—the interest taken by the
government, and the charming buildings for the exclusive use of the
kindergartens, several of which may be found in nearly every city. But
Miss Howe reports that by far the most inspiring feature of the work is

the perfect adaptability of Froebel's principles, even to the peculiar life

of the Japanese, stiowing how universal was his interpretation of human
nature. The great need of the Japanese student at present is, relia-

ble kindergarten literature, which is partly met by the recent transla-
tion of the Mother-Play, done under the direction of Miss Howe. As
both drawings and songs have been given a Japanese form, while pre-
serving all the original meaning, the work is most interesting and shows
great skill and care. Miss Howe's further plans on this line include
the starting of a kindergarten magazine, in which we wish her all suc-
cess.

—

Florence Hawkins, Secy.

The Cook County Normal School is no more. It is now the Chicago
Normal School, if you please. It is, however, "Colonel Parker's nor-
mal," as it has been for many a year, and we "guess " that it will con-
tinue so to be for some time to come. The school was never in as good
condition as it is today. Colonel Parker was never so useful to it, and
both Mr. Gii^in and Mr. Jackman have developed personality and power
that place them in the front rank as companions of Colonel Parker. By
the by. Colonel Parker is one of the educational mysteries of the period.
It is every way probable that he will be "glorified after death" as much
as any man now active in educational circles, though many men distance
him in public thought today. He will not live, probably, through any-
thing he has said or written, or anything that he will say or write; nor
through any idea, method, or device that he will contribute. He will

found no school of thought; will link his name to no departure; but he
is the educational pioneer of the period. He is to the " evening of prog-
ress," in the dawn of the twentieth century, what John Smith was to Vir-
ginia, Daniel Boone to Kentucky, La Salle to Illinois, John C. Fremont
to the Rockies, or Whitman to Oregon. He has been blazing the way
with a chivalry and reckless'heroism that will make him live as a com-
panion of great pioneers.

—

A. E. IVinskip in "Journal of Education."

The Froebel Academy is a primary and high school for boys and
girls, recently opened in Jacksonville, Fla., and conducted by Professor
F. H. Keppler and his kindergarten wife, Mrs. W. Schleppegrell-Kep-
pler. The circular announces this school to be strictly based upon the
original methods of the great German educator, Friedrich Froebel, and
conducted in accordance with the most advanced principles of modern
education, and with careful consideration of the latest results established
in the psychology of childhood and in the science and art of pedagogy.
Mrs. Keppler was formerly connected with the kindergarten movement
in Charleston, S. C, and is a patriotic Southerner in her endeavors to

awaken the educational interests of the South. During the recent super-
intendent's meeting in Jacksonville, many prominent schoolmen visited

the F'roebel Academy and found it an adequate illustration of the ideals
its name suggests. The citizens of Jacksonville will know how to appre-
ciate such an institution after having taken such a strong stand for the
kindergarten, as the work of the Jacksonville Free Kindergarten Asso-
ciation testifies.
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Talks About Children.—The ladies of the Kindergarten Association
of Aurora, 111., held the last of their series of talks on March 25..

These meetings have been held bi-monthly, in different homes in the
city, and all parents and friends of children have been received. Miss
Amalie Hofer, of Chicago, conducted the discussions of all that con-
cerns the education and consideration of young children. One feature
of the season was the afternoon given up to a "Grown Folks Kinder-
garten " previous to the Christmas season. Another was given up to

children's music, to which the ladies invited the public teachers of the
community, purposely holding the meeting on Saturday. Miss Mari
Hofer led the entire company in the singing of choice children's songs.
The last meeting was devoted to the subject of children's literature.

The members of the association held their annual meeting in March,
and expressed great enthusiasm and renewed interest in local kinder-
garten matters, especially pledging themselves to make every effort to-

place the kindergartens in the public schools. Mrs. C. C. Smith suc-
ceeded Mrs. E. F. Beaupre as president of the association, and Aurora
is to be congratulated on the sound sentiment that exists among its best
citizens concerning the value of the kindergarten.

From Oxford, N. Y., comes the following report signed by Mrs.
Sopha Bixby Packard, well known to our readers for her choice bits of
both prose and poetry: " Mrs. Lucretia Willard Treat has just gone-
from us, in central New York, after a week's stay among the old Chen-
ango hills surrounding Norwich and Oxford, but her elevating influence
will linger long with our people. She spent her time here, explaining
Froebel's sweet philosophy, visiting our schools, talking with interested
mothers and teachers, and lending a helping hand to whomsoever
wanted to learn that they might teach. She is wonderfully well adapted
to explain this complete educational method from the platform, for a
look at her kindly, expressive face proves her sincerity and belief in the
great thought she is expressing, and holds one's attention till they are
convmced of the truth of her words, and determined to practice her gen-
tle, reasonable discipline at home, in school, or wherever harmonious
guidance is needed. Her help has been to all who heard her—father,

mother, sister and brother, as well as to the teacher and friend, for this

great philosophy that she advocates is broad enough to cover all the
educational needs of the children of men. Her talks might be illustrated

by the little poem that says:

" ' So many gods, so many creeds.
So many paths that wind and wind.
While just the art of being kind,
Is all the sad world needs.' "

San Francisco, Cal.—The regular monthly meeting of the California
Froebel Society proved to be a very interesting one this month. The
attendance was excellent and numbers always increase the interest.

Miss Grace Barnard was in the chair. After the usual business of the
meeting. Miss Noonan read a paper, considering the subject of this

month's meeting, viz., "Educational \'alue of Hand-work in the Kinder-
garten." Quite an interesting discussion followed the paper. We were
greatly delighted to have Professor Bailey of the University of Califor-

nia address us upon the same subject. We were also pleased to have
our friend and retired vice-president, Mrs. Dohrmann, with us. These-
meetings are good, so helpful to all the kindergartners; yes, and those
who are not kindergartners as well. Professor Bailey urged us, as kin-

dergartners, as teachers, to study our children, study their environment,.
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their especial needs, their capabilities; to increase our knowledge of
child-nature, to make that a greater study. As I said before, the meet-
ing was a delightful one, and of great benefit to all; we are all better
prepared for future work from the fact that we receive new ideas, and
also encouragement to pursue our beloved work.

—

Harriet Gereau Nord-
lund, Secy.

A Mothers' Confereiice.—Under the direction of the Kindergarten
Training School of Albany, a series of parents' meetings was held dur-
ing January. We reprint the program as it is most suggestive to those
of our readers who are making selection of valuable topics for class and
club study. Mrs. L. W. Treat, assisted by the leading child-students of

the city, discussed the subjects as follows: The Development of the
True l\Iother Spirit; Nursery Appointments; About Feeding your Chil-

dren; Spiritual Training the Foundation for Work; The Necessity of Co-
operation of Parents, Kindergartners and Teachers; The Value of Pets;
The Ministry of Music; A Knowledge of Kindergarten Principles a
Necessity for Nurses and Mothers; Children's Literature; Stories, their

Value; The Other Child; Kindergarten Games; The Influence of Nature
in the Child's Development; Mother-Play Studies and Mothers' Meet-
ings. Such a week's conference held in every city where the kindergar-
ten work has a foothold, would disclose a host of earnest women ready
to help on the movement, because they have become conscious of their

greater needs.

A Protest.—" May I take the liberty of calling for the editor's opinion
on the recent efforts made by certain alleged kindergartners to ridicule

Froebel's Mother-Play Book? I refer to the ' Monitory Mother Musings
on the Symbolism of Mother Goose,' which appeared in a November
issue of The School Journal." The editor believes that silence is at

times the most eloquent protest. We would not wish to seem indiffer-

ent to your request, however. One who devoutly believes in the sincerity

of the author of any book cannot at the same moment hold him in crit-

ical or clever ridicule. One who respects the earnest, disinterested affec-

tion which is inspired by such an author in his followers, cannot at the
same time doubt their sanity, motive, or spirit. "Monitory Musings"
is both clever and critical, skeptical and satirical. Such pungent and
acrid fruit could scarcely be produced by the homely and altogether
optimistic influences of Froebel. Nor is such a flavor to be developed
by the mild and sweet atmosphere of kindly interest or loving good-will.

By the fruits shall the tree be known.

A " Mutter-Garten Club " is in active operation in Chicago. The
club, which has an average attendance of about forty at its weekly meet-
ings, was started a little more than a year ago by Mrs.Wm. S. Bates, with
a membership of three. They study Froebel and other educational
works bearing upon kindergarten methods, with bi-monthly essays giv-

ing analytical synopsis of the chapters read. Once a month the question
box is answered by a member appointed to look up all the subjects and
bring kindergarten answers. They call themselves " Mutter-Garten
Club," because it is their faith that the first and most important step in

the cultivation of the child-plants is the training and cultivating in true
systems and principles of the mothers, who are the head gardeners, and
whose methods may make or mar the perfect development of the young
shoots in the first three or four years of life.

At the meeting of the kindergarten section of the State Teachers'
Association of Colorado, a paper upon the " Relation of the Kindergar-
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ten to the Primary" was presented by Miss Caldwell. iVIiss Laura E.
Tefft read a paper on "Child-Study in the Kindergarten," which was
discussed by Mrs. Grabill, who recommended the mothers' meeting as
a source of great help in solving the problems of child-nature which
often puzzle the kindergartner. Miss Caldwell and Miss Tefft told of
the good results in the use of a day-book for recording the actions of
children, which tell of the mental slate of the little pupils. Home visit-

tation was recommended by Miss Hanna and the value of mothers'
meetings emphasized by Mrs. Green.

It is not surprising that the Bay View Summer Training School in
kindergarten work is attended by teachers and parents from nearly
every state in the Union. Everything possible in the way of wise teach-
ers and splendid equipment is being done there to make a strong school.
Mrs. Lucretia Willard Treat is in charge, aided by a faculty of trained
workers. Here, besides theoretical and practical instruction, there is a
kindergarten which is said to be " the finest in this country." The school
is a part of the Bay View Summer University, at the head of which is

Mr. J. M. Hall, of Flint, Mich.

Miss Emilie Poulsson writes: "What a grand thing it has been for
the Kindergarten Magazine as a publication, as well as for all of us
as teachers and students, to have Miss Blow's Mother-Play questions!

"

" I only hope that Miss Blow will continue the analytic, thought-provok-
ing questions until every play has been discussed. To apply the words
of an old advertisement, it seems to me that they will

"Make those think who never thought before,
And they who always thought now think the more."

We take pleasure in giving our readers as frontispiece, a picture of
the sunniest, most spacious, most delightfully equipped kindergarten
room we have ever seen. It is the kindergarten home presided over by
Miss Angeline Brooks, of the Teacher's College, on beautiful Morning-
side Heights, New York. It was the scene of that successful gathering
which marked a social epoch in kindergarten history, when the Inter-
national Kindergarten Union was entertained by the faculty and friends
of the college on St. Valentine's evening, i8q6.

At an educational meeting in Aberdeen, S. Dak., held in Febru-
ary, the desire was strongly evinced to have the kindergarten a part of
the public school system of the city. After the meeting a mothers' club
was formed with nineteen members. The club meets weekly to study
Froebel's Mother-Play with Miss Blow's questions from the Kindergar-
ten Magazine. Each member pays a small weekly fee, and the money
is used to pay the tuition of children who otherwise could not attend the
kindergarten. The tuition of one child in the kindergarten is paid by
the four primary rooms of one of the public schools of Aberdeen.

Ideal European Tour.—Starting from New York Saturday, June 27,
Rev. Henry A. Todd, of Brooklyn, will conduct a private party for a
two months' European tour, including visits to Scotland, England,
France, Belgium, Holland, Germany, and Switzerland. Many teachers
who are unable to take extended trips will find this not only economical
in a financial way, but also an economy of energy. For circulars and
price lists of this tour, correspond with Miss Alice C. Parsons, 644 Mon-
roe street, Chicago. See further announcement next month.

A. Flanagan has a complete line of school books on his counters at
262 Wabash avenue, Chicago, and teachers are always welcomed.
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Teachers Petition for Kindergartens.—The following is a copy of a
.petition sent by the Chicago Teachers' Club to the Board of Education,
]March, i8q6: IV/iereas, it has been found by recent inquiry among
principals and teachers who have had experience with kindergartens in

their schools, that the children so trained are, as a rule, more regular in

attendance, that they are much quicker of perception, and because of this

•the time required for first grade work is shortened; that they also have a
greater regard for truthfulness and the rights of others than children
who have not had the advantage of such training. Therefore, it is re-

solved, that we, the Chicago Teachers' Club, most respectfully petition

the Honorable Board of Education to introduce, as speedily as possible
kindergartens into all grammar and primary schools.

Mary Turner Cooper died at Indianapolis, February i6. Miss
Cooper was a sister of Mrs. Eliza A. Blaker, and a co-worker with her
-in the kindergarten work in Indianapolis. She was a member of the
faculty of the Indianapolis Free Kindergarten and Normal Training
School, and also accomplished a work among the colored children for

which she will long be remembered.

The May number of the Kindergarten Magazine will bring mat-
ter appropriate to the centennial anniversay of the birth of Horace
Mann. " How Horace Mann has Influenced Me," by State Superintend-
ent Henry Sabin, of Iowa; "Reminiscences of School Days Under
Horace Mann," by Thomas Charles, of Chicago. These articles will

bring valuable illustrations.

Fraulein Eleanor Heerwart, of Eisenach, Germany, wishes to

thank, through the Kindergarten Magazine, those many friends who
so kindly furnished her with valuable information concerning the kin-

•dergarten work in the United States for the report she is preparing of

kindergarten work for an encyclopedia.

The interest in Comenius and his educational endeavors grows on
the continent each year. A museum called the Comenius Haus has been
opened at Werdorf, Germany, under the auspices of the German Com-
enius Society, with Fraulein Hanna Mecke as directress, who is well
known in kindergarten circles.

The father of a boy in the kindergarten presented the first bill to the
present session of the Iowa State Legislature. It was a kindergarten bill,

and it was passed. A local petition signed by the best citizens, and an
earnest speech on the part of the father, carried the day.

Genevieve F. Topping is the directress of a kindergarten of nine-

teen children comprising five different nationalities, in Tokyo, Japan,
Three kindergartens for Japanese children are to be opened there soon.

Miss Susan Plessner Pollock, of Washington, D. C, gave a
•course of lectures in March to the students of the Florida State Normal
College, on the psychological principles underlying the Froebel system.

A subscriber asks where the spring song, "Waiting to Grow," is to

be found. You will find one version of same in Volume III of the Kin-
dergarten Magazine, the number for March, 1891.

The report of the Golden Gate Kindergarten Association shows an-

expenditure the past year of $30,983.40 for the work with the 3,588 little

•children in its kindergartens in San Francisco.
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Margaret Morley has undertaken in her last book, "Life and
Love," to present in fuller and more ideal expression the re-creative

power of life which she outlined so simply in her "Song of Life." The
title of her book is a daring one to confine within 214 pages, and equally
daring is her treatmejit of the subject. She has habilitated science in

the garments of poetry, and neither are defamed. That love is the all

pervading power of the universe and the soul of life she tells simply, and
traces attractively its unfolding through the beautiful and complex
stages of life-forms from simplest plants and amcebte to man, with a
strict accuracy as to scientific detail though unburdened by technical

phraseology. " That nature is essentially and primarily material has
not been proven," she says. " It is man's latest achievement to con-
ceive that all existence is a unit; that all life, all law, all love is divine;

all has some sort of development of soul. So, instead of escaping from
Nature, of setting himself apart as something essentially different, man,
looking calmly about him, recognizing himself as a part of Nature, in-

cludes her in the universal scheme of development. Instead of isolating

himself, he conceives that those other expressions of life may share
with him in the divine love and progress. Man having risen to a state

of at least partial knowledge, perceives that the whole of being is full

of desire, of aspiration, of love." And he knows that " if it were not for

love there would be no flbwers. If it were not for love there would be no
beauty upon the earth." That divine love which so refines and glorifies

that life unfolds in splendor. A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago, publishers.

"Nursery Ethics," by Florence Hull Winterburn, attempts to apply
the larger principles of life to the prescribed limits of the relation of

parent and child. The generalizations and specific principles outlined
are strong and well stated, but the unity and finish of the work is marred
by repetition and restatement of points. The ethical rights of child-

hood are sufficiently recognized at present to give thoughtful audience
to such a work as Mrs. Winterburn's. The ethical axioms are sound,
and though issue may be taken with her by some, as to a few of her
deductions and conclusions, she is guarded and consistent enough in her
statements, and so definite in her distinction between fundamental prin-

ciple and individual opinion that she does no harm to her cause even
in those matters in which later more approved opinions are standing
test. For the parent whose assumption of the nursery throne involves
a crown and scepter, and an unalterable dictum, Mrs. Winterburn's lit-

tle book would be an excellent text-book. Even those parents who con-
scientiously strive to train the child in the way /le should go, instead of

the way they would have him, would find good suggestions.

No students of social science are more advantageously situated for

study, or more in need of the light of authoritative argument and judg-
ment than the kindergartners, the guardians of mmiature communities
and the moulders of future social policies. Macmillan & Co. announce
for publication a work on "The Principles of Sociology," by Franklin
Henry Giddmgs, M. A.,' .professor of sociology in Columbia College.
This will diffef from previous treatises on sociology in two important re-
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spects: first, in its account of the differentiation of social phenomena
from phenomena of all other kinds; second, in its exclusion of topics
that are properly economic or political rather than sociological. The
entirely just criticism has been passed upon sociological theory as here-
tofore stated, that it has lacked unity. Professor Giddings attempts to

supply the guiding principle. He discovers m one particular state of

consciousness, which is coextensive with potential society and with
nothmg else, the true cause of all distinctively social_ action, and de-
duces from it the sociological laws.

An important work, " The Coming Individualism," by A. Egmont
Hake, is announced by Macmillan & Co. In it an attempt is made to

combat the theories of Collectivism, which, in even their most advanced
form of Socialism, are finding gradually a wider practical application

the world over. Mr. Hake seeks to demonstrate that Collectivism means
retrogression, leading to depression, poverty, and social chaos; that the
anomalies of our civilization sprmg from Collectivist features; and that

personal liberty is the indispensable condition of happiness and pros-
perity, and the immediate goal of all progress. He also deals exhaust-
ively with economic and social mistakes in the past, to which the authors
attribute the distrust in liberty which is characteristic of our times, and
purports to prove that when economic liberty has been accorded to the

masses all excuses for Collectivism will have disappeared.

Kiftdergarttters Are No Exception to the Rule.—There is only one way
to keep posted on current literature. That way is to read the publish-

ers'announcements and advertisements, as well as book reviews. The
literary editor of the Kindergarten Magazine confines his reviews

to such publications as are of immediate interest and value to the ear-

nest parent or teacher. This limit to his column by no means excludes
poetry, song, story or biography. Modern pedagogy is a monopoly after

the most universal pattern; it appropriates all that contributes in any
direct or vital way to human culture. Watch the " review " pages of the

Kindergarten Magazine for May and June.

"Under the Pines and Other Verses," by Lydia Avery Coonley, is a
tastefully bound little book published by Way & Williams, of Chicago.

They are simple verses—"Lines born in rifts of busy time, that have no
plan, no moral hid, no prize for one who delves; but came from out a

happy heart and seemed to sing themselves." These scraps of verse

will be of most interest to Mrs. Coonley's friends, the many who know
her as a woman of prominence in the social and literary circles of Chi-

C2l%o. There is much that is ordinary, even crude, in the versifying, but

within the small covers are two or three poems which are a worthy ex-

cuse for the existence of the little book.

A SMALL book in green, entitled " Nim and Cum, and the Wonder-
head Stories," by Catherine Brooks Yale, comes from Way & Williams,

of Chicago. These publishers are a young and enterprising firm, and
have already made a pleasing impression upon the public in the class

of books they have issued; but they seem not to have as high a standard

in the matter of children's books, if they have any standard at all. The
publisher should be in the advance rank of public progress. He helps

to make opinion if he rightly uses his opportunity. Children have re-

cently been discovered to have mental possibilities which require more
than sawdust food.
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General Greely has an interesting article in March Ladies' Home
Journal upon " The Personal Side of Washington."

Professor Edward Channing, of Harvard University, will pub-
lish as the next volume in the Cambridge Historical Series, " The
United States of America, 1765-1865."

Messrs. Charles Scribner's Sons announce a new edition of the
writings, in prose and verse, of Eugene Field. It will be known as the
"Sabine" edition, and will include several new books. The entire edi-
tion will fill ten volumes.

"In Far Japan" is a simple story of the life of some little English
boys in Japan, told by Mrs. Isla Sitwell. The flavor of Japanese cus-
toms and environment enter in naturally as the incidents of Ernest
and Phrey's small world require. Thos. Nelson & Sons, New York.

Frederick Warne & Co., of New York, issue a series of picture
" puzzle books which are arranged for cutting and pasting, or coloring;
and "Aunt Louisa's Book of Common Things," by the aid of a fairy and
a magic carpet, gives a world-around account of the common things of
life.

The Lotos is the new title given by Ernest Fennelosa to the monthly
magazine formerly known as 7721? New Cycle, and representing the gen-
eral interests of the federation of women's clubs. Mr. Fennelosa's
article on "The Symbolism of the Lotos "may be read with profit by
every kindergartner.

We would recommend all of our readers to write to A. W. Elson &
Co., Boston, for one of their pamphlets, the " Makers of Our Nation,"
giving full description of their portraits for schoolroom decoration. They
are the pioneer house in this line, and are constantly adding to their
subjects for this purpose.

"Songs and Song Games for the Little People," arranged by Miss
M. E. Cotting, is published by the New England Publishing Co., Bos-
ton and Chicago. The collection consists of some seventy-five simple
songs adapted to the various needs of the schoolroom, opening songs,
weather songs, season songs, and simple song games for rest from study
hours.

"All the Year Round—Spring," compiled by Frances L. Strong, and
illustrated by Gertrude A. Stoker, is intended for a primary reader. The
requirements of a language text-book for simplicity of diction, matter
interesting and educative, are all met. The illustrations are good and
appropriate. On the whole the little book embodies a breath of spring.
Published by Ginn & Co.

The Newberry Library in Chicago has become the fortunate posses-
sor of one of the best Chinese libraries in existence. It contains about
twelve hundred volumes, but embraces all of importance that has been
written about China, and the most famous works of the Chinese them-
selves. There are many precious manuscripts and other treasures which
it would be difficult to duplicate.

Letters written by Louisa M. Alcott to five little girls are published
in the Ladies^ Home Journal for April. A period of some sixteen years
of the later and busiest portion of the life of Miss Alcott is pictured with
frank confidence by her in these letters to young admirers, whose only
claim upon her friendship was their enthusiasm and love for the chil-

dren of her fancy, and their emulation of her " Little Women."



PUBLISHERS' NOTES.

The Kindergarten Magazine is the record-keeper of all that pertains
to the growth, extension, and history of the kindergarten movement. The
subscription price is Two Dollars per year, payable in advance.

Postage is Prepaid by the publishers for all subscriptions in the
United States, Canada, and Mexico. For all other countries in Postal
Union add forty cents for postage.

Changes of Address.— When a change of address is ordered, both
new and old address must be given. The notice should be sent by the
fifteenth of the preceding month, that there may be no unnecessary de-
lay in the magazine reaching subscribers.

Notice Date.—We call the attention of subscribers to the printed
label on the magazine wrapper. The date indicates our record of when
your subscription expires. Notify us of any mistake in same; also if

you wish same discontmued at expiration; otherwise we continue as

do other periodicals, until arrearages are paid.

How to Remit.— Remittances should be sent by check, draft, ex-
press order, or money order, payable to order of the Kindergarten Liter-
ature Coffipany. Cash should be sent in registered letter. Foreign
stamps are not received in payment of subscriptions.

Always Notify publishers of unreasonable delay, or failure in maga-
zines reaching the proper address. This is your business duty, as
otherwise the publisher has no means of knowing of difficulties. Com-
plaints are welcome on this ground.

Special Discounts are allowed to active agents only, who are regis-

ered as such with the publ ishers; or to parties making a written arrange-
ment with the publishers. Discounts on books are made in consider-
ation of a large order. Training schools will do well to correspond for

these rates.

Letters should be addressed to Kindergarten Literature Company,
i66 So. Clinton St., Chicago.

All Manuscripts forwarded to the editors of the Kindergarten
Magazine and Child-Garden should be accompanied with stamps in

order to secure their return to writer if not available.

Froebel Pictures for class use can be furnished by April lo, on ap-
plication. Size 4x3 inches, forty cents per hundred in any quantity.

If you wish to spread the reading of Child-Garden, an easy way
would be to send for single copies and sell them singly at ten cents
each to your mother friends. We make a special rate which will pay
you for your trouble besides. Write us for terms on single numbers
and yearly subscriptions in clubs.
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HORACE MANN, HOW HE INFLUENCED MY LIFE.

HENRY SABIN, DES MOINES, IOWA.

IT
is not an easy task to say in just what respects a

man's life has been influenced by the life of some
other person. Environment changes, and old condi-

tions give place to new. The kaleidoscope is so con-
tinually in motion that Omniscience alone, the power

of seeing the end from the beginning, and the beginning
from the end, can trace the tangled threads which make
up the web of a busy life. Horace Mann was one of those
rare, strong characters, whose life exercises an unconscious
influence on others through its integrity of purpose and its

devotion to duty. Thus the influence which has been most
potent with me, as far as Horace Mann is concerned, has
come from the study of his life as a whole and not from any
particular phase of it.

I have never been impressed with the greatness of his

learning nor with the depth of his philosophy. In these re-

spects he has had many superiors among American teachers.

But he understood the real evils which oppose the progress
of the common schools and the necessity of applying a

powerful and efficient remedy. His appeals were made di-

rectly to the' people as to those most interested in the
reforms which he advocated. He was accustomed to say:

"To you, fathers and mothers of these children, I commit
their cause." "Teach the people," was the burden of his

address before the authorities of Boston.
I have learned from Horace Mann as from no other per-

son that the great work of this, as of every age, is to arouse
public sentiment, quicken the public conscience, and bring
the great body of people into line as allies in the cause of

God and humanity.
I read his journal almost with tears. He went from

hamlet to hamlet, and from village to village; when neces-
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sary he built his own fires, swept the hall, lighted the lamps,

and then lectured to a meager audience of ordinary men and
women, trom which the cultured classes, the ministers, the

lawyers, the school authorities, were often absent. He com-
plains that they find political meetings or other entertain-

ments more attractive than a lecture, having for its subject

nothing more important than the welfare of the children.

"Surely," he writes, "if I were not proof against slights,

neglects, and mortifications, I should abandon this cause in

despair." Discouraged, disheartened, often despondent,

one scans the record of these years, when he was secretary

of the board of education in Massachusetts, without finding

a single trace of any thought of abandoning his work, or of

returning to his profession as a lawyer.

I have read the pages of his life until I have longed to

find some one brave enough to stand up in a great congre-

gation of educational men and women, and demand that

they turn aside from the discussion of abstruse points in

philosophy, which interest the few, and consider the far

more weighty subject of arousing the public to the necessity

of providing' for every child in the state without regard to

race, creed, sex, or color, the best education which he is

capable of receiving. This is the work which Horace Mann
attempted, which he in part accomplished, and which rests

on our shoulders today.

His confidence in the readiness of the public to receive

information and instruction was everywhere evident. His

standard was high, and the tendency of his addresses and lec-

tures was to elevate, to build up rather than to pull down.

He was too much in earnest to find time to amuse his audi-

ence. His subjects were often trite and commonplace, and
yet, after a lapse of so many years, his addresses and reports

glow with fervent heat, and the heart of the teacher who
reads them is stirred within him to attempt nobler and bet-

ter things. Horace Mann talked of school punishments,

the ventilation, heating, and lighting of schoolhouses, school

grounds, the preparation of teachers for their work, the ne-

cessity of a common school education, methods of teaching,

and a long list of everyday matters which concern the wel-

fare and success of the school. He used language and terms

which could be very easily understood, and yet he impressed

himself so strongly upon his audience that they took his

words home with them, dwelt upon them, and talked of them
for months afterwards.

This is true, and it has the history of all great movements
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for its foundation, that men are stirred to action by methods
and motives which appeal to their self-interests, and that
their deepest sympathies are aroused if the proposed re-

form touches the welfare of their own families. The leaders
may plan ever so wisely, but the battle must be won by the
steady, onward tramp of the rank and file. The men who
followed the flag, who carried the musket, who endured the
hardships of the march and the camp, who sleep in un-
marked, possibly in unknown graves, these men deserve the
thanks of the Republic as well as Lincoln and Grant. Horace
Mann was a great leader in that he understood the necessity
of securing the cooperation of all the interests most con-
cerned in the welfare of the schools. If there was no sym-
pathy he implanted the seeds which would produce it. If

there was no enthusiasm he created it. If there was no life

he stretched himself upon the dead clay, and quickened it

with the vitality of his own energy and strength. We need
a thousand leaders today who are willing to forsake the
cloister and the study, to forego the allurements of philoso-
phy and history, to put aside the enticements of politics,

and give themselves, as Horace Mann gave the best years
of his life, to the cause of the common schools.

Again Horace Mann has taught me the power which any-
one may exercise who has consecrated his life to the accom-
plishment of some great purpose. There are men who wisely
and adroitly seize opportunities as they come and use them
as stepping-stones for their own advancement. There are
others, heroic, enthusiastic souls, who, stung into action by
the wrongs and evils about them, make their own opportuni-
ties, and lead where it tests the courage of others to follow.
To this latter class Horace Mann belongs. In all his career
as secretary of the board of education, as member of Con-
gress, as president of Antioch College, there is such a full-

ness of consecration to his work, such an entire abnegation
of self, such a desire for the good of others, as is seldom
found in anyone's history. I have learned from this that a
selfish aim, the question of personal popularity, of self-ag-
grandizement, hinders, impedes, and sometimes absolutely
nullifies the efforts of the ablest leaders in a popular cause.
As God gave Horace Mann to see the truth, he followed it

without a question as to its effect upon his own prospects, and
without a doubt of its final triumph.

Perhaps the most effective work which Horace Mann
did for the common schools, and which has impressed itself

most strongly upon me, was the emphasis which he placed
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upon the necessity of training teachers for their especial

employment. "Why," he exclaimed in an impassioned ad-

dress, "Why will you employ blind moles to teach young
eaglets to fly?" The Normal school at that time was not
thought of. Anyone could keep school and anyone did
keep school. Very early in his work he grasped the idea
that teachers must be educated for their calling, as minis-

ters, lawyers, and doctors are for theirs.

In Cyrus Pierce he found a most congenial spirit. They
worked together in perfect unison of purpose. They gave
of their means, they incited others to give, and together
they established the first Normal school in Massachusetts.

While it is evident that a combination of circumstances,
en\'ironment, and conditions influence the character of the
school, the presence of the competent teacher remains as

the one thing which cannot be dispensed with. When he
wanted the money to start a school at West Newton, it was
in no spirit of irreverence that he said to Josiah Ouincy: "If
you know a man who wants the highest seat in the kingdom
of heaven, it is to be had for fifteen hundred dollars."

His lecture upon special "Preparation a Prerequisite for

Teaching," has led me to see the necessity of teaching both
with the understanding and with the spirit. The work of

the brain as it is shown in the clear-cut thought, the simple,

lucid explanation, the skillful leading of the pupil along from
point to point, until he is master of himself, must be sup-

plemented by the warm interest, the close sympathy, the
touch of inspiration which is generated only when the heart

of the teacher goes out to the heart of the pupil, and thus

gives color and tone to the entire work of the school.

I have thus been led to see that the great teachers of the

world have excelled, not always in knowledge, not always
in methods, but always in spirit. Such was the case with
Thomas Arnold, with Cyrus Pierce, with David P. Page,

with Mary Lyon, with Horace Mann, and with a host of

others who have left their impress upon entire generations.

It is the letter which killeth; it is the spirit which maketh
alive. The choice between the sluggish, slimy river, and the

brook fed by unfailing streams, between the stagnant pool
and the living wells, is open to the teacher. The Lord re-

vealed to the eyes of the bondwoman in the wilderness the

wells of water, and she filled her bottles with the water and
gave to the lad to drink.

The spirit of Horace Mann in all his work was that of

doing good to his race. He desired to be remembered as a
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benefactor of mankind. "All my boyish castles in the air,"

he said, "have reference to doing something for the benefit

of mankind."
I have already said that it is Horace Mann's life as a

whole which has influenced me. Thus his life at Antioch
College was full of the same spirit of self-sacrifice, of rever-

ence for God and humanity, of enthusiasm in the cause of

education, of conscience, which characterized his work as

secretary of the board. He went to his work at Antioch
College in tears, he. laid it down in sorrow. Nevertheless it

was the crown of all his labors. I can recall no other per-

son who so exemplified what Pestalozzi was wont to call

"the enthusiasm of humanity," To the graduating class,

just before his death, he declared, "That he would willingly

endure another fifty years of hardship and toil, that he would
gladly enlist for another campaign, and fight it out for the
glory of God and the welfare of man."

I cannot realize fully how Horace Mann's life has influ-

enced mine, only that the more I read and study his work,
the spirit that was in him seems to bear witness with my
spirit that such lives are given only to those who are born
to be leaders of men. His life has made me ashamed of

my cowardice, of my want of faith in the sure promises of

God. It has filled me at other times with the zeal to do
something, however small, for the benefit of my fellows. It

has given me strength amid difficulties and courage in the
face of defeat. More than anything else it has revealed the
true spirit of teaching. I have read and re-read his last Bac-
calaureate address at Antioch College, just before his death.
I would that his last words might be sounded in the ears of

the young men and the young women of this generation:
" Be ashamed to die until yo'u have won some victory for hnma?i-
ity^

I

T was only a little leaf;

But on it did shine the sun,

The wind did caress, the birds did sing.

And it lived till its work was done.
It was only a little leaf;

But it took its gladsome part
In the great earth's life; and at last

Earth clasped it to her heart.

— Minot jfndson Savage.



REMINISCENCES OF HORACE MANN WHILE AT
ANTIOCH COLLEGE BY ONE OF HIS

STUDENTS.
THOMAS CHARLES.

Editors Kindergarten Magazine: I am glad to accede
to your request to record some memories of the great man
whose centennial the teachers and pupils all over our coun-
try are to celebrate the fourth of this month.

Reports of his educational work in Massachusetts had
from year to year reached those interested in schools even
in the little hamlets and on the farms of the Far West, and
already he had been called the "Father of the free school
system of the United States." And when it was learned

that he had accepted the presidency of the new college in

Yellow Springs, Ohio, many who had not before had the

aspiration, or thought it possible that they could ever go to

college, decided to make an effort in that direction. I was
among this number. While considering the matter, I wrote
a letter to Mr. Mann asking several questions, and among
them asked what rules and regulations the students were
subjected to. I still have "his letter, and now read it with

more interest than I did when as a schoolboy I received it

fresh from his hands. After replying to my other questions,

he wrote: "As to our rules, our rule is to let all our students

do as they please

—

provided tJicy please to do right!''

I remember it was with a feeling of something like awe
that I first entered the parlor where he had invited the new
arrivals, to talk with us singly. On entering I found him
engaged, so I had an opportunity to study him somewhat
before he was ready to speak to me. He was of about
medium height and rather slender. He stood perfectly

straight. He had a full head of perfectly white hair, and
this was parted not very carefully in the middle. His fore-

head was very high and very prominent. And while I thus

looked at him the first time I appreciated what I had read

of him, that his face was such that if one should see it in

passing in a crowded street he would be sure to turn and
look at it a second time. His was a very striking face, and
if not angelic, it was grand and very expressive. I think

the reader will catch something of my thought by studying

his picture in the frontispiece of this number of the maga-
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zine. His movements were quick and very graceful, and he
dispatched business very rapidly. Soon he motioned me
to a sofa and sat down beside me, and with a few friendly

words placed me at perfect ease. He then asked me about

my studies and plans. I told him that as my business was
farming, and I expected to make that my life work, I wished

to select the most practical subjects, such as would specially

help me in that business, and as I could command only two
hundred and fifty dollars, I could not hope to remain in col-

lege more than two years. He astonished me by saying I

ought not to think of stopping short of six years, and if I

determined to continue this time I doubtless could do it.

I replied that there was no way by which I could do it un-

less I borrowed the money, and I did not wish to do this

because I feared debt. He replied: "It is commendable
for a young man to fear debt, but there are two objects for

which it is justifiable for a young person to incur debt. One
is to save life and the other is to get an education, and one
of these is about as important as the other." I then made
the excuse that I could not afford to postpone my life work
for so long a time as six years. He replied: "By taking the

six years now you will save time, and I will guarantee that

at the end of twenty years your life work will be more ad-

vanced than if you should enter upon it now or at the end
of two years, and if money is your object you will be richer

and a thousand times happier and much more helpful to

the farmers around you." He showed me the fallacy of all

my arguments in favor of "short cuts" and "practical stud-

ies," and during a ten or fifteen minutes' talk he set thoughts

to wcK'k that changed not only the plans I then had, but

also my whole life work and associations. I went out de-

termined to secure work about the college by which to sup-

plement my scanty means so as to prolong my course as he
had advised. I found that he had inspired a good many
others with the same determination, and a large number of

those who stood highest with the faculty and in their classes

were earning a part of their expenses. We gladly accepted
labor of any kind about the college, and under his instruc-

tion considered it all honorable. In one of his lectures he
said: "Remember there is nothing derogatory in any em-
ployment which ministers to the well-being of the human
race. It is the spirit that is carried into an employment
that elevates or degrades it. The plowman that turns the

clod may be a Cincinnatus or a Washington, or he may be
brother to the clod he turns. It is every way creditable to
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handle the yardstick and to measure tape; the only discredit

consists in having a soul whose range of thought is as short

as the stick and as narrow as the tape."

Mr. ]Mann was very solicitous about the health of the

students. He often cautioned us and said: "Health is the

first thing; education will be of little value to yourselves
or others without health." From him many of us learned
that our health was largely in our own hands. He consid-

ered it a great sin that children should be allowed to grow
up without being taught the laws of health. He said when
at college he was taught all about the heavenly bodies, but
nothing about his own body. "As a consequence," he said,

"I broke down at the beginning of my second college year,

and have never seen a well day since." He urged us to

learn the laws of health and then obey them religiously.

He sometimes shocked some good people by saying: "It is

a sin to be sick." "Extraordinaries being excepted, a man
should be as ashamed to be in ill health as he should be of

getting drunk." He once said to a company of us: "When-
ever you are sick, try to recall what you have done to cause
it, and then resolve never to do the like again." In regard

to our eating, he said: "A man who has eaten enough and
afterwards takes something more, merely because it tastes

good, is not a man at all. He is a swine."

He considered tobacco poisonous to the system, and
hence he had little patience with anyone that used it. He
once said a man had no right to injure himself with vile to-

bacco, much less to poison the air for twenty rods around
him for others who wanted to take it pure. He early formed
the resolution to be a slave to no habit.

He taught us to have high ideals of life, and to live up to

them. He said you should never allow yourselves to do a

thing of which you need be ashamed if the eyes of the whole
world were turned upon you. He taught us that "every
unrighteous act tells with a thousand-fold more force on
the actor than upon the sufferer. The false man is more
false to himself than to anyone else." The ideals set were
so high that "practical jokes" and "college pranks" and
vices that were commonplaces in many other colleges were
almost unknown at Antioch. A majority of the students

would have taken it as a disgrace to themselves if a student

had in any way encroached on the private property of the

neighbors' gardens, orchards, and vineyards near the college,

and though unprotected they were undisturbed. Mr. Mann
himself planted grape vines so that they ran up over the
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sidewalk leading from the college to the postoffice. A large

number of the students passed by or under them every day,

and frequently at night, while the grapes ripened. Doubt-
less there were hundreds of times when the students could
have taken the grapes without being known. Mr. Mann
was so pleased that they were never molested that he had
the entire crop gathered, and when the students assembled
one evening in the dining-room each found his plate piled

with grapes, and Mr. Mann stepped in and made a happy
speech commending the students for their honesty.

Occasionally a new arrival would play off some college

prank. One of these tied one end of a cord to the college

bell late at night, and took the other end a considerable dis-

tance from the college and rung the bell some two hours,

so as to arouse all the students and townspeople. The
cause of the ringing was finally discovered, but the perpe-
trator of the trick was not known. At the close of the reg-

ular chapel exercises, where all the students were present,

Mr. Mann made a very eloquent speech on the heroes of

the world, naming many and what each had done. When
he had his audience all interested in heroes he said: "It

appears we have a hero among us;" and then described in a

very witty way the ringing of the bell and how it was done.
And in closing, he said: "Just think what a heroic act, all

alone, with the stars looking down upon him! Perhaps at

that very moment as he rung the bell an egg was laid, the
goose from which will bear the quill that shall record the
noble deed. Go on down the stream of time— boy— and —
goose— together."

In one of his public talks he said: "Although this insti-

tution has cost a good deal of money, if it saves only o?ie

boy and makes a good citizen of him, it will be worth all it

has cost." A gentlemannvho happened to be present asked
Mr. Mann if that was not an extravagant statement. Mr.
Mann replied: " Not if the boy is yours or mine." " One such
man as Whitney," he said, "is worth more to the world than
the common schools of New England cost."

He took the position that he would never graduate an
immoral student. And in one of his Baccalaureate addresses
he said: "The powder of knowledge ought not to be added
to the power of vice. If a young man will persist in being
a tiger, for God's sake do not sharpen his claws." He pre-

ferred moral superiority rather than literary.

One of the conditions on which Mr. Mann accepted the
presidency of the college was that the two sexes should be
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admitted exactly on the same basis; that they should recite

together and graduate with the same honors. In accepting
the presidency he wrote: "The first great idea which wins
me to it is that of redressing the long-inflicted wrongs of

woman by gi\dng her equal advantages of education with

men."
This being the first real co-educational college, the offi-

cers and friends of other colleges looked upon it as an un-

wise innovation on well-established customs, and Antioch
was frequently referred to in a deprecating way as "Horace
Mann's experiment." He sometimes replied to critics that

"God indicates how boys and girls should be educated by
the way he places them together in families." As time
passed on, the wisdom of his experiment became evident,

and the older colleges gradually adopted the same course.

He always opposed a system of prizes. He claimed it

to be unchristian to place two youths in such relation to

each other that if one wins the other must lose. He said:

"Emulation may make bright scholars, but it makes ras-

cally politicians and knavish merchants, too."

His wide acquaintance and great friendship with the

most cultured people enabled him to call to the college a

large number of the most noted people of the time as visit-

ors and lecturers. Among these I remember Cassius M.
Clay, Edward Pierpont, Thomas Starr King, George William
Curtis, Horace Greeley, Bayard Taylor, Edward Everett
Hale, T. W. Higginson, Dr. Bellows, and many others, and
during their stay he managed to have them meet the stu-

dents socially as much as possible. I consider that by such
and similar means Mr. ]\Iann did more for us, in the way of

character building and real culture, than our text-books and
recitations did for us.

After having graduated three classes his health broke
down from overwork, and he was attacked with typhoid
fever and died August 2, 1859. His last public address was
his Baccalaureate address to the class of that year. As I

read it now it seems as if he were inspired. The last words
of this address were: "Be ashamed to die until you have
won some victory for humanity." When he recognized that

he could live but a few hours longer he sent for a number
of his students, whom he thought needed some special ad-

vice, and as different ones entered he spoke appropriate

words to each, and thus for two hours he poured forth his

great soul in words of encouragement and warning. To his

children he said: "When you wish to know what to do, ask
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yourselves what Christ would have done in the same cir-

cumstances." His last words were

—

''Man, duty, God."

I was one of the pallbearers at his funeral. We buried

his body temporarily in the college grounds, and the stu-

dents afterwards erected a monument at his grave. But
while living he had built monuments to himself, broader,

higher, and more lasting than marble or bronze could be.

His monuments are in the charitable institutions, in the

Normal schools, colleges, and the free schools over our en-

tire country, and in the hearts of his loving students.

T
THE RAINDROPS' BALL.

CLARA BUSHNELL CASTLE.

HE wind was east, and the violets

Were out in their purple coronets;

The heads of the jolly daffodils

Were bobbing about in their crimpled frills;

And the stately jonquils were holding up.

On each emerald stem, a golden cup

—

For the wind was east.

The wind was east, and the air was sweet;

They could hear the whir of the dainty feet

Of the coming rain, and they courtesied low
As the music swelled from the long-drawn bow
Of the waving boughs where the green leaves hid,

Each ready to throw off its coverlid

—

For the wind was east.

The wind was east, and the drops came down;
They danced in the fields, they danced in the town;
They waltzed with the modest anemones,
And galloped about in the cherry trees;

And the dandelion, a waggish elf.

Held an umbrella to shelter himself

—

For the wind was east.

The wind was east, and they danced, I'm told.

Till the sun came waving a wand of gold;

Then away they flew o'er the tops of the hills.

But the violets and the daffodils

Heard the cherry trees to the jonquils say

—

They were coming back the very first day
That the wind was east.



TESTIMONY OF GRADE TEACHERS.

THE Teacher's Club of Chicago is an association of

grade teachers which has as its function"the main-
tenance of professional standards. Its member-
ship is growing, although by no means is the large

majority of the five thousand grade teachers of

this city as yet represented. The club is aggressive, and
promises to become an influence in settling such contested

points as salaries, curriculum, and teachers' privileges. Dur-
ing the past season the club appointed a faithful committee
to investigate the claims of public school kindergartens.

Twenty-seven public schools of Chicago have kindergartens

under the management of the Board of Education. The
committee addressed the principals of these schools, asking

the following questions:

1. In what ways do you find the kindergarten training of

value as a preparation for the first year's work?
2. Do you find children from the kindergarten more doc-

ile, and in quicker sympathy with the teacher, than children

who have not had this training?

3. Have you traced the effects of such methods in any
of the higher grades?

4. Would you consider the kindergarten of sufficient

v'alue. to urge its extension to all the schools?

In many cases the principals themselves responded, in

others forwarded the written testimonials of their elemen-
tary grade teachers. From one of the most substantially

equipped schools in the city, three fellow-teachers sent in

the following letters:

" I. {a) The kindergarten training brings the child into

relation with his environment; he adapts himself quickly to

the changed life of the schoolroom, {b) He has learned to

work, to understand, and to follow directions, {c) His na-

ture is aroused, his faculties quickened, {d) He has ideas

of form, of color, of number, {e) He has learned to think,

to express his thought orally, and by means of material. He
is thus ready for the next step,— writing and reading as a

means of expression. 2. I have found children from the

kindergarten more responsive, more alive to the moral as-

pects of a question than those'who have not had the kinder-

garten training. They manifest, as a general thing, more of
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the Spirit of helpfulness and ready sympathy toward both

teacher and their fellow-pupils. 3. I have not. 4. Yes."

"In regard to the kindergarten children, I wish to say

that I have a small class of kindergarten children entered

last January. More than half of the class passed to the

second grade the last of June, a saving of sixteen weeks.
Several who did not pass had lost time on account of sick-

ness, but although they entered a few months before their

sixth year, as a class they were exceptionally strong. I have
a class of thirty this year, many of whom are very immature,
but had to leave kindergarten to make room for others. Al-

though during the fall there is half-day division work, and
the abnormal condition of over sixty belonging to the room,
I see no reason why they all cannot pass to second grade in

June. In reply to the questions, I submit the following:

I. The children come with good ideas of direction, and have
observed the changes accompanying the different seasons.

The majority have the ability, and are ever ready to express

themselves orally in well constructed sentences. The power
to reproduce a story is not often confined to a single sen-

tence, but the principal points can be given in a connected
manner, and are often embellished, the imagination arrang-

ing new situations. With other children as immature many
months sometimes pass before they can give good oral ex-

pression. As the construction of simple geometric forms
and written descriptions of them constitutes my best busy
work, the training a kindergarten child has had with angles,

etc., is a great help. The quick recognition of the number
in a group of objects saves the months of drill necessary for

some classes to recognize even a group of four. 2. All first

grade children are docile; as it is the plastic age, it is with

few exceptions the teacher's fault if there is ever lack of

sympathy. 3. No. 4. As kindergarten training is calcu-

lated to influence a child's whole life by directing the ac-

tivities and impulses, I think its influence should ha\-e the

widest scope. I should also like to see some means taken
to let its influence reach the first grade teachers. There is

no real necessity for such a complete change as often con-

fronts a child from the kindergarten; then, too, perhaps the

experiences of the first grade teacher would be a help to

the sincere workers of the kindergarten."

"I. The child who has had the kindergarten training

enters the primary department well prepared to do the work.

He has confidence in himself to express his thoughts, and
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does it in a systematized way. When seat work is assigned
to a class, I notice that the kindergarten child immediately
sets to work at it, whereas the child who has had no training

is at a loss to know how to do it. The kindergarten child

observes nature more closely, and his mind has been devel-

oped so that he can more readily see the reasons for the
truths of nature. 2. A child from kindergarten is more doc-
ile than the child who has not had the training; but he is

much harder to discipline. He has had so much freedom
in the kindergarten, and seems to expect it in the primary
department. The child who has come from the home is a

little stranger in a strange land, and because of timidity will

be good at first, and by the time that has worn off, he under-
stands that it is the proper thing to be quiet in a school.

The kindergarten child is prone to talk too much. The
child from kindergarten can express his ideas by illustra-

tions more accurately than the child who has not had the
training. 3. I have not traced the effects of such methods
in the higher grades, but should think they would be help-

ful to the child as much as in the first year, as his mind is

constantly developing, and the ideas he received during the
first years of his school life are never entirely obliterated.

4. I consider the kindergarten very essential, and think it

should be in all districts, and especially among the for-

eigners and poor people, where little children are neglected
in their homes and have nothing of the beautiful in nature
pictured to them.''

What would not an eight-grade school accomplish with
a teacher of such sentiments in each department. The fol-

lowing letters are most suggestive, and should remove the

doubts and fears of parents or school board members who
have had no personal experience with the system. A copy
of these letters was forwarded to the Chicago Board of

Education:
" I consider the kindergarten training invaluable as a prep-

aration for first grade, especially in a district like ours, that

is made up largely of foreigners. The effects must be felt

in higher grades, as a right beginning in school life must be
seen in after results. I think each school would be better

equipped if it had a kindergarten. I wish I had six rooms
for that use instead of one, as these poor children who can-

not attend must be in the street."

"I cannot speak from actual experience as to the value

of the kindergarten training in preparation for the grades
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of our schools, as it was established here only last Septem-
ber. But if, judging from what I have seen of it thus far, I

can prophesy for the future, I would say that it is one of the
most valuable parts of our school. The discipline, both men-
tal and bodily, which the children undergo, the cultivation

of their powers of observation, their freedom in expressing
their ideas, all accomplished under such pleasant and happy
conditions, must be of inestimable value in the molding of

the future scholar. I would say that I should think it a

great step up the ladder of progress, if kindergartens were
established in every school in Chicago."

"I regard the kindergarten a most valuable preparation
for work of first grade. It trains for pure thought activity,

and awakens minds that, through poor surroundings and
neglect, are dull and heavy, and also generates the commu-
nity spirit which is so evident in good kindergartens. The
effects are not so apparent in^the higher grades, but exist, as

all good beginnings carry with them a power which gathers
power. The value of this work is great, and so important in

thickly settled, poorer districts, that it should be a part of

every school of our system. It saves where ruin begins."

"Kindergarten training as a preparation for the first

grade is exceedingly valuable. I have observed good ef-

fects in the higher grades, and no evil effects. I would con-
sider this training of sufficient value to urge its adoption in

all the schools."

"Under competent kindergartners I consider the training

of children in kindergarten invaluable, and I should cer-

tainly urge the formation of such classes in all schools."

"I regard the kindergarten as invaluable in preparation
for first grade, and of great help to all the future of the per-

son receiving such training if it were genuine. I consider
the methods peculiar to the kindergarten are the sort tha
ought to prevail throughout the whole school system."

" I find kindergarten children more apt to take hold the
first day of school than the ' home tots.' They seem per-

fectly at home, and ever ready to do what is asked. They
do not cry as the 'home tot' does; there is a development
in many little ways that I most heartily enjoy. The children

from the kindergarten are more loving and more tender-

hearted in many ways. They love everything and every-

body. What more can we wish? Certainly extend the kin-

dergarten! To take the children of the poor and guide and
love them in their young years, is, I think, one of the great-
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est blessings that can be bestowed. In our district they are
^ >^ taken from surroundings which in many cases might destroy.

"^ Brought here to a pleasant room means a great deal, and
. taught and guided means even more. Would that my

%v tongue could speak what my heart feels when you ask my
opinion of the kindergarten. I could make a real speech,

I think, and perhaps a 'mighty one.' If we could have per-

SQ-" feet kindergartens and perfect first grade rooms, I think we
N would have perfect men and women in the years to come."

"In my opinion the importance of the kindergarten can-

not be estimated. The training a child receives in the kin-

dergarten is invaluable as a preparation for first grade work.

The power he there acquires to observe and concentrate

thought, makes him alive to everything that surrounds him,

and the development of speech is in marked contrast to those

pupils who have not had that training. Most kindergarten

children are in advance of first grade work, with the excep-

tion of symbolization. We find the pupils in the first three

grades of our school, who were members of the kindergarten,

are more easily led and governed, more in sympathy with

the teacher, and better able to apply themselves. Have
traced the effect of such training in the first three grades,

and find the results gratifying. I do not think a school is

complete without a kindergarten, and hope at no distant day
to find one in every school in the land, public and private."

" No kindergarten is connected with my present school;

but five years ago, at the school of which at that time I was
principal, there was a kindergarten class which was not un-

der my supervision. However, I visited the little folks very

frequently, and enjoyed their work and play. The children,

most of whom came from very poor homes, were made happy
and contented, and learned to understand and speak the

English language; the majority of them came from Italian

homes. I think a kindergarten must always be a great bene-

fit both to the child and to the school."

"I find that pupils entering our first grade from the kin-

dergarten are all ready to go to work. There is a very per-

ceptible difference in this regard between the kindergarten

children and the children coming directly from the homes.

As a consequence they make the grade in less time. We
find the kindergarten children in quicker sympathy with the

teacher. I have not traced the effects of the kindergarten

training through the higher grades, as our kindergarten has

not been organized long enough for that. I would urge the

extension of the kindergarten into all of the schools."
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"We usually find kindergarten children entering first

grade much more receptive and observant than those who
have not had such training. They are also more ready to

respond to questions, and can express their thoughts more
freely. They are frequently a little difificult to control, but
this difficulty, in my opinion, is more than counterbalanced
by the good gained in other directions. I should answer de-

cidedly in the affirmative to your last question."

"As my kindergarten is but one month old, I am not pre-

pared to answer your questions in detail. Emphatically I

do consider the kindergarten of sufficient value to urge its

extension to all the schools."

"I should be glad to urge the extension of the kinder-
garten to all the schools."

"The kindergarten training as a preparation for the first

year's work is of value in the children's willingness to work,
their ability to observe, their power to express themselves
in language work and reproduce stories. Kindergarten
children are in quicker sympathy with the teacher, and are

much more responsive than children who have not had this

training. I consider no school complete without a kinder-

garten. It takes children from the streets, teaches them or-

der, decency, cleanliness, etc., besides giving them the men-
tal training that enables them to continue the work in first

grade far more intelligently. I most heartily urge its ex-
tension."

"The little kindergarten pupils are taken from the kin-

dergarten at the age of six, and are placed in the first grade
where they get to work immediately and eagerly. On the
whole, they take up the work far more intelligently than the
other beginners who have not received the kindergarten
training. They have better power to visualize, so take up
reading much more quickly than the untrained beginner.
They have received such instruction in form and expression
that they do much better work in drawing, illustrated lan-

guage, and various expression work. The kindergarten les-

sons in comparison, etc., enable them to do much better and
more intelligent work in number. Their manual work is

better, and they have habits of cleanliness and order not
possessed by the average little one. We have not found the
pupils more docile, thus far, but this condition can scarcely

be attributed to the system. All the little folks here enter
with responsive and sympathetic dispositions, so I have not
noticed any marked effect of kindergarten influence. The

Vol. 8-28.
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kindergarten has been established less than two years, so

there has been no opportunity for me to observe effects of

kindergarten training beyond the second grade."

"The kindergarten training helps the first year's work
by training the senses, particularly the senses of sight and
hearing. The powers of observation are increased, enabling
the children to observe and to express themselves in lan-

guage because they have something to talk about. The
training of the hearing helps them in their reading, pho-
.netic work, and singing. The training also helps with the

discipline, as the children have learned and formed habits

of attention and industry. I have found the children more
responsive in every way to the teachers' efforts than chil-

dren without training. I have traced the effects of the

training through the first and second grades so far, but think

the effects do not end there. I think the kindergarten ought
to be extended to all schools, especially in districts where
private kindergartens cannot be supported."

s
A SPRING BRIDAL.
EMILY EMERSON LANTZ.

EE, Mamma, the snowy brides.

With the stately pines for grooms;
They are really brides, you know, Mamma,
Not cherry trees abloom.

And the clustering ones in pink
Are the bridesmaids, dainty and sweet.

Not peach trees, you know, but sisters

Who hasten the brides to greet.

And the woods are the gray old church.

Where the wind sings a bridal song.

While the violets' perfume for incense

By the fairies is wafted along.

Just see, all the lane is gay
With the wedding train, for you know

They are really brides, dear Mamma,
Not cherry trees ablow.



SHOULD HISTORY BE TAUGHT IN THE KIN-
DERGARTEN?
ANNA I. DAVIS.

THIS problem has been suggested by the teaching
in many kindergartens during the past months of

stories from the lives of Washington and Lincoln,

and also other related stories, such as " Paul Re-
vere's Ride," "The Boston Tea Party," and "The

Battle of Bunker Hill." Before attempting a solution of the
problem, some discrimination is necessary as to the mean-
ing of history proper and history as taught in the kinder-
garten.

By history proper is meant the narration of events located

in time and space. By history in the kindergarten is meant
the narration of historical events dissevered from their

proper relations, and placed in the categories of "Once
upon a time," and, "A long way from this place."

We believe there are few who would attempt to vindicate

the teaching of history proper to young children. Many
realize, with but a cursory knowledge of child-nature, the

psychological impossibility for the inexperienced child to

properly locate any otherness outside of his own environ-

ment. Yet. in the stories mentioned, the kindergarten chil-

dren must locate somewhere, Boston Harbor, Bunker Hill,

Illinois, Kentucky, Mount Vernon, Fort Du Ouesne, Boston
Common, Concord, Old South Church, Indiana, and many
other places; and if they do not and cannot locate these

places, one may well ask, then why teach such stories?

The prevalent practice of teaching adapted history sto-

ries in the kindergarten seems to indicate either the pos-

session of settled convictions, or a lack of thoughtfulness on
the part of the teacher concerning the fitness of such sub-

ject-matter for v^ery young minds. Either supposition be-

ing true, some discussion of this problem cannot seem amiss.

If we ask what purposes are served in teaching these

adapted history stories in the kindergarten, we receive these

various replies: to teach patriotism; to furnish ideals of

moral character; to give useful knowledge; to furnish mate-
rial for expression, and to satisfy the demands for "A story,

please." Some of these replies constitute good and suffi-
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cient reasons for literature work in the kindergarten; but
surely these needs could be better supplied with a more
suitable material!

Let us consider the reasons given separately: Patriotism,

as taught in the kindergarten, must Ijave a vastly different

meaning from that which the word conveys to the adult

mind. And truly enough, we find that not only is it used
with a different meaning, but that a great variety of opin-

ions are held by kindergartners as to just what is meant by
the word, as taught by themselves. From the many, repre-

senting all shades of opinion between, let us select two dis-

tinct and widely separated ideas. One declares that the

kindergarten children get quite as clear ideas from the his-

tory stories of love of country, and of self-sacrifice because

of that love, as are those possessed by the average adult.

The other, that the idea of patriotism in the kindergarten

means only helpfulness, unselfishness, and kindness to oth-

ers. Certainly no one can object to inculcating these latter

principles into the minds of young children, and we recog-

nize them as elements of patriotism; but we do contend

that these homely virtues can be much more effectually

taught by calling them by their real names, and by using

simpler and more childlike material.

One may well ask, Why need history be taught as a basis

for these ethical notions? As to the first idea, that the

young child gains as clear a comprehension of the feeling

of patriotism as that possessed by the average adult, we re-

gretfully admit this may be true. But the admission causes

us only to blush for the dull perceptions of the "average

adult," and leaves us of the same opinion still concerning

the possibility of young children forming any adequate con-

ception of the general notion, patriotism. Such a state-

ment on the part of the kindergartner is really an admission

of the inadequacy of the notion possessed by the child.

Aubrey de Vere says of Wordsworth's patriotic poetry, that

such poetry exists "only for those who can form an idea of

country." The kindergarten child is in that period of de-

velopment when egoistic notions control his judgment, and
his ideas of altruistic deeds must have a very concrete basis.

The researches of child-study have proven that young
children reason almost wholly from experience. We be-

lieve, therefore, that patriotism, as patriotism, cannot possi-

bly fall within their experience. Considering the second
reply, that the history story furnishes ideals of moral char-

acter, we would ask, what sort of a notion has the young
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child of "moral character"? Has he ever reached very
large generalizations involving Jiis ethical notions? Stu-

dents of child-nature have by investigation proven that the
generalizations of children ten and twelve years of age are

very crude indeed, and always based upon concrete instruc-

tion and particular incidents in their own lives. How much
more true, then, of children from three to five years of age!

But the child must generalize, even though imperfectly,

before making an application, and the more perfect the
generalization, the closer the application. A large number
of individual notions clearly apprehended are necessary to

a good generalization. The concrete cases given to a child,

from which he is expected to generalize, should then lie

within his environment, and embody deeds with which he
is familiar,

Would the telling of the story of the " Boston Tea Party"
furnish the young child with suf^cient data for a moral judg-
ment? And what would be the content of a moral judgment
formed by a young child from such a story? That kinder-
garten children become interested in such stories, easily

convert themselves into British or American soldiers, and
fight mimic battles with great gusto, proves only— well,

what c/6'f'.y it prove? That they have distinct ethical notions,

or that they have strong savage instincts?

The third reply concerning the usefulness of knowledge
gained, divides itself into two parts, namely, the present
and future uses of such knowledge. That the stories of the
lives of Washington and Lincoln furnish apperceiving ideas
for the proper celebration of their birthdays— legal holi-

days— is the ground for furnishing present useful knowl-
edge. It would seem to us that the true inwardness of the
matter was quite reversed in that statement, and rather, the
celebration of these birthdays in itself gives about as much
as the child can understand of the "why" of such celebra-
tion, and furnishes something of an apperceiving basis for

future study when he has reached the hero stage of develop-
ment and demands an ideal.

But the plea for the future usefulness of the knowledge
gained from the history story, depends not upon an apper-
ceiving basis, but upon the actual possession of a large body
of facts, which are generally taught in advanced school
work.

The child who gets these facts in the kindergarten is

therefore better equipped for the actual work of the higher
grades than is the child who is taught myths and fairy tales.
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But some kindergartners confess that the child converts the

history story into a fairy tale, and interprets the events by
his own experience, locating them within his own environ-

ment. If this is true, and we believe it is with most chil-

dren, what becomes of the usefulness of the facts gained?
What can justify such mental waste? And what is to pre-

vent his forming an utter distaste for history proper when he
finds he must unlearn so much?

That it is the prerogative of the kindergarten to prepare

children for future work we believe is entirely true; but is

not the teaching of subject-matter, perfectly suited to their

present stage of development, and fitted to their present

needs, the very best preparation for future work that can be

given to young children?

The fourth and fifth replies, namely, to furnish material

for expression, and to satisfy the demand for "A story,

please," we consider good reasons for teaching literature in

the kindergarten; for only in literature can the material be
found to rneet these needs.

The activities of children are constantly seeking expres-

sion through language, drawing, building, making, games,

and music. The kindergartner must make room in her plan

of work— course of study— for these multifarious modes of

expression. That material which most closely appeals to

the children, and furnishes the most natural outlet for this

spontaneity of expression, is best. Does the adapted his-

tory story do this?

Compare the story of "Paul Revere's Ride," or even the

story of " George Washington and his Little Hatchet," with

that' of the story of "The Coal, the Straw, and the Bean,"

one of the folk-stories collected by the brothers Grimm; in

which will you find most healthy, child-like adventure?

Which furnishes most material for expression? Which best

satisfies the demand for a story? Which is simplest, and
lies most easily within the child's environment? Which has

the richer moral content for the child? We think there can

be little hesitation in the minds of any, familiar with the

stories and with child-nature, as to the correct answers to

these questions. And moreover, in the honest, thoughtful

answers given we find full and sufficient demonstration of

the unsuitableness of the history story in the kindergarten.

But one may ask, as a kindergartner was heard to ask not

long since, "What, then, can we teach?" We would reply:

Teach that which contains a valuable thought content, and
which at the same time is closely akin to the child. The
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world is full of literature for children; much of it good, and
some of it classic. "Only the best is good enough for the
child" is as true now, near the close of the nineteenth cen-
tury, as when Goethe uttered the sentiment nearly one hun-
dred years ago.

We believe, aside from the apparent parallelism of de-
velopment in the race and the child, that the folk-story

furnishes the best material for literature work with young
children. It is simple and childlike, containing in form and
content that which satisfies a universal need in childhood.
It is classic, having been, as Horace E. Scudder says, "rolled
down the ages of Indo-European life until grown smooth."
It is unital, forming a center round which can be grouped
much of the work of the kindergarten in nature study, draw-
ing, and making. It has a rich, moral content, and dealing
as it does so largely with animal life, appeals closely to the
child's emotions, enabling him to form moral judgments
from which the personal element is wholly eliminated. That
one must needs select the folk-story carefully, and edit it

thoughtfully, preserving its classic flavor, goes without say-
ing. But that the need of careful selection proves the unfit-

ness of all folk-stories is no more true than that because some
of the modern stories for children are far from classic all

are therefore unclassic.

D
WHAT HAVE I DONE?

AY after day heaven, listening, hears men cry:

"What have I done that such a fate as this

Should follow me? What have I done amiss
That clouds of care should darken all my sky?
That pain should pierce, and that shrewd poverty
Should pinch me in that grievous grip of his.

What time I tremble over the abyss.
And long for death, yet, longing, dare not die?"

But when does heaven, listening, hear men say:

"What have I done that in the blue-domed skies

The evening star should shine, the springclouds
move.

The world be white with innocence, that May
Has set afield, and God in children's eyes.

To win our hearts to wonder at his love?"
—Julie M. Lippinan in '' Sunday-School Times'



BAYARD HOLMES' SCHOOL OF SAVAGERY.*

THROUGH the kindness of a plutocratic friend I

have lately obtained permission to use one of his

large and untilled estates in Northern Michigan
long enough to test my long cherished project.

It remains now to see what cooperation can be
obtained from teachers and parents. Therefore this short
and imperfect account is here attempted by one more accus-
tomed to think and act than to think and write.

The object of this school is briefly stated in the title. It

is a fact, well recognized by all teachers, that very few
children, if indeed any, attain manhood without suffering so

much from civilization that they may truly be termed de-

fective and abnormal. We have, therefore, no models of the
human body or of the mind, much less of both in one per-

son. It would be a delightful experience, bought at any cost,

to see, talk with, play with, and study a real, natural, and
untampered boy or girl. It is not necessary to refer to the
delight such a child would take in life, nor to the fund of

healthy curiosity he would express in every feature, nor to

what an inspiration the sight of such a child would be to

every parent or teacher. To save from our suppressed,

stunted, and warped humanity a few such specimens has
been my study and effort for years. Now it seems possible

to realize a bold and hopeful experiment at least in this di-

rection.

Early in May, therefore, the school of savagery will as-

semble at the North-Western Railway station in Chicago, and
go by the evening train to my friend's estate. The school
will be composed of such men and their families as are will-

ing to leave civilization behind for four years. The children

of these families must none of them be more than ten years

old, and no children will be received who have ever been in

any school or who ever had a teacher. No parent will be
received who ever taught a school, nor one who thinks he
or she knows how to teach. The most sought for children

will be between the years of two and ten, unaccompanied by
their parents. The services of a number of families now

* Being an account of a method now first made known by means of which a few nor-
mal, human beings may perchance be preserved for the study and delectation of our pro-

§eny, by Bayard fiolmes. M. D., Professor of Surgery in the College of Physicians and
urgeons of Chicago, in Iniellig'ence.
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living on my friend's estate have been secured to conduct
the education of all the children.

The site which has been selected for the school is about
sixty miles from the railway. There is no road nearer than
eighteen miles. A large cabin formerly used by lumbermen,
and two small adjoining cabins, will be used as part of the
necessary shelter. These cabins are on the shore of a large,

inland lake. Quite a hill, almost a mountain, rises a mile
northwest of this camp, a large brook empties not far away,
and a small piece of alluvial bottom in the valley of this

brook land has been cultivated. Most of the country is cov-
ered with pine forests or underbrush. It is only two or three
miles to a river which soon empties into Lake Superior.

The only resident in this camp is an old hunter. He has
been here twenty years. With his aid three families with
whom he is on friendly terms have been selected to assist

in this educational venture. One family, unfortunately, is

childless, but they have consented to abandon their home
and move to the camp. The two families have each small
cabins near the shores of the lake, and not more than a mile
from the camp. In one family there are four boys, four, six,

seven, and twelve years old. In the other family there are a

girl, seventeen, and two boys, fifteen and twelve, and twins,

six years old. Each of these families has a small piece of

cultivated land near its cabin. None of these people have
ever seen the cars, although one of the boys says he heard
the whistle once when he was out hunting. The men and
one of the women have been on a steamboat. None of them
read much, and there are only a dozen books in the three
camps.

The lake is full of fish. There are plenty of deer and
other game in the woods. Each camp has a few domestic
animals, especially fowls. It will be easy for the children
to make dugouts and cabins if more shelter is necessary.
They can burn off some of the brush and cultivate more land.

In one of the cabins there is a very good loom. This will

be useful in making such durable blankets as our civilized

industries cannot furnish, and it will also be an entertainment
in the winter. Every cabin has its spinning wheel. There
is a large iron stove in the big cabin at the camp. The other
cabins have big fireplaces and brick ovens. There are a good
many tools in a sort of shop at the camp, and an old forge
once used by the lumbermen. There are many old chains
and pieces of iron, such as sleigh runners and wagon tires,
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all about the camp. Each cabin has one or two old boats.

Every person has his own canoe.
The course of study during the four years of attendance

will consist in living and growing. Every cabin will be pro-

vided with some good books which those parents that can
read will read to the children on stormy evenings. On the
wall of each cabin will be hung some of the best works of

the old masters. All the children will be encouraged to

decorate their tools, their boats, their clothing, and their

dwellings. They will also be given every opportunity to

reproduce the objects they see and are interested in. There
is a fine clay bank at the bend 'of the brook, which has
already furnished material for some pottery.

In the large cabin there will be a piano and an organ.
Every cabin now has a violin. The various instruments of

an orchestra will be given to such students as are found
capable.

There will be very little routine. Those who go out to

fish and hunt will select their time. Those who stay at home
will breakfast together, each group by itself. Again, at din-

ner and at night all meet, and eat, talk, and sing. Each even-
ing there will be stories, dances, and games. Everything that

can be done out of doors will be encouraged. Fishing, hunt-
ing, boating, cutting wood, hunting bees, climbing trees, ex-

ploring mountains, and digging for minerals, every one when
there is occasion or need. An effort will be made to make
one large and beautiful cabin for all public occasions. It

will be of hewn logs, with a tiled roof laid on hewn logs and
a tile floor. The fireplaces will be the great feature.

The children will do only those things that are necessary
or desirable. The older ones will help the younger ones,

and the old folks will direct all and encourage all. The real

tasks will naturally be connected with the needs of life.

Thus when the children get hungry they will help to make
the fire, to get the water, and to cook the food.

Three persons have volunteered their service in this ex-

pedition. One has labored long to get back to nature. He
is a graduate of one of our best univ^ersities, and has studied

pedagogics in every center of Europe and America. One
is an artist, or rather a teacher of art. She has done much
in practical pottery, in decoration, and in house furnishing.

She carves very easily in wood, and is quite well known for

her stone cutting. The other is a man who has had a very
limited education, but he is fond of all games and sports,

and has thoroughly cultivated his natural talent for music.
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His health was at one time so poor that he began the study
of physical development for its therapeutic effects. He is

now almost a Sandow. He takes great delight in choral

dances, and shows great originality in adapting music and
motion to occasions.

It is hoped that children, after a full course in savagery
covering not less than four years, will be well prepared to

withstand the ravages of civilization, and will be able even
to complete a course of study in some university, to the de-

light of all their teachers.

This little outline is thus written in the hope that it may
reach the eye and conscience of some teachers who will try

to help so humble an undertaking, and to save to the world
for its cheer and its work some rare specimens of healthy
childhood.

Should the author not be disappointed in this effort, he
can be addressed at his office in the Venetian building, in

Chicago, where, indeed, he will meet persons by appoint-

ment to discuss this important undertaking.

TINKLE, TINKLE. SPLASH AND SPRINKLE.

Tinkle, tinkle.

Lightly fall

On the peach-buds, pink and small;

Tip the tiny grass and twinkle.

On the willows green and tall.

Tinkle, tinkle

—

Faster now,
Little raindrops, smile and sprinkle

Cherry-bloom and apple-bough!
Pelt the elms, and show them how

You can dash!
And splash! splash! splash!

While the thunder rolls and mutters, and the light-

nings flash and flash!

Then eddy into curls

Of a million misty swirls,

And thread the air with silver, and embroider it with
pearls! —Selected.



OUR DAUGHTERS AND KINDERGARTEN.

KATE DOUGLAS WIGGIN (Mrs. Riggs), in an
article entitled, " Shall Our Daughters Study
Kindergarten? " in the magazine, Table Talk, says

a timely word to the mothers and young women
of this age who are seeking the highest ideals for

womanhood. Kindergartners also could make good use of

the well-expressed thoughts of her article in meeting the

inquiries of parents concerning matters of education. She
says in substance: "Wherever I go I am constantly meet-

ing anxious mothers who want my advice as to what they

shall do with their daughters, and almost every mail brings

me a sheaf of letters asking similar questions. The truth

is, most sensible women feel that the education of girls is

not today, and never has been, an entirely satisfactory one.

Even now that a higher education for women is an estab-

lished fact, that higher education still leaves many tracts of

feminine nature unexplored and uncultivated. It does not

give a complete and full development of all the powers and
faculties; it needs supplementing by some course of training

which shall address the heart and soul as much as it does

the intellect. To all these anxious mothers, then, I answer:

"Let your daughter study kindergarten, for, as our dear and
wise Elizabeth Peabody said, it is the highest finish that can

be given to a woman's education." Understand me, that I

am not now discussing the relative values of the various

means of livelihood open to young women; that I am not

advocating the kindergarten as the highest or most lucrative

branch of teaching; or the profession which offers most
opportunities to dawning ambition. I am not looking at

the work in any of these lights, but am merely considering

it as an education and as a development; as a training of the

heart and soul and mind which prepares for any and every

vocation in life, and which need not, and, in fact, cannot be

given up, whether your daughter marries or remains single.

Kindergarten training, when rightly given, is true culture,

and as such becomes an integral part of the whole woman.
It is no veneer of accomplishments, or varnish of superficial

knowledge; it is rather a divine touch, which changes the

water of life into wine.

"The office of educator is a woman's in the very nature
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of things, irrespective of whether she have children of her

own or not, or of whether she takes up education as a

salaried profession. Should the latter be her choice, she

will have noble prototypes if she afterwards relinquishes it

for marriage—for Cornelia, mother of the Gracchi, and
Aurelia, mother of Augustus Caesar, had both been govern-

esses of other women's children before their own sons were
born.

"If your daughter, then, is to be a wife, a mother, a

teacher, a governess, a kindergartner, or none of these, but a

thoroughly developed woman and a helper in the world's

work, then, in view of the nature of her responsibilities, she

needs a definite and systematic training in child culture, and
it is my belief that she can get this nowhere so well as in a

good kindergarten training school. Can she not take it up
by herself, you say, at odd moments, and by following out a

course of reading? No, my dear madam; 'odd moments'
will not do for such a work as this, and though a course of

reading in the history and philosophy of education would
be most desirable for her or for any other woman, yet it

would never give her such a knowledge of the kindergarten

as she could gain in a class of earnest young women united

by a common aim and guided by a teacher whose life has

been spent in the working out of Froebel's principles. And,
more than all this, in studying by herself she would lack the

companionship of children, the opportunity to translate her

theories into practice; and this part of the training is, per-

haps, more valuable than any other. If, then, you desire

that your daughter should add this crowning glory to her

education, let her take up the study earnestly and system-
atically, and under the best training teacher you can find.

" The science of education is the science of nature and
the science of man, and it is this which she is to study. It

will carry her into regions of thought which, perhaps, she

has never entered before by any previous experience of her

life, even if she has acquired a great deal of book knowl-
edge. It is the psychological part of Froebel's plan that

gives it power and value—those principles which, seen at

first "through a glass darkly," unfold and grow in one's

mind day by day until they seem to explain the universe.

Only when they are fully comprehended will she see the

real spirit of the system and realize that its chief significance

lies just there, and not in any cut-and-dried formalities or

petty details.
" Of the science and history of education, and of the
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laws of mental science, she will learn as much as possible in

the allotted time, and the amount of time she gives will be
absolutely dependent on her receptivity. If she keeps the

ear of her heart open all the time she can listen advanta-

geously and begin to develop almost instantaneously. Many
things, however, must be left for her future study; in some
departments of training it will be possible only to give her

the key words, the foundation, trusting that she may add
the superstructure in after years. If your daughter accom-
plishes such work as I have indicated in the year, or two
years, which is the ordinary length of the kindergarten

course, she will have learned more than in any other similar

period of her life; but she can do it all by great conscien-

tiousness; by recognizing the difficulties before her and
economizing her time; by giving up part of her social

pleasures for a season; by working carefully and with regard

to health and strength; by performing each small task in

the allotted time; by treating whatever her leader says with

respect and faith until she sees a better way, but by never

taking any method unquestioned; by unremitting fidelity to

all her precious days of work and observation; by punctu-

ality and energy and sympathy, and by doing everything

required of her so well that the standard of the whole class

will insensibly be raised.
" Do not fear, dear mother, that you are setting your

daughter's feet in too rugged a path. If the kindergartner

is in sympathy with her vocation she is the happiest woman
in the community. She is surroundeid with bright eyes and
rosy cheeks, with loving lips and tender little hands, with

merry looks and ringing laughs, or with pale faces that

touch her very heart. She is helping willing fingers and
busy brains to begin their bit of the world's work, and,

though she does not always see harmony, yet great is her

joy when a glint of it begins to appear here and there. Yes,

take all the professions, singly or in a mass; take the good
cheer of a physician who has saved his patient, the compla-
cency of a lawyer who has cleared his client, the ecstasy of

an artist who has wrought out his ideal, the joy of a preacher

who has led a human being from error to truth—-there is noth-

ing in any of these more beautiful or satisfying. But she who
desires to feel this beauty and know this satisfaction must
learn how to work with intelligence, and must have under-

gone deep and earnest preparation in the philosophy and
preparation of Froebel's system.

" This dear daughter of yours will find, however, when
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her preparation is complete, that she has, after all, only
grasped the " skeleton of Froebel's plan, which is in turn

only a skeleton of God's plan of education; it will take her
a lifetime to clothe it with flesh and beauty." The idea

was prevalent not so very man}- years ago, that a kinder

-

gartner was a person too young and too ignorant for public

school work, and too proud to be a seamstress or nursery
governess, and this most exacting of all professions was
deemed open to those who had not the requisite education,
talent, or genius for any other occupation. Now, however,
we are beginning to see that all the learning and accomplish-
ments and graces that the human mind can compass, and
the human heart blossom into, are not sufficient with which
to reach the ideal of kindergarten teaching. In order to

reach the ideal, this daughter of yours must in all her
work keep her eyes well on the ends, the ultimate goal,

and beware of losing her efficiency in exclusive atten-

tion to narrow, immediate results. And above all things,

let her aim to adhere as steadfastly as she may be able to

the highest type of womanhood—for the womanhood that

is lovely and pure, that aims to reach the highest and
best, that keeps itself in the current of the time, recognizing
its new responsibilities and added possibilities—this high
and noble womanhood includes her richest gift to the world,
and is the flower of her fairest possibilities."

T
THE TULIP.

ANDREA HOFER.

HE tulip opes her scarlet lips.

All moist with April's newness;
And shows the hidden color locked
Beneath old Winter—snowy frocked

—

All heatless, fruitless, dewless.

She's fresh, and clothed in Spring's birth-gown.
With winter-fringed border.

She breathes a warning, cool and sweet.

Of summer's coming scent and heat.

Foretelling Nature's order.



THE FAMILY ROUND TABLE.

THE STUDY OF RELIGION IN OUR COMMON SCHOOLS.

In order to obtain a consensus of opinion on this im-

portant subject, Professor Levi Seeley, of the State Normal
School, of Trenton, N. J., sends out the following list of

questions to pastors, teachers, parents, and other thoughtful

friends of the American public schools. The attempt will

be made to reach representatives of all shades of belief, and

it is understood that their communications are of a private

character unless their permission to use their names is dis-

tinctly given. Should the result of this investigation warrant

it. Professor Seeley proposes to classify the answers obtained

with conclusions therefrom, and give the same to the public.

Our readers will be glad to forward such a movement. The
questions are arranged as follows:

1. Is religious education necessary to a properly devel-

oped character?

2. If so, are the American youth receiving such educa-

tion?

3. Is the church (including the Sunday school) accom-

plishing it?

4. Is the home accomplishing it?

5. Or are these two agencies combined (or any other

agency) accomplishing it?

6. Is religious education necessary to good citizenship?

7. If so, ought the State to provide it?

8. Under our peculiar institutions and conditions, how
far should the State go? (a) Sacred history and literature?

{d) Doctrines and creeds? (c) Church history? (d) Moral

lessons from the Bible?

9. Do you distinguish moral and religious instruction?

10. What are the chief obstacles to the introduction of

religious instruction into the public schools?

11. What are the objections that will be raised?

12. Would you favor its introduction under such limita-

tions as you have above expressed (if any)?

13. Are you willing that your answers to the above ques-

tions shall be made use of in connection with your name?
Please indicate the position you hold, and your religious
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confession, with your signature, and send answers to the
address of Levi Seeley, Professor of Education, State Nor-
mal School, Trenton, N. J.

A BOON TO THE RICH.

"Oh, kindergarten does very well for poor children, but
well-to-do people have no right to dispose of the care of

their children by sending them to school when they are so

young."
This blind gauging of Froebel's profound "child-study"

seems to be as easily passed over as it is easily made. A
remark more superficial than the general one at the head of

this article would be difficult to conceive. Superficial stand-
points are easily attainable, come unbidden to the front,

hold their ground unwarrantably, until, time honored, they
become accepted verdicts.

Those who feel no moral necessity, or "have no time"
to correct their doubts on prevailing methods of education,

move along on the more or less popular wave of "Kinder-
garten for the poor," until the tide brings their children to

the telling 'point of wasting precious moments in filling

gaps of early neglect. Not willful, but ignorant, neglect,

we assume to be the cause of so much lightly casting aside

the invaluable benefits of kindergarten training.

To assert and reassert that this fundamental education
is universal, that it has nothing to do with rank or race, that

it is fundamental to those worthy of it, and similar well-

known, general assertions, fail to influence those who do not
value, because they do not know its power, and thus con-
tinue to deprive, unwittingly, their children of the best meth-
ods of true development.

It is argued that the children of well-to-do parents should
have exclusive home care; that nothing takes the place of

it; and to send a child from home, often— we admit it reluc-

tantly--to be released from its care, is simply throwing off

responsibility that rightfully and only belongs to the parents.

We will suppose, for illustration, a well educated, judi-

cious mother, who is duly equipped to develop, not force,

her child's career. She feels, intensely, the value of all that

promotes the highest and best estate for her children. She
plans her home, first and foremost, with a view to their well-

being in every particular. Day by day other duties creep

in, justly imperative, that will not and cannot be systema-
tized— illness indefinitely prolonged; uncertain servants,

Vol. 8-29.
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substitutes sought but not found, and so on, an endless list

of home annals that make up the business routine of home
life. Has this mother any more time at her disposal than
the poor one? How can a sane mother expect to lead her
child through Froebel's ever widening realm of aim and
achievement amid these ever recurring and varied interrup-

tions?

System has no substitute in the machinery of the world
of which home is the unit. Systematic and ready reply,

sound, simple, direct, .to all awakened thought, is the right

of the child, and can lead to new values and fresh beau-
ties nowhere more broadly and beneficially than in the
Froebel kindergarten.

The writer has seen a class of twenty-five kindergarten
children entertained for half an hour or more with a broken
toy mouse, taken out of a little pocket, frankly, not stealth-

ily (note the trueness of the atmosphere), by one of the
children. Burns' mouse in the furrow was not a richer source
of thought. You should have heard the remarks. There
was no end to what that mouse might achieve, and that, too,

in its crippled condition. There was its gray color, its lost

limb— possibly from carelessness; its bright, black eyes,

Avhat they did for its life; the number of its feet; its attitude;

its tiny size— and yet it could do so many different things;

what it liked to eat— the most complete menu was never
•discussed with more zest; the hunt for food and how it

made blood; its enemy, the cat, etc. A chapter in natural

history not to be "committed," but appropriated in the sim-

plest way, and furnishing fundamental facts for life.

The " Workingman's School," of New York City, is a

striking illustration of the positive necessity of systematic
kindergarten training, irrespective of the conditions of

wealth, poverty, or education. This school is an impor-
tant feature- of the Society for Ethical Culture. The name
"*' Workingman's School" is now a misnomer. The kinder-
garten training required a higher standard for development
than was presented in the ordinary courses of study. This
school, a legitimate outcome of Froebel's system, was or-

ganized; and today the well-to-do and educated are glad
to share its exceptional opportunities.

—

L. K. Triveit, New
York.

IS THE KINDERGARTEN AN ENEMY TO THE HOME?

One of our Philadelphia contemporaries has recently

published an article on the kindergarten, alleging that it is
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not nature's way of education; that it takes the little ones too
soon from home and the mother's care. This certainly is a

most erroneous view of the kindergarten, evidently the ideas

of a cynic, one of those ancients who go about eternally

condemning new ideas and discoveries, who have a sort of

habit of turning back instead of looking forward. It seems
hardly sensible to hearken to those unjust voices, and yet,

if one ray of light may be reflected in such a dark little cor-

ner of the vast universe, it is still our bounden duty to make
the effort. Let us consider first the originator of this edu-
cation. Would Froebel, with almost a mother's tenderness
of heart, have considered his discovery so great a salvation

had there been in it the slightest tendency to interfere with
the mother's "brooding care "? he whose motto was "Come,
let us live for our children! " Was not his whole life devoted
to the study of man and how to aid him in the start of life,

that no vague impression of things might annoy him to the
end of his days?

How many of us can recall today the early deficiencies

in our own educations which so often amount to a parrot-

like learning!

Not only has this great philosopher of men taught us the
proper education for our children, but he has, if one will but
look, left instruction for the mother that will enable her
from the very start of the infant's life to direct and uplift

the little soul. He has given us songs and plays that we
may use from the first. Ah, no! The mother in Froebel's
beautiful philosophy is the chief factor, the leader, the one
of all who shall guide her own. It is a prejudiced, ignorant
mind that accuses him of leaving out the mother. When
the time comes for the mother to give up her little one for

a few hours each day, she will find a grand sense of relief in

the knowledge that he is gaining in many ways. The child

who remains at home during the kindergarten age loses all

the bright, orderly company that he would meet each day;
all of the good influences that come from learning that there
are other little worlds besides his own, there are others to

make happy and to whom attention and comfort are due.

If we could look in upon these little "kindlings," as one true

disciple of Froebel is wont to call them, it would seem as if

each one fully comprehended that he lived only his part of

God's big world, and in the most kindly spirit to all the
others surrounding him.

Certainly no true mother would deprive her little ones of

this, as well as the lifelong impressions of order and good,
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merely for her own selfishness in imagining that he needs
"the sunshine of her mother love" all the day long! Has
he not this to take out with him, and has he not this to come
home to, and is there any mother so false who will maintain
that three hours of actual gain mentally and morally is not
a perfect rest to her among all the necessary cares of moth-
erhood?

"According to Froebel," I quote Miss Susan E. Blow,
" when the child has learned to stand and walk alone he
comes to the first crisis in his history. From a state of com-
plete physical union with his mother, he has passed into a

state of relative independence. If his affections have been
roused as his sense of personality has developed, if he has
learned to love his mother while learning to separate him-
self from her— then the best foundation for moral and so-

cial relationships has been securely laid. Separation should
tend always to a deeper union. The baby's first tottering

steps should be always toward his mother's outstretched

arms and loving heart."

—

Mary Marshall Call in ''Mother's

Journal ''for March.

A KINDERGARTEN FOR THE DEAF.

"Why, I cannot see how you can have a kindergarten
without music, and without the soothing and cheery tones

of a kindergartner? How can a kindergarten exist without
the necessary element of sound?" Thus queried a bright

young kindergartner who had heard for the first time of a

kindergarten for the deaf.

In her own mind the idea of a sound was of paramount
importance to a little child. The soft, sweet tone of the

piano, and children's voices, pleasantly mingled, could by
no means be omitted, she thought. She had made up her
mind to be shocked and startled by a discordant chaos, but
upon entering the room where sat in the morning circle a
group of little ones, who had been deprived of one of the

avenues for the reception of external impressions, her opin-

ions were at once changed.
It was an ideal little room, a veritable poem of form and

color which were so beautifully combined that the absence
of the third element was not so keenly felt.

Here, too, were the cheery tones of the kindergartner as

she sang a little morning song, while little birds fluttered

around the circle and back to their places. The morning
talk was necessarily limited with such wee folks, but it was
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bright and happy. They were reading the lips of their

teacher, and responding as hearing children do. They were
learning from the expression on the face of the kindergart-
ner, and from the relation of one object to another; and al-

though at first their expression was in monosyllables, con-
tinual care on the part of the kindergartner, and constant use
of idioms in connection with everything in the environment
of the child, were slowly, very slowly, productive of the de-
sired results. There was no emphasis upon a single, unrelated
object. The teacher spoke in complete sentences just as she
would to a hearing child, and the fact is made clear that a
child who begins to learn to read speech and utter it, at the
age at which a little hearing child begins, has by far the
clearest and most complete pronunciation. He begins early
while the muscles are most flexible, and at a time when the
simple joy of living demands spontaneity of expression, just

as it does in the hearing child.

It would seem to be a wise plan, then, to put the child
under the care of a skillful instructor at the very time when
it is beginning to lisp and babble in its first efforts to ex-
press.

The oral process is necessarily a slow one, involving
much loving care and patience on the part of the kinder-
gartner and teacher, and constant repetition on that of the
child. So malleable is the precious human metal that almost
incredible results may be obtained. There is the necessity
and strong desire for communication, not in the grotesque
and incomprehensible hand signs, but in the beautiful and
human speech, which God has given to all beings.

And what do these little folks do in their pretty room
with its soft, white boards of ground glass, and its wealth of
material and spiritual sunshine. They sit in the circle just

as other little folks do, while the morning song is sung
and the morning talk given. They play their merry games,
learning lessons the while of unselfishness and helpfulness;
and these lessons are necessary indeed, for does not every-
one seem to conclude that a deaf child is incapable of en-
joying as much as other children, and must therefore be in-

dulged in every whim? How busy and happy they are the
while. They work like little bees, noisy little bees at that.

Each thought is intensified by expression in hand work, in-

volving the use of the kindergarten material and drawing
upon the blackboard. The drawings are lifelike and full of
activity. The children live as yet in a little world of their
own, and the things which they have about them are made
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the subject of their conversations and their written lessons.
Yes, they write, thus giving another mode of expression as
soon as their activity demands it. They thus learn to express
the symbol with pencil and orally, but are never forced to
do either.

Learning to talk is just as natural a mode of expression
for them as it is for the hearing baby. Their little hands
are wonderful machines, responsive at all times to the busy
little brains.

When we think of the future possibilities of these little

songless birds which fly about the table so prettily, what a

throb of pity and thankfulness wells up from the heart; pity
for their great deprivation, but thankfulness because of the
normal and reasonable mode of communication which is

open to them, not in conveying thought by gesture, but by
beautiful and expressive speech.

—

Emma M. Firth.

SOME GAMES AND PLAYS.

Skip Away.—A circle is formed and hands are grasped.
One of the players, running on the outside, taps another,
who immediately starts to run in the opposite direction, the
place he left remaining vacant until one or the other shall

have returned to it first. The unsuccessful player continues
the running, etc. The players upon meeting may exchange
greetings, bow to each other, or perform some other cour-

tesy or exercise, before completing the circuit. This play, if

the number of players is sufficiently large, may also be played
in a double circle, an inner and outer ring, the players fac-

ing each other and grasping their uplifted hands, thus form-
ing an arch under which the two running players must wend
their way.

Sack Game

.

—Make aboard two by three feet in size with an
opening six inches square in the center, mounted by a strip

of wood about three inches wide, the board to be held in a
slanting position by a support in the back. The players, pro-
vided with bean bags about four inches square, throw, hurl,

or thrust the bag from a distance agreed upon. Bags passing
through the center score ten points; bags landing on the top
of the board score five points, and bags landing on the floor

diminish the score by five points. Bags displaced count for

the owners as they fall. Score, one hundred.
Roll Ball.—A number of players, twelve to twenty-four,

boys or girls, form a circle and grasp hands. The ball, placed
on the floor before one of the players, is rolled sideward, left
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or right, by pushing or lightly kicking it with the foot; when
rolling sideward left the right foot pushes it, when rolling

to the right the left foot is used in directing the ball. The
ball must pass each one in front, and each one in turn must
direct it in its course around the line of the circle. If the

ball rolls out of its course so that it cannot be kicked with-

out giving up a place, then the player who so directed it

steps into the center of the circle and now endeavors to roll

the ball from within the circle. The players may accord-
ingly, as the player within the circle is quick and apt or

slow to adapt himself to the situation, close or enlarge the

circle by shortening or increasing the distance between them-
selves. They may also move their feet to a stride position

sideward, or designate the foot with which the ball shall be
kicked if coming in their direction. At all events they must
prevent the ball from leaving the circle. They may, as long
as their hands remain grasped, run in the direction in which
the ball is being driven, especially if the player persists in

rolling the ball in one direction only. The moment the ball

is out the player to the left or right of the place where it

rolled out relieves the center player by exchanging places

with him. At no time shall the ball be handled with the
hands. Balls made of leather, filled with hair, have a diam-
eter of ten to twelve inches.

—

C. C. N. S. Envelope.

SPRING GAME.

(Music, Doll's Dream, Theodor Oesten.)

Lullaby.

Go to sleep, my seedlings.

In your warm, brown beds,
While a soft, white blanket
Winter o'er you spreads.
Sleep and dream of spring
When the bluebirds sing.

Dream, dream, dream.

(The children, while this is being sung, gradually curl up on the floor

under some brown cambric coverings.)

Now they're sleeping soundly.
All snugly in a row.

So while they've nothing else to do
They might as well just grow.

And when spring comes they'll find out
Their gowns are all too tight,
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And they'll have to wear new dresses
All made of colors bright.

(While this verse is being sung, the six seedlings begin to move and
put out first an arm, then a leg, etc.)

Waki?ig Song.

Wake up! wake up! my seedlings;
Put off your plain, brown gowns;

For you must all be ready
When spring her May-queen crowns.

Come, crocus, violet, snowdrop,
The birds all call for you.

Come, daffodil, dandelion, daisy,

You all have work to do.

(As the names are called the six jump up and throw off the brown
covering, and joining hands sing and dance.)

Tra-la-la, tra-la-la, spring has come!
Tra-la-la, tra-la-la, bees shall hum!
Tra-la-la, tra-la-la, birds do sing!

Tra-la-la, tra-la-la, this is spring!

— EstJier GillJackson.

COMFORT FOR THE CONSCIENTIOUS.

To the Editors of the ''Kindergarten Magazine'' : The fol-

lowing texts are respectfully submitted for A. E. L., and
other earnest kindergartners, who work hard and long with-
out the comfort and strength that comes to those who be-
lieve that the "spiritual" is in truth "something we can ac-

tually indulge in in this world." I am one of those who
claim that the little glimpses of the "unknown" are, actu-

ally and literally, of more "help to us here and now" than
even the wealth of "material relation" that certainly is also

to be studied and enjoyed; and next to my Bible, I have
certainly gained more "revelation" from Froebel than any-
one I ever read. And like the Bible revelation, the glimpses
give you the most satisfying certainty that there is enough
of it to last forever, and that there will be no end to the
illuminations that will come to us as fast as we are ready to

receive them. But we are not to "cease digging"— it is

only through constant work that these illuminations come.
Like our coal miner, we must ourselves make the rifts

through which we may see the stars. These are the texts:

"And he took a little child and set him in the midst of
them; and taking him in his arms, he said unto them: Who-
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soever shall receive one of such little children in my name,

receiveth me; and whosoever receiveth me, receiveth not

me, but Him that sent me."—Mark 9:36, 37.

"Now the natural man receiveth not the things of the

Spirit of God; for they are foolishness unto him; and he

cannot know them because they are spiritually judged.

But he that is spiritual judgeth all things, and he himself is

judged of no man."— I Cor. 2:14, 15.

"If in anything ye are otherwise minded, even this shall

God reveal unto you; only whereunto we have already at-

tained, by that same rule let us walk."— Phil. 3:15, 16.—S.

B. G.

TED's teacher—THE APPLE TREE.

The little boy I am to tell you of lived away up in the

top of a tall old house in a great city— up as high as the

birds live in the trees, only there were no trees and no birds

where Ted lived, only other tall old houses, with broken
steps and cracked window-panes.

Ted had never been anywhere, exceptWn the few narrow

streets near his home, till one spring day, ever to be remem-
bered, the good-natured grocer's boy offered him a ride on

his wagon. Oh, the joy of that ride! Many corners were

turned, many streets passed, (whoever knew the world was
so big!) till they came to a country house with green grass

in front and fiowers and a fine tree such as Ted had never

dreamed of, for it was covered with most beautiful pink-and-

white blossoms. It was indeed a vision of beauty to Ted's

poor, starved soul, and expressed for him all that was beau-

tiful and to be desired.

All too short was the time the wagon stopped there, but

.the picture was deeply impressed on the little heart.

Many times after that Ted wandered up and down the

streets, turning this way and that, in search of the tree, but

he never found it. The desire did not leave him, however,
and after a time he thought of the grocer's boy. Day after

day he followed him about, doing the little services that are

always ready for willing hands and feet. One day the

longed-for invitation came—"Jump in, Ted, if you want a

ride."

Up and down the streets went the wagon, past stores and
beautiful homes and green parks, but not to the house with

the blossoming tree; and they were on the way home. A
request hung on Ted's lips which he hardly dared voice, but
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the attempt was worth making. "I say, Jim, can't ye drive

by that house wot's got the patch of grass and them flowers ?
"

Jim was willing, though it required some effort of mem-
ory to decide on the right place. Ted's heart beat very fast

as they neared it, and he closed his eyes that he might open
them upon the tree in all its beauty.

Poor Ted, what a disappointment! There was the tree,

thickly covered with green leaves, but not one blossom.

Ted could not believe it. The grass was there just the

same, the flowers, and the tree, but the beauty of it all gone.

Nothing but common green leaves— or was there some-
thing more? Yes, before turning away he saw some little,

hard, green balls hanging on the branches, but he did not

think much of them.
Ted did not go to the corner store for many weeks after

that, and when the next invitation to ride came, it was when
the days were growing cool and short, and the grass in the

parks had lost its fresh, green look, and the trees had put

on their fall dresses of red and gold and brown.
It was on such a day that Ted started in the grocery

wagon to help Jiifi pick apples. The streets through which
they passed seemed familiar, and when they stopped at the

very house where in the spring he had seen the blossoming
tree, he could hardly believe his eyes.

There stood the tree, not clad in pink and white blos-

soms, nor hung with hard green balls, but full of most
beautiful 'ted apples. Could it be possible that these big,

juicy, red apples had anything to do with the dainty pink

and white blossoms? He would think about that sometime.
For the present it was happiness enough to pick up the

great round apples as they fell* from the tree, eating one
now and then, to make sure they were as good as they
looked; and as he ate Ted forgot to mourn the departed

sweetness and dainty beauty of the flowers in taking this,

his first lesson from the book of nature, that the beauties of

each season find their true end in the perfected fruit.

—

Helen

C. Brown. $



SHOULD MOTHERS AND NURSES HAVE THE
KINDERGARTEN TRAINING?

IDA M. ISDELL.

T
"^HE great truth which Froebel made clear to the

world through his writings and practical works-

was unity. It is the law of unity which underlies

all his educational work, and gives him the right

to call his plan of education a system. He saw
this law of unity at work in all nature. No matter which way
he turned he discovered all growth a sequence of unity, and
he made it the basis of his kindergarten system.

The plan of work from September to June is one con-

nected whole, each part coming logically from the part pre-

ceding, and leading naturally to the part following. The
means used to carry out this plan— the songs, games, stories

gifts, occupations— are each in themselves related wholes,
related materials, units. The child himself, for whom all

these plans are made, for whom all this thought is taken, is

considered in the kindergarten as a unit, a whole child; not
an animated intellect, nor a great lump of will, but a human
being needing guidance and nurture for soul, mind, and body.
Thus for three years of his life the child has connected work;
for three years he is considered and cared for mentally and
morally as well as physically.

People are beginning to see that if this continuity, this

unity, this three-sided development is so necessary during"

the child's kindergarten course, it is also necessary during
the primary course, the grammar course, the high school
course even, and we hear the educators talking of correla-

tion— another word for unity. Instead of having the read-

ing lesson, the geography lesson, the history lesson discon-
nected slices, they are beginning to relate the one with the
other, that the child may get at least the idea that they re-

late to the same world.
Not only this, but people are demanding that teachers

shall know more of the work of other grades, know more of

the work their pupils have come from, and more of that they
are preparing them for.

This has been understood for years. In a degree it has
been demanded of all the school grades. Knowing this we
do not wonder that the call is coming more and more urgently
for primary teachers who have had kindergarten training.
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Jiot only that they may continue the work begun in the kin-

dergarten, but that they may be able to apply kindergarten
principles, and for kindergarten teachers who understand
primary work that they may know for what they are prepar-

ing their children.

Now when all this continuity, this "universal dovetailed-

ness of things," as Dickens' words it, is required of those
whom the school board has chosen to help the child prepare
for life, is it too much to ask the mother whom God has
chosen to help the child onward and upward, to fall into place

and see that at her end of the line there are no breaks, no
disconnected jumps? It seems to me every mother's heart

must respond; no, it is not too much.
Not only is the mother's cooperation needed while her

child is in the kindergarten, but before a child is old enough
to have entered a kindergarten he should be cared for and
guided mentally and morally, as well as physically, accord-

ing to principle, that there may be nothing to undo when he
is passed along into the kindergartner's hands; that each ef-

fort put forth by the mother will tend to form habits in the

child which will be of lasting benefit to him; that each year
of his little life may be builded as a lasting foundation
for the structure of the future which other hands will help

to rear upon it. Oh, this foundation work! If mothers
would only remember that it cannot be formed solidly of

the sticks and straws of baby's caprice and fancy, nor, for

that matter, of her own whim of the moment, but of the eter-

nal principles of truth and law which will help her child to

withstand any amount of stress that life may put upon him.

Cover up principles, cover up truths, with any amount of

baby fun and frolic; this is the baby's right, but for the sake
of your child let the principles be there to guide you.

But, you may say, this is folly— a science of child-life

which the mother is to pursue. God has given her instinct

whereby she guides her child. Folly to suppose there is

such a science ? Watch the planetary systems placed in their

orbits by the Divine Hand, and remember that the knowl-
edge of these and their evolutions has all been reduced to a

science; watch the plant life by which God has surrounded
us, and realize that we are guided in our observations by a

science; study the mineral world beneath our feet, and we
call to our aid a minutely arranged science. Are we to sup-

pose that all of God's other gifts to us can be studied and un-

derstood by a science, and that child-life alone, that highest

and divinest of God's gifts, can be understood and cared for
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properly by means of instinct only? Instinct, it is true, God-
given as it is, is a mother's invaluable aid, but instinct reen-

forced by knowledge is the mother's bulwark.
One dear mother said to me not long ago: "I always had

these plays with my baby, but I never knew why. Now I

know the truth lying back of these universal children's plays,

back of these instinctive deeds, and I can lead my baby to

know the truth so much more clearly."

Probably very few mothers realize why, when the baby
first commences to clap its little hands together, they say at

once that century-old couplet, "Pat-a-cake, pat-a-cake, baker's-

man;" or, when he first commences to notice his toes, " This
little pig went to market, this little pig stayed at home."
But Froebel has made clear to us that it is the mother's in-

stinct teaching her to make the baby's first efforts attractive

to him, that he may put forth more effort and gain strength
and power thereby.

Does instinct serve her as truly when, a little older grown,
he again feels prompted to put forth effort, and he pleads:
" Mamma, let me help you?" "Mamma, let me do that, too?"
Alas! blind instinct plays her false too often just there, and
she says: "Run away, dear; don't bother me." Instead of

being encouraged to make an effort as in early babyhood
with " Pat-a-cake," he is thrown back upon himself and his

little efforts repressed. That little cry comes so often in

childhood, and we are so heedless of it, and then wonder
when they are older that our children are so unwilling to

help us. This is where knowledge should supplement in-

stinct.

Froebel, "the apostle of childhood," has applied the eter-

nal principles of all education and life to childhood. If the
child's life. is to progress continuously, connectedly, from
babyhood onwards, as the law of unity would lead us to sup-
pose God intended it should, these laws must be in operation
in the home as well as in the school. He has given definite

rules for the training of the will—rules which should be put
into practice during babyhood; rules which will help its

growth as the child grows bodily, by its own self-activity^

A direct contrast is this to the old way of forcing the child's

will to conform to ours, irrespective of any self-activity of
will on the child's part. Froebel's way of guiding the will

but follows nature, yet we often pervert nature's laws, and
wonder that we do not get better results.

Froebel has taught us how to deal with the emotions, how
to foster those we wish to develop, and to suppress the bad..
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Whose fault is it if a child arrive at the age of six years with
unkindness, selfishness, vanity, and greed well on the way to

full bloom, while the higher and nobler virtues are choked
by the rapid growth of the baser? No mother ever willingly

lets this happen, and there is no need it should happen, if

we understand the child and the general laws for treatment

of these unwished-for emotions.
The intellect has not been left out in this scheme of edu-

cation. It is given due attention. Froebel has made clear

to us what to do with a child's questions. This fact must
.appeal to every mother, for it seems to me that a child has

been rightly named when he is called a walking interrogation

point. From the time he can talk we hear: "What is it?"

"Where did it come from?" "Where is it going to?" The
mother is sometimes completely overwhelmed, yet, guided
aright, they may lead to as rich a life as any by which the

world has ever been blessed. Those questions! Tiny straws

to tell us the investigative spirit is working, searching for

the continuity, the reasons in life, and we, in our blindness,

turn them aside with an indifferent, "I don't know."
This investigative spirit of the mind, which shows us the

mind is active, coupled with the activity of the body, which
shows us the body is healthy, sometimes causes great dis-

comfort in the household. Children exhibiting such char-

acteristics are often called naughty. Froebel has shown us

how to turn this volcanic activity into right channels, thus

satisfying the natural demands of the child, and making life

more bearable for the mother. Is it not better to use this

positive method of treatment than the negative one which
is made up of "don't," and "stop"? The child frequently

stops one sort of mischief and begins another, or he is trans-

formed into a walking " don't," which is represented by sulks

and cries and frettings, whereas, by positive treatment, he is

kept in a wholesome, happy mood, with heart and mind at-

tuned to sweet harmonies.
When we take into consideration the complexity of this

little mechanism— the little heartstrings put into our hands

as a harp into the hands of the artist, from which to draw
melodies or discords that must last to all eternity; the will,

that subtle something which, if properly guided, will be the

strong bulwark upon which your child will stand firm when
temptations surround him; the intellect, that wonderful part

of man which investigates and reasons about God's creation

— all this, together with that little physical life, you are called

upon to make or mar. Are you willing to take all this respon-
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sibility, trusting to instinct alone to guide you? Does not
this very instinct teach you that all the knowledge you can
gain, all the wisdom from above, is needed to help bear this

responsibility?

We ought to be thankful, parents and teachers alike, that

Froebel had the philosophic insight, and the heart insight,

to open up a path into the wilderness of child-culture, and
although we may be unused to the way, yet, for the sake
of the children, we should make an effort to walk therein,

guided by the way-marks he has made for us. Because we
were not brought up that way is no reason why we should
not bring up our children according to it. In all other things
we are proud of the progress of our advanced civilization.

Let us grasp eagerly anything which that civilization has
brought to us that will help us to understand that wonderful
soul-life put into our charge; anything that will help us to

make it more perfect. It may necessitate leaving off a ruf-

fle here or a tuck there, a book unread or a call unmade;
but where there are so many demands made upon our time,
Froebel tells us we should choose the things which must last

to all eternity.

The reasons why the nurse should have the kindergarten
training are the same as those for the mother. The subject
of nurses for the child is a broad one in itself, but I will say
briefly that she should have the training, not only to call to

her aid principles, but to help to cultivate in her, if she have
it not, love for the child in her care; and by love I do not
mean the silly sort of sentimentality by which we are accus-
tomed to overwhelm children, but the higher kind which
would help her to surround the child with an atmosphere
kindly and gentle and wholesome, an atmosphere which in

its very self is often enough to bring the good in a child to
the surface.

So the mother and nurse in the home, and the kinder-
gartner in her sphere of action, should each work in their
respective places for the good of the child, not one pulling
one way and the other another, until often the child is treated
to a mental and moral gee-hawing which would lead to phys-
ical dismemberment if the body were so treated, but in unity
and harmony leading the child to the place where he is

strong enough to sustain his relationships in this great world.
Not only should it be considered a duty to lead the child in

this harmonious way, but also a privilege—a privilege to be
allowed to fit a soul for God's garden, that beautiful place
where all is love and harmony—a privilege to be allowed
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each to put her hand in the hand of the other, and repeat

the ringing cry of Froebel: "Come, let us live with our chil-

dren."

ADDED VERSES TO THE WEATHER SONG.

(The following verses are intended to follow those found in " Song
Stories for the Kindergarten," and are arranged by different members
of the Oberlin, Ohio, Kindergarten Training School.)

This is the way the wind comes round.

Loudly, loudly calling;

Rocking the leaves on the branches high,

And chasing the clouds in the bright blue sky,

This is the way the wind comes round.

Loudly, loudly calling. —Laura Clelaiid.

This is the way the wind blows.

Sometimes softly coming;
Sometimes only a little breeze,

Gently rocking the nests in the trees.

This is the way the wind blows,

Always helpful proving.—Myrta Sturtevant.

This is the way the wind comes down,
Warmly, warmly blowing;

So he sendeth the south wind sweet,

Waking the flowers beneath our feet.

This is the way the wind comes down,
Softly, sweetly singing.

— Olena M. Keyes.

This is the way the wind sweeps by,

Turning, whirling, blowing;

Sailing clouds and ships so fair,

Making pure and sweet the air.

This is the way the wind sweeps by,

Turning, whirling, blowing.
—May Van Toyne.



MOTHER-PLAY BOOK STUDY QUESTIONS.
IX.

SUSAN E. BLOW.

LESSON OF BECKONING CHICKENS.

368. What biographic interest has this play?

369. How does the motto explain the attractiveness of

animals to children?

370. Do myths show that primitive men also felt this at-

traction?

371. How does Hawthorne in the " Marble Faun" picture

the relationship between nature and primitive men?

372. How does Longfellow picture it in "Hiawatha"?

373. How many times in the commentary to this play
does Froebel refer to the symbol of the mirror?

374. Can we know ourselves except through spiritual

mirrors?

375. Do you recall any passage in Shakespeare which
states this truth? Will you commit it to memory?

376. Through what other symbol does Froebel suggest
the attractive power of nature in this commentary?

377. Do all the children in the picture notice the same
things? Why not?

378. Does man's inner self determine the effect of exter-

nal influence?

379. What do you think of Professor Mark Baldwin's
definition of the self as "the form or process in which the
personal influences surrounding the child take on their new
individuality"?

380. Would you exclude from this process the influences

of nature?

381. In view of the influence of nature is it a duty to

give the children plenty of outdoor life?

382. Can you relate any incidents showing the influence

upon little children of outdoor life, and especially the influ-

ence of contact with animal life? Give as many illustra-

tions as possible.

LESSON OF CALLING THE PIGEONS.

383. What connection between this play and its prede-
cessor?

Vol. 8-30.
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384. Are they complementary? Why?
385. In this play is the child self-imitative?

386. Wherein does this play differ from the majority of

the plays?

387. Is the child re-living a personal experience?

388. Does this correspond upon the child's plane of life

to our mature meditation?

389. Can we know our lives except by re-living them?

390. Does nature respond to man?

391. Are there any hints of this response in fairy tales?

392. What truth is implied by this response?

393. What reason does Froebel give at the end of this

commentary for the too frequent decrease of maternal in-

fluence as the child matures?

394. Should mothers and kindergartners, therefore, be
very careful to say w^hat they mean, and to mean what they
say?

395. Must they faithfully carry out all promises?

396. Should they ever permit themselves a threat?

397. If they do threaten, must they vigorously execute
the threat?

398. Do kindergartners often make their own rules in-

valid by themselves breaking them?

399. Will a child be influenced by your unconscious de-

fects as well as by conscious violation?

400. Is the limit of your character therefore the limit of

your influence?

401. Is this subject discussed more fulh' in any other
commentary of the Mother-Play?

402. What do you think of Thoreau's question: "Could
there be an accident so sad as to be respected for something
better than we are?"

ANSWERS TO STUDY QUESTIONS.

[As the arrangement of the class program in the training schools va-

ries, it has been found impossible to forward answers to the study ques-

tions in time to appear in consecutive numbers of the magazine. It has
been Miss Blow's preference to have all answers to the same set of ques-

tions appear in one issue, but owing to the above difference in plans of

class work, the editor has felt that many of the belated answers were too

valuable and suggestive to omit. It is with great pleasure that we pub-
lish below the answers to the "Flower Song," sent in by the English-

speaking students of the Pestalozzi-Froebel Haus, of Berlin. These
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1

Students are privileged to study the questions with Frau Schrader, whose
great personal interest in Miss Blow's work has been a constant inspira-
tion to them.]

Q. 22S. Do you think that this song should follow the " Taste Song,"
or that of the " Little Gardener " ?

A. With a Normal class the " Flower Song " and the " Taste Song "

should be studied together. The thought considered in the " Little Gar-
dener" is not connected with these. The natural order of work with a
child would be the " Flower Song " and then the " Taste Song," because
the flower with its odor gives place to the fruit with its taste.

Q. 22g. Give your reason for the view you hold.

A. Froebel himself says, "These senses are like twin sisters in

their intimate union and their reciprocal influence." As habits are de-
veloped by the physical sense of taste, so the intellect, the spirit, may
cultivate a taste for the good, the true, and the beautiful. As the sense
of smell aids in discriminating what is wholesome or baneful in the ma-
terial world, so the sense of discernment and judgment aids in forming
this fine and true spiritual taste. Therefore the intellectual sense of

taste and smell are supplementary. The psychological idea in both
these songs is the same. The " Little Gardener " deals with the develop-
ment of the feelings through the nurture of life, and the song is used
with the child at a later age; while with the infant the senses of taste

and smell are appealed to.

Q. 242. What is the salient thought in the motto to the " Flower
Song?"

A. "In all there rests, works, and reigns an eternal law." The
universe is an expression of this principle; every human being is per-
meated with this spirit. This eternal law, this principle, is individuality,

which, used in its true sense, means perfect unity. (See "Education of
Man," Sections 18, 65, 66, Hailmann's translation.) The external view
appears as diversity. The spiritual eye sees the unity.

Q. 24.J. Does the sense of smell complement the sense of taste?
A. The sense of smell does complement the sense of taste.

Q. 244. Does smell warn us particularly against excess?
A. It warns us against excess through the influence it has upon our

whole.being.

Q. 24J. What lesson does Froebel draw from this fact at the end of
his commentary?

A. Excess engenders disgust, and disgust becomes loathing. The
warning which this excess gives nature's child teaches it that which is

for its own good. Froebel represents the child as comprehending these
teachings, and it says :

" Oh mother, the plants and flowers love us just as
you do." The child recognizes that what love does for it is for its own
good, and is thankful for the guidance.

(2- 246-24^. Is the poem at the end of the commentary intended for

the mother or the child? Does it express conscious thoughts of the
child?

A. It is intended for the mother, and expresses the unconscious
thoughts of the child.

Q. 248. Do you recall any experiences of Froebel's own life which
may have suggested this poem to him?

A. As a five-year-old child — misunderstood and unwisely treated —
Froebel found consolation and comfort among the plants and flowers of
his father's garden. He refers in the Mother-Play Book to his joy in a
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little Star-shaped flower in this garden. " It seemed to be forever trying-

to say something which 1 could not understand. I never grew tired of

looking. I was always sure that some day I should read its secret."

(Mother-Play Book, pp. 66-68.) A little later, when puzzled over the

mystery of sex, his spirit was at rest when the sexual difference in plants

was made known to him. " From that time, humanity and nature, the

life of the soul and the life of the flowers, were closely knit together in

my mind." When a student at Gottingen he became convinced of the

unity underlying all laws of development through the study of the stars

and plants. As Schiller's " Glocke " is the companion and friend of men,
ringing out the joys of birth and the sorrows of death, so to Froebel flow-

ers are a sympathetic presence in joy and sorrow, from the cradle to the

grave.

Q. 24Q. Will you re-state in your own words the thoughts in this

poem? (Appendix p. 308.)

A. The child can be made to see in a flower all that is true and
beautiful. Its form, its color, its smell, its manner of growth speak to

the child, who beholds disclosed therein the emblem of truth, purity,

and love. The flower is the child's angel, and as he lives up to what
he reads within its glowing cup, he will become virtuous, too, and con-

form to the same laws revealed in the inner workings of the flower. .As

he looks at the flower he will remember his Father in heaven, who,

through love, brought both into being. When he plucks the flower and
givesit to his parents, thus returning love for love, he will think of the

flower that has given its life in order to give pleasure and joy to others.

He will also be reminded of the many sacrifices his parents have rnade

for their child, and compare them to the flower which is willing to die in

the service of those around it. If the stalk by any chance is injured or

broken, the child feels sorrow and remorse, for he loves the flower, and
knows that if he had taken a little more care and trouble the accident

might have been prevented, and the flower might still be living.

Q. 2jO. Do you recall what Froebel says of the use of plants in the

parables of Christ?

A. Froebel says, in his " Education of Man" in regard to this mat-

ter,— "The debasing illusion that man works, produces, creates, only in

order to preserve his body, in order to secure food, clothing, and shelter,

may have to be endured, but should not be diffused and propagated."

In reality, man creates so that his spiritual being may assume an out-

ward form, and that thus he may be able to recognize his own divine

nature and the innermost being of God. Whatever food and clothing he

obtains comes to him as a surplus and is of minor importance. Jesus

says, " Seek ye first the kingdom of heaven," meaning that, if the realiza-

tion of the divine spirit be expressed by your life, all that physical life

may require will come to you through your efforts caused by the higher

motive. The lilies of the field, they do not toil in the ordinary sense,

yet God clothes them more splendidly than he did Solomon in all his

glory. Does not the lily in whole outward being reveal the inner being

of God? Man should learn from the lilies of the field and the birds of

the air to express by his life the divinity implanted in him. Froebel

more definitely applies this to the mental and moral life of man by call-

ing attention to the irrevocable laws under which the lily must work in

order to come to perfection. If the flower of the field is thus governed,

man, the highest expression of the divinity of God, is more stringently

bound by the laws ruling his moral and physical being. (" Education of

Man," section 23, Kallmann's Translation.)
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O. 2^1-2^2. In view of the fact that flowers mean so much to little

children, is it important to give them frequent opportunities of seeing
them and of gathering them ? As children mature, should they also have
gardens and attend to plants?

A. It is almost impossible to think of a kindergarten, as conducted
according to Froebel's idea, and not have a real garden attached to it

in which the children may actually work, come into actual contact with
old Mother Earth, and learn to love her through knowing her. In the

pictures of the Mother-Play Book, Froebel does not show us how to act

out the games away from the objects the child is representing, but the
little one is simply imitating what he is seeing or has seen. As we turn
the pages of this book, we find it in all the pictures and we read it in his

commentaries. One cannot make clear to the mind of a child what a
garden is, unless he has not only seen one, but worked in it. When this

is not done, the children receive but vague ideas of what they endeavor
to represent when playing such games as the " Little Gardener." The
games when studied are not intended to give the child new ideas, but to

recall and deepen previous experiences. Dr. Harris, in his introduction
to Miss Blow's translation, explains what the plays should mean when he
says; "The child uses his self-activity to reproduce for himself the occu-
pations of the world of society. (This may just as truthfully refer to

the opening buds, flying birds, etc.) He produces a reflection of this

world" etc., etc. In order to reproduce, actual experience is necessary
or it is not a reproduction, but a creation ; in order to reflect an object
or activity one must have a clear picture of the thing itself. Froebel
says in his "Education of Man," "The child at this stage should see all

things rightly and accurately, and should designate them rightly and
accurately, definitely and clearly." This applies to the games when
they are given as a regular lesson — when the children are taken to the
garden, the brook, etc., and when the words are studied and committed
to memory. While playing the games the child's phantasy should not
be criticised.

Q. 2JJ. Is it advisable in the kindergarten to attempt to sing a great
variety of flower songs?

A. It is not well to have too many songs and poems about flowers.
When the child knows the life of the plant, and has, through experience,
learned to love it, then a song or a poem in which he finds expression
for his thoughts may be taught him. That which Froebel says regard-
ing too many Bible quotations and prayers may also be applied here.
(" Education of Man," Section 89, Kallmann's Translation.)

Q. 2j8. Do you know why Froebel was so fond of the symbol of the
tree?

A. Froebel saw in the symbol of the tree an organism. This repre-
sented to him the human race. This thought is expressed in various
places in the " Education of Man," particularly on page 160, section 63,
and on page 165, section 66.

(Answers to questions on "Tic-Tac" by the training class of Mrs. M.
J. B. Wylie, Buffalo, N. Y.)

Q. 26Q. W^hat manifestation of the child furnishes the point of de-
parture for this game?

A. When he shows interest in the ticking of the clock, and watches
the movement of the pendulum.

Q. 2yo. Does the child, in identifying himself through representation
with the clock, tend to create in himself a kind of clock consciousness?
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A. Certainly. Wt feels himself a clock, though he cannot think of
it as a measurer of time.

Q. 2JI. Through playing clock is he rendered more responsive to

the voice of the clock?
A. What he plays he tries to be, and the clock representing orderly

movement, the child responds to its voice by trying to do things at the
right time.

Q. 212. In general does the child through imitation create in himself
something of the nature of the thing imitated?

A. He takes nature into himself, and " The universal nature out of
universal substance, as if it were wax, now molds a horse, and when it

has broken this up, it uses the material for a tree, then for a man, then
for something else, and each of these things subsists for a very short
time."

Q. 2"/^. Does the child create himself by re-creating his environment
within himself?

A. He does. Tennyson writes: " I am a part of all that 1 have seen."

(2- 2y8. In which of these reasons do you find the most satisfactory
explanation of its attractiveness to the child?

A. Going back to my own childhood, it was the apparent life and
mystery that attracted me. The first clock 1 remember was a "grand-
father clock," which m addition to striking the hours and half-hours,
illustrated the phases of the moon over the XII, and above the VI a tiny

ship rocked over metallic waves, marking time in unison with the swing
of the pendulum. It was reverently wound every Saturday night just

before family worship. I tried to be there whenever it was wound, for I

then got a glimpse into the interior of the case where the key was kept,
and where the moving pendulum suggested other mysterious things. I

used to stand on a chair and watch the movement of the "long" hand,
but the rapid moving of the moment hand had not the same attraction.

I also used to watch the shadow on the sundial in the garden, and liked
to watch the sand dropping in the sandglass, but the interest mani-
fested in either of these was not so great as in the clock.

Q. 2yg. Can you give any illustration of the belief of young children
in the apparent life within the clock?

A. I believed there was life in the clock, but it never realized form.
I know a child who said" Doggie was in the clock." And another child
said it was a mouse in the clock which made the noise.

Q. 280. Any illustrations of the attractiveness of rhythm?
A. One day at the table, when it was tmie for free play with the

blocks, one child with two Fourth-gift blocks played he was beating
cymbals. In a minute every child at the table was doing the same thing.
A mother with her year-old baby visited the kindergarten. When the
piano played, and the children marched, the visiting baby swayed its

body rhythmically.

Q. 281. Any incidents from child-life showing a presentiment of the
importance of time? The more of these the better.

A. Today during the circle exercises in the kindergarten, the direc-

tor touched upon the importance of the right use of time. Before leav-
ing the circle a child requested that we sing, " Wake, Says the Sunshine."
As it was a long time since the children had sung the song, the director
repeated the first verse of it, when five-year-old Helen said earnestly,
but respectfully, " You need not be wasting time now telling us what
we all know by heart already." The director thanked the little one for
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her help, and asked the children to sing it at once, which they did with

a fullness that left nothing to be desired. This week a child was anxious

to return home a little earlier than the usual closing hour of the kinder-

garten. The director told her she might do so. She seemed afraid that

the director would forget, and reminded her of her promise. The di-

rector told her the frequent interruptions to the work in hand was a loss

of time, but to look at the clock, and when the long and shorthands
were both very nearly pointing to the ceiling of the room, she was to

leave quietly. She applied herself to work again, made no more refer-

ence to leaving, but when it was eleven-thirty she quietly withdrew.

(2. 28Q. What hours do you think best for the more difficult exer-

cises?

A. In the morning, when the children are fresh, full of energy, and
seeking an outlet for it.

Q. 297. Is there order in space as well as order in time?
A. A visible order that we can seize at one glance is not there, but—

" The Almighty Father surer laid

His deep foundations, and providing well
For the event of all, the scales of Fate
Suspended in just equipoise, and bade
His universal works from age to age,
One tenor hold, perpetual, undisturbed."

" Hence the prime mover wheels itself about
Continual day by day, and with it bears
In social nature swift the heavens around."

Q. JOJ-J04. In playing the " Tic-Tac " game should you be careful

to have the movements rhythmically accurate? In general should the

movements accompanying the games be accurately executed?
A. Yes. If within the power of the children to execute. I have

seen kindergartners leading with motions which required hours of daily

practice from adults to use correctly. Such motions should not be intro-

duced to the children.

Q. jii. Is it not, therefore, necessary that you should know some-
thing of psychology.

A. It is necessary. For if we know nothing of psychology, how are

we to judge the development of the children so as to lead each in the

right place, at the right time, and in the right way to choose the material

means to connect with past experiences, satisfy present needs, and pro-

vide for future developing necessities? We ought to know the psychol-

ogy of the child, and the psychology of educational materials used by
him, and endeavor to mediate them in an all-sided growth of the child.

Q. J12. Give the genesis of the virtues as indicated in the songs
thus far considered?

A. Activity, sympathy, reverence, temperance, punctuality, industry.

(A mother tells the following incident:)

It is my rule always to put the babies to bed myself. Not long since,

I carried the youngest, a year and a half old, upstairs, and made him
ready for his night's sleep. He had fairly dozed off, while still on my
lap, and I lifted him gently to put him in his bed. I put him down ap-

parently sleeping. As I removed my arm he awakened at once, and sat

up reaching toward me. I wondered what it was which awakened him
so unexpectedly, and soon discovered that the bunch of violets which I

was wearing had literally been his pillow, and when put down he missed
the perfume and reached up for it. I took off the violets and gave them
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to him. He hugged them close and went to sleep, quite as happy with

them as he would have been with me.

Q. 2g4. Is industry, like punctuality, involved in the nature of the

social tie?

A. Industry and punctuality are virtues we should consciously aim
to develop. Mankind is more indebted to industry than to genius. The
gods set up their favors at a price, and industry is the purchaser. In

every rank, among great and small, this spirit supports all. Lack of

punctuality is selfish and inconsiderate. Leaders of children must be
punctual, for it is only when they have made this a law unto themselves

that they can expect each child to be prompt. Children who keep a

table waiting must be brought to understand that they have not been
generous. The individual who fails to be punctual injures himself, but
he possesses not the liberty to infringe upon the time of another. Punc-
tuality is necessary to order, and a violation of the same is a violation

of true social relationship. In the family it is essential for peace and
good temper. Overcrowding of time is disregard for the principle of

order. It especially disturbs children in the kindergarten, they become
confused and get so nettled they loose what they might have gained
with more time and serenity, and as a result their ideas are conglomer-
ate, and they have grasped nothing clearly. (M. P.)

s

A LULLABY.

CORNELIA FULTON CRARY.

LEEP, little baby, the star lamps are gleaming;
The moon from above sheds abroad her soft

light;

Sleep, little baby, the while thou art dreaming
A hush o'er the world bids thee softly, "good-

night."

Sleep, little baby, sleep.

Sleep, little baby, the birds in the treetops

Carol to thee a soft lullaby song.

Sleep, little baby, the glint on the dewdrops
Speaks of the love of God, watchful and strong.

Sleep, little baby, sleep.

Sleep, little baby, thy Father is keeping
Watch o'er the world, looking down from above.

Sleep, little baby, the while thou art sleeping

God holds thee safe in the arms of His love.

Sleep, little baby, sleep.



OUR KINDERGARTEN DOMESTIC LIFE.

F. MINERVA JOSLIN.

IRST let me show you the house in which we live.

I I It is a beautiful large room, thirty-eight feet long

by twenty-five feet wide, with high ceiling, and
three large windows on either side. A door in the

front opens into a small cloak-room, through

which we enter from the street. Another door at the back

leads into a composite room containing toilet appurtenances,

shelves for surplus material, etc. Through this we go into

our garden, which is mainly at the side of the building, and

may also be entered by a gate from the street. In the cen-

ter of the floor of our room are painted four rings of various

diameters, the largest being eighteen feet, on which we sit or

stand for many happy plays and talks. Near the back, and
across the right corner, stands one of our essential helpers,

a square piano; while at the left of the front door is our

much used, always enjoyed, indispensable, commodious
sand table. On each side wall is a long blackboard, and
another narrow, low board, checked into inch squares, on
the back wall. Imagine these boards covered with drawings,

the larger half of which are illustrative work by the chil-

dren, done in white and colored crayons. The walls are or-

namented by Froebel's picture, a gorgeous rainbow, some
large mats, mottoes, chains, etc., giving color and warmth,
while numerous prints, and pictures of every kind, also some
of Nicolletti's pure, white tiles, enrich the walls wherever

space will admit. Imagine every spot made alive by the

touch of happy, earnest fingers, and you will begin to feel

our kindergarten home. Please be seated and listen— first

the tinkling of a small bell, then soft music from that im-

pressive talker, the piano. The dooropens and children with

bright, happy faces, find their places on the ring; the chil-

dren the heart of the home, for whom all else is but the

pretty setting.

But two families occupy this home. You will see after

the good- mornings, the regular morning talk and marching,

that the five-year-olds seat themselves at little tables ar-

ranged opposite the piano at the back of the room, while

the four-year-olds gather around tables in the front end, op-

posite the sand table. A happy device which secures more
complete isolation is the arrangement of two three-panel
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screens, each panel twenty-eight inches by four feet. These
screens are very inexpensive, the frames being made of red
wood strips and the panels of manilla tag board held in by
a small, half round moulding. We decorate the panels with
various pictures according to the subject under consideration,
some being retained longer and some for but a short time.
The screens are placed near to the four-year-old family, as
their powers of concentration are not very firm. In this

younger family are some wee ones not yet four; among them
are the little sisters of the kindergarten, while in the other
class are some big brothers for whom the care and consid-
eration of these "little sisters" is extremely wholesome. In
two instances a big brother accompanies a little sister to the
kindergarten in the morning and returns her to her home
after the session. Another very irrepressible big brother
finds expression for his incessant activity by tender devo-
tion to the little ones during games and all ring exercises.

He stands between them and helps them to take their part
in the exercise. The subtle influence of doing good, react-

ing through him, is a more potent means of development
than any directed to him personally. The big brothers are
ever mindful of their example before the little ones, whether
on the playground or within doors, and the protecting spirit

and chivalric self-sacrifice is found in the breast of each,
without exception.

Little Philip, three years old, always wants a big spade
when we are gardening, and any one of the big brothers will

gladly relinquish his and use a less desirable tool. This is

the attitude toward the dear little ones, but it will hardly
carry between those of the same age; there the justified feel-

ing of equal rights prevails, and reason governs. The ex-
pression of this feeling of tenderness reaches its greatest
intensity when our family circle is blest by a baby visitor.

All eyes, thoughts, and hearts are at once centered upon the
tiny stranger— all other interests are deferred for the time,

and the baby rules supreme. There is eager demand for our
favorite baby song, and as the little one is held where all can
see, we sing:

Cheeks of rose, tiny toes,

Has our little baby;
Eyes of blue, fingers too,

Cunning all as may be.

Mouth so rare, skin so fair.

Darling little baby;
Bonny eyes, looking wise,

Such a precious tjaby.
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Crow and piay all the day,
Happy little baby;

May your life, free from strife

Pure as 'tis today be.

Baby usually responds by crowing and kicking.

There are also other visitors to whom we always give a

warm welcome. These are our intelligent and sympathetic
friends and companions, the dog and cat. We frequently
have a doggie come in and spend the day with us, and after

singing a good-morning to him he is given the privileges of

the room. Not long ago, Prince, a noble mastiff, came with
Hazel and proved himself a good soldier by marching at

her side, as well as a lively playfellow. His interest in the
games was so great that the children asked to play lion and
let Prince be the lion. One morning a stray kittie followed
Grace to kindergarten. " I saw it by the street corner and
it cried and came right to me." No one could identify kitty

and she seemed very hungry; it was unanimously agreed that

we should adopt her. Of course in the first place she must
be fed, and there was a lively discussion as to what we could
give her. Some animal crackers were found in the cupboard,
a saucer was placed in the middle of the floor and liberally

filled with them, then kitty was left to enjoy her feast while
the good-mornings and prayer were sung. That poor kitty

must have been very, very hungry, for more and more crack-
ers were given her, until finally she stretched herself in the
sun and went to sleep. During recess Herbert went home
and brought some milk for her in a bottle, and Willie took
the bottle to bring some the next morning. All wished to

make puss happy, so that she would enjoy staying with us.

We had heard and seen a little mousie among our books;
kitty heard her too, so we put her on top of the big cup-
board. This pleased the children and developed the game—
"Kitty white so slyly comes to catch the mousie gray," etc.

On Friday Ethel took puss home with her to care for her
over Saturday and Sunday, but Monday morning brought
the word that she had been stoned and frightened away by
an adult neighbor, so puss came no more to us. Bernice
brought a horned toad yesterday, which has taken up its

abode in our sand table, and may be contented to remain and
catch some of our flies. By harmonizing these little homely
incidents with our kindergarten life, we reach the hearts of

the children through such natural channels that they are

stirred with a warm responsiveness. They see that kindness
begets kindness, that love rules even in the brute creation.
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We have several different offices in our kindergarten
which are filled in rotation, or as desired. The calendar
officer marks the calendar with the proper color, while the
counting officer counts the number present. Each family
has its gift officer, or " little helper," to aid in the distribution
and collecting of material, etc. Each family has also a
leader for the marching. Then there is the charming
cuckoo bird officer, whose duty it is to waken us from our
morning sleep by singing "Cuckoo! cuckoo!" etc. Ability
to execute is not the fundamental requisite for appointment
to office. It is rather conferred as an aid to self-expression,
a stimulus to self-reliance, or, in what seems to me those
most pathetic cases, to assist in overcoming the torture of
self-consciousness.

We frequently take walks, one family at a time, when we
may call upon the cobbler, or the carpenter, or at the print-
ing office; occasionally we make purely social visits, per-
haps going to see some member who is absent. Not long
ago I went with my little four-year-old to a certain street
down which we could see the snow-covered mountains, for
we never have snow on the ground here, but when the sun
is so warm that we go without wraps, we can see "Old
Baldy" and "Cucamonga" towering sublimely toward the
sky. We gazed at the mountains, watched some pigeons
build their nests, picked pretty, yellow mustard blossoms
and purple lupins, then finding ourselves very neaj to Bess's
home, she asked us to go in and see her mamma and little

brother. We were most cordially received, sixteen of us,

and after singing our good-morning, were invited into the
dainty parlor where Bess's papa also met us. By request we
sang a number of kindergarten songs. Pictures were shown
to the children, and a large deer head with antlers which
hung on the dining-room wall. After resting a few moments
we sang good-by and left, enriched in heart by the warmth
and sincerity of our greeting and the sense of having given
pleasure.

We have had good times with dolls. The children al-

ways delight in bringing their dolls and a doll visitor is a
frequent occurrence. A kind Santa Claus, who knew the
hearts of the little ones and the need of our kindergarten
family in this direction, sent us one on Christmas. After all

of the gifts, so lovingly made by tiny fingers, had been dis-

tributed to the papas and mammas, there was discovered in

the top of the tree a vision of loveliness, in white gown and
cap, with wide open eyes and lips parted, these words issuing
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from her mouth: " I have come to live in the kindergarten."
— Pearl. At first the children were mute with surprise and
intensity of delight, then their joy gave vent in hearty hand
clapping. Pearl was passed all round the family and re-

ceived a greeting from each one. It soon became evident
that our darling would have too many nurses unless some
system was adopted, so we decided to take turns, each one
being nurse for one day. This made the turns so far apart
that the little four-year-olds felt that they didn't have Pearl
very much, so the "big" little ones heroically denied them-
selves and presented Pearl to the younger family. Then a
wonderful thing happened— a mysterious box came one
morning which was opened with deep interest, and behold,
within was a very dainty dolly who announced that she was
for the children who had given away their share in Pearl.
One of the papas had been a second Santa Claus. So now
each day one little nurse from each family cared for her
pretty charge, taking her to the ring where she was allowed
to join hands with the children during the morning greet-
ings, putting on her cap and taking her out for an airing at

recess, and setting her up carefully while we were at the
tables. So many dolls now visited us daily that we made a
pretty corner for them, and sometimes as many as six dollies
would be seen together in the dolls' corner. It was really
beautiful to see the eager and solicitous care of the little

nurses, boys as well as girls; for I think it is only through a
perverted education that boys grown a little older scorn to
play with dolls; the natural heart of the boy is as tender as
that of the girl.

One day we gave a dolls' party. Once a week each
class, on different days, has lunch served, and the children
call these lunches "parties." On one of these occasions
each child was requested to bring her and his doll, and we
transformed our lunch into a dolls' party. There were all

sorts and sizes of dolls, and just as many happy hearts and
faces that gathered round our long table. We had, at the
previous exercise, cut fringes at the ends of pretty tissue
paper sashes, and each doUie's toilet was accentuated by
this adornment. These parties have become quite a feature
in our kindergarten. The ordinary party or lunch is sup-
plied by three or four children, in rotation, for the whole
class. We set our tables with their sides together, forming
one long, narrow table which is covered by a fresh, white
cloth; then small plates are laid along each side of the
table; at one end a tray with tiny tumblers and a pitcher of
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water. The refreshments are always light and something
easily handled— cookies or little cakes with some fruit, per-

haps oranges or nuts and raisins.

Animal crackers are a never failing source of interesting

conversation. The most retiring child will blossom out un-
der the genial sunshine of such a party. When all have
been served by those giving the party, these little helpers
gather together the tumblers and plates and the kindergart-
ner washes and wipes them, retaining her seat, the while di-

recting the conversation or the singing. After the cloth is

removed, the little helpers return all the things to the cup-
board, and the finger-bowl and towel are passed, so that our
fingers may be neat again for our table work. In the five-

year-old family, those who give the party take great pleasure
and pride in arranging the table in all of its details, some-
times even without the supervision of the teacher, as well as

washing the dishes and putting things away afterward. The
refining effect of these parties is very marked, and these tiny

ladies and gentlemen attain that grace of manner and com-
posure of the initiated, which to most of them is not an inher-

itance.

I have spoken of the party in its simplicity, as we plan
it; but various delightful innovations have been thrust upon
us. First, in December, 1894, a mamma came and told us

that her little Bernice would soon have a birthday, and she
would like to give the party on that occasion and invite the

entire kindergarten. The happy day arrived and the mamma
came, bringing into our back room numerous baskets and
packages. While the children were out playing we arranged
a table thirty feet long through the center of the room.
And this time such a wonderful spread! The iced birthday
cake upon a standard, pyramids of fruit, oranges nestling in

their own beautiful foliage and blossoms, and numerous other
dainties. But the glory of the feast was the flowers— three

epergiies at the center and toward either end of the table, while
every piece was ornamented with tendrils and flowers; smi-

lax trailed gracefully over the white cloth, and beside each
plate was a boiitoimicre made of a rosebud and bright-hued
geranium leaf. The fairies had indeed been to work. And
do you wonder that when the children filed into the room
and were seated at this magic feast— so wondrous in their

eyes was this vision, this aesthetic dream— do you wonder
that their eyes grew larger and larger, that they were in an
ecstasy of delight, that some cried and didn't know why?
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We folded our hands and with closed eyes, as is our habit,

sang our little hymn:

"Truth is with us, love surrounds us,

Good is everywhere."

This restored serenity and each bonto7inicre was pinned in

its place, and Bernice and her assistants served the party.

The feeling of this party will remain with those children

always, and its deeper effects of soul culture no party given
in the home could reach. The kindergarten is our home,
the home of all. Each child feels a sense of possession and
personal interest in the good of all. Everything that oc-

curs there is ours, and when the good fairies transform our
home into a bower of beauty, and feed us with nectar and
ambrosia, although they spread their wings and fly away
within the hour, they leave a radiance in our hearts and a

benediction of love in our lives which glows and burns ever
more brightly.

Since this first birthday party, it is not uncommon for a

little one to appear on party day with a pretty cake, saying;

"It is my birthday." On such occasions we can gather
flowers from our own garden to grace the festival.

A mamma came to visit us one morning, and during her
stay asked incidentally, "How many are there in Willie's

class?" A few days later an invitation was received by
Willie B's teacher and class to a party at his house, in the
afternoon, from two to five o'clock; and not until the can-
dles on the cake were lighted did they know it was a birth-

day party. Besides the dainty lunch served in the beauti-

ful, large dining-room, each child was given a well-filled

cornucopia when the good-bys were all said. And such a

variety of wholesoine toys, simple and mechanical, every-
where, indoors and out, and enough for all of the children

to be occupied at once. To many of these little ones, whose
opportunities are limited, the privilege they enjoyed that

afternoon in being allowed the freedom of this rare home,
so perfect in all its appointments, was in itself an education.

One of the mammas came over last week on party day
and arranged a very pretty table for her little Willie's fourth
birthday. Again we had bo2ito7uiicrcs and flower pieces on
the table. The children commented freely upon the "beau-
tiful party," giving clear evidence that the flowers were the
distinguishing feature, only one voice claiming the cake as

the prettiest. Walter, who has struggled the whole year
with intense self-consciousness, was so overcome by the
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effect of the prettiness that he could eat nothing. But
later, when I told him privately that his cake was wrapped
in a paper napkin for him to take home, his countenance
beamed, and he did not forget it at the close of the session.

During conversation Sammy said: " Henry had a birth-

day party last week at his house." "Not so nice as this,"

said Henry. "At my party we just sat in the yard and had
plates in our laps." The kindergarten party carries the

palm over all others in the heart of the child, and we can-

not afford to do without it. Its good effects are politeness

unselfishness, helpfulness, familiarity with table etiquette,

and deeper than all, an expansion of soul to appreciate and
love the beautiful.

SING A SONG OF SPRINGTIME.
ALICE HAMILTON RICH.

SING a song of springtime.

Of cloudless days and skies.

Of bluest blue, with sunshine
To open sleepy eyes,

Of chipmunk and of dormouse,
Of bees and butterflies.

Sing a song of springtime.

Of birds that come again

From south land up to north land,

Of robin, bluebird, wren.

Of catbird, pewee, linnet,

To haunt the woods and glen.

Sing a song of springtime.

Of flowers that come and go.

As spring laps into summer,
From chill to fiery glow.

Of pasque flower and of roses,

And lilies, white as snow.

Sing a song of all times.

Each in its own glad day,

Bringing to happy children

At home, at school, in play.

Frost, sunshine, birds, and flowers,

As suits them every way.



ALL ALONG THE WORK LhNE—NEWS, REPORTS,
EXPERIMENTS.

How a Kinderoartner Jl'as Inspired by Horace Mann.— In the win-
ter of 1856 and 1857 I heard two lectures on the very interesting subject

of co-education, given by Horace Mann. These were delivered in Dela-
ware, Ohio, before the students of the Ohio Wesleyan University and
Female College. At the time, I was in the preparatory department of

the latter. The lectures made a deep impression upon me, and I re-

solved at once to make my way to Antioch College to study and work
under the inspiration of Horace Mann, who seemed at that time the

greatest man I had ever known. By teaching summer school, and
economizing in every way, I was at last able to undertake it, and in

September, 1857, 1 set out for Antioch. When 1 arrived at Yellow Springs
I knew no one whatever, and so ordered the single drayman at the sta-

tion to take my trunk to the residence of President Mann. He was at

once polite to me when he imagined that I was some expected guest of

the president's. Quite to the contrary, however, I had come without any
announcement and without knowing anyone in either school or village.

When I was set down before the president's house, my heart was tilled

with awe and reverence. The drayman deposited my trunk and valise

on the veranda, received his fee, and drove off. There I stood at the
door of the president, luggage and all. A young boy opened the door,
and when I asked for the president, looked at my trunk and then at me,
and finally said with a kindly smile: ''He has just gone to the post-

otSce for his mail. Walk into the library and he will return in a few
minutes." I sat down and looked about the room in which this great
man lived. The books and surroundings all told of his presence. In a
few moments he came in, a majestic figure, with silk hat in hand, his

whole appearance telling of simplicity. I was seized with a great em-
barrassment, although I trusted rather than feared him. Somehow, m
girlish fashion, I introduced myself, and told him of the inspiration which
his two lectures had been to me, how I had made every effort to come
to Antioch, and being a total stranger, not knowing what else to do, I

had come directly to him. He gave me that wondrous smile, familiar
to all who knew him, and reassured me that I had done just the right

thing. He personally secured a room for me at the dormitory, and was
always my warm friend, and even guardian. Both Mr. and Mrs. Mann
encouraged me in every way. Mrs. Mann allowed me at times to take
charge of her English grammar class, and Mr. Mann once kii^dly said
to me: " I have great hopes for you; you have the elements of a true
teacher; all they need is to be nurtured and developed." I have never
forgotten this, and I think it has kept me in the beautiful work of teach-
ing, and given me courage to overcome many difficulties during the past
years. At one time my father went to Mr. Mann, telling him that he
feared I was working too late at night, and as he was unable to make
me see the danger, he requested the president to take me to task for it.

On meeting him in the hall the next morning, he said: "My >oung
friend, I should like to see you in my office at eleven o'clock." At the
appointed time I went there, hnding him quite alone. In the most ingeni-
ous way he drew from me the fact that sometimes I sat up very late,

Vol 8-31.
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and at other times arose in the night to write my abstracts or composi-
tions, or prepare my Latin lessons. Then he asked me if it were not
best to think them all out at night, and write them by daylight, or in the
early evening study hour. When I answered him that I could not
gather my thoughts until everything was quiet and the household asleep,

he waited a moment and then said: "Well, Olive, when the well is full

that is the time to pump," and then added: "But it is well to form a
habit of concentration and self-control as early in life as possible."

Horace Mann always gave advice in such a manner that one was im-
mediately filled with the desire to act upon it, and it was not long before
I was quite able to prepare my lessons during the regular study hours.
I remember at one of the receptions given by Mr. and Mrs. Mann,
there was a poor, country lad present, who seemed to feel ill at ease in

such company. He found a seat in a corner, satisfied merely to look
on. Mr. Mann found him out, took him over to the center table and m-
troduced him to a group of seniors and members of the faculty in such
a manner as to give him confidence in himself. He then took the pains
to interest him in one of the portfolios of fine engravings which lay on
the table, and when President Mann left him it was evident that the boy
had a degree of self-respect that he had never known before. This was
one of the characteristic charms of the great man. He felt that there

was a divinity in every human being to which he instinctively lifted his

heart. At one time, while addressing us in the chapel, he urged upon
us a closer study of nature. He said: " Nature is God's illustrated story

book which he has given to mankind, and which belongs most to him
who can read it best." He was the most generous man in the freedom
he gave the students. He was patient with their faults, but firmness
itself when the case demanded. He believed that in every case the

logical result should follow the deed. Horace, the boy who had seated
me in the president's library the morning I reached Antioch, and Ben-
jamin, the younger son, always seemed to me a little superior to other

boys, because they were his sons. I once said to little Benjamin: "You
have a great name for so small a boy." "Yes, but you see I am a
' Mann' by name, and a ' man' by nature." There has never come to

me from any other source such inspiration to be of service to mankind,
or to learn truth for truth's sake, or to see the good in my fellow-man, as

has come from the memory of the noble character, the earnest purpose,
the conscientious labor, and the self-sacrifice of Horace Mann. Would
that the principles which governed his life might control the character

of every teacher in this land

—

Olive E. Weston, Chicago.

The National Educational Association holds its annual meeting at

Buffalo, N. Y., from July 3 to 10. The National council holds its sessions

July 3 to 7. The general association holds from July 7 to 10. A half

rate and extension of tickets to September i has been secured in all

territory south and west of Buffalo. The citizens of Buffalo are zealous

in planning a successful convention, and promise to maintain the repu-

tation already secured to the lake city as a convention center. The
local committee appointed to take charge of the entertainment of the

National Educational Association consists of the following leading citi-

zens of Buffalo: H. P. Emerson, chairman, Superintendent of Education;
Edgar B. Jewett, mayor; Adam Boeckel, president Common Council;

R. R. Hefford, president Merchants' Exchange; Hon. T. Gilford Smith,

regent of the University of the State of New York; Hon James O. Put-

nam, chancellor of the University of Buffalo; Geo. B. Forman, president

Fidelity Trust and Guarantee Co.; John G. Milburn, president Free
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Kindergarten Association; Conrad Diehl, M. D., Board of School Ex-
aminers; Hon. Jacob Stern; Hon. Arthur W. Hickman; Albert E. Swift,

secretary. President Dougherty has as yet announced no complete
program for the general association, although a representative and un-

usually brilliant coterie of educators is to be expected. The general

meetings will be held in the magnificent Music Hall, which will accom-
modate five thousand people. The department meetings will all be held

near by in the high school building, Woman's Union Hall, public library

building, and several elegant churches. There are many first-class ho-

tels, exquisite m arrangements and conveniences, and a much larger

number of good hotels at low price, while plans are maturing to furnish

an endless supply of places at $1 or Si-So per day. Buffalo is the para-

dise for bicyclers, and teachers will be urged to bring their wheels. The
kindergarten section of the National Educational Association has been
assigned the two afternoons of Wednesday and Thursday, July 8 and 9.

The Child-study section is given Thursday and Friday, leaving one day
of each section free for the joint attention of these kindred sections.

The president of the Child-study section, Mr. Earl Barnes, writes as fol-

lows: "I am very glad the dates for these two departments are so ar-

ranged that we shall have the opportunity to visit each other's work.
In arranging the program for the Child-study department, I will see

that subjects in which I think kindergartners will be especially inter-

ested are placed in the program for Friday. We are looking forward
to a delightful meeting." The question of kindergarten badges is being
agitated by that friend of the department, H. W. Blake, who writes as

follows: " It seems to me that it is important that the Kindergarten de-

partment should be provided with such badges, because a great many
of the younger members in coming to such a large conference do not
feel at home, and it is a decided comfort to see somebody belonging to

their department who can extend to them a friendly hand if they make
themselves known. Personally I should favor having the same yellow
ribbon that has been used in past years. It is a distinct color and
looks very natural on the kindergartners." The program of the Kin-
dergarten section reads for the present as follows: Wednesday, July
8—The Purpose of the Story in the kindergarten, Sarah E. Wiltse, re-

cording secretary of the International Kindergarten Union; Child-study
for Fathers and Mothers, Professor M.V. O'Shea, Buffalo School of Ped-
agogy; Parents' Study Classes, Anna K. Eggleston, New York Depart-
ment Public Instruction; The Children of Our Cities, Mary E. McDow-
ell, University of Chicago Settlement. Thursday, July 9—Allies of the

Kindergarten Movement, Caroline T. Haven, New York Ethical Cul-

ture School; Organization, A Social Ideal, an Educational Ideal; Ellen
M. Henrotin, president General Federation Women's Clubs; Possibili-

ties of a Kifidergarten Club, Bertha Payne, Chicago Froebel Associa-
tion; Descriptive Gesture, with Illustrations, S. H. Clark, principal

Chautauqua School of Expression.

At the April meeting of the Philadelphia Branch of the International

Kindergarten Union, our president. Miss Constance Mackenzie, who
had been our delegate to the International Kindergarten Convention held
in New York, gave us a clear idea of the purpose of the gathering, before

introducing the speaker of the afternoon. Dr. George Gould of Phila-

delphia. Miss Mackenzie laid stress upon the fact that the Union is

endeavoring to bring about an adjustment of the requirements of kin-

dergarten training, a unity based upon essential kindergarten principles.

Dr. Gould's subject was 'The Role of the Maternal Instinct in Organic
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Evolution." He said: " We must differentiate between the love of self

and the love of our children. The one is self-centered. It is devoted
to saving the life of the individual; the other is its opposite. There is

continual sacrifice in plant, animal, and human life in order to savfe and
nourish offspring. It is the same spirit of love animating all. Mater-
nal love, which we use for want of a better term, includes much more
than the mere idea of maternity. It is a divine love, and is often exhib-
ited by fathers as well as mothers. I pity those who do not see in this

the presence of the living God profoundly interested in the carrying on
of biological life. The universality of mother love, witnessed as it is in

the lowliest forms of life as well as in the highest, shows that there is a
purpose, a divine purpose, poured down into them from above. It is

maternal love that has produced all of usefulness and of beauty that we
possess." Dr. Gould then spoke at length of the wonders of biological
evolution; the persistent effort to propagate and perpetuate species
shown in the nourishment and distribution of seeds; the ingenuity and
sacrifice inherent to anmial life with a view to nourishing fresh young
life. A strong plea was made for a multiplicity of pets for children that
there might be an intelligent sympathy for all living things. In closing
a vivid picture was presented under the guise of a dream. In the dream
maternal love silently ceased to be. Selfishness looked out from all

eyes The song of birds was hushed, the lovely coloring and fragrance
of flowers were no more. All beauty fled save that of quivering sun-
beam or silvery moonlight. Cosmic horror crept through all. " God is

dead," was whispered. No milk, no cow, no wheat, no eggs,— universal
famine was abroad in the land. Within two years of the death of ma-
ternal love there was nothing but death in all the wide universe. If

anything more had been needed to show the magnitude and importance
of the "miracle of maternal love" in biological evolution, this word
painting would have impressed it.— iMa/y L. Lodor, Sec'y.

Chautauqua School ofPedagogy.— It is a marked step in educational
bistory that the kindergarten is made an integral part of the Chautauqua
School of Pedagogy. In addition to the courses of kindergarten theory
and methods, and the daily observation of the work of expert kindergart-
ners, it has been made possible for those seeking a broader outlook to

elect courses in kindred lines as offered m the School of Pedagogy, such
as courses in general pedagogy, psychology, primary methods, literature,

nature study, music, form study and drawing, clay modeling, and color

work. The value of the work' for members of the classes in theory and
methods will also be enhanced by the provision limiting membership in

these classes to those already possessed of some training or experience
as kindergartners or primary teachers. In addition to these classes for

kindergartners, there will be held daily a class for fathers and mothers,
the aim of which will be to suggest practical helps for meeting every-

day contingencies in the life of the young child, and to give such an idea

of kindergarten principles as may aid parents, and also to be of use to

Sunday-school teachers and any others who may join the class. The
course includes practical work and observation in story-telling; gifts

and occupations; a study of the songs, games, and philosophy of Froe-

bel's Mother-Play Book; and a series of conferences and debates at

which there will be discussed such subjects as the following: Why
should women be trained for motherhood, and how may they be so

trained? Nursemaids or mothers— which? the ideal nursery; the rela-

tion of the kindergarten to home and school— how may the three work
together? the relation to the child's development of story and song;
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discipline— what is its underlying principle and how shall it be admin-
istered? The possibilities of the kindergarten in social reform move-
ments. The entire department is superintended by W. L. Hervey of

the Teachers' College, assisted by Miss Frances E. Newton, of Chicago.
Miss Newton announces the following topics to be discussed in the de-

partment of kindergarten methods: Are gifts and occupations in any
sense the modern kindergartner's idols? is there a substitute for them
of equal educational value? the science and art of story-telling; sto-

ries, and where they may be found; kindergarten programs, their use and
how to make them; kindergarten games: shall they be dictated or sug-

gested, or shall free play be allowed? the relation to the kindergarten
of music, art, literature, and nature study.

After the Kinde7garten, What?—"Development of the Day Nursery
and Free Kindergarten Work Toward the Social Settlement Idea," was
the title of an address made by Dean Leonard at the last annual meetmg
of the Cleveland Day Nursery and Free Kindergarten Association.

Mrs. Leonard said: " I think that it is a matter of common experience,
among those who have studied this matter deeply, that very much of

this work of the kindergarten and day nursery seems to be abortive

—

wasted. The results, I mean the moral and spiritual results, often seem
to be lost. The child goes out from under your tender nurture and in-

fluence at the age of six or seven, with character, of course, yet unfixed,

with the results of your training and influence unsolidified- not yet incor-

porated into the substance of character. He goes back into the old en-

vironment of the home that is perhaps unworthy of that name, the streets,

or the public school, where such large numbers of children are herded to-

gether that there is no chance for the exerting of that sweet and direct per-

sonal influence which is so characteristic of the kindergarten, where rough
associations replace its gentle and considerate social order, where the
world's law of competition prevails, and the world's selfishness saturates

the atmosphere, instead of the loving spirit of unselfish kindness which
pervades the kindergarten, and in a short time the graduate of the kin-

dergarten degenerates into the rude and rough street rowdy. All your
work seems undone. Is not that a difficulty that very often confronts
you? This difficulty shows that your work needs to be supplemented
and enlarged. It ought not to end simply with the care and training of

the child for the short period that he is in the nursery or kindergarten.
In the first place, it should follow him into the home, where that child

life must grow up, and strive, in whatever way is possible, to make that

home a better nursery for the soul. The kindergartner and the nursery
visitor ought to be and are,.I know, missionaries of the gospel of true
childhood in the homes of all the children."

Pedagogical Dangers.—The Century Magazine suggests some dan-
gers in educational methods under March "Topics of the Time," as fol-

lows: "One great danger which looms up in the path of reform. It is

that of exalting pedagogical method at the expense of the teacher's
personality. The country is suffering at present from an acute attack
of pedagogical psychology in its most malignant form; so that some zeal-

ous teachers spend more time on the study of method than on two things
vastly more important — their specialty and human nature. Nothing is

more vicious than to suppose that a man with 'psycho-pedagogical'
method can teach either school or college students without a sympathetic
and personal knowledge of his pupils. Much of the popular pedagogy
of today is all moonshine, because the natural-born teacher (and there
are many such) does not need so elaborate an apparatus, and the peda-
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gogue who has no natural gift is deluded into thinking that this new-
fangled machinery of soul-development is all that is required. There
are really oaly two things the successful teacher needs to have — knowl-
edge of his subject-matter and knowledge of his pupils. The first of

these can be gained only by study, the second only by experience. The
man who has never been a real child himself cannot effectively teach
children; and he who does not know by experience the warm-hearted
exuberant gayety of school and college boys cannot successfully teach
them. Furthermore, the teacher who spends more time on the method
of teaching literature than on literature itself is sure to come to grief.

Greatest of all forces is the personality of the instructor; nothing in

teaching is so effective as this; nothing is so instantly recognized and
responded to by pupils, and nothing is more neglected by those who m-
sist that teaching is a science rather than an art. After hearing a con-

vention of very serious pedagogues discuss educational methods, in

which they use all sorts of technical phraseology, one feels like apply-
ing Gladstone's cablegram, 'Only common sense required.'"

The kindergarten training class of Columbus,- Ohio, numbers about
forty-five young ladies, and is under the management of the Kindergar-
ten Association. Mrs. Lucretia W. Treat has been until recently the

nonresident supervisor; but for the past two years Mrs. Lydia C. Brown,
a teacher of broad experience, has had entire supervision of both the

theory and practice departments, and the rapid growth along both lines

attest to her special fitness. The kindergartens of Columbus are eleven

in number, and are under the control of the public school system. The
rapid growth of this department of the Columbus schools is entirely the

outgrowth of public sympathy along this line. Until two years ago the

kindergartens as well as the training schools were managed and main-
tained by the Kindergarten Association. At this time the legislature

passed a bill providing for a fund for maintaining public kindergartens.

Gradually, but surely, the number has increased until the demand is

now greater than can be at once supplied. The kindergartens of Co-

lumbus are notably progressive, much of the old line of hand work is

being discarded or modified as a more intelligent understanding of the

child is reached. The sand table, clay modeling, drawing, and free-

hand cutting, seem to offer the best opportunity for self-expression, and
are rapidly replacing sewing, weaving, etc. The underlying principles

of the kindergarten philosophy are adhered to firmly, at the same time

no hesitation is felt in making radical changes in the use of material,

when such change seems necessary for the best development of the

child. The idea of " that which is most beautiful to the eye " is held

subservient to "what will afford the best means for an all-around devel-

opment of the child." The kindergartens being in response to a public

demand are practically a fixture in Columbus.

The followitig societies are members of the International Kindergar-

ten Union, and hold regular meetings as branches of the Union: St.

Louis Froebel Society, Miss Mary C. McCulloch, president; Philadel-

phia Branch of International Kindergarten Union, Miss Constance Mac-
kenzie, president; Chicago Kindergarten Club, Miss Bertha Payne,

president; Eastern Kindergarten Association, Boston, Miss Mary J.

Garland, president; Brooks' Alumnie, Teachers' College, New York;
Buffalo Kindergarten Union, Mrs. M. J. B. Wylie, president; Louis-

ville Free Kindergarten Association, Mrs. J. R. Clark, president; Mil-

waukee Froebel Union, Miss Hotchkiss, president; Milwaukee Mission

Kindergarten Association; Wisconsin Branch of International Kinder-
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garten Union, Miss Hattie Twitchell, president; Union Kindergarten
for Deaf, Chicago, 111.; Golden Gate IBranch of International Kinder-
garten Union, Mrs. George I. Gaden, secretary, San Francisco; Cali-

fornia Froebel Society, Nora A. Smith, president; Miss Kate F.

Banning, secretary, San Francisco; Florence, Mass., Kindergarten
Union, Miss F. H. Look, president; Cincinnati Branch of International

Kindergarten Union, Mrs. E. D. Worden, president; Oberlin Free Kin-
dergarten Association, Mrs. W. D. Gerrish, secretary; Froebel Society,

Toledo, Mary E. Laws, president; Albany Kindergarten Association,
Louise G. Franklyn, secretary; Pittsburg and Allegheny Free Kinder-
garten Association, Mrs. W. A. Herron, president; Isabel Crow Kinder-
garten Association, St. Louis, Mrs. Anthony H. Blaisdell, president;
Connecticut Valley Association, Fanniebelle Curtis, president. Several
other branches are now forming, and affiliations have been made with
the English Froebel Society and a German Verein, by the interchange
of reports, letters, etc.

The Horace Mann School is the school of observation and practice
connected with Teachers' College, New York City, and its name was
given merely in honor to a great educator, not because of any gift

or endowment, as has been thought sometimes. It comprises kinder-
garten, primary, grammar, and high school grades. Three courses are
offered in the high school,—general, college preparatory, and manual
training, the last being known as the Macy Manual Training High
School for boys and girls. This section prepares boys for Columbia
University School of Mines in three years, and offers the same course
to girls, with the substitution of domestic science and art for the heavier
work in wood and iron. The conduct and arrangement of the Horace
Mann School are as nearly as possible like those in a model public
school, although tuition is charged. It has its regular staff of teachers,
and a principal, who has charge of all executive matters; but the cur-

riculum is planned by the faculty of the college, composed of the heads
of the various departments in the college. These act as a committee
on instruction, and each has charge of the work in his special subject
throughout the school. Thus the director of the department of English
supervises all the work in English; the professor of science has the di-

rection of all the work in science; and so on, through the curriculum,
science, domestic science and art, manual training and form, drawing
and color, are found throughout the school hand in hand with the reg-
ular English branches. The number in each class is limited to an aver-
age of twenty-five, and the school is co-educational.

Gardening and Nature.—Froebel says: "If the boy cannot have the
care of a little garden of his own, he should have, at least, a few plants
in boxes or pots filled, not with rare and delicate plants, but with com-
mon plants that have an abundance of leaves and blossoms, and thrive
easily." Froebel gives this as the first simple step. He does not argue
"gardening for the sake of a garden," although he often speaks of the
sweet taste of the fruits of one's own labor. He continues to say that a
child that freely and voluntarily seeks flowers, cherishes and cares for

them in order to bind them into a bouquet or wreath for parent or teacher,
cannot be a bad child or become a bad man. Such a child can easily

be led to the love, the gratitude to, and knowledge of his Father— God—
who gives him such gifts. I assert that a child, naturally guided, needs
no positive, ecclesiastical form, because the lovingly cared for, and there-
by steadily and strongly developed human life, also the cloudless child's

life, is of itself a Christ-like one. The child should grow up under the
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influences of nature. Go with a genuine boy into open natur.e, show
him the diverse natural objects, and he will soon ask you to indicate to

him the higher, living unity within himself and the world.

"Three great teachers of men and of children— art, nature, and the
industries (or useful arts), have been too little regarded in the schools.
These cannot take the place of grammar, mathematics, and history. Art
apjjeals not so much to the understanding as to the higher emotions and
institutions, and rests upon the mind's power to create ideals and to

create the external forms, which gives them adequate expression. Dan-
cing, free play, and organized games should constitute a large part of
the physical training of little children, but as the mind becomes more
purposeful, the traiijing of the will should be more severe through labor
and systematic gymnastics. The elementary school should aim to es-
tablish such interests and such power over lower impulses as will bring
the child far along the way to a successful life. As the child presents
himself at the door of the secondary school we should like to ask: First,

What are his interests; what does he love? Second, Has he reverence
for the highest ideals of the community? Third, What is his mental
and physical power of endurance? Fourth, What does he know?"

—

Nehraskii N. Cropsey.

In one of the Public Schools of Chicago an experiment has been
tried, with, it is said, gratifying success, which is certainly worth consid-
ering elsewhere. The children of the school have been entrusted with
the care of the school garden. In summer the garden was a thing of
beauty under their cultivation, and now, in winter, over a thousand bulbs
of narcissus, hyacinths, crocuses, and tulips lie beneath the snow, where
they were placed by the hands of the little gardeners. Almost before
the disappearance of the snow the garden will be an expanse of flowers.
The effect of this pleasant exercise in cultivating a love of flowers can
easily be imagined. Better still, hand in hand with the development of
that taste, which will make the lives of the future men and women
richer and more refined, a spirit of charity or practical benevolence is

fostered, not only by the free distribution of flowers in the hospitals and
among the poor elsewhere within reach, but also by bestowment of loads
of clothing and provisions, which can usually be collected with ease by
the children at their homes and elsewhere, and which the little ones will

delight in distributing among the needy.— Toronto Educational Journal.

If the conduct of the games requires special wisdom so does the
morning talk, which is liable at any moment to drop from the sublime to
the ridiculous, as a certain kindergartner in this city found to her dis-

comfiture some years ago. Matters were apparently going on swim-
mingly that morning, and the children were being led to enumerate the
many things for which they ought to be thankful, when the delightful
discovery was made that one of them had a new baby brother at home,
for the gift of which he ought to be exceedingly thankful to God. Due
attention on the part of all having been given to this subject, another
youngster raised his hand with, "

I think there is something else that we
ought to thank God for." A portentous stillness settled down upon the
circle and the' company waited with bated breath to hear what that
something was. In answer to the teacher's question the answer rang
out: " We ought to thank God for the baby elephant! " Thus did Bar-
num and his circus get a free and unexpected "ad" out of the mouths
of babes and sucklings, so to speak.

—

Kindergarten News.
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Friefidly Words From Our Readers.— I have found the maj^^azine an
indispensable assistant. It is inspiring. I recommend it to young
mothers, yes, and old ones also. 1 certainly feel that I could not get
along without it" (Mrs. E. J. Lorney, Newark). "While the Kinder-
garten Magazine was valuable to me m my training class, it is doubly
so now that 1 have a kindergarten of my own, and am separated from
other kindergartners. It always brings the latest news of the kinder-
garten world, and enough helpful thoughts and suggestions to supply
us for a long time. 1, for one, would not want to do v.'ithout the Kin-
dergarten Magazine, and feel that every kindergartner and teacher
should have it in order to grow" (Mrs. H. M. Greene, Batavia). "As
I yearn to be the best kindergartner I can, I take the magazine and
study it diligently. It is very helpful to me as a mother as well as a
kindergartner'' (Harriette W. H. Greene, Herkimer, N. Y.)

At the April meeting of the Chicago Froebel Alumnte Association,
Miss Amalie Hofer gave a talk on the study of Froebel's "Mother-
Play." While the subject is by no means a new one, it is not exhausted,
as Miss Hofer's interesting talk clearly proved. She spoke of the differ-

ent phases of its study, and their corresponding value to students, dwell-
ing strongly on the book as the embodiment of the spirit of Froebel's
thought and work. It is especially valued as revealing and fostering
the true spirit of play, conscious and yet joyful, the spirit which has so
necessary and beautiful a connection with motherliness everywhere, in

the kindergarten or in the home. This topic and the succeeding one of

mothers' meetings appealed strongly to every one, and proved the most
suggestive both in Miss Hofer's talk and the discussion which followed.—Florence Hawkins, Secy.

The Ohio State Teachers Association will hold its annual meeting at

Chautauqua, July 1-3 inclusive. The kindergarten and elementary sec-

tion will hold but one session Thursday afternoon, July 2. The follow-
ing program will be carried out:

Paper— Kindergarten Methods and Appliances in the Public
Schools—Miss Wadsworth, principal Cleveland Free Kindergarten
Training School. Discussion— Miss Morrison, Cleveland, Ohio; Miss
Gordon, Columbus, Ohio; Superintendent M. F. Andrew, Linwood,
Ohio; Principal C. S. Coles, Sandusky, Ohio.

Round Table—Mary E. Law, M. D., principal of the Froebel Train-
ing School, Toledo, Ohio, chairman. Subjects—Color Work, Mother-
Play, Myths and Fairy Stories, Nature Study, Occupation Work vs.

Busy Work, Outdoor and Indoor Games and Plays.

At Easter, a year ago, the beautiful custom of giving potted plants
to the children of the New Orleans Diocesan Free Kindergarten was in-

stituted. This year, in addition to the plants for the little people, larger
ones were given to the mothers who were especially invited to witness
the exercises. Ninety children were present to take part in the songs
and games. After the distribution of the flowers, the children stood
holding the plants high up as they sang their Easter carol. Then the cards
illustrating the Easter thought which the children had made and the
plants were given to the interested and grateful mothers, and the flowers
were carried into the homes where it is believed that their sweet, silent

presence will have a holy and ennobling influence.

The Colorado Summer School announces Miss McCulloch to be in

charge of the Kindergarten department, with a four weeks' course cover-
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ing the following topics for informal discussion: Aim and Method of

Mother-Play Book; The Kindergarten—A Transition Between Home and
School; Mothers' Meetings; The Meaning of Play; Symbolic Stage of

Child's Development; Froebel's Ideas as Expressed in Choice of Gifts;

The^'alueof Typical Forms; Theoretical Significance of Building Gifts;

The \'alue of the Kindergarten Games; Morning Talks; How to Make
Programs; Moral Control of Children; Application of Kmdergarten
Methods to Primary Work.

Bay View, Mich., the site of the Bay \'iew Assembly and Summer
University, is an ideal place in child life. The place is on the cool shore
of Lake ."Vlichigan, near the northern limit, and is now the largest sum-
mer watering place in the West. In the Summer University a great deal
is made of child life. There is a beautiful kindergarten, sloyd classes,

a field and forest club, sewing school, boys' congress, etc., all in charge
of trained instructors. The kindergarten training school here, at the
head of which is Mrs. Lucretia Willard Treat, is already renowned for

good work. A book filled with beautiful halftone pictures of Bay View
life can be had by asking J. M. Hall, Flint, Mich.

The International Kindergarten Union has appointed the following
special committees to make important investigations.

Myths and Fairy Tales and Stories — Sara £. Wiltse, Nora A. Smith,
Elizabeth Harrison, Mrs. Kate Douglas Riggs.

Music— Bertha Payne, Mari Ruef Hofer, Daniel Batchellor.

^lagazine and Library Committee— A. Emilie Poulsson, Henry \V.

Blake, Ella C. Elder, Fanniebelle Curtis.

Child-study— Anna E. Bryan, Eva B. Whitmore, Bertha Payne,
Mary D. Hill, Hattie Phillips, Jennie B. Merrill, Laliah B. Pingree, Kate
Banning, Clara L. Mmgins.

" Criticis.m is above all a gift, an intuition, a matter of tact and/?a/r/
it cannot be taught or demonstrated,— it is p.n art. Critical genius
means an aptitude for discerning truth under appearances or in dis-

guises which conceal it; for discovermg it in spite of the errors of testi-

mony, the frauds of tradition, the dust of time, the loss or alteration of

texts. . . . Competent learning, general cultivation, absolute probity,

accuracy of general view, human sympathy, and technical capacity,

—

how many things are necessary to the critic without reckoning grace,
deUcsLcy, savoir vzvre, and the gift of happy phrase-making!"

—

F'rom
AniieTs yoiirnal.

The Teachi7tg; Profession.—Every teacher should read President Hall's

article in the March number of the Atlantic Monthly. It discloses some
facts which will in time compel great changes in the educational insti-

tution. Some of these facts are as follows: That the number of pupils
per teacher is unquestionably too large; that teachers change their work
too frequently to secure substantial results; that the work of teaching is

considered a makeshift rather than a profession; that political changes
in the school boards make sweeping changes in teaching forces; that the
average salary of the American teacher rs $5 per week.

Not long ago the door-bell of the Froebel Academy, in Lafayette
avenue in New York, was rung, and a man asked, " Is Mr. Froebel in?"

As soon as the young woman who had opened the door could recover suffi-

ciently from her astonishment, she informed the caller that Mr. Froebel
was no longer living, whereupon he assumed a sympathetic air and asked
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if it would be possible to see Mrs. Froebel. The Froebel Academy trus-

tee who relates this chapter of the history of our own times sighs gently
as he adds: "Well, it could never have happened in Boston."— A'^w
York Tribune.

Miss Lucy Wheelock is now at home at 284 Dartmouth street,

Boston, where she will hold her classes next year, and also open a kin-

dergarten and primary school. This work is still conducted under the
Chauncey Hall School name. The growth and success of Miss Whee-
lock's work is an excellent illustration of the radiating power of one
thoroughly sincere and faithful worker. Miss Wheelock will superin-
tend the kindergarten work at Martha's Vineyard summer school for

four weeks, beginning July 13. Miss Grace Wood of Boston will assist.

In Brooklyn there was held recently an exhibition of suitable decor-
ations for schoolrooms—reproductions of the masterpieces of painting
and sculptuie. These exhibitions have been held in Philadelphia and
Boston, and resulted in educating the public sentiment to demand the
training of the taste of the pupils in the common schools, by surrounding
them with some of the elements of beauty.— Outlook.

The New York Outlook, in reply to a mother seeking council con-
cernmg her problem, says :

" Join a mothers' class under a broad-minded,
progressive kindergarten trainer. Avoid the one who has nothing to

learn, and the one who burns incense before the system." Every kin-

dergartner should write the last sentence large on the first page of her
program book.

The states provide inspectors to look after the condition of the chil-

dren in the factories, assuming the care of all children under eighteen;
but no recognition is made of the rights of the children in mercantile
life, even the tots of five and six working as newsboys and girls and
bootblacks from early till late, and often in bitter cold weather insuffi-

ciently clad.

The Hennessey Blocks will be welcomed by many kindergartners
who are seeking larger materials, and by many mothers who are seek-
ing wholesome materials for home use. One hundred substantially cut
pine blocks, of various forms and dimensions, all packed in a neat chest,

for $2.50. Address J. C. Hennessey, 681 1 Lafayette avenue, Chicago.

Ernest Fenelosa holds that the peculiar charm and delight of

Japanese art is due to the fact that this people has eliminated anger and
worry from its national temperament. If this is true there is more need
today of ethical culture than art training. Kindergartners who are
worried because of their own artistic deficiencies please take note.

The woman's clubs of Kansas City held a union meeting in April, to

consider the kindergarten question, which was addressed by Miss Mary
McCuUoch of St. Louis. It is only a matter of time for each woman's
club to grow away from the literary, social, and political issues, and cen-
ter its power and influence upon a distinctly educational platform.

New York Kindergarten Union.— Among the speakers at a recent
gathering of the kindergartners of New York and vicinity were the fol-

lowing: Rev. Leighton Williams, on "Psychology and Child-Study";
Miss Mary Wells, on "Results of Child-Study." Mrs. Langzettel, of

Pratt Institute, conducted the games at the close.
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The mothers can be safely invited to join the child-study class with
normal students. It is one of the best movements you can make, that

of mingling the professional kindergarten mothers and intuitional, un-
trained mothers. This is especially true of the child-study based on
Froebel's Mother-Play Book.

The number of sweat shops in Chicago has doubled in the past two
years, and twice as many children are employed in them now as have
ever been heretofore; for no inspection can reach and regulate those con-
ditions as long as work is given out to be done in the tenement houses.

"Tactics and its Place in Physical Training " is the title of a practi-

cal discussion of militarism by Hans Ballin in the monthly devoted to

physical education called " Mind and Body." This monthly is edited
by Hans Ballin, and published at Milwaukee, Wis.

The problem of education in its large and liberal sense must be
always substantially the same, but the materials by means of which, and
the conditions under which, we are to educate, must be subject to con-
tinual modification.

—

School Review.

The Chicago Kindergarten Club is discussing the kindergarten
child-study questions recently sent out by Dr. Stanley Hall. This line of
discussion is practical, suggestive, and one which appeals to all enter-
prising members of the club.

Mr. Daniel Batchellor, of Philadelphia, has written music for

"Come let us Live with Our Children," and also the " Kindergartner's
Hymn." We are indebted to Mrs. Van Kirk for copies of the same.

The Grand Rapids (Mich.) summer course for the study of kinder-
garten, conducted by Lucretia W. Treat, opens July 6 and extends to

August 2g.

In iSq-I. the number of kindergartens in Ontario was ninety, with 184
teachers. They were attended by 9,340 pupils under six years of age.

The Santa Barbara (Cal.) kindergarten had one hundred and thirty

children enrolled during the year ending February i, 1896.

A Generotis Gift.—A friend of the children has given $75,000 as
an endowment fund for the Brooklyn Kindergarten Society.

Commencement addresses by distinguished speakers are in order
for the kindergarten training schools.

After May i, the New York office of the Milton Bradley Company
will be located at 11 East 14th street.

In a small Alaskan town of three hundred inhabitants there is a
school attendance of sixty-eight.

Chicago needs $7,000,000 for her public schools for the coming
year, and she has but $6,600,000.

A SUMMER school of scicnce will be in session at Charlottetown>
P. E. I.
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"The Golden Fairy Book," published by D. Appleton & Co., con-

tains a rich aggregation of fairy lore gathered from the French, Rus-
sian, Servian, Italian, Portuguese, Hungarian, Turkish, Arabian and
even South African, over such names as George Sand, Dumas, \'oltaire,

Laboulaye, and others. To one who is at all familiar with the fairy and
the folk lore of the various nationalities a comparison is exceedingly
interesting. One starts with surprise to meet almost the counterpart of

a familiar tale in its different dress in an unexplored field of literature.

The unity and brotherhood of the human race can be in no easier man-
ner made evident than by bringing to light the natural correspondence
of ideals and traditions embodied in the hero and folk tales of the differ-

ent peoples. The kindergartner familiar with the thought of "The
Seven Little Sisters," and their sisterhood, can emphasize that relation-

ship most poetically to the child mind by relating the ideals of each of

the little sisters in their fairy tales.

The kindergartner must know the rocks and trees and growing things

as intimate friends, else she cannot guide the eager child search for

knowledge aright. "Minerals and How to Study Them," by Edward
Salisbury Dana, is written in a simple and interesting manner, with the

avowed intention on the part of the author to encourage a taste for the

study of mineralogy. The name of Dana is sufficient guarantee of the

scientific accuracy of the work. Especial care has been expended by
Mr. Dana in the preparation of the illustrations, of which there are over
three hundred within the compass of as many pages, and the represen-

tation of real crystals and of the actual specimens from the cabinet as-

sist the beginner greatly in an acquaintance with forms of crystallization

and cleavage. John Wiley & Sons, New York, publishers.

The death of the author of " Tom Brown at Rugby," has called to

mind many reminiscences of a man who heretofore, in the eye of the

general public, was in danger of being overshadowed and lost sight of

in the exceeding popularity of his book. Thomas Hughes stood for as

sturdy and healthful a moral and social standard in life as his best

known book does in literature. He was an advocate of the broadest
principles; nor was his horizon limited. The most positive proof to us

Americans, and especially Chicagoans, of the breadth ( f this man's
mind and heart was his cooperation with the distant, western city in

the formation of her public library when stripped of everything by a

great fire; a cooperation which resulted in the gift to Chicago of fifteen

thousand dollars' worth of books.

A QUARTER century edition of Edward Wiebe's " Paradise of Child-

hood," edited by Milton Bradley and prefaced with a "Life of Fried

rich Froebel," by Henry W. Blake, comes from Springfield, Mass. (Mil-

ton Bradley Co.). Mr. Blake's chronological biography of Froebel

follows each stage in the life of the great teacher from birth to death in

detail. The last chapter is devoted to a review of what has been done
to advance Froebel's ideas since his death. A history of the kinder-

garten work is so often called for and this is very complete and accu-
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rate for reference. Mr. Blake has done the kindergarten world a great
service in this contribution to its literature. The book is well illus-

trated.

" The Golden Age," by Kenneth Grahame, golden in name, in con-
tents, and in binding. Sketches of child life viewed through the vista of

passing years. Scenes recalled with keen appreciation of the child

heart and child mind. Vigorous, normal English child life pictured
with all the dramatic skill and literary grace of an accomplished writer.

Not written for children but for the lovers of children; and damty, re-

freshing, and entertaining as anything to be found. Pitiful the one to

whom "The Olympians," "The finding of the Princess," or "The Ro-
man Road," does not recall visions of a treasured childhood. Stone &
Kimball, Chicago, publishers.

" Old-Time Stories Retold by Children," is a small, bold-faced type,

scarlet bound book for lower grade use, in which the compiler, E. Louise
Smythe, has followed the suggestion of Dr. G. Stanley Hall, and gathered,
selected, and edited her pupils' versions of old stories, myths of the

Northland and of Greece. The most pleasing feature of the book is a
characteristic of the Werner publications, color tone. The binding and
the colored lithograph plates are a most artistic harmony of color and
shade. Werner School Book Co., Chicago.

"A Twentieth Century Gertrude," by Ellen Lee Wyman, will appear
as a serial in Vol. 9 of the Kindergarten Magazine. This is the
story of a modern mother and her experiences with her modern chil-

dren. The following topics will be discussed in Mrs. Wyman's happy,
readable fashion: Mothers of Success; Peculiar Children and their Pe-
culiar Mothers; Some Common Children, and Whirling Wheels.

"Grimm's Fairy Tales," edited by Sara E. Wiltse, is arranged for

small readers. The stories are selected, edited, and arranged with spe-

cial reference to child reading. Ginn (S: Co., Boston, publishers.

Messrs. Frederick Warne & Co., New York, have in prepara-

tion a second series of "Wayside and Woodland Blossoms," a pocket
guide to British wild flowers, printed in natural colors.

Mr. a. E. Winship, editor of the Joiiriial of Edncation, has in press

a book on " Horace Mann, the Educator." Price 50 cents, in cloth. The
New England Publishing Co., Boston, publishers.

A commentary on Froebel's Mother-Play songs by Denton J. Snider

has been privately priated for use by the students at the Chicago Kin-
dergarten College.
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VACATION SCHOOLS AND THEIR FUNCTION.
SADIE AMERICAN.

THE dandelion has come, and the earth is clothed

in a glowing garment of gold and green; spring

is really here, and the mind turns to thoughts of

the quickly approaching summer. The wise and
careful mother plans for the months when her

children will be free from school, and prepares to take them
'

at once from the hot, noisy, and dusty city to the broad, free

country, where they may run and play to their hearts' con-

tent; may watch the flowers grow and the fruit ripen on the

trees, and be out under the bright, blue canopy of heaven
from early morning till darkness falls from the wings of

night, growing stout and strong amid green field and glori-

ous sunshine, storing energy for the winter's study and work;
yes, and where they may even learn to know and love their

friend, the cow, so they will not say, as did one little tot,

who for the first time saw a cow milked: "Uh! I wouldn't

drink that." "Why not?" asked the amused listener; "where
do you get your milk at home?" " From the milkman, of

course," replied the little one, in a tone which betrayed
scorn of such ignorance.

The mother takes her children away from crowded
rooms? Ah, no. From filthy, ill-smelling streets? Ah, no.

From overflowing garbage boxes giving forth odors and
vapors disease-breeding? Ah, No. She takes them from
airy rooms, clean and sweet smelling; from streets compara-
tively free from dirt; from a home whose cool rooms afford

shelter and playground when the sun is too hot or the clouds

are heavy, conditions quite easy to bear even were there no
possibility of getting away to delicious clover fields, mur-
muring brooks and inland lakes, or cool brown hills and fer-

tile valleys. Even she who cannot get away to the country
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plans picnics and excursions to pass the long summer days.

For her dear ones there are bicycles and street-car rides,

the sand-pile and the circus, books and toys for rainy days,

and mother and nurse ever ready to find some pleasant an-

swer to "What shall I do now?" the ever-recurring ques-

tion of the idle child. But there is many a mother whose
thoughts, too, are bent on the long summer, yet with dread
rather than pleasure. She may be wise enough, and would
be careful did she not know herself powerless to do aught
to make the summer what it should be to her little ones,

whose home is in a crowded tenement, stifling and ill-smell-

ing, on filthy street or foul alley; whose only playground is

the street, with its hills and valleys of decaying garbage; its

calm, stagnant gutter with green scum resting in beautiful

danger on top, the sun's darts striking down on dead matter
and live alike, breeding a life that brings death in its train.

For them neither flesh nor strength nor energy in such sur-

roundings, if they are fortunate enough to escape disease so

apt to lay hold on their poor, enervated bodies. No place to

escape the broiling sun but the house, where, six or eight

or even ten human beings, of various ages and conditions,

are crowded into two or three rooms, rendered neither at-

tractive nor inviting by baby crying and mother washing,
perhaps. Nothing to do but get in the way; nothing to play

with; no books to read or pictures to look at; no one to

talk to, but to be scolded; no place to rest but on the side-

walk— perforce these children are driven onto the street at

the earliest hour of the day, and remain till the latest at

night. From dawn till dark they are left absolutely to their

own devices, and unfortunately these devices are often very

nearly akin to those of the gentleman renowned for occupy-
ing himself with idle hands and heads. They may run after

the patrol wagons and haunt the police station to their

hearts' content, and Sheir souls' undoing. Who is there to

prevent? And so, beside the negative side of getting no
good from their vacation, there is a very unpleasantly posi-

tive side of getting harm from it, for the street holds much
more noxious influences than those that threaten the physi-

cal being, in the more subtle spirit-killing influences of

morbid excitement and of vice.

"It is all true, we know it," you say with sad voice and
shoulder shrug, "but what can we do about it?" Say,

rather, "What shall we do about it? What will we do?"
The question is not a new one, and some have already an-

swered it according to their view of the chief danger and
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necessity; and to them the chief danger was to the health
of the children, the chief necessity to provide against too
great undermining of the constitution by their unhealthful
surroundings and often insufficient food. They, therefore,
established fresh-air funds in order to have the means to

send the little ones out into the pure country air, which will

invigorate them as rain does the drooping flowers, where
they may regain the buoyancy of young natures, lying in the
long grass listening to the song of the cicada, or watching
the men at work in the fields, or picking wild flowers, or
tramping the woods, gathering fresh fern fronds, watching
the birds and the squirrels, and learning to know and to love
God, the beneficent Creator, who sends the glorious sum-
mer sunshine out of the clear blue sky, causes the grain to

grow, and scatters wealth of beauty in green and gold and
violet and blue for His children to enjoy. How can they
feel their nearness to Him, living as they do with a cloud of
smoke not before, but above them, shutting out the vault of
heaven; living amid decay and degeneration? how can He
be to them other than the death dealer, the great punisher,
the fearful one?

But fresh-air funds, and summer homes, and even organ-
ized excursion parties, cannot reach a tithe of the children
whom poverty keeps bound to the stifling city, and to whom
we owe a duty. The time has passed for a negative moral-
ity. "Thou shalt not!" no longer sounds the note of duty,
but "thou shalt!" rings out in tones ever-'clearer and more
insistent. Sins of omission, while less glaring, are quite as

grievous as sins of commission, and, "love thy neighbor as

thyself" means "do for him what you would do for your
own," and for these children we must do something. "What
can we do for them?" Again the question has been answered
for us in several cities. "Open vacation schools" they have
said, and this they have done. "But school again?" ask
many doubting. "Are not heads already overburdened, and
back and eyes and lungs weary unto exhaustion from bend-
ing over books and desks?" Indeed, yes, and no further
strain will be put upon them; on the contrary, an effort will

be made to turn the whole being into a new channel.
The street for idle girls and boys with their ill-directed

thoughts, or no thoughts at all, with minds empty and open
to any exciting influence, is a school of crime. Their rest-

less nature craves excitement, their native energy craves
employment, their imagination craves food. If they do not
get what they should have they seek what they should not.
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Our public schools, however great the good they have done,

have filled the mind until there seems no room for a native

thought to move about; they have poured in, rather than

drawn out the native bent of the child, and thus have failed

to furnish occupation for his energies and faculties away
from the schoolroom. All present effort of the new educa-

tion is to explore the individuality of the child, to show
his natural bent, and give direction to his whole being. To
this end the vacation school also will work. To furnish food
for the imagination by turning the thought to the wonders
of nature, to furnish pleasant employment for energy spend-

ing itself in restlessness and mischief, to satisfy the craving

for excitement by furnishing legitimate entertainment, to

re.place morbid curiosity by genuine interest, and thus to

wean from the vicious influences of the street— is the pur-

pose of the vacation school.

In Boston, in Cincinnati and Chicago on a very small

scale, and in New York on quite a large scale, these schools

have been maintained with a success so great and a response

so eager there can be no question of the need for them and
the good they have done. The secret of their success has

been in the method they have pursued. All attendance has

been voluntary, children between three and eighteen being

admitted. Beginning with the kindergarten for the young-

est, manual training in its various phases was made the basis

•of the course; i. e., clay modeling, sloyd, drawing, designing,

•cooking, sewing, 'botany. Frequent excursions to muse-
•ums and country or seaside, where spoils of peace were

gathered and served as the foundation of work the ensuing

days, gave the weary head a rest; made the hand feel it, too,

was tor some use and purpose; trained the eye to see, to

observe; gave subjects for reproduction and encouraged
each to produce something himself, and brought the imag-

ination into play. A new revelation came to the children;

they were led without perceiving it; taught without know-
ing it; they were surprised at the possession of faculties

they little dreamed of; patience, persistence for a purpose,

accuracy and honesty of execution began to possess them
unconsciously, as cause and effect showed themselves inevit-

ably in their work. Who needs these qualities more than

these very children? It is ethics and morals without preach-

ing. New powers and activities are thus awakened, and the

child who is trying to reproduce something he has seen, or

to put into form something in his own mind, is in little dan-

ger of dropping it to run after a patrol wagon, or get into a

street fight, or worse.
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Every child is a creator and enjoys making something.
Who has not seen the mere babe toddle to his mother, call-

ing: "See, mamma, what I have made?" As he grows
older this pleasure in producing grows with him. He likes

to do something. In the vacation school his attention will

be held by appealing to his natural interest; above all his

peculiar aptitude may be discovered, and thenceforth time
will not hang heavy on his hands.

Says Mr. Locke, the superintendent of the New York
vacation schools: "The thirty days' session of the vacation

•
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given a change of occupation, in which he takes pleasure;
a variety of employment is offered him that keeps every
faculty on the alert, eye, ear, hands, observation, judgment;
and when he leaves the schoolroom he carries with him that
which will cause him to find, even in his poor surroundings,
things which will hold his attention and interest to such an
extent that police or fire-gong cannot call him from them.
Of course in a school of this kind everything depends upon
the teacher. Trained teachers are needed; and, especially
in the summer, they are not easy to find. Yet with an
abiding faith that the demand will create the supply, even
though not at once, we hope those who are able will also be
willing and will help on the good work.

In Boston since 1885,,in the North Bennet Street Indus-
trial School, a vacation school has been run for six weeks
with a constant attendance of about 250 a day. Dennison
House, the Woman's College Settlement, had about 138
children a day in one of the public schools. One feature of

this school deserves special mention and might well be imi-

tated. One room was fitted up as a library; pictures, books,
casts, flowers, helped to make it a delightful retreat where
the children gathered during the unoccupied hours of the
day, to read, play quiet games, or enjoy story, talk, or music.

In Cincinnati twenty-five boys were kept interested in

woodwork all summer, and their parents were almost pa-

thetic in their gratitude "for keeping our boys away from
the awful street," as they said. In Chicago fifty girls of the

Jewish training school were kept busy and entertained all

of the vacation (ten weeks), two weeks of which was spent
in the country, parties of ten girls with a teacher having a

genuine good time for a fortnight at Hinsdale.

But New York has the crowning achievement to record

in this line. In 1894 the Association for the Improvement
of the Poor took up this work. The use of three of the pub-
lic schools was obtained from the Board of Education, and
the association guaranteed the necessary funds, which, how-
ever, were raised by popular subscription. Last year, 1895,

they maintained six schools, the Board of Education having
unanimously offered them as many as they wished. Eighty-
four teachers were employed at an average salary of S50.50
for a six weeks' term of three hours a day. There were some
5,296 children attending daily, the total attendance being

104,105. The cost was 5 6-10 cents a day per child, only

$5,776 in all. Never was money more judiciously expended,
nor time spent more profitably and joyfully to both pupil

and teacher.
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This year the good work will be extended still more. It

is hoped these schools will also be an object lesson which
will bring kindergarten, manual training, aye, and vacation
schools into organic connection with our public school sys-

tem.
Chicago wishes to be no whit behind her sisters in care

for her less fortunate ones. Steps have been taken looking
to the opening of several vacation schools under the super-
vision of the Educational Committee of the Civic Feder-
ation. The Board of Education has granted the use of

several buildings, and if our citizens will but generously
support us with the little that is needed, and those teachers
and educators who are interested will come forward and
urge others to do so, success is assured; and success means
many happy hearts and bright faces, and possibly many a

one saved from the first slip on the desce?isus avenues. With
the New York schools to serve as a working model, with
the necessary expenditure so closely gauged by its experi-
ence, there can be no excuse for failure here or otherwhere.

With our duty so clearly before us, there can be no ex-
cuse for not obeying its call. With a reward so certain in a

harvest of happiness it will be bread of love cast on the
waters, returning after very few days; yea, it will change
the muddy waters of a turgid stream into the bright and
sparkling ones of the clear brook, carrying the reflection of
bright eyes and smiling faces as it runs on to the sea of
eternity.

T
THE DAY-DREAM.

HE thronged boughs of the shadowy sycamore
Still bear young leaflets half the summer through;
From when the robin 'gainst the unhidden blue
Perched dark, till now, deep in the leafy core.

The embowered throstle's urgent wood-notes soar
Through summer silence. Still the leaves come new;
Yet never rosy-sheathed as those which drew
Their spiral tongues from spring-buds heretofore.

Within the branching shade of Reverie
Dreams even may spring till autumn; yet none be
Like woman's budding day-dream spirit-fanned.
Lo! tow'rd deep skies, not deeper than her look.

She dreams; till now on her forgotten book
Drops the forgotten blossom from her hand.

—Dante Gabriel Rossetti.



NURSERY APPOINTMENTS.
MAY B. WOODWARD.

LOOKING to the history of our race, we recognize
that the natural physical environment of man is

one in which he is brought in constant contact
with the fresh air and sunshine of a tropical or
semi-tropical climate, and it needs no argument to

add to this the statement that his mental environment also

was much more natural and free from the complex surround-
ings of our present civilization. In surrounding a child then,

especially during his extremely early childhood, with the
necessities which our climate and social life have established,

we should not lose sight of the simple out-of-door life for

which nature intended him, and should introduce as much
of nature and as much of simplicity into those rooms which
are especially devoted to the children's use as we can.

It should always be kept in mind in arranging the nur-

sery to make it convenient; for no one knows better than a

mother how easy it is in times of temporary hurry or dis-

turbance to forego some of the most valuable routine duties

in caring for a child. Let the attempt, therefore, at devel-

oping an ideal nursery be always circumscribed by the ability

of the mother to unvaryingly carry out its routine without
making illogical breaks in the habits of the child's life.

It will not be practicable for every mother to place her

nursery where it will have the advantage of a south and east

exposure that the little ones may have the benefit of sun-

shine during all the valuable parts of the day, but a light

and well ventilated room can almost invariably be provided,

and in giving them sunshine and fresh air nature is brought
into the nursery in the most beneficial form.

A simplicity in the furnishings of the nursery can be
maintained, which will at once contribute to its cleanliness

and, consequently, its healthfulness. Instead of carpets,

which are sure to afford a lodging place for dirt or dust, and
at best increase the difificulties of the housekeeper in main-

taining her children in desired cleanliness, a wooden floor is

preferable; if hardwood is not practicable, a painted floor

will do nicely, and a rug or two conveniently placed is ample
floor covering for comfort. If the nursery is also the bed-

chamber, a metal bed can generally be provided, which will
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aid in maintaining cleanliness, and also simplicity, for even

here the cylinders and balls, which are almost the only pos-

sible ornament of such an article, are approximations to

kindergarten forms, and the child will early become famil-

iar with them.
If the nursery is for the little one's sole use, the kinder-

garten table and chairs should be its constant and almost

its prime articles of furniture. The mother's sewing table

will become an object of interest and benefit, for through it

the little character can be taught self-restraint in leaving

undisturbed this one table and its furnishings, even in the

room which is more completely his own than any other.

Then the example of busy hours adds much in instilling into

the child-mind the value of an economical use of time.

We hear constantly of the main responsibility of child

training resting with the mother; but where the nursery is

made interesting and comfortable to the father, the mother's

efforts may be seconded, and the father become a great

factor in his child's development. See to it, then, that some
comfortable chair awaits the father in this playroom.

If the room is so arranged that a corner of a closet can

be given the child in which to keep his playthings and his

clothing, a most excellent opportunity is afforded of incul-

cating habits of self-help and order, awakening a wholesome
sense of responsibility by increasing the care of toys and
clothing to keep pace with the gradual development of ca-

pacity and aptitude.

A screen covered with some firm material will be helpful

in shielding from excess of light, heat, or cold, but pervert-

ing it into a guard for doorway, stairway, or open fireplace,,

should be avoided; rather impress upon the children's minds
an appreciation of the danger arising from these surround-

ings,—impress upon them the necessity of avoiding these

dangers of their own free will, unprompted by a parent's

watchfulness, and this correct estimate of the minor dangers
which surround their little lives will bring with it a self-reli-

ance which will show in their more mature development.
Much can be done to correctly direct and assist the founda-
tion of character by a careful selection of our pictures and
other wall ornaments. The decoration of the walls them-
selves should be very simple, and this simplicity can be re-

lieved by pictures of a character that will familiarize the

child, from its earliest days, with the most noble thoughts
of maternity and childhood.

The provision of some suitable receptacle, on which or in
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which may be placed the nursery books that will accumu-
late, and which will become more and more a part of the

child-life as they grow older, is a matter that should not be
overlooked. One fault exists in most nurseries which is

very difficult to avoid— the accumulation of useless toys

and other articles, particularly when broken or badly soiled,

a condition which can only work to the child's detriment,

promoting tendencies to disorder and uncleanliness. A
little guidance will develop a partial remedy for this, as no
rainy day occupation can be found more interesting than

the repairing and rearranging of the contents of the toy box,

in which occupation very little help from older heads is re-

quired to produce satisfactory results; and it is right we
should surround the child with constructive duties.

Nature in the form of plant life furnishes an excellent

opportunity of fostering thoughtful care, of awakening in-

terest in other life than their own. Most effectually may
this be done if the mother possesses an interesting knowl-
edge of gardening operations, that through the busy and
intelligent care of plants a familiarity with unfolding nature

may be gained which will lead the child to look from effect

to cause, seeking the source of all life.

All these suggestions in regard to the appointments of

a nursery merely illustrate the general idea of developing
healthfulness, usefulness, independence, and the self-respect

that comes with the orderly, logical habits which a child can
be led to form, for remember it is the kindergarten idea

always that every good characteristic which is thoroughly
grounded into your little one lessens the danger of the de-

velopment of a bad characteristic in its place.

Simplicity and truth can be as surely expressed in the

tone of a nursery as in any other way. Avoid harsh lines

and harsh combinations of color, for the more we see into

the workings of nature, and particularly of human nature,

the more it seems to be an established fact that there is a

most remarkable coordination between true beauty of form,

of color, and of character, that will have its effect on the

child, and if we are going to develop in our children a truly

rounded character, we must not place before them eccentric

combinations, for whatever eccentricities we introduce, how-
ever harmless they may in themselves seem, are sure to mul-

tiply and cause wider divergence from the well-rounded

character which we typify by the simple circle— the kin-

dergarten type of beauty and perfection.
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A DAY IN THE WOODS WITH A CHILD,
ANDREA HOFER.

" So fall the weary years away,
A child again, my head I lay
Upon the lap of this sweet day."

—

Whittier.

ID you ever spend a day in the woods alone with
a little child, and lay by every idea of research,

with not even a care or object, except to attend,

in perfect relaxation, the mystery of the day and
walk beside the little mistress of nature, your

hostess and interpreter?

The child is indeed nature's mistress in every sense, and
is never mastered by her. What's the weather to a lover!

What odds does a child ask of nature's wildest word? On
the immortal shore of childhood the waters roll high, and
with a beating heart and an ever-bounding mood the child

hies away to the wildwood, and what a treat it is to go
along.

Such a day!

"The wind ran over the meadows
As Httle children run."

The air is charged with every gift of light and love, and
one feels it stream against the face like liquid life that en-

ters and possesses the soul.

We start gleefully together; the child leading on, choos-
ing its own way with delight and acquaintance for guides;

every path is the right one and every thing is familiar.

"The hills are dearest which our childish feet

Have climbed the earliest; and the streams most sweet
Are those at which our young lips drank."

We look into each other's faces and take hold of each
other's hands. One needs so much communion and un-

spoken appreciation to be able to take in all there is to drink

in, in the woods.
Emerson says, "Nature is fluid"; and as we press into

the heart of the forest I feel her stealing in and through the

frozen channels of my life. Through the little child by my
side she has never ceased to flow. The child, unrestrained,

never questions nature, simply because the child is a poet
and not a scientist, nor breaks the spell of beauty with a

single harsh, perturbing thought.

"Stars rose and set and seasons rolled;

Flowers bloomed and snowflakes fell unquestioned in her sight."
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We walk along with scarcely a sound save the rustle of

dry leaves at our feet, and as we proceed they seem to

whisper and make young ears alert for unexpected things,

sights, and surprises. The older heart, with such joy at its

side, dare scarcely question at the sight of the leaves, "Why
all this waste?"

I find myself experiencing new and peculiar thrills at

every step. I have read and dreamed of rare pleasure com-
ing from silent lonesomeness in the wood. Waldei?isain-

keit, a word peculiar to my own mother tongue, always

brings with it an ecstatic, poetic vision. I always believed

in the theory that each one of us had poetry within if only

our most exquisite moments could sing themselves out. I

was realizing such a sweetness now, mingled with a strange

fear that I might lose it by some sudden transformation.

But it is impossible to change the subject when walking in

the woods with a child. Each single thing, from an ant-hill

to a clover, is a part of a continued story, and tells of a trin-

ity of life and peace and power. The child needs no lessons.

It knows all there is of joy. The child is laughing even
now while I am philosophizing.

We pass along a slope where dandelions have flourished

all the spring; a cry of delight announces the new vision. I

suddenly lose my comrade. The long closed members of

the dandelion colony are beginning to sigh for one more
glimpse of life. It is a radiant morning, and my little com-
panion grasps them and waves them and breathes on them.
She sees but downy, waving, dewy things—plumed knights,

perhaps. I try not to see in the dainty crowned spheres a

tale of glory past to them—the ghosts of a wasted spring to

me. What criticisms this little interpreter is giving; I am
learning much.

" The child can scarcely tell which to her is dearer—the

flowers or her joy about them, or the joy she gives to another
when she brings or shows them, or the vague conception of

the dear Giver of them."
We are far in the woods. A sense of mystery from

within draws us on and on, always one step beyond the

familiar boundary. In the depths of the wood there resides

also a nymph to lure us—a nymph within the nature-heart,

and another in the heart of nature, ever calling to each
other. And so we push into the forest farther than we
dared to dream of carrying little feet. But joy and activity

are tireless, and the child is the embodiment of both. See
how deep the mosses grow in the heart of the forest—feet
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devout enough to wander so far do not crush, and this

creeping lover of the soil makes a rebounding carpet for

joyous feet. How much a child loves moisture and delicate,

damp-grown herbage. There is in it that wonder of overfed

delight which is so oft the tendency in youth.

See the handful of wonders I have been heaped with.

How dumb I am! Why bring them to me? How can I in-

terpret to this child and find a language for these things

which child-life can understand? Better have kept them
yourself, little one. And yet it is the intense desire for in-

terpretation that urges the child to bring her treasures and
lay them in my lap. She loves to have every thing come
into her own, big, gaping world. She finds it full of new
things every moment. My share is to help her make them
speak and sing and tell a tale of joy.

Our walk has led us out to the low grounds where the

sources are; where the lank-grown grasses stand, their stalks

yellow half way up; the creek beds almost dry, having
poured their treasures into the summer-heated soil until

quite exhausted; where dews have sunk for weeks un-

dried; where below the more aspiring forest tops a lesser

woody kingdom flourishes; the willows here are master and
hold the foremost rank along the creek, their low twigs
stirring in the pool, and from the stingy rays of sunlight

through the top tree-boughs they draw a weak tinge of

green; behind, the mandrake banks itself as if crowding to

the front, and farther up each sloping side the ferns and
deadly nightshade bide their time. In the shadow of this

double forest lie indolent heifers all day long, and feeding,

need but to stretch their long tongues to lap the moisture
off the luscious grass. Here the sweet-breathed morning
lingers in its cool freshness, and the listening hush of day-
break rests till almost noon. What a spot for wonders and
miracles and inward questionings!

Of all the marvels within the undisturbed woods, I have
been taught how most precious to the child is the nest life

there. We find stray bits of tinted eggshells under bush
and in the grass. So daintily shaped are they, that wonder
fills the savage little wanderer beside me; perfect rounded
parts of some undiscovered whole, often held together by
dainty, gauze-like tissue, and the fissures joined so perfectly.

To the child there is somewhere, beneath all this, some deep
secret—a something—an unknown unit to find. The child
loves units. We do not see the mother bird break the shell

ruthlessly to hasten her birdlings into air, or there might be
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some deep questionings. But the child loves life and feels

it is a simple thing. Life must have its secret places else it

could not come to completeness. The child knows this,

then why question? The poet also knows, for he describes
thus the young denizen of the wood:

"Too closely on her mother's breast,
To note her smiles of love,

The child of nature lay."

The child and the sunlight are common playfellows. It

plays in his rays and loves his great warmth. The sun
teaches that we are not to look him square in the face or
give materialistic guesses at his nature. The child seems
unconscious of the sun, yet by no one else are his goodly
qualities so thanked by appreciation. Nor does the child

desecrate the sunshine by disregard as does the callous

adult.
" It almost seems as if earthly things simply revealed the

nature of sunlight; eagerly all turn toward the sun, hang
upon his rays as the children hang upon the words and looks

of father and mother—of the father who teaches in love, of

the mother who sustains and strengthens their develop-
ment."

As the child and I wander through the sunlit, far stretch-

ing wood, through the shady groves and tall forest trees,

with the real spirit of childhood upon us, there comes to

me a sense of the truly God-like nature and the priceless

value of life; how glorious it is to feel that we are indeed
the children of God. With a child we never need say the

word God. The child never studies after sources, it knows
intuitively that there is a great unit back of itself and all

else beside.

We are so far away and all alone—nothing is heard save
prattle and laughter and birds. And the child says, " Let
us take off our shoes," and in my heart I say, "We are in-

deed on holy ground." We stand in the holy of holies of

God's temple of Nature with a child the only priest.

While in communion with the sweet works of God, while

rambling through the scenes of nature, how many opportu-

nities offer for worship. We worship the great and the small.

We worship the indivisible self of nature, and we feel it is

our own possession. This feeling is to know unity.

A child is bold in the sight of God, bold as the violet

with the sun. It has that greater boldness—boldly to be

with itself alone—bolder than those who all pertinent and
irreverent dare in each other's faces to scorn all but appear-
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ances. We learn that a child is oftener lonesome when not
alone. A simple mind in the woody air and grassy fields

finds food and even keen, intoxicating excitement. The
wonder and awe of the silence ever and ever grow on one
until even the emptiness seems to sound, and all the air is

inhabited with lovers. There are a multitude of ungathered
flowers always beyond, inviting the little hand ; a great store-

house always untouched, and each article of nature's mer-
chandise is a gem that can be cut only by another gem
within, each drawing forth the other by the secret magnet
of the consciousness which links them, and the light which
is their common radiance.

What a rhapsody of art is nature to the child. She gives

in one breath the fullest setting to the grandest themes

—

with orchestra uncountable and infinite shifting of scenes.

The play is never monotonous, nor is such an audience
given any other show. She never drops her curtain; it is a

continuous panorama of miracle plays, symphony concerts,

art palaces, wonder museums, libraries, universities, temples;
and all her players are divinely inspired—untaught. We
'have forever the Greek within our midst through the child,

and through its eyes and ears we again find the classic con-
ceptions of mind forever pouring themselves from the enor-
mous throat of Nature. And Nature gives us the complete
creature, artist, philosopher, model of soul, as Wordsworth
so aptly portrays:

" She shall be sportive as the fawn
That wild with glee across the lawn,

Or up the mountain springs;
And hers shall be the breathing balm,
And hers the silence and the calm

Of mute insensate things.

" The floating clouds their state shall lend
To her; for her the willow bend;

Nor shall she fail to see,
Even in the motions of the storm,
Grace that shall mold the maiden's form

By silent sympathy.

"The stars of midnight shall be dear
To her; and she shall lean her ear

In many a secret place
Where rivulets dance their wayward round,
And beauty, born of murmuring sound,

Shall pass into her face.



CHILDREN WHO ARE THEIR BROTHERS'
KEEPERS.

THE LITTLE MOTHERS' ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK CITY.

WHAT is the "Little Mothers' Association," and
who are the "Little Mothers"?

The second part of this question was
answered by a contributor to the Nezv York
Nezvs some four years ago in the following

well-drawn sentences:

In this big town there are rich mothers and poor ones, stout moth-
ers and spare, old mothers and young, happy and unhappy, heahhy and
ill, and we know all about them. But there is another class of moth-
ers who never have been wed and yet have children to care for; who
have no homes of their own and yet have homes to take care of ; whose
lives are one long struggle against everything that makes life hard and
black and wearisome, and we know nothing about them. Yet we meet
them everywhere. They crowd the lower streets of the city in the East
and m the West, morning, noon, and night. They fill the down-town
breathmg places and stand whole evenings on the piers and along the

water front. They have their children with them, and the policemen
who stand on the street corners know all about them. So do the organ-
grinders and the watchmen on the docks. These unwed mothers make
up the great army of " Little Mothers," and their children come to them
in the same way that their poverty and household drudgery does. They
come from their parents. They are old beyond their years and wise in

the wisdom of the street. They are bent and spare and pale. They
share the responsibilities of life with those who should bear them all.

They carry burdens that leave their mark in lines on their faces and in

sharp angles where all should be smooth and fresh and round. The
" Little Mothers " have been cut off from everything that makes them like

other children. They have been debarred from excursions and picnics,

from Sunday walks and evening games. They have been kept at home
looking after the babies. During the day they have helped take care

of the rooms while their mothers have been out earning bread, and the

pleasures of life, even the few simple pleasures that the very poor may
have, have not come to them.

The organization of the "Little Mothers' Association"
was brought about in 1890 through the efforts of Mrs. Alma
Calder Johnston, of New York City. Living at the time on
Stuyvesant Park, one of those God's-acres of older New
York, Mrs. Johnston witnessed the daily gathering of the

young girls, or girl children, who brought their baby brothers

and sisters from all the neighboring streets for the freedom
and comfort of the park. Being by essence and nature a

humanitarian, she was not long able to view the motley
scene from her comfortable front windows, content to feel
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sorry for the "poor little things." Mrs. Johnston found her-

self making friends among the brave little mothers and their

infant charges, and soon constituted herself an aid society

of one active member, and planned toward increasing the

comfort of the children.

A unique appeal was soon made to her friends for the

use of cast-off baby carriages, and strange as was the appeal,

the response was prompt. The Johnston basement became
the relay station for a new traffic. "Little Mothers" came
and went during the summer days, engaging or returning the

baby carriages, paying toll in the coin which had been less

plentiful among them before they were found out by their

friend,—the blessed coin of happy faces and rested spines.

Warm personal friendships, arising from daily contact with
a household of rare democratic spirit, was by no means the

least romantic feature of this baby-carriage loan association.

Every common-sense, loving service has infinite genetic

power. From the practical provision made by Mrs. John-
ston to relieve the over-burdened, over-young little mothers
an organization developed which is well known among all

the friends of city children. The Little Mothers' Aid Asso-
ciation has done a great work during the past five years for

that rank of childhood which is unreached either by the
free kindergarten or the social settlement club. The " Little

Mothers" are cared for by tHe association in a way which
does not interfere with their duties, but which distinctly

aims to lessen their cares by coupling joy and gladness with
the duty. Greater glory than this can never be reaped by
proud university or cathedral of so-called "Greater New
York." While the social settlement is doing an economic
work by co-relating the human elements and interests of

certain neighborhoods, and while free kindergartens, vaca-
tion schools, and fresh air societies are exhaling their

peculiar beneficences upon thousands of babes under six

years, the "Little Mothers' Aid Association" has under-
taken to care for these older children who are unwittingly
made responsible for the younger brothers and sisters.

Some of the ways and means of the association are stated
as follows, in a recent-circular sent out to the friends of the
"Little Mothers":

From June, 1890, to October, 1894, day excursions were given to six

thousand four hundred and three little girls, who, having the care of

younger children while their parents are at work, can have no share in

the vacations provided by the Fresh Air Fund. The Little Mothers'
Aid Association employs ladies who seek these children in the tene-
ments, alleys, and streets of the most thickly populated portion of New

Vol. 8-32.
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York City, arrange for the care of the babies and the home for the day,
and give to each "Little Mother" a ticket appointing the place of meet-
ing and the date of her Happy Day. Each Tuesday and Friday morn-
ing during the summer these chaperons met at the place appointed
from thirty to fifty of these children, and conducted them to Pelham Bay
Park, where a holiday house awaits them.

A breakfast of bread and milk, a few hours' play in the fields and
orchards, a bath in the salt water of the Sound, a hearty dinner, and an
afternoon of varied delight follows; then, loaded with flowers and fruits,

the children are returned to their homes; the most destitute newly clad,
and all gladdened by memories of a care-free day. Some who can be
spared from their homes are retained at the " Holiday House " for a few
days, receiving, besides the benefit of sea bathing, pure air, and good
food, lessons in cooking, mending, and general housework.

The child who works in shop or factory is decently (if not comfort-
ably) clad; but the child who stays at home to "mind the baby," is

dressed in the worn and soiled clothing discarded by the others. To
convey her, barefooted, bareheaded, in ragged clothing, through the
streets and by the three lines of railway, is to wound and humiliate her.

Instead, we cultivate that self-respect which suitable attire imparts.
While cast-off fineries of the rich are of very little service to the poor,
creating envy, fostering vanity, breeding discontent, besides being
unsuited to the service required, the plain, substantial underclothing
and gingham or flannel dresses made by the " King's Daughters" and
similar circles are urgently solicited; hats, hose, and partially worn
shoes are constantly needed.

Being personally acquainted with these hitherto uncared for little

girls, their chaperons know where partly worn shoes and garments will

be most beneficial and how to avoid the possibility of clothing being
either pawned or sold; where the parents are dissolute and where they
are making a brave struggle for subsistence. It is through these ladies

that benefits are conferred.
During the entire year the sick are visited at their homes; comforts

and delicacies are bestowed, and those requiring special treatment are
conveyed to hospitals. Entertainments with refreshments and gifts for

several hundred of the "Little Mothers" and their sisters are provided,
at Thanksgiving, Christmas, and Easter. To lighten the unusual and
unrequited labors of these children; to promote the home comfort of

their families, and as a preparation for domestic service, sewing and
cooking are taught; instruction not only in the making, but the mending
and care of garments; the preparation of soups, grains, and other nutri-

tious foods is given.
A Sunday circle has been formed for the benefit of those little girls

unconnected with Sunday schools; and to aid this work the services of

the King's Sons and Daughters is solicited. Leaflets written for the
"Little Mothers," "How to Keep Well," "How to Behave," and
"Rules for the Cake of Baby," are distributed. A circulating
library is established to displace evil literature with good books and
papers; for this contributions are solicited.

For those who, since coming under our care, have become wage-
earners, and therefore are exposed to new temptations and trials, an
organization has been formed termed the " X. L. M. Club." To the fas-

cinations of a secret society, with pass-word, hand-clasp, hailing sign,

is added a solemn pledge, binding the members to truth, temperance,
purity, honesty, and kindliness. The club rooms are open at all times.
The regular meetings in which needlework, music, and elocution are
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taught, with reading, conversation, games, and refreshments, occupy two
evenings of each week. At the monthly business meetings for initia-

tions parliamentary ruling is observed.
Recognizing neither creed nor nationality, except to avoid offense,,

the aim of this non-sectarian philanthropy is to amuse, instruct, Ameri-
canize; and as there are no salaried officers, every contribution goes
to the " Little Mothers." To bring joy and refining mfluences into their

lives is, however, our chief effort; childhood without mirth and culture

being as desolate as springtime without flowers.

The well-known conservative member of society, who
maintains a comfortable seat as spectator and occasional
contributor to philanthropic enterprises, asked the follow-

ing question of Mrs. Johnston:
"Are you not creating a spirit of discontent in these

little girls?" Her characteristic answer was:

"We sincerely hope so; it is our constant endeavor. Not
the peevish discontent, which is sullen and despairing, but
the hopeful, energizing discontent which overcomes evil

with good. Discontent is recognized as the first sign of

growth. This we nourish and guide, encourage and assist,

until blighting and debasing influences are overcome and a

beautiful and helpful womanhood is seen."

Mrs Johnston made the following statement of this

interesting work in the Altruist Interchange sovae time ago:

In the first place there should be no such class; no infant left in

charge of a child; no child burdened with care. In older civilizations

there are grandmothers upon whom the responsibilities of the household
rest. But the tide of emigration, which bears all that is adrift to our
shores, leaves the old and firmly rooted on the other side of the sea.
Then, also, creches are more frequent; kindergartens and ihier-gartens
abound in some localities where the law of supply and demand is ill-

adjusted, and she who has borne the babies must also earn their bread.
When stirpiculture and horticulture are considered equally important;
when the elimination of the worst and development of the best in the
human and the horse are regarded as equally essential, prenatal and
lactificial conditions will be as carefully guarded in each. Then the
mother may properly create, nourish, and nurture her children. The
older ones will still aid in the care of the younger, but the "Little
Mother," as we see her in the streets, the alleys, and the public squares,
the doorways and the hallways of the tenement house, pale, weary-eyed,
stoop-shouldered, a baby in her arms, maybe another tugging at her
skirts—this pathetic, too frequent figure will have disappeared.

The philanthropist, following the " Little Mother" to the place she
calls home, is both a philosopher and an optimist. " The hand that rocks
the cradle is a hand that rules the world." " The center of our republic
is the home." " Be happy and you will be good," he sententiously
remarks, learning that not the care of the younger children only, but
whatever comfort the family enjoys is mostly of her making. To her
care the infant of a few days is given. The food, the clothing, the habits
of these fragile beings depend almost entirely upon the knowledge and
temper of this older sister. Just when she most needs physical care and
moral instruction, when new impulses begin to stir, new desires awaken,
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new thoughts arise, new questions penetrate the mind, new emotions
move; while neither infant nor woman, with the helplessness of one and
the responsibility of the other, the ignorance of the one and the suffer-

ing of both, this child of the wage-earner is often worse than mother-
less. An abnormal and unnatural position is this of the " Little

Mother." Deprived of the joys of childhood, she has a mirthless life, as

strange as a year without its springtime of flowery fragrance and melody
of birds. And now let us examine the dwellings these young, weak,
ignorant little girls are expected to call home. These houses are built

without bathrooms, cupboards, closets, heating apparatus, laundries or

toilet rooms. They are occupied by fifteen or twenty families of dif-

ferent nationalities, creeds, and customs. Each of the apartments

—

usually one living and two sleepmg rooms— is occupied by from three to

ten persons. The living room, where the cooking, washing, ironing, eat-

ing, serving, and dish-washing are done, is usually a sleeping room also,

the two inner rooms being measured by the doorway and the length and
width of the bed. The family garments, worn at work or at holiday

time, take turns in hanging above the foot and side of the beds and on

the doors. The toilet arrangements consist of a tin washbasin, filled

and emptied at the faucet in the hall, where four other families draw
their supply. To own a bureau or trunk means the ability to pay more
rent to house these luxuries, which are first to find their way to the pawn
shop when need comes. There must be a stove—cracked, broken,

maybe, with coals falling out and ashes sifting on the floor—filled prin-

cipally by sticks gathered from the streets and broken into bits by feet

and hands. A table, often braced against the wall for support; a chair

or two, maybe backless; a bench, perhaps; sometimes a lounge, which
serves as a bed. These are the furnishings. Where the children are

stored at night is a never-failing mystery. Four or five, we find, are

somehow squeezed upon the grimy and ragged mattress, if mattress that

mass of rags, straw, and wood-fibre can be called; fragments of patch-

work, quilts and blankets—this is the family bed. Measles, mumps,
croup, indigestion, bronchitis and fevers—all are shared with the teeth-

ing baby. The mattress and coverings are familiar with them all. And
if baths are impossible, night clothes are unknown. The outer garments

are transferred to the nails or shelf above the bed; each lodger lies

down in day clothmg saturated with smoke, dust, sweat, fumes of

tobacco and beer, producing the indescribable and unmistakable "tene-

ment-house smell."
The wage-earners must be breakfasted at five or six, according to

the locality of their work. Bread and beer are the staple food; tea is

preferred by the more frugal. Meat is added if means will allow— salt

pork generally, in the fat of which the children sop their bread, stand-

ing at the table and sipping from the mug of the parents. The baby
partakes of the same dietary. To the factory, the shop, the streets, the

saloon the family go—leaving to the "Little Mother" the worrying

baby, the scattered garments, the unwashed dishes and fragments of

the meal, from which she is expected to satisfy her own appetite and

furnish luncheon for the school children, to whom she next gives her

attention. If she is so fortunate as to possess needle, buttons, patches

and thread, the small bov and girl are made as presentable as skill per-

mits; but the average "Little Mother" has only strings and pins with

which to repair yesterday's damages as best she can. The baby then

takes its turn. The family towel (which does service in more ways than

you would care to know) is picked up once again, and with scant soap

and more scant ceremony some effort at cleansing is made, some outer
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garments put on, the bottle is filled, but whether with milk sweet or
sour baby alone knows. The rooms are tidied, the bed-clothing unaired
but readjusted, and the chairs put against the wall. Then the child
goes out with the baby on her arm, the younger ones trooping after; the
door is locked, the key pocketed, and the day's pilgrimage is begun.
Where shall she convey her brood? There is neither park, public
square, nor playground within her reach. But a saloon is near. Under
the shuttered door she can see the feet of men and hear their voices in

loud jests and coarse laughter. Maybe her father is there. She hears
the click of pool, the rumble of balls and voices raised in angry dispute.
Maybe there is a fight and the police; may be an ambulance to carry
away a wounded man. She would stay and see, yet fear hurries her off

with her young brood. Anear there is a board fence where bills are
posted. These are the picture-galleries we give our children. Here
they get their ideas of color, their sense of proportion, their conceptions
of beauty and modesty. So the children wander about, resting upon a
stone doorstep now and then, peering into a shop window, looking with
envy on the well-dressed children going in and out with glad faces.

What is the Little Mothers' Association?
It is a child-life saving station in the very midst of that

surging sea of humanity geographically known as New York.
May the commercial glory of the great seaport city less

and less eclipse the still greater glory of such humanitarian
benefits as the conservation of its childhood.

THE ELDER TREE.
NICO BECH-MEYER.

O ELDER tree, O elder tree,

elder tree in bloom;
Thy shining leaves, thy blossoms sweet.

My childhood's tree again I greet,

Thou tree from my old home!

A-floating in the summer air

My childhood's dreams I see;

Beneath thy shade my soul has grown
In silence, as thy balmy crown,

—

O, drooping elder tree!

1 lay me down beneath thy trunk,

And through closed eyes I see

The faces once to me so dear,

The voices that I loved to hear,

—

O elder tree, my tree!



A PLAYROOM AND ITS ADVANTAGES.
C. L. W.

THE playroom here considered is about three times

as large as an ordinary room. It is lighted by
two bay windows; one on the north, through which
the clear, steady light comes, and one on the

south for the sun to peep in. Each bay has seven

windows, five in the center and one at each end. Each win-

dow is squared off in inch squares just as the kindergarten

tables are, except that in the center is a clear pane of glass

about one foot and a half long by six inches wide. There
is also a large skylight above, the light from which comes
through a row of delicately carved wooden panels. Half-

way up the wall is made of long, narrow, brown-tinted bricks,

and the ceiling is domed and painted a sunlight yellow. The
floor is oak and bass, and in the middle is painted a red kin-

dergarten circle with cross lines for marching. There is a

large fireplace at one end of the room, and the opening is

so wide that large logs of five or six feet are used for fuel.

Over the mantel on.the wall is painted a picture illustrating

one of the "Arabian Nights" tales, "The Fisherman and the

Genius." The picture fills nearly all of the wall at the end
of the room.

The fisherman is sitting on the sand looking up much
amazed at a wonderful figure half seen through delicately-

tinted vapor. The fishing net is drawn up on the sand, and
in it a curious old jug or bottle is tipped over and unsealed,

and a thin line of smoke is ascending from it. Out of this

smoke the genius develops and looks down to address the

astonished fisherman. Out on the water a few little sailboats

are seen, and beyond is a glimpse of the city across the bay.

Primarily the child's room must be well ventilated and
lighted. The domed ceiling of this room gives an almost

unlimited feeling of space and a sense of completeness, and
although the windows are low and near the floor, to accom-
modate the little people, the skylight above and the yellow

tone on the walls make it seem sunny and cheerful even on
rainy days.

An atmosphere of order should reign most of all in a

children's room, and every help, material and spiritual, that

is a part of the room for that purpose is of great assistance
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to the mother. A bench often seems to solve the problem
of broken toys.

Although the general rule maybe to put each thing away
before bringing out another, circumstances, sometimes, are
such as to make it impossible to do this, and all will be out
of harm's way on a roomy window-seat, which may also be
converted into a cupboard for the blocks and balls.

Many of the playthings given to these favored little ones
are of delicate machinery and fine material.

Oftentimes the gifts may be in advance of the capabili-

ties of the child to use, but still would be a delight to see,

and in many cases of a family of three or four little ones near
of an age, when the eldest has constructed with much labor
and care a kite or a basket, the need is felt for some safe

and yet enjoyable place for these frail and precious belong-
ings. A shelf around the room, within reach of an adult's

hand, has cleared away these difficulties to a large extent.
It is wide enough to accommodate the books that are to be
a comfort all through life, and solid enough to hold a steam
engine if necessary.

Simplicity should be the aim, and make the way easy for

perfect cleanliness. There should be no draperies to gather
dust; no carpets to hold the soil of little feet.

The kindergarten circle in the child's own home is a con-
necting link between that home and his kindergarten. On
it he is able to play again what new games he has been
taught, and it gives him a fine chance to invent his own.
The limit is also a good one for noisy out-door games when
played in the house.
A blemish or a mar to a plastered and papered or painted

wall remains for some time at least before the child's eye.

This often makes it much easier to produce other disfiguring

marks, and in time there is a lack of effort to preserve, for

from his artistic standpoint there is nothing beautiful to

keep; the charm of perfection is gone.
A blackboard is sometimes used, but a reckless habit may

be formed if the walls are marked in such an indiscriminate
manner as this surface would lead to with chalk close at

hand.
The brick of this room has proved very satisfactory. It

is quiet in tone, smooth in surface, warm in effect, and en-

during in quality. The oak finish grows darker and richer

with age and shows few blemishes.
So much for the material side. But there is another side
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equally v^aluable which must enter into this room of rooms
for the child's threefold development.

By means of spiritual aids many questions are answered
before they are asked, much kindness is done before it is

taught, and the little lives develop along many paths not
visible to the passing observer.

What forces could be of greater value in this spiritual

growth than the artistic atmosphere of the room, music, and
the open fire?

Make the hearthstone large enough for all to gather
round. The fire fascinates us and draws from us our dreams
—our air castles and our ideals.

The warmth, the coloring, the mystery of it all is a study
of untiring pleasure. The child must learn its dangers, and
where can he learn them better than in his own domain under
the watchful and tender influences of a mother?

In this room over the fireplace a picture from wonderland
has been reproduced to assist and carry on the imagination
stirred by the fire. It teaches many lessons and allows of

many interpretations.

A handful of seeds produce more than an armful of grain,

a kind word reaps a harvest of happiness, and the soul of a

human being contains the highest ideals of God.
At the opposite end of the room, by means of an open

staircase, a series of platforms are formed, and on the upper
landing the piano stands.

These various heights, easily gained by the little folks,

make many of their games more real and interesting and
afford an excellent opening for original ideas, and also an
opportunity to view as a whole the surroundings of their

daily life.

A strength, a pleasure, and a lesson the piano gives us

whenever its harmonies are brought forth.
" Please sing us a song," " Play for us to dance," or, " Show

us how to do this," are the many calls when the little hearts

yearn for the uplifting power of music.

"God gave to me a little child;

'He's all my own,' I said.

I loved his dainty, rosy feet,

I loved his curly head.

" Then came a heavenly voice: ' Not thine.

But God's, the angel said:

'He is God's Temple, where love reigns,

Rejoice! be not afraidi '

"



THE KINDERGARTEN DEPARTMENT OF PRATT
INSTITUTE, BROOKLYN.

A. E. F.

THE fourth year of the Kindergarten department of

Pratt Institute is now drawing to a close. Com-
ing into an institution almost wholly given over

to manual and art training, it found a well pre-

pared ground and a ready interest. Each depart-

ment of the Institute was fully occupied with its own prob-

lems, but was also alive to the vital needs of education as a

whole, and ready to accept new ideas and appropriate them.

The first year, 1891-92, a class of sixteen students pre-

sented themselves for training, thirteen of whom reentered

the second year, and were graduated in June, 1893, with one
addition to their number from the Chicago Kindergarten

College, making fourteen in all. The same year a mothers'

class was also formed, which has continued, with growing
interest, ever since. The second year the work of the

mothers' class was arranged as it has since continued. Meet-

ing once a week, one hour was given to Froebel's theory

and one to work adapted to the home, with the gifts, occu-

pations, games, stories, and songs of the kindergarten. To
this was added lectures on various subjects relating to chil-

dren as well as to the kindergarten. Among the lecturers

have been Miss Elizabeth Harrison, Miss Laura Fisher, Mr.

Hamilton W. Mabie, Mr. S. H. Clark, Dr. J. Madison Tay-
lor, Dr. Eliza J. Mosher, Mrs. Milward Adams, Miss Emily
Huntington, and others.

In 1894-95, a nurses' course was added. The following

practical subjects will give an idea of the trend of the work
this year:

1. How to use sand with children out of doors and in.

doors.

2. Clay and form work.

3. Soap bubbles, and how to play with them.

4. A walk in the country with the children.

5. Simple outdoor and indoor games.
6. Stories, and what to tell.

7. Stones, leaves, and seeds, and what to do with them.
8. Building blocks.

The department as now organized includes a normal class,

first and second year; mothers' class, first and second year;
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nurses' class, special students, two kindergartens, and a con-
necting class.

Most of the normal kindergarten teachers were trained
in the West; but the East has its own conditions to be met,
its own problems to be solved, and with the change of en-
vironment has come modification of method.

Today we find everywhere greater intelligence in regard
to Froebel's ideas, and this makes it possible to better de-
fine the work and divisions of the training school, and bring
special teachers in touch with its methods. As organized,
the work was divided into the natural divisions of the kin-
dergarten, gifts, occupations, stories, games, with special
teachers for music, physical culture, drawing, psychology,
and history of education. These, together with the study
of Froebel's theory in the "Mutter-und Koselieder," and
"Education of Man," covered the work done during the two
years.

When one instructor handles all the classes of a training
school there must of necessity be unity in the method of
presentation, and also a lack of variety and breadth, for no
one person can give at any one time adequate attention to

so many different subjects. On the other hand, there is

danger of a lack of unity in having too many specialists, if

they have not a clear understanding of Froebel's idea, and
practice in developing it. However good the method and
philosophy of the specialist may be, each has his or her own
theory, and all differ. Unity of thought, however, can come
through unity of purpose, and as one discovers how similar
the needs of the world are, one finds himself working to

meet them, regardless of method and theories. So the spirit

of the work comes to be the great thing, and much can be
accomplished when this is o?ie. This spirit can be had by
all holding the same ideal, and each working in his own way
for the attainment of it. In fact, this is the only way it can
be obtained, for individual freedom comes through helping
the whole to attain it. Thus we come to the necessity of

specializing the departments of the training school, that we
may have the same thought from many different stand-
points to make stronger and clearer the whole.

Believing as she does in the developing method of edu-
cation, the trainer finds herself with a kindergarten of an
older growth. .She sees it is necessary to nurture and de-

velop her individual before she can instruct and prepare her
for her coming work. To do this she must reach back to

the true foundation—what has really been accomplished by
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the individual in her life. Getting rid of all externals and
reaching down to character is sometimes a slow and painful

process, but one absolutely necessary if growth is to follow.

Therefore, unless the preparation for entering the training

school has been a true one, it falls away and leaves a bare

skeleton, an experience that needs all the wisdom and cour-

age of the educator to meet, and great faith on the part of

the student. The reason why the average woman when she

comes to the training school is tiot ready to do the work re-

quired, is because her education has not been what it ought
to have been; it has been unnatural and separated from life

itself. We have now to go back with each girl and awaken
her sympathy with nature and life, arouse in feeling the de-

sire for growth, and begin to supply her needs. The kin-

dergarten itself, touching as it does upon all the beginnings
of future education and thought, gives a chance for unlim-
ited growth. The casual observer often asks. Why do the

students play the childish plays of the kindergarten? This
play is the salvation of the individual. It starts her back
again at the point in childhood where the links were dropped
of sympathy with life, and gathering them together again, en-

ables her to make of her life a connected whole with a mean-
ing. Some such experience must be had by every one who
would herself become a child-gardener. She must herself

have become unfolded to realize what she has to do for the
child. Kindergartners cannot be made in the training

school, but much can be done to arouse their natural powers
and put them in touch with human nature and with life.

The problem which now presents itself is, What is the

simplest and most direct method of reaching the individual?
Through experience it has been found most practical to give
some insight into Froebel's thought, together with the use
of his material. This the study of the " Mutter-und Kose-
lieder" does, for it awakens the mind, and work in the gifts,

games, occupations, and stories helps the person to express
herself. This book forms the basis of the work. In the
class, one week the study is made of a song, which repre-
sents a typical fact in the life experience of the child; this

belongs equally to the student, excepting that with the child
it is unconscious, and the student must realize it. To ac-

complish this she must, if possible, relive it. To bring this

about the picture is shown as one would show it to a child,

other incidents are recalled and talked of, the song is sung
and the game played to thoroughly put each student into

the spirit of the song. The motto to the mother is read.
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and the meaning searched for, and Froebel's Commentary
read to the class. The students are then asked to rewrite
the song in their own words, in rhyme, following the thought
and not the letter, and bring it in at the next lesson. Then
follows a lesson upon the song, giving the theory by the
teacher, the students making an abstract of the lecture, add-
ing their own thought to what has been given. It has been
thought desirable that each student should know the whole
book in this way, because of the growth which comes to her
through the study. It is also important that the student
should discover for herself what is in the book itself, rather
than that the insight of the teacher should appear to read
into it what is not yet there for the student.

The greatest insight Froebel has given to the world in

both this book and in the " Education of Man" is that of
the true freedom of the individual, the perfect interdepend-
ence of every whole and its parts. This he has tried to show
in the material and games, and everything which has to do
with the kindergarten. To this insight the kindergartner
must ultimately rise if she be a true exponent of his phil-

osophy.
The games of the training class need not be exclusively

those of the kindergarten; in fact the physical training of
the woman demands larger movements and wider range, but
Froebel's social ideal must be clearly defined, and all games
carefully analyzed, so there may be no mixture of thought
in the kindergartner's mind. Old English games have some
helpful ones among them, and other countries, no doubt,
have others among theirs. A little addition to them, or modi-
fication of unpleasant features, would give us games that
could be used to advantage with boys and older children in

later school work. The use of the English Game Book, pub-
lished by Macmillan & Co., has proved to us the advantage of
this method, and we have found results through its use that
suggest the value of physical training taken this way. The
aesthetic side, which is apt to be disregarded in systems of
physical culture, is here a natural part of the game.

There are two things necessary to the story-teller,—a rich

inner life, and power to express it. Two lines of work, there-

fore, indicate themselves; one, the arousing of the imagina-
tion, a quickening of the sympathies and perceptions; the
other, giving, through constant practice in class, the art of
the' story-teller, who appeals successfully to her audience
and carries them with her. We have proven most conclu-
sively the value of the myth in educating the story-teller,
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not SO much what it presents as its power to arouse the
latent possibilities within the mind. This work in reality

covers the particular experience of the individual, and at the
same time carries her through epochs of race experience
that are valuable, as they add to her culture and breadth of
thought. The students have grown to love strong, vivid,

and imaginative stories through learning the myths, and at

the same time have a rich fund of literature within that
must be a constant help in their future work.

The myth is not necessarily the story for the kindergar-
ten, although some of them must prove equally helpful to
the child; but with a knowledge of available material and
the needs of her children before her, the kindergartner se-

lects her own story, the one most needed in their develop-
ment at the particular time.

We have given two hours a week to the study of the gifts

and one to the occupations. The effort has been to give in-

dividual freedom of expression throughout the entire work,
and also to show the pupils what may be gained by the co-
operation of all.

Music must always hold an important place in the train-

ing school as it does in the kindergarten. No one can fully

appreciate this until one has tried to conduct a kindergarten
without a piano, or without a musical voice. Many students
come into the work without a musical education, but few
without a voice that can be used for singing, if given proper
training. True, two years is but a short time to give, if only
one lesson a week is taken; but a few moments every day in

practice will do wonders in that time if the student herself
desires to grow and exercises her voice properly.

If some of our kindergartners would devote themselves
to science for a few years, or some scientists would come to
appreciate the vital needs of the kindergarten, we would
have what is now most woefully lacking,—true study of life

and the things about us. The lines have been indicated
along which to proceed, but the field seems a large one to
cover in the short time that is given us.

Upon the kindergartners themselves rest the realization
of the kindergarten; and they must grow, they cannot be
made, even in two years. Therefore the task of the educa-
tor is threefold: to produce the kindergartner she must
develop her individual in an all-sided way, awaken her sym-
pathies in life, and definitely prepare her to conduct a kin-
dergarten.



HOW TO INTERPRET LIFE TO THE CHILD.
FANNY ROE GRANGER.

LET US take a lesson from animals. The bird is the
freest of all animals, and so perhaps the best loved
by little children. What is their message to us?
Color and form and structure; a freedom of move-
ment unknown to the plant, for here we find voli-

tion; a freedom m seeking food, and in the care of the young,
hinted at in the plant but realized only in the animal. The
freedom of movement, the choosing of a suitable place for

the nest, the nest building, the wonderful eggs, the long in-

cubation, the unseen life bursting from the shell, the care
and protection of the helpless little ones until, grown strong,

they too fly out into the sun-bathed world. What a proph-
ecy is this!

But, alas! in the animal world we also find another pic-

ture. We see the slyness of the fox, the greed of the wolf,

the fierce cruelty of the tiger. Shall we bring these pictures

to the child? We bring before him the loving, tender care
of the parent bird, that he too may become loving and gen-
tle and helpful. Now shall we bring before him evil, that

he may learn good? Is the child surrounded by evil influ-

ences the one who most loathes evil? No; the child brought
up in an atmosphere of cruelty and crime usually himself
becomes cruel.

Therefore, for the young child we must choose the ani-

mals which best illustrate the characteristics wdiich we wish
the child to develop; or, if we must observe the cruel ani-

mals, we will dwell upon their good qualities and be silent

concerning their evil ones. Are we thereby concealing a

part of the truth from the child? By no means. The right

time will come for the presentation of the evil side of the
animal; but before the child knows much of evil let us so

fortify him in goodness that he shall have something to

compare the evil with. "To apply the truth practically to

all individuals, in all stages of their development, is the art

of education."
Care of the living seed is universal in plant and animal

life. Will not the child, rooted and grounded in this univer-

sal, divine principle, when later he comes to the stud}' of

the fierce and cruel characteristics of many animals, marvel
as he reflects that even in the most ferocious creature is

written the law of parental love? It is the province of the
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teacher to "separate the transient from the universal and
abiding"; and from God's point of view, the cruelty of the

animal is the phase of an eon that shall pass away, while

love abideth. " The wolf also shall dwell with the lamb, and
the leopard shall lie down with the kid, the calf and the

young lion and the fatling together, and a little child shall

lead them."
"To recognize the workings of the universal, divine prin-

ciple in nature and in humanity is science." What of these

"workings" in humanity shall we apply to the development
of the little child?

Tennyson says, " Man is the heir of all the ages." Many
fail to come into their inheritance. But the baby begins to

enter into it as he tries to realize the experiences of the

race.

In prehistoric times man made his home in dens and
caves; and so the very little child will creep under the side-

walk, or under the bed or the sofa, and feel at home. Later

men dwelt in mud huts or tents; and the little child will put

a shawl over two chairs, and bringing in dolly and pillow, for

hours will be at home. Unconsciously his sympathy stretches

backward through the ages, and he clasps hands with the

childhood of the race when it dwelt in huts and tents. Oh
mother, father, when your little child calls you to come into

his house, despise not his hospitality, for he, sitting in the

center of all things, reaching backward to the past, and for-

ward to the man of the nineteenth century, is instinctively

trying to realize his relation to the past and to the future,

unconsciously feeling the unity of all mankind.
It is the province of education to help this unconscious

feeling to grow into a conscious reality. What child does

not love to "playhouse?" "Take heed lest ye despise one
of these little ones." Building houses of mud and sand, of

stones and twigs and blocks and sticks, is one of the favor-

ite occupations of childhood, and so Froebel, taking these

playthings, made scientific application of them to the devel-

opment of the little child. In the kindergarten with differ-

ent materials the child represents the cave of prehistoric

man, the tent of the Indian and the Arab, the snowhouse of

the Esquimo, the mud hut, the loghouse, the blockhouse,
and the house of planed boards, and with the more com-
plicated blocks, Tuscan and Gothic architecture, touching
lightly and in outline the development of house building

from the hut of the savage to the house of today; and even
to the church and the cathedral, which we dare to call the
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" house of God." Thus the kindergarten helps the child in

his instinctive endeavor, more clearly and consciously to en-

ter into sympathy with all mankind, even with God himself.

A schoolboy in the second or third grade, I think it was,
in studying the Esquimo hut, said: " I wouldn't build a house
like that." " How would you build it?" said the teacher.
" I would make the sides higher and put the roof across."
" But how would you hold up the roof? " " I would lay sticks

across." "But suppose you had no sticks? Suppose you
lived in a country where no timber grows?" " I don't know,
but I wouldn't build it that way anyhow." "Well, you take
these blocks of clay and show us just how you would build

with them; I am interested to know how the Esquimo house
could be improved." So the boy went away by himself with
the promise of all the time he needed; and with clay to rep-

resent snow, he made his blocks like the snow blocks of the
Esquimo, and worked as the Esquimo works. After a long
time he came back and said: "You have to make the sides

bend in to hold up the roof; I don't think you could make
.any better house out of just snow." That boy's contempt
had turned to respect. He had entered into sympathy with

the Esquimo.
And yet some people dare to say that the use of the

building material in the kindergarten is to teach number. It

is undeniably true that while the child is playing with these

materials he does of necessity come to know much of num-
ber relation. The two-inch cube is divided into eight small

cubes, and he can scarcely fail to learn that in eight there

are two fours and four twos, etc. Sometimes with the more
complicated blocks they will make houses by placing a half

cube on top of a whole cube, and say that it takes a cube
and a half to make a house. Making several of these houses
they will count the cubes—one and a half, three, four and
a half, six, seven and a half, nine, ten and a half, twelve; or

making roof of quarter cubes, count one and one-fourth, two
and a half, three and three-fourths, five, six and one-fourth,

seven and one-half, eight and three-fourths, ten,—and back.

They learn thus to add and subtract these simple frac-

tions with ease and rapidity. It is undeniably true that the

child who spends three or four years in kindergarten can
scarcely fail to learn the simple geometric forms, the square,

triangle, pentagon, hexagon, rhomb, trapazoid, etc.; but all

this is incidental. He who thinks the object of the build-

ing material is to teach mathematics is still outside the kin-

dergarten thought.



REPORTS FROM NEW YORK, COLORADO, AND
CHICAGO.

A FROEBEL BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION—NEW YORK, BROOKLYN..

"Brooklyn has done it very well. We thank You," was
proposed by Miss Haven and sung by some six hundred
voices at the close of the Froebel birthday celebration in

the city named. And truly Brooklyn had done well as all

the guests at the Pouch Mansion proclaimed.
The celebration was given under the auspices of the

Kindergarten Union of New York and vicinity; but the
place of meeting and such affairs were arranged by Miss
Alice Fitts, who had all matters nicely adjusted to the com-
fort of the surprisingly large numbers who arrived. Besides
the well-known leaders there were on the reception commit-
tee two graduates of each of the New York and Brooklyn
kindergarten training schools, so that one could not enter

without a welcome. After checking wraps (happily hats were
ostracized), and registering, each guest received a badge and
a flower, to show on which side of the river she belonged,

—

carnations decorated the Brooklynites and lilies of the val-

ley were for New Yorkers. Then with many greetings to

old friends and classmates the crowd slowly assembled in

the large dance hall, which was adorned with masses of

magnolias, flags, and a large picture of Froebel. Here the

opening march was led by Miss Jennie Hunter, president of

the Union. Then followed games, which were well arranged.

Some such as Visiting, Looly Loo, and the Farmer, were
played by all, while others, in which only a comparatively
small number could take part, were a positive delight they
were played with such spirit and feeling. This was espe-

cially noticeable in the sequence of spring games, the girls

seemed to have breathed in the beauty and sunshine of the

warm April day, and to shed it abroad again as birds, flowers,

and butterflies.

The games over, and all seated, Miss Hunter spoke a

few words of greeting and congratulation that such an un-

expectedly large number were able to come. Indeed, that

six hundred kindergartners were present when seven hun-
dred and fifty invitations were issued, showed for itself the

interest felt. Miss Hunter said how beautiful it would be if

all present could clasp hands, and so forming a mighty circle

fill the space with children; and that followers of the great
Vol. 8 33.
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man who so loved nature should have an outdoor meeting;
a proposition received with applause.

A letter was then read from Mrs. Riggs, in which she
sent her best wishes on this, to her, the most important
birthday next to Christmas. She and her sister, Nora Smith,
presented the Union with the "Republic of Childhood" for

the Union library.

The next on the program was Miss Haven, whose text
was: "Ever Through the Senses Nature Wooes the Child."
She referred to Froebel's sad, lonely childhood; of the com-
fort and peace he found in nature; and said that in its count-
less forms nature speaks to the child of unity, that every-
where in nature he finds cooperation, interdependence, and
unselfishness.

Miss Hoxie then told the story of "Timothy's Shoes,"
which she had rewritten for the occasion, and did it exceed-
ingly well. I wish young kindergartners might more often
hear stories told as two were that afternoon.

The program showed that we were then to have "quota-
tions from each and all," but after a few had been given,

there being hardly time for six hundred. Miss Fitts told of

her trip to Froebel's land. Besides many interesting scenes
of his work which she visited, she had the good fortune to

stand upon the rock on a hillside overlooking a valley of

gardens where Froebel stood when the name for his child-

garden first occurred to him. In speaking of the work in

Germany she acknowledged her disappointment at finding it

so far behind what she expected; behind our standard here.

A kindergarten with desks, and where children are shaken,

fortunately, seems strange to us. But one great advantage
the German workers have in her eyes is, that they under-

stand what they are trying to do, as we do not. In spite of

this when at Froebel's grave she experienced the feeling

that he was not dead, but in America.

The "Froebel Song," in Mr. Tomlins' book of children's

.songs, was sung by Miss Hunter's students, and then Miss
Sutherland told a very charming story of "Spring and her

Helpers."
AH were glad to hear Miss Brooks speak for a few min-

utes, and heartily agreed with her when she said it was good
for those in a common cause to meet together, and that they

would by so doing realize more and more the greatness of

the work and its demands. She reminded us that this is the

age of woman, and must therefore be the child's age; the

child whose spiritual possibilities must be deeply studied to
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be divined, so that material may be adapted to his needs
and for his development, instead of forgetting the child in

the development of material.

After Miss Brooks had finished amid applause, all pres-
ent sang Andrea Hofer's " Froebel Song," and then "Amer-
ica," which was followed by Miss Haven's "Thank you" to

Brooklyn in which all joined.

So ended at sunset a truly joyful and inspiring celebra-
tion of great Froebel's birthday.

—

Hele?i K. Mills.

KINDERGARTEN TRAINING IN COLORADO.

The kindergarten banner seems to have moved steadily
westward. It is the opinion of a much traveled kindergart-
ner, that while there is no doubt that in the extent and
quality of kindergarten work we are far in advance of the
mother country, so also in our own country in the number
of kindergartens, and in the superior character of the work
done in training schools, the West takes the palm from the
East.

In regard to the evolution of the training school, one
very marked feature is to be noticed indicative of growth in

the right direction.

As the standard of work is advanced, private training
classes have decreased, and the tendency is to establish the
kindergarten school as a department of some larger insti-

tution.

Mrs. Wiggin set us the measure of the ideal kindergart-
ner, and in order to make this creation flesh and blood, we
have discovered that a kindergarten student must have a

faculty of experts to train her. One whole-souled, devoted,
enthusiastic woman can no longer do the work. We must
have doctors of psychology, philosophy, pedagogy and bi-

ology; professors of mathematics, literature, sloyd and phys-
ical culture, to say nothing of expert teachers in drawing
and music. Where is the private school which can afford
all this:

So other institutions, chiefly normal schools, have taken
up the problem of training kindergartners, and opening their

doors have said: "Come to us. Here is a faculty, each mem-
ber of which is a specialist in his department. We can be
mutually helpful. Our graduates will do better work in the
higher grades if they add to their training a knowledge of
kindergarten principles, and you kindergartners will be the
better for having a glimpse of higher processes of mental
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training. Besides, if a primary teacher ought to have some
knowledge of the kindergarten, ought not the kindergartncr
have some knowledge of primary work?"

When, some four years ago, the State of Colorado put
the kindergarten into the public schools, it placed at the
same time the work on a solid basis. By a special enactment
of the legislature, the graduates of the State Normal School
were declared qualified to teach kindergarten throughout the
state, but all other applicants for positions must first be rec-

ognized by that department as properly trained. Yearly
state examinations are held for this purpose.

Let us take a glance at the course of study for kinder-
gartners as outlined by the catalogue of the State Normal
School. All applicants for admission must have the stand-
ing of good high school graduates. Is their academic edu-
cation deficient, they are assigned work in the academic
department of the school. Of course special fitness of mind
and purpose for the work is required, for not every young
woman makes a good kindergartncr, and we believe that

for the work's sake, as well as for the sake of the young
women themselves, no graduate shall be sent out who will

not further the best interests of the work.
Psychology is the foundation of all good teaching. A

knowledge of the general laws of mental development, and
their relation to the practice of teaching, is fundamental to

all good kindergarten work. The old rational psychology
no longer sufifices. It gives a view of mental phenomena
from one standpoint only. In the psychological laboratory,

therefore, in Greeley, we find the students doing experimen-
tal work in physiological psychology while giving to the
observational, the ontogenetic and phylogenetic work due
regard also. It need hardly be said that the Kindergarten
and Model School stand in close practical connection with
the Psychological department.

Philosophy of education and history of pedagogy follow

the student's work in psychology, that the application of

psychological principles may be sought and found in the

actual training of children, and that a clear conception of

the evolution of educational thought may be gained. This
alone gives a teacher's work that depth and breadth of un-

derstanding which keeps her from getting into ruts. These
two latter subjects are taught by the president of the school,

Dr. Snyder.
The physics, science, and biological laboratories are most

complete in their equipments for experimental work. The
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entire third floor, including six rooms and the large hall,

have been fitted up in the most approved manner for the
laboratories, apparatus and collection rooms of the Science
department. The laboratory for physics and chemistry has
tables and desks with places for individual work by thirty-

two students. Each desk is supplied with porcelain-lined
sinks, with water and gas, with a hood for carrying foul gases
from the room, and with drawers and individual locks for

three divisions of thirty-two each. The laboratory for zool-
ogy and botany has tables for individual work, with speci-
mens and facilities for microscopic and projection work.
Around the walls and in the halls are the cases containing
the herbarium and other natural history collections of the
school.

A special feature of the science work is that during the
junior year a term is devoted to the consideration of the
methods, devices, and matter for elementary science teach-
ing in the kindergartens and public schools. Students are
taught how to give simple lessons on minerals, plants and
animals with such material as is found anywhere. Frequent
excursions for observing and collecting, followed by labora-
tory study, make the work practical and individual.

Sloyd, drawing, and clay modeling are taught by the
teacher of manual training. Students pursue a course of
reading in connection with the subjects, and lectures are
given on tools, growth, and structure of wood, and the edu-
cational value of the work. The drawing is both mechanical
and free hand. The clay modeling is given with special ref-

erence to the needs of the children in the kindergarten.
In reading, elocution, and Delsarte, the value of the train-

ing to kindergarten students can scarcely be over-estimated.
A refined.thought is not sufficient. There must be refined

expression, refined voice, refined speech, refined action. The
central idea of the work is the true and natural expression
of the mind through the instrumentality of the body. Be-
lieving the movement and finger plays to be one of the
most important features of kindergarten life, special em-
phasis is laid on this part of the work with the teacher in

'

physical culture and elocution. The physical expression of
all movement games is carefully studied with her, that with
the inner thought and meaning may come grace of move-
ment and bodily control.

In music, constant practice is given in the staff and tonic
sol-fa notation. The best methods for cultivating an appre-
ciation of good music in children are also carefully studied.
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In the theory and practice of the kindergarten, the sci-

ence work is made the basis of all thought and action.' Gar-
dening, and with it the study of plant life, the care and study
of animal pets, and out-of-door contact with nature, furnish

the center around which all work with the gifts and occu-
pation cluster.

It is part of the special kindergarten training that the
students shall keep in touch with the latest results of, and
investigations in, child-study, and the kindergartners do in-

dividual observational and experimental work in this sub-
ject. Its close relation to both the psychological and prac-
tical side of the kindergarten is clearly seen.

For practice work a kindergarten of sixty-five children
is housed in a building of its own, with lawn and garden.
We expect a model building to be soon erected for the sole

use of the Model School and Kindergarten.
Nothing has been said concerning the library, the work

in history and literature, and various other departments of
the State Normal. An all-sided development of mind and
body is the end sought. Hence the students are encouraged
in out-of-door sports, and tennis is one of the favorite rec-

reations. Three literary and debating societies flourish and
add to the social, as well as to the intellectual, growth of
the students.

While the kindergarten students form a department by
themselves, yet their work, except when pertaining to the
special kindergarten theory, is in classes with the regular
normal students. Both classes of students gain from this

association, and that kindergarten work is so generally ap-
preciated in Colorado is due to the enlightened understand-
ing of kindergarten principles by the teachers of other
grades. It may be truly said that there is no state where
kindergartners and public school teachers are in more close

sympathy, or where they are more mutually helpful.

I should like, much to tell you of special features of the
work, something of the experiments in physiological psy-
chology, of the work in child-study, of the sloyd and clay
modeling, as well as of some interesting features which have
been developed in the practice work in the kindergarten,
and especially with the science work with the children.

Another opportunity to do so may present itself.

In Denver the public school kindergartens are under the
able supervision of Miss Caldwell and Miss Cole. The work
done in them is most excellent, and these two supervisors,

in the kindergartens under their charge, present the best
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argument in favor of kindergartens in public schools that'

one could ask. VVc may well be proud of Colorado in her
educational work generally, and in her kindergarten work
in particular.

—

Laura E. Tcjft.

A PEDAGOGICAL EXPERIMENT.

The Pedagogical department of the Chicago University
has opened in connection with its theoretical work a small
primary school. It is located at 389 Fifty-seventh street,

in the neighborhood of the university. The school has two
sides, which of course are the obverse and reverse of the
other—the one for the children, the other for students in

the university taking up pedagogical work.. The school is

not a school of practice in the ordinary sense ; nor is the
main object of the Pedagogical department to train teachers.

It rather takes teachers who have already considerable ex-
perience, and who now wish to acquaint themselves more
thoroughly with the rational principles of their subject, and
with the more recent of educational movements. Former
superintendents and normal school teachers make up, ac-

cordingly, a large part of the graduate students in pedagogy.
The primary school serves the purpose of a focus to keep
the theoretical work in touch with the demands of practice,

and also makes an experimental station for the testing and
developing of methods which, when elaborated, may be
safely and strongly recommended to other schools. It is

believed that there is nothing which our common schools
need more than wise guidance in this respect—the presen-
tation of methods which are the offspring of a sound psy-
chology, and have also been worked out in detail under the
crucial tests of experience.

The actual work of the school is proceeding along three
converging lines. One is the attempt to grade the work to

the individual pupil, rather than to grade rigidly the chil-

dren themselves. Pupils just out of the kindergarten work
side by side with those of two years' school experience, each
profiting from the contact with those of diverse years and
attainments and interests. Much of the selfishness of child-

hood and after seems to be due to the enforced segregation
of a rigidly graded system. Not only do children gain mor-
ally from the more rational and freer relations, but also in-

tellectually. The presence of less advanced children makes
natural a motive to readingr and to telline observations or
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things learned very different from the artificial one of simply
"reciting" before one's equals.

Secondly, the school is being conducted on the belief
that the "studies" of the elementary school may best be
mastered by being treated not as studies, but as factors in

the child-life. The child comes to school to do ; to cook,
to sew, to work with wood and tools in simple constructive
acts; within and about these acts cluster the studies— writ-

ing, reading, arithmetic, etc. Nature study, sewing, and
manual training, so-called, are by no means new features in

education; what perhaps is the novel and distinctive fea-

ture of the primary school of the university is that these
things are not introduced as some studies among others, but
as the child's activities, his regular occupations, and the
more formal studies are grouped about these occupations,
and, as far as possible, evolved naturally from them. The
measuring and weighing in cooking, sewing and carpentry
afford ample opportunity for number work ; they draw the
child's attention to the ways in which other people have
lived, how the inventions and tools arose, and thus give a

basis for history ; they lead out to the sources of the mate-
rial, etc.—geography ; they involve principles of chemistry,
physiology, physics, and cannot be truly mastered without
reference to these principles ; they touch plants and animals
and the modes in which they live and grow—biological
studies. In fact, it is found that the child learns most easily

along the lines of least resistance, and most effectively

along the lines of greatest germinal power, when his prob-
lems grow out of his practical work, as either involved in

it or enrichments of it. Along the latter direction it is

sought to introduce the artistic element as much as possible
into the work. The foregoing may be summed up in terms
of current phrases of pedagogy by saying that the child's

own life (as repeating within itself the familiar activities of

food and shelter which center in the home) gives the best
basis for both correlation and apperception.

The third may be more briefly spoken of, as it is virtu-

ally involved in the second. It is the question of giving
material of instruction that has an mtrinsic worth, and mak-
ing the formal and mechanical side strictly subservient, in-

stead of, as too often, teaching anything, however trivial,

on the basis that the chief aim is to learn the formal studies
—the three R's. Nature study is now, fortunately, not so
unknown as once

;
perhaps the distinctive feature of the

science work in the primary school is the effort making to
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organize the scientific material into related wholes, instead

of presenting isolated facts or going in a scrappy manner
from one thing to another. It is not necessary to present

either isolated facts nor to force children prematurely into

consciousness of relations—the relatedfact is what holds the

child's interest, and the great scientific generalizations regard-

ing growth are all of them principles of relation. In some
respects such work can best be undertaken at a university,

so far as the first working out of methods is concerned. It

must be a cooperative work ; no one person can possibly be

a specialist in all directions or have a sufficient and accurate

hold upon facts and sources. The large number of graduate

students at the university affords a body to draw from who
are interested in the adaptation of the more important and
reliable facts of their branches, and the primary school ex-

pects to draw in a constantly increasing degree from such

students, both for directions as to materials and methods,

and actual teaching.

It is expected that the work will be enlarged another year,

so as to include children from six to twelve. A new and
specially built schoolhouse is not out of the question if the

friends of the university and of elementary education testify

practically to their belief in the wisdom of uniting the two

in a cooperative educational work. The term fees have been
placed at a low figure ($12 for twelve weeks) in order that

the school might be in spirit a common school. All inter-

ested are invited to call and see the school community at

work. There is only one session, from 9:15 to 12:15.— John
Dezvev.

The Pedagogical department of the University of Chicago
is collecting material with reference to children's spontane-

ous plays. Few persons have the facilities for making
observations in this direction that kindergarten teachers

and assistants have. Their cooperation is respectfully in-

vited in this important matter. Information, however, may
cover any age from infancy to fourteen years. Complete

descriptions of individual cases of play are especially desired,

noting approximate age, whether boys or girls or both.

Attention may be called to the fact that cases trivial in them-
selves are as likely to be psychologically important as those

which are more elaborate. Besides descriptions of indi-

vidual cases, information is wished on the following points :

I. Give as many instances as possible of rhythmical

games (spontaneously played). Who plays them ? Under
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what circumstances ? 2. The same for games into which
the competitive element enters. 3. The same for games
which are spontaneous imitations or reproductions of occu-
pations, etc., of adults. 4. The same for games which in-

troduce /'/'?//!cVc'^/r«/ activities— e. g., playing funerals, drunk,
stealing, getting arrested, etc. (N. B. In all cases report
conversations, incidents, etc., which throw light upon the
points of interest and attraction.) 5. What games do the
children spontaneously play before school begins ? Games
of animals, plants, industry, occupations (school, family,
etc.), heavenly bodies ? In about what proportions ? Dis-
tinguish those recently learned or suggested by school plays
from old favorites. 6. Give cases of your own recollection
of continuous plays of childhood; i. e., those carried on from
day to day, with additional imaginative elements introduced
from time to time. How large a part did such continued
plays and dramas occupy in your child-life ? 7. Give in-

stances of observing child play same imaginative game
from day to day ? 8. Do you recall personifying objects
or animals and carrying on continuous imaginative relations
with them ? Give instances. Did you carry on same sort
of story or drama with people whom you knew slightly?

The material may be sent to John Dewey, University of
Chicago, who will send to persons contributing any printed
results growing out of the investieations.

CROCUS CUPS.

L
ITTLE golden cups that never shall be brimmed

With springtide's gracious dew,
You yet the spring reveal; her sunny glance

I read in you.

Little purple cups, you, too, alas, must fade
Before the early bee

Winds his blithe horn; yet rare delight

You bring to me.

Little spotless cups, unkissed by kindlier suns,

You still do hold.

Though gray the skies and bleak the bitter winds.

The springtide's gold.—Kate L. Broivn,



A BOSTON BREEZE.

ELLEN LEE WYMAN.

THERE is great satisfaction in the lines of achieve-
ment to feel that one is at the heart of things, at

the throbbing center from which thrills and flows

the inspiration and the life. This feeling one has

to a degree in investigating educational work in

old Boston town.
To be sure we Westerners no longer admit Boston to be

the "hub" of all activity, protesting that we do not move in

a circle about her. Still we must confess we follow out some
of the spokes, flattering ourselves meantime we are broaden-
ing as well as lengthening the scope of interest. In no direc-

tion is this more true than in the college settlement work.

In this line comes now the Kindergarten Settlement at

"Peabody House," the dearest, freshest, and brightest place

imaginable. It is located on old Chambers street, which
winds its narrow, crooked line about midway between the

Charles River and the great Union railroad station. The
houses in this poor, crowded neighborhood, which were one
time numbered among the aristocratic homes of Boston,

seem to have taken upon themselves an air of resigned

abnegation with just that flavor of dignified reserve which
becomes a fallen estate. They do not flaunt the want,

neglect, and misery which is quickly scented behind the

crumbling walls and dingy panes forming the present abid-

ing places of Russians, Jews, and Italians.

Peabody House itself, a substantial four-story, brick

structure, had long been used as a tenement house when,
not long since, it was leased by the Kindergarten Association

for a term of years. Thorough renovation, fresh paint, deli-

cate paper, muslin curtains, and simple, dainty furnishings

have transformed the building into a most attractive home.
It was formally opened April 21. Considering its age, or

rather its infancy of only six weeks, it has remarkable vigor.

Kind hearts and generous purses have contributed to the

equipment which, though complete enough for present needs,

leaves ample opportunities for many additions which would
greatly facilitate the work. On the first floor is an attractive

sitting-room, an inviting dining-room, and a kitchen with all

necessary appointments. The second floor is devoted to

the kindergarten. There is a fine upright Chickering piano,.
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tables, chairs, bookcases for a children's library, pictures,

and other accessories. The thirty happy children who are

harbored here for several hours each day evince an enthusi-

astic appreciation of the great privilege thus opened to

them. They are, however, only a small proportion of those
needing it, for the street swarms with little toddlers, and
many must be refused for lack of accommodation. On the

third and fourth floors are the cozy rooms of the five earnest,

devoted young women who form the congenial family of

"residents." One room is devoted by her alumnse to the
use of members of Miss Wheelock's classes.

Miss Martlla Spaulding is the head resident, and is full

of enthusiastic plans. The starting-point of the work seems
to spring from the text, "A little child shall lead them."
The thought is that beginning with the children the way
will be opened to the homes and to the older members. An
informal mothers' meeting has already been held, and every
effort will be made to meet the requirements of the people
of the neighborhood. Evening clubs and classes will be
organized. A juvenile library is being arranged, the privi-

leges of which will be offered to those who will be willing to

enlist in cooperative work, the idea being thus to interest

the boys in a "street-cleaning brigade," the girls in flower

missions and kindred work. A hope is cherished that a

system of home libraries may be inaugurated by which books
may be circulated and also pictures exchanged.

Such an example as Peabody House cannot but influence

the thought and deed of all who come in contact with it.

In ever-increasing circles the influence will extend, and its

blessing will rest, not only upon the homes of those whom
the work seeks to help, but also upon the homes and hearts

of the seekers and their helpers.

Here, as elsewhere, kindergartens have been in the past

largely private enterprises; they have been either exclusive

and aristocratic, or charitable and democratic. Many of the

latter class, after being well organized and started in life,

have been, so to speak, left upon the steps of the public

school board. The board adopts them, and before long

dandles the promising child as proudly as though it w^ere its

own. Thus this department is becoming a regular part of

the public school system. It is provided with a fine corps

of competent teachers and very complete eq.uipments.

A very interesting feature for the welfare of the Boston
poor children is a most attractive, large playground, running

along half a mile or more on the Charles River. Here are
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all manner of gymnastic appliances and oj

great good times.

And this brings me to an example of the truth and
patriotism of two little Boston " kindlings." It was Patriot's

day, and the father planned to give the children a treat and
an "impression" combined, so it was arranged all the fam-
ily should drive over Charlestown way and visit the grand
Bunker Hill monument. Oh joy ! Might they take their

flags? Well, yes.

Now the American flag to an American boy is and should
be the outward and visible sign of an inward and physical
thrill. The bigger the better! When the paTty were ready
to start, the father and the mother, too, were overwhelmed
by the size of the flags coming on board. They could no
quite make up, or rather unmake, their conservative minds
to drive down Beacon street with such a circus band-wagon
effect. A compromise was arranged by which smaller flags

were taken. The climbing up and down of the three hundred
or more steps of the monument was dutifully accomplished
with some loss of breath but gain of enthusiasm. Then the
children were allowed to choose a memento of the day and
the object lesson from the little stock on the counter. How
delightful

!

"Now," said Frank, "I must have the \tz\, truest thing I

can find;" and he selected finally a picture of the Battle of

Bunker Hill, being assured by his father that it was probably
the best representation there was of the event.

Little Sue, equally particular about the "honest true"
qualification, decided upon a paper-weight picture of George
Washington

The application of this? Create a standard for your
children, not merely a " Boston atmosphere," but a moral
atmosphere in which every right principle may grow and
strengthen. With tnith and Bunker Hill patriotism the
country is safe.

KNOWLEDGE and wisdom, far from being one.

Have ofttimes no connection. Knowledge dwells
In heads replete with thoughts of other men;
Wisdom in minds attentive to their own.
Knowledge is proud that he has learned so much;
Wisdom is humble that he knows no more."

— Cozvper.



MOTHER-PLAY BOOK STUDY QUESTIONS.
X.

SUSAN E. BLOW.

LESSON OF THE FISH IN THE BROOK.

Qj(Cstio?is for Mothers and Kiiidergartners

.

403. Will }'ou i-estate the motto to this play?

404. Do you prefer as title "The Fishes," or "The Fish
in the Brook"?

405. What is the point of the conversation giv^en in the

commentary?

406. Have you ever had a really satisfactory talk with
little children about this picture? If so, will you give it?

It possible will you recall the questions asked by the chil-

dren?

407. Have you gold fish in your kindergarten?

408. Have you ever taken your children to some stream
where they could see fish swimming?

409. Do you play the game?

410. Do you like the game better in the form of a finger

play or a circle play?

41 1. Can you describe the movement in the circle play?

412. Hav^e you ever called the attention of your children

to flying birds?

413. Why do you think it is that in this song and com-
mentary Froebel makes the fish more prominent than t'he

bird?

414. What two distinct threads of thought are inter-

woven in this play?

415. Can you recall any incident of Froebel's own life

which may have suggested one of these threads?

416. What practical le^on may you deduce from this

aspect of the play?

417. From what tendency of little children did Froebel
probably get the suggestion of his second line of thought?

418. Do little children also spontaneously imitate the

activities of animals?

419. May we find in the one tendency a corrective of the

other?
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420. Should we restrain or guide in any degree the imi-
tation of animal activities?

421. Can you give any instances of the spontaneous imi-
tation of the flying of birds?

422. What is the source of a child's delight in fish or bird ?

423. What does he fancy will increase his delight?

424. How will you lead the child away from the craving
to possess bird or fish?

425. Of what later play is this game of "The Fishes" an
anticipation?

426. Wherein does the later play advance upon the ear-
lier?

427. Do children or men ever seek evil as evil?

428. Do they seek it because they mistakenly think it a
good ?

429. What is the real test of the good?

430. Is it only the activity of fish or bird which delights
the child?

431. Do activity and purity imply each other?

432. Must our spiritual atmosphere be pure in order to
secure a really free activity?

433. Will true activity create this pure atmosphere?

434. May we make the child's delight in free movement
in a pure element the point of departure for stirring his soul
with some prescience of this truth?

435. Do poets use the flight of the bird as a symbol of
the soaring of the soul?

436. Is nature a kind of embodied poem?

437. Is the young child responsive to this natural poetry ?

438. What other kindergarten games have a motive sim-
ilar to that of the " Fish in the Brook "?

439. By imitating the activity of fish and bird does the
•child in a measure assimilate their life?

440. Is it through making himself into many things and
persons that the child gradually acquires his own individ-
uality?

441. Is such going out from himself, therefore, the means
of realizing himself?

442. How does the mind go out from itself on higher
planes of development?
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443. What do we mean by saying that man is a micro-

cosm?

444. What do you think of the conversation on straight

and crooked in this commentary?

Questions for Training Teachers.

445. What do you mean by free self-activity?

446. What is the lowest form of self-activity?

447. Why is it a low form?

448. What are the higher forms of self-activity?

449. What is the highest?

450. Can self-activity be perfect so long as we are in any
degree dependent upon external environment?

451. In the higher forms of self-activity is the mind
more and more its own environment?

452. Is it equally true to say that it is only by ascent

into divine life that man realizes his freedom?

453. Can you harmonize these two statements?

454. Are they involved in the conception of man as

Gliedganses?

455. Is the universal the self-active?

456. Is the universal the divine?

457. Is the self-active therefore the divine?

458. What is the difference between formal and substan-

tial freedom?

459. Do we create our own spiritual atmosphere?

460. Do we ascend into it?

461. Can you illustrate this truth by a physical parallel?

462. Is it by ascent into the divine life that we realize

our self-activity?

ANSWERS TO STUDY QUESTIONS ON GRASS-MOWING.
(The following are sent by Miss Carrie S. Newman, Vancouver.)

Q.J16. What experiences does this play presuppose?
A. It presupposes that the child has seen grass mowed, a cow

milked, and butter churned.

Q.J18. What is the general purport of the grass-mowing game?
A. To call the child's attention to the process by which results are

reached; to give him a further illustration of unity, of the interdepend-
ence of all things; to form a habit of viewing things in their relationship.

Q.J20. In playing this game should the children from the begin-
ning represent the whole series of activities?

A. I do not think it would be advisable. It would be better, I think,
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to take up one at a time, letting the children fully enter into it, and then

to combine them into one whole. Unless this were done I am afraid the

children would have but a dim, confused idea of the whole. The activ-

ities here represented are quite unfamiliar to the majority of city chil-

dren, and would need careful illustration. I was surprised, a year or so

ago, to discover that not one of the twenty or thirty children in our kin-

dergarten knew of what butter was made.

Q.J2I. In general is a gradual development of the Froebel plays
desirable?

A. This depends, I think, upon the nature of the play and the ideas

it is intended to convey. Some games, such as the one under consider-

ation, naturally divide themselves into several parts; others cannot be
so divided. In the Taste Song, for instance, it is not intended that all

the different objects mentioned should be given to the child to taste at

one time. On the other hand such a game as Tic-Tac is only intelli-

gible when the whole is treated as one thought.

Q.J2J. In how many different ways is the significance of imitation

suggested in the picture?

A. The little boy is imitating the work of the mower; the mother is

encouraging the child to imitate with his arms the activity of grass-mow-
ing; the children making dandelion chains are imitating the activity of

their elders — "father and mother are busy, so will we be busy." The
trees on the right and left, each give us a picture of something we must
not imitate.

Q-3^5- What idea is hinted by the tree under which sits the little

boy?
A. The tree warns us by its stunted growth that an originally good

disposition may be stunted and dwarfed by having what is base and un-
true grafted upon it. This is a lesson sadly needed by all who have the
care and guidance of children. All around us are to be seen children
who, naturally good and true, are being "made bad " by wrong treat-

ment; children who have had wrong motives imputed to their innocent
actions, until they are fast becoming what they are accused of being;
children who are naturally generous and unselfish made selfish by hav-
ing their little attempts to help treated with scorn.

Q.J26. What idea is suggested by the tree under which sits the lit-

tle girl?

A. This warns us of another danger, namely, that of crushing noble
inspirations by lack of sympathy and encouragemeat. This reminds us
of the case of a little boy who, hearing a good deal of the hard times, and
the number of people who were in want, conceived the noble ambition
of saving all the money given him to spend so he could have it to give
his adopted mother should they come to want. After some time his

mother, noticing he did not spend his money as usual, questioned him
about' it, when, with a glowing face, he told what he was doing only to

be met with laughter and teasing, and to have the story retailed to each
fresh visitor. " A good tendency, only repressed, misunderstood, or
misguided, lies originally at the bottom of every shortcoming in man,"
says Froebel.

Q.j2'j. Are there any dangers incident to the connectedness of life?

A. If our life is one connected whole, if we are today what we are
in consequence of what we were and did in the past, and if our future is

determined by our actions now, then there is danger that we mar the
next and all subsequent stages by carelessness or ignorance in the pres-

Vol. S-34.
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ent. Froebel tells us that a man becomes a man, not by reaching a cer-

tain age, but by living through the stages of childhood and youth. Our
aim, then, should be to make the stage of childhood as perfect as possi-

ble; to help the children to be, not little men and women, but children

in the truest sense of the word, knowing that this is the best preparation
we can make for the coming stages of youth and manhood.

Q.J28. Is there anything in the attitude of the two children which
indicates that by connecting separate facts we awaken the contemplative
spirit?

A. Each child is represented as deep in thought, paying no atten-

tion to what is going on around him.

Q.j2g. What is the intellectual effect of leaving facts and experi-
ences isolated?

A. It renders the mind incapable of connected or logical thinking.

We can have no true idea of anything until we see it in its relationship

to other things. By leaving facts and experiences isolated we simply
store the mind with a confused mass of unusable material. Without
classification we can have no true knowledge.

Q.jjo. What is the moral effect?

A. Is it not the inability to see things in their relationship which
produces infidels? They see endless variety and contrast and are
unable to trace the many different effects back to their final cause, to

see the one behind the many. Then, too, viewing things in isolation

they fail to realize the brotherhood of man and the responsibility which
being members of a whole lays upon each, and selfishness is begotten.

(2- 331- W'hat is the intellectual effect of constantly calling attention

to essential relationships?

A. Superficiality is prevented, as the habit of looking for the cause
which produced the effect, and the process by which it has been evolved,

is formed. Logical thinking becomes the habit of the mind as we con-

nect each new thought with what has gone before, and link all into one
continuous whole.

Q.332. What does essential relationship imply?
A. That all are parts of one great whole, the universe. That in

this whole all are dependent upon each member and each member upon
all the rest; that each object has its own place to fill, its own work to do,

and that " each thing in its place is best," or, as Emerson says:
' All are needed by each one ;

Nothing is fair or good alone."

Q-335- How does Froebel suggest relationship in his gifts?

A. The gifts as a whole form a unity made up of many members,
each being necessary to the whole. Relationship is also suggested in

each gift taken by itself. In the First Gift there are six balls, which
together form the rainbow or prismatic colors; in the Second, three dis-

tinct and separate forms which together form a complete whole. Each
of the building gifts is a whole made up of a number of members.

Q.336. How does he illustrate process?
A. Each gift is evolved from the preceding one, and foreshadows

the one to follow.

Q.338. What effect will plays of this kind have in stirring the sense
of social dependence?

A. Feeling that objects are all connected one with another, that

each is dependent on many others, he will begin to realize that he is

also a member of a whole, with a place to fill and a work to do, and a

desire to do that work and fill that place will lead him to sympathize
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with his brothers, ,n,nd be- ready to sacrifice himself, his own aims and
ends, when they clash with the aims of others. Realizing his depend-
ence upon others will arouse a feeling of gratitude, and a desire to do
something in return.

Q.339-340. What virtues spring from this sense? Are all virtues
rooted in relationship?

A. If selfishness lies at the root of all vice then unselfishness must
lie at the root of all virtue. And does not unselfishness spring from a
keen sense of our relationship to others? A person who fully realizes

that he is a member of a whole, dependent for his very life upon others,
and they dependent, to some extent at any rate, upon him, and that only
when each earnestly, faithfully and punctually does his part can the
whole move on harmoniously, will, if his will be trained to carry his feel-

ings into action, be the unselfish, industrious, punctual, honest citizen.

Q.J42. What is the organizing principle of civil society?
A. That " no man liveth unto hmiself."

Q-343. What does it demand of the individual?
A. That he should live, not for himself alone, but for the good of the

whole.

Q.344. How does it benefit the individual?
A. He shares the fruit of the labors of all the others.

Q. 346-347. Is the organism an adequate expression of the institu-

tion? Does any symbol adequately embody the idea it suggests?
A. A symbol is the outward expression of a thought, but we can

never express in visible form all that we know of a subject, much less
all there is to know of it, therefore the symbol can never adequately
express the idea. As our idea becomes clearer we seek some more
definite symbol to represent it.

(Belle St. John Pearson, Jamaica Plain, discusses question 324.)

Q.324. What is the signification of the dandelion chain?
A. It was in keeping with Froebel's greatness and simplicity that

the little dandelion, "a wayside weed," was chosen as the symbol of
home life. The slender chains wind in and out of the illustration, com-
pleting the otherwise broken circle of thought. The dandelion is a
perfect type of unity in plant life, for its blossom consists of a hundred
or more tiny flowerets, each complete in itself, yet united to form one
blossom. Perhaps the mother with a magnifying glass has already
stepped with her children into the fairyland of the dandelion family.
The children now think of the plant as a loving mother seeking food for
h^self and babes with her hungry-mouthed rootlets. How interested
children are in eating. The dandelion seems more of a playfellow than
ever. She eats ! Her sunny-faced children are safely rocked on her
lap by each passing breeze. When the rains fall or the sun is too warm,
Madam Dandelion folds her tiny green arms closely about the merry
family, the blossoms shut up and the babies go to sleep. Madam D.
must love her children very much. See ! She gives them a milk diet

!

All plant mothers do not do this. The little girl under the tree tastes
the milky juice, and although it is not like the good cow's milk, she
doubts not the yellow-haired babies like it just as well. She firmly
believes these thrifty plant folk are glad to be made into chains,—and
curls, too, to hang down by the ears. When she has finished her chain
she will dance with the other children in a merry "dandelion ring " on
the clean-cut grass.

Oh ! the dandelion makes a long chain. The children are acquainted
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with its pleasant bitterness as a spring medicine. Yes, and how they
love to go with mother, armed with basket and knife, to dig up the young
dandelions for "a mess of greens."

With how much human life this plant is associated. The shepherds
of old told the early morning hour, 5 a. m., by the awakening of this

flower, and the sheep were safely folded when the "yellow eyes " were
first closed in sleep at 8 p. m. Darwin says;

" Leontodons unfold
On the swart turf their ray-encircled gold,
With Sol's expanding beam the flowers unclose.
And rising Hesper lights them to repose."

Not only does the faithful shepherd use Leontodon for his morning
and evening timepiece, but it is, too, his barometer; for if the downy
seeds fly off when there is no wind, rain is sure to come. A child must
be intimately acquainted with what it loves, and it must appeal to his

everyday experience. What plant can appeal to children of all climes
as does the dandelion? It grows from the frozen north to the equally
cold antarctic regions; north, south, east, and west in every locality,

in every region. If there is an inch of mould in a crowded city, up
springs this social, humanizing weed. Once, in riding from a suburb into

Boston, I saw a healthy, full-fledged dandelion growing horizontally from
a gloomy, smoky, twenty-foot wall, beside the railroad. "Oh, Dandelion
in the cranied wall !" It must have been a dandelion that the poet
laureate addressed in his wonderful bit of verse. Teach the children to

love the dandelion. All children can see it and handle it, and know its

pretty legends. If a child loves one flower deeply and joyously, its love
for all plant life is assured. There is also a richer blessing for loving a
common, neglected weed.

All country children blow the down from off the ripened dandelion
to see if " mother wants " them, and to know the hour of day.

Youths and maidens, use this for a true oracle. When separated
from the loved one, a downy leontodon is plucked; the youth then faces

the spot where the absent one is; a whispered message is told to each
little feather of down, and then blow 1 blow! Each message is faithfully

carried to its destination. Perhaps he wishes to know if the absent one
thinks kindly of him. He tries another puff-ball. If any down remains
on the stalk it is a proof of devotion.

But is there not also a spiritual thought? Do the baby flowerets bear
the burden and heat of the day? Storm, wind, and glowing sun hurt

them not. But a life of all sunshine does not produce strength and help-

fulness to others. That is why the mother-plant wisely sends her roots

down into the darkness. Shadow and sunshine, darkness as well as

light, must be a part of each life. And although the mother-plant suffers

from frost, cold, and drought, she toils gladly in the dark, cold earth, lift-

ing her head with faith toward the light which blesses her with peace,

health, and strength for her own wee bit of work in the world.
" Though long the weary way we tread.

And sorrow crowns each lingering year;

No path we shun, no darkness dread.
Our hearts still whispering, 'Thou art here.'"

Q.J22. Why does Froebel in the picture of grass-mowing show the

child mowing?
Jl. The child looks at the picture to appropriate each activity to

himself. When he discovers the child mowing, he at once transfers the

action to himself and says, " I mow." It does not seem to me to be so

much a matter of stimulating the instinct of imitation, as of reminding
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the child of the parallel experiences which make all life kin. He sees
this picture-child mowing in response to his feeling of participation in

the immediate life about him. He, too, has this participatory feeling.

He expresses it in the most spontaneous, natural way, — that of doing as
the powerful adult does. In looking at the picture with a three-year-old
child, I found that he appropriated the picture child completely, and
repeatedly pointed to him, saying " Me, me, me!" I tried to reassign
the persons in the picture by pointing to the girl milking the cow as
mama; the child on one side as myself, and the Peter as papa, leaving
the mowing child out of the play. But baby would not have it so, re-

peating in an msistant tone, " Me, me, me!" (A. H.)

(The following children's conversation about the grass-mowing pic-

ture is reported from Buffalo, and is full of suggestions):

Kindergartiier— Have you seen any of the things done which this

picture tells about?
Lynn — Yes; the big man has a scythe with which he is cutting the

grass to make hay for the horses, the cows, and the sheep to eat in the
winter. My Uncle Ben cuts some of his hay with a scythe. I have seen
him cut it when visiting at his farm.

K.— Why does Uncle Ben not cut all his hay with the scythe, Lynn?
Lynn— It would take too long time to do so. He has a mower that

takes two horses to draw it. It cuts hay very, very quickly. When I

am big Uncle Ben says I may drive the horses to work the mower and
help to make the hay.

Newton — Me, too, brother.
Lynn — Yes, dear, we will take it in turns.

A'.— Why does Uncle Ben use the scythe when the mower cuts the
grass more rapidly?

Lynn — He just uses the scythe on rough places, and in corners of
fields where the mower cannot be used. Uncle Ben said when he was a
little boy there were no mowers, and every farmer had to cut his crops
with a scythe or a curved knife with a handle, named a sickle.

Francis— I see a child helping his papa to mow the grass.
K.— Yes; his papa has made him a little scythe with a wooden blade,

and he follows his papa and tries to do just as he sees his papa do.
Hazel— I see a sweet little baby, just like my sister Doris, standing

on a table holding its mamma's hand.
K.— Can any child tell us why mamma and baby join hands that way?
Ruth— The mother is going to jump it off the table onto the floor.

A'.— No. The baby and mamma are playing that they, too, are
mowing grass like papa and brother. They are very happy, for mamma
and baby laugh when they call to papa and brother to see how busy
they are.

Harold— I see two children making dandelion chains and stringing
them all over the picture; making oblongs with them. They have to
make more chain to finish the biggest oblong. When they get done I

guess they will get a ride on a load of hay when the horses draw it to
the barn. They will have to sit very still, and not wiggle, or they may
fall off and get hurt.

Helen— I see a load of hay now going to the barn, with the driver on
top of the hay. A little girl on the road asked him for a ride, but he
did not hear her. She is coming to where her papa is. I think she will
gather dandelions for the children to finish the chain.

Earl— I do not like the old trees under which the children sit. Our
trees at home are far nicer ones.
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K.— The trees in the picture were not looked after properly at the
right time. Your papa must have been very careful of your trees all

through their growth, to have them so nice now.
Lynn— I see the maid milking the cow. When she strains the milk

the children will get a nice drink of it. We did at Uncle Ben's farm.
K.— Uncle Ben is very good to you. What will the maid do with

the milk left after the children have a drink?
Ruth— She puts it in nice, clean pans, and sets it in the dairy to grow

cream for the coffee and to make ice cream with.

Fra7icis— Or to make butter from the cream.
Newton — Or make a little cheese with the milk. Uncle Ben has

many cows, and sometimes the milk of all the cows is made into a
cheese.

Edna— Please sing our little song about making butter.

K.—Who wishes to help Edna sing? (All hands are raised. Edna
begins the song, and it is softly sung by all the children.)

Harold— In the upper left corner I see a pitcher and a bowl. I

think the pitcher has cream in it and the bowl milk.
Baby— I see big hands and wee hands up there, but no heads, no

legs. Where are they?
K.— These are just pictures of the mamma and baby hands hold-

ing together to play mowmg. Do you wish to hold hands like that, and
play mowing?

Chorus— Yes. (All try.)

K.— Did the cow make the milk ?

Children— Yes. She made the milk. ,

K.— From what did the cow make the milk?
Children — From the grass which she ate.

K.— Did the cow grow the grass?
Children— No.
K.—Why did not the cow grow the grass she ate?

Earl— She couldn't, because she is just a cow.
K.— Who does grow the grass?
Lyttn — My Uncle Ben does. He plows and harrows the ground,

and sows the grass seed, and takes care of the fields.

Harold— But sunbeams and raindrops come from heaven, and the

grass could not grow without these— no plant can grow without them.
K.—Who cut the grass?
Children — The papa.
K.— Did the cow milk herself, and make the butter?
Children— Why, no. The maid milked the cow and churned the

milk for the butter.

K.— The mother talks to baby all the things the picture tells, and
baby goos and crows to mamma, who knows that baby says "thanks

"

to all that helped to get baby's supper. The children may tell all that

baby thanked.
Children— Baby thanked the cow for the milk. He thanked the

maid for milking the cow, and making the butter and the bread. He
thanked the papa for cutting the grass. He thanked the sunbeams and
raindrops for helping to grow the grass.

A'. - Yes, all these were thanked; and the kind heavenly Father was
thanked, too, because none of these things could be if he did not make
and care for all things.

fThe following answers to questions on the Tic-Tac Song are for-

warded by Corinne Sickel, Philadelphia.)
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Q. 26g. What manifestation of the child furnishes the point of

departure for this game?
A, Instruments for measuring time are almost as old as man. From

the very earliest days of his existence man has shown an appreciation
of the great intuitive ideas, space, time, and number. Time is interest-

ing to man, because it is not only an idea, it is the product of the
reason; but it exists apart from the mind which conceives it; itisjnfinite;

it has no beginning and no end. For the sake of convenience, man has
divided time into certain definite portions, some natural, others artificial.

This art, crude at first, has reached a high degree of accuracy and per-
fection. The Egyptians reckoned time from the rising of the Nile; the
New Zealander from the rising of the Pleiades above the sea; the Greeks
and others used the migrations of birds. As man progressed in civiliza-

tion the need of smaller and more precise units became evident, hence
we have the measures, such as day, hour, minute, and second. It then
became necessary to have accurate measuring instruments, hence we
have the gradual evolution of the horologe, the pendulum, the clocks
and watches of today. The child may be said to inherit his love for the
clock; the measured swing of the pendulum to and fro never ceases to

charm him. Almost any child may be amused simply by the sight of a
watch or the works of a clock.

Q. 2jg. Can you give any illustration of the belief of young children
of the apparent life within the clock?

A. I have noticed that very few children seem to have any desire to

touch the works; its regular activity seems to charm them. They seem
to stand almost in awe of it. One child when told to take the clock
would not hold it for fear she might drop it and "kill the birdie inside."

The child recognizes and delights in the apparently spontaneous move-
ment, the rhythmic activity; but he also seems to feel that there" is some-
thing hidden and mysterious about it which he cannot understand.

L
THE SEA-LIMITS.

ISTEN alone beside the sea,

Listen alone among the woods;
Those voices of twin solitudes

Shall have one sound alike to thee:

Hark where the murmurs of thronged men
Surge, and sink back, and surge again-

—

Still the one voice of wave and tree.

Gather a shell from the strown beach
And listen at its lips; they sigh

The same desire and mystery,
The echo of the whole sea's speech.
And all mankind is thus at heart

Not anything but what thou art;

And earth, sea, man, are all in each.

—Dante Gabriel Rossetti.



HAPPY-GO-LUCKY CONTRIBUTIONS.
JOHN—A KINDERGARTEN SKETCH.

A round, rosy face; close cropped hair; wide, honest blue
eyes that look straight into yours; a dimple that never loses
a chance to show its hiding place; a pair of dirty, restless

little hands; a pair of clumsy little feet that will not let their
owner rest; a fatal propensity for getting into disgrace with
a jaunty disregard of consequences afterwards— all encased
in a blue checked gingham aprjon— this is John.

Poor, naughty, loving little John! Cheerful little philos-
opher with a heart so overflowing with happiness that pun-
ishment, deserved though it be, seems unconscionable cru-
elty. So truthful that a lie is an unrecognized means of
escape; so cheerfully indifferent to consequences that a
punishment quite loses its original character and becomes
merely*a new situation, with undiscovered, perhaps limited,

possibilities, but always worthy of investigation.

John is possessed of superabundant physical energy which
will, upon occasions, impel him suddenly and without warn-
ing from his chair with a leap like that of a clumsy young
hoptoad. This seems to be an entirely instinctive act, per-
formed without intention. He will afterwards regard his
change of position with a certain surprised amusement—

a

purely subjecti\'e emotion, as though mind and bod}- were
indeed independent and separable, and John's immaterial
self could stand aloof mildl}' enjoying, without conscious
responsibility, the antics of his material self. There are
times, too, when he is compelled to shout lustily at the top
of his lungs, generally when other and quieter operations
are in process. He is to be looked for under his chair in-

stead of in it; on top of the table, not before it. He must
tie his string with hard knots instead of ornamenting it with
beads. He must put his beads in his pocket rather than on
the string—all this with an air of industry and virtue, and
absolutely without consciousness of disobedience. Is it, per-
haps, a case of demoniac possession?

No; truly it is no evil spirit that looks at me through the
clear windows of John's soul, but rather one of pure and in-

extinguishable joy—the joy of life and strength and youth

—

a divine joy wholesome as sunshine, yet carrying with it a
curious unconsciousness of moral obligations as pathetic as

it is perplexing. Who shall say at what point John, happy,
irresponsible little heathen that he is, shall be held account-
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able? When for him, in the indefinite, unwritten future,

shall right end and wrong begin? Will he go laughing
through the tired world, unheeding, uncaring, having no
thought for the morrow—his sins forgiven for the sake of
his smile? Could the tragedy of consequences ever darken
a spirit as bright as his?

There was a time, not long after I made John's acquaint-
ance, when he, for transgressions numerous and unblush-
ing, had to be banished to solitary meditation. When I

started later in the morning to reclaim the youthful pariah,
I wondered a little what effect this bit of discipline might
have on my sociable little savage. But long before I reached
him I heard him singing:

" I love Jesus, I love Jesus,
I love Jesus; yes, I do."

He was sitting on the floor in a little patch of sunshine,
so absorbed that he did not hear the opening of the door.
His brow was severe and rumpled with his musical efforts,

but in the happy eyes, intent upon something in his hands,,
there was a sublime content. He was playing cats' cradle
with a little piece of string, found, perhaps, in the distended
pocket of his apron; perhaps in some dusty forgotten corner
where fate had left it until the day that it should fulfill its

mission in giving happiness to one small, Irish orphan; one
to whom parents' love was unknown, and harsh words and
blows were, alas, too familiar. A little boy with scant food
and few toys, who had yet such a genius for happiness that,

deprived of all else, he could make it out of a patch of sun-
shine and a bit of string.

—

KatJiarine M. Roof.

FINGER PLAY OF THE KNIGHTS.

See in the courtyard the knights so gay!
Soon they will gallop away, away.
Strong are the walls on every side.

High is the gateway through which they ride.

Off they go galloping, galloping fast,

—

May they come safe again, home at last!

Out of the window we'll gayly wave
A last good-by to the knights so brave.—Alice S. Caldivell.

Let arms inclose courtyard; fingers be the galloping knights; arms
represent walls around castle; hands, open gates (either upward or out-
ward). Wave the " good-by," etc.
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STORY OF A LITTLE GREENLAND GIRL,

Olaf was thinking.
This was not because she had been taught to think, but

because something strange had happened, something to

make one think who had never thought before.

Olaf is not a little American girl; indeed, until that very
day she had never heard of America or American children,
and this is what had set her thinking: A sailor from far

away had landed on the shores of Greenland where Olaf
lives, and was astonishing everyone with stories of his coun-
try, where the ground was covered with green instead of
white, and where the rivers ran and danced, and never stood
still, though to Olaf the wonder was that there should be
any river left, if it were running away day and night.

That night the men from the snowhouses all about gath-
ered around Olaf's father's fire of bears' bones instead of

around their own, for here the wonderful story-teller was
staying. Olaf could hear them whispering together, and
laughing about the dreamer who really seemed to believe
his own foolish stories; but she was only a little girl, you
remember, and it was very pleasant for her to close her eyes
and imagine the beautiful country she heard about. She
liked to believe that there was a place where one could keep
warm without crouching over the fire every moment, and
where the children had such beautiful things to look at,

with the warm, bright sunshine coming every day, instead
of for a single visit in the long year. So you see that little

Olaf came nearer believing the truth than did the grown-up
men and women, who thought that as they had never seen
these things they could not be true.

She sat very close to this strange man, who was much
larger than her father, or than any man whom she had ever
seen, and she thought him a giant, though he was really no
taller than your papa; and when he saw that she was the

only one who believed a word he was saying, he began to

talk just to her, and told her many things about the little

children in America, about his own little girl at home, and,

though she did not understand it all, he told her about the

flowers and trees, the birds and the animals that you and I

see and play with every day, until she almost forgot the cold,

which she had felt all her life, and began to imagine how
she would feel in a warm country with these many wonder-
ful things about her.

But do not think for one moment that these new thoughts
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made Olaf discontented; she did not even think of going to

the place in which she was so much interested, for had she
not a kind papa who killed the white bear for her food and
clothing, and a mamma who was dearer to her than anyone
in America could ever be?

Her new friend did not stay in that country long; he
came home and told charming stories to his little girl about
the strange, new land he had visited, and about the little

girl in her far-away home who had been so eager to hear
about us all.

But the pleasant new thoughts stayed behind with Olaf,

and many a day now this is her play from morning till night:

She is a little American girl, the snow is green to her,

the sky blue, the sun comes every day, birds fly over her
head and flowers blossom under her feet. "A funny game,"
I hear some little boy say; " I don't see any fun in that." But
Olaf has not many games, you see, and perhaps she is as

happy, thinking about these wonderful things, as many a

little boy or girl who lives in our own dear America, and
sees them every day.

—

A}me Burr Wilson.

CONCERT RECITATION.

Who likes the rain?

"I," said the duck, "I call it fun.

For I have my little rubbers on;
They make a cunning three-toed track
In the soft, cool mud; quack! quack!"

"I hope 'twill pour, I hope 'twill pour,"
Croaked the tree-toad from his gray bark door;
" For with a broad leaf for a roof
I'm perfectly weatherproof."

Sang the brook, "I laugh at every drop.
And wish it would never need to stop
Until a broad river I'd grow to be.

And could find my way out to the sea."

—Anon.

A STORY OF THE NIGHT-BLOOMING CEREUS.

The king's garden was all beautiful with flowers. In the
cool of the day, when he walked among them, the lilies

burst their buds— which were like urns of alabaster— and
poured theirsweet odors upon his feet; soft mosses unrolled
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their velvet in his pathway, and meek violets lifted to his^

face their blue eyes, dewy with love.

There was one plant in this garden that had never flow-

ered, and the plant's heart was grieved that it had no offer-

ing for the king at his coming.
When this plant had desired long enough, from its lowest

rootlet to its topmost leaf, that it might bring a beautiful
gift to its king, a little brown bud appeared upon it. With
delight the plant bestowed upon the bud the choicest gifts

of the sun and of the air and of the earth; and lest the blos-

som should be brown, and an unworthy offering, the plant
put out of its heart all selfishness and impatience.

After many, many weeks, one night when other flowers
had bestowed their fragrance and were drowsy with sleep,

and the king watched alone in his garden, this brown bud
opened before him. Its wide petals were white and glisten-

ing as snow; its stamens like feathers of frostwork, and its

fragrance surpassed them both.
The king, smiling, bent above the blossom; he laid it

against his cheek and breathed its fragrance, and putting his

hands upon it blessed it, saying: "AH your loving desires
are known to me; your fragrance and beauty I will cherish
forever, and in blessing you I will bestow upon you one of

earth's most beautiful gifts— usefulness."

Then the king, because he was king of both heaven and
earth, sent an angel to whisper to the gardener and his wife,

who plucked the beautiful flower and bore it to one weary
with sickness and pain. To her the flower seemed a gift

from heaven, a light shone about it, and although it faded
before the dawn, in, the sweet thoughts it had awakened it

lived in her heart forever.

—

Mary Earle Hardy.

BABY S KISS.

Just a bit of melting swan's-down.
Like a rose-heart, honey sweet;
Light as air— a dainty trifle;

Warmth and softness all complete.

Coyly given, oft forbidden
Spite of prayers and bribes and tears;

Fairy token, still unbroken,
Down the long, child-haunted years.

—Kate L. Broivn..
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*GOOD-BY SONG.

With happy hearts and faces,

We're standing in a ring;

Our things are in their places,

And now we gayly sing:

"Good-by! good-by, dear playmates!
We wish you each 'Good-day!'

We'll all be back tomorrow (on Monday),
Again to work and play."

Our mothers now are waiting,

So home we'll quickly run,

And show our smiling faces.

And take the work we've done.
—Isabella Dorsey Houston.

*Tuiie—" The .\lder by the River" (Walker & Jenks' book).

IMPROVISED SAND.

We have given our little girl much enjoyment with what
we call our winter sandpile.

A tablecloth or sheet is spread out on the floor, a quart
or two of cornmeal, a pair of toy scales, some tin cups, and
her own toy dishes, a spoon or two, and the outfit is com-
pleted. A favorite pastime is keeping store and selling to

mamma everything, from "a quart of cloth" to "a yard of

apples." Many an afternoon in winter or rainy day in sum-
mer is quickly passed with the winter sandpile, without soil-

ing hands or clothing, and what is scattered can be easily

caught up with the carpet sweeper.

—

Babyhood.

THE USES OF A NURSERY TABLE.

An article which I find invaluable in my nursery is a low,

small table which my husband made for me. It is made of

two well-seasoned boards, each eighteen inches square, sep-
arated at the corners by four upright posts, an inch in diam-
eter, and fourteen inches long. Low casters are screwed to

the bottom board, and a coat of varnish stain, or perhaps
two coats, make it a very presentable object. It is light,

«

and a touch of the foot will send it to any desired position.—Exchange.



NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION MEET-
ING AT BUFFALO, JULY 3 TO 10, 1896.

ITEMS OF CONCERN TO KINDERGARTNERS.

THE ofificers of the National Educational Association
in charge of the coming July convention are as

follows: President, Newton C. Dougherty, Peoria,

111.; first vice-president, Nicholas Murray Butler,

New York City, N. Y.; secretary, Irwin Shepard,
Wiona, Minn.; treasurer, I. C. McNeill, Kansas City, Mo.;
chairman of trustees, Horace S. Tarbell, Providence, R. I.

The National Council of tLducation w^ill hold its meet-
ings from July 3 to July 7. Its special purpose will be to

present and discuss reports of its special committees on the

following educational topics: City School Systems, Higher
Education, Secondary Education, Technological Education,
School Sanitation and Physical Training, Educational Re-
ports and Statistics.

In connection with this annual round tables will be held

on other subjects of practical interest, in which the repre-

sentative school men of the country will take part. Send to

the secretary, Mr. Irwin Shepard, for circular announcements
of the program, schedule of department meetings, railroad

arrangements, etc. After June 25, Secretary Shepard's ad-

dress will be the Iroquois Hotel, Buffalo. Also note the

announcements in the current educational journals, which
are authorized to publish the official announcements and all

items of recent arrangement. There will be no official bul-

letin published for the N. E. A. this year.

The citizens of Buffalo are zealous in planning a success-

ful convention, and promise to maintain the reputation al-

ready secured to the lake city as a convention center. The
local committee appointed to take charge of the entertain-

ment of the National Educational Association consists of

the following leading citizens of Buffalo: H. P. Emerson,
chairman, Superintendent of Education; Edgar B. Jewett,

mayor; Adam Boeckel, president Common Council; R. R.

Hefford, president Merchants' Exchange; Hon. T. Gilford

Smith, regent of the University of the State of New York;
Hon. James O. Putnam, chancellor of the University of

Buffalo; Geo. B. Forman, president Fidelity Trust and Guar-
antee Co.; John G. Milburn, president Free Kindergarten
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Association; Conrad Diehl, M. D., Board of School Exam-
iners; Hon. Jacob Stern; Hon. Arthur W. Hickman; Albert
E. Swift, secretary.

The general meetings will be held in the magnificent
Music Hall, which will accommodate five thousand people.

The department meetings will all be held near by in the

high school building, Woman's Union Hall, public library

building, and several elegant churches. There are many
first-class hotels, exquisite in arrangements and convenien-
ces, and a much larger number of good hotels at low price,

while plans are maturing to furnish an endless supply of

places at $1 or Si. 50 per day. Buffalo is the paradise for

bicyclers, and teachers will be urged to bring their wheels.

The Women Teachers' Association, the Principals' Associa-
tion, the Women's Union, as well as the ladies' organizations

connected with the several churches of the city, are already
arranging for board and lodging at from $1 to $1.50 per day.

The general sessions of the N. E. A. will be held in the
following order: Tuesday, July 7, at 2 p. m.—Horace Mann
Symposium, led by Dr. Wm. T. Harris. Wednesday, July 8,

9:45 A. M.—Literature Symposium, led by Professor Brander
Mathews. Thursday, July 9. 9:45 a. m.—Function of Nature
Study in Education, to be discussed by President Jordan, of

Leland Stanford University; Professor Coulter, University
of Chicago, and others. P'riday, July 10, 9:45 A. M.—Sociol-

ogy, to be presented by Professor Small, University of Chi-
cago; Professor Earl Barnes, and others. The evening ad-
dresses of the general session will be made by the following
interesting speakers: Bishop Vincent, President A S. Draper,
Nicholas Murray Butler, Bishop Spalding, and Booker T.
Washington.

The thirteen distinct departments of the N. E. A. will

each present independent programs, which are to be exe-
cuted on the afternoons of July 8, 9 and 10, beginning at 3
o'clock, to be held in the various attractive audience rooms
of the city.

The Kindergarten department is scheduled to hold its

meetings July 8 and 9, in the Lafayette Church, which is

centrally located on Lafayette square. The church will

accommodate nearly one thousand people, and if history

repeats itself, the attendance at the meetings of this depart-
ment will tax the audience room to the limit.

On application to Mr. Albert E. Swift, secretary Local
Organization N. E. A., Buffalo, N. Y., you can secure a com-
plete budget of all the circular matter pertaining to special
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excursions, hotel arrangements, Niagara Falls accommoda-
tion, railroad rates, and illustrated souvenirs of Buffalo and
vicinity.

The officers of the Kindergarten department for the

current year are as follows: President, Amalie Hofer, Ki7i-

.der^arten Magazme, Chicago; vice-president, Mrs. S H.
Harriman, principal of Training School, Providence, R. I.;

secretary. Wilhelmina T. Caldwell, supervisor public kinder-

gartens, Denver, Col. In the inability of Miss Caldwell to

act as secretary of the department meeting. Miss Ella C.

Elder, superintendent of the Buffalo Free Kindergarten As^
sociation, has consented to discharge the onerous ofifice.

The program of the department, as announced by Presi-

dent Dougherty, stands as follows:

Wednesday, July 8, 3 p. m.—The Purpose of the Story in

the Kindergarten, by Sara E. Wiltse, recording secretary of

the International Kindergarten Union; Discussion opened
by Frances E. Newton, Chicago Kindergarten Institute.

Child-study for Fathers and Mothers— Professor M. V.
O'Shea, Buffalo School of Pedagogy; Discussion of Parents

Study Classes, led by Anna K. Eggleston, New York De-
partment of Public Instruction.

The Children of Our Cities— Mary E. McDowell, Univer-

sity of Chicago Settlement; discussion led by Earl Barnes
of Leland Stanford University.

Thursday, July g, 3 p. M.— Descriptive Gesture, with Il-

lustrations, S. H. Clark, Chautauqua School of Expression.

Allies of the Kindergarten Movement—Caroline T. Ha-
ven, New York P]!thical Culture School; discussion opened
by Clara Mingins, Detroit Normal School.

Organization, a Social Ideal, an Educational Ideal—Mrs.
Pollen M. Henrotin, president General P^ederation Women's
Clubs.

Problems of the City Kindergarten—Bertha Payne, Chi-

cago Froebel Association.

One of the profitable features of these department meet-
ings will be the informal discussion by strictly practical and
progressive workere.

The local committee named by the Buffalo management
to support the interest of the Kindergarten department,
consists of the following workers: Mrs. M. J. B. Wylie,
President of the Buffalo Kindergarten Union; Ella C. Elder,
Superintendent Buffalo P'ree Kindergarten Association; Lois
J^almcr, Principal Kindergarten Department of the Buffalo
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State Normal School; Jessica Beers, Principal Elmvvood
schools; Alice Clapp.

The Buffalo Kindergarten Union will provide Kinder-

garten headquarters in the commodious building of the

Woman's Educational and Industrial Union, which will serve

as the kindergartner's rendezvous during the entire meeting
of the N. E. A. This also serves as an information bureau,

and will be the headquarters of the officers of the depart-

ment, as well as of the secretary of International Kindergar-

ten Union. A limited number of guests will be entertained

at St. Margaret's, the attractive private school conducted by-

Miss Tuck, in one of the delightful residence streets of Buf-

falo. In the immediate neighborhood of St. Margaret's a

considerable number of desirable boarding places, at from
$1 to $[.50 per day, are at the disposal of visiting kinder-

gartners. The Buffalo Kindergarten Union and the Alumnse
Association will tender a reception to the department.

Kindergartners who prefer to have boarding places se-

cured for them by the local kindergarten committee, should
address Miss C. B. Selkirk, 205 Niagara street, secretary of

the Buffalo Kindergarten Union.
The officers of the Child-study department are as fol-

lows: President, Earl Barnes, Leland Stanford University;

vice-president, O. T. Bright, Chicago; secretary, E. R. Shaw,
New York. President Barnes has arranged the program so

that the topics which would especially command the inter-

est of kindergartners fall to Friday, July 10. The program
reads as follows:

Methods and Results of Child-study Work at Clark
University, by G. Stanley Hall, Clark University, Worces-
ter, Mass; What Children Want to Do when they are Men
and Women, by C. H. Thurber, Department of Pedagogy,
University of Chicago; Relation of Child-study to the

Work of a City Superintendent," by C. B. Gilbert, Superin-
tendent of Schools. St. Paul, Minn.; Interests in Child-

hood, by M.V.O'Shea, School of Pedagogy, Buffalo, N. Y.;

The Result of Child-study in Country Schools, by Anna K.
Kggleston, Albany, N. Y.

The other departments are equally rich in everything
which is of interest to kindergartners, but the scope of the

Kindergarten Magazine does not admit of publishing the

extensive programs in full. As complete a report as possible

of the entire department meeting will appear in the Septem-
ber issue as usual.

Vol.^^-35.



ALL ALONG THE WORK LLNE—NEWS, REPORTS
EXPERIMENTS.

The third annual congress of the Illinois Society for Child-study was
held at Chicago, May 13-16. The large and enthusiastic attendance
at all the meetings testified to the interest awakened by the work which
the society is endeavoring to do. It is the common ground on which
fathers, mothers, nurses, kindergartners and teachers of all grades meet.
In this held is the common interest of humanity and the hope of all

earnest laborers for the future. Perhaps one of the most representative
meetings was held Thursday morning at the Cook County Normal School,
with Colonel F. W. Parker in the chair, when reports of child-study
work from other states were presented. Hon. Chas. R. Skinner, New
York State Superintendent of Public Instruction, gave the results of his

years of experience and research in public education. Mr. Skinner ac-
knowledged that he received his first inspiration to child-study from his

own children, and stated as his conclusion that the place of child-study
in a state school system depends on the interest of teachers and parents
in little children; if that interest be magnified child-study will force its

way, for children have some rights which great states are bound to re-

spect. Child-study is entitled to a place wherever a child can go; every
true student of man must sometime have read the child. He looked
upon the state as an enlarged family, its object to mould the individual;
society suffers by lack of child training, and it should be demanded that
teachers shall regard children as did the Master Teacher,— of such is

the kingdom of heaven. There is a coordinate obligation of parents,
teachers, and state, and wisely, patiently, lovingly and constantly must
they labor in unison. Professor Thurber gave the tabulated results of

questions given the children of the New York schools; the final result

showed the altruistic impulses and ethical ideals (juite strongly on the
upward curve of increase. Professor Galbreath,of the Minnesota State
Normal School, stated his reasons for child-study succinctly—teachers
always observe their pupils and make inferences; child-study assists

toward making wiser and more careful observations, and deducing wiser,

more scholarly influences; scientists observe for the development of law,

the teacher to develop the child. At the close of the meeting represen-
tatives from all fields were called for, and short words from j\liss Patty
Hill of Louisville, Miss Nicholson and Miss Nebraska Cropsey of In-

dianapolis, Professor Putnam and Miss Harris of Ypsilanti Normal
School, Miss Howe of Japan, and Miss Hunt of Lucknow, India. One
of the most interesting and practical features of the congress for the
teachers and child students was the assemblage on the campus of the
Cook County Normal, Friday morning, of the children, each class assisted
by one or more teachers in the playing of games. The closing session
of the congress was held in connection with the regular May meeting
of the Cook County Teachers' Association. Dr. G. Stanley Hall spoke
of the " Love and Study of Nature in the School and Home." He likened
the child to the ape.x of nature, the blossom of the rose, the flower of the
universe. Nature contact and sympathy is the great culture means.
He expressed particular appreciation of the place, of the kindergarten
songs and plavs and games, as being educational from a sympathetic
side. This child-study congress was the occasion of bringing together
the public school and the university, teachers and parents, the home
and the school. All classes of citizens took part in it. We are experi-
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encing a rennaissance in the love of nature. Instead of the one hun-
dred and sixty-two fears which have been distinctly traced as common
among children, should be substituted an infinite love of nature, etc.

Love of nature is the basic condition for the four great lines of interest

and culture, viz., art, science, literature, and religion. School work
which merely aims to discipline in the will of the child is an old super-
stition. Play is culture matter. The congress adjourned with the dis-

tinct understanding to be held again in Chicago next year. The attend-

ance was estimated by the secretary at about 1,000. The membership
of the society has now reached nearly 1,300, 317 being added during the

congress. The following list of officers for the coming year were
elected: President, Colonel Francis W. Parker, Englewood, 111. Vice-
presidents, Northern Illinois, Superintendent O. T. Bright, Chicago, III.;

Central Illinois, President John W. Cook, Normal, 111.; Southern Illinois,

President H. W. Everest, Carbondale, 111. Secretary and treasurer, Dr.

C. C. Van Liew, Normal, 111. Executive committee. Dr. W. O. Krohn,
Champaign, 111.; Dr. C. A. McMurry, Normal, 111.; Dr. H. H. Donaldson,
University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.; Superintendent A. V. Greenman,
West Aurora, 111.; Dr. Christopher, College of Physicians and Surgeons,
Chicago, 111.; Dr. Bayard Holmes, College of Physicians and Surgeons,
Chicago, 111.; Dr. Wm. L. Bryan, Bloommgton, Ind.; Superintendent
Frank H. Hall, Waukegan, 111.; Dr. Cornelia DeBey, Chicago, 111.; Pro-
fessor John Dewey, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.; Professor Hans
Ballin, Carbondale, 111.; the president, the secretary and treasurer.

Just previous to the child-study congress, and almost introductory
to it, two meetings were held under the auspices of the Federated Wo-
men's Clubs of Chicago to discuss problems of child-life. Men and
women, noted in all educational and philanthropic movements, were
present to lift up their voices and lend their influence to the betterment
of the children's lot. Miss Mary McDowell, of the Chicago University
social settlement, plead for children's playgrounds. In the great city

of Chicago, with its boundless prairie for growth, it is wicked that no
green spots or breathing places are left for the children in"* the crowded
tenement house districts. "If Chicago would only profit by the history
of London and other great cities," she said. " London has been obliged
to buy land and tear down buildings at an immense expense, in order
to make breathing spots for her poor;" and New York has had to pay
$15,000,000 for a square to convert into a playground. Every boy should
have ten acres to develop in. In the city we put them into flower pots,

and when something breaks we are surprised. Miss McDowell would
have frequent play squares, with a little live stock and a corps of police-

men with kindergarten training. Miss Edith Nelson, president of the
Chicago Teachers' Club, spoke of " The Incorrigible and Truant Child

—

The Teacher's Problem." She characterized restlessness as the incip-

ient stage of truancy, and restlessness the common attribute of the nor-
mal, healthy child. " Manual training and the kindergarten," she said,
" recognize that to educate a child out of his restlessness, the natural
way is to educate him through it. A girl truant is a rare occurrence;
and if boys had more experience in their homes in what is usually con-
sidered by the mothers as the work of the daughters, a boy truant
might be a rarer occurrence than at present, systematic physical work
being the best remedy for moral imperfections." Miss Nelson advo-
cated manual training as the preventive and also the cure of truancy
and incorrigibility. Schools on the industrial plan she outlined as the
best solution of the truant problem once allowed to arise. The follow-
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ing resolutions were presented and passed at the close of the meeting :

"Resolved, That it is the sense of this meeting that children should not
be reared as paupers under the degrading influences inseparable from
residence in poorhouses, but should be placed in suitable institutions
for children, or in private families. That all children committed to any
institution, and supported in whole or in part by public funds, should
during minority be under the supervision of some state or county offi-

cial, regularly appointed for that purpose, unless legally adopted into
a suitable family. That it is a blot on the humanity of the people of
the state, and of this city especially, that no suitable place of detention
is provided for juvenile delinquents, and that for the lack of it the un-
fortunate children, often more sinned against than sinnmg, are forced
mto association with the most debased class of criminals, and are thus
tramed in crime instead of being saved from it. That we call upon the
members of the next legislature to enact laws prohibiting the retention
of children between three and sixteen years of age in any poorhouse in

the state; forbidding the confinement of children in jail and bridewell
in association with adult criminals; authorizing the establishment of

parental schools, that through proper restraint and training, before
habits are fixed, wayward and truant children may be saved from be-
coming criminals; extending to the children engaged in mercantile and
other occupations the same protection extended to the children en-
gaged in manufacture."

How we Made our Garden.—There was quite an empty space south
of the building in which the children meet each morning in kindergar-
ten. This space looked anything but inviting; one almost doubted that

it could ever be turned into a garden. It had been used by the boys
from the river district, who are only too glad to find someone's back
yard in which to play football with empty tin cans. The first morning's
work was cleaning this place. The children were taken out in little

groups of four or five to pick up the cans, sticks, stones, bricks, paper,
etc. The wheelbarrow was filled and emptied repeatedly, and after sev-

eral days of hard work the place was cleared and the things that would
burn gave the children great delight in the form of a bonfire. The
place was then spaded for us, but we found the soil was not fit to plant
anything in, so we spent several days more carrying rich soil which was
discovered near a barn. The children filled small baskets, pails and
pans with their small spades, and raked the earth into piles with their

little rakes. They worked until their faces were scarlet from the healthy
exercise. They enjoyed the hard work of getting their garden ready for

planting as much as planting the seeds and watering them. It is to be a
vegetable garden and the children at each table have their own garden-
bed. How they enjoyed measuring with the sticks and twine just where
the rows were to be; then planting the little white onions just so far

apart and covering them over with earth; counting the peas and put-

ting in the same number in each little hill. They did it as conscien-

tiously as any gardener ever could. Some groups sowed lettuce and
radish seed, others spinach; near the side of the house some planted the

sweet-peas, morning-glories, and sunflowers. The children will have
the care of the flower beds in front of the house also. I never saw chil-

dren more delighted over favorite toys than are these children over their

garden. They will have work to do all summer, for the weeds must be
pulled and the plants watered. They will also share in carefully taking

the vegetables to the kitchen and helping to prepare them. Nothing de-

lights a child more than to be allowed to string beans, shell peas, pre-
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pare the rhubard, or pick the lettuce over for dinner. The children are

doing these things every day now in the kindergarten, but how, much
more they will enjoy gathering what they have planted and using the

fruits of their own labor. Since our garden has been made, many are

springing up in the neighborhood where it would be hard to find a blade
of grass or a green tree if one were to look for them, and where many
of tne chddren had never seen a flower until they came to the kinder-

garten last October. One little fellow came to tell me how he and his

brothers had picked up the bricks and stones in their back yard, how
their father had spaded the yard and now they had a garden. Our sun-

flowers were coming up too thickly, so we gave him some of our plants,

and I am sure it will be a bright spot to them all summer. Four little

Italian children dragged a soap box to the kindergarten the other morn-
ing and asked if they could fill it "with a garden," as they designated
the soil. Another Italian boy confessed that he had filled a cigar box
with "garden" one afternoon when we were away, and asked if I cared.

Some of the mothers have told me how the children picked up their

own back yards the afternoon' of the day they worked here. It is need-
less to enumerate what one garden, well kept, in the slums of the city,

can do to transform the neighborhood. It is not so hard to have a gar-

den as we are apt to think. It has often been said—one can obtain

anything if one but puts one's mind to it. I think this has especial ref-

erence to kindergartners. Many things are harder to get than a garden.

All parents and teachers can have gardens for their children, if nothing
more than a tin can with a little rich earth, or a window-box.

—

Bertha
Hofer, Chicago Commons.

Grandmothers in /a/i«;z. — A certain writer says: "Among the hap-
piest and most interesting children on the face of the earth are those

found in the empire of the JMikado.'' And the same might be said of

this country had our grandmothers the opportunities for petting and
spoiling which prevail in that grandmother-ruled land. From the time
of their advent until old enough to be trusted to look out for themselves,
the Japanese grandmother, whose home is always with one of her chil-

dren, watches over, governs, and spoils the grandchildren, for she, and
not the father or mother, is final authority in the household. American
babies might be equally famous as tearless infants had they each a

grandmother always close at hand who made it her business to see that

no cause arose for the shedding of tears. Of course, it is quite possible

for the supply of grandmothers to run short sometimes, but in that case

a nurse stands ready to smooth away every wrinkle from baby's brow.

Sometimes it happens, however, that other members of the family are

called on to "tend baby" for a few hours. No pouting, tears, or cross

words m response to this request gives the little one an example for

future imitation, but strapping the baby on his back, the little brother

or sister rushes out doors to play, and the shaking and tumbling about
consequent on active engagement in kite-flying or ball-playing seems
but to increase the enjoyment of the occasion on both sides. When the

children arriye at kindergarten age, grandmother as an escort and
guardian daily accompanies them to the school, where, having seen
theqi happily placed in their seats, she retreats to the back of the room,
and with patient and watchful eye throughout the session, still takes

care that her darlings have no cause for shedding tears. This custom
of grandmotherly supervision, when prearranged and understood as in

the Japanese kindergartens, may not be objectionable to them, but im-

agine the trial to an American trained and experienced teacher, trying
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to Start a kindergarten on the American plan, to have in the rear of her
pupils a row of suspicious old women, watching every movement, ready
to poifnce on their precious charges and carry them off in their arms if

things are not going on in a manner pleasing to the small Japanese mind.
— Child Study Monthly.

Large Materialfor Home Play.—Recognizing the universal love of

building in children, and noting the eagerness with which the little

people seize paving blocks or bricks for construction, Mr. Hennessey
conceived the idea of enlarging the kindergarten forms. He is a keen
and loving observer of children, and thinks the reason the "Kinder-
garten Gifts " are not in every home where the kindergarten is known is

because they are too small for real life. They are based upon the one
inch cube. He now puts up large blocks (loo in a set) parallelopipeds,

5^ or 6 inches long, cubes 2 or 3 inches, made of white, light-weight

wood, put up in a durable box which can become an article of furniture

in the home. This large box, upholstered, with handles and casters

added, makes a beautiful and convenient window seat. The Fifth and
Sixth Gifts enlarged this way are held in a smaller box, which makes a
single seat for child, or stool, which may have its place in the parlor or

library. In this idea is the true wish of Froebel carried out—that

we " live with our children," and that their playthings need not all be
kept apart from the family living rooms. These add a comfortable
piece of furniture to the rooms, and supply a place for the little ones'

blocks, into which he enjoys putting them as much as taking them out.

There are enough to occupy several children. They are large enough
to make real beds, chairs, tables, and pianos for the dolls; to build

houses, churches, towers, bridges, and forts. These sets retain the sim-
plicity of the kindergarten gifts, and add the charm of size. The large

gifts are a great help to the leader of table work in the kmdergarten
with the usual material. For further particulars address J. C. Hennes-
sey, 681 1 Lafayette Ave., Chicago.

A SCHOOL of social economics was held at Chicago Commons during
the last week of April. The general subject of the session, "The So-

cial Function of Education," was discussed from the various stand-

points of some fifteen or more prominent educators and clergymen of

Chicago and vicinity. Colonel F. W. Parker expounded his theory of the

ideal school community from his practical experience of many years in

founding and conducting such a school. Miss Josephine Locke took as

her text in her argument for "The Need of Beauty" the following quo-
tation from Walter Crane: "I cannot contemplate with satisfaction the

spectacle of a world so 'civilized' that all the useful labors are made
either terrible by long hours, or emptied of all joy and interest by being
reduced to mechanism, so that everyone, while spending mechanically
the greater part of their time on some work they take no interest in,

and caring only to end it, fix their heart upon something outside their

lives and work,— following the game of 'ins and outs' called politics,

or giving themselves up to the chances of the gambler, whose talk is of

jockeys and race horses, or stocks and shares." She argued that it is

the absence of these tastes— the influence of beauty upon the soul, the
appreciation for beauty in an individual or community— that reduced
the "civilized " world to mechanism, speculation and drudgery, the spec-
tacle deplored by Mr. Crane. An autumn session of the school will be
held probably in the first week of September, and will be upon the gen-
eral subject, "Social Reconstruction—^ Are the Principles of the Ser-

mon on the Mount a Sufficient Basis.''"
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Kindergarte)i Calendars.—In a private kindergarten of Chicago, one
of the mothers has given much pleasure during the winter by painting
each month a calendar on which the children could keep the record of

the weather. In size they were some twenty-four by thirty-two inches,

about a quarter of the space being left blank and marked off in squares.
On these the children pasted each morning a circle which indicated
what the weather was that day. Yellow for the sunshine, green for the
rain, and gray for the clouds, while the gold and red reminded of Sun-
days and birthdays. The remaining space was filled in with a picture,

the artistic beauty of which made the filling in of the calendar a very
attractive part of the morning's program, and added to the bright sunny
atmosphere of the kindergarten. Beautifully suggestive the calendars
were of the thought of each month, and kindergartners and children
alike watched eagerly for the new calendar, but found continual pleas-

ure HI the old. December suggested the bells and holly of the Christ-

mas-tide, and January the evergreens laden with snow. In February the

subject for the month was " The Knights," and the calendar gave the
picture of a veritable Siegfried mounted on the trusty gray filly, riding

into the wintry gloom of the forest. With March comes the sunshine, giv-

ing light and warmth to the brown earth; and in April the budding trees

and breezy atmosphere suggested in the calendar made one long for

the freedom and outdoor life of which it gave promise. So all through
the year the calendars brought their message, and could other mothers
realize what a source of delight and inspiration they have been they
surely would be persuaded to do likewise.

Chal'tauqua, N. ,Y., has for years been the Mecca of the vacation
pedagogy, and of late years since there has been a flourishing Kinder-
garten department on the grounds, the professional worker, as well as

the eagerly inquiring mother, has looked forward to Chautauqua for help
in child-study as much as for recreation. We would advise the western
traveler to go the easiest way, with simple luggage and outing attire,

and remember that the only road which carries you straight into the
grounds without change of cars or baggage, and without loss of time, is

the Erie. Buy your ticket at 242 South Clark street, Chicago, and tele-

phone for your berth to " Main 965." There will be special excursion
rates on the 5th and 6th of July for the N. E. A., and we desire to call

attention to the suberb arrangements made by the Erie Lines for the ac-

commodation of kindergarten delegates to the meetings to be held at

Buffalo, July 7-10. The Erie management proposes to make this one
of their most comfortable excursions. The Erie trains, leaving Dear-
born Station at 2:55 ^- ^i-- reaching Buffalo early the next morning, will

be supplied by extra and through equipment from Chicago to Buffalo.

People using the Erie Lines will be accorded the privilege of a stop-
over on return journey at Lake Chautauqua, the center of the Chautau-
qua assembly. The Erie shows arrival and departure of other trains

than that of their famous New York Limited, which passes directly in

full view of Lake Chautauqua. The excursion rates are not yet an-
nounced. Write to the Erie Line for particulars.

Origin of Manual Training.—"Those of us who are accustomed to

trace everything that is good to the kindergarten movement are under
temptation, sometimes, to say that the manual training movement in its

present condition is the outgrowth and the upgrowth of the spirit and
the processes of the kindergarten, and I think there is ground for that

point of view; and yet there is one point in the history of manual train-
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ing which seems to give us another foundation for the manual training
movement: We all know that when manual training was first introduced
into this country, it received its chief impetus from Russia, and that
manual training, as it was born in Russia, received its impetus from the
movement toward trades, on the one hand, and toward mechanic arts on
the other, so that manual training, as it was first introduced into this

country, was the product of the spirit of industrialism, and showed itself

in the higher grades of the secondary schools. We saw exhibits of joints

and iron work long before we saw anything adapted to the lower grades.
And so I believe that it is possible for us to say that manual training is a
child of both of these movements. No one can deny that the kindergarten
has had a momentous influence upon the spirit and the processes em-
ployed in manual training in the lower grades, and no one can deny that
the influence of manual training in the secondary schools has percolated
downward through the grades, and the time has come when these two
influences have met."

—

IVa/ter L. Hervey.

How to Teach Children to Sing.— Special courses in music educa-
tion, conducted by Mari Ruef Hofer, are announced by the Pedagogical
Department of the Chautauqua Assembly of 1896. Teachers and par-
ents are calling for a more practical knowledge of children's music, and
how they should be taught, as well as how to sing with them in school
and home. It is in response to this need that the following courses are
announced: i. Course for teachers and kindergartners. Ten lessons,
daily, Saturday excepted, from July 13 to July 24; price S5. 2. Course for
teachers and kindergartners. Ten lessons, from July 27 to August 7:

S5. The lessons of these two courses will consist of illustrated lectures
and practical work in music methods; what songs to teach young chil-

dren, and how to present them; courses of songs in relation to special
topics; nature study, etc. Music talks for mothers in connection with
Kindergarten department will be given from time to time. Mother-play
and finger songs, music and child-study, testing of children's voices,
songs and games and how to play them, and free discussion on all top-
ics. This course will be made strictly practical, in that the members of
the class will be taught to sing a select variety of home and nursery
songs, and a limited number of finger plavs and games. For further
information address (Miss) Mari Ruef Hofer, Kindergarten Literature
Company, 166-170 S. Clinton street, Chicago, 111.

Sacramento, Cal., has two well-established active associations,
each in its own department doing enthusiastic, progressive work for the
advancement of child training. One of these is " The Mothers' Study
Circle," an association composed of some of the most earnest, intelligent

mothers of Sacramento, which has quietly been carrying on its work for
nearly a year. Membership is entirely unrestricted, being offered most
freely to "whosoever will." Through the interest which has been
aroused by the work of this circle, together with the seed which was
first sown by the Sacramento Kindergarten Association, which had
charge of the various charity kindergartens of this city for some seven
years, until the city adopted them as a part of the regular public school
system, there has been created a demand which has been most success-
fully met by the establishment of the Sacramento Normal Kindergarten
Training .School for the professional training of kindergarten teachers.
This school was established some three months ago, by Miss Mary F.
Ledyard, as a branch of the San Jose Kindergarten Training School, a
large and successful institution which she has conducted for some five
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years. These two associations are working hand in hand, and, in fact,^

are closely linked together by a bra.nch class of the Mothers' Circle,,

which is taking a partial course in the Kindergarten Training School.

Summer Homes.—In the Lake regions of Wisconsin, Northern Mich-
igan, Minnesota, Iowa and Dakota, there are hundreds of charming lo-

calities preeminently fitted for summer homes. Nearly all are located
on or near lakes which have not been fished out. These resorts are easily

reached by railway and range in variety from the " full dress for dinner
"

to the flannel-shirt costume for every meal. Among the list are names
familiar to many of our readers as the perfection of Northern summer re-

sorts. Nearly all of the Wisconsin points of interest are within a short

distance from Chicago or Milwaukee, and none of them are so far away
from the "busy marts of civilization" that they cannot be reached in a
few hours of travel, by frequent trains, over the finest road in the north-

west— the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway. A description of
the principal resorts, with list of summer hotels and boarding houses,

and rates for board, will be sent free on application to F. A. Miller^
Assistant General Passenger Agent, Chicago, 111.

Mrs.Hailmann's Synoptical Chart.— The School Journal lor April

25 contains a reproduction of the circular table which Mrs. Hailmann
has elaborated, in order to show the relations existing between the kin-

dergarten occupations and school and life interests of the child. In an
article defining the purpose and method of the chart Mrs. Hailmann
says: "The more I become familiar with the kindergarten material in

its intimate and all-sided relations to human development, from the ear-

liest dawnings of consciousness in infancy to thematurest achievements
of industry and commerce, and to the fondest aspirations of science and
art, the more I realize these things; the more I esteem the genius that

contrived this material and related it in organic parallelism with the
needs of the child and man in the educational processes of self-revela-

tion. This organic relation I have symbolized in a synoptical table for

the guidance of my students." The original chart was presented at the
International Kindergarten Union meeting, held in New York in Feb-
ruary.

The department of Pedagogy in the University of Chicago proposes
to build up and maintain, in connection with the department, a pedagog-
ical museum, where will be exhibited all the latest and best mechanical
appliances in school management, and indeed everything that will be
of interest and value to the teacher. Such museums have long been
common in Europe. In this country the only one of much importance
is in the United States Bureau of Education at Washington, where it is

available only to a very few. There should be one great collection of
this kind in each section of the country, so that it might not be a diffi-

cult thing for any teacher to become acquainted by personal inspection
with what may properly be called the most important instruments of

his profession. That teachers are eager to examine such collections is

shown by the great interest in the publishers' exhibit at the meetings of

the National Educational Association. But these exhibits are very in-

complete, and are seen only by a trifling proportion of the great body of

teachers; a permanent collection would be of infinitely more value.

Practical Living.—The Chicago Commons has its monthly bulletin, in

which a full report of the work of the settlement is recorded. A recent
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issue tells of the influence of the kindergarten in the following unquali-
lied words: "The startinc^-point and basis of the educational effort, and
also of the social redemptive work undertaken at Chicago Commons, is

in the kindergarten. Its history, which we hope to tell with some detail
in a later issue, is one of providential opportunity, of self-sacrifice and
earnest devotion on the part of its workers, and of instant and unre-
served response on the part of the neighborhood. About seventy little

ones are enrolled, and the effect of the effort thus far upon the children
and their homes is too obvious to be misunderstood or mistaken. The
kindergarten takes advantage of the association with a large household
in the work of the children for the house. Almost every day they pre-
pare the vegetables for the Commons table, and as occasion arises they
wash dishcloths, scour pans, polish silverware, and render other service
in a blessed outgoing of happy and free-hearted helpfulness."

Questionsfor Applicants to the Kindergarte?! Institute.—The Chicago
Kindergarten Institute requires full answers to the following questions
on the part of each applicant, before the same can be considered for
membership to its class of students, which is limited in number to

twenty-five: Have you had any practical care of children? What ex-
perience have you had in the work of a household? What are your
special interests? What educational advantages have you had, and
where? What has occupied your time since leaving school? Have
you ever followed any business vocation? If so, what? How did you
become interested in kindergarten work? What is your purpose in tak-
ing the kindergarten training? How much time have you spent on each
of the foUowiug studies: Music, drawing, geometry, literature, botany,
chemistry, zoology, and English? What three books have influenced
you most in life?

The last meeting for the year of the Kindergarten Union of Buf-
falo was held at the home of Mrs. J. R. Wickson, on May g. After rou-
tine business was disposed of, the reports of committees on National
Educational Association entertainment, reception, and badges, were read
and adopted. The annual election of officers was then held. Mrs. M.
J. B. Wylie was reelected president; Miss Ella C. Elder was elected
vice-president; Miss Cornelia Selkirk was elected secretary-treasurer.
The executive committee elected consists of Mrs. Cornelia M. Green,
Miss A. H. Littell, and Miss Amy Smith. The questions in the Kinder-
G.A.RTEN Magazine on the "Grass-mowing" play were considered, and
the answers given showed careful study of the play by the members.
This Union hopes Miss Blow's questions will include all the plays.

A SUMMER training class will be in session from July 6 to August 28,

at the University of Minnesota. It is designed for the benefit of pri-

mary teachers who desire a better understanding of the kindergarten in

order that they may apply its method intelligently to primary work;
teachers and others who are unable to give at one time a whole school
year to the study of kindergartning, but who wish to utilize successive
summer vacations and parts of the school year until a thorough course
is completed, and kindergartners who have taken partial courses in

other training classes, but have been unable to return to them for a
post-graduate course.

At the May meeting of the Cook County Teachers' Association, the
following action was taken with regard to the vacation schools: "Re-
solved, That we have heard with great pleasure of the proposed move-
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ment for vacation schools, which will involve summer outings in the

country for the poor children of Chicago; that we pledge our hearty
support both as to our influence and means for the furtherance of this

object," and Miss Eleanor Reese, a teacher of Palos, 111., offered to take
charge of twenty children for two weeks if the railroad companies could
be induced to carry them. She proposed to distribute them among the
farmers, meet with them every day at the county schoolhouse, and in

the interval introduce them to such of nature's phenomena as the place
afforded.

Nature s Playthins^s.— I remember in the spring kneeling on the
ground to seek the first blades of grass that pricked through the soil, and
bringing them into the house to study and wonder over. Better than a

shop full of toys they were to me! Whence came their color? How did

they draw their sweet, refreshing tint from the brown earth or the limpid
air or the white light ? Later the little scarlet pimpernel charmed me. It

seemed more than a flower; it was like a human thing. I knew it by the

homely name of poor man's weather-glass. It was so much wiser than I,

for when the sky was yet without a cloud, softly it clasped its little red
petals together, folding its golden heart in safety from the shower that

was sure to come. How could it know so much?

—

Celia Thaxter.

About twenty years ago the first kindergarten was opened in Tokio,

Japan, under the patronage of the empress. Special buildings were
erected, commodious, and especially adapted for kindergarten needs.
About an acre of ground was devoted to this kindergarten, planted with
trees, shrubs and flower beds, having in ils midst a beautiful wisteria

bower and a fish pond stocked with gold fish. Court musicians and
poets were detailed to prepare music and songs for the children; and
the children of the tradespeople sang with the children of the royal

hausehold. For nearly ten years this was the only kindergarten in

Japan. Within the next ten years there were put in operation 103 pub-
lic and 45 private kindergartens, with 317 teachers and 8,662 children.

The Chautauqua program will lay emphasis this summer upon ped-
agogical topics. The school of pedagogy, under the charge of Presi-
dent W. L. Hervey of Teachers' College, New York, will offer a wide
range of courses in psychology, general methods, and special applica-
tions. Professor Nicholas Murray Butler will deliver the opening ad-
dress, and special lectures will be given by Professor John Dewey, Pro-
fessor E. Benj. Andrews, Professor W. L. Bryan, New York state;

Superintendent Charles R. Skinner, President Hervey, Superintendent
F. Troudley, and others. Conferences of parents and teachers will also
be organized with a view to securing the intelligent interest of fathers
and mothers in the improvement of our educational system.

If children in the family and in the public schools were fed with only
the best literature, if their minds were treated with as much care in re-

gard to the things sown in them as our wheat fields, what a result we
should havel It is not possible to guard any normal person from the
knowledge of evil and from the thoughts of a disordered world, but it is

possible to encourage the growth in education of love for the noblest
literature,—for that which is pure and stimulating. And this result we
shall have some time when education is taken out of politics, out of the
hands of persons who are untrained in psychology or pedagogy, and
committed to those who are experts in dealing with the vital problem of
the character of the generations to succeed us.— Charles Dudley ll^Mtier,

in Harper s Magazine for May.
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Four new kindergartens have been opened during the year at Mem-
phis, Tenn., one a memorial free kindergarten for the benefit of the
children of mechanics and other working people who could not afford
the private schools, another for the negro children, and two in the or-
phan asylums, one of which is in charge of the Catholic Sisters. One
week in May the kindergarten was conducted under the great old trees
on the lawn. The voices were kept in tune by the assistance of a guitar,

and with Mother Nature's story-book spread before their eyes, the little

ones rivaled the happiness of their neighbors—the birds—of whom they
were studying.

Miss Susan Blow made Boston glad by a visit of a week the first

of May. She read a paper on the "All Gone Song" which was admirable,,
and after that talked to the Boston kindergartners about unconscious
motives. Anyone who has heard Miss Blow once will everafter get more
pleasure from reading her books, for she has a personality of voice and
gesture which, like Dr. E. E. Hale's, is strong enough to project itself

into the printed page when she is across the sea or the continent. She
is now at her summer home at Cazenovia, N. Y.

A course of eight lessons for nurses was given by Alice E. Fitts,.

director of Department of Kindergartens at Pratt Institute kindergar-
ten. The class was also open to mothers. The following were the
subjects considered: How to use sand with children out of doors and in-

doors; clay and form work; soap bubbles, and how to play with them;
a week in the country with <he children; simple outdoor and indoor
games; stories, and what to tell; stones, leaves, and seeds, and what to

do with them; building blocks.

The regular meeting of the Philadelphia Society of Froebel Kinder-
gartners was held April 18, i8g6. This meeting was in commemoration
of the birthday of Friedrich Froebel. The program consisted of appro-
priate songs and games, original stories by Mrs. Pickering and Miss
Waddin=cton, and anadd'ress by Professor Daniel Batchellor. The chief
feature of the meeting was a paper written by the president, Mrs. M. L.
V^an Kirk. The meeting adjourned after a very pleasant social hour.

—

A^^nes M. Fox, Secy.

A LITTLE three-year-old girl came running to her mother for some
food for a bird that was in the yard. She was asked what the birdie
wanted, and replied: "Oh, molasses; he says he wants molasses." The
mother expressed surprise that the bird should speak, and was answered:
" Why, he just holds his head so " (on one side) " and says ' syrup, syrup,'

just as plain as can be." She was given the molasses and trotted away
happy in the belief it was just what birdie wanted.

A HYGIENIC chair, that is, a strictly comfortable chair, which con-
forms to the normal body of the child, is one of the objects of educa-
tional investigation and experiment at present. There is a wide-awake-
ness in everything that concerns child-life at present that promises to

bring about a rational school reform before the nineteenth century
closes. The essence of common sense has been gradually distilled dur-
ing the last quarter century, has it not?

In voting as to who were the four greatest Americans, the school
children of one of our large cities agreed upon Washington, Lincoln,,

Hamilton, and Webster. It would seem very desirable that all school
children should become familiar with the features of these men; excel-
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lent portraits of them (large size) for schoolroom decoration are made
by A. W. Elson & Co., 146 Oliver street, Boston, in their series of the
" Makers of our Nation." Send for catalogue giving full description.

D. Appleton & Co. have issued four of the series of enlarged
Mother-Play pictures—The Bridge, Feeding the Pigeons, Grass-Mow-
ing, and The Wheelwright,—printed in colors from stone on white leath-
erette paper, fourteen by twenty-one inches in size. The color tone is

exceedingly good, and the improvement over the outlined pictures very
marked. These four are issued as an experiment, and others will follow
in the same style if these prove successful.

" Pestalozzi and Herbart" is the title of an extensive article in the
May Forum, written by that eminent pedagogical authority, Whilhelm
Rein, of the University of Jena. Professor Rein shows the great suc-
cesses of the Swiss reformer, who even lived to witness the fruitage of
his work. The tone of the article is quite free from the tragic sentiment
with which the biographer frequently miscolors the life and work of Pes-
talozzi.

The cause of the Vacation schools presented in this number of the
Magazine must appeal to every earnest teacher and kindergartner.
Kindergartners and manual training teachers are especially needed for
the Chicago Vacation schools this summer. If those who are willing to
undertake such work will send their names and addresses to the Kin-
dergarten Magazine, the good work may be hastened and helped.

The second annual conference on manual training was held at the
Teachers' College New York City, on Saturday, May 16. The confer-
ence was under the auspices of the Department of Manual Training
and Art Education, and designed to bring together teachers of drawing
and manual training, in order to discuss problems incident to the intro-

duction of manual training into public and private schools.

There were in Saginaw, Mich., until the middle of May, six flourish-

ing kindergartens under the care of the school board, with an enroll-
ment of seven hundred children and an attendance of five hundred. The
city Board of Estimates decided that Saginaw could not afford kinder-
gartens and cut off the funds for that purpose entirely, and there are now
no public school kindergartens in Saginaw.

The Ginn & Company Summer School of Music and Drawing will

be held at Evanston, 111., July 6 to 18. Special departments will be the
Model School, where the best methods of presentation will be practi-
cally illustrated, and the Round Table, for discussion of subjects vital

to good supervision. There will be classes in outdoor sketching, chorus
work, sight reading, voice, and harmony.

Examination Questions.— Repeated calls come from training teach-
ers for a set of examination questions which should be approved by the
International Kindergarten Union. No such questions have been issued
to the knowledge of the editor. Application for same should be made
to the chairman of committee on kindergarten training, Mrs. Alice H.
Putnam, 4815 Kenwood avenue, Chicago.

The recent issue of the Teacher s College Bulletin should be appro-
priated by all who are practically interested in manual or industrial

training. It is a compilation of the papers and discussions presented
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before the Manual Training Congress held in New York in March, and is

full of practical, well-sifted statements of what has been, is being, and
should be, done in this direction.

The report of an English supervisor of education, quoted in Hand
and A'ye, g'wes a thorough comparison, point by point, of the Swedish
sloyd system of manual trainmg and English school carpentry, with the
following conclusion: " In short, it seems to me that sloyd is the system
of manual instruction which at present best embodies educational prin-

ciples."

The superintendent of the Worcester (Mass.) public schools makes
the following statement, which it is well to quote to school superin-
tendents at large: "A kindergarten child relies on himself, is full of

ideas, asks questions, is truthful, and is happy in school and out of

school. He takes care of himself at home, and is always full of business."

Mrs. Fannie Schwedler Barnes began her Brooklyn kindergar-
ten work April 14. She lectures from time to time on kindergarten
work. The Brooklyn Kindergarten Normal School, of which she is the
principal, is to open a course for mothers, feeling the need of the young
mothers confronted with vital questions which they need help to solve.

A SUMMER school of Psychology, Biology, Pedagogy, and Anthro-
pology is announced to be held at Clark University, Worcester, Mass.,
from July 13-25. The answers to the printed syllabi and questions hav-
ing been returned in great enough numbers. Dr. G. Stanley Hall will

make reports on about twenty topics of child- study.

Chicago spends $28.50 per annum (at least ^5), upon the education
of each child in its elementary schools. New Zealand spends £2, 15s.

per head; New South Wales, /^5; and British Columbia, /^4— just to

mention a few. The London Board spends £t, 6s.— and a tine dust is

being made of it.

—

London Sclioolniaster.

At the biennial meeting of the General Federation of Women's
Clubs, held in Louisville in May, a resolution was passed urging the
clubs in all parts of the country to give their attention during the com-
ing year to educational matters, beginning with the kindergarten move-
ment.

A wealthy widow lady of Seattle, Wash., has dedicated a hand-
some new building for a kindergarten m memory of her husband. She
maintains the school at her own expense, and is doing a noble work for

the depraved little tots in one of the worst quarters of Seattle.

The National German Froebel Union will meet in Berlin, Septem-
ber 6, 7, and 8, holding morning, afternoon, and evening sessions. The
Relation of Kindergarten Pedagogy to the Schools, will be the chief
topic of discussion. Dr. Pappenheim is still president.

Rev. Henry A. Todd, of Brooklyn, will personally conduct his

eighth party of European tourists this summer on an unusually interest-
ing tour at a low figure of expense. For information address Alice C.
Parsons, 644 Monroe street, Chicago, 111.

Miss. -Hailmann and Miss Willette Allen will conduct a summer
school of kindergarten methods at Atlanta, Ga., beginning June 17.
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Elizabeth Peabody once said of Julia Ward Howe: "When I saw
her, as a young mother, so serious and loving, making all her accom-
plishments secondary to the mother-claims, I felt her future power;
and she has not disappointed me."

The Kindergarten Magazine has proven the greatest assistance
to me in my home studies, as it translates Froebel's principles so satis-

factorily, besides keeping me posted in kindergarten news.

—

Lessie
Thorpe, New Iberia, La.

The population of New York City between the Battery and 14th
street has in the last decade increased 100,000. There are 330,000
inhabitants to the square mile, while "darkest London" has only 117,000
in her densest locality.

Minnesota takes the best care of her children of any state in the
Union. In Michigan only one in ten thousand children are dependent;
in New York City one in every twenty-eight and one-half.

Renew your subscription to the Kindergarten Magazine at the
Buffalo National Educational Association meeting. You will find Miss
Mary Louise Butler in attendance, ready to serve you.

The school of pedagogy of Buffalo will have a summer school at the
close of the meeting of the National Educational Association, under the
general management of Frank M. McMurry.

The kindergartens of Dartmouth, N. S., have celebrated their seventh
birthday, and as a memorial collected fifty dollars among their friends to
start a library for the trainmg school.

The kindergarten section of the Dominion of Canada Teachers As-
sociation became a branch of the International Kindergarten Union at

its recent meeting.

Chicago will spend $40,000 on its public school kindergartens dur-
ing the coming year, believing that retrenchment at this end of the line
is poor policy.

The National Educational Association meeting in July is prophesied
to be a gathering of the most representative school men and women of
this country.

The Women's Rest Tour Association of Boston has proved that $2qo
is sufficient to enable a woman of simple tastes to enjoy a summer in

England.

Miss Griswold has been elected the first woman president of the
Cook County Teachers Association.

See the program of contents announced elsewhere for Vol. IX of
the Kindergarten Magazine.

Wanted, a kindergartner who will go south. Correspond with Mrs.
S. G. McSenden, Tomasville, Ga.

The Brooklyn Free Kindergarten Association has opened a kinder-
garten for colored children.
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"The Adventures of Hatim Ta'i," translated from the Persian by
Duncan Forbes, is issued by Ginn & Co. in a small, fifty-cent edition,
ihat it may be accessible to the many; heretofore it has only been pub-
lished in costly folio form. The story is an oriental tale, as rich m im-
agination as the tales of the "Arabian Nights." Its ethical tone is of a
high level, for the hero, Hatim Tai, is a young Arabian prince personify-
ing the Eastern ideal of human excellence. His every purpose and aim
of existence is for the service of his fellow-men, and the story gives ac-
count of the wondrous self-sacrifice and heroic generosity of the man in
aid of strangers whose sole claim to his effort in their behalf is their
need. That a person of that name was famous throughout the East in
the last half of the sixth century for his bravery, wisdom, and generos-
ity, adds much interest to the tale. This halo of extravagant idealism
of human virtues seems to be a tribute, in the oriental fashion, to the
memory of this good man. The only questionable point of the excellent
tone of the book for child reading is the natural and incidental reference
to the oriental practice of polygamy, and a certain doctrine of fatalism,
both inevitable in any Mohammedan tale. These are minor points, how-
ever, which doubtless would pass over the heads of children, the main
facts of adventure and heroism only standing out in memory relief. The
delight which such tales of imagination bring to the child reader, and
their almost infinite capacity to convey ideals for action, give them a
first place in the choice of all childhood. When one happens upon a
genuine classic of so pure a literary style and so healthful a moral tone
.as "The Adventures of Hatim Ta'i," it may be considered a treasure.

A SMALL, neatly bound volume, entitled " The Brownings for the
Young," edited by Frederic G. Kenyon, contains selected poems from
the writings of Robert and Elizabeth Barrett Browning of the simpler
character, designed to cultivate a taste in young readers for those mas-
ters of English style and versification. The editor expresses his pleas-
ure at being the first to bring together selections from the poetry of the
great poet and his equally great wife within the cover of a single volume,
.an association most appropriate because of their unique relation—two of
the greatest of English poets, husband and wife. Ihat the Brownings,
Robert Browning especially, have usually been considered too involved
and philosophical for young readers, but that it is most desirable for all

young people to acquire a taste for the best in literature would be read-
ily conceded; and these few selections made by. Mr. Kenyon aim to
make the early reading of Browning literature as simple and enjoyable
as possible. Published by Macmillan & Co. Price 50c.

The second volume of the series, "The Republic of Childhood," is

called " Froebel's Occupations." The authors, Mrs. Wiggin and Miss
Smith, have put into very accessible and readable form, under twenty-
one headings, the most practical and helpful ideas extant on this most
"needful food for the spirit "for which Froebel designed his occupa-
tions. It is seldom that writers of such originality and force so com-
pletely subject their own to the leading thought of other authorities as in
this treatise on the use and application of the "Occupations." About
one quarter of the book is made up of quotations. Of course the indi-
vidual flavor of these two well-known kindergarten writers intertwines
the whole, and adds a special charm; their highly pointed aphorisms
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and illustrations make an otherwise, perhaps, dull subject generally en-
joyable, and puts the subject lucidly into the hands of mothers as well
as teachers. There is an undercurrent of reverential consideration of

the child which gives such literature its deepest value as a maker of

public sentiment, and for which we have so much to thank Friedrich
Froebel. As a fountain-head he has poured out such volumes, unsullied
and immortal, that even lighter literature on the subject of new educa-
tion is forced to carry its share of the refreshing draught. Susan Blow,
Professor Snider, and a few others, have given us the full flush of Froe-
bel's original feeling in their every written page, but for popular read-
ing they would never compare with the terser and more pithily illus-

trated books of Mrs. Wiggin and Miss Smith. Houghton, Mifflin & Co.,

Publishers, Boston. Price $1.

Lafcadio Hearn writes of Japan and his intimate acquaintance
with things and ideas Japanese in a most fluent and fascinating style.

His latest picture of his favorite landscape is " Kokoro," the heart and
sentiment of Japanese life. In his masterful style and his exquisite
English, he pictures for the West an emotional and religious life as widely
differing from our own as the space of Orient from Occident. The en-
thusiastic admiration of Mr. Hearn for the Japanese, especially the life

of Old Japan, wins his readers over into a pleasant idealism of a strange
and unfamiliar people. If his subtle, transcendental reasoning leaves
the impression that he has become in all modes of thought as the people
with whose inner life he is so familiar, the reader undoubtedly does
him an injustice. Rather might he be thought to have intended im-
pressing the arrogant civilization of the West with a reverence for the
culture, refinement and sweetness of spirit of an older generation. We
vaunt ourselves and smile at the ways and beliefs of the Orient as the
young girl of today in our western life often smiles with humorsome
condescension upon the dear old-fashioned grandmother, whose refined
and gentle spirit is not of her life; never so could it be in Japan. We
can learn much from Japan and through no more charming medium
than Lafcadio Hearn's pen pictures. Houghton, Mififlm & Co., New York,
publishers.

"The Story of the Plants," by Grant Allen, comprises within some
two hundred small pages material for much inspiration toward the study
of botany and a closer observation of plant life. Grant Allen is a bot-
anist of good standing, and his theories and conclusions are the fruit of

years of most careful and scientific study and observation. The book
is addressed to men and women of average intelligence, but unfamiliar
with the great technical world of science. Mr. Allen has therefore writ-

ten in a popular style, eliminating technical phraseology and forbearing
to go into scientific detail. This effort on the part of the author consti-

tutes at the same time the most admirable and the most vulnerable
point of a work of this kind, for in reducing the technical to a minimum
he has at times overstepped the limits of strict accuracy, and has lapsed
into a rather loose usage not only of scientific terms but of good English.
However, it is perhaps a minor point to consider the advisability of cen-
suring Grant Allen for indulging in a little undue freedom of language
when the general purport of his work is toward tjae best results of nature
study. Certain it is— "dead certain," Mr. Allen might say—that any
reader of this little book will gain ideas and added interest for the study
of botany, and the plant world even take on a novel and more fascina-
ting aspect. Published by D. Appleton & Co.; price, 40 cents.
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Houghton, Mifflin & Co. issues under the title of "A Bunch of
Herbs " a few papers selected from a number of the works of John Bur-
roughs, with a brief introductory biographical sketch of the author. For
anyone who knows John Burroughs his name upon the title page is suf-

ficient to insure the desire of possession. And should this inexpensive
booklet fall into the hands of any who have not yet made the acquaint-
ance of the dear old man who lives so close to nature's heart, and inter-

prets her thoughts to her less observant and sympathetic neighbors, no
further introduction would be necessary; he would be installed as a lit-

erary friend.

Charles Dudley Warner, in Harpet-s Magazme for June, dis-

cusses the question of common school education in the United States,
reaching a conclusion not very complimentary to the public school sys-
tem. Mr. Warner's obvious comment upon the situation is: "School
education should be in the hands of experts, not of politicians, not of

reformers, not of men and women elected by popular vote."

In the spring number of The Altruist Interchange, a-ccounis of Burn-
ham Industrial Farm, the seaside camp for London working boys, the
sociological influence of the Hampton graduates and model lodging
houses, keep the journal up to its declared standard for information
concerning progressive, organized work for the general good.

"Art Museums and their Relation to the People," by Professor E.
F. Fenollosa, of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, is begun in the May
number of The Lotus. It is a strong statement of the educational value
of museums from one whose experience both in this country and in

Japan qualifies him to speak with authority.

"Seed Babies" is the title of a new book announced by Ginn & Co.,

from the pen of Margaret W. Morley. The public is already familiar
with Miss Morley 's artistic manner of treating scientific subjects from
her previous books. "Seed Babies" is a story of the children of the
flowers told to the children of the people.

One copy, at least, of Walter Crane's " Flora's Feast," has an ideal
binding and a permanent abiding place. The baby kindergarten room
at Hull House has hung low along its softly tinted walls long, dainty
paneled white frames containing the pages which so exquisitely symbol-
ize the spring and summer flowers.

"The Story of Our Country," a primary history of the United States
by Alma Holman Burton, published by the Werner School Book Com-
pany, presents the main facts of American history in simple narrative
style with pilenty of illustrations.

The school journal heretofore known as Iowa Schools appears on
our exchange table with a very euphonious new title and an expanded
field. It is now Midland Schools.

A NEW edition of "Song Stories for the Kindergarten," by Patty
Hill, is now in press, to be issued directly by the Clayton F. Summy
Co., Chicago.

A MOVEMENT is on foot to establish a School Library^Section of the
National Educational Association.










